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PAH polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
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ppb parts per billion
PPE personal protective equipment
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RBC risk-based concentration
RBC-C risk-based concentration, for cancer effects
RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
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RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
SALP synthetic precipitation leaching potential
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SFWMD Southwest Florida Water Management District
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STEL short-term exposure limit
SVOCs  semivolatile organic compounds
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TAL  target analyte list
TCL  total compound list
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TOC  total organic carbon
TSP  total suspended particulates
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UNSCEAR United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
VOCs volatile organic compounds
X    result is less than the CRDL, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
µg/kg/day micrograms chemical per kilogram body weight per day
**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

This public health assessment for the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida, is in response to recommendations from the December 2000 Ombudsman Report of Findings and Recommendations Regarding the Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Tarpon Springs, Florida. The report recommended that the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) prepare a new public health assessment to more thoroughly address community concerns about the site.

The Stauffer site is ½-mile south of the Pasco-Pinellas county line and 1.6 miles east of the Gulf of Mexico. From 1947 to 1981, the 138-acre site operated as a chemical plant that extracted elemental phosphorus from phosphate ore. The facility included a phosphate ore processing area, elemental phosphorus production facilities, a slag processing area, and a system of settling ponds. Residual wastes from the operation were disposed in on-site settling ponds and in the slag processing area, both of which are groundwater contamination sources.

According to 1980 Census data, almost 6,000 people lived within 1 mile of the site. Approximately 9,200 people lived within 1 mile of the site according to 2000 Census data.

The major surface water in the site area is the Anclote River. The river is primarily used for recreation, including boating and swimming, and support of wildlife.

**A. Environmental Contaminants**

Following are summaries of data from site–sampling investigations and monitoring programs. More information on these summaries can be found in the Environmental Contamination and Other Hazards section of this document. ATSDR reviewed the environmental data and selected contaminants warranting further evaluation based on (1) the adequacy of the sampling conducted, (2) the maximum concentration and frequency of detection of the contaminants found in various media, and (3) comparison of the maximum detected concentrations with health-based screening values, also known as comparison values (CVs). Contaminants detected at levels above ATSDR’s CVs do not necessarily pose a health hazard. Such detection simply means that further evaluation is needed to determine whether adverse health effects might be expected under site-specific exposure conditions (see Exposure Pathway and Conclusion sections below for the results of these evaluations). Note also that the identification of a particular substance does not imply that it is related to the site; ATSDR also assessed how detected levels of some substances (e.g., naturally occurring elements) compare to typical background concentrations.

- On-site soil/slag samples contained arsenic, cadmium, thallium, fluoride, and radium-226 at concentrations that exceed ATSDR’s comparison values (CVs). On-site surface soil samples from two locations also contained asbestos at very low levels.

- Groundwater samples from the shallow aquifer (on-site) contained a number of contaminants at levels that exceed ATSDR CVs. These contaminants include aluminum, antimony, arsenic, boron, cadmium, chromium, fluoride, iron, lead, lithium, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, thallium, vanadium, sulfate, gross alpha, radium-226, and radon-222.
Groundwater samples from the Floridan Aquifer (on-site) contained few contaminants at concentrations in excess of ATSDR CVs. Site-related contaminant concentrations were generally lower in the Floridan Aquifer than in the surficial aquifer, although similar concentrations of arsenic or fluoride were reported in nested wells on the river shore downgradient of the main production area and in the eastern portion of the southern parcel of the site.

Some private (residential, commercial, and irrigation) water supply wells sampled contained arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, thallium, zinc, chlorides, sulfate, gross alpha radiation, and radium-226 at levels above ATSDR CVs. However, these contaminants were detected infrequently and most were at concentrations no more than 10 times higher than CVs. Identified private wells are not in the direct path of flow of site groundwater contamination; therefore, the source of the few detected elevated levels is not known, but may be due to naturally occurring background. Thirty-eight private wells (residential potable, commercial potable, and irrigation wells) in the site vicinity have been sampled since 1988.

Residential and commercial wells are believed to draw water from the Floridan Aquifer. Irrigation wells draw water from the surficial (shallow) aquifer, but are not used for drinking water purposes.

Note: Public water supplies are not in the path of known contaminant migration and, as such, have not been affected by the Stauffer site.

Surface water samples (from the Anclote River) contained the following substances at levels above drinking water CVs (used as conservative screening values) at least once: antimony, arsenic, boron, chromium, iron, lead, thallium, vanadium, fluoride, sulfate, gross alpha and beta radiation, and radium-226. Phosphorus and polonium-210 were also detected at levels above background.

Arsenic, boron, and sulfates were consistently detected at levels above CVs throughout the river. Gross alpha and beta radiation levels are similar both upstream and in Meyers Cove, but maximum concentrations of radium-226, radon, phosphorus, and polonium-210 were generally higher in Meyers Cove than in areas immediately upstream. Boron, as well as several other substances (e.g., calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium), was detected at concentrations expected in an estuary such as this.

Sediment samples (from the Anclote River) contained arsenic, thallium, fluoride, radium-226, polonium-210 at levels that exceeded CVs at least once. With the exception of fluoride and thallium, maximum concentrations were detected in Meyers Cove. Highest concentrations were generally during the 1988 and 1989 sampling events.

Detected concentrations of most metals were below CVs, which are based on daily soil ingestion. The level of some metals in sediments were elevated above background near the site, particularly in Meyers Cove. The highest concentrations of aluminum, arsenic, barium, chromium, silver, and vanadium were detected at Meyers Cove; however, most of these were
below CVs. Arsenic, however, was the only substance consistently detected at levels above its CV. Levels of phosphorus and total organic carbon (TOC) are also highest at Meyers Cove and areas adjacent to the site (just upstream of Meyers Cove) compared to upstream and downstream locations. Likewise, gross alpha and beta radiation were measured at the highest levels in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site (up to 50 times higher activity than in upstream samples). Radium-226 and polonium-210 were only measured in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site; detected concentrations just slightly exceeded CVs.

- ATSDR contacted the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Florida Department of Health, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, and Florida Marine Research Institute to identify available fish tissue and shellfish sampling data. No fish or shellfish sampling data were identified in the site area.

B. Completed Exposure Pathways

As a step in determining whether the substances detected in the various environmental media described above are of public health concern, ATSDR evaluated the extent to which people could come in contact with, or be exposed to, these substances (via ingestion, skin contact, or breathing). ATSDR identified the following completed exposure pathways for the Stauffer site:

- Breathing outdoor air is a completed exposure pathway (past)—both on site and off site. When the plant was operational, area residents noticed “haze” and dusts presumably emitted from the plant furnace. Residents also expressed concern about emissions during site activities involving digging or excavations, particularly slag processing activities. People working at or living near the Stauffer site during those times were exposed to airborne contaminants emitted from various plant operations and site activities.

- Drinking on-site groundwater is a completed exposure pathway (past) for the Stauffer site. Groundwater was used for drinking and industrial purposes on site until approximately 1979. Drinking water was drawn primarily from wells within the deeper Floridan aquifer. Available data show that measured contaminant levels did not exceed health-based CVs in the wells known to have been used for drinking water purposes. The site is now served by public water. Nearby public water supplies have not been affected by the Stauffer site.

- Contacting on-site surface soil and slag is another completed exposure pathway (past). Current contact with on-site soils and slag by the general public or by trespassers is expected to be minimal because the site is completely fenced with 24-hour security, thereby preventing public access. Past plant and remediation workers might have had a greater opportunity to contact contaminated materials. It is not known how much soil and slag people might have come in contact with in the past. Completed and planned clean-up actions are intended to eliminate or prevent possible future exposures.

- Contacting off-site soil (at Gulfside Elementary School) is also a completed pathway (past). Because of its proximity to the Stauffer site and the fact that children would be an affected population, several studies have focused on characterizing the soils and building materials on
the Gulfside Elementary School property. Other than radium-226, no contaminants were detected at elevated levels in school soils. No other off-site soil data are available.

- Contacting off-site slag/building materials is also a completed exposure pathway. Slag was used as roadway and building material throughout nearby communities. The extent to which Stauffer contributed to these materials cannot be determined because other elemental phosphorus plants in the Central Florida area also produced slag. It is not known how much direct contact people have had with slag in these areas, but sampling results show relatively low contaminant concentrations (especially when compared with on-site conditions). External gamma radiation exposures associated with these materials also were measured and determined not to be harmful.

- Ingesting and contacting surface water and sediment (in the Anclote River) are completed exposure pathways because contaminated groundwater from beneath the Stauffer site discharges to the river, and people might come in contact with water and sediment when using the river. The river is used for boating, fishing, swimming, and wading. In general, however, water and sediment samples, especially those collected away from the site (e.g., downstream locations sampled near the mouth of the river) do not show unusually elevated contaminant levels. The highest detected contaminant concentrations in sediment were found in Meyers Cove. In addition, ingestion of surface water contaminants is likely to be minimal because the river is brackish and is not used as a drinking water source.

C. Potential Exposure Pathways

ATSDR identified the following potential exposure pathways for the Stauffer site:

- Drinking off-site groundwater is considered a potential exposure pathway (past, current, and future) because private wells tapping the deep aquifer have and continue to be used by some area residents and businesses for drinking and other purposes. Some nearby shallow groundwater wells are used for irrigation and lawn-watering activities. Available sampling data (1988–2002) show a few contaminants at slightly elevated levels in area private wells. The source of these contaminants, however, has not been linked with the Stauffer site.

- Eating fish and shellfish (biota) is a potential exposure pathway (past, present, and future). While residents may eat fish and shellfish from the Anclote River, fish and shellfish are not likely to be contaminated with chemicals from the Stauffer facility. Chemicals detected in soil, water, and air from the Stauffer facility are not known to concentrate in fish or shellfish. It should be noted, however, that the Florida Department of Health has issued a fish advisory for the Anclote River because of mercury contamination. Mercury contamination in fish is not from the Stauffer facility.

D. Conclusions

Following are findings from ATSDR’s assessment of public health hazards associated with human exposure to contaminants from the Stauffer site. This assessment was conducted primarily
in response to concerns expressed by the Tarpons Springs community. These concerns include: (1) past and current air exposures, (2) student exposures at Gulfside Elementary School, (3) using nearby private wells for drinking and agricultural purposes, (4) past exposures of former Stauffer workers, and (5) a perceived excess of cancer and other illnesses in the site area. ATSDR reached its conclusions based on a comprehensive evaluation of available site information and environmental sampling data.

ATSDR has concluded that the following exposure pathways do not pose a public health hazard because people would not be exposed to contaminants from the site at levels known to result in adverse health effects.

- Drinking on-site water (past).
- Contacting on-site surface soil and slag (current).
- Contacting off-site slag/building materials (past/current/future).
- Contacting surface water and sediment in the Anclote River during recreational activities (past/current/future)
- Eating fish and shellfish (past/current/future).

ATSDR’s conclusions regarding the other exposure pathways associated with the Stauffer site are discussed below.

1. Historical (Past) Exposures

   i. Air Exposures (Before 1982)

Levels of air pollution in the immediate area of the Stauffer facility while it was operating (i.e., 1947–1981) were likely to be a public health hazard because of the combined emissions from the Stauffer facility and from other sources in the area. The components of air pollution that caused the health hazard were sulfur dioxide and particulate matter. These pollutants reached levels that in the scientific literature were associated with an increased incidence of adverse lung and heart conditions. Populations at greatest risk for suffering adverse health effects include children, the elderly, persons with preexisting heart or lung disease, and persons with asthma who lived or worked near the Stauffer facility. Some uncertainty exists in the health conclusions for long- and short-term exposures to particulate matter and long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide. However, both sulfur dioxide and particulate matter are likely to affect the lungs; therefore, any added particulate matter exposures in combination with sulfur dioxide exposures may have increased the risk of an adverse effect to the lungs. Specific perspective on the public health implications of exposure and uncertainty of exposures to sulfur dioxide and particulate matter follow.

   Short-term and long-term exposure to particulate matter

Particulate matter is ubiquitous both in outdoor and indoor environments. Besides the multiple outdoor sources of particulate matter (PM) exposures to the community (including the Stauffer facility, the Florida Power Anclote Plant, automobiles, and others), numerous other indoor sources of PM exposures are present from cooking, cleaning, and other indoor activities. The
sampling data clearly demonstrate that air emissions when the Stauffer facility was active caused increases in particulate matter concentrations near the facility. However, the particulate matter levels measured near Stauffer between 1977–1981, though greater than Florida’s previous air quality standards, were not greater than the U.S. EPA standards for PM in place at that time and were similar to particulate matter levels routinely measured in many suburban and urban settings throughout the state. When ATSDR evaluates exposure to environmental contamination, our primary role is to examine whether exposures are at levels associated with adverse health effects. Whether other populations experienced greater or lesser exposures does not factor into our public health evaluations for a given site.

ATSDR relied on the vast epidemiological evidence that strongly suggests that short- and long-term exposure to particulate matter is associated with adverse lung and heart diseases. Specifically, the scientific literature has shown associations with very serious health effects (death) to less serious health effects (e.g., slight lung function changes). A population exposed to particulate matter attributable to Stauffer is more likely to have experienced the less serious health effects of lung and heart diseases and reductions in lung function than other, more serious health effects reported in the literature. Although ATSDR provides this perspective for the community to better understand their risk of the most serious adverse health effect, we do so with some uncertainty. Given that the exposed population may have had a higher percentage of elderly (a likely sensitive population), ATSDR cannot completely rule out any of the adverse health effects that have been associated with PM exposures. In any case, the risk of an adverse cardiopulmonary health outcome was likely reduced once the Stauffer facility ceased operation in 1981 because the levels of exposure to particulate matter, especially the smaller, fine, particles were lowered.

Persons residing in or working in the following areas might have experienced adverse health effects similar to those reported in the literature from their exposures to particulate matter:

- The Flaherty Marina (before 1982),
- Residential homes built before 1982 southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln.

*Short-term exposure to sulfur dioxide*

Air monitoring data are available for 1977 to 1979, and most of the time sulfur dioxide levels were below ATSDR’s health guideline of 10 parts per billion (ppb) for short-term exposures. Periodically, however, hourly sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station near the Flaherty Marina showed significantly elevated levels of sulfur dioxide. The highest average sulfur dioxide level detected in a 1-hour monitoring period was 840 parts per billion (ppb). Because valid human studies are available concerning the harmful effects of sulfur dioxide, ATSDR is concerned about the times when sulfur dioxide levels were above 100 ppb, the lowest
known level to cause a response in humans. The concern becomes greater at levels above 500 ppb.

People who lived in, worked in, or visited the following areas before when Stauffer was operating were at risk for harmful effects from exposure to sulfur dioxide based on hourly measurements. These areas include

- The Flaherty Marina,
- Residential homes southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road.

People who lived in, worked in, or visited these areas might have experienced the following harmful effects:

- changes in lung function (such as, an increase in airway resistance and a narrowing of airway),
- wheezing and shortness of breath,
- an increase in heart rate and breathing rate,
- cough, and
- irritation of the eyes, nose or throat.

It is important to remember that people who are most sensitive to the effects of sulfur dioxide include exercising asthmatics, and that only at the highest hourly levels detected (600 to 800 ppb) will healthy (non-asthmatic) people experience some of the symptoms of sulfur dioxide exposure.

ATSDR used an air dispersion model to predict sulfur dioxide levels in the surrounding community for times when Stauffer had a major release of sulfur dioxide. This model predicted that significant sulfur dioxide levels moved into the surrounding community. The modeling analysis offers a reasonable account of Stauffer’s past air quality impacts, based on the best available information. Like all modeling analyses, ATSDR’s modeling work for the Stauffer site has some uncertainties. Nevertheless, ATSDR believes that its analysis more likely underestimated Stauffer’s air quality impacts rather than overestimated them.

It is important to remember that exposure to relatively low levels of sulfur dioxide (for example, 100-ppb sulfur dioxide) is not likely to cause noticeable symptoms, such as wheezing or shortness of breath. At 100-ppb sulfur dioxide, only exercising asthmatics have shown responses, and these responses were mild changes in the lung’s airways (specifically, an increase in airway resistance). It should also be pointed out that the human studies conducted at 100 ppb had asthmatics breathe through a mouthpiece, thus increasing their exposure to sulfur dioxide but limiting olfactory exposure as well. It is uncertain if exercising asthmatics would experience these mild effects on the lungs if they were exercising and breathing through their mouth and nose. It is also important to know that this increase in airway resistance is temporary and will return to normal shortly after exposure ends. However, as sulfur dioxide levels exceed 500 ppb, some asthmatics will require medication to treat the symptoms of wheezing and shortness of breath.
Long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide

Results of air monitoring at the Anclote Road monitoring station and the air dispersion model showed that residents who lived in portions of Tarpon Springs, Holiday Estates, and surrounding areas were likely exposed for many years to elevated yearly sulfur dioxide levels. The sulfur dioxide levels are similar to levels shown in human studies to be associated with a small increase in mortality, particularly in people with pre-existing lung and heart disease. The increased risk of mortality existed while people were being exposed. Because of the low levels of exposure from 1977 to 1981, it is unlikely that people who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects. Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions because (1) the sulfur dioxide exposure levels are estimates based on modeling information rather than actual measurements and (2) there is considerable uncertainty in our knowledge of health effects associated with long-term human exposure to sulfur dioxide.

Exposure to fluoride

The limited number of air samples that measured for fluoride did not show fluoride to be a health concern. However, one of the historical air samples showed fluoride levels at Stauffer’s fence line to be slightly above ATSDR’s acute Minimal Risk Level (MRL). Irritant effects from brief exposures to the fluoride level detected seem unlikely because the detected fluoride level was far below the level that caused harmful effects. Firm conclusions, however, cannot be drawn because the sample averaged fluoride levels over 24 hours, which might have masked higher levels of fluoride in a migrating cloud/plume. In addition, too few air samples were taken for fluorides when the Stauffer facility was operating to determine what levels of fluorides were being released. ATSDR’s modeling analysis, which was based on the best available emissions data, suggests that ambient air concentrations of fluorides did not exceed levels of health concern. Although this modeling analysis has limitations (most notably that emissions data were not available for every source at the facility), ATSDR is reassured by its previous evaluations of air quality issues at much larger elemental phosphorus production facilities, with very extensive air sampling data for fluorides, which showed no evidence of fluoride exposures at levels of health concern.

Exposure to Other Air Pollutants

Residents who lived near the Stauffer facility while it was operating were likely exposed to a number of additional contaminants in air (e.g., metals, phosphorus compounds, inorganic acids); however, the magnitude and impact of these exposures could not be evaluated from available site data and information.

Uncertainty in Health Conclusions About Air Pollutants

Some uncertainty exists in ATSDR’s health conclusions, such as
The accuracy of the estimated levels of particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM$_{2.5}$) for the 1970s and 1980s. ATSDR used two approaches that examine two entirely different data sets to estimate PM$_{2.5}$ ambient air concentrations. One approach was air dispersion modeling and the other was extrapolation from measured total suspended particulates (TSP) levels. Though both approaches have inherent uncertainties, the fact that the approaches had reasonably consistent findings provides some confidence that the estimated PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations do not grossly misrepresent Stauffer’s past impacts on air quality. Nonetheless, the approaches we used have inherent uncertainties and our estimated PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations might be lower or higher than what actually occurred in the past. The methods and justifications for developing our PM$_{2.5}$ concentration estimates are provided in later sections of the PHA.

Links between exposures to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide and resulting adverse health effects. Some scientists believe that the associations found in epidemiological studies do not provide conclusive evidence that exposure to ambient levels of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide actually cause adverse cardiopulmonary health effects because a biological mechanism, among other things, has yet to be clearly established. While ATSDR acknowledges this uncertainty, based on the strong epidemiological evidence, we feel that a number of health effects were possible because of past exposures to Stauffer particulate matter and sulfur dioxide emissions.

Types of particulate matter and their associated toxicity. Some studies suggest that certain types of particulate matter may be more or less toxic depending on the size of the particles and the composition. ATSDR has no information to conclude that the particulate matter emitted from Stauffer was any more or less toxic than particulate matter that has been associated with adverse cardiopulmonary health effects in the scientific literature.

The overall interpretation of the scientific inquiry into the health effects of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide. For example, some suggest that particulate matter and sulfur dioxide can be viewed as a surrogate indicator for the overall mixture of air contaminants, as a specific cause of health effects, or both. Whatever the case, in general, ATSDR believes that reducing particulate matter and sulfur dioxide exposure would be expected to lead to reducing the frequency and severity of the health effects associated with exposure to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide.

The levels of particulate matter that are considered protective for all segments of the population. ATSDR’s evaluation of the public health implications of exposures to particulate matter incorporates the understanding that no currently established “safe” levels of particulate matter exposure exist.

Review of Community Health Concerns about Past Stauffer Air Emissions

Some of the health concerns expressed by community members in relation to past air exposures related to the Stauffer facility (i.e., asthma, breathing problems, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD], and other nonspecific lung diseases) are reasonably consistent with adverse health outcomes reported in the epidemiologic literature for both acute and chronic exposures to
particulate matter (or sulfur dioxide). For asthma, it is important to note that the scientific literature does not currently suggest that PM causes asthma but that it may exacerbate it. Moreover, there are other known and suspected factors that may trigger asthma. A list of these triggers can be found at http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/astastrig.html and http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/asctriggers.html. The consistency between the community’s health concerns and the epidemiologic studies does not suggest that a specific person’s disease was caused by inhalation exposures to particulate matter. Rather, the cause of any disease is usually a result of multiple factors. For example, smoking is a strong risk factor for many lung and heart diseases. Therefore, smokers make up another population group likely at increased risk for particulate matter-related health effects (EPA 1996). ATSDR has not determined that any of these reported illnesses were elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer, but only that they are consistent with the findings from the scientific literature.

ii. Contaminants in Private Drinking Water Supplies

Two commercial wells and one private well near the Stauffer facility contained arsenic at levels that exceeded EPA’s drinking water standard of 10 ppb. The elevated arsenic levels are not believed to be related to groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site. It is unlikely that children or adults would experience noncancerous harmful effects from drinking water from these wells. However, a small theoretical increase in the risk of cancer can be calculated should someone drink 8 glasses (2 liters) of water from these wells on a daily basis over a lifetime; however, the risk might also be zero. Uncertainty exists in deciding the risk of cancer because only one well sample is available; therefore, the concentration of arsenic in the well throughout someone’s lifetime may vary. ATSDR’s estimate of a small theoretical increase in the risk of cancer assumes a lifetime of exposure at the arsenic concentration in that one sample.

Four private wells near the Stauffer facility contained lead at levels that exceeded EPA’s action level of 15 ppb. The elevated lead levels are not believed to be related to groundwater contamination under the Stauffer site. The highest lead level detected was 270 ppb. This level was detected only one time, which means that the people who used this well were probably only exposed for several months to lead. Lead levels 3 months before and 3 months after the high level were below EPA’s action level. Brief exposures to 270 ppb lead in drinking water for a preschool child might cause changes in blood chemistry, mild effects to the liver, and, for boys, mild effects to the prostate. These effects are also likely for preschool children who used the well that contained 160 ppb lead. For the other two wells that contained 18 and 24 ppb lead, harmful effects are unlikely.

iii. Gulfside Elementary Students

ATSDR determined that two primary exposure pathways could have had an impact on children who attended Gulfside Elementary school from 1978–1981. The two exposure pathways are (1) contact with soil and (2) breathing outdoor air.

Soil sampling at the school showed elevated levels of radionuclides; however, the concentrations of radionuclides did not pose a health hazard at the levels measured. The elevated radionuclide
levels may have been associated with wind-blown dust from the Stauffer slag processing and loading operation which was located directly across the street from the school. Arsenic was also detected in soils at the school but not at levels of health concern. In addition, the amount of soil and dust that children in elementary school ingest incidentally during their daily activities is small. Therefore, adverse health effects from exposure of Gulfside Elementary students to contaminants in school soils would not be expected.

Air monitoring and modeling data showed that children could have been exposed for brief periods to high levels of sulfur dioxide on some days. For most of the time, the wind came from a direction that would have blown the pollution away from the school; however, infrequent southerly winds and calm winds caused Stauffer’s air emissions to impact air quality in the vicinity of the school. These intermittent exposures to high levels of sulfur dioxide might have caused the following symptoms in some children at the time of the exposure in 1978 to 1981: irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat; cough; wheezing; and shortness of breath.

In addition to brief periods of exposure to high levels of sulfur dioxide, children who attended Gulfside Elementary School might have been exposed to sulfur dioxide for long periods. Results of air monitoring at the Anclote Road monitoring station and the air dispersion model showed that children and adults at Gulfside Elementary School were likely exposed for many years to slightly elevated yearly sulfur dioxide levels. The yearly sulfur dioxide levels are similar to levels shown in human studies to be associated with a small increase in mortality in adults, particularly in people with pre-existing lung and heart disease. The increased risk of mortality existed while people were being exposed. Using the modeled sulfur dioxide levels from 1977 to 1981, it is unlikely that people who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects. The areas most impacted by Stauffer emissions are shown in Figure 27 and include the areas covered by the 10 ppb and 5 ppb contours. Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions because the results are based on modeling information, and some uncertainty exists in the human studies.

The students at Gulfside Elementary School were probably exposed to increased levels of particulate matter (PM) while Stauffer was operating. However, the lack of good information regarding their PM exposures does not allow ATSDR to determine with any certainty if these exposures constituted a hazard. No quality air monitoring data or reliable estimates from computer modeling are available for the school. Because this information is lacking, it was not possible to accurately estimate exposure to particulate matter for children who attended the school. Therefore, it was not possible to determine if particulate matter in air was a hazard to students at the Gulfside school.

It should be noted that the risk of adverse health effects from long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide and particulate matter existed while the students and adults were being exposed. There is uncertainty in estimating health risks for former Gulfside students because the human studies measured sulfur dioxide and particulate matter in the same year that mortality was measured, whereas exposures at Gulfside Elementary School stopped more than 20 years ago. In addition, since 1978 these adults and former students may have had exposures or onset of health conditions unrelated to Stauffer exposures. Because particulate matter yearly average exposures ranged from 14 to 17 ppb for the period 1978 to 1981, elapsed time since exposure stopped, and the likelihood
of more plausible acute effects versus chronic effects, ATSDR concludes that a scientific study of former Gulfside students is not appropriate.

In support of the public health assessment process, ATSDR, in collaboration with the University of South Florida, completed a tracing project of former Gulfside Elementary students who attended the school from 1978–1981. The results indicate that 557 (91%) of the 619 former students were located with a mailing address. This information proved to be useful for disseminating health education materials to former students through direct mailing in February 2004.

iv. Former Stauffer Workers

ATSDR reviewed and evaluated available worker exposure data for the Stauffer facility, which operated from 1947 through 1981. The data available for evaluating occupational exposures are limited and cover only the last 10 years that the facility was in operation (1972–1981). (Note: No occupational exposure data were available for the first 25 years that the facility was in operation.) After review and evaluation of the available data, ATSDR has reached the following conclusions:

- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to asbestos or asbestos-containing materials at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of cancer, but it is unlikely (based on air monitoring data) that former workers are at risk of asbestosis.

- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of cancer.

- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.

- Records indicate that many former Stauffer workers were employed for a relatively short period of time. A majority (79%) worked less than one year, and many of these workers had a work tenure (potential for exposure) of just a few months.

- In response to the PHA public comment release, ATSDR convened a scientific Expert Panel meeting on July 31, 2003, to seek advice regarding the need for and types of follow-up activities that would benefit former workers. A transcript of the meeting was provided to stakeholders and other interested persons in September 2003.

v. Health Statistics Review

At ATSDR’s request, the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) conducted a cancer incidence analysis of populations living near the Stauffer site. ATSDR made the request on behalf of concerned citizens who perceived there to be an excess of cancer and other illnesses among citizens who live(d) near Stauffer. The cancers analyzed included bone, brain, leukemia, lung and bronchus, lymphomas, melanoma, mesothelioma, and thyroid cancers.
For the combined years of 1990–1999, standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) for all cancers analyzed were less than or equal to what would be expected for the target area. However, when examining the time periods of 1990–1994 and 1995–1999 separately, mesothelioma in women was significantly elevated during 1990–1994 (3 cases observed, 0.6 cases expected; SIR=5.0; p<0.02).

In response to this excess of disease, further exploration of these three mesothelioma cases was conducted by ATSDR and FDOH to determine how these individuals might have been exposed. More specifically, ATSDR obtained information from the death certificates of the three women diagnosed with mesothelioma and cross-referenced their names with the list of former Stauffer workers to identify a possible exposure relationship. ATSDR was not able to identify these names on the list of former workers. Therefore, we do not believe that these women or their spouses were Stauffer workers. In addition, information retrieved from public deed records indicated that the three women moved into the site area between 1968 and 1979; two of the women were 60 years old and the other was 55 years old when they bought their homes in the vicinity of Stauffer. The three women lived at their residences for 15 to 26 years before their deaths, and, more significantly, 3 to 13 years while the Stauffer facility was in operation. As such, ATSDR believes that the three women were likely exposed to asbestos prior to moving to the site area and, therefore, the three asbestos cases are not related to the Stauffer site.

2. Current Exposures

Currently, the Stauffer Chemical Company site is not a public health hazard because people are not being exposed to site contaminants at harmful levels. Since the Stauffer plant ceased operations in 1981, access to the site has been restricted. In addition, most buildings, equipment, and chemicals—which could pose a health and safety hazard—have been removed from the site.

i. Current Air Exposures

- The levels of TSP, particulate matter less than 10 microns (PM\(_{10}\)), and particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM\(_{2.5}\)) were reduced after 1981 when the Stauffer plant stopped operating. Since 1981, the estimated and measured levels of particulate matter in the general vicinity of the former Stauffer plant, and subsequent risk of adverse heart and lung health effects, were similar to those in many areas of Florida and the United States.

- Current levels of sulfur dioxide in air are not likely to cause harmful effects in people, including those with asthma.

- Results of air sampling conducted by EPA in the 1990s for fluorides show it is unlikely that fluoride is being released to the air at harmful levels.

ii. Recreational Use of the Anclote River

While a few sediment and surface water samples had levels that exceeded ATSDR comparison values, the levels detected in surface water and sediment are not likely to cause harmful effects.
because (1) the levels are too low, (2) the frequency of samples with elevated levels are low, (3) people are not likely to drink water from the river consistently, and (4) contact with sediment is limited. Therefore, ATSDR believes that it is safe for people to use the Anclote River for recreational purposes.

iii. Other Current Exposures

The concentrations of radionuclides measured at Gulfside Elementary School do not pose a health hazard to students or staff.

3. Future Exposures

- Long-term exposure to gamma radiation from radium-226 in on-site slag could pose a public health hazard in the future if the Stauffer site were developed into a residential neighborhood.

- Long-term exposure to arsenic in on-site soil could pose a public health hazard in the future if the Stauffer site were developed into a residential neighborhood. This is because accidental ingestion of arsenic-contaminated pond soil over many decades could result in an increase risk of certain cancers.

E. Recommendations

ATSDR is making the following recommendations for the Stauffer site:

- Continue to restrict access to the site to prevent exposure to site contaminants, including radiation in on-site slag and arsenic in on-site soil. Also, establish institutional controls (e.g., deed restrictions) to prevent development of the site for residential use. (Note: In their comments on the initial release public health assessment, Stauffer Management Company indicated that they already agreed to deed-restrict the site so that it is never considered for residential development.)

- Provide health education to former Stauffer workers.

- Provide health education to local health care providers.

- Provide health education to area residents and persons who attended Gulfside Elementary from 1978 through 1981.

- Provide a summary fact sheet about the public health assessment in Greek to meet the needs of the Tarpon Springs community.

- Develop and implement follow-up health activities for former Stauffer workers, including a mortality study and a respiratory health evaluation project.
For public health surveillance and health information purposes, evaluate the incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer in areas surrounding the Stauffer site.

F. Public Health Action Plan

The public health action plan (PHAP) for the Stauffer site contains a description of actions that have been, are being, or will be taken by ATSDR and other government agencies at the site. The purpose of the PHAP is to ensure that this public health assessment not only identifies public health hazards associated with the site, but also provides a plan of action to prevent or minimize the potential for adverse human health effects from exposure to site-related hazardous substances.

1. Actions Completed

ATSDR completed a number of actions for the Stauffer site during development of this public health assessment, including the following:

- conducted several site visits;
- participated in Town Hall meetings with Congressman Bilirakis;
- met with federal, state, and local officials;
- met with community leaders and community members;
- identified and located former Stauffer workers and former Gulfside Elementary students;
- held an expert panel meeting to discuss follow-up activities for former Stauffer workers;
- distributed site newsletters/community updates and site-specific fact sheets;
- provided health information to area residents and former Gulfside students;
- reviewed information regarding residential and commercial wells that contained elevated levels of arsenic and lead to determine which wells were still in use and to ensure that the users of these wells were aware of the sampling results for their wells; and
- reviewed new data and information from the latest site groundwater and geophysical studies.

A more detailed discussion of these activities is presented in Section 11.2 of the public health assessment.
2. Actions In Progress

- ATSDR is conducting a mortality study of deceased former Stauffer workers. The study will evaluate the cause of death for each former worker who died before January 1, 2003. Currently, ATSDR is in the data collection phase of the study. The study report should be available in late 2005.

- ATSDR is conducting respiratory health evaluations for select former Stauffer workers who were employed 5 years or longer in phosphate ore processing or phosphorus production activities. Medical evaluations are being conducted from October 2004 through April 2005 at a clinic in Holiday, Florida. A community report is planned for release in early summer 2005.

- ATSDR is working with the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) to evaluate the incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer in the four Census Tracts surrounding the Stauffer site for years 2000–2002. This follow-up activity is being conducted for public health surveillance reasons and is not necessarily focused on a particular site or contaminant source. Data analysis is in progress and results should be available by spring 2005.

3. Actions Planned

- ATSDR will provide health education, including information about preventing respiratory disease, to former Stauffer workers by summer 2005.

- ATSDR, by summer 2005, will provide to local health care providers health education, including guidance for taking patients’ environmental exposure histories and contaminant-specific case studies and fact sheets.

- ATSDR will translate the summary fact sheet entitled “ATSDR Final Public Health Assessment for the Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Tarpon Springs, Florida (March 2005)” into Greek and make it available to members of the Tarpon Springs community whose primary language is Greek.

- ATSDR will continue to provide periodic updates regarding its health activities for the Stauffer site, including activities for former Stauffer workers, to federal, state, and local authorities and area residents. These updates will be provided through established communication mechanisms for the Stauffer site, such as, the periodic ATSDR Community Update newsletter.

G. Fact Sheets

In April 2003, ATSDR held public meetings in Tarpon Springs in conjunction with the public release of the Public Health Assessment for the Stauffer Chemical Company Site. During the public meetings, ATSDR distributed plain-English fact sheets that summarize ATSDR’s health and environmental messages for the Stauffer site. These facts sheets, which can be found in Appendix I of this public health assessment, cover the following topics:
Public Health Assessment Summary for Stauffer Chemical Company Site,

Environmental Health Concerns at Gulfside Elementary School,

Exposure to Sulfur Dioxide at Stauffer Chemical Company Site,

Exposures to Particulate Matter (PM) at Stauffer Chemical Company Site,

Former Worker Exposures at Stauffer Chemical Company Site, and

Modeling of Air Emissions at the Stauffer Chemical Company Site.
1. Purpose and Statement of Issues

ATSDR has been involved with the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site since the early 1990s, both to respond to community health concerns and to fulfill the agency’s congressional mandate of conducting public health assessments for all sites on the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) National Priorities List (NPL). During the 1990s, ATSDR released a preliminary public health assessment and several health consultations that evaluated levels of environmental contamination at and near the former Stauffer facility. In early 2000, several Tarpon Springs residents contacted the ATSDR Ombudsman regarding the possible health impacts of previous operations at the Stauffer site. In January 2001, the ombudsman released his report (ATSDR 2000a) regarding the Stauffer site. The ombudsman’s report contained a number of recommendations, including that ATSDR prepare a new public health assessment for the Stauffer site. This public health assessment document was prepared in response to the Ombudsman’s recommendation and the concerns of the Tarpon Springs community.

This public health assessment presents a comprehensive review of available environmental sampling data and other site information regarding the levels of contamination at and near the Stauffer site and their potential impact on the surrounding community. In developing this public health assessment, ATSDR collected and compiled a large volume of data and information in order to evaluate whether people were exposed in the past, or are currently being exposed, to contaminants from the Stauffer site at levels that could be harmful to their health. This includes some data and information that were not considered in ATSDR’s previous site evaluations such as (1) Stauffer air emissions data, meteorological data, and ambient air monitoring data; (2) recent private well sampling data; (3) personal air sampling data and occupational exposure information for former Stauffer workers, and (4) updated State of Florida cancer registry statistics. Moreover, in this document, ATSDR addresses issues of particular concern to a number of area residents, specifically, the potential impact of Stauffer’s past air emissions on the health of the surrounding community, including former Gulfside Elementary students, and the potential impact of occupational exposures on the health of persons who worked at Stauffer.
2. BACKGROUND

ATSDR is a federal agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The agency is authorized by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) to conduct public health assessments at hazardous waste sites.

2.1. Site Description and History

The Stauffer site is ½-mile south of the Pasco-Pinellas county line and 1.6 miles east of the Gulf of Mexico. The Anclote River borders the site to the west and southwest. Commercial and residential property borders the remainder of the site and a large residential area is across the river from the site. Land use in the area is mixed, including industrial, commercial, recreational, and residential. The Gulfside Elementary School is directly north of the site, across Anclote Boulevard.

The main plant site, as shown in Figure 1, Appendix A, is south and west of Anclote Road. This area originally included the phosphate ore processing and phosphorus production facilities, waste disposal facilities, office and administration buildings, and several railroad spurs used for receiving raw materials and shipping products. The area to the north, between Anclote Road and Anclote Boulevard, contained production wells for process water and was also used for crushing and storing slag and other waste materials. The railroad lines, many of the buildings, and much of the waste slag were removed after the plant closed. A site manager and a few security guards are now the only site occupants. The entire site, including the northern and southern portions, is surrounded by a chain-link fence, and access to the site is controlled 24 hours a day.

From 1947 to 1981, the 138-acre site operated as a chemical plant that extracted elemental phosphorus from phosphate ore. The facility included a phosphate ore processing area, elemental phosphorus production facilities, a slag processing area, and a system of settling ponds. Residual wastes from the operation were disposed in on-site settling ponds and in the slag processing area, both of which are groundwater contamination sources. Wastes included calcium carbonate, calcium sulfite/sulfate, calcium fluorosilicate, calcium fluoride, calcium hydroxide, phosphate rock, phosphate nodule dust, sand, clay, “phossy” water, slag fines, and other particulates. In addition, a number of pollutants were emitted from the facility into the air including particulate matter, phosphorus pentoxide, sulfur dioxide, fluorides, carbon monoxide, heavy metals, and radionuclides. The Victor Chemical Company opened the operation. Stauffer Chemical Company1 took over the plant in 1960 and operated it until it shut down in 1981. In 1986, activities associated with permanently decommissioning and dismantling the facility began, including a number of investigations to evaluate the nature and extent of environmental contamination. Most of the production facilities were demolished in 1991 and 1992 (Weston 1993; Parsons 2002).

Waste products were disposed of on the property. It is estimated that 500,000 tons of waste were disposed of on site between 1950 and 1979 (NUS 1989). On-site waste was disposed of in many

1Stauffer Management Company (SMC) was formed in 1987 as a result of a divestiture of the Stauffer Chemical Company.
ways. Scrubber water was emptied into waste lagoons. The lagoons were 4–8 feet above mean sea level, approximately 40 feet from the river’s edge. The waste scrubber liquid discharging into the lagoons was made up primarily of hydrofluoric, phosphoric, fluorosilic, silic, and sulfuric acids. The waste scrubber discharge into the lagoons is well documented, but it is suspected that phossy water might also have been discharged. Phossy water can have a phosphoric content of up to 1,700 parts per million (ppm). The waste deposited at the bottom of the waste lagoons was periodically dredged and deposited in piles as large as 35 feet high on the side of the lagoons. In addition, furnace dust was disposed of into an isolated pond. There was potential for slag overflow, which might have contained phosphorus pentoxide, arsenic, uranium, phosphate, and elemental phosphorus. Other waste was disposed of by burial or fire. In 1985, it was estimated that 32,400 cubic yards of precipitated material had been removed from the first two waste lagoons (NUS 1991). Before 1978, about nine hundred 55-gallon drums of calcined phosphate sand were reportedly buried on site near the southernmost slag piles.

In May 1994, the site was added to EPA’s NPL. NPL includes those hazardous waste sites that require clean-up action under the Superfund law (CERCLA).

2.2. Site Visits

ATSDR staff visited the site in June 2001 with representatives from SMC. During the site visit, ATSDR observed that the main plant site and the slag processing area were surrounded by chain-link fences topped with barbed wire and posted with warning signs. A guard was present to provide additional security for the site. ATSDR staff observed that the former waste disposal ponds were filled with vegetation and the pond soil piles were also overgrown. ATSDR also observed that the ground in this area contains residual crushed slag and is sparsely vegetated. The railroad spur lines and many of the buildings had been removed from the site. Only the administrative office, guard house, and a few other structures remained. The remainder of the site was well grassed.

The former slag processing area north of Anclote Road was also fenced. The central part of this area contained little vegetation and was covered with crushed slag.

ATSDR staff also took a boat tour to observe the portion of the site next to the Anclote River. It was observed that the river bank was made of slag; erosion of the slag into the river was evident.

ATSDR staff revisited the site in April 2002. At that time, vegetation was being cleared from the site in preparation for the site-wide geophysical study. ATSDR staff observed that much of the vegetation had been cleared and more buildings and structures had been removed from the site since the June 2001 site visit.

In October 2003, ATSDR staff again visited the site. The site conditions were similar to those observed in April 2002 except that much of the vegetation that was cleared previously had grown back and a few additional monitoring wells had been installed as part of the site groundwater study. At that time, ATSDR staff also took a boat tour on the Anclote River and observed that
“rip-rap” consisting of large rocks had been placed on the riverbank next to the site to help stabilize the riverbank and to reduce erosion of slag into the river.

2.3. Demographics, Land Use, and Natural Resource Use

To identify and define the size, characteristics, location, and possible unique vulnerabilities of populations near the Stauffer site, ATSDR studied available demographics and land use information. Demographics information helps ATSDR understand the number and makeup of the population. Land use information helps identify possible exposure situations in the area (that is, what activities are occurring, have occurred, or might occur in the future). This study helps determine whether and how people might come in contact with site-related contamination, as well as the characteristics of those people.

2.3.1. Demographics

2000 census data show that the city of Holiday, approximately 1.5 miles northeast of the site, has a population of 21,904 and that Tarpon Springs, 2 miles southeast of the site, is home to 21,003 people (US Census Bureau 2000). Of the people living in these two communities, approximately 5% are children under 5 and 28% are over 65 years of age. Approximately 13% (1,676) of housing units in Holiday and 8% (908) of housing units in Tarpon Springs are categorized as “seasonal, recreational, or occasional use” (US Census Bureau 2000). The local Chamber of Commerce estimates that 750,000 tourists visit the area each year.

According to 2000 census data, approximately 9,200 people live within a 1-mile radius of the site (see Figure 2, Appendix A).

2.3.2. Land Use

Land use near the Stauffer site is mixed, including industrial, commercial, recreational, and residential. The Anclote River is a well-used river system. Activities ranging from agriculture, industry, recreation, and fishing all take place on and near the river.

Subdivided residential areas exist in the vicinity of the site, in both Holiday and Tarpon Springs. Business along the Anclote River within 1 mile of the site include a power-generating plant (Florida Power Anclote Plant), an auto salvage yard, and a boat repair facility and marina. Many of these businesses release small amounts of air contaminants. The Anclote Plant, on the other hand, has released large amounts of sulfur dioxide and particulate matter. These emissions occurred while Stauffer operated and continue to occur today. East of US Route 19, most land is rural with improved pasture, rangeland, agriculture (including citrus and row crops), and tree farming. Most of the remainder of the watershed is vacant or environmentally sensitive areas (tidal and freshwater marshes, flood plain, isolated hardwood swamps, pine flatwoods).

Multiple schools, day care facilities, health care facilities, nursing homes, and day care centers are within 2 miles of the site. Gulfside Elementary School is directly north of the site; the school opened in January 1978, approximately 4 years before the Stauffer facility shut down (November
1981). Tarpon Springs Middle School and St. Nicholas Parochial School are within 1 mile southwest and south of the site, across the river. In addition, Sunset Hills Elementary School and Tarpon Springs High School are just over 1 mile south of the site. A nursing home, a rehabilitation center, and multiple assisted living facilities are across the river from the site within the 1-mile boundary. More than 20 other health care facilities, day care centers, and schools are between 1 and 2 miles away from the site, in and around the cities of Tarpon Springs to the south and southeast and Holiday to the northeast of the site.

In addition, several recreational areas are in the general vicinity of the site, including a golf course directly across the river, and several parks and beaches.

2.3.3. Natural Resource Use

2.3.3.1. Groundwater

2.3.3.1.1. Hydrogeology

The hydrogeology of the site area has been well studied. Water levels (including tidal fluctuations), groundwater flow direction, the direction and magnitude of vertical hydraulic gradients, horizontal gradient, flow velocity, and groundwater-surface water interactions were evaluated as part of ongoing site investigations. This section presents an overview of the current understanding of local hydrogeologic conditions.

The region of northwestern Pinellas and southwestern Pasco counties in which the Stauffer site is located is underlain by sand, clay, and limestone. Local hydrogeology is characterized by three hydrostratigraphic units: a surficial aquifer, a semi-confining unit, and the Floridan Aquifer. Water is reached at an average depth of 8 feet below land surface (bls). Investigators have generally characterized the site hydrology as a relatively flat low flow system with overall groundwater flow toward the Anclote River (NUS 1989; Weston 1993; Parsons 2002; Parsons 2004).

The surficial aquifer consists primarily of permeable sands (fine- to medium-grained quartz and shelly sand, with sandy clay at the bottom of the aquifer) and ranges in thickness between approximately 2 and 30 feet on site (Weston 1993; Parsons 2004). Because of its relatively low yield, the surficial aquifer has limited use, primarily as an alternative or supplemental source of water (O’Brien & Gere 2004).

A thin semi-confining unit, ranging in thickness from 1 to 8 feet, exists between the surficial and Floridan Aquifers (Weston 1993; Parsons 2002; Parsons 2004). The unit consists of clay and silty clay, with some limestone fragments. Investigators have concluded that this layer largely restricts the vertical movement of water from the surficial aquifer to the Floridan Aquifer system below. This conclusion is based on the relative lower permeability of this layer compared to the saturated sands in the surficial aquifer and the general lack of water in the semi-confining unit (Weston 1993, Black and Veatch 2000; Parsons 2004). Recent studies have shown, however, that “karst features” exist along the eastern site boundary, adjacent to Anclote Road, and possibly along the
northern edge of the Norther Parcel (O’Brien & Gere 2004). No semi-confining layer exists where these conditions are found, allowing contact between the two aquifers (Parsons 2004). This breaching of the semi-confining layer seems to be limited to this portion of the site. These studies conclude that the risk of sinkholes or the deeper collapse of the karst in the subsurface is very low (O’Brien & Gere 2004). The possible impact of sinkholes has been a major concern voiced by community members (ATSDR 2000a).

The Floridan Aquifer consists primarily of limestone. The upper portion of the Floridan Aquifer, referred to as the upper Floridan, Tampa Formation, or Tampa Limestone, has a thickness ranging from 60 to 150 feet in the vicinity of the Stauffer site, starting at 17–37 feet b.s.l in the study area. This aquifer is one of the primary water-bearing formations in the Tarpon Springs area (Seaburn and Robertson 1987; NUS 1989; Weston 1993; Parsons 2002).

Studies conducted to date show that the predominant groundwater flow direction in both aquifers appears to be to the south or southwest, with discharge from both aquifers to the Anclote River. Groundwater studies conducted between July 2002 and November 2003 show a groundwater high in the southwest portion of the North Parcel, extending to the western portion of the South Parcel. As a result, groundwater in this area flows in a south/southeasterly direction toward the paleokarst feature on the South Parcel. However, because the subsurface gradient flattens near this feature, the flow direction shifts toward the south/southwest, turning toward the river (Parsons 2004). These conclusions are based on the interpretation of water level readings—groundwater elevations are higher in the aquifers than in the river. A clear hydraulic connection exists between the aquifers and the river, as demonstrated by a direct relationship measured between tidal fluctuations in the river and the daily water levels in the aquifers (Seaburn and Robertson 1989; Weston 1993; Flow 2001). Because of the tidal influence, conditions in the aquifer are considered “dynamic” with short-term fluctuations in flow rate and directions (Seaburn and Robertson 1987; Black and Veatch 2000). An analysis accounting for this fluctuation still indicated that net groundwater flow direction in both aquifers in the vicinity of the site is southwest toward the Anclote River. Both aquifers rise and fall in a similar manner in response to the tidal cycle and precipitation events. The potentiometric contour lines generated during the RI led to the conclusion that no groundwater movement from the Stauffer site is occurring beneath and across the Anclote River (Weston 1993).

It is unclear whether changes in area water use might have any significant impact on future groundwater flow conditions in the site area. Black and Veatch (2000) report that increasing population size throughout the Tampa Bay area has resulted in an increase in water demand. They warn that this increasing demand could potentially affect groundwater in the Tarpon Springs area (i.e., by producing a cone of depression within the Floridan Aquifer). This points to the need to continue to study site hydrogeologic conditions and to be aware of possible changes that could occur over time.

2.3.3.1.2. Usage (Water Supply Wells)

No known potable wells (containing water suitable for drinking) are currently in use on site or immediately downgradient (south/southwest) of the site (Weston 1993). Some groundwater near
the site (cross-gradient areas east and west of the site and on the opposite side of the Anclote River) is used for potable water, lawn irrigation, and commercial and industrial purposes. The surficial aquifer in the area is used primarily for agriculture and irrigation purposes and is not generally used as a drinking water source. Water from the Floridan Aquifer is used for domestic, industrial, and agricultural purposes (Weston 1993). Most private and public potable wells near the site draw water from the deeper Floridan Aquifer (NUS 1989). Well-depth information is documented only for five area residential and commercial potable wells. These well depths range from 35 to 70 feet bls—all in the Floridan Aquifer (FDOH 2002).

Conflicting documentation exists about the number of private wells in the site vicinity. ATSDR’s 1999 health consultation indicated that approximately 230 private wells were located within 1 mile of the site boundary (ATSDR 1999a). Although public water is available, “some” private wells are used in a small residential area west of the site. In addition, approximately 20 homes in the Hickory Lane and Cemetery Lane area within the Holiday Utilities service area use private wells. The nearest residential potable well is 2,500 feet northwest (up gradient) of the site. During the RI, a well inventory was conducted in a 3-mile radius around the site from the Southwest Florida Water Management District’s (SFWMD’s) database of all public and private water wells in southwest Florida: 84 public and private water wells were identified within a 3-mile radius and 31 wells (all privately owned) were within a 1-mile radius (Weston 1993). A more recent review of well permits issued by SFWMD between 1970 and 2000 indicates that 10 private domestic wells are within a 1-mile radius of the site and 23 private domestic wells are within 3 miles of the site (SMC 2001). Although the exact number of private wells in the site area is unknown, most of the wells close to the site—including those that could potentially be impacted by site groundwater contaminants—have been identified. The locations of these and other known water supply wells (both private and public) within approximately 1 mile of the site are shown in Figure 3, Appendix A.

Because of community concern regarding the use of private water supplies in the vicinity of the site, ATSDR carefully reviewed groundwater quality data available for nearby wells—including wells located up-gradient, cross-gradient, and on the opposite side of the river from the site (see Section 3.2.2).

Six public utilities have well fields within a 4-mile radius of the site: the closest are Holiday Utilities (2,000 feet upgradient) and Pasco County Utilities (3,000 feet upgradient). The other utilities (City of Tarpon Springs, Aloha Utilities, Forest Hills, and Crestridge Gardens Utility Corporation) are 10,000–13,000 feet from the site. All wells are in the Floridan Aquifer and all are greater than 39 feet in depth. These wells have not been affected by Stauffer groundwater contamination.

Historic use of on-site groundwater is not well documented, but it is known that groundwater was used for both potable and industrial purposes at the Stauffer plant. Drinking water was drawn primarily from wells within the deeper Floridan Aquifer before Stauffer’s connection to the public water supply in late 1979 or early 1980. Weston (1989) reports that at one time the site had 17 wells for potable water use, along with some others of lower quality that were used for facility
purposes. Only four of these seventeen wells were regularly used. Other wells were abandoned over the years, mostly because of elevated chloride levels.

2.3.3.2. Surface Water

The major surface water in the site area is the Anclote River. The primary use of the Anclote River is recreation, including boating and swimming, and support of wildlife.

Because of its large sea-grass beds, the river is an ideal habitat and breeding ground for clam and scallop beds, some of which are harvested by local residents. One harvesting area is reportedly less than ½ mile from the Stauffer waste lagoon area (NUS 1989).

Recreational fishing has historically been reported as a local pastime, and a popular fishing spot is less than 1 mile downgradient of the Stauffer site at the Florida Power’s Anclote Plant’s cooling canal (NUS 1989). The Florida Department of Health (FDOH) issued a health advisory suggesting that adults limit their consumption of largemouth bass, bowfin, and gar from the Anclote River to one meal per week (FDOH no date). The advisory, which is based on mercury contamination in fish, is not related to the Stauffer site. FDOH also suggested that children and pregnant and nursing women consume only one meal of these fish per month.

A marina is approximately ¾ mile upstream of the site, and a golf course is across the river (Weston 1993). A number of beaches are on the river near the site. Pasco County Beach, on the north shore 3,500 feet west of the Stauffer site in Anclote River State Park, is the closest. Three beaches in the Gulf of Mexico are within 2 miles of the site (Sunset Beach, Howard Park, and Anclote Gulf Park). Activities at the numerous parks and beaches in the area include boating, fishing, picnicking, swimming, and using the playgrounds.

The land surrounding the river has many uses as well. East of US Route 19, most of the land is rural with improved pasture, rangeland, and agriculture including citrus, row crops, and tree farming. Most of the remainder of the watershed is vacant; many areas are considered environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., tidal and freshwater marshes, flood plain isolated hardwood swamps, pine flatwoods). In addition, an urbanized area parallels US Route 19, consisting of subdivided residential areas, commercial property, and both light and heavy industrial activities, including ship repair, electric power generating, and auto salvage yards along the river (NUS 1989).

Because the river is brackish near the Stauffer site, it is not used as a source of drinking water (NUS 1989). However, the Tampa Bay Water district is currently reviewing plans and proposing sites for a seawater desalination plant in the area. Negotiations are underway between the project team and Florida Power to co-locate the new desalination plant with the existing Anclote Plant (approximately ¾ miles downstream of the Stauffer site) (Tampa Bay Water 2002; H. Knight, 2

2Tampa Bay Water is a special district created by interlocal agreement among member governments—Hillsborough County, Pasco County, Pinellas County, St. Petersburg, New Port Richey, and Tampa. Tampa Bay Water provides wholesale water to member utilities, who in turn provide water to nearly 2 million people in the tricounty area (www.tampabaywater.org/WEB/Htm/About-Us/overview.htm).
Public Information Project Coordinator for Tampa Bay Water’s Gulf Coast Desalination Project, personal communication).
3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION AND OTHER HAZARDS

In this section, ATSDR reviews the environmental data collected at the Stauffer site and selects contaminants warranting further evaluation. ATSDR evaluated the adequacy of the sampling conducted, identified the maximum concentration and frequency of detection of the contaminants found in various media, and compared the maximum detected concentrations with health-based screening values or comparison values (CVs).

ATSDR selected contaminants at this site based on the following specific factors:

- An understanding of contaminant concentrations detected on site and off site.
- A determination of overall data quality (field data quality, laboratory data quality, and sample design).
- A comparison of on-site and off-site contaminant concentrations with appropriate CVs.
- Community health concerns.

The health-based CVs used in this report are concentrations of contaminants that the current public health literature suggest are “safe” or “harmless”. These comparison values are quite conservative because they include ample safety factors that account for most sensitive populations. ATSDR typically uses comparison values as follows: If a contaminant is never found at levels greater than its comparison value, ATSDR concludes the levels of corresponding contamination are “safe” or “harmless.” If, however, a contaminant is found at levels greater than its comparison value, ATSDR designates the pollutant as a contaminant of concern and examines potential human exposures in greater detail. Because comparison values are based on extremely conservative assumptions, the presence of a contaminant at concentrations greater than comparison values does not necessarily suggest that exposure to the contaminant will result in adverse health effects. More information on the comparison values used in this report can be found in Appendix D.

Identification of contaminants of concern narrows the focus of the health assessment to those contaminants most important to public health. When a contaminant of concern in one medium is selected, that contaminant is also reported in all other media. In subsequent sections, ATSDR evaluates whether exposure to these contaminants has public health significance.

In this document, contaminants found on site will be discussed separately from contaminants found off site. Environmental sampling data for contaminants in soil, groundwater, surface water, and sediment, both on site and off site, are summarized in Tables 1-25 of Appendix B and discussed briefly in sections 3.1 and 3.2 below. A more detailed discussion of site sampling investigations and environmental sampling data for these media is provided in Appendix C. Environmental sampling data related to airborne contaminants (i.e., air emissions and ambient air monitoring data) are discussed in section 3.3.
3.1 On-Site Contamination

3.1.1. Soil and Slag-Containing Materials

ATSDR gathered surface and subsurface soil data from reports generated by parties involved in site investigations and monitoring, beginning in 1988. Data from the on-site soil sampling studies indicated that the concentrations of six contaminants consistently exceeded the applicable ATSDR CVs: antimony, arsenic, cadmium, thallium, fluoride, and radium-226. Asbestos was found in only two on-site surface soil samples.

This section summarizes surface and subsurface soil data collected at and near the Stauffer site, broken out in the following subsections.

- Former pond soils. Surface and subsurface soils from former ponds, dredged pond material, and an on-site drainage ditch.
- Slag material. Surface soils from slag pits and slag storage area, as well as slag-containing material from an on-site roadway.
- Other on-site soils. Surface and subsurface soils from the main production area, southeast property, northeast property, and unused portions of the site.
- On-site asbestos sampling. Surface and subsurface soils from all areas of the site.

Figure 4 in Appendix A shows the layout of the Stauffer site and soil sample locations. Appendix C provides a detailed account of the site soil sampling investigations and their findings.

3.1.1.1 Former Pond Soils, Dredged Materials, and Drainage Ditch

Process wastes generated by the Stauffer plant were disposed of in seventeen on-site settling ponds and lagoons. Process wastes included scrubber liquor (containing amounts of hydrofluoric, phosphoric, fluorosilic, and sulfuric acids) and precipitated material (containing amounts of calcium sulfate/sulfite, calcium silicate, calcium fluoride, phosphate sand, and calcined phosphate dust). The ponds might have also received discharges of “phossy water,” although clear documentation of this practice is lacking. Phossy water was used to provide protective contact to the phosphorus product. In addition, some of the ponds received overflow from a concrete-lined calcium silicate slag pit. Other potential slag components are phosphorus pentoxide, arsenic, uranium, phosphate, and elemental phosphorus (NUS 1989). All of the former pond areas are now dry. Over the years, large quantities of the precipitated material from several of the ponds were dredged and transferred into piles adjacent to the ponds (NUS 1989). This waste was designated as nonhazardous under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (NUS 1991).

All but one of the former ponds and the dredged materials were sampled for metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides. Pond 50 was covered over by growth at the time of sampling in
December 1989 and was no longer visible (Weston 1990a). Three of the former ponds and a sample from the former dredging area were also analyzed for VOCs, semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), pesticides, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Samples included surface soils, subsurface soils, and composite samples taken from multiple depths. Table 2 in Appendix B summarizes the findings of these pond and dredged material soil studies.

Sampling of the surface and subsurface soils in the areas of the former ponds and from dredged pond materials indicates that these areas generally contain the highest levels of contaminants on site. Several of the ATSDR CVs were exceeded in these soil samples, many of which included surface soils. Contaminants that exceeded their respective CVs follow: several SVOCs, arochlor-1248, antimony, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, thallium, and fluoride. Radium-226 was the only radionuclide analyzed in the pond soils, and it exceeded the CV in nearly all samples.

Maximum concentrations of radium-226 were detected in pond 39 and its dredged material (i.e., pile 1) in the northeast property; pond 42 in the western portion of the main production area; and ponds 44A, 45, 48, 49A, 49C, 49D, and 51 and their dredged material (i.e., pile 2) in the southern portion of the main production area.

ATSDR conducted a more detailed analysis of those substances most frequently detected at levels above CVs (arsenic, cadmium, and thallium) in pond soils and dredged soils. This analysis included a review of the spatial distribution of these metals as well as an assessment of the overall representativeness of the maximum detected concentrations. ATSDR calculated mean and median concentrations for these three metals, grouping pond samples and associated dredge samples based on their general location on site—that is, north ponds (ponds 39 and 52), the west pond (pond 42), and the south ponds (all other ponds).

Contaminant concentrations were generally consistent across the site. Mean concentrations of arsenic in these areas ranged from approximately 113 to 133 ppm, with the maximum reported concentration of 340 ppm in pond 42. The mean cadmium concentration ranged from 32 to 40 ppm, with a reported maximum of 66 ppm in pond 39. Mean concentrations for thallium ranged from 12 to 23 ppm. The maximum concentration of thallium (37 ppm) was found in dredge materials from deeper depths of the southern ponds, although thallium was consistently detected in surface samples as well. Median concentrations for these contaminants are similar to the mean concentrations, which suggests that the concentration ranges were evenly distributed and not overly weighted toward the low or high end of the ranges.

Three samples also were obtained from soils in a drainage ditch running along the northwestern border of the property. All levels of contaminants in the drainage ditch soils were below their respective CVs. These samples also showed lower concentrations of contaminants when compared with the pond or dredged material soils, as well as the other on-site surface soils.

3.1.1.2 Slag and Slag-Containing Material
Calcium silicate slag was generated during the processing of phosphate ore at the Stauffer site. Periodically, this slag was tapped from an upper layer of the molten product and discharged to a concrete-lined slag pit. The slag was then sprayed with quenching water, crushed, and transported to a slag processing area north of the main production area (NUS 1989).

The crushed slag was used as a construction material at several locations both on site and off site. For example, it was used as fill in a portion of Meyers Cove, in the construction of roads on site and off site, in residential driveways, and in concrete used in the foundation of several community buildings. Off-site locations believed to have received slag-containing materials include schools, residences, and commercial properties.

Several studies examined the slag material remaining on site, as well as the soil beneath the slag pile. One study also examined on-site road materials that were constructed from the slag. Table 3 in Appendix B summarizes the findings of the on-site slag studies. This table excludes data obtained from the slag-containing road materials.

Sampling of the surface soils found in the areas where slag material was processed (i.e., the slag pits in the main production area and the storage area north of the main production area) generally indicated that these areas contained the lowest concentrations of contaminants found on site. A few contaminants (aluminum, manganese, and radium-226), however, were found at their highest concentrations in these areas. In addition, three contaminants exceeded their respective ATSDR CVs: benzo[a]pyrene (only one sample was analyzed for SVOCs, arsenic (exceeded CV in one sample), and radium-226 (in all 12 samples). Only one sample was analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs). None of the VOCs analyzed for in this sample were detected.

Roadway materials collected along the western border of the site from 1–4 foot depths were analyzed for metals, cyanide, fluoride, total phosphorus, and radionuclides (Weston 1993). Detected level of site-related substances were generally comparable to those detected in on-site slag samples, though some metals and gross beta radiation were detected at slightly higher levels in roadway materials as compared to on-site slag (see Appendix C).

3.1.1.3 Other On-Site Soils

Sampling data for on-site surface and subsurface soils also are available from past site investigations for several locations around the site. Sampling of the surface soils found in the other areas of the site (excluding the ponds, dredged material piles, and slag processing areas discussed previously) revealed the following contaminants at the maximum concentration on site: several VOCs; SVOCs; dieldrin; p,p-DDT; cobalt; iron; nickel; sodium; vanadium; and gross alpha and beta radiation. Several other contaminants were found at the same order of magnitude as the maximum concentrations found in the pond areas. Table 4 in Appendix B presents a summary of the on-site surface soil data, and Table 5 in Appendix B summarizes mean and median concentrations for five contaminants of potential concern. These five contaminants were those detected most frequently at levels above ATSDR CVs or by the greatest margin (e.g., arsenic, cadmium, and thallium), as well as those associated with site operations (e.g., fluoride, total phosphorus) in the on-site surface soils.
Sampling of the subsurface soils on site generally showed lower concentrations of contaminants when compared with the on-site surface soils. A few samples, however, show higher concentrations of some contaminants than the maximum concentration found in surface soils. These contaminants are toluene, arsenic, cadmium, magnesium, mercury, thallium, and fluoride. The samples with the highest concentrations of contaminants in the subsurface soils were obtained mainly from the northeast property and along the western portion of the main production area. Five contaminants (antimony, arsenic, cadmium, thallium, and fluoride) exceeded their respective CVs in the subsurface soils.

3.1.1.4 Asbestos

In April 1998, Parsons conducted a comprehensive site-wide study of the presence of asbestos in on-site soils (Parsons 1998). This sampling was performed as a follow-up to the September 1997 sampling. One hundred forty-seven areas (surface and subsurface) of the site were analyzed for asbestos. These areas included all portions of the site, including the slag storage area and the ponds. This analysis found only one “asbestos positive” sample. The sample was obtained from surface soils of the parking lot, near the main office in the main production area, and contained 0.25% chrysotile asbestos (Parsons 1998).

An additional 66 surface and subsurface soils were collected based on historical asbestos uses or storage. Only one of these surface soil samples contained asbestos. The sample, which contained 0.75% chrysotile asbestos, was collected just south of the maintenance building within the main production area (Parsons 1998).

3.1.2. Groundwater

ATSDR gathered groundwater monitoring data from reports generated by parties involved in site investigations and routine monitoring, beginning in 1985. Appendix C provides a detailed list of the site groundwater sampling programs. In general, the objective of each of these programs was to measure the nature and extent of site groundwater contamination, including the potential for off-site migration. Because several sampling events were conducted by different investigators, the designation of the sampling locations has changed over the years. Table 6 in Appendix B describes the well designations used in the various studies. The data summary tables and Figure 5 (monitoring well locations) in Appendix A use the well designations from the RI.

3.1.2.1. Monitoring Wells

All of the Stauffer monitoring wells are on site except for MW-11S and MW-04F, which are across the Anclote River. The sampling data for these two wells are not included in the summary tables, but were considered in ATSDR’s evaluation of groundwater quality at and near the site.
Table 7 (surficial aquifer) and Table 8 (Floridan Aquifer) in Appendix B summarize groundwater sampling data from on-site monitoring wells. Monitoring wells are not used for drinking water but are used to characterize groundwater quality and possible movement from the site. As described previously, no potable water supplies exist on site; therefore, no one is ingesting or otherwise coming in contact with groundwater beneath the site. Tables 7 and 8 present the range of contaminant concentrations detected in each aquifer during the various sampling rounds. Unless otherwise noted, the number of samples represent a unique sampling event that includes multiple samples from individual monitoring wells. Tables 7 and 8 also compare the maximum detected concentrations to CVs, as a means of identifying contaminants of potential concern or interest.

- **Shallow aquifer.** The contaminants most frequently exceeding ATSDR CVs (in more than 40%–50% of the samples) were arsenic, fluoride, and radon-222. Other contaminants exceeding ATSDR CVs in one or more samples were aluminum, antimony, boron, cadmium, chromium, iron, lead, lithium, manganese, nickel, selenium, thallium, vanadium, zinc, sulfate, gross alpha, and radium-226.

- **Floridan Aquifer.** Few detected concentrations of contaminants exceeded ATSDR CVs in tested wells in the Floridan Aquifer. Site-related contaminant concentrations were generally lower in the Floridan Aquifer compared with the surficial aquifer. However, elevated concentrations of fluoride and phosphorus were reported in shallow and deeper wells ("nested" wells) in the southeastern portion of the site. This observation is consistent with the findings of recent geophysical studies, which revealed the absence of a semi-confining unit - unique to this portion of the site.

### 3.1.2.2. Plant Water Supply Wells

As previously discussed, 17 wells were used for potable water at one time or another at the Stauffer plant, along with some other wells of lower quality that were used for facility purposes. Wells 5, 12, 13, and 15 were reportedly the primary sources of potable water for the facility; all were 1,500–2,500 feet to the northeast (away from the river) from most of the other numbered wells. These wells were used for drinking water until February 1979, when Stauffer began distributing bottled drinking water. In late 1979 or early 1980, the facility completed its tie-in to the City of Tarpon Springs’ water supply, and used potable city water until it ceased operations in 1981 (Kelly 2002).

Some of the plant’s on-site wells were abandoned over the years, mostly because of elevated chloride levels. Others (including wells 7, 10, and 14) were used as backup wells or for process water or irrigation. Well 14, in the main plant area, was used for emergency standby. Wells 7 and 10 were 4-inch wells used for supplementary water and were “of poorer quality.” Well 7 was used very little in the years leading up to 1974. Neither well 7 nor well 10 was in use for potable water in 1976. As of 1977, well 10 was restricted to lawn sprinkling for several years; well 14 had been locked since January 14, 1977 because of high chloride levels. Well 12 was also part of the backup potable water system. Well 17 was drilled for the Turbulaire (kiln cooler) scrubber. The office and silo wells were used for irrigation only. The track hopper (slag pit) and roaster wells
were used for process water only, and were not considered potable. The kiln-scrubber well was used for scrubber make-up water. ATSDR was unable to identify any documents that explain the use for the “plant tank” mentioned in several laboratory reports.

Available on-site well sampling data are contained in lab reports from the years 1948–1982 (except for the period 1960–1965). These reports include data for the plant’s potable wells as well as the process and irrigation wells. However, ATSDR is evaluating only the sampling data associated with the potable wells. Victor Chemical Works (1948–1960) and SMC (1965–1982) tested on-site wells for a number of analytes, including aluminum, ammonia, bicarbonate, calcium, carbon dioxide (free), carbonate, chloride, dissolved solids from conductance, fluoride, hardness, hydrogen sulfide, hydroxide, iodine demand (Na₂SO₃), iron, magnesium, nitrate, organic (ether extraction), pH, phosphate, phosphorus, silica, soap hardness (CaCO₃), sodium, sulfate, suspended solids, and total solids. Not all analytes were analyzed in every sample, however. Bacteriologic analyses were also routinely conducted. For the purposes of this evaluation, ATSDR focused on fluoride, phosphorus, sulfate, and iron in potable water wells 5, 12, 13, and 15, and backup potable water wells 7, 10, and 14.⁴

Table 9 in Appendix B lists maximum levels of these four contaminants in the potable water wells. Table 10 in Appendix B shows the maximum levels of these four contaminants in the backup potable water wells.

3.2. Off-Site Contamination

For the purposes of this evaluation, off site is defined as the area outside the property boundary of the Stauffer plant and slag storage area (Figure 1, Appendix A).

3.2.1. Soil and Slag-Containing Materials

Sampling data for off-site soils and road and building materials are available from several studies. These data include surface soil samples from Gulfside Elementary School and other off-site locations and samples of slag-containing materials in roadways, driveways, and foundations in the surrounding community. All of the areas are accessible to the public; they include public roads, private residences, a recreation complex, a government building, and commercial facilities. It should be noted that not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

Off-site sampling studies revealed that surface soils and building materials sampled in the surrounding community contained lower concentrations than were found on site. Only arsenic and radium-226 consistently exceeded ATSDR CVs off site, but were generally detected below
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⁴ATSDR also reviewed the reported contaminant concentrations in the plant’s water tank, noting that the reported levels fell below maximum reported concentrations shown in Table 9, Appendix B. The contaminant levels in the backup wells (shown in Table 10, Appendix B) were higher than, or comparable to, the levels shown in Table 9.
naturally occurring background levels. None of the off-site sampling studies found conclusive evidence of asbestos.

3.2.1.1. Gulfside Elementary School

Gulfside Elementary School opened in January 1978. The school is approximately 600 feet from the former slag storage area, directly across Anclote Road, north of the Stauffer site (NUS 1991). Several studies have focused on characterizing the soils and building materials on the school property.

The samples obtained from the surface soils surrounding the Gulfside Elementary School were analyzed for metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides. No VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, or PCBs were analyzed in any of the samples obtained from the school. Table 11 in Appendix B presents a summary of the surface soils analyzed from the Gulfside Elementary School.

Sampling results indicate that the surface soils on the school property contained lower concentrations of virtually all of the contaminants found at the Stauffer site. The only two contaminants detected above ATSDR’s CVs were arsenic and radium-226, though these substances were detected below available “background” levels. More specifically, arsenic, which only slightly exceeded its CV (0.5 ppm) in one sample (0.6 ppm), was also detected at levels at or below reported background arsenic levels. Arsenic concentrations identified in background samples collected during site investigations in wooded areas on the site itself ranged up to 0.91 ppm; geometric average arsenic concentrations in Florida soils have been reported to be 0.42 ppm with an arithmetic average of 1.34 ppm (Chen 1999). Maximum detected radium-226 values in the school soils slightly exceeded the state-wide average; it is unclear to what extent, if any, the site contributed to the measured amounts of radium-226 in school soils. The remaining metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides were detected at concentrations below their respective CVs. The 20 surface soil samples that were analyzed for asbestos showed no amount of asbestos present.

Sampling of the road materials around the school property, as well as the soil beneath the roads and roofing material on the school, all showed concentrations of radium-226 that exceeded the CV. The soil beneath the road also showed concentrations of radon-222 that exceeded concentrations found in the on-site surface soils. All of these building materials contained far lower concentrations of the contaminants found in the on-site slag.

3.2.1.2. Other Off-Site Locations

Several other locations in the community surrounding the Stauffer site were examined, mostly in response to residents’ concerns that slag material from the Stauffer site was used in the construction of their homes, driveways, and roadways. Most of the studies only examined external gamma radiation (EGR) levels from these materials; however, a few studies did perform
additional analyses of the slag materials. Community exposure to gamma radiation was the subject of a recent ATSDR health consultation (ATSDR 2002).

Only arsenic and radium-226 exceeded the ATSDR CVs in any of the off-site samples. Several other contaminants, although detected at concentrations below their respective CVs, exceeded the maximum on-site slag concentrations. These contaminants were aluminum, antimony, barium, cobalt, copper, mercury, selenium, silver, thallium, and vanadium. The maximum concentrations were generally found in the roadbed or pavement, or both, used to construct Bluff Boulevard and Gulfview Road, as well as in a few residential building slabs and driveways. It is reasonable to expect that other constituents used in the building material formulation might have contributed toward the elevated concentrations in these samples.

In July 1998, core samples obtained from a residential basement, a roadway, and the Stauffer slag storage area were microscopically analyzed to determine whether the off-site building materials were constructed with the slag material from the site. Although the off-site samples were “visually indistinguishable” from the Stauffer slag sample, this did not prove that the slag materials originated at the Stauffer site. This study concluded that slag material from the site was distributed for use as aggregate in roads, road beds, and some building materials. The study also found that a second elemental phosphorus plant, in Nichols, Florida, also distributed slag for these uses (considered a safe practice at the time). No conclusions could be made about the extent to which the Stauffer site slag material is contained in the surrounding community roads and buildings (EPA 1999a).

3.2.2. Groundwater

3.2.2.1. Private Wells

Thirty-eight private wells (residential potable, commercial potable, and irrigation wells) near the site have been sampled since 1988. The Pinellas County Department of Health did most of the sampling in 1990, 1997, and 1999–2001 as part of Florida’s SuperAct Underground Storage Tank Program and at the specific request of area residents. Table 12 in Appendix B lists the wells sampled and the frequency of sampling. Figure 6 in Appendix A shows the locations of each of these wells.

It should be reemphasized that residential and commercial wells are believed to draw water from the Floridan Aquifer. In addition, many of these wells are considered hydrogeologically upgradient of the site. Irrigation wells, some located just west of the site, draw water from the surficial aquifer, but are not used for drinking water purposes. The exact number of residential, commercial, and irrigation wells in the site area and the number currently in use are unknown.

Table 13 (residential potable wells), Table 14 (commercial potable wells), and Table 15 (irrigation wells) in Appendix B present the range of detected concentrations for selected chemical and radiologic parameters in the private wells sampled near the Stauffer site. The tables include only (a) those substances detected at concentrations exceeding ATSDR CVs or (b) substances for which no CV is available.
Arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, thallium, zinc, chlorides, sulfate, gross alpha radiation, and radium-226 were all detected at concentrations above ATSDR CVs, but at relatively low frequencies. Most were also detected at concentrations no more than 10 times higher than CVs. Among these contaminants, arsenic and lead were detected the most frequently at levels above ATSDR CVs and the levels tended to exceed the CVs by the greatest magnitude. Note that fluoride (a known contaminant beneath the Stauffer site) was detected in only 3 of the 30 potable wells—at concentrations well below the ATSDR CV (less than 270 ppb). Further, detected fluoride concentrations were generally comparable or below those detected in “background” wells located in the northeast quadrant of the site (MW 1S and 1F, MW-7ES, and MW-98-1).

### 3.2.3. Surface Water and Sediment (Anclote River)

This section summarizes surface water and sediment sampling data collected at or near the Stauffer site. Because the Anclote River flows immediately adjacent to the Stauffer site, the river has been the focus of various site-related studies. Data from these studies were collected and summarized to support ATSDR’s health effects evaluation for the surface water and sediment exposure pathways. Separate, detailed data summaries for surface water and sediment are presented in Appendix C of this document.

For the purposes of ATSDR’s evaluation, the sampling areas within the Anclote River were broken into four distinct regions to enable a better assessment of possible impacts of the site on the surrounding surface water and sediments. Sampling locations were classified as

- upstream (samples from areas upriver of the easternmost site boundary),
- adjacent (samples collected in the Anclote River between both property lines of the Stauffer site, but not including Meyers Cove),
- Meyers Cove (limited exclusively to those samples collected in the cove)\(^5\), and
- downstream (any sample collected northwest, or downriver, of Meyers Cove).

Locations were grouped to enable a critical assessment of site impact on river quality and to characterize conditions at various exposure points along the stretch of the Anclote River near the site.

Tables 16–23 in Appendix B summarize available surface water and sediment data. The tables list the contaminants detected in each region of the Anclote River and the range of concentrations measured for each contaminant throughout the 15 years of sampling. The tables indicate where and when the highest concentrations were measured and how frequently each contaminant was detected. Because the surface water and sediments were evaluated to characterize human exposure and assess the possibility of adverse effects due to exposure, the tables also list a health-based CV.

\(^5\)Meyers Cove was evaluated separately for four reasons. First, the cove is slightly downstream of the site but near it. Second, it is protected from wind and current, with the potential to “trap” contaminants. Third, part of it was filled to build an access road during plant operation. Fourth, community members have expressed specific concern about site impact on Meyers Cove.
ATSDR used drinking water and soil CVs for screening detected surface water and sediment concentrations. Because the Anclote River is not used as a drinking water source, use of drinking water CVs to evaluate incidental exposures associated with swimming or other recreational exposure scenarios is a conservative screening approach. Similarly, soil CVs are not directly applicable when evaluating sediment exposures in that soil CVs are developed based on the assumptions that quantifiable amounts of soil and associated dust can be incidentally ingested on a daily basis. Sediments, on the other hand, tend to have greater water content, are often submerged, and are relatively inaccessible, making exposure to contaminants in sediment less frequent and likely. As such, use of soil CVs is also a conservative approach to evaluating sediment data.6

Following are summary statements supported by the findings of the sampling studies reviewed in this section. The results of individual sampling studies are discussed in greater depth under the Surface Water Data and Sediment Data sections in Appendix C.

- **Surface water (Anclote River) conditions.** As part of three site-related studies, surface water has been sampled at and near the site between 1987 and the present. (Table 24, Appendix B, presents the surface water sampling location designations; Figure 7, Appendix A, shows sampling locations.) Most samples were analyzed for metals, phosphorus, fluoride, and radiologic activity. The most extensive sampling for radiologic parameters has been part of an SMC monitoring program in the immediate vicinity of the site. Contaminants detected at concentrations above drinking water CVs at least once during this time frame include antimony, arsenic, boron, chromium, iron, lead, thallium, vanadium, fluoride, sulfate, gross alpha and beta radiation, and radium-226. Contaminants detected and for which no CVs are available include calcium, magnesium, sodium, phosphorus, and polonium-210. Many of the detected substances (e.g., boron, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium) were generally found at levels expected to occur naturally in a brackish estuary such as the Anclote River.

A review of available sampling data from Meyers Cove and areas upstream of, adjacent to, and downstream of the site provides limited insights on temporal and spatial variations of contamination in the different reaches of the river. Generally, the quality of the surface water has remained relatively constant. For some metals and fluoride, however, decreasing concentrations were observed over time in samples collected by SMC (1987 to present) in the immediate vicinity of the site. Spatially, trends (if any) depend on the particular substance detected. Arsenic, boron, and sulfates were consistently detected at concentrations above CVs throughout the river. Although gross alpha and beta radiation are similar both upstream and in Meyers Cove, maximum detected concentrations of radium-226, radon, and polonium-210 are up to three times higher in Meyers Cove than in areas immediately upstream. However, no meaningful spatial analysis for radioactivity is really possible. None of the samples collected
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6The CVs used in this analysis only consider direct contact with surface water and sediment. These screening values do not take into account possible effects associated with indirect exposures (e.g., contaminant uptake in fish or shellfish).
in far upstream and downstream samples were tested for a full suite of radiologic parameters to enable a comparative analysis.

- **Sediment conditions.** Four studies evaluated the quality of sediment in the Anclote River between 1988 and 1993. (Table 25, Appendix B, presents the sediment sampling location designations; Figure 8, Appendix A, shows sampling locations.) Sediment samples were generally analyzed for multiple metals, fluoride, phosphorus, and radiologic activity. Arsenic, thallium, fluoride, radium-226, polonium-210 were the only substances detected at least once at concentrations above CVs. The highest concentrations were generally detected in Meyers Cove and during 1988 and 1989 sampling events.

Contaminant-specific spatial trends can be summarized as follows: Detected concentrations of metals, although generally below CVs, were elevated above background near the site, particularly in Meyers Cove. The highest concentrations of aluminum, arsenic, barium, chromium, silver, and vanadium were detected at Meyers Cove. Arsenic, however, was the only substance consistently detected in concentrations above its CV. Levels of phosphorus and total organic carbon (TOC) are also highest at Meyers Cove and areas adjacent to the site (just upstream of Meyers Cove) compared with upstream and downstream locations. Likewise, gross alpha and beta radiation were measured at the highest levels in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site (up to 50 times higher activity than in upstream samples). Radium-226 and polonium-210 were only detected in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site, but detected concentrations just slightly exceeded CVs.

Less obvious trends were observed with thallium and fluoride. Thallium was detected in only one sample collected downstream in 1988. Fluoride had one detection above its CV upstream of the site, adjacent to the site, and in Meyers Cove, with the highest concentration detected upstream. All three of these were part of the same study and were laboratory estimated quantities (NUS 1989). With those three exceptions, however, fluoride concentrations are generally higher in Meyers Cove than elsewhere in the river, though below its CV.

Because sediment data are only available for a 5-year period, it is difficult to assess temporal trends in sediment quality. Differences in detected concentrations in this relatively small data set are likely a result of sampling and analysis differences instead of a function of changes over time. For instance, NUS (1989) detected considerably higher fluoride levels throughout the river than were measured in later studies. Although at face value this could indicate an overall decrease in fluoride in Anclote River sediments, it is more likely a sampling artifact.

**3.2.4. Biota (Fish and Shellfish)**

During development of this public health assessment, ATSDR consulted FDEP, FDOH, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FFWC), and the Florida Marine Research Institute to identify available fish tissue and shellfish sampling data and to learn about fish surveys and counts in the local area. However, no fish or shellfish sampling data were identified for the site area. Further, information related to specific fish consumption patterns for the site area are not available; only county/regional statistics have been compiled according to local officials.
3.3. Air Contamination

This section of the public health assessment evaluates the nature and extent of contaminants released to the atmosphere from the Stauffer facility. Residents of Tarpon Springs and other communities surrounding the Stauffer facility expressed concerns about the impact of the Stauffer air emissions and asked ATSDR to evaluate whether exposure to these contaminants might have resulted in adverse health effects, especially for persons who lived near the Stauffer facility and for persons who attended Gulfside Elementary School while the Stauffer facility was in operation.

3.3.1. What Were the Air Emissions Sources From Stauffer’s Processes?

The Stauffer facility produced elemental phosphorus from phosphate rock ore mined elsewhere in Florida. The processing began by feeding the ore, which typically contained between 10% and 13% phosphorus, through a rotary kiln that heated and fused the ore into lumps called nodules. The kiln was fired by combustion of both carbon monoxide (generated elsewhere at the facility) and residual fuel oil. The phosphate rock nodules were then crushed and cooled.

The processed nodules, along with feeds of coke and silica, were then melted in an electric arc furnace. After each batch of material processed, operators “tapped” the furnace by pouring out molten liquids. These liquids included slag (calcium silicate) and ferrophosphorus (an iron-rich material). Once poured from the furnace, these liquids cooled and solidified. The resulting solid waste was stored on site and ultimately sold for further reuse. Gaseous outputs from the furnace contained elemental phosphorus, carbon monoxide, and trace contaminants. Most of the gases were captured for further processing. Some waste gases were vented to a venturi scrubber before being emitted to the air. However, all waste gases formed during furnace tapping were not captured by the air pollution control equipment; uncollected gases (such as phosphorus pentoxide, sulfur dioxide, and fluorides) vented directly to the environment. The amount of these fugitive emissions was never characterized at Stauffer.

Most of the gases generated by the furnace were vented to a condenser, which separated the liquid phosphorus product from carbon monoxide gas and an emulsion waste. The phosphorus product was stored in underwater tanks and eventually loaded into tank cars for shipping to various processing plants. The carbon monoxide gas was routed to the rotary kiln for use as fuel. A “rotary roaster” retrieved phosphorus from the emulsion waste, which was composed of phosphorus, water, and dust. The roaster was fired by the fuel oil combustion.

3.3.2. Emissions Data: What Contaminants Were Released to the Air?

This subsection reviews the information available on air emissions from the Stauffer facility, focusing on what chemicals were emitted and in what quantities. The extent of emissions data available for any facility often depends on regulatory requirements. At the time Stauffer operated, local, state, and federal environmental regulations focused primarily on a small number of contaminants and air pollution sources. Consequently, the emissions data available for Stauffer are not comprehensive in terms of the pollutants and sources considered. Many parties investigated Stauffer’s air emissions, but the majority of emissions data reported for the site were
generated by periodic stack tests Stauffer conducted in fulfillment of air permit requirements. The emissions data are most complete from 1972 to 1981, presumably because environmental regulations did not require emissions characterization in earlier years.

Following are summary statements about the emissions data.

- **Pollutants for which emissions data are available.** Emissions data for Stauffer are available for four pollutants: fluorides, particulate matter (size fraction not specified), phosphorus pentoxide, and sulfur dioxide. These emissions data are based almost entirely on stack tests that Stauffer conducted to comply with air permit requirements, which focused exclusively on emissions from point sources (or stacks). As a result, emissions data for fugitive releases are not available. Although emissions data from other phosphorus production facilities provide insight on past emissions from Stauffer, the usefulness of data from other facilities is limited because of differences in raw material composition, production levels, process configurations, operating parameters, and efficiencies of air pollution control devices.

- **Fluoride emissions.** Stauffer measured fluoride emissions in multiple stack tests from several processes. The best estimate of annual fluoride emissions is 6.06 tons per year, based on stack test results and annual emissions statements submitted by Stauffer to state regulators. This estimate likely understates actual fluoride emissions, because it does not account for fugitive emissions from potentially important unit operations, such as furnace tapping. The extent to which emissions are understated is not known.

- **Particulate matter emissions.** The available site documents include results from numerous stack tests that measured particulate matter emissions from several of Stauffer’s permitted operations. These stack tests suggest that Stauffer released 242 tons of particulate matter per year, but the particle size distribution of these releases was never quantified. The total particulate matter release estimate (242 tons/year) is based only on emissions measured from stacks at seven unit operations. Although the major point sources were identified and characterized, none of the site documents include estimates of particulate matter emissions from fugitive sources, such as wind-blown dust, materials handling operations, and fumes not captured by the furnace hood. Therefore, even if the stack test results were accurate, the best available estimate of particulate matter emissions understates the actual emission rates by an unknown, and perhaps considerable, amount.

- **Sulfur dioxide emissions.** Stauffer and environmental regulators extensively studied the facility’s sulfur dioxide emissions, presumably because northern Pinellas County was designated as a nonattainment area for sulfur dioxide. The results of numerous stack tests suggest that Stauffer emitted 1,545 tons of sulfur dioxide to the air per year (based on data compiled for the years before the facility’s boilers began burning low-sulfur-content fuels). Because sulfur dioxide is not expected to have been released in large quantities from the fugitive sources at Stauffer, this estimate is believed to be a reliable account of actual sulfur dioxide emissions. The majority (93%) of the sulfur dioxide emissions were from the rotary kiln.
Phosphorus pentoxide emissions. Unlike fluorides, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter, all of which were measured in numerous stack tests at Stauffer, phosphorus pentoxide emissions were measured in a single round of stack tests conducted in 1972. This round of stack tests focused on emissions from two sources expected to release the greatest amount of phosphorus pentoxide and suggest that facility-wide phosphorus pentoxide emissions were 11.6 tons per year. Because results from this single test might not be representative of typical operating conditions at Stauffer, confidence in the phosphorus pentoxide emissions data is low.

Temporal variations in air emissions. The site documents provide no information on how emissions from Stauffer’s sources changed from hour to hour or during specific processing conditions, such as after process start-up and shut-down. Although the stack test results are suitable for making reasonable estimates of annual average emission rates for some pollutants, they do not characterize temporal variations in emissions, which might be considerable for some sources.

Data quality. Limited information is available on the methods and quality control procedures associated with Stauffer’s stack testing, and on the facility operating conditions during most stack tests. This lack of information raises questions about the quality of emission rates. However, stack tests performed for fluoride, particulate matter, and sulfur dioxide emissions were all conducted according to the specifications of Stauffer’s air permits and typically reviewed by local and state regulators. Moreover, rigorous stack testing methods were available in the 1970s for particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, and the most recent site documents imply that EPA methods were followed for certain measurements (e.g., particulate measurements were made using EPA method 5). These latter observations give greater confidence that the stack test results, particularly for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter, are reasonably representative of Stauffer’s stack air emissions.

Other contaminants. The Stauffer facility undoubtedly released other contaminants into the air, including metals, radionuclides, and various inorganic phosphorus compounds. However, the available site documents do not present any emissions data, measured or estimated, for these other pollutants because the Stauffer facility was not required to collect such data.

3.3.3. Meteorologic Data and Air Quality Modeling Analysis: Where Did the Air Emissions Go?

This section reviews meteorologic data and presents an air quality modeling analysis to characterize how Stauffer’s emissions affected air quality in the Tarpon Springs area. Several parties studied the local meteorologic conditions, including the Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management (PCDEM), Stauffer, two local airports, and Florida Power, but the majority of information available is from PCDEM and the National Climatic Data Center (NCD). This summary focuses on two periods of interest: the years when elemental phosphorus production occurred at Stauffer (up to 1981), and the years after these production activities ceased (since 1981).
Following are brief summary statements emphasizing the most notable features of the meteorologic data and air quality modeling analysis:

- The most extensive meteorological data available were collected at three locations: PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station, the St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport, and the Tampa International Airport. All three meteorologic stations operated for a common period spanning 18 years (1979 to 1996). During this time, the prevailing wind direction observed at all three stations was roughly from the northeast to the southwest. This trend suggests that long-term pollutant impacts from Stauffer would likely be greatest southwest of the facility. The prevailing wind direction notwithstanding, winds also periodically blew from all other compass directions during certain times of the year. Therefore, Stauffer’s emissions likely had short-term air quality impacts in all compass directions around the site, with the extent of these impacts determined by how often a location was downwind from the facility. The least prevalent wind direction at all three stations was roughly from the south to the north, which is the direction that would blow Stauffer’s emissions toward the Gulfside Elementary School.

- Sulfur dioxide concentrations coupled with wind direction provide compelling evidence that Stauffer’s emissions accounted for a very large portion of the sulfur dioxide levels measured at PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station. Specifically, on hours when winds blew from Stauffer toward the monitoring station, sulfur dioxide levels, on average, were more than five times higher than those when winds blew from other directions. This trend was observed only during years when Stauffer’s production processes operated, thus strengthening the argument that Stauffer’s emissions accounted for the elevated levels.

- Concentrations of total suspended particulates (TSP) coupled with wind direction suggest that many sources in the area, including Stauffer, contributed to the measured levels of air contamination. In general, TSP concentrations on days when winds blew from the Stauffer facility toward the Anclote Road monitoring station were consistently higher than those observed on days when winds blew in other directions. However, substantial TSP levels were measured on days when winds did not blow from Stauffer’s operations toward the monitor, indicating that other sources in the area undoubtedly contributed to the measured TSP concentrations as well. Other factors not evaluated, such as precipitation and wind speed, also likely affected the measured TSP concentrations.

### 3.3.3.1. Meteorologic Data

ATSDR identified five potential sources of hourly meteorologic data that might be representative of the Tarpon Springs area. Raw data from two of these sources were not available. For the other three stations, ATSDR obtained the entire histories of meteorologic data, some dating back to 1948. Table 26 in Appendix B presents key features of these stations; the corresponding meteorologic data from those stations are presented here. The summaries focus on two distinct time frames. First, prevailing wind directions are presented for the years 1979 to 1996—the longest time frame over which all three stations were operating. Second, prevailing wind directions are presented for all observations collected between 8:00 AM and 3:00 PM between January 1978 and May 1981. This time frame represents the hours that children were most likely
at Gulfside Elementary School at the same time that Stauffer’s main production processes were still operating. Daytime hours during summer months are included in this second time frame.

- **Data set 1: PCDEM’s Anclote Road Station.** From January 1979 to September 1996, PCDEM collected continuous observations of meteorologic conditions at its Anclote Road monitoring station immediately southeast of the former Stauffer facility. The station logged hourly observations of wind speed and wind direction. Over the entire period of record, the station’s completeness ratio was 89.1%, meaning that valid observations for wind speed and wind direction were recorded for 89.1% of the total number of hours in this time frame. This completeness ratio varied from year to year. In the first 3 years this station operated (1979–1981), the completeness ratio was only 77%; for the last 6 years (1991–1996), the ratio was nearly 99%. This difference suggests that PCDEM’s meteorologic station might have experienced operational difficulties during its first years of collecting data, but these difficulties were apparently resolved. For reference, EPA guidance suggests that hourly observations of meteorologic data should be at least 90% complete for use in regulatory dispersion modeling analyses (EPA 2000).

Figures 9 and 10 in Appendix A present wind roses for PCDEM’s Anclote Road meteorologic station. The wind rose in Figure 9 presents the statistical distribution of wind speed and wind direction for the entire period of record for this meteorologic station. The wind rose indicates that winds most frequently blew roughly from northeast to southwest. In fact, wind directions between 15° and 75° accounted for 24% of the hourly observations recorded at this meteorologic station. Although winds predominantly blew from the northeast, winds blowing in all directions at varying speeds were observed throughout the period of record. The least prevalent wind direction was from the south to the north (the wind direction that would most likely blow emissions from Stauffer to the Gulfside Elementary School). Specifically, wind directions between 180° and 210° accounted for only 4% of the hourly observations.

Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of wind speed and wind direction observed between January 1979 and May 1981 during the hours of 8:00 AM–3:00 PM. This time frame is when children were most likely to be at the Gulfside Elementary School. The prevailing wind pattern during this time frame (from the west-northwest) was considerably different than the prevailing wind pattern for the entire period of record. However, the wind rose for the daytime hours again indicates that winds did not frequently blow from south to north.

The average wind speed measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station was 5.1 miles per hour. This average wind speed is lower than those observed at the Tampa and St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airports. The reason for this inconsistency is not known.

- **Data set 2: Tampa International Airport.** NCDC provided the entire history of meteorologic data collected at the Tampa International Airport, from 1948 to the present. The Tampa International Airport is approximately 20 miles southeast of the former Stauffer facility, and no significant terrain features are located between the airport and the former facility. In addition to recording hourly observations of wind speed and wind direction, this station logged measurements of temperature, precipitation, barometric pressure, relative humidity,
cloud cover, and several other parameters. Between 1979 and 1996, this station recorded valid measurements of wind speed and wind direction for 99.7% of the hours, suggesting that the station rarely experienced operational difficulties.

As the wind rose in Figure 11, Appendix A shows, the prevailing winds observed at the Tampa International Airport were also roughly from northeast to southwest, although this station had more of an east-northeasterly component compared with the prevailing winds at the Anclote Road station. At the Tampa International Airport, wind directions between 15° and 75° accounted for 23% of the valid hourly observations recorded at this station. Although a prevailing wind direction is apparent from Figure 11, winds blew from other compass directions at other times of the year. Consistent with trends observed at the Anclote Road station, winds from south to north—the direction that would blow emissions from Stauffer toward the Gulfside Elementary School—accounted for the lowest fraction of hours at the Tampa International Airport. Specifically, wind directions between 180° and 210° occurred only 7% of the time.

Figure 12 in Appendix A shows how winds varied during the time that children were most likely present at Gulfside Elementary School while Stauffer operated (i.e., between January 1978 and May 1981, during the hours of 8:00 AM and 3:00 PM). A single prevailing wind pattern for this subset of hours is less apparent, although winds blowing from west to east and from east to west account for most of the recorded observations.

The average wind speed reported for the Tampa International Airport over its entire period of record is 8.3 miles per hour. It is not known why this average wind speed is 63% higher than the average wind speed for the Anclote Road monitoring station.

- **Data set 3: St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport.** NCDC also provided the entire history of meteorologic observations recorded at the St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport. The meteorologic station at this airport, which is approximately 18 miles south of the former Stauffer facility, has collected hourly observations of numerous meteorologic parameters since 1973. Between 1979 and 1996, this station obtained valid observations for wind speed and wind direction in 97.3% of the possible hours.

The wind rose for the St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport (Figure 13, Appendix A) is similar to those for the two other stations. Most notably, the prevailing wind pattern at this station is also from roughly the northeast to the southwest, and wind directions between 15° and 75° accounted for 22% of the total observations. Similarly, the wind directions that would blow Stauffer’s emissions toward Gulfside Elementary School (between 180° and 210°) were relatively infrequent, accounting for only 8% of the total hourly observations. Figure 14 in Appendix A illustrates the wind patterns at St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport during the hours when children would most likely be at the Gulfside Elementary School. No clear patterns are apparent from this wind rose.
Between 1979 and 1996, the average wind speed at the St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport was 9.1 miles per hour, which is reasonably consistent with the average wind speed observed at the Tampa International Airport (8.3 miles per hour).

- **Data set 4: Stauffer’s on-site meteorologic stations.** Recent site summaries indicate that Stauffer previously operated as many as three “wind speed and directional instruments” (Kelly 2002). Although some of the site documents report meteorologic conditions measured by these devices over short time frames, a complete set of raw data from these stations is apparently not available. According to a recent communication, SMC does “. . . not have a single, comprehensive set of continuous, on-site meteorologic data” (Kelly 2002). Moreover, no information is readily available on the quality of Stauffer’s observations. Based on the lack of measured data and supporting documentation, ATSDR recommends basing all conclusions and inferences regarding meteorology on the data available from the airport and Anclote Road stations.

- **Data set 5: Florida Power’s Anclote Plant.** When reviewing site documents and discussing Stauffer operations with local and state regulators, ATSDR learned that Florida Power operated at least one continuous meteorologic station either at or near its Anclote power plant in southern Pasco County. Meteorologic data for these stations were not readily available from any of the parties ATSDR contacted, including representatives from Florida Power.

### 3.3.3.2. Wind Direction Analysis of Ambient Air Monitoring Data

Simultaneous measurements of wind direction and ambient air concentrations (EPA 2002a) allow for detailed analyses of the sources that most likely contribute to air pollution. PCDEM measured ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide and TSP at the same time it measured wind direction. ATSDR examined trends among these parameters for two time frames: 1979–1981 and 1982–1984. The first time frame was selected because it is the longest period of record for which simultaneous meteorologic and air quality measurements are available during the time that Stauffer’s production processes were operating. The second time frame was selected to have an equal period of record (i.e., 3 years) after Stauffer’s production processes shut down. The following paragraphs review comparisons of air quality measurements to concurrent wind direction observations:

- **Sulfur dioxide.** Between 1979 and 1981, PCDEM recorded valid measurements for both wind direction and sulfur dioxide concentration on 21,848 hours (EPA 2002a). Figure 15 in Appendix A illustrates how the sulfur dioxide concentrations, on average, varied with wind direction during this time frame. Sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station were highest when winds blew from directions between 300° and 360° (or 0°). These wind directions would have blown emissions from various locations on the former Stauffer facility toward the monitoring station. Of particular note, a wind direction of 315°—the direction which resulted in the highest average sulfur dioxide concentration—would have blown emissions from Stauffer’s rotary kiln stack toward the monitoring station.
Although Figure 15 provides compelling evidence that Stauffer’s emissions accounted for the elevated levels of sulfur dioxide measured near the facility, it does not rule out the possibility that emissions from Florida Power’s Anclote Plant might also have contributed to the air pollution levels, because wind directions between 300° and 360° (or 0°) would also blow emissions from this facility to the monitoring station. Figure 16 in Appendix A, however, strongly suggests that emissions from Florida Power had minimal impacts on the sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Specifically, Figure 16 illustrates how sulfur dioxide concentrations varied with wind direction in the 3 years immediately after Stauffer’s shutdown of major processing operations. Elevated sulfur dioxide concentrations between 300° and 360° (or 0°) are absent from this figure. The most logical explanation for the differences between Figures 15 and 16 is that Stauffer’s emissions accounted for a large fraction of the elevated sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

- **TSP.** Examining associations between TSP concentrations and wind direction is not as straightforward as the analysis in the previous section, because the TSP and wind direction measurements were collected over different averaging periods. TSP concentrations are 24-hour average measurements, whereas wind directions are 1-hour averages. The impact of wind direction on particulate matter levels was assessed by evaluating how TSP concentrations, on average, vary with the number of hours per day that the Anclote Road monitoring station was downwind from the Stauffer facility.

Between 1979 and 1981, PCDEM collected valid 24-hour average TSP concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station on 170 days (EPA 2002a). On 23 of these days, valid wind direction data were not available for at least 20 hours. These days were excluded from this analysis. For the remaining 147 days, Figure 17 in Appendix A shows how TSP concentrations varied with the number of hours downwind from the Stauffer facility. According to Figure 17, on days when winds blew from the Stauffer facility toward the Anclote Road monitoring station for at least 13 hours, the measured TSP concentrations were more than 30 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m³) higher than the levels measured on days when no winds blew from the facility toward the monitoring station. This increase in concentration was statistically significant.

Between 1982 and 1984, on the other hand, the number of hours per day that winds blew from the Stauffer facility toward the Anclote Road monitoring station had little impact on the measured TSP concentrations (Figure 18, Appendix A), and no statistically significant concentration differences were observed. The contrast between Figures 17 and 18 demonstrates that Stauffer’s particulate emissions affected air quality at the Anclote Road monitoring station, but the magnitude of this impact was considerably less than that for sulfur dioxide levels.

Unlike sulfur dioxide concentrations, whose levels were determined almost entirely by Stauffer’s emissions, TSP concentrations appear to result from many emission sources. As Figure 18 shows, for example, the average TSP concentration at the Anclote Road monitoring station was 69 µg/m³ on days between 1979 and 1981 when winds did not blow from Stauffer’s direction. This observation suggests that other local emissions sources (e.g., other
industry, wind-blown dust, mobile sources) accounted for a large portion of the measured TSP levels. Curiously, between 1982 and 1984, the average TSP concentration was only 49 µg/m³ on days when winds did not blow from the direction of Stauffer. It is unclear why this average concentration changed between the two time periods. One possible explanation for this change is that particulate emissions from another facility in the area also decreased considerably after 1981. Another possible explanation is that other meteorologic conditions that affect TSP concentrations (e.g., wind speed, precipitation) might have been significantly different between the 1979–1981 and 1982–1984 time frames.

3.3.3.3. Air Quality Modeling Analysis

ATSDR conducted an air dispersion modeling analysis to better characterize past exposures to air emissions from the Stauffer facility. The goal of the analysis was to predict the magnitude and spatial distribution of ambient air concentrations (both acute and chronic exposure durations) that resulted from Stauffer’s air emissions, especially for locations for which no air monitoring results are available, such as the Gulfside Elementary School. ATSDR will use the predicted ambient air concentrations to estimate past exposures to Stauffer’s air emissions and to make public health conclusions regarding these exposures.

3.3.3.3.1. Modeling Approach

3.3.3.3.1.1. Background

- Site-specific emissions and ambient air monitoring data. ATSDR retrieved all readily available site-specific emissions data and ambient air monitoring data. ATSDR considered the emissions data for modeling inputs, and the ambient air monitoring data for conducting model performance evaluations. Emissions data (both measured and estimated) are available for only four pollutants: sulfur dioxide, fluorides, phosphorus pentoxide, and particulate matter. The particulate matter data do not specify particle size fractions, although the stack test data do report relative amounts of soluble and insoluble particles. The available emissions measurements focus entirely on a limited number of point sources (or stacks) at the former facility. Specifically, stack tests were conducted on Stauffer’s boilers, the rotary kiln stack, the stack from the nodule cooler, the coke dryer, the furnace tap hole scrubber, and the phosphorus condenser. Although Stauffer’s air permits required annual stack tests for most of these sources, only a small subset of the stack test results were retrieved. Later discussions in this modeling approach section present additional information on the available data and identify the many air pollution sources at Stauffer that were never characterized (e.g., all fugitive emissions).

During the time Stauffer operated, ambient air monitoring data of known and high quality are available only for sulfur dioxide and total suspended particulates (TSP). The most reliable data were collected by the PCDEM to assess attainment with EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards. The area surrounding Stauffer was the only sulfur dioxide nonattainment area in the entire state of Florida. Continuous sulfur dioxide monitoring (reported as 1-hour average concentrations) occurred during 4 years of Stauffer’s operation, and TSP monitoring
occurred on a 6-day schedule during 4.5 years of Stauffer’s operation. Stauffer measured air concentrations of phosphorus pentoxide and fluorides in several field surveys, but the quality of these sampling results is questionable. Ambient air monitoring data are not available for any other pollutants because collection of such data was not required.

- **Other sources of emissions data.** In addition to reviewing emissions data specific to the Stauffer facility, ATSDR considered emissions data published for the elemental phosphorus production industry. For instance, ATSDR obtained and reviewed chapters from EPA’s AP-42 (EPA 1995b) and corresponding background documents. ATSDR also accessed chemical speciation profiles for relevant source categories from EPA’s SPECIATE database (EPA 2002b). ATSDR also reviewed emission inventory data for two elemental phosphorus production facilities in Idaho that the agency evaluated in the past: a facility previously operated by Monsanto in Soda Springs and a facility previously operated by FMC in Pocatello. ATSDR considered, but did not necessarily use, information from these additional sources when formulating this modeling approach.

### 3.3.3.3.1.1.1. Source characterization: emissions.

In general terms, phosphorus production facilities separate elemental phosphorus from a phosphorus-rich ore. All other components in this ore become waste products, either as solid waste or air emissions. These facilities have multiple unit operations, all of which can release numerous contaminants to the air. Modeling the air quality impacts from these facilities requires detailed emissions data from the various operations. However, a comprehensive emissions inventory has never been prepared for the Stauffer facility, most likely because the facility ceased operations in 1981, several years before environmental regulations focused on air emissions of contaminants other than criteria pollutants.

To characterize air emissions from the Stauffer facility, ATSDR reviewed numerous site documents, including air permits, stack test results, and emissions disclosure statements. A critical issue in this modeling analysis is whether the data in these documents are representative of the actual emissions from Stauffer. This section lists the contaminants that Stauffer likely emitted and reviews the emissions data available for the various sources that released them.

For each contaminant, ATSDR considered whether modeling should be conducted. Although it is desirable for modeling to evaluate as many contaminants as possible, this desire must be weighed against the considerable uncertainties associated with estimating emissions from the former facility.

- **Sulfur dioxide.** Unit operations that combusted fossil fuels and exposed phosphate rock to high temperatures emitted sulfur dioxide. These emissions occurred almost entirely through stacks, and fugitive emissions were likely insignificant. Several site records document measured and estimated emissions from Stauffer’s boilers, rotary kiln, condenser, and furnace. Emissions from the boilers and rotary kiln account for 99.8% of the facility’s emissions.

ATSDR included sulfur dioxide in the modeling analysis primarily because the emissions have been extensively characterized and because a large volume of ambient air monitoring data are available for model performance evaluations. ATSDR did not consider
photochemical reactions, however, because the amount of sulfur dioxide consumed in the reactions over the modeling domain is believed to be insignificant. Table 27 in Appendix B lists the emission rates that ATSDR used for this modeling analysis. The modeling focused on the two sources that accounted for the overwhelming majority of Stauffer’s sulfur dioxide emissions.

- **Particulate matter.** Many sources at Stauffer emitted particulate matter. To fulfill air permit requirements, Stauffer measured particulate matter emissions from its boilers, rotary kiln, nodule cooler, furnace tap hole scrubber, coke dryer, condenser, and a baghouse used to control emissions from materials handling. Emissions data for these sources are reported as “total particulates,” without providing any information on particle sizes. Stack test results are available only in summary form, without descriptions of stack test methods that would allow inferences to be drawn about particle sizes. The only information that might be used to assess particle sizes is the amount of ‘soluble’ and ‘insoluble’ particles in the emissions. Some stack test results not only reported the total amount of particulate matter in the emissions, but indicated the relative amounts of ‘soluble’ and ‘insoluble’ particles. This distinction is made for particles collected in different parts of the stack sampling equipment. Some particulate matter (soluble particles) are captured in impinger solutions, while other particulates (insoluble particles) settle on sampling filters. As a general rule, soluble particles tend to be found in the fine fraction of particulate matter, whereas insoluble particles tend to be found in the coarse fraction. However, no definitive, quantitative statements can be made regarding size cut-offs for soluble and insoluble particles. The available site documents provide no information on fugitive emissions of particulate matter (e.g., wind-blown dust, releases during furnace tapping, materials handling losses), which can be considerable for phosphorus production facilities.

- **Fluorides.** ATSDR modeled the atmospheric dispersion of fluoride emissions on the basis of emission rates that Stauffer measured and estimated. Table 27 in Appendix B lists the available emissions data, which consider many, but not all, of the unit operations expected to release fluorides. The data in Table 27 translate into an annual fluoride emission rate of 6.06 tons. This is reasonably consistent with estimates of fluoride emissions from the former FMC facility (26.8 tons per year) and the Monsanto facility (24.7 tons per year), considering the different production levels of the facilities, although ATSDR notes that similarities in emission rates would not necessarily be expected given that the Stauffer and Idaho facilities process different ores. Nonetheless, the modeling results based on the available emissions data can be used to qualitatively assess whether inhalation exposures to fluorides were on the same order of magnitude as ATSDR’s corresponding minimal risk levels (MRLs).8

---

7 According to ATSDR’s *Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide* (ATSDR 1998), less than 5% of airborne sulfur dioxide converts to other products per hour. Because Tampa has an average wind speed of 8.3 miles per hour, the amount of sulfur dioxide that would chemically convert within the modeling domain (2 square miles) would likely be on the order of 1%.

8 The MRLs for inhalation exposures to fluorides are 0.03 ppm or 30 ppb (25.0 µg/m³) for acute exposure durations and 0.02 ppm or 20 ppb (16.6 µg/m³) for intermediate exposure durations.
Largely because of the lack of reliable data on reaction rate constants, ATSDR did not model photochemical reactions involving fluorides. ATSDR’s Toxicological Profile for Fluorides, Hydrogen Fluoride, and Fluorine (ATSDR 2001), for instance, states that “no information was found on the reactions of hydrogen fluoride with common atmospheric species or estimates of its overall atmospheric half-life.”

- **Phosphorus compounds.** Elemental phosphorus production facilities release various forms of phosphorus into the air, including phosphorus pentoxide, phosphates, and phosphine. Other than a single stack test conducted in the early 1970s that measured phosphorus pentoxide emissions from the rotary kiln and the furnace tap hole scrubber, no site-specific information exists for emissions or ambient air concentrations of phosphorus compounds. Moreover, EPA has not published emission factors for these contaminants. The only detailed information available is from the former FMC facility in Idaho, which measured or estimated emissions of total phosphorus and phosphine. Because the representativeness of these data to operations at Stauffer is unknown, ATSDR did not consider phosphorus compounds in the air dispersion modeling analysis.

- **Metals.** The available site records provide no information on amounts of metals in the phosphate rock, in the air emissions, or in the ambient air surrounding the facility. (Note: The environmental regulations at that time did not require the collection of such information.) Site-specific data are available on concentrations of metals in solid waste disposal areas, but the usefulness of these data are unclear. Therefore, because emission rates for metals cannot be predicted with confidence, ATSDR decided not to model atmospheric dispersion of metals.

- **Radionuclides.** No detailed site-specific information is available on the levels of radionuclides in the ore or in the emissions. According to EPA’s AP-42, however, phosphate rock ore mined in Florida contains radionuclides at concentrations ranging from 48 to 143 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) (EPA 1995b). The “specific radionuclides of significance” are isotopes of uranium, radium, thorium, polonium, and lead. Every emission factor for radionuclides in AP-42 has a poor rating factor, meaning that “there may be reason to suspect that the facilities tested do not represent a random sample of the industry.” EPA gathered additional information on radionuclide emissions when developing the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) for this source category, but the representativeness of this information to the closed Stauffer facility is not clear. ATSDR already evaluated potential exposures to radionuclides in Stauffer’s solid waste products that were used for various purposes throughout the Tarpon Springs area.

- **Organic compounds.** Emission factors are available to estimate releases of organic compounds from the combustion of fuel. However, elemental phosphorus production facilities are primarily involved in processing inorganic chemicals and materials, and organic chemicals have not been the focus of regulatory attention at other phosphorus production facilities. Therefore, ATSDR did not consider organic chemicals in this modeling analysis.
3.3.3.3.1.2. **Source characterization: release parameters.** ATSDR included the following emissions sources in the modeling analysis: process boilers, rotary kiln, nodule cooler, coke dryer, materials handling operations, furnace, phosphorus condenser, and phosphorus roaster. ATSDR modeled emissions from the rotary kiln with two separate sets of stack parameters to reflect changes made to this source in 1979. Table 28 in Appendix B lists the stack parameters that ATSDR used for the modeling analysis. These parameters were obtained from various data sources, including stack test results, air permits, and inspection records.

3.3.3.3.1.3. **Model selection and general inputs.** ATSDR used the Industrial Source Complex, Short Term (ISCST3) model to conduct the dispersion modeling analysis. EPA recommends using ISCST3 for modeling continuous releases of air contaminants from multiple sources in areas with simple terrain, much like the conditions at Stauffer. The model was run using surface meteorologic data and mixing heights observed at the Tampa International Airport between 1977 and 1981—the last 5 years that Stauffer operated its major production processes. Unit emission rates (1.0 gram per second) were entered for every source, such that ATSDR could later calculate ambient air concentrations for different groups of air pollutants under different emissions scenarios. The model predicted air concentrations for four averaging periods: annual average, highest 24-hour average, highest 3-hour average, and highest 1-hour average. All concentrations were reported in units of micrograms per cubic meter, as is standard for this model.

Ambient air concentrations were predicted for a grid of receptors that extends approximately 5 miles in every compass direction from the Stauffer facility. Receptors were placed at 10-meter intervals along the fence line, at 100-meter intervals at locations within 1 mile of the facility, and at 1,000-meter intervals at locations further downwind. Overall, concentrations were predicted at more than 4,000 receptors. The modeling was run using typical regulatory default options. Building downwash was considered in this analysis; however, detailed information on the locations and heights of Stauffer’s buildings was not readily available. The building locations were estimated from facility plot plans and heights were estimated from facility photographs. The most prominent structure considered in this analysis was the furnace building.

3.3.3.3.2. **Modeling Results**

The dispersion modeling analysis evaluated emissions from only those sources that site documents identified and characterized. These sources were the boilers, the rotary kiln, the nodule cooler scrubber, the coke dryer, a materials handling stack, the phosphorus condenser, and the furnace tap hole scrubber. The rotary kiln was modeled as two separate sources: before and after the May 1979 stack modification. Coordinates of all stacks and buildings were inferred largely from visual inspection of aerial photographs and plot plans, which might have introduced slight error in placing individual features at the Stauffer facility. The magnitude of this error is not known, but likely is not greater than 100 feet for each source. As noted previously, fugitive emissions were not considered because site-specific information is not available on the associated emission rates. Fugitive emissions at other elemental phosphorus production facilities accounted for a large fraction of facility-wide emissions for certain contaminants, such as particulate matter.
The modeling outputs include a normalized concentration at each receptor (4,289 total), for each source considered (8 total), for each year of meteorologic data (5 total), and for each averaging period (4 total). Multiplying these together means that the modeling outputs include 686,240 total observations that are available for data interpretation. This number of observations can be presented and interpreted in countless different ways. This section highlights general trends and key insights from the modeling analysis.

This section presents modeled concentrations for 12 locations that ATSDR selected for further analysis. These locations were chosen only to demonstrate general trends in the predicted concentrations and to communicate results for receptors of interest (e.g., Gulfside Elementary School). For all pollutants considered, the highest predicted concentrations did not occur at these 12 locations; rather, the points of maximum impact were generally along the facility boundary, where exposures would be limited to passers-by and, perhaps, workers. Figure 19 in Appendix A shows the 12 locations selected for further analysis; Table 29 in Appendix B lists coordinates and text descriptions for these locations. Following are detailed results for the three pollutants considered – sulfur dioxide (before and after the 1979 stack modification), fluorides, and particulate matter:

- **Sulfur dioxide (before the 1979 stack modification).** Emissions from the rotary kiln accounted for the overwhelming majority of sulfur dioxide emissions from Stauffer. Before May 1979, the kiln stack was approximately 85 feet tall and 22 feet in diameter. In May 1979, Stauffer modified the stack by increasing the height by 75 feet and decreasing the diameter by 18 feet to enhance atmospheric dispersion of the emissions. The following paragraphs present the modeling results for the time frame before the kiln stack was modified.

As specified previously, this analysis considered sulfur dioxide emissions from two sources: the rotary kiln and the boilers. Emissions from the kiln accounted for 97.0% of the total sulfur dioxide released from these sources. To evaluate the performance of the dispersion modeling evaluation, ATSDR compared the sulfur dioxide concentrations estimated for the Anclote Road monitoring station to those that were measured at this location between July 1977 and May 1979. Table 30 in Appendix B summarizes this comparison. As the first row in the table shows, the predicted annual average concentration was 5.1 ppb lower than the measured levels, which likely results from a combination of the following factors:

- The model evaluates Stauffer’s air quality impacts and does not consider impacts from other sources of sulfur dioxide emissions. As the Table 30 notes explain, the annual average sulfur dioxide levels after Stauffer shut down were 1.42 ppb. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that emissions from other sources account for at least 1.42 ppb of the 5.1 ppb difference between the predicted and observed concentrations. However, air modeling studies conducted in the late 1970s by consultants to Stauffer, consultants to Florida Power Corporation, and the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation all concluded that air emissions from Stauffer accounted for the overwhelming majority of sulfur dioxide detected at the time by the Anclote Road monitoring station.
The emission rates entered into the model do not account for all of the sulfur dioxide that Stauffer released to the air. For instance, the actual sulfur dioxide emission rates from the boiler and the rotary kiln might have been higher than those documented in the stack test results. Additionally, and more likely, emissions sources not identified in the site documents (e.g., fugitive emissions from furnace tapping) could explain the discrepancy.

Air dispersion models have inherent uncertainties and are not perfect portrayals of atmospheric conditions. Even in cases where every model input is known, model predictions will not replicate observed concentrations. Despite these inherent limitations, air quality modeling analyses offer valuable insights into spatial and temporal variations in levels of air pollution, particularly for locations where sampling did not occur.

The second and third rows of Table 30 in Appendix B compare the estimated highest 24-hour average concentration and 1-hour average concentration for the Anclote Road monitoring station to the corresponding measured levels. For the highest 24-hour average concentrations, the comparison is similar to the annual average concentrations, and the differences most likely result for the same reasons listed above. For the highest 1-hour average concentrations, on the other hand, a different trend is observed: the estimated peak concentrations are higher than those predicted. This might have occurred for several reasons:

- It is possible that the modeling analyses are correct and that 1-hour average sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station were at times higher than the levels measured between July 1977 and May 1979.

- It is also possible that the predicted 1-hour average concentration is based on a highly unusual meteorologic condition reported at the Tampa International Airport that is not truly representative of the conditions at Stauffer.

- Finally, and most likely, the difference can simply reflect model uncertainty, which increases as concentrations are predicted for shorter averaging periods.

It will never be known exactly what caused the difference between the predicted and observed highest 1-hour average sulfur dioxide levels. However, dispersion models are less reliable at predicting short-term concentrations than at predicting long-term average levels. The fact that the estimated 1-hour peak concentrations ended up being within 30% of the observed levels is actually quite encouraging, as modeled concentrations tend to deviate more and more from observed concentrations for shorter averaging times.

Perhaps the greatest usefulness of this modeling analysis is that the results can be used to estimate ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide at locations where they were not measured. ATSDR chose to use the raw model outputs as the estimated concentrations when estimating exposures throughout the Tarpon Springs area. These model outputs were based on emissions data from the boilers and the rotary kiln (e.g., the model predicted that Stauffer’s contribution to annual average sulfur dioxide levels at Gulfside Elementary School was 7.0 ppb).
In summary, extensive information is available on the sulfur dioxide modeling results that can be used to estimate ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide where they were not measured. Although predicted and observed sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station differed, the magnitude of this difference is within the bounds of reasonable model performance.

- **Sulfur dioxide (after the 1979 stack modification).** ATSDR also modeled sulfur dioxide concentrations for Stauffer’s stack configuration between June 1979 and the time the facility closed. Three key trends are documented here.

  First, Table 30 in Appendix B compares the predicted sulfur dioxide concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station to the measured levels between June 1979 and November 1981, when Stauffer’s furnace was permanently shut down. Consistent with the time frame before the 1979 stack modification, the predicted annual average and highest 24-hour average concentrations were lower than those that were observed, whereas the predicted highest 1-hour average concentration was higher than observed levels. The interpretations of these differences presented earlier in this section also apply here.

  Second, ATSDR notes that the model quite reasonably captures the relative changes in sulfur dioxide concentrations (over the long term) caused by the stack reconfiguration. Specifically, the model predicts that the reconfiguration caused annual average sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station to decrease by 7.6 ppb; the measurements indicate that sulfur dioxide levels actually decreased by 9.4 ppb. These concentration differences are quite consistent, as far as modeling predictions go, and gives reassurance that the stack reconfiguration truly did account for improvements in air quality after May 1979.

  Third, for a sense of the predicted effect of the stack reconfiguration, Table 31 in Appendix B lists the predicted percent decrease in Stauffer’s contribution to sulfur dioxide levels that resulted from this modification. The table shows that Stauffer’s contribution to sulfur dioxide levels, for all averaging times and most locations considered, decreased between approximately 50% and 75%, although smaller and larger decreases were observed for certain circumstances.

- **Fluorides.** The modeling considered fluoride emissions from four sources: the rotary kiln, the nodule cooler scrubber, the phosphorus condenser, and the furnace tap hole scrubber. Emissions from the rotary kiln accounted for the overwhelming majority (94.3%) of the fluoride emissions. An analysis of Stauffer’s stack test data and annual emissions disclosure statements results in the following estimated ambient air concentrations of fluorides at the maximally impacted off-site location:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Averaging Time</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual average concentration</td>
<td>0.41 ppb (0.34 µg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 24-hour average concentration</td>
<td>4.6 ppb (3.8 µg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 1-hour average concentration</td>
<td>24.6 ppb (20.5 µg/m³)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this summary, the annual average concentration is the average concentration for the 5 years of meteorologic data considered. The highest 24-hour average concentration and the highest 1-hour average concentration are the highest predicted levels for the corresponding averaging times, based on the entire 5-year simulation period. These concentrations were predicted using the stack configuration before May 1979; the estimated concentrations for the time frame after May 1979 are more than a factor of three lower than those shown above.

Comparing the modeling results to the MRLs, ATSDR notes that estimated annual-average exposures and 24-hour average exposures are considerably lower than the MRLs, whereas the single highest estimated 1-hour average exposure for the entire vicinity over a 5-year record is less than ATSDR’s acute and intermediate inhalation MRL. This comparison suggests that the amount of fluoride emissions from Stauffer’s stacks were likely not at levels of health concern.

The most notable limitation of this analysis is that fluorides in Stauffer’s fugitive emissions were not considered, because these fugitive emission rates are unknown. To examine this issue further, ATSDR reviewed emissions data from two other elemental phosphorus production facilities that ATSDR evaluated previously. Both facilities are in southeastern Idaho. Emissions data for these facilities suggest that fugitive emissions, particularly from furnace taping, slag handling, and slag cooling, might account for a considerable portion of the facility-wide releases of fluorides. It is not clear, however, how this observation can be factored into this modeling analysis in a scientifically defensible manner.

Although the impact of these fugitive emissions from Stauffer might be impossible to quantify, ambient air monitoring results from one of the elemental phosphorus production facilities in southeastern Idaho provide additional perspective on this matter. These data are available for the Eastern Michaud Flats (EMF) site, which included both an elemental phosphorus production facility and a facility that manufactured phosphate fertilizers. The elemental phosphorus production facility at the EMF site had a production capacity approximately ten times greater than that of Stauffer, and both facilities were believed to emit large quantities of fluorides. During the remedial investigation for the EMF site, 856 air samples were collected and analyzed for fluorides. This sampling spanned an entire year, during which both facilities operated at typical production levels. Samples were collected in areas (including fence line) where air models predicted the highest concentrations would occur. The highest 24-hour average fluoride concentration measured during this extensive sampling program was 13.1 µg/m³, which is below ATSDR’s acute and intermediate MRLs for fluoride.

The air sampling results from the EMF site are somewhat reassuring, because they indicate that ambient fluoride levels in the immediate vicinity of a much larger phosphorus production facility (and a fertilizer manufacturer that also emitted fluorides) were not at levels of health concern. However, a perfect comparison cannot be made between the EMF and Stauffer sites, because several factors determine the amount of fluorides emitted by a given elemental phosphorus production facility. Two factors that have a significant impact on a facility’s
fluoride emission rates are (1) the fluoride content of the phosphate rock ore, which can vary greatly across different ore deposits, and (2) the facility’s process design, including the effectiveness of air pollution controls.

In summary, no studies using reliable methods ever extensively characterized ambient air concentrations of fluorides in the vicinity of Stauffer while the facility was in operation. ATSDR’s modeling analysis, which was based on the best available emissions data, suggests that ambient air concentrations of fluorides did not exceed levels of health concern. ATSDR acknowledges that this modeling analysis has limitations, most notably that emissions data were not available for every source at the facility. To evaluate air quality impacts of fluorides further, we also considered our past evaluations of air quality issues at much larger elemental phosphorus production facilities. Very extensive air sampling data for fluorides at these facilities showed no evidence of airborne fluoride concentrations being at levels of concern. This observation is consistent with the findings of our modeling analysis at Stauffer.

- **Particulate matter.** This section presents modeling data for “total particulates” from Stauffer, based on emissions data available for seven sources at the facility. All emissions data were reported for total particulates, without specifying particle size fractions. Because emissions data were collected during the time when most regulatory efforts focused on TSP, the stack tests likely collected particles with size ranges comparable to TSP. Although general statements can be made about particle size distributions for particular sources, no site-specific data extensively characterized the actual particle size distribution of Stauffer’s emissions. However, some site reports indicate that air emissions from the kiln and the furnace—two of the largest point sources of particulate matter—were dominated by fine particles. Deposition was not considered in the dispersion modeling analysis, due in part to the lack of information on the particle sizes emitted from the stacks. Omitting deposition is expected to have only marginal effects on the concentrations predicted for receptors nearest the facility. (See ATSDR’s response to Comment #13 from Commentor #1 in Appendix J for further information on the validity of this approach.)

Emissions data for total particulates were available only for selected stack sources. These data suggest that Stauffer emitted 242 tons of total particulates from these stacks per year. This figure has been contested because of questions about a possible positive interference in the stack test methodology used for the rotary kiln. Assuming this interference occurred, it is possible that facility-wide stack emissions were actually as low as 150 tons per year. The model was run to estimate air concentrations for both “low emissions” and “high emissions” from the rotary kiln stack to reflect the impact of this debate.

No information is available from the site documents on fugitive emissions of particulate matter (e.g., wind-blown dust, releases during furnace tapping, materials handling losses),

---

9 For example, it is reasonable to assume that air emissions from high-temperature sources (e.g., boilers, rotary kiln, furnace) were predominantly fine particles and that emissions from most fugitive sources (e.g., slag crushing, wind-blown dust) were predominantly coarse particles, but no quantitative information is available for the relative amounts of fine and coarse particles.
which can be considerable for phosphorus production facilities. At the EMF site, for example, an emissions inventory suggests that fugitive emissions accounted for 31% of the total emissions of particulate matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter (PM$_{10}$) from the elemental phosphorus production facility. The extent to which this factor applies to Stauffer is not known because of differences in the facilities’ unit operations and air pollution controls.

Table 32 in Appendix B presents estimated annual average concentrations of total particulates resulting from Stauffer’s stack emissions. Predictions are made for two time frames and two categories of rotary kiln emissions. Of the 12 receptor locations selected for this analysis, the highest estimated annual average impacts (10.86 µg/m$^3$ of total particulates, before May 1979, based on the high kiln emission rates) are seen for receptor location 5, which is in the industrial area east of Stauffer. This area, rather than an area downwind, presumably has greater air quality impacts because of building downwash effects. At the Anclote Road monitoring station (receptor location 8), the modeling results suggest that Stauffer’s stack emissions contributed between 1.63 and 4.36 µg/m$^3$ to annual average total particulate levels.

Data ATSDR has accessed from EPA’s SPECIATE emissions database suggest that particulate matter emissions from high temperature sources (kilns and furnaces) contain between 87% and 88% fine particles. If this profile applies to Stauffer, then it is possible that Stauffer’s air emissions from point sources contributed up to 4 µg/m$^3$ of PM$_{2.5}$ at the Anclote Road monitoring station. This likely underestimates Stauffer’s actual air quality impacts, because our modeling does not account for all sources of PM$_{2.5}$ (e.g., fugitive emissions from the furnace), nor does it account for secondary formation of particulate aerosols.

Table 33 in Appendix B presents the highest estimated 24-hour average total particulate concentrations resulting from Stauffer’s stack emissions. The data shown in this table represent the highest incremental effect that Stauffer’s stacks had on air quality in a 24-hour period, based on 5 years of meteorologic observations. For instance, Stauffer’s point source emissions may have accounted for between 27.5 and 75.6 µg/m$^3$ of the total particulate measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

The particulate matter modeling analyses suffer from some notable limitations. These limitations include lack of information on particle size distribution and fugitive emission rates, lack of confidence in the stack emissions data for the rotary kiln, the fact that only a small subset of stack results were identified, the lack of data on temporal variability in emission rates, and the possibility that stack emissions data for sources other than the rotary kiln are not representative of actual conditions. Given the uncertainties in this analysis, ATSDR is using key trends from the monitoring data (e.g., the decrease in TSP levels after Stauffer shut down, the fact that the highest levels of TSP exposure generally occurred on the same days as the highest levels of sulfur dioxide exposure, the fact that particulate emissions from other local sources (e.g., the Florida Power Anclote Plant) accounted for more than half of the TSP detected at Anclote Road) to conduct the public health evaluation. We note in Section 5.3.2, however, that our estimates of air quality impacts based on the monitoring data are reasonably consistent with our modeling predictions, thus giving us some reassurance that the estimated exposure concentrations are reasonably representative of actual exposures.
A number of community members have asked ATSDR about levels of air pollution at Gulfside Elementary School during the time that Stauffer was operating. Unfortunately, no ambient air monitoring data of a known and high quality were collected in the immediate vicinity of the school. As a result, the only means we have to characterize past exposures to students is through computer modeling. As Table 32 shows, our modeling analysis predicted that Stauffer’s stack emissions added an additional 2 to 3 ug/m³ total suspended particulates to background levels at the school. If we assume that emissions from the facility’s high temperature sources was between 87% and 88% fine particles, then the model predicts that Stauffer’s stack emissions may have caused a 2-3 ug/m³ increase in PM$_{2.5}$ levels at the school. This likely underestimates the air quality impacts, because the computer modeling does not account for formation of secondary aerosols (which are typically fine particles) nor does it account for fugitive emissions from the furnace (which are likely primarily fine particles). We can not explicitly account for the atmospheric reactions or the fugitive emissions because the site-specific data needed for such analyses are not available and cannot be reconstructed with confidence. Therefore, we do not know the extent to which we have underestimated concentrations, though it is likely that PM$_{2.5}$ levels at the school were no higher than what we have predicted for the Anclote Road monitoring station, given that the school was typically upwind from Stauffer. This means that the estimated range of PM$_{2.5}$ at the school is probably somewhere between 2 and 7 ug/m³.

ATSDR realizes that Gulfside Elementary School was located close to Stauffer’s slag processing operations, which might have had emissions that contributed to exposures for students and staff. The site files we reviewed do not include emissions data for this part of the facility, nor do they provide any detailed information that would allow us to derive reasonable estimates of the air emissions. Therefore, emissions from these operations are not included in our analysis. We note, however, that emissions from these operations would likely consist of coarse particles, with relatively small contributions from fine particles. Finally, the frequency with which emissions would blow from the slag processing operations toward the school is relatively low; as Section 3.3.3.1 notes, wind directions from south to north occurred during only 4% of the hours that meteorologic observations were collected.

Although the students and staff at the Gulfside School were probably exposed to some increased levels of PM while Stauffer was operating, the lack of good information regarding their PM exposures does not allow ATSDR to determine with any certainty if these exposures constituted a hazard.

### 3.3.4. Ambient Air Monitoring Data: What Were the Levels of Contaminants in the Air?

This section reviews the history of ambient air sampling studies conducted in the vicinity of the Stauffer site. The studies identified to date were initiated by various parties, including EPA, PCDEM, Stauffer, the Pasco County District School Board, and Florida Power. The summary is provided for two distinct time frames: the years when elemental phosphorus production occurred at Stauffer, and the years after these production activities ceased. The detailed summaries focus on additional time frames of concern, such as the first years after the Gulfside Elementary School opened and months during which notable demolition activities occurred.
The review is based on site reports obtained through July 2002. These reports largely focus on ambient air sampling, although some indoor air sampling results and personal exposure monitoring results were provided as well. This summary does not review a rather large volume of ozone and nitrogen dioxide measurements collected in northern Pinellas County. These measurements are not reviewed because (a) Pinellas County is an attainment area for EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards for these pollutants, (b) sampling data for these pollutants are not available for the time during which Stauffer operated, and (c) because Stauffer emissions alone would likely not have affected local ozone levels.

Following are brief summary statements of the many ambient air sampling studies conducted in the vicinity of the Stauffer facility.

### 3.3.4.1. Air Quality While the Stauffer Facility Operated (1947–1981)

Table 34 in Appendix B presents key features of the air sampling studies conducted in the vicinity of the Stauffer facility between 1947 and 1981. PCDEM’s sampling of sulfur dioxide and particulate matter used well-tested methods, and the sampling results are of a known and high quality. Many of the other sampling studies conducted prior to 1981 are poorly documented and lack important details on data quality. As a result, caution must be used when interpreting the results of these other studies. The data quality concerns notwithstanding, sampling results from the Anclote Road monitoring station and from other air studies in the area are generally consistent with the following summaries:

- **Sulfur dioxide.** Air concentrations of sulfur dioxide were measured in the immediate vicinity of the Stauffer facility from 1977 to 1981 at PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station. For sulfur dioxide, the EPA has established a National Ambient Air Quality Standard of 30 ppb for a yearly average. From 1977 to 1981, the yearly average sulfur dioxide levels did not exceed EPA’s NAAQS of 30 ppb. The highest yearly average level detected for sulfur dioxide was 17 ppb. The yearly sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station are reported in Table 35.

  The yearly average sulfur dioxide concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station decreased significantly in 1979 and again in 1981. These decreases coincide with Stauffer’s installation of a taller stack at the rotary kiln scrubber in 1979 and Stauffer’s main production operations shutting down altogether in 1981. In fact, the yearly average concentration of sulfur dioxide at the Anclote Road monitoring station decreased by more than 90% between 1979 and the years after Stauffer shut down. The most plausible explanation for this trend is that air emissions from Stauffer accounted for a large portion of ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide southeast of the facility. Although other air emissions sources of sulfur dioxide operate in northern Pinellas County and southern Pasco County, these sources accounted for a very small fraction (likely less than 10%) of the airborne sulfur dioxide detected at the Anclote Road monitoring station in 1979 and earlier.
EPA has also established NAAQS sulfur dioxide levels for a 24-hour and a 3-hour period. These air quality standards are 140 ppb as an average level over 24 hours and 500 ppb as an average level over 3 hours. It should be noted that the 3-hour standard is based on impaired visibility and property damage and not on health. Table 35 shows the number of times each year that 24-hour and 3-hour average sulfur dioxide levels exceeded EPA’s 24-hour and 3-hour air quality standard for sulfur dioxide. From 1977 to 1979, EPA’s 24-hour NAAQS for sulfur dioxide was exceeded 16 times. From 1977 to 1979, the 3-hour NAAQS for sulfur dioxide was exceeded 9 times. Because of these exceedances, the northwest corner of Pinellas County was designated a nonattainment area for sulfur dioxide. This was the only nonattainment area for sulfur dioxide in the state of Florida. As shown in Table 35, it should be noted that from 1977 to 1981, the 1-hour average sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road station frequently exceeded 100 ppb. The actual number of 1-hour exceedances during this period was 601. There is no NAAQS standard for a 1-hour exposure, but the number is mentioned here because it plays an important part in the health evaluation of exposure to sulfur dioxide. The public health significance of sulfur dioxide levels will be described in more detail later in the report.

In January 2001, EPA published a notice in the Federal Register (EPA 2001) stating that the Agency’s level of concern for 5-minute peak sulfur dioxide levels was 0.6 ppm. The Agency also established 2 ppm as an endangerment level for 5-minute peak sulfur dioxide levels. Because EPA considers peak sulfur dioxide levels to occur locally rather than nationally, the Agency decided not to establish the 5-minute peak level of concern and level of endangerment as national standards. Rather, the agency developed a program to help states deal with local sulfur levels where peak levels might be a health concern. In the Federal Register notice EPA highlights that the population of concern is people with mild to moderate asthma who exercise outside (EPA 2001).

Sulfur dioxide monitoring data collected by Stauffer are generally consistent with the PCDEM’s monitoring results, but the quality of Stauffer’s sulfur dioxide measurements is unknown.

The ambient air monitoring data provide limited insights on spatial variations in sulfur dioxide concentrations. The only other sulfur dioxide monitoring data of known and high quality collected before 1982 was from PCDEM’s East Lake Tarpon monitoring station, where sulfur dioxide levels did not change considerably after Stauffer operations shut down. This trend suggests that air emissions from Stauffer had minimal air quality impacts at this location 7 miles southeast of the facility. One sulfur dioxide emissions source identified in many site documents is the Anclote Plant that was previously operated by Florida Power. Although this electricity generating facility clearly emitted far greater amounts of sulfur dioxide than did the Stauffer facility, modeling studies conducted by multiple parties—including consultants to Stauffer—unanimously concluded that the Anclote Plant’s emissions have limited impacts on sulfur dioxide levels measured in the vicinity of the Stauffer facility. This is because emissions from the Anclote Plant disperse greatly from the altitude at which they are released (nearly 500 feet) down to ground level.
Particulate matter. PCDEM, Stauffer, and Florida Power measured ambient air concentrations of particulate matter at many locations in northern Pinellas County and southern Pasco County while Stauffer operated. PCDEM conducted TSP monitoring at its Anclote Road and East Lake Tarpon stations. At PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station, annual geometric mean TSP concentrations ranged from 60.2 to 73.2 µg/m³ between 1977 and 1981. The highest 24-hour average TSP concentration measured at this station was 224 µg/m³. These concentrations reflect the air quality impacts of all local sources, including fugitive emissions from the Stauffer site. No sampling studies measured particle size distribution within TSP while Stauffer operated. Although some samples were analyzed in a laboratory for particle characteristics, those analyses were not designed to quantify air concentrations of different particle size fractions. Our specific concern with the filter inspection data is that particles on the TSP filters could well have evaporated, agglomerated, or otherwise changed in shape and size in the months between sample collection and filter inspection in the laboratory. We believe it is likely that the limited filter inspection results do not characterize the size distribution of the particles that were in the air.

After Stauffer shut down its phosphorus production processes in 1981, TSP concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station decreased, on average, by 24 µg/m³. This trend provides two notable insights on air quality in the area. First, emissions sources that ceased operating in 1981 accounted for approximately 32% of the TSP measured at the Anclote Road station. The sources that contributed to this decrease primarily include production-related releases from Stauffer, but might also include sources associated with processing Stauffer’s wastes (e.g., nearby slag processing facilities). Second, the data suggest that approximately 68% of the airborne TSP before 1981 originated from sources other than Stauffer, such as other local industry (e.g., the Florida Power Anclote Plant), mobile sources, and wind-blown dust.

At the Anclote Road monitoring station, airborne particulate levels never exceeded EPA’s former (pre-1987) TSP air quality standards. However, both 24-hour average and annual average concentrations exceeded Florida’s standards. Such elevated levels were measured throughout the state of Florida in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In 1981, for instance, 24-hour average concentrations of TSP exceeded Florida’s air quality standard at 45 ambient air monitoring stations across the state. Thus, even though TSP levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station were clearly elevated, these levels were not unusually higher than those routinely measured using similar sampling methods in suburban and urban settings throughout Florida.

The available data provide limited insights on spatial variations in particulate matter concentrations. In 1979 and 1980, annual geometric mean TSP concentrations at PCDEM’s East Lake Tarpon monitoring station were 37.4 and 38.4 µg/m³, respectively. These levels fall within the range of background concentrations reported for rural locations in Florida. Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that Stauffer’s emissions had minimal, if any, air quality impacts on the East Lake Tarpon monitoring station, which is roughly 7 miles southeast of the Stauffer facility.
Stauffer and Florida Power also operated particulate sampling devices in northern Pinellas County and southern Pasco County while Stauffer produced elemental phosphorus. However, original documentation of these sampling studies is incomplete, and the quality of the sampling data and accuracy of the measured concentrations are not known.

- **Fluorides.** Stauffer conducted several air quality surveys between 1964 and 1981 to measure ambient air concentrations of fluorides. Several hundred samples were collected at numerous on-site and off-site locations during this time frame, and only a single 24-hour average fluoride concentration (38.7 ppb) exceeded ATSDR’s MRL for acute inhalation exposures (30 ppb). The public health significance of exceeding the acute MRL for fluoride is described in the Public Health Implication section (section 5.4.3.) The quality of Stauffer’s fluoride measurements is not known and cannot be assessed from the available information, because the site documents provide no insights on measurement precision and accuracy or on quality assurance measures. As a result, drawing firm conclusions based solely on Stauffer’s fluoride measurements is not advised.

- **Phosphorus pentoxide.** Stauffer measured ambient air concentrations of phosphorus pentoxide in several hundred air samples collected during two air quality surveys—one performed in 1964, the other in 1975. Average phosphorus pentoxide concentrations measured during these studies ranged from 0.45 to 3.30 µg/m³, and the highest 24-hour concentration reported was 18.03 µg/m³. These concentrations were measured from particulate filter samples and therefore do not reflect contributions from any gaseous phosphorus pentoxide. The data collected during these two surveys is of unknown quality, because critical information on the survey design, quality assurance measures, and analytical methods is not documented in the site reports. As a result, drawing firm conclusions based solely on Stauffer’s phosphorus pentoxide measurements is not advised.

- **Other pollutants.** Although pre-1981 ambient air sampling efforts focused only on the previous four pollutants, elemental phosphorus production facilities like Stauffer emit many additional contaminants. Examples include combustion by-products, additional phosphorus compounds (e.g., phosphoric acid and phosphine), and metals. According to site documents reviewed to date, no ambient air samples were analyzed for these other contaminants during the time when Stauffer manufactured elemental phosphorus in Tarpon Springs.

3.3.4.2. Air Quality After Stauffer Operations Ceased (1982–2002)

Table 36 in Appendix B presents key features of the air sampling study conducted in the Tarpon Springs area since the Stauffer facility ceased production in 1981. Most of the ambient air sampling studies conducted since 1981 are well documented, used sampling and analytical methods developed for or approved by federal environmental and occupational agencies, and followed appropriate quality control and quality assurance procedures. With few exceptions, the data appear to be of a known and high quality. Following are data summaries on sampling results collected during the multiple studies:
Sulfur dioxide. From 1982 to the present, ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide at several monitoring locations in northern Pinellas County have not exceeded EPA’s health-based air quality standards. Between 1982 and 2001, annual average concentrations at PCDEM’s three sulfur dioxide monitoring stations ranged from 0.77 to 4.94 ppb, with the highest levels consistently measured at the East Lake Tarpon station. At these stations, 1-hour average concentrations exceeded 100 ppb no more than seven times per year since 1982. Data collected from Florida Power’s ambient air monitoring network also indicate that sulfur dioxide levels have not exceeded EPA’s air quality standards.

Particulate matter. Since 1981, EPA, PCDEM, and Stauffer contractors collected more than 1,000 ambient air samples from northern Pinellas County to measure concentrations of different sizes of particulate matter. Sampling was conducted on site, at a location adjacent to Stauffer, and at a location several miles away from Stauffer. Routine sampling occurred during periods of inactivity at Stauffer, and focused studies were initiated to assess air quality impacts from specific remediation projects. To date, none of the measured PM10 and TSP concentrations exceeded EPA’s corresponding health-based air quality standards.

Phosphorus compounds. Both Pasco County District School Board and Stauffer contractors conducted sampling programs to measure ambient air concentrations of phosphorus compounds: elemental phosphorus, phosphoric acid, phosphorus pentoxide. More than 500 measurements have been taken since 1981, primarily during site demolition and remediation activities. Sampling for phosphorus compounds occurred both at on-site locations and at the Gulfside Elementary School. Since 1981, 22 air samples were analyzed for concentrations of elemental phosphorus; it was detected in 4 of these samples, at levels ranging from 2 to 11 µg/m³. Phosphoric acid was detected in 201 of 552 samples measured for this contaminant. The range of detected concentrations (2.01–4.62 µg/m³) is lower than EPA’s reference concentration (10 µg/m³). Phosphoric pentoxide was not detected in any of the 10 air samples collected since 1981 that were analyzed for this contaminant.

Asbestos. Contractors to the Pasco County District School Board and Stauffer collected more than 100 personal and ambient air samples to determine whether site remediation activities at Stauffer release asbestos to the air. Asbestos structures were not detected in any of the air samples collected at Gulfside Elementary School (detection limit of 0.005 structures per cubic centimeter). Stauffer contractors conducted a more extensive sampling project using more sensitive methods and found an average asbestos concentration of 0.00024 structures per cubic centimeter around the perimeter of the Stauffer facility.

Arsenic, fluorides, and radon. Only one air sampling study—a month-long EPA site investigation conducted in 1987—analyzed air samples for arsenic, fluorides, and radon at Stauffer. Arsenic and fluorides were not detected in the 12 samples that were analyzed for these contaminants; radon levels in five samples ranged from 0.1 to 2.2 pCi/L. A control sample collected at the site (i.e., analogous to a field blank) contained radon at 1.2 pCi/L.

Other contaminants. The air contaminants released from Stauffer changed dramatically after 1981 when elemental phosphorus production operations ceased. Since 1981, air emissions are
most likely limited to wind-blown dust and contaminants released during site demolition and remediation activities. PCDEM’s routine particulate monitoring adjacent to Stauffer presumably detected any influences from wind-blown dust, and focused sampling projects by multiple parties have characterized air quality during site demolition and remediation activities. Thus, the available data appear to adequately characterize local air quality since Stauffer’s main production operations ceased.
3.4. Physical and Other Hazards

ATSDR observed few physical hazards during the most recent site visit. In addition, access to the main plant site and the slag processing area is closely controlled by fencing and by 24-hour security guards. Therefore, ATSDR believes that the risk of injury to trespassers from physical hazards at the Stauffer site is negligible.
4. EXPOSURE PATHWAYS ANALYSES

This section summarizes the completed and potential exposure pathways associated with the Stauffer site. As part of the public health assessment process, one of ATSDR’s first goals is to identify exposure pathways. Exposure pathways are studied to understand the different ways that contaminants move within and from a site and the different ways that people might come in contact with those contaminants. In short, the purpose of the exposure pathway evaluation is to determine (a) if anyone might come into contact with the environmental media under study; (b) when (how often, over what time period); (c) where; and (d) how. This information alone does not define exposure—it simply helps us to better understand the likelihood of exposures. The exposure pathway information is used together with the environmental data to support the health effects evaluation.

ATSDR obtained information to support the exposure pathway analysis for the Stauffer site from multiple site investigation reports, previously released ATSDR documents, 2000 U.S. Census data, and through communications with local and state officials and community members. The analysis also draws from available environmental and exposure data for air, groundwater, soil and slag, and surface water and sediment that were presented in previous sections of this document. Refer to those sections for detailed descriptions of available environmental data and medium-specific environmental transport information. Throughout this process, ATSDR also closely examines community concerns to ensure exposures of special concern are adequately addressed.

To determine whether nearby residents are exposed to contaminants migrating from the site, ATSDR evaluated the environmental and human components of exposure pathways. Exposure pathways consist of five elements: a source of contamination, transport through an environmental medium, a point of exposure, a route of human exposure, and a potentially exposed population.

An exposure pathway can be eliminated if at least one of the five elements is missing and will never be present. ATSDR categorizes exposure pathways that are not eliminated as either completed or potential. For completed pathways, all five elements exist and exposure to a contaminant has occurred, is occurring, or will occur. For potential pathways, at least one of the five elements is missing, but could exist. For potential pathways, exposure to a contaminant could have occurred, could be occurring, or could occur in the future. Tables 37 and 38 in Appendix B summarize exposure pathway information related to the Stauffer site.

4.1. Completed Exposure Pathways

Table 37, Appendix B, is a summary of the completed exposure pathways at this site.

4.1.1. Breathing Outdoor Air

- Breathing outdoor air is a completed past exposure pathway both on site and off site. When the plant was operational, area residents noticed “haze” and dusts presumed to be emitted from the plant furnace. Residents also expressed concern about emissions during site activities.
requiring digging or excavations, particularly slag processing activities. People working at or living near the Stauffer site were exposed to airborne contaminants emitted from the site during those times.

As detailed in ATSDR’s evaluation of the nature and extent of air contamination (in the Air Contamination section), air releases have been linked with Stauffer operations and emissions reached off-site locations.

During the years of plant operations, elevated ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide were measured in the immediate vicinity of the Stauffer facility. Particulate matter concentrations measured in northern Pinellas and southern Pasco counties were also elevated. However, in the Anclote Road area, it is estimated that nearly 70% of the airborne particulate matter originated from sources other than Stauffer, such as other local industry (e.g., the Florida Power Anclote Plant), mobile sources, and wind-blown dust. Information about the size of the particulate matter was not recorded, making it more difficult to assess health effects. Measured data related to fluorides, phosphorus pentoxide, and other pollutants such as metals are scant or of questionable or poor quality, and need to be interpreted with caution. Measured concentrations of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, phosphorus pentoxide, arsenic, fluorides, and radon in air samples collected after 1981 indicate improved air quality in the area.

### 4.1.1.1. On-Site Air Exposures

Plant workers and site remediation workers on the site came in contact with contaminated air during the years of plant operation and during subsequent demolition and site investigation activities. The extent of worker exposure would have depended on each worker’s work area (some on-site areas might have been subject to more air contamination than others) and the level of activity (more strenuous activities tend to increase a person’s breathing rate). Some worker exposure data (from personal monitors and work area monitors) are available that provide some insights to the type and extent of worker exposures, at least for certain time periods (See section 5.8 for a detailed discussion of these data.)

### 4.1.1.2. Off-Site Air Exposures

Because emissions from the site blew off site, people living, working, and playing in downwind locations came in contact with Stauffer emissions during its years of operation. Again, the extent of exposure would depend on location and activities being conducted. Children and those with preexisting respiratory conditions (e.g., asthma, emphysema) are potentially more sensitive or susceptible populations. In addition, unlike workers, some area residents had the potential for round-the-clock exposures (e.g., if they stayed at home all day).

Analysis of available emissions, meteorological, and air monitoring data confirm that off-site areas were affected by Stauffer emissions. As previously discussed, meteorologic data from 1979 to 1996 show that prevailing winds blew roughly from the northeast to the southwest. This trend suggests that long-term pollutant impacts from Stauffer would likely be greatest at locations southwest of the facility. The prevailing wind direction notwithstanding, winds also periodically...
blew from all other compass directions during certain times of the year. Therefore, Stauffer emissions likely had short-term air quality impacts in all compass directions around the site, with the extent of these impacts determined by how often a location was downwind from the facility.

The least prevalent wind direction at all three stations was roughly from the south to the north, which is the direction that would blow Stauffer’s emissions toward the Gulfside Elementary School. Even so, children at the Gulfside school are a sensitive population possibly exposed to Stauffer emissions during the years 1977 to 1981. Some concerns also exist about potential emissions from slag processing activities in the area of the site closest to the school. Air quality was not measured at Gulfside Elementary until after 1981; phosphorus and asbestos were the focus of these studies.

4.1.2. Drinking On-Site Groundwater

- Groundwater was used for drinking and industrial purposes on site in the past (until approximately 1979). Drinking water was drawn primarily from wells within the deeper Floridan aquifer. Therefore, drinking on-site groundwater is considered a completed past exposure pathway. Available data, however, show that measured contaminant levels did not exceed health-based CVs in the wells known to have been used for drinking water purposes. The site is now served by public water supplies, which have not been affected by Stauffer.

It can be assumed that workers and visitors drank and washed with water from the on-site potable water supply until the plant was connected to the City of Tarpon Springs water supply in late 1979 or early 1980. The plant’s potable water was supplied primarily by wells 5, 12, 13, and 15, with wells 7, 10, and 14 serving as backup. Available sampling data for these wells indicate that a number of contaminants were present, including fluoride, phosphorus, sulfate, and iron. However, the contaminant concentrations were below levels of health concern.

4.1.3. Contacting Surface Soil and Slag

4.1.3.1. On-Site Surface Soil and Slag

- Contacting on-site surface soil and slag is another completed exposure pathway (past and current). Contact with on-site soils and slag by the general public or by trespassers is expected to be minimal because the site is completely fenced with 24-hour security. Past plant and remediation workers might have had a greater opportunity to contact contaminated materials. It is not known how much soil and slag people might have come in contact with in the past. Completed and planned cleanup actions are intended to eliminate or prevent possible future exposures. The site is now completely fenced, preventing public access.

Past site activities impacted on-site soils in production, process, and disposal areas. In addition, slag generated during Stauffer operations was stored or disposed of in locations across the site. Soil and slag sampling has been a component of site investigations conducted since 1988, with most sample results from 1988 to 1993.
As detailed in the Soil subsection of the On-site Contamination section, the highest concentrations of site-related contaminants were generally detected in soils collected from the former ponds. Contaminants consistently detected at levels above screening values included antimony, arsenic, cadmium, thallium, fluoride, and radium-226 in soils from both the former pond and main production areas. Sampling in slag processing areas generally contained lower concentrations of site-related contaminants, with the exception of radium-226.

Site workers are the population most likely to come in contact with on-site soil and slag. When the site was in use, the pond “soils” were under water and not accessible. No known sampling of the ponds or the materials below were conducted during the years of plant operation. The extent of contact with other soil and slag materials would be dependent on the nature of the worker activities (e.g., was direct contact with soils required), the type of protective clothing (e.g., gloves), and personal hygiene practices following work activities. The occasional trespasser might have contacted and might continue to come in contact with site soils or slag. Site security, however, has likely limited the number of trespassers on site.

Historically, the site has been completely fenced south of Anclote Road and under a security guard’s watch 24 hours per day; however, the area north of Anclote Road (e.g., the slag storage area, ponds 39 and 52) was accessible to the public (NUS 1991). Because the site is now inactive and secure, exposure potential to site soils is limited to remediation workers.

Proposed cleanup activities (now in the planning and negotiation phase) are intended to prevent possible future exposures to elevated or harmful levels of contaminants in soil or slag.

4.1.3.2. Off-Site Soil (Gulfside Elementary School)

- Contact with off-site soils also is a completed pathway. Because of its proximity to the site and the fact that children are an affected population, several studies have focused on characterizing the soils and building materials on the Gulfside Elementary School property. Other than radium-226, no contaminants were detected at elevated levels in school soils. No other off-site soil data are available.

The Gulfside Elementary School opened in 1978. The school is approximately 600 feet from the former slag storage area, directly across Anclote Road north of the Stauffer site. Predominant wind directions were not in the direction of the Gulfside Elementary School. However, its proximity to the Stauffer site, especially to the slag processing area, warrants close examination (see discussion that follows).

As detailed in the Soil and Slag-Containing Materials subsection of the Off-Site Contamination section, Gulfside soils were tested in studies conducted between 1988 and 1997. No earlier soil sample results are available. Sample results indicate that the surface soils collected on the school property contained lower concentrations of virtually all of the contaminants found at the Stauffer site. Metals and fluoride were detected in surface soils at concentrations well below health-based CVs. Radium-226, however, was consistently detected at levels above its CV. No asbestos was detected.
Sampling of the road materials around Gulfside Elementary School property, as well as the soil beneath the roads and roofing material on the school, all showed concentrations of radium-226 that exceeded the CV. The soil beneath the road also showed concentrations of radon-222 that exceeded concentrations found in the on-site surface soils. All of these building materials contained far lower concentrations of the contaminants found in the on-site slag.

People (especially children) might accidentally ingest soil and dust generated from soils during normal activities. Everyone ingests some soil or dust every day. Small children (especially those of preschool age) tend to swallow more soil or dust than does any other age group because children of this age tend to have more contact with soil through play activities and their tendency for more hand-to-mouth activity. Children in elementary schools, teenagers, and adults tend to swallow much smaller amounts of soil or dust. The amount of time spent outdoors, and weather conditions also influence how much soil contact people have.

No soil sampling data exist in “downwind” areas. Therefore, no definitive statement can be made about other possible off-site soil conditions.

### 4.1.3.3. Off-Site Slag/Building Materials

- Slag generated by Stauffer processes was stored on site and used as roadway and building material throughout the nearby communities. Therefore, contact with slag is a completed exposure pathway. The amount of direct contact that people have had with slag in these areas is not fully known, but sampling results show relatively low contaminant concentrations compared with on-site conditions. EGR exposures associated with these materials also were measured and determined not to be harmful.

Slag material generated from Stauffer operations was routinely used in the construction of homes, driveways, and roadways in nearby communities. Studies conducted in the late 1990s focused primarily on the levels of EGR emitted from these materials. A few studies also examined slag materials for chemical and radionuclide contamination.

People can be exposed to gamma radiation just by being near contaminated material. Community exposure to gamma radiation was the subject of a recent ATSDR health consultation, which concluded that the combined gamma radiation doses from homes and pavement with phosphorus slag measured for residents near the former Stauffer chemical plant are consistent with background levels and do not pose a health threat to the community (ATSDR 2002).

Off-site sampling studies revealed that road and building materials sampled in the surrounding community contained lower concentrations of contaminants than were found on site. Only arsenic and radium-226 consistently exceeded CVs in off-site samples. Maximum concentrations of radium-226 were generally found in the roadbed or pavement used to construct Bluff Boulevard and Gulfview Road, as well as in a few residential building slabs and driveways. None of the off-site sampling studies found evidence of asbestos.
Because slag was used throughout the community, contact with these materials could occur regularly. However, because most of the slag has generally been bound up in building materials and roadways, any chemical contamination is not expected to be largely bioavailable (that is, in a form that can be easily ingested or absorbed by people). Dusts from these roads and building materials might contain chemicals that were previously found in slag, but the contribution of this to total exposure is believed to be minimal, and would presumably be reflected in the available particulate matter measurements.

4.1.4. Ingesting or Contacting Surface Water and Sediment

- Ingesting or contacting surface water and sediment are completed exposure pathways because contaminated groundwater from beneath the Stauffer site discharges to the river and people might come in contact with water and sediment when using the river. The river is used for boating, fishing, swimming, and wading. However, in general, water and sediment samples, especially those collected away from the site (e.g., downstream locations sampled near the mouth of the river) do not show unusually elevated contaminant levels. Some of the highest detected contaminant concentrations in sediment were detected in Meyers Cove, though not at harmful levels. In addition, contact with surface water contaminants is not of health concern based on levels and types of exposures expected (e.g., occasional contact during recreational activities).

As described in the Surface Water and Sediment (Anclote River) subsection of the Off-Site Contamination section, surface water and sediment in the Anclote River has been tested as part of four site-related investigations beginning in 1988 to determine if groundwater discharge or surface drainage have negatively impacted the river. In addition, SMC has been sampling river water in the immediate vicinity of the site (just upstream of the site and in Meyers Cove) at least two times a year since 1987. These sampling results generally indicate elevated contaminant concentrations in Meyers Cove sediments compared with other reaches of the river. Surface water quality does not vary greatly throughout the river. No sampling data exist to provide a picture of river conditions during the years of plant operations.

Children and adults fishing and swimming in the Anclote River are likely to contact the water and, possibly, sediments. Again, the specific activity will dictate how much water or sediment, if any, might actually be taken into the body. For example, during swimming, people might accidently ingest water from the river. However, the amount of water ingested is expected to be minimal because the brackish nature of the river would cause swimmers to spit out most of the water taken into their mouths. During wading activities or fishing activities (particularly shellfishing activities), people might have some skin contact with sediments. Because sediments are generally submerged in water, prolonged contact with the skin is not likely. Also, the types of contaminants detected (e.g., metals and other inorganics) are not typically well-absorbed through the skin, further reducing possible exposures.

While a few sediment and surface water samples contained contaminants at levels that exceeded ATSDR comparison values, the levels detected in surface water and sediment are not likely to
cause harmful effects because (1) the levels are too low, (2) the frequency of samples with elevated levels are low, (3) people are not likely to drink water from the river consistently, and (4) contact with sediment is limited. Therefore, it is safe for people to use the Anclote River for recreational purposes.

4.2. Potential Exposure Pathways

For a summary of the potential exposure pathways at this site, refer to Table 38 in Appendix B.

4.2.1 Drinking Off-Site Groundwater

- Most, if not all, private wells in the site vicinity are not located in the direct path of site contaminant flow. However, private wells serving residences and businesses do exist near the site and community members have expressed concern about the safety of their supplies. ATSDR therefore considered drinking off-site groundwater as a potential exposure pathway (past, current, and future) in its public health evaluation. In addition, some nearby shallow groundwater wells are used for irrigation and lawn-watering activities. Available sampling data (1988–2002) show a few contaminants at slightly elevated levels in area private wells.

- Planned cleanup actions are anticipated to remove or contain on-site contamination and prevent any potential future movement of groundwater contaminants away from the site.

As detailed in the Groundwater subsection of the On-Site Contaminants section, fairly extensive monitoring of the shallow groundwater beneath the Stauffer site (multiple wells tested from 1985 to 2003) reveals the presence of site-related contamination. Less-extensive testing of the deeper Floridan Aquifer (four wells tested from 1988 to 1993) generally shows few elevated levels of pollutants. The predominant direction of groundwater flow in both aquifers beneath the site is to the south/southwest directly into the Anclote River, suggesting limited potential for pollutants to migrate to off-site water supplies. Nonetheless, ATSDR carefully examined the fairly limited set of sampling data from private wells located several directions and distances from the site to address specific community concerns voiced regarding the quality of area groundwater and to evaluate whether any harmful exposures could be occurring.

Groundwater near the site is used for potable water supplies in residential and commercial/industrial locations. Potable wells are believed to draw water from the deeper Floridan Aquifer. Adults and children drink, cook with, and bathe in water from these private wells. The nearest known residential potable well is 2,500 feet northwest of the site (SMC 2001). Because the river is immediately south/southwest of the site, the closest “downgradient” potable wells are on the other side of the Anclote River in Tarpon Springs. Several commercial wells were identified and sampled immediately east of the site on Anclote Road and Savannah Avenue. Although public water is available, some private wells are used in a small residential area west of the site, primarily for irrigation purposes. In addition, approximately 20 homes in the Hickory Lane and Cemetery Lane area of the Holiday Utilities service area use private wells.
Contaminant information is available for 38 private wells. Some data were collected as early as 1988 as part of site investigations, but most sampling was conducted between 1999 and 2001 by FDOH in association with its underground storage tank program and in response to private well owner requests. Sampling results revealed arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, thallium, zinc, chlorides, sulfate, gross alpha radiation, and radium-226 at levels above ATSDR CVs, but at relatively low frequencies and most at concentrations well within an order of magnitude of CVs. Because these wells are not in the direct path of groundwater flow from the site, the source(s) of these substances are not believed to be site-related and could be naturally-occurring background.

4.2.2. Contacting On-Site Subsurface Soils

- Contact with on-site subsurface soil is a potential future exposure pathway. Some contamination has been detected in deeper soils (greater than 6–12 inches below the ground surface) in the main processing area, beneath the slag piles, and near former disposal ponds. No past or current exposures exist because these soils are not accessible. Future excavations could result in exposure to workers; however, site cleanup plans still under negotiation will be developed and implemented to prevent future exposures.

As described in the Other On-Site Soils subsection of the Soil section, sampling of the subsurface soils on site generally showed lower concentrations of contaminants compared with on-site surface soils. However, evidence shows that contaminants associated with site operations, particularly metals and fluoride, are elevated in some subsurface soils. The samples with the highest concentrations of contaminants in the subsurface soil were obtained mainly from the northeast property and along the western portion of the main production area.

People cannot currently come in contact with subsurface soils, but could potentially in the future should site soils be excavated or otherwise disturbed. Remedial workers would be the most likely group of people to come in contact with excavated soils. It is expected that any such excavations would be performed as part of site clean-up activities, under which the proper protection of workers and safe disposal or treatment of contaminated soils would be required.

4.2.3. Eating Fish/Shellfish (Biota)

- Eating fish is a potential exposure pathway (past, present, and future).

Harvesting fish and shellfish from the Anclote River has been, and continues to be, a popular activity. Specific counts on the amount of recreational-caught fish in the site area are not available. Further, no sampling data are available that specifically characterize the quality of the fish and shellfish in the Anclote River or in the Gulf of Mexico near the mouth of the Anclote River. ATSDR contacted FDEP, FDOH, FFWCC, and Florida Marine Research Institute to learn about fish surveys and counts in the local area. None of these contacts were aware of any relevant fish sampling data.

Descriptive surveys of the river have been conducted over the years, but do not provide useful human exposure data. For example, the University of South Florida conducted a study in
1970–1974 that evaluated the composition, abundance, and distribution of aquatic life in the Anclote River (ranging from bacteria to plankton to benthic organisms [e.g., worms, clams] to fish) (Weston 1989). More recently, FDEP’s Surface Water and Assessment Monitoring Program conducted a biological assessment of the Anclote River watershed in 1997 that focused primarily on nutrient levels far upstream of the site (FDEP 1998).

FDOH issued a health advisory for the Anclote River including the Tarpon Springs area in Pinellas County (FDOH no date). The advisory, which is based on mercury contamination in fish, is not related to the Stauffer site. FDOH advises that adults should limit consumption to one meal per week. FDOH also advises that children under 15 years of age and nursing or pregnant women should limit consumption to one meal per month. Fish included in this advisory are largemouth bass, bowfin, and gar. FDOH has information about all Florida fish consumption advisories (FDOH no date), and includes more information on the work of FDOH, FFWC, and the FDEP with regard to mercury in freshwater fish around the state.

Some inferences can be made about the potential impacts of water and sediment contamination on fish by reviewing surface water and sediment data to determine the frequency of detection and the concentrations of site-related contaminants. These data can be compared with water or sediment quality criteria, and focus on contaminants that are likely to accumulate in edible parts of fish.

While residents may eat fish and shellfish from the Anclote River, fish and shellfish are not likely to be contaminated with chemicals from the Stauffer facility. Chemicals detected in soil, water, and air from the Stauffer facility are not known to concentrate in fish or shellfish. It should be noted, however, that the Florida Department of Health has issued a fish advisory for the Anclote River because of mercury contamination. Mercury contamination in fish is not from the Stauffer facility.

Some people might be concerned about arsenic accumulation in fish. Fish absorb inorganic arsenic from water and sediment and rapidly convert it to an organic arsenic. The most common organic arsenic formed is called arsenobetaine. This is a natural process in fish, and many fish (especially saltwater fish) have high levels of arsenobetaine. Arsenobetaine is not harmful to people because it is easily and quickly eliminated from people’s bodies through urine.

In summary, ATSDR does not believe that contaminants detected in surface water and sediment in samples collected from the Anclote River at and near the Stauffer site are likely to accumulate to harmful levels in fish or shellfish. Though mercury levels are not elevated in available surface water and sediment samples, prudent public health practice would call for following FDOH’s fish advisory, limiting fish intake to one meal per week (adults) and one meal per month (children and pregnant/nursing women).

\[\text{EPA recommends pollutant concentrations in water that are considered to ensure the safe consumption of fish living in that water. EPA’s water quality criteria are based on data and scientific judgments on the relationships between pollutant concentrations and human health effects.}\]
4.3. Exposure Pathway Conclusions

On the basis of our exposure pathways analyses, ATSDR concludes that no harmful effects are expected to be associated with the following exposure situations:

- Drinking on-site groundwater in the past
- Ingesting or contacting surface water and sediment
- Eating fish and shellfish from the Anclote River

ATSDR’s exposure pathways evaluation also identified several exposure situations requiring a more in-depth analysis to determine whether health hazards exist or existed and whether any public health actions or recommendations are needed:

- Exposure to sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, and fluoride in air
- Exposure to ionizing radiation
- Exposure to contaminants in private well water
- Exposure to contaminants in soil
- Exposure of former Stauffer workers while working at the plant (i.e., occupational exposures).

The findings of ATSDR’s analyses of these pathways are detailed in the Public Health Implications section that follows.
5. PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS

5.1. Introduction

In conducting the evaluation of exposure to contaminants from the Stauffer facility, ATSDR reviewed the scientific literature for particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, fluorides, and other contaminants. For sulfur dioxide, fluorides, and most other contaminants, ATSDR relied on its toxicological profiles, which summarize pertinent toxicity data from animal and human studies. In addition to the toxicological profiles, ATSDR also used recently published scientific reports. Because ATSDR does not have a toxicological profile for particulate matter, the agency used published scientific literature about the harmful effects of particulate matter.

To evaluate exposure from breathing contaminants in air, ATSDR develops inhalation MRLs when sufficient human or animal studies are available. MRLs are available for three exposure periods: acute for exposure periods up to 14 days, intermediate for exposure periods of 15 to 364 days, and chronic for exposure periods greater than 1 year. Therefore, a chemical can have acute, intermediate, and chronic MRLs if sufficient scientific studies are judged to be available for those periods. An inhalation MRL is the concentration of a chemical in air below which noncancerous harmful effects are unlikely. The concentration unit for an inhalation MRL is either parts of chemical per billion parts of air or milligrams of chemical per cubic meter of air (mg/m³). For example, if ATSDR developed an acute, inhalation MRL of 10 ppb for a chemical and the chemical’s measured concentration in air is 5 ppb, then people could be exposed to 5 ppb of the chemical and noncancerous harmful effects are not likely. It is important to realize that MRLs cover only noncancerous effects, even for chemicals that can cause cancer. For cancer-causing chemicals, ATSDR also uses a mathematical method developed by EPA to estimate a numerical cancer risk as well as biomedical judgement for evaluating cancer risk qualitatively.

Exceeding an MRL, however, does not mean that harmful effects will occur. Exceeding a MRL means that a more thorough toxicological evaluation is necessary. Examples of some factors that are considered as part of a more thorough evaluation include the following:

- Comparing the chemical concentration in air to concentrations that cause harmful effects to determine how close the concentrations are,
- Determining who is exposed and if they are more sensitive to the chemical,
- Evaluating the location of the air sample in relation to where people live,
- Determining if the toxicological effect in study is applicable to the people who are exposed,
- Considering different aspects of exposure in the study (e.g. dosing period, amount, frequency of exposure) and the applicability of those aspect to people who live near the site and their exposure,
Considering the effect of uncertainty in exposure estimates, and

Considering the effect of uncertainty in deciding possible harmful effects.

After conducting its site-specific toxicological evaluation, ATSDR describes whether people who are exposed to site contaminants might experience harmful effects from that exposure. As part of this discussion, ATSDR also describes the uncertainty that usually exists in making these decisions.

ATSDR has a series of reports that summarize the scientific literature for the interaction of certain groups of chemicals. For instance, ATSDR has an Interaction Profile for Arsenic, Hydraxines, Jet Fuels, Strontium, and Trichoroethylene. ATSDR does not have an interaction profile for particulates and sulfur dioxide. Nevertheless, some information is available about acidic particulates and that information is summarized in section 5.3.5.

In general, the ambient air monitoring data described in the previous sections indicate that some people who lived near the Stauffer facility when it was operating were exposed to some site-related air contaminants, including sulfur dioxide and particulate matter (as measured or estimated by TSP, PM$_{10}$, and PM$_{2.5}$). It is important to note that the outdoor air monitoring results are used in this public health assessment as a surrogate for exposure to air pollutants in the area of the Stauffer facility. Actual individual exposure to air pollutants is determined by a complex interplay among human activity, including the locations where time is spent, housing characteristics (as they influence penetration of outdoor pollutants), and other factors.

5.2. Exposure to Sulfur Dioxide in Air and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

ATSDR has outdoor air measurements for sulfur dioxide in the Stauffer area from 1977 through most of the 1990s. These data form the basis of ATSDR’s evaluation to determine the possibility of harmful effects occurring in residents (both adults and children) who live near the Stauffer facility.

5.2.1. Historical Air Exposure When Stauffer Was Operating

Stauffer began operations in the 1940s and stopped production by 1982, and ATSDR has outdoor air monitoring data from the second half of 1977 through 1981 while Stauffer was operating. These data were summarized previously in the Air Contamination subsection of the Environmental Contaminants and Other Hazards section; therefore, this discussion will highlight only certain parts of those data.

5.2.1.1. Sulfur Dioxide Levels and ATSDR’s MRL

Using the hourly data available from the Anclote Road monitoring station, ATSDR has calculated the average sulfur dioxide levels for the following time frames: 1 hour, 3 hours, 24 hours, and 1 year. The data for these measurements are summarized in Table 35, Appendix B.
At this time, we will focus on the average sulfur dioxide levels for a 1-hour period. For most of the 4½ years that air monitoring results are available, hourly measurements are available for most of the 24 hours in each day. With 365 days in a year, 8,760 (24 × 365) hourly air measurements are possible in a year. Table 39 in Appendix B highlights the number of hourly measurements for the number of hourly samples and days that sulfur dioxide levels were above 10 ppb, ATSDR’s acute MRL for sulfur dioxide. The number of hourly samples in a given year is less than 8,760 because for some days or for parts of some days, air samples were not collected. In 1977, air samples were collected for only the second half of the year.

ATSDR has an acute (i.e., less than 14 days) inhalation MRL for sulfur dioxide of 10 ppb. The acute MRL is used to determine whether sulfur dioxide levels should be evaluated further. Table 39 in Appendix B is a summary of average hourly sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station during the years that Stauffer operated. The information in Table 39 shows that over the 4½ years of monitoring:

- Average hourly air levels exceeded the acute MRL of 10 ppb for 3,467 hours out of a possible 34,782 hours, or about 1 out of every 10 hours.
- On 809 days (out of a possible 1,642 days) at least 1 average hourly air sample exceeded the acute MRL of 10 ppb.
- On average, the MRL of 10 ppb was exceeded at the Anclote monitoring station on 1 of every 2 days for at least 1 hour.

It should be emphasized that exceeding an MRL does not mean that harmful effects are likely because MRLs are set below the levels that are known to cause harmful effects. Exceeding an MRL means that further toxicological evaluation is needed. To conduct this more thorough toxicological evaluation, ATSDR used data from its Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide (ATSDR 1998) as well as recently published human and animal studies to determine whether people in the Tarpon Springs area might experience harmful effects from sulfur dioxide. A review of the pertinent human and animal studies on the effects of sulfur dioxide following brief exposures can be found in Appendix E.

A review of the toxicological literature for sulfur dioxide shows that the lowest sulfur dioxide level that is known to cause harmful effects in humans is 100 ppb after exposures of just a few minutes. At 100 ppb, these harmful effects have only been observed in people with asthma who were exercising and breathing through a mouthpiece. The same harmful effects have been observed in exercising asthmatics who were exposed to 250 ppb sulfur dioxide in a chamber (rather than via a mouthpiece). At 100 ppb, the effects observed in exercising asthmatics were an increase in airway resistance in the lungs (that is, bronchoconstriction). It should be noted that these effects are temporary and go away after the exposure stops.

The effects on airway resistance become more pronounced with increasing sulfur dioxide levels to the point that wheezing and shortness of breath can occur when sulfur dioxide levels reach about 500 ppb. It should be noted that some asthmatics who participated in experiments with

---

11 The number of observations in 1977 is less than in 1978 because air monitoring started mid-year in 1977.
sulfur dioxide at 500 ppb required the use of bronchodilators to relieve the wheezing and shortness of breath caused by sulfur dioxide exposure. A more detailed review of the harmful effects of sulfur dioxide exposure can be found in Table 40 and Appendix E.

It should be noted that other triggers also exist for asthma. For example, air pollution, tobacco smoke, dust mites, animal dander, molds, and pollen are a few triggers listed at the following websites for the American Lung Association: http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/astastrig.html and http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/asctriggers.html. The American Lung Association specifically lists sulfur dioxide as a trigger for asthma.

5.2.2. Sulfur Dioxide Levels Near Stauffer

Results from the Anclote Road monitoring station show 601 hours out of the 34,782 hours when data are available from July 1977 to December 1981 had hourly average sulfur dioxide levels that exceeded 100 ppb (see Table 41, Appendix B). Table 41 also shows that of the 1,642 days monitored, 210 days had at least 1 hour when average sulfur dioxide exceeded 100 ppb.

Figure 20 in Appendix A shows hourly sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station for the 4½ years when the facility was operating and sulfur dioxide levels were being measured. Because such a long time frame is being presented, only levels above 100 ppb are reported in Figure 20.12 The data show that periodically very high sulfur dioxide levels were detected from July 1977, through 1978, and up to May 1979. In May 1979, the stack height for the kiln was raised, and, although significant sulfur dioxide levels were still detected occasionally at the Anclote Road monitoring station, the levels were much lower than those before May 1979. Although it is not clear from Figure 20, several days can elapse between spikes in sulfur dioxide levels. The highest sulfur dioxide level reported was a hourly average of 840 ppb on April 15, 1979.

Several points can be inferred from the hourly average sulfur dioxide data collected from July 1977 to December 1981:

- The highest hourly sulfur dioxide levels were more frequent in 1977, 1978, and the first quarter of 1979 (through April).
- Hourly sulfur dioxide levels were less frequently elevated after May 1979.
- On days with elevated sulfur dioxide levels, levels were sometimes elevated for several hours in a row.
- Hourly sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 500 ppb on 20 days from July 1977 through May 1979.
- Hourly sulfur dioxide levels did not exceed 500 ppb after May 1979.
- The highest hourly sulfur dioxide level detected was 840 ppb on April 15, 1979, at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

100 ppb is chosen here because it is the lowest level of sulfur dioxide that has been shown to cause an adverse effect in humans. A description of the harmful effects caused by sulfur dioxide at various levels in air can be found in Appendix E.
Elevated sulfur dioxide levels were observed during all months of the year, during all days of the week, and during all hours of the day.

When sulfur dioxide levels were elevated, sometimes they were elevated for several hours at a time. Figure 21 in Appendix A shows sulfur dioxide levels on December 18, 1977, when hourly average levels remained elevated for 14 hours at the Anclote Road monitoring station. During this time, hourly sulfur dioxide levels were elevated from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and again from 1:00 PM to 11:00 PM on December 18, with a final spike at 1:00 AM on December 19.

In another incident on January 13–15, 1978, average hourly sulfur dioxide levels remained significantly elevated at the Anclote Road monitoring station, showing a variable pattern with both brief and extended elevations (Figure 22, Appendix A). These exposures to elevated sulfur dioxide levels were significant because high exposures continued for 15 of 19 hours.

At other times, hourly sulfur dioxide levels were elevated for only an hour or for just a few hours. This pattern is evident in Figure 23, Appendix A, when in a 24-hour period, sulfur dioxide levels were significantly elevated only from 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM. It is important to realize the average sulfur dioxide level reported for an hour is likely to represent variable sulfur dioxide levels over 60 minutes. This is the case if a cloud of sulfur dioxide passes the air monitoring station in 15 minutes but the levels are measured and averaged over 60 minutes. It has been reported that particulate clouds impacted the Flaherty Marina in Pinellas County for 5 to 15 minutes at a time (PCDEM 1979). It is reasonable to assume that the same is possible for sulfur dioxide clouds. This means that a hourly average sulfur dioxide level of 260 ppb might have a peak concentration in the cloud of about 1,000 ppb if the cloud passed the monitoring station in 15 minutes.

It also is important to realize that the Anclote Road monitoring station would pick up increased levels of sulfur dioxide only when wind was blowing toward the southeast, thus carrying sulfur dioxide from the Stauffer facility to the monitoring station. If wind was blowing in another direction, elevated sulfur dioxide levels were not likely to be detected at the Anclote Road monitoring station but rather in the downwind direction away from the monitoring station.

To determine how frequently sulfur dioxide levels might have been elevated in other areas around Stauffer, ATSDR compared (a) the number of hours that wind blew toward the Anclote Road monitoring station to (b) the number of hours that sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb when wind was blowing toward the Anclote Road monitoring station. This comparison allows ATSDR to estimate how often (i.e., the frequency) sulfur dioxide levels were above 100 ppb when wind blew in another direction with sulfur dioxide levels above 100 ppb.

---

13This assumption is likely to be true if sulfur dioxide emissions from the facility vary during brief periods of the day: for example, if sulfur dioxide emissions from the facility are low for most of the day and because of some activity at the plant, sulfur dioxide emissions increase for very short periods (e.g., 10 minutes, 30 minutes). When air was blowing toward the southeast, these sporadic releases would likely have resulted in a plume of contaminated air passing by the air monitoring station. If the plume passed the station in 30 minutes, then maximum levels in the plume would be significantly greater than the average level measured over 60 minutes.
Because of limited data, this comparison could only be made for 1979, 1980, and 1981, the years for which wind direction and hourly sulfur dioxide levels were available. In addition, the frequency was determined for January to May 1979 because at the end of May Stauffer raised the stack for the kiln. Because the kiln was the major source for sulfur dioxide emissions, raising the stack likely affected the frequency at which the Anclote Road monitoring station captured elevated sulfur dioxide levels. Therefore, the frequency of elevated sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station before May 1979 was probably higher than after May 1979.

Table 42 in Appendix B shows the number of hours that wind blew toward the Anclote Road monitoring station and the number of hours that average hourly sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb. As expected, the frequency that elevated hourly sulfur dioxide levels was highest occurred from January to May 1979; specifically, 48 of the 720 hours (or 6.7% of the time) that wind blew toward the Anclote monitoring station. Another way of thinking about what 6.7% means is that when wind is blowing in a particular direction from Stauffer, about 6 to 7% of the time it will have hourly sulfur dioxide levels above 100 ppb. Stated yet another way, for every 1,000 hours that wind blows in a certain direction, 60 to 70 hours are likely to have hourly sulfur dioxide levels above 100 ppb.

After raising the kiln stack, the percent of time that sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb dropped to 57 of the 1,577 hours (or 3.6% of the time) that wind blew toward the monitoring station. Slightly lower percentages are found for 1980 (3%) and 1981 (1.7%) and probably reflect not only the raised stack but also the decreased production at Stauffer.

Figure 24 in Appendix A shows the location of the kiln and the Anclote Road monitoring station, which is about 1,540 feet southeast of the kiln. Figure 24 also shows a circle 1,540 feet away from the kiln in every direction. It is reasonable to assume that sulfur dioxide levels measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station will be similar to levels that might be found at other directions from the kiln and at the same distance of 1,540 feet. As seen in Figure 24, other areas that might have similar sulfur dioxide levels as the Anclote Road monitoring station include the following (only those areas or buildings built before 1982):

- The Flaherty Marina,
- Residential homes southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road.

With the information in Table 42, Appendix B, and using known wind direction in other directions, it is possible to estimate the number of hours that sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb in other wind directions. It is important to remember that this information applies to a

---

14The approach used to estimated the frequency of elevated exposures to Stauffer’s emissions assumes that the facility accounted for all of the sulfur dioxide levels measured in the air near the site. To a first approximation, this is a reasonable assumption, and is supported by modeling analyses previously conducted by multiple parties. ATSDR also used outputs from its modeling analyses to assess the public health implications of exposure to sulfur dioxide.
distance of 1,540 feet from the kiln—the distance from the Anclote Road monitoring station to the kiln.

Table 43 in Appendix B contains information about the frequency at which these other areas around Stauffer might have been exposed from January to May 1979 to hourly sulfur dioxide levels that exceeded 100 ppb. Table 43 shows the following:

- Other areas that are within 1,540 feet of the kiln,
- The number of hours that wind blew in those directions, and
- The estimated number of hours that wind blew in those directions and sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb.

Only people who lived or visited these areas when Stauffer was operating were at risk for exposure. The 100 ppb exposure level applies to a distance of 1,540 feet from the kiln. Air monitoring data are not available for distances beyond 1,540 feet; therefore, these areas will be evaluated later in this report using an air dispersion model to estimate sulfur dioxide levels farther away from the kiln.

To interpret the information in Table 43, for example, people who lived southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River were likely to have been exposed to sulfur dioxide levels greater than 100 ppb for 52 hours between January and May 1979. People who lived farther away were likely exposed less frequently to hourly sulfur dioxide levels exceeding 100 ppb. An estimate of their exposures will be conducted in the air modeling evaluation.

It is important to realize that if a person lived within 1,540 feet of the Stauffer kiln (in any direction), he or she would have been exposed periodically throughout the year to significantly elevated levels of sulfur dioxide. The point is that although some uncertainty exists about the actual number of hours a person was exposed, the values in Table 43 are probably close to the actual number for the 5-month period for which data were available. In previous years, the actual amount of time a person was exposed was probably about twice the number of hours presented in Table 43 because the hours in Table 43 only cover 5 months. These estimates provide insight into the general amount of time that someone might have been exposed to sulfur dioxide levels that cause harmful effects.

5.2.3. Possible Harmful Effects from Sulfur Dioxide in Residents

5.2.3.1. Short-Term Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide

People who lived, worked, or visited the following areas when Stauffer was operating were at risk for harmful effects from exposure to sulfur dioxide (only those areas or buildings built before 1982):

- Residential homes southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road.
These exposures could have lasted for a couple of hours or many hours. Table 43 in Appendix B shows the estimated number of times that hourly sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 100 ppb; Figures 20 and 21 in Appendix A show that:

- hourly sulfur dioxide levels on occasion could have been elevated for most of the day (Figure 21),
- hourly sulfur dioxide levels on occasion could have been as high as 800 ppb (Figures 20 and 21), and
- hourly sulfur dioxide levels on occasion could have been elevated off-and-on for several days in a row (Figure 20).

Table 40 in Appendix B is a summary of the harmful effects from brief exposures to sulfur dioxide. Data in Table 40 show that people who lived in the areas listed previously that are within 1,540 feet of the kiln might have experienced the following harmful effects:

- an increase in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction,
- wheezing and shortness of breath,
- an increase in heart rate and breathing rate,
- cough, and
- irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat.

Persons most likely to have experienced these symptoms first were those people with asthma who were exercising at the time of exposure to sulfur dioxide; as sulfur dioxide levels rose, persons with asthma who did not exercise as well as persons without asthma would also start to experience symptoms. For instance, at 100 ppb, the only effect that might occur is an increase in airway resistance in exercising asthmatics. As sulfur dioxide levels approached and exceeded 500 ppb, wheezing and shortness of breath might have occurred in some persons with asthma who were exercising during exposure. Exposure at this level may require medication (bronchodilators) to relieve symptoms. Sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 500 ppb at the Anclote Road monitoring station on the following dates:


Sulfur dioxide levels exceeded 500 ppb and at least 1 hour exceeded 800 ppb on two dates:

- December 18, 1977 (8 hours over 500 ppb), and
- April 18, 1979 (5 hours over 500 ppb).

It is important to remember that a reported level of 500 ppb or 800 ppb sulfur dioxide is an average sulfur dioxide level over 1 hour. This means that as a plume of sulfur dioxide passed a

---

15 An increase in airway resistance means that air traveling through the airway passages in the lungs is meeting more resistance; It is a precursor to bronchoconstriction, which is the narrowing of the air passages in the lung. If bronchoconstriction is severe, wheezing and difficulty breathing can occur.
populated area, there were likely to be periods within that hour when sulfur dioxide levels were higher than the average level and periods when sulfur dioxide levels were lower than the average level. Therefore, for the 1 hour when sulfur dioxide levels were measured at an average concentration of 800 ppb, there might have been intervals within that hour (for example, 10 minutes or 30 minutes) when sulfur dioxide levels were much higher and much lower. Sulfur dioxide levels for brief periods might have been two to three times the average (e.g., 1,600 ppb or 2,400 ppb) (EPA 1986). This is important because Table 40, Appendix B, shows that brief exposures of 10 to 20 minutes to 1,000 to 8,000 ppb sulfur dioxide can cause more serious damage to the lungs. In addition to shortness of breath and wheezing, persons (those with and without asthma) might experience symptoms such as increased heart and breathing rate, throat irritation, redness in the airways, and increased number of inflammatory cells in fluid from the lungs (Amdur et al. 1953; Frank et al. 1962; Sandstrom et al. 1989; Sheppard et al. 1981). Controlled studies in people with asthma have shown that repeated exposures to sulfur dioxide can reduce the lung’s responsiveness to sulfur dioxide. For instance, lung response was reduced in 10 exercising persons with asthma who were exposed to 1,000 ppb sulfur dioxide in a chamber during repeated exercise. In another study, bronchoconstriction was less severe in exercising persons with asthma on the second day of a 2-day exposure period, thus implying that some people might develop a tolerance to sulfur dioxide (Kehrl et al. 1987; Linn et al. 1984a). This reduced response has been recognized in workers (Department of Labor 1975); however, this tolerance was not observed in other studies of persons with asthma when tested 1 day and 7 days after the initial exposure to sulfur dioxide (Sheppard et al. 1983).

As mentioned previously, exposure to 100 ppb sulfur dioxide in exercising asthmatics can cause a mild increase in airway resistance. This increase can be detected in a clinical setting but is not likely to cause overt symptoms in exercising asthmatics. Airway resistance returns to normal shortly after exposure to sulfur dioxide ends. When exposures approach 500 ppb in exercising asthmatics, symptoms of wheezing and shortness of breath will occur in some asthmatics. In experiments with some asthmatics, medication was required to relieve these symptoms; therefore, they are not always minor symptoms. When exposures approach 1,000 ppb sulfur dioxide, some healthy people will develop an increase in airway resistance along with an increase in heart rate and breathing rate. A more detailed discussion of the adverse effects of sulfur dioxide can be found in Appendix E and summary of human and animal studies is in Table 40 (Appendix B).

5.2.3.2. Long-Term Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide

Two human studies—the Harvard Six Cities Study (HSCS) (Dockery et al. 1993) and the American Cancer Society (ACS) studies (Pope et al. 1995, 2002)—analyzed the effect of long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide on human health. The ACS study is a nationwide study that compares air pollutant levels to rates of various diseases and death. These findings were initially reported in 1995 (Pope et al. 1995) and updated in March 2002 (Pope et al. 2002). An important finding in the 2002 report is that exposure to sulfur dioxide over many years is associated with a small increase in the number of deaths. This increase in the number of deaths was found when looking at people who died from all causes of death, when people died from heart or lung disease, and when people died from lung cancer. The 2002 report found that exposure to ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and carbon monoxide did not increase the number of deaths at the average levels.
reported in the cities studied. The increase in death rate in this study could be detected because about 500,000 people participated in the study, which allowed the scientists to detect very small increases in the effect of sulfur dioxide exposure.

The ACS study measured sulfur dioxide levels across the United States as part of the study. In 1980, the 24-hour average sulfur dioxide level was 9.7 ppb in 118 U.S. cities. The 24-hour average sulfur dioxide level in 126 cities from 1982 to 1998 decreased to 6.7 ppb.

The results of the 2002 ACS study (Pope et al. 2002) are supported by the 1995 ACS study (Pope et al. 1995) and the HSCS (Dockery et al. 1993). The Health Effects Institute (HEI) re-analyzed the HSCS and the 1995 ACS study results and found that exposure to sulfur dioxide was associated with an increase in the number of deaths (Krewski et al. 2000).

Table 44 in Appendix B shows the annual average sulfur dioxide levels from 1977 to 1981 (the years Stauffer operated) and 1982. Samples were collected from the Anclote Road monitoring station, and the annual average is based on the 24-hour sulfur dioxide levels measured throughout the year. Annual average sulfur dioxide levels ranged from about 17 ppb in 1977 to 4 ppb in 1981. These sulfur dioxide levels are similar to the levels reported in the ACS study (Pope et al. 2002) that was associated with a small increase in the number of deaths from heart and lung disease. It should be noted that these annual sulfur dioxide levels reflect ambient (that is, outdoor) levels that existed at the Anclote Road monitoring station. When deciding whether people who lived farther away from the Stauffer facility might have been at risk, the following factors are important to remember:

- People who lived or worked within 1,540 feet of the kiln before 1982 in the direction of the Anclote Road monitoring station were the only people who were exposed to these levels of sulfur dioxide,
- People who lived or worked within 1,540 feet of the kiln between 1947 and 1981 had the potential for the longest period of exposure to sulfur dioxide and are likely to be at greatest risk,
- People who lived or worked more than 1,540 feet from the kiln before 1982 were probably exposed yearly to lower levels of sulfur dioxide, and
- The farther someone lived or worked from the kiln before 1982, the lower that person’s yearly exposure to sulfur dioxide was likely to have been.

Caution is warranted in trying to make firm conclusions about people’s risk for harmful effects from sulfur dioxide emissions from Stauffer. Except for sulfur dioxide levels measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station, it is not known precisely what levels of sulfur dioxide people were exposed to (a) who lived in other directions from Stauffer, (b) who lived at other distances from Stauffer, and (c) who lived near Stauffer between 1947 and 1976—the years for which air monitoring data are not available.

However, air modeling of sulfur dioxide levels shows that residents who lived near the Stauffer facility might have been exposed to annual sulfur dioxide levels that were similar to the annual levels measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station.
5.2.4. Results From Modeling Past Exposures

5.2.4.1. Brief Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide

ATSDR used an air dispersion model to predict sulfur dioxide levels at more than 4,000 locations surrounding the Stauffer facility. The basis for the air dispersion model is described in the Air Contamination subsection of the Environmental Contaminants and Other Hazards section. Figure 19 in Appendix A shows 12 of the locations where the model predicted sulfur dioxide levels; Table 45, Appendix B, describes these locations. The maximum hourly sulfur dioxide level measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station served as the basis for predicting the maximum hourly sulfur dioxide levels at other locations near the Stauffer facility (1) when wind was blowing in that direction and (2) when Stauffer had a release of sulfur dioxide similar to the release that caused the maximum level to be detected at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Therefore, over the 5 years that data are available, the model predicts the highest hourly sulfur dioxide level that might exist at some other location in Tarpon Springs and surrounding areas. It is of particular interest to note that the model predicts that the highest hourly sulfur dioxide level at Gulfside Elementary School was about 1,000 ppb.

The air dispersion model was also used to generate contour maps showing the model’s estimate of the extent of hourly sulfur dioxide levels. Based on the model, Figure 26 shows the extent of sulfur dioxide migration using three levels as marker: 840 ppb, 500 ppb, and 100. The maximum hourly level of 840 ppb is the highest level measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station, and the map shows the extent of that concentration in every direction from the kiln. Similarly, the map shows the extent in every direction for 500 ppb sulfur dioxide, the level at which wheezing and shortness of breath has been observed in exercising asthmatics. Figure 26 also shows the extent of migration using 100 ppb sulfur dioxide, the level at which an increase in airway resistance has been observed in exercising asthmatics.

In conclusion, residents of Tarpon Springs, Holiday Estates, and surrounding areas were probably exposed on occasion to sulfur dioxide levels that might have caused the following harmful effects:

- an increase in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction,
- wheezing and shortness of breath,
- an increase in heart rate and breathing rate,
- cough, and
- irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat.

Persons most likely to have experienced these symptoms first were those with people with asthma who were exercising at the time of exposure to sulfur dioxide; as sulfur dioxide levels rose, persons with asthma who did not exercise as well as persons without asthma would also start to experience symptoms. For instance, at 100 ppb, the only effect that might occur is an increase in

---

16 An increase in airway resistance means that air traveling through the airway passages in the lungs is meeting more resistance; bronchoconstriction is the narrowing of the air passages in the lung.
airway resistance in exercising asthmatics. As sulfur dioxide levels approached and exceeded 500 ppb, wheezing and shortness of breath might have occurred in some persons with asthma who were exercising during exposure. Exposure at this level may require medication (bronchodilators) to relieve symptoms.

As described previously, there are likely to be periods shorter than an hour when sulfur dioxide levels were higher than the average hourly level and periods when sulfur dioxide levels were lower than the average hourly level. Therefore, for the 1 hour when sulfur dioxide levels were measured at an average concentration of 791 ppb, there might have been intervals within that hour (for example, 10 minutes or 30 minutes) when sulfur dioxide levels were much higher and much lower. Sulfur dioxide levels for brief periods might have been two to three times the average (e.g., 1,600 ppb or 2,400 ppb), if not more. This is important because Table 40 in Appendix B shows that brief periods of exposure of 10 to 20 minutes to 1,000 to 8,000 ppb sulfur dioxide can cause more serious damage to the lungs. In addition to shortness of breath and wheezing, persons with and without asthma might experience symptoms such as increased heart rate and breathing, throat irritation, red/irritated airways, and cellular damage to the lungs. Also, it is reasonable to assume exposure to sulfur dioxide over many hours or off-and-on for many days might have increased the possibility of harmful effects because of the extended exposure period.

5.2.4.2. Long-Term Exposure to Sulfur Dioxide

Annual sulfur dioxide levels were elevated at the Anclote Road monitoring station when the Stauffer facility was operating (Table 44 in Appendix B) and dropped in 1982, the year the facility no longer produced phosphorus. Using results for the dispersion model, it is possible to predict annual sulfur dioxide levels at the same locations around Tarpon Springs and Holiday Estates (see Table 46, Appendix B). The air dispersion model was also used to generate a contour map that shows the extent of yearly sulfur dioxide levels in the Tarpon Springs area (see Figure 27).

Table 46 shows that locations 4, 5, and 7 have significantly higher annual average sulfur dioxide levels compared with the Anclote Road monitoring station, whereas locations 2, 9, and 10 are similar the Anclote station. Location 5 are businesses due east of the Stauffer facility and locations 4 and 7 are residential areas west and southwest of the facility, respectively. It should be noted that the estimated annual average sulfur dioxide levels at Gulfside Elementary School are similar to the levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. In general, when the Stauffer facility was operating, the air model predicts that residents in Tarpon Springs, Holiday Estates, and the surrounding area were likely to have been exposed on a long-term basis to elevated levels of sulfur dioxide in air based on annual averages. Annual air levels of sulfur dioxide were significantly reduced after the Stauffer facility closed.

The effect of long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide has been reported in several human studies. These studies include the HSCS (Docker et al. 1993) and the recently updated ACS studies (Pope et al. 2002) as well as a re-analysis of these studies by the Health Effects Institute (Krewski et al. 2000). The Pope study (Pope et al. 2002) showed a small, but measurable, increase in the relative risk for cardiopulmonary (heart and lung) mortality from exposure to yearly average sulfur dioxide levels of 6.7 to 9.7 ppb.
The predicted annual average sulfur dioxide levels reported in Table 46 when the Stauffer facility was operating are similar to the levels reported in the ACS and HSCS studies at which the authors showed an increase in cardiopulmonary mortality (Docker et al. 1993, Pope et al. 2002). Since the Stauffer facility operated for several decades, it is reasonable to assume that residents in Tarpon Springs and Holiday Estates could have been exposed to elevated levels of sulfur dioxide for that period if their industrial processes were similar. Since these annual sulfur dioxide levels are estimated based on an air dispersion model, some uncertainty exists in the accuracy of the predicted levels thus adding some uncertainty to the conclusions about possible health effects.

5.2.5. Demographic Information for Past Exposures

Figure 25 in Appendix A uses 1980 census information to show estimated demographic information about persons who lived within a 1-mile radius of the Stauffer facility just before the facility closed. Almost 6,000 persons lived within 1 mile of the Stauffer facility before it closed; 240 were children 6 years of age and younger and about 2,300 were persons older than 65 years of age.

5.2.6. Current Sulfur Dioxide Exposures

From 1982 to 1996, yearly average sulfur dioxide levels were about 1 or 2 ppb at the Anclote Road monitoring station. These sulfur dioxide levels are well below the yearly average levels in 17 ppb and 14 ppb in 1977 and 1978, respectively, when Stauffer was operating. Yearly sulfur dioxide levels of 1 to 2 ppb are below the levels that cause harmful effects from long-term exposure over many years.

5.3. Exposure to Particulate Matter in Air and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

ATSDR identified particulate matter for further evaluation in this public health assessment because air data are available for TSP at the Anclote Road monitoring station during the period when the Stauffer facility was operating, 1977 to 1981. TSP data are also available from after the facility closed until 1989, when the Anclote Road monitoring station stopped collecting air samples.

Particulate matter is ubiquitous both in the outdoor and indoor environments. Besides the outdoor sources of PM exposures to the community (including the Stauffer facility), there are numerous other indoor sources of PM exposures from cooking, cleaning, and other indoor activities (EPA 2002c). More-detailed definitions for TSP, PM_{10}, and PM_{2.5} are in Appendix F.

Before 1987, EPA regulated particulate matter in air by measuring TSP levels. TSPs are small particles of matter suspended in air, a large portion of which persons can breathe into their nasal passages and into their lungs. By 1987, a growing amount of research had shown that the air particles of greatest health concern were actually those termed PM_{10}. At the time, PM_{10} was
shown to be capable of penetrating into sensitive regions of the respiratory tract. Consequently, EPA and the states took action in 1987 to monitor and regulate outdoor levels of PM$_{10}$. Since 1987, hundreds of additional studies (mostly human epidemiologic studies) have been published on the health effects of particulate matter, particularly PM$_{10}$. These studies generally suggest that adverse health effects in children and other sensitive populations were associated with exposure to particle levels well below that allowed by EPA’s PM$_{10}$ standard at the time (EPA 1997). Moreover, it is generally believed that fine particles (PM$_{2.5}$) can penetrate into the lungs more deeply than can PM$_{10}$ and that fine particles are more likely to contribute to adverse health effects than are particles larger than PM$_{2.5}$.

It is important to note some scientific debate is occurring about the levels of PM$_{2.5}$ or PM$_{10}$ considered protective for all segments of the population. Threshold concentrations for PM$_{2.5}$ or PM$_{10}$ (i.e., levels below which no adverse health effects are likely) have not been established from the scientific literature. Therefore, the following evaluation of the public health implications of exposures to particulate matter incorporates the understanding that no established levels exist below which particulate matter will not cause harmful effects.

5.3.1. Background Information About Health Effects From Exposures to Particulate Matter

Over the past 20 years, numerous investigators have researched the public health implications of inhalation exposures to particulate matter. The following discussion reviews this large volume of research, which provided a basis for much of the evaluation presented later in this section.

According to studies on particulate matter, many health effects were associated with PM$_{2.5}$ exposures or with PM$_{2.5}$ exposures coupled with exposures to other pollutants (EPA 1997). A partial list of these health effects follows:

- premature death;
- respiratory-related hospital admissions and emergency room visits;
- aggravated asthma;
- acute respiratory symptoms, including aggravated coughing and difficult or painful breathing;
- chronic bronchitis; and
- decreased lung function that can be experienced as shortness of breath.

These studies indicate that the elderly, children, and persons with pre-existing diseases such as diabetes, respiratory disease and cardiovascular disease are considered to be the most susceptible to effects of exposure to PM (EPA 2002c). Others are susceptible to less-serious health effects such as transient increases in respiratory symptoms, decreased lung function, or other physiologic changes. Chronic exposure studies suggest relatively broad susceptibility to cumulative effects of long-term repeated exposure to fine particulate pollution, resulting in substantive estimates of population loss of life expectancy in highly polluted environments (Pope 2000). It is important to note that susceptibility is dependent on a number of other important exposure factors, including duration of exposure. The degree to which an added particle burden might impact an individual will likely be affected by that person’s age, health status, medication usage, and overall
susceptibility to particulate matter inhalation exposures. One factor that might promote increased risk in the older population is that, over their life spans, they might have had more exposure and hence more opportunity to accumulate particles or damage their lungs (EPA 1996). Current epidemiologic research does not provide conclusive evidence of an association between exposure to particulate matter, in general, and cancer. However, because particulate matter is made up of various constituents, depending on the source(s), chemicals that are potential carcinogens are likely to be included in particulate matter.

EPA proposed revisions to its particulate matter standards in 1997 to include a primary (health-based) annual average PM$_{2.5}$ standard of 15 µg/m$^3$ and a 24-hour PM$_{2.5}$ standard of 65 µg/m$^3$ (EPA 1997). EPA’s scientific review concluded that fine particles are a better surrogate for those components of particulate matter most likely linked to mortality (death) and morbidity (disease) effects at levels below the previous standard. Moreover, fine particles and high concentrations of coarse fraction particles are linked to effects such as aggravation of asthma (EPA 1997, 2002c).

The body of scientific knowledge used to set the health-based PM$_{2.5}$ standard consisted primarily of epidemiologic studies of communities exposed to elevated levels of particulate matter. These epidemiologic studies found consistent associations between exposure and adverse health effects both for (a) short-term or acute particulate matter exposure scenarios (i.e., usually measured in days) and (b) long-term or chronic exposure scenarios (i.e., usually measured in years) (EPA 1996, 2002c). Chronic exposures are best measured using annual average PM$_{2.5}$ levels (concentrations above 15 µg/m$^3$) for one or several years. Acute exposures are best measured by using the 24-hour average PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ levels (concentration above 150 µg/m$^3$ and 65 µg/m$^3$, respectively). For acute exposures related to the Stauffer facility, 24-hour PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ data are not available and, for any given day, it would be difficult to provide a justifiable estimate of these values. Therefore, TSP values will be used to evaluate short-term past exposures to the community. The previous EPA standards for annual average and 24-hour TSP were 75 µg/m$^3$ and 260 µg/m$^3$, respectively. Epidemiologic studies indicate increased health risks associated with particulate matter exposures, either alone or in combination with other air pollutants. Moreover, although particulate matter-related increases in individual health risks are small, they are likely significant from an overall public health perspective because of the many persons in susceptible risk groups that are exposed to ambient particulate matter (EPA 1996).

Although the epidemiologic data provide support for the associations mentioned above, an understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms of exposures to particulate matter has not yet emerged (EPA 1996, 2002c). Much of the toxicological findings related to particulate matter are derived from controlled exposure studies in humans and laboratory animals. However, to date, toxicologic studies on PM have provided important, but limited, evidence for specific PM attributes (constituents) being primarily or essentially responsible for the cardiopulmonary effects linked to ambient PM from epidemiological studies. In most cases, however, exposure concentrations in laboratory studies have been inordinately high as compared to the exposures at which epidemiological studies have found effects (EPA 2002c).
These toxicological studies have focused on acidic aerosols (a subclass of particulate matter), namely sulfuric acid aerosols, particle size, inorganic constituents (e.g., various sulfates and nitrates), metals (e.g., transition metals), organic constituents, diesel exhaust particles, and bioaerosols (EPA 2002c). Epidemiological studies have also investigated PM from various sources (e.g., motor vehicles, fuel oil, industrial, etc) to determine if exposure to different types of PM indicate a stronger or weaker association with adverse cardiopulmonary health effects. All of these studies indicated that soil or crustal sources of PM were not associated with adverse health effects, as measured by mortality. This suggests that the components of natural soil may have minimal toxicity unless contaminated by anthropogenic (man-made) or other sources, such as transition metals (EPA 2002c). From ATSDR’s work at another phosphate processing plan in Idaho, it was determined that emissions from that plant contained many metals including transition metals (ATSDR 2001b). Although it is likely that there are metals in the Stauffer PM emissions, ATSDR does not have specific information regarding the type and concentrations of these metals. Moreover, ATSDR does not have information that phosphate processing plants, in general, emit PM with any greater or lesser toxicity than other combustion sources of PM that have shown an association with adverse cardiopulmonary health effects in the numerous epidemiological studies in the literature.

Human exposure studies of particles other than acid aerosols generally provide insufficient data to draw conclusions regarding health effects (EPA 1996). A recent study (Godleski et al. 2000) found that concentrated airborne particles had adverse effects on the electrical regulation of the heart in dogs with a preexisting heart condition, while the impact on normal dogs was not clear. Moreover, biological evidence indicates (Schwartz 1999) that urban combustion particles can

- penetrate past the primary defense mechanisms of the lung,
- elicit inflammatory changes in the lung and systemically (throughout the body),
- contain constituents (for example, soluble transition metals) that by themselves can be demonstrated to produce lung damage,
- produce electrocardiogram changes including arrhythmia (heart irregularities), and
- kill animals with preexisting heart and lung disease.

Human studies also reported inflammatory changes, including systemic changes and changes to cardiovascular risk factors (Schwartz 1999). A brief summary of some of the epidemiologic and controlled human exposure studies of specific physiologic end points is shown in Table 47, Appendix B. It is important to note that the studies shown in Table 47 are only a sampling of some of the studies that have provided clues into the potential biological mechanism linking PM exposures with adverse health effects, as seen in epidemiological studies. Overall, the human physiologic, toxicological, and other studies have shown changes in either blood plasma viscosity, heart rate, heart rate variability or HRV (HRV refers to the “beat-to-beat” changes in heart rate in relation to changes in physical activity—aging, diseases, and other factors can also effect it), and pulmonary inflammation in relation to particulate matter exposures. In general, it is speculated that interactions among inflammation, abnormal hemostatic function, and altered cardiac rhythm might play an important role in the pathogenesis of cardiopulmonary diseases related to air pollution (particulate matter). An adequate understanding of these relationships is limited and
In summary, the epidemiologic evidence strongly suggests that ambient particulate matter exposure is associated with adverse human health effects in many geographic locations in the U.S. (EPA 2002c). However, a great deal of uncertainty remains about many issues related to the overall scientific inquiry into the health effects of particulate matter (EPA 1996, 2002c). For example, some scientists believe that the association found in the epidemiological studies does not provide conclusive evidence that exposure to ambient PM levels actually causes adverse cardiopulmonary health effects because a clear biological mechanism, among other things, has yet to be clearly established. Moreover, several viewpoints exist on how best to interpret the epidemiologic data EPA 1996, 2002c); for example:

- using particulate matter exposure indicators as surrogate measures of complex ambient air pollution mixtures and using reported particulate matter-related effects to represent those of the overall mixture;
- attributing reported particulate matter-related effects to particulate matter components (per se) of the air pollution mixture, therefore, they reflect independent particulate matter effects; and
- viewing particulate matter both as a surrogate indicator as well as a specific cause of health effects.

Although there are some indications that PM effects vary depending on geographic location and source (EPA 2002c), in general, reduction of particulate matter exposure would be expected to lead to reductions in the frequency and severity of particulate matter-associated health effects (EPA 1996).

5.3.2. TSP, PM$_{10}$, and PM$_{2.5}$ Exposures Near Stauffer

As previously indicated, during the years Stauffer operated, ambient air monitoring for particulate matter measured concentrations of only TSP. The statistically significant decrease in particulate matter levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station after Stauffer ceased its operations clearly tells us that the facility’s emissions contributed to particulate matter exposures at off-site locations. Unfortunately, the available sampling data do not indicate the relative amounts of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ within the TSP, because the air samples were never analyzed using appropriate methods for their particle size distribution. It is important to have estimates of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ levels, because exposures to these size fractions are far better indicators of adverse health effects than is exposure to TSP.

ATSDR investigated two options for estimating PM$_{2.5}$ exposures that resulted from Stauffer’s emissions in order to evaluate the public health implications of particulate exposures. Through these options, we have estimated the past outdoor levels of PM$_{2.5}$ resulting from Stauffer’s emissions. We emphasize that these estimates are based on our understanding of particulate
emissions from elemental phosphorus production facilities, and they are not based on actual air quality measurements from the Stauffer area. As a result, there is some uncertainty associated with these estimates, as we acknowledge throughout this section and in our conclusions. However, we note that the two approaches we took to estimate PM$_{2.5}$ exposures resulted in very similar answers, thus giving us some confidence that we have made reasonable estimates of actual exposures. Our two estimation approaches are described below, followed by a summary of our findings:

- **Modeling analysis.** As Section 3.3.3.2 describes, we used a dispersion modeling analysis to predict how Stauffer’s stack emissions affect off-site concentrations of particulate matter. Our modeling analysis found that the stack emissions likely contributed 4 $\mu$g/m$^3$ to annual average PM$_{2.5}$ levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

  We have reason to believe that this value understates Stauffer’s actual air quality impacts, largely because fugitive emissions from the facility were not considered. Although fugitive emissions typically occur in larger particle size fractions, fugitives from furnace tapping were reported to be predominantly fine particles of a “submicron nature” (PEDCo 1979). These particles would likely not deposit to the ground and were released near ground level, which would generally cause greater air quality impacts at near-field receptors. Therefore, our modeling predictions likely underestimate Stauffer’s contribution to actual air quality impacts at off-site locations.

- **Analysis of ambient air monitoring data.** Given the shortcomings of the modeling analysis, ATSDR used information on particle size distributions from areas near other elemental phosphorus production facilities to estimate the PM$_{2.5}$ levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Specifically, extensive air sampling data have been collected near the fence-line of an elemental phosphorus production facility in southeastern Idaho. These data suggest that the average ratio of PM$_{10}$ to TSP concentrations was 0.5 (with a standard deviation of 0.14) (ATSDR 2001b). Similarly, the average ratio of PM$_{2.5}$ to PM$_{10}$ concentrations in the immediate vicinity of this facility was 0.6. ATSDR notes that ratios could also be derived from sampling data collected in Florida after Stauffer closed; however, we decided that particle size distribution data in the vicinity of an active elemental phosphorus production facility is likely more representative of conditions near Stauffer before 1981.

  For an estimate of the PM$_{2.5}$ levels near Stauffer, ATSDR applied the particle size ratios in the previous paragraph to the measured TSP concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station. These calculations, which are shown in Tables 48 and 49 of Appendix B, suggest that annual average PM$_{2.5}$ levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station were likely between 18 and 22 $\mu$g/m$^3$. Our calculations also suggest (see Appendix G) that air emissions from Stauffer may have accounted for approximately 7 $\mu$g/m$^3$ of PM$_{2.5}$ at the Anclote Road monitoring station while the facility operated.
ATSDR acknowledges that there is considerable uncertainty applying the particle size factors from another facility to the data collected near Stauffer. Though we clearly understand that the magnitude of particulate pollution is expected to differ between the two facilities (since production levels at the Idaho facility were far greater than those at Stauffer), there is reason to believe that the particle size distribution would not vary dramatically between these sites, which used similar production processes.

These analyses actually provide a somewhat consistent account of estimated PM$_{2.5}$ levels. Our modeling, which we have reason to believe understated fine particulate impacts, suggests that Stauffer’s air emissions contributed 4 $\mu$g/m$^3$ to annual average PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Our review of monitoring data, on the other hand, suggests that Stauffer’s contribution to PM$_{2.5}$ levels might have been 7 $\mu$g/m$^3$. The fact that these estimates, which were generated from two entirely different data sets, are so similar gives some reassurance that the estimated PM$_{2.5}$ levels do not grossly misrepresent Stauffer’s past air quality impacts.

In summary, the collective evidence suggests that Stauffer’s air emissions definitely impacted local air quality. We are confident in stating that these emissions likely contributed as much as 32% of the TSP measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station, but insufficient data are available to make similar definitive statements about the particle size distribution of Stauffer’s facility-wide emissions. Based on our best estimates, ATSDR believes that Stauffer’s air emissions likely contributed between 4 and 7 $\mu$g/m$^3$ to annual average PM2.5 levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. This estimated range does involve some uncertainty, and the actual contribution to PM$_{2.5}$ levels at this location might be lower or higher than the stated range. This uncertainty is noted throughout our analyses, and in our conclusions.

The sampling data quite clearly demonstrate that air emissions from Stauffer caused increases in particulate matter concentrations near the facility. However, the particulate matter levels measured near Stauffer between 1977-1981, though greater than Florida’s previous air quality standards, were not above the U.S. EPA standards for PM in place at that time and were not unusually higher than particulate matter levels routinely measured in many suburban and urban settings throughout the state. When ATSDR evaluates exposure to environmental contamination, our primary role is to examine whether exposures are at levels associated with adverse health effects. Whether other populations experienced greater or lesser exposures does not factor into our public health evaluations for a given site.

Some of the health concerns expressed by community members in relation to past air exposures related to the Stauffer facility (i.e., asthma, breathing problems, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD], and other nonspecific lung diseases) are reasonably consistent, with adverse health outcomes reported in the epidemiologic literature for both acute and chronic exposures to particulate matter (or sulfur dioxide). For asthma, it is important to note that the scientific literature does not currently suggest that PM causes asthma but that it may exacerbate it. Moreover, as previously indicated, there are other known and suspected factors that may trigger asthma. The consistency between the community’s health concerns and the epidemiologic
studies does not suggest that a specific person’s disease was caused by inhalation exposures to particulate matter. Rather, the cause of any disease is usually a result of multiple factors. For example, smoking is a strong risk factor for many lung and heart diseases. Therefore, smokers make up another population group likely at increased risk for particulate matter-related health effects (EPA 1996). ATSDR has not determined that any of these reported illnesses are elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer, but only that they are consistent with the findings from the scientific literature.

The following discussion first evaluates the increased risks from exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ (estimated annual averages) on the basis of results from long-term epidemiologic studies, then evaluates the increased risks from exposures to TSP (24-hour maximum values) on the basis of results from acute epidemiologic studies. The ambient air concentrations of particulate matter reported in these epidemiologic studies are compared to estimated and measured levels of particulate matter in the area of the Stauffer facility. The discussions present a qualitative evaluation of the air data collected near the Stauffer facility and should provide context for understanding the possibility of harmful effects to persons exposed to particulate matter who lived near the facility.

5.3.3. Chronic Exposures to Estimated Annual Average PM$_{2.5}$ Levels

Three large cohort studies—HSCS (Dockery et al. 1993) and the two ACS studies (Pope et al. 1995, 2002)—found an association between excess mortality in adults and increasing PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations in various cities and metropolitan areas of the United States. More specifically, HSCS showed a 31% increase in mortality for every 25 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{2.5}$, and the first ACS study showed a 17% increase in mortality for every 25 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{2.5}$. The reported ranges of annual average PM$_{2.5}$ for HSCS and the first ACS study were 11–30 µg/m$^3$ (mean) and 9–34 µg/m$^3$ (median), respectively, for the least to the highest levels of PM$_{2.5}$ in a given city during the study period. These risks were based on the excess mortality between the least to the most polluted cities (EPA 1996). The second ACS study (Pope et al. 2002) expanded further on the results of the first study by increasing the number of persons in the study, including the effects of gaseous co-pollutants, and controlling for additional factors that might be independent risk factors for cardiopulmonary-related disease. The study looks at exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ for the time periods 1979–1983, 1999–2000, and the average of all of these years. The results of the study showed that each 10 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{2.5}$ was associated with, depending on the years of exposure, an approximate 4%–6%, 6%–9%, and 8%–14% increase for all-cause, cardiopulmonary, and lung cancer mortality, respectively (Pope et al. 2002). These percentage risk estimates imply an incremental increase in the mortality rate occurs when comparing long-term exposures to a person residing in a city with lower PM$_{2.5}$ exposures to a person who lives in a city with higher PM$_{2.5}$ exposures.

Given the importance of the HSCS and ACS studies, HEI funded a study to re-analyze the results of the HSCS and first ACS studies (Krewski et al. 2000). The first major conclusion of the re-analysis study was that the original results of these two studies was of high quality and that the independent analysis of the data produced essentially the same results as the original studies.
Moreover, the study tested the original results against a range of alternative variables and analytic models without substantially altering the original findings of an association between indicators of particulate matter air pollution and mortality. In addition, an association between sulfur dioxide and mortality was observed and persisted when other possible confounding variables were included. The study found relatively stable associations of mortality with fine particles, sulfates, and sulfur dioxide. The final interpretation by the researchers suggested that increased risk of mortality might be attributable to more than one component of the complex mix of ambient air pollutants in urban areas of the United States (Krewski et al. 2000).

The second ACS study (not included in the Krewski et al. [2000] re-analysis) also found an association with all-cause, cardiopulmonary, and lung cancer mortality and sulfur dioxide. No consistent association was found with other gaseous co-pollutants such as ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and carbon monoxide (Pope et al. 2002).

These and other chronic exposure studies, taken together, suggest that increases in mortality in disease categories might occur consistent with long-term exposure to airborne particles and that at least some fraction of these deaths reflect cumulative particulate matter impacts above and beyond those exerted by acute exposures events (EPA 1996). The HSCS and the two ACS studies controlled for subject-specific information about other relevant risk factors (such as cigarette smoking and occupational exposure); thus, these studies appear to provide reliable information about the effects of long-term exposures to particulate matter (EPA 1996; Pope et al. 2002). The findings of an independent re-analysis by HEI of HSCS and the first ACS study strengthen the conclusions of the original studies and show that they were based on sound science. Overall, the weight of epidemiologic data suggests long-term, repeated particulate matter exposure (especially fine particulate matter) has been associated with increased population-based mortality rates as well as a small increased risk of mortality in broad-based cohorts or samples of adults and children.

The epidemiologic evidence, available monitoring data from the Anclote Road monitoring station between 1977 and 1981, and the estimates of historic levels of PM$_{2.5}$ during this time frame show that the community residing in or working in the following areas might have experienced adverse health effects similar to those reported in the literature from chronic exposures to PM$_{2.5}$:

- The Flaherty Marina (before 1982),
- Residential homes built before 1982 southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln.

The estimated average levels of PM$_{2.5}$ during the years 1977 to 1981 (about 18-22 µg/m$^3$) is similar to the mid to upper outdoor levels reported in the HSCS and the two ACS studies. In addition, the estimated increase in average PM$_{2.5}$ levels due to Stauffer emissions during the years
1977–1981 (about 7 µg/m³) is associated with a measurable increase in adverse cardiopulmonary health outcomes as reported in the HSCS and the two ACS studies. However, to put this into more perspective for the population exposed to long-term levels of PM$_{2.5}$ likely attributable to Stauffer emissions, let us look closer at the findings of the second ACS study. If one considers the U.S. death rate as the background risk, the ASC study can be interpreted in a different way. That is, for every 2,000–4,000 persons exposed to an increase of 10 µg/m³ PM$_{2.5}$, one additional death, due to cardiopulmonary disease, may be expected. In addition, for every 14,000 persons exposed, to an increase of 10 µg/m³ PM$_{2.5}$, one might expect an additional death due to lung cancer. Many of these deaths from the second ASC study are likely in the most susceptible populations; that is, the elderly and those with pre-existing heart and lung illnesses. Given that the population exposed to PM$_{2.5}$ attributable to Stauffer may have been lower that 2,000 persons, it is unlikely that exposure to Stauffer emissions alone resulted in an excess death. However, it is important to note that for every death attributable to a long-term increase in PM$_{2.5}$ outdoor levels from the HSCS and the two ACS studies, there are likely many more cases of individual symptoms of lung and heart diseases and reductions in lung function. Although ATSDR offers the above perspective for the community to better understand their risk of the most serious adverse health effect, we do so with some uncertainty. Given that the exposed population may have had a higher percentage of elderly (a likely sensitive population), ATSDR cannot completely rule-out any of the adverse health effects that have been associated with PM exposures. In any case, the risk of an adverse cardiopulmonary health outcome was likely reduced once the Stauffer facility ceased operation in 1981 because the levels of exposure to fine particulate matter were lowered.

5.3.4. Acute Exposures to 24-Hour Average TSP

Early indications that fine particles are likely important contributors to observed particulate matter-mortality and morbidity (disease) effects came from evaluations of past serious air pollution episodes in Britain and the United States. The more severe episodes were characterized by several days of calm winds, during which large coarse particles rapidly settled out of the atmosphere and concentrations of fine mode particles dramatically increased (EPA 1996). Most of the epidemiologic studies of particulate matter to date focus on acute exposures (usually daily) and their association with various health end points such as mortality counts, hospitalizations, symptoms, and lung function. Unfortunately, until recently (after publication of the new proposed PM$_{2.5}$ standards), very little daily monitoring of fine particles occurred, and most of the studies used other methods of measuring particulate concentrations, like PM$_{10}$ and TSP (Pope 2000). Table 50 in Appendix B provides a summary of the epidemiologic evidence of health effects of acute exposure to particulate matter (Pope 2000).

The results of a major U.S. study that evaluated the association of short-term exposures to PM$_{10}$ and other pollutants, as related to mortality and morbidity (as measured by hospitalizations), were released in 2000 (Samet et al. 2000). HEI’s National Morbidity, Mortality, and Air Pollution Study (NMMPAS) used several new and innovative approaches to overcome some of the limitations of previous studies of daily exposures to air pollutants and their relationship to death
and hospitalizations. The approach used was to characterize the effects of PM$_{10}$ alone or in combination with gaseous air pollutants in a consistent way, in a large number of cities, using the same statistical approach. The study looked at the effects of PM$_{10}$ and other pollutants on mortality in up to 90 of the largest U.S. cities. In addition, the study looked at morbidity, as measured by daily PM$_{10}$ effects on hospitalization among those 65 years of age and older, in 14 U.S. cities. HEI concluded that the study made substantial contributions in addressing major limitations of previous studies. The results of the mortality studies were generally consistent with an average approximate 0.5% increase in overall mortality for every 10 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{10}$ measured the day before death. This effect was slightly higher for deaths due to heart and lung disease than for total deaths. The PM$_{10}$ effect on mortality also did not appear to be affected by other pollutants in the model. The 14-city hospital admission study of persons 65 years or older showed a consistent approximate 1% increase in admissions for cardiovascular diseases and about a 2% increase in admissions for pneumonia and COPD for each 10 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{10}$ (Samet et al. 2000). The results of the NMMPAS study have been brought into question because of an apparent issue with the software used to estimate the risks associated with exposure to air pollutants. Dominici, F., et al. 2002 re-evaluated the NMMPAS mortality results and has determined that the results are still positive, but it is likely that the actual risk originally calculated will be lowered by about one-half. The re-analysis of the hospital admissions portion of the study is still on-going. In other studies of hospital admissions and visits, a 50 µg/m$^3$ increase in PM$_{10}$, resulted in a 3-25% increase in admission and visits for cardiopulmonary diseases (EPA 2002c).

Overall, the particulate matter risk estimates from total mortality epidemiologic studies suggest that an increase of 10 µg/m$^3$ in the 24-hour average PM$_{10}$ level (or an increase of 5–6 µg/m$^3$ in PM$_{2.5}$) is associated with increased risks of adverse health effects of 0.5%–1.5% (Pope 2000), with even higher risks possible for elderly subpopulations and for those persons with preexisting respiratory conditions (EPA 1996). Although data are not available to determine the levels of short-term PM$_{10}$ exposures attributable to the Stauffer facility, it is likely that the facility did contribute to increased PM$_{10}$ exposures to persons living near the Stauffer facility. That is, on any given day, it would be difficult to provide a precise estimate using available TSP data of what the PM$_{10}$ levels would have been. However, over the long term, about 50% of the TSP measurement is PM$_{10}$. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that on some days PM$_{10}$ levels were appreciably elevated due to Stauffer emissions. These increases in short-term PM$_{10}$ levels would likely result in an increased risk for adverse cardiopulmonary health outcomes listed in Table 50 (Appendix B) for those exposed (especially the elderly and those persons with preexisting heart and lung illnesses). TSP is not the best measure of particulate matter that is likely to reach the deeper parts of the lung and result in an adverse cardiopulmonary health outcome. However, several studies, predominantly in the 1980s and 1990s, evaluated TSP exposures in relation to deaths and other health outcomes like hospital admissions. Although the results are mixed, the analyses generally showed a 1% to 5% increase in total deaths for every 100 µg/m$^3$ increase in TSP. Moreover, for
total respiratory or COPD hospital admissions in the elderly (aged 65+ years), an approximate 10%–50% increase occurred for every 100 µg/m³ increase in TSP (EPA 1996; Schwartz 1995).

The results of these epidemiologic studies suggest that the maximum 24-hour levels of TSP measured at the Anclote monitoring station during the years 1977–1981 exceeded concentrations, on several occasions, that are associated with adverse respiratory health effects. According to the epidemiologic literature, some of the adverse health effects associated with the range of maximum 24-hour TSP levels are increased total acute mortality, increased hospital admissions for the elderly (aged 65+ years) for lung disease, including COPD (EPA 1996). The greatest concern for adverse health effects for short-term exposures to the higher levels of TSP would be the elderly and those persons with preexisting heart and lung illnesses. Moreover, as indicated above in the evaluation of PM₂.₅ exposures, the population exposed to Stauffer emissions was relatively small; therefore, it is unlikely that the most severe health outcome (death) would occur in the population exposed to levels of PM associated with Stauffer emissions. It is far more likely that persons exposed in the susceptible populations would experience lung and heart symptoms and reduced lung function that may lead to a doctor’s visit, emergency room visit, or hospitalization.

5.3.5. Acid Aerosol Exposures

Several acids, such as sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid, and hydrofluoric acid, were released from the Stauffer phosphorus processing plant. In addition, phosphorous pentoxide (a signature constituent of phosphorus-processing emissions) and sulfur dioxide can be transformed in the atmosphere into phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid, respectively. All of these acids are considered potential respiratory irritants and could contribute to the overall increased risk of adverse cardiopulmonary health effects.

Studies of past episodes of air pollution suggest that both acute and chronic health effects are associated with inhalation exposures to strongly acidic particulate matter. For example, studies of historical pollution episodes, notably the London Fog episodes of the 1950s and early 1960s, indicate that acute exposures to extremely elevated levels of acid aerosols might be associated with excess human mortality. Studies evaluating present-day U.S. levels of acid aerosols have not found associations between acid aerosols and acute and chronic mortality, but the series of hydrogen ion (H⁺) data used might not have spanned a long enough time to detect H⁺ associations. However, several morbidity studies associated H⁺ concentrations with increased bronchitis and reduced lung function in children and an increase in respiratory hospital admissions (EPA 1996). Furthermore, animal studies have shown that sulfuric acid aerosols exert their action throughout the respiratory tract, with the site of deposition dependent on the particle size and the response dependent on mass and number concentration of specific deposition sites (EPA 1996). However, animal studies on acid aerosols provide no evidence that ambient acidic particulate matter components contribute to mortality and essentially no quantitative guidance as to ambient acidic particulate matter levels at which mortality would be expected to occur in either healthy or diseased humans. Furthermore, the effects seen in these animal studies were at acid levels that
exceed worst-case ambient concentrations by more than an order of magnitude (EPA 1996). There is relatively little new information on the effects of acid aerosols since EPA released its 1996 PM Air Quality Criteria Document (EPA 2002c).

5.3.6 Exposure to Metals and Other Particulates

ATSDR thoroughly reviewed the available air data for particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, phosphorous pentoxide, and fluorides. However, air data for acids, metals, and other pollutants released from Stauffer were not available for review. Current science provides little evidence as to whether the mix of these air contaminants may increase or decrease their toxicological effects because of cumulative exposures. However, the epidemiological evidence does indicate that PM, a measure of a mix of contaminants present in air, including many of the acids and metals that may have been released from Stauffer, is generally a good surrogate measure for estimating the short-term and long-term adverse cardiopulmonary health effects from exposure. From this standpoint, ATSDR evaluated and made definitive public health statements regarding the cumulative health effects of the past exposure to the mix of acid aerosols and particulate metal contaminants, that may have been present in the air around the Stauffer, as measured by PM.

5.3.7. Exposures to Particulate Matter since 1981 and Possible Current Health Effects

As previously indicated, the levels of TSP, PM_{10} and PM_{2.5} were reduced after 1981 when the Stauffer plant stopped operating. The estimated average level of PM_{2.5} at the Anclote Road monitoring station for the period 1982-1989 (14 µg/m³) is slightly below the current PM_{2.5} standard of 15 µg/m³. Like the trend in many areas of the U.S. in the 1990s, PM_{2.5} levels in the Tarpon Springs area were further reduced during those years. Moreover, since 1981, the levels of TSP and PM_{10} in northern Pinellas County have not exceeded any of the respective health-based air quality standards. Since 1981, the estimated and measured levels of PM in the general vicinity of the former Stauffer plant, and subsequent risk of an adverse heart and lung health outcome, were similar to those in many areas of Florida and the U.S.

5.4. Exposure to Fluoride in Air and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

5.4.1. Fluorides

In this discussion, “fluorides” will refer to a group of compounds that include the element fluorine. This includes fluorine gas, hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid), sodium fluoride, and fluoride complexes such as silicon tetrafluoride. Fluorine is extremely reactive and is unlikely to disperse any distance from its source as fluorine and, therefore, is unlikely to be a concern to the residents around Stauffer. The main fluorides emitted in the production of phosphate fertilizers are hydrogen fluoride, silicon tetrafluoride, and particulates containing fluoride (ATSDR 2001).

5.4.2. ATSDR Ombudsman’s Report

100
The ATSDR ombudsman’s report (ATSDR 2000a) commented on the need for further evaluation of fluorides. The report also stated that a concerned citizen reported pine trees south of the plant turning brown and that another citizen reported that in 1948 he noticed trees with red leaves that looked burned. In 1948, tests of vegetation near the plant showed high fluorine levels. Unfortunately, specific levels were either unknown or were unstated.

5.4.3. Historical Information About Fluoride Levels in Air

Air sampling has been performed for fluorides a limited number of times on the Stauffer property, off site while the facility was operating, and when the facility was idle. Two types of data sets exist: (1) data from stack emissions and (2) data collected at remote sampling locations. It is important to realize that both data sets are severely limited in scope and quality to allow accurate predictions of exposure in the community. Estimates of fluoride released into the environment from the Stauffer stack data show that approximately 6 tons per year were released from the facility. This value, however, only includes stack emissions and does not consider other emissions from different parts of the facility. Stauffer processed ore containing approximately 7,000 tons of fluoride per year, and only 6 tons is accounted for as stack emissions, thus leaving the vast majority of fluoride unaccounted. Although most of the “missing” fluoride is likely solid waste, it illustrates the limitations of using just stack data to estimate community exposures and leads to the assumption that fluoride exposures could be underestimated.

Fluoride levels at air sampling stations remote from the stack both on site and off site might be more indicative of community exposures. It should be noted, however, that all the data sets collected to date (with the exception of an EPA study conducted in 1987 after the plant was closed (EPA 1987)) suffer from severe data quality issues including the methods used to determine fluoride levels and documentation problems. Following is a summary of sampling dates for fluoride:

- In 1964 and 1976, 10 air sampling stations on site and in the community sampled fluoride emissions.
- In 1976, sampling was performed at five on-site locations mostly at the north and west perimeters of the site.
- In 1979 and 1981, two on-site locations were sampled.
- In 1987, EPA conducted fluoride testing after the facility closed.

From the limited sampling conducted from 1964 to 1987, one 24-hour air sample was measured at 38.7 ppb, which exceeded ATSDR’s acute inhalation MRL of 30 ppb. The remaining air samples were below the acute and intermediate inhalation MRLs. It should be noted that no chronic inhalation MRL exists because no reliable human or animal studies exist.17 The air sample that

17ATSDR’s acute inhalation MRL covers exposure periods up to 2 weeks; ATSDR’s intermediate inhalation MRL covers exposure periods from 2 weeks to 1 year; and ATSDR’s chronic inhalation MRL covers exposure periods greater than 1 year. When air levels are below the MRL, harmful effects are not likely for that exposure period. Exceeding an MRL, however, means that further toxicological evaluation is necessary to determine whether harmful effects might be possible.
exceeded the acute inhalation MRL was collected in 1981 near the southern boundary of the Stauffer facility. No air sample results from off-site areas contained fluoride at levels that exceeded an MRL.

ATSDR’s ombudsman report refers to two personal communications where damage to vegetation was noted. It is quite possible for fluoride, especially hydrogen fluoride, to cause the type of damage noted. However, considering the complex nature of the emissions from the Stauffer plant, including high sulfur dioxide levels and the unreliability of the off-site sampling, it would be difficult to conclude that the damage was due to hydrogen fluoride, other acidic pollutants, natural processes, or a combination of all three.

5.4.4. Health Effects

The acute inhalation MRL of 30 ppb is based on the irritant effects of hydrogen fluoride to the nose and lungs. The lowest level that causes irritation in humans after acute (less than 2 weeks) exposure is 120,000 ppb, which causes irritation after a 60-minute exposure period. This LOAEL can be adjusted to a human equivalent exposure level of 34,392 ppb using methods developed by the US EPA (US EPA 1994). The measured level at the Stauffer facility fenceline of 38.7 ppb (measured over 24 hours) is about 900 times lower than the level known to cause harmful effects. Based on this difference, it is unlikely that harmful effects would occur in someone exposed to 38.7 ppb. However, some uncertainty exists in this conclusion because the 38.7 ppb was an average level over 24 hours of sampling and the LOAEL established by the animal study was a 1-hour exposure.

It may be that the 24-hour measurement of 38.7 ppb is masking a plume that migrated from the facility rather quickly. Evidence exists for this assumption from hourly sulfur dioxide measurements, which show that at times a plume of sulfur dioxide will pass an air monitoring station within a few hours or an hour or two. If the fluoride plume passed the air monitoring station in 60 minutes, fluoride levels in the plume would be about 900 ppb (38.7 x 24). This level is now about 37 times lower than the human equivalent level of 34,392 ppb that is thought to cause mild irritation to the nose. However, from the environmental data available, it is not possible to actually determine whether the 24-hour level of 38.7 ppb might have short periods of high fluoride levels. Added to this uncertainty is the fact that the plume would have to migrate across the river or to some other residential area before residents would be exposed. This migration would further dilute the fluoride levels.

In conclusion, although irritant effects seem unlikely from the one sample that exceeded the acute inhalation MRL of 30 ppb, firm conclusions cannot be drawn because the sample averaged fluorides levels over 24 hours, which might have masked higher levels of fluorides in a migrating plume. In addition, too few air samples were taken for fluorides when the Stauffer facility was operating to determine what levels of fluorides were being released. It is important to remember that extensive samples for fluorides at other phosphate production facilities did not show fluorides to be a public health issue.
5.4.5. Current Exposures

The Stauffer plant is now closed and is no longer producing elemental phosphorus. In 1987, several years after the Stauffer plant ceased operations, EPA conducted an air sampling study (EPA 1987). No fluoride was detected in any of the 12 samples collected for the study. Because conditions at the closed facility have not changed since this study, there is no reason to suspect that fluoride levels have increased.

5.5. Exposure to Ionizing Radiation and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

5.5.1. Introduction

In conducting the evaluation of exposure to ionizing radiation from the Stauffer facility, ATSDR reviewed the scientific literature for radium-226 and ionizing radiation. ATSDR relied on its toxicological profiles for radium and ionizing radiation (ATSDR 1990, 1999b), which summarize pertinent toxicity data from animal and human studies. In addition to the agency’s toxicological profiles, ATSDR also used recently published scientific reports and consensus scientific recommendations from the International Committee on Radiation Protection (ICRP), the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), and the National Academy of Sciences reports.

To evaluate exposure from ionizing radiation and radioactive contaminants, ATSDR develops MRLs when sufficient human or animal studies are available. ATSDR’s MRL for ionizing radiation is 100 millirem (mrem) above background.18 ATSDR uses a weight-of-evidence methodology when selecting MRLs.

Exceeding an MRL, however, does not mean that harmful effects will occur. Rather, exceeding an MRL means that a more thorough radiologic evaluation is necessary. Some factors that are considered as part of a more thorough evaluation include the following:

- Compare radiation levels to those that cause harmful effects to determine how close the levels are;
- Determine who is exposed and if those persons are more sensitive to the radiation than others are;
- Evaluate the location of radiation samples in relation to where people live;
- Determine if the radiologic effect in a study is applicable to the people who are exposed;
- Consider different aspects of exposure in the study (e.g. dosing period, amount, frequency of exposure) and its applicability to people who live near the site and their exposure;
- Consider the effect of uncertainty in exposure estimates; and
- Consider the effect of uncertainty in deciding possible harmful effects.

---

18A mrem (millirem) is a measure of radioactive dose.
After conducting a site-specific radiologic evaluation, ATSDR describes whether people who are exposed to site contaminants might experience harmful effects from that exposure. As part of this discussion, ATSDR also describes the uncertainty that usually exists in making these decisions.

### 5.5.2. Radiologic Contaminant of Concern

Radium-226 is the only radiologic contaminant of concern at or near the former Stauffer site. Radium-226 levels exceed ATSDR’s CVs at both on-site and off-site locations. ATSDR used REDRAD version 6.2 computer code to estimate dose rates to future occupants of the former Stauffer site with a residential scenario and assumed no remediation (Yu et al. 2000). The radium is part of a glasslike slag, even in dust, and is not bioavailable; therefore, the radium toxicity is not important, only exposure to external gamma radiation from radium (ATSDR 1990).

Using the maximum on-site concentration of 1,800 Bq/kg\(^{19}\) would correspond to an annual dose of 300 mrem/year above background from direct gamma radiation, plus inadvertent ingestion and inhalation of contaminated dusts. The dose was almost exclusively from EGR, and is three times ATSDR’s MRL for ionizing radiation and would be inappropriate for residential development. Even though it is elevated, it would not likely result in any adverse health effects (ATSDR 1999b); and, to put the radiation dose in perspective, it is less than one-third of the dose a person receives during a diagnostic chest computed axial tomography (CAT) scan (Wall and Hart 1997).

The maximum radium-226 concentration measured at the Gulfside Elementary School was 59 Bq/kg, which, using the same assumptions as above, corresponds to an annual dose of only 10 mrem above background. This dose is 10 times less than ATSDR’s MRL of 100 mrem/year above background and does not represent any health threat to any child who attended the school.

The radium concentration on the school grounds does prove that wind-blown dusts did blow to the school from the former Stauffer site. No air monitoring information was available to model air concentrations when the site was in operation. Even though the CV for radium-226 in river sediment was exceeded, no completed exposure pathway existed for river sediments. The public would not receive any dose from the sediments.

### 5.5.3. Conclusions About Radiation

As the site now exists, it is not suitable for residential use. On-site soil would pose a public health hazard should the site be developed for residential use. As expected, radium-226 was the principal radiologic contaminant of concern both on site and off-site. Surface soil on-site is the most contaminated because of the sheer volume of slag on site. Of primary concern is that gamma radiation from the slag would result in significantly elevated radiation doses if the land is developed as residential without removing the slag.

---

\(^{19}\)Becquerel per kilogram is equivalent to one radioactive decay per second in a kilogram of material.
The only off-site location with elevated concentrations of radionuclides is the Gulfside Elementary School, which likely received it from wind-borne dust. Directly across the street from the school, trucks were loaded with slag. Off-site concentrations of radionuclides in soil at the school do not pose a health hazard at the levels measured. However, ATSDR was unable to model the air pathway for radioactive exposures because of lack of emissions data from the Stauffer facility.

External gamma radiation exposures associated with off-site slag found outdoors (in area roads and driveways) and indoors (in home building materials) do not pose a health hazard.

Radium-226 and its decay products were detected in river sediments upstream and downstream from the site. However, the sediments do not appear to pose any health risk because the contaminant levels are low and the potential for human exposure is minimal.

5.6. Exposures to Contaminants in Private Well Water

As discussed in previous sections, site contamination does not appear to be affecting nearby private wells. In response to community concerns, however, ATSDR has evaluated the quality of the water in tested wells and presents the findings of our evaluation below.

Although a few private and commercial wells near Stauffer were tested as early as 1988, most of the 38 private and commercial wells for which data are available were tested between 1999 and 2001. Table 51 in Appendix B summarizes the contaminants and maximum levels found and provides some comments for added insight. Because safety factors are used in setting drinking water standards and comparison values (i.e., screening levels), exceeding one of these values means that a more thorough evaluation is needed to determine whether harmful effects might occur. To determine whether harmful effects might occur, ATSDR does the following:

- Estimates a dose (the amount someone drinks) for someone who drinks water from a commercial well and from a residential well,
- Compares the estimated dose to health guidelines (usually, ATSDR’s chronic MRL).
- Concludes that noncancerous harmful effects are unlikely if the MRL is not exceeded,
- Compares the estimated dose to levels that cause harmful effects if the MRL is exceeded.
- Considers children or sensitive groups in its evaluation.
- Decides whether harmful effects might be possible, and
- Describes the harmful effects that might be expected.

It is important to realize that the previous evaluation covers noncancerous effects. To evaluate the possibility of cancer, ATSDR uses two approaches: a quantitative approach developed by EPA to provide a numerical estimate of cancer risk, and a qualitative weight-of-evidence approach that factors in other scientific information. This weight-of-evidence might include such things as what is known about:

- the chemical’s mechanism of action for causing cancer,
- the chemical’s metabolism in humans versus metabolism in animals,
the exposure pattern in human and animal studies versus the exposure pattern at this site, the duration of exposure, and the chemical’s ability to cause cancer in humans versus cancer in animals.

These nonquantitative factors might help to determine whether cancer is possible and might help to put the quantitative risk in better perspective.

Studies found that most adults drink less than 8 glasses of water a day, or about 2 liters. This estimate includes not only tap water but also beverages, such as soda, citrus drinks, milk, or coffee. Therefore, when ATSDR estimates exposure from drinking, we are assuming that a person gets all of his or her daily fluid intake from tap water. Another step in estimating a person’s exposure is to include body weight so the dose looks like this: micrograms chemical per kilogram body weight per day (µg/kg/day) or milligrams chemical per kilogram body weight per day (mg/kg/day).

A similar approach is used to determine if children are at risk for harmful effects. In this case, it is possible to estimate the dose for preschool children and school children because they drink about two to four 8-ounce glasses of tapwater every day.

5.6.1. Arsenic and the Possibility of Noncancerous Effects

As Table 51 in Appendix B shows, arsenic was found in two commercial wells and one private well at levels that exceed EPA’s drinking water standard of 10 ppb. It should be pointed out that arsenic in these wells is probably not coming from the Stauffer facility. If an adult were to drink, on average, three glasses of water a day from the residential or commercial wells described in Table 51, that person’s estimated dose would be below ATSDR’s chronic MRL of 0.3 µg/kg/day, and he or she would not be at risk for harmful effects. If, however, an adult drank 4 to 8 glasses of water a day from the wells described in Table 51, that person’s estimated dose would be between 0.4 µg/kg/day and 0.8 µg/kg/day, thus exceeding ATSDR’s chronic MRL. To determine whether harmful effects are possible, it is important now to compare the estimated dose in these adults to doses in human studies where harmful effects were observed.

ATSDR’s chronic MRL is based on a study of 40,000 Chinese persons in Taiwan who unknowingly used groundwater with arsenic for roughly 45 years (ATSDR 2000b). Because arsenic contamination was so high, people of all ages experienced harmful effects to the skin (specifically small blotches of increased skin pigmentation known as hyperpigmentation and a scaly skin condition known as keratosis), skin cancer, and several types of internal cancer.

---

20 A glass of water in this case contains 8 ounces.

21 Arsenic-induced keratosis is a skin condition found most often on the feet and palms. Many small depressions occur in the skin with small, hard, outgrowths of skin in the center of each depression. Keratosis can also appear as scaling skin. Hyperpigmentation of the skin occurs as small brown areas or blotches on the skin around the eyelids, temples, neck, nipples, and groin. In severe cases, pigmentation might cover the chest, back, and
Arsenic is also known to cause adverse effects to the heart and blood vessels (i.e., cardiovascular effects). Specifically, exposure to low levels of arsenic for many decades has been shown to cause an increase in blood vessel disease in the brain (i.e., cerebral vascular disease), stroke (i.e., cerebral infarction), cyanosis of the extremities, palpitations, and chest discomfort (Chiou et al. 1997, Lianfang and Jianzhong 1994).

The typical level of arsenic in drinking water was about 500 ppb, although some wells had as little as 50 ppb and some had more than 1,000 ppb. From these studies, ATSDR selected an estimate of the lowest dose that is most likely to result in noncancerous harmful effects. This dose is referred to as the lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL). The LOAEL selected in the Chinese study was 14 µg/kg/day for effects on the skin. The Chinese study also identified a dose at which no harmful effects were seen. This no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) was 0.8 µg/kg/day (ATSDR 2000b).

It is now possible to compare the estimated dose of arsenic in people who used the wells described in Table 51 (Appendix B) to the estimated dose of arsenic in the Chinese study that caused harmful effects to the skin.

| LOAEL for skin effects in adults from Chinese study | 14.0 µg/kg/day |
| NOAEL for skin effects in adults from Chinese study | 0.8 µg/kg/day |
| Estimated dose to Tarpon Spring residents who drank 8 glasses of water a day (about 2 liters) | 0.8 µg/kg/day |
| Estimated dose to Tarpon Spring residents who drank 4 glasses of water a day (about 1 liter) | 0.4 µg/kg/day |

For people who drank 4 to 8 glasses of water a day, their estimated dose was similar to the dose in the Chinese study that did not show harmful effects. The estimated dose is also well below the levels that cause noncancerous harmful effects to the skin. It is important to realize that daily arsenic intake of 14 µg/kg/day has to occur for 10 to 40 years before damage to the skin occurs. Knowing that 10 to 40 years of exposure is needed adds some uncertainty in deciding whether harmful effects might occur because ATSDR only has information about arsenic levels in the wells for 1 year (March 2000). Should arsenic levels in the wells go down, the risk of harmful effects would decrease; should arsenic levels in the wells go up, the risk of harmful effects might be increased should the same people continue to drink the water for several decades. It is important to know that drinking the water one time, a few times, or even for a few years is not likely to cause the noncancerous skin problems mentioned because the exposure period is too short (ATSDR 2000b). Arsenic-induced skin problems have been seen in children from exposure to moderate levels of arsenic in drinking water (for example, several hundred ppb) after about 10 years of exposure (Mazumder et al. 1998). Skin problems have been shown in children after only a few years of exposure but arsenic levels in water have to be much higher than what was detected in the one residential well in Tarpon Springs (ATSDR 2000b). Although the estimated

stomach. It sometimes appears as mottling on the skin and has been described as looking like raindrops. If mottling occurs, it is more frequent on the chest, back, and stomach.
dose in adults remains relatively constant throughout adulthood, the estimated dose in children changes as they grow older because their body weight increases. This change in body weight makes it difficult to determine a constant dose over their preschool and school years. To evaluate children, therefore, ATSDR estimated an average dose for preschool children and an average dose for elementary school children. Like adults, these average doses are shown in comparison to the LOAEL and NOAEL:

- LOAEL for skin effects in adults from Chinese study: 14.0 µg/kg/day
- NOAEL for skin effects in adults from Chinese study: 0.8 µg/kg/day
- Estimated dose for preschool children who drank 4 glasses of water a day: 1.6 µg/kg/day
- Estimated dose for elementary school children who drank 4 glasses of water a day: 0.7 µg/kg/day
- Estimated dose for teenagers who drank 4 glasses of water a day: 0.4 µg/kg/day
- Estimated dose for teenagers who drank 8 glasses of water a day: 0.8 µg/kg/day

It is difficult to determine whether children are at risk for harmful effects from arsenic because their estimated dose varies as they grow older, decreasing from 1.6 to 0.7 to 0.4 µg/kg/day (or 0.8 µg/kg/day depending on how much water they drink). Nevertheless, the estimated dose for children is still below the LOAEL and is near the NOAEL. It is important to remember that for someone to be at risk, that person would have to drink 4 glasses of water a day from the well for 10 years or more. Drinking the water just a few times or for a few years would not be a problem. In conclusion, it is unlikely that children or adults would experience noncancerous harmful effects from drinking water from the commercial wells or the one private well that contained elevated levels of arsenic.

### 5.6.2. Arsenic and the Possibility of Cancer

To evaluate whether arsenic in the three wells described in Table 51, Appendix B, could increase the risk of cancer, it is necessary to (a) quantitatively estimate a numerical cancer risk and (b) consider other weight-of-evidence information available for arsenic. EPA developed a mathematical equation that can be used to estimate a quantitative cancer risk. The equation has three components:

- an estimate of dose (i.e., how much someone is exposed to and subsequently absorbs into their body),
- assumptions about how long someone will be exposed, and
- a cancer slope factor developed from human studies.

The mathematical equation looks like this:

\[
\text{Cancer risk} = \text{estimated dose} \times \text{cancer slope factor} \times \text{number of years of exposure}.
\]

EPA recently lowered the drinking water standard for arsenic from 50 ppb to 10 ppb. If someone were to drink 2 liters (8 glasses of water at 8 ounces per glass) of water every day for most of his or her life and this water contained 10 ppb arsenic, that person would have a small increased risk of cancer. Described quantitatively, if 10,000 people drank 2 liters of water every day that
contained 10 ppb arsenic, between 0 and 4 extra cases of cancer might be expected. EPA acknowledges the uncertainty in their quantitative estimate of cancer risk, which is why the risk is described as 0 to 4. Another way of expressing this risk is 0 in 10,000 people exposed to 4 in 10,000 people exposed might get cancer if they drank the water daily throughout their lifetime.

When people drink water that contains 26 ppb arsenic (Table 51 in Appendix B), they, too, have a small increased risk of cancer. This cancer risk can be described as

If 10,000 people drank 2 liters of water every day that contained 26 ppb arsenic, between 0 and 10 extra cases of cancer might be expected. Another way of expressing this risk is 0 in 10,000 people exposed to 10 in 10,000 people exposed might get cancer if they drank 2 liters of water every day from these wells over a lifetime.

Human studies of people exposed to arsenic in drinking water showed that usually 20 years of exposure to relatively high levels of arsenic in drinking water is needed before cancer can be detected in people. Because of the low levels in the three wells at Tarpon Springs, however, someone would have to drink the water for several decades before they would have a significantly increased risk of arsenic-induced cancer. For this reason, children are not likely to develop cancer from drinking water for short periods that contained low levels of arsenic.

The theoretical estimates of cancer risk presented in this discussion assumes many decades of exposure. For the three wells in which arsenic tested above EPA’s drinking water standard, information about arsenic contamination comes from only one sample collected in March 2000. Because information is only available for one sample period, it is not possible to know whether people who drank from these wells are actually at risk for arsenic-induced cancers because arsenic levels in these wells could vary over time.

### 5.6.3. Lead and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

Lead was found in four residential wells at levels that exceeded EPA’s action level of 15 ppb. The levels detected were 18, 24, 160, and 270 ppb. At the property with the highest lead level in well water (270 ppb), the well water showed varying levels of lead, as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Lead Level (ppb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2000</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2001</td>
<td>270.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2001</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, lead levels in water were elevated only one time. ATSDR staff members spoke with Pinellas County officials who reported that the well was sampled during a dry period and that the water was cloudy. Pinellas County officials also reported that the sample came from the well head or from near the well head and not from a faucet inside the house. No samples were taken after
May 2001 and no tests are planned for the future. Pinellas County officials also reported that the well depth was not certain but that it was probably screened in the deeper Floridan Aquifer. The other wells that had lead at levels above EPA’s proposed action level were sampled one time in either 2000 or 2001. It should be pointed out that lead in these private wells is probably not coming from the Stauffer site.

Generally, exposure to excessive levels of lead is a concern for preschool children and this concern results from exposure to lead throughout their preschool years. Because lead was elevated at 270 ppb only one time, the concern is whether exposure for just a few months could be a problem. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate how much a preschool child will be exposed to lead should that child drink water containing 270 ppb for a few months. To estimate a child’s exposure, it is customary to assume that a preschool child will drink 2 to 4 glasses of tapwater a day with each glass having 8 ounces of water. The estimated exposure to lead for a preschool child drinking from the private well containing 270 ppb lead might cause changes in blood chemistry and mild effects to the liver. In boys, the exposure might cause mild effects to the prostate. These effects might also occur in preschool children who used the water containing 160 ppb lead but are probably not likely for preschool children who drank water containing 18 or 24 ppb lead (ATSDR 1999f).

5.7. Exposure to Contaminants in Soil and the Possibility of Harmful Effects

To evaluate soil contamination, ATSDR divided the soils data into on-site soil and off-site soil. Within on-site soils, the data are further divided into surface soil, pond soils, and slag. The soils data are presented in Table 2 (pond soils), Table 3 (slag), and Table 4 (surface soils) in Appendix B. Off-site soil data consists of samples from Gulfside Elementary School and are summarized in Table 11, Appendix B.

Adults and particularly children can be exposed to chemicals in soil from dust or dirt clinging to their hands. When people put fingers in their mouth or around their lips, they can swallow the dust and dirt clinging to their hands. Preschool children ingest the largest amounts of dust and dirt because their play activity brings them into close contact with soil and they usually have the greatest amount of hand-to-mouth activity. Therefore, ATSDR pays close attention to the exposure that preschool children get from playing in soil. Elementary school children, teenagers, and adults also swallow small amounts of soil, so ATSDR also evaluates their exposure.

In addition, some workers might accidentally come into contact with contaminated soils. As an example, contractors and utility workers might work on job sites with contaminated soils. If these workers got arsenic-contaminated soils on their hands, then engaged in hand-to-mouth activity, they too could be exposed to the contaminants in the area.

5.7.1. Surface Soils, Pond Soils, and Slag at the Stauffer Facility

5.7.1.1. SVOCs
Several chemicals referred to as SVOCs or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were detected in surface soils, pond soils, and slag from the Stauffer facility. The chemicals found were benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, dibenzo[a,h]anthracene, and indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene. About half of the 33 or so soil samples contained PAHs, with the highest level detected being 4.3 ppm. A few of the samples contained PAHs at levels above ATSDR’s CVs; the data from these samples are further evaluated below. The levels detected in pond soils, slag, and surface soil can be found in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in Appendix B.

When deciding whether a chemical can cause harmful effects in people, it is important to realize that for long periods of exposure the average chemical concentration is used to estimate how much someone is exposed. When the few samples above a CV are averaged with the other soil samples that were below a CV value, the resulting average concentration of a chemical in soil is below ATSDR’s CV. More importantly, the estimated dose for adults and children is far below levels that cause harmful effects. This conclusion applies to past exposures for workers who might have come in contact with soil, for people who might trespass on the property, and for future exposures should the site become residential.

5.7.1.2. Inorganic Metals

Several inorganic metals were detected in on-site pond soils, slag, and surface soils, and are summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in Appendix B. A similar situation exists with most of the metals as with the PAHs discussed previously. For the metals antimony, cadmium, thallium, and vanadium, once the average concentration is determined, the concentration of the metal in soil is below ATSDR’s CV and the estimated dose for people is far below levels that might be harmful. Therefore, these metals in soil are not harmful.

Arsenic was found in surface soils, pond soils, and slag. A summary of arsenic levels in each media is shown in Table 52 in Appendix B.

5.7.2. Arsenic and the Possibility of Noncancerous Harmful Effects

As mentioned previously, children and adults accidentally ingest small amounts of soil every day. Because nearby residents could not have come in contact with soils on the Stauffer facility, arsenic in soil could not have caused harmful effects in nearby residents. It is possible, however, that the Stauffer facility could become a residential neighborhood some day. Therefore, ATSDR will evaluate exposure to arsenic in soil from hand-to-mouth activity in adults and children based on this future scenario.

Children typically ingest less than 1/16 of a teaspoon of soil every day. Using the metric system, the typical preschool child ingests at most about 200 milligrams (mg) of soil every day, elementary school children and teenagers ingest at most 100 mg each day. These estimated intake levels for soil ingestion are believed to apply to only a small group of children; on average, most children typically ingest much smaller amounts of soil, for example, probably only 30 to 50 mg
every day. Using 200 mg as a soil intake, it is possible to estimate how much some children will be exposed to arsenic in soil from hand-to-mouth activity. The estimated dose in children exposed to arsenic in surface soils, pond soil, and slag are shown in Table 53, Appendix B.

As a reminder, ATSDR’s chronic MRL for arsenic is the dose below which harmful effects are not likely. For arsenic, the chronic MRL is 0.3 µg/kg/day arsenic; therefore, whenever someone’s estimated dose is below 0.3 µg/kg/day, harmful effects are not likely. As can be seen in Table 53 in Appendix B, all of the estimated doses from surface soil and slag for children and adults are below the chronic MRL; therefore, arsenic in surface soil and slag are not likely to cause harmful effects. The same is true for pond soils except for the estimated dose for preschool children and 1-year-old children. The estimated dose in these two groups is 1.7 µg/kg/day for some 1-year-old children and 1 µg/kg/day for some preschool children. The estimated dose decreases as preschool children age and would eventually fall below the chronic MRL as those children enter elementary school. This occurs because children gain weight as they grow older and this lowers the estimated dose they receive.

The question to answer now is whether preschool children are truly at risk for harmful effects. The range of their estimated doses (1 to 1.7 µg/kg/day) is similar to the dose in human studies where no harmful effects were seen in people exposed to arsenic for 10 to 40 years. The estimated dose is also about 14 times lower than the dose in human studies that caused harmful effects to the skin. Should the site be developed, it is unlikely that children exposed to arsenic would actually develop skin problems from coming in contact with arsenic in pond soils because

- children would be exposed for only 5 or so years compared with the 10 to 40 years shown in the Chinese study to cause skin problems, and
- after 5 years of exposure, the estimated dose would be below the chronic MRL.

5.7.3. Arsenic and the Possibility of Cancer

Should the site become residential, it is necessary to determine whether arsenic in soil might increase the risk of some people getting cancer. As described previously, children and adults accidentally ingest small amounts of soil every day. Therefore, it is necessary to determine if people would have an increased risk of cancer should their exposure continue for many decades. It is important to realize that a theoretical increase in the risk of cancer can be calculated from the naturally occurring arsenic soil. Table 54 in Appendix B shows the theoretical background risk for cancer from naturally occurring arsenic along with the increased risk from arsenic in pond soils and surface soil.

As Table 54 in Appendix B shows, as the average concentration of arsenic in soil increases, the theoretical increase in the risk of cancer for someone who lives in certain parts of the Stauffer property would increase. The risk of cancer is greatest for a home that would be built on the pond soils (an estimated 0 to 300 cancers for every 1,000,000 people exposed for their lifetime) and decreases for homes built in other parts of the Stauffer property. It is important to note that these estimates of cancer risk are very conservative because they assume that someone lives at a
property their entire life and ingests the highest amounts of soil their entire life. If someone were to live at a property for half their life, that person’s estimated risk of cancer would be half the risk shown in Table 54.

5.7.4. Surface Soil at Gulfside Elementary School

Arsenic was found in surface soil samples from Gulfside Elementary School at levels ranging from 0.13 to 0.6 ppm. ATSDR’s CV (i.e., screening level) for arsenic in soil is 0.5 ppm, which means that whenever a level is higher than 0.5 ppm, ATSDR evaluates the chemical further. Arsenic occurs naturally in all soils; typical levels in soil from the Eastern United States are about 7 ppm, while background levels for arsenic in soil from Florida are about 5 ppm. As discussed in Section 3.2.1.1, detected arsenic levels in Gulfside Elementary School soils are generally at or below these background soil levels; therefore, the arsenic levels are not a public health threat and no harmful effects are likely because of arsenic in soil at the school.

5.8. Exposures to Former Stauffer Workers

5.8.1. Background

Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) operated in Tarpons Springs, Florida from 1947 through 1981 as a chemical plant that extracted elemental phosphorus from phosphate ore. The facility included a phosphate ore processing area, elemental phosphorus production facilities, a slag processing area, and a system of settling ponds. At the Stauffer facility, elemental phosphorus was extracted by combining coke and silica with phosphate rock in an electric arc furnace.

ATSDR was asked to evaluate past exposures to workers from Stauffer to determine whether past exposure might cause adverse health effects. To do this, ATSDR reviewed exposure monitoring data from the facility for the years 1975 through 1981. These data were collected using personal monitors (devices carried by workers) and area monitors from various departments and job classifications throughout the facility (Table 55 in Appendix B). No quality assurance or quality control information was available for these data. The following reports were reviewed:

- Industrial Hygiene Program, Valid Area Data, Tarpon Springs, Volume II;
- Tarpon Springs, Employee Exposure Data, Reports 3–12, Historic + Current;
- Stauffer Industrial Records, Stauffer in Violation Even While Shut Down; and
- some additional data packages that contained written correspondence between EPA (Region 4) and Tarpon Springs community members, transcripts of meetings between Stauffer employees and OSHA officials, summaries of monitoring data, monitoring schedules, assorted raw monitoring data, internal memos from Stauffer, notifications of proposed OSHA penalties against the company, and safety instructions to Stauffer employees.

ATSDR screened the data provided to find the minimum concentration, maximum concentration, and frequency (Table 56 in Appendix B) for which Stauffer employees might have been exposed. This list of contaminants and their maximum concentrations were then compared to both
occupational standards (Occupational Safety and Health Administration [OSHA], American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists [ACGIH], and National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSH]) and ATSDR’s CVs to determine whether employees might have been exposed to levels of contaminants that might cause adverse health effects. ATSDR found several contaminants at levels that exceeded an occupational standard or an ATSDR CV (Table 57 in Appendix B). Each of these contaminants is evaluated further in the following sections.

5.8.2. Asbestos

From accounts of former workers and from Stauffer interoffice correspondence, we know that asbestos was used in several forms (rope asbestos, loose bag asbestos, and asbestos pipe insulation). Unfortunately, very little data are available on asbestos use at the facility. Interoffice correspondence from the early 1970s indicates that Stauffer was aware of OSHA’s regulations about the hazards of working with asbestos and began work to identify asbestos exposure in the workplace, determine whether monitoring or employees examinations were needed, investigate alternatives for asbestos use in its operations, and inform employees that OSHA-approved respirators were required when working with asbestos-containing materials (ACM). Stauffer in Tarpon Springs was issued a citation by OSHA on April 7, 1975, for failure to comply with standards covering the proper handling and use of asbestos, failure to provide employee monitoring and medical examinations, and failure to post appropriate caution signs. Interoffice correspondence from April 8, 1975, describes actions taken or to be taken by the company to comply with OSHA regulations (i.e., monitoring, examinations, wet-handling methods, etc.).

Asbestos data available for ATSDR review were collected by Stauffer’s industrial hygiene program in 1975 and 1976. ATSDR reviewed 13 area or personal samples collected in various locations within the plant. Some of these samples were collected while employees performed job tasks such as installing asbestos rope for electrode packing or cutting asbestos-containing gaskets. Most of the industrial hygiene reports indicate that OSHA-approved respirators were worn during these sampling periods. Asbestos fiber counts ranged from 0 (no fibers detected) to 0.33 fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc), which were below the OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL)\(^{22}\) of 0.5 f/cc during this time. The current OSHA PEL for asbestos is 0.1 f/cc, so some of the samples taken in 1975 and 1976 exceed the present standard (NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991).

From personal accounts of former employees and from interoffice communications, we know that ACM was used at the Stauffer plant as insulation for piping, as a gasket material, and in both loose and rope forms. Stauffer employees were likely exposed to ACM during plant operations and maintenance, especially before development and implementation of OSHA standards for

\(^{22}\)The PEL can be expressed as a time-weighted average (TWA) or a short-term exposure limit (STEL) that legally must never be exceeded instantaneously even if the TWA exposure limit is not violated. TWA is the maximum TWA concentration of a chemical to which an employee can be exposed for a normal 8-hour workday or 40-hour workweek.
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handling and use of ACM in the early to mid 1970s. It is difficult for ATSDR to assess past environmental exposures at Stauffer because of the lack of data, especially before 1975. What is known about the manufacturing and maintenance processes at Stauffer makes it likely that former employees were intermittently exposed from 1948 to the mid 1970s to ACM at levels above the current TWA of 0.1 f/cc. During the early 1970s, ACM continued to be used at Stauffer, but the company began requiring respiratory protection when handling ACM beginning in 1974 or 1975, according to interoffice correspondence. If employees were using respiratory protection in accordance with OSHA and company guidelines, exposure to ACM after 1975 should have been greatly reduced.

ATSDR used conservative assumptions to evaluate increased cancer risk (Table 58 in Appendix B) based on the maximum asbestos concentration found in the storeroom and asbestos room. ATSDR’s evaluation indicates there might be a moderate increased risk of cancer due to worker exposures to asbestos at Stauffer (Table 58). The maximum concentration of asbestos exceeded ATSDR’s CV of 0.000004 ug/m³, but it was more than 100 times lower than the lowest level known to cause non-cancerous effects (ATSDR 2001b); therefore, it is unlikely (based on air monitoring data) that workers are at risk when it comes to non-cancerous effects, such as asbestosis.

Workers who breathe in asbestos might develop a slow buildup of scar-like tissue in the lungs and in the membrane that surrounds the lungs. The scar-like tissue does not expand and contract like normal lung tissue and so breathing becomes difficult. Blood flow to the lung might decrease and cause the heart to enlarge, a disease called asbestosis. People with asbestosis have shortness of breath, often accompanied by a cough. This is a serious disease and can eventually lead to disability or death in people exposed to high amounts of asbestos. Changes in the membrane surrounding the lung, called pleural plaques, are quite common in people occupationally exposed to asbestos and are sometimes found in people living in areas with high environmental levels of asbestos, but effects on breathing are usually not serious.

Asbestos workers have increased chances of getting two types of cancer: cancer of the lung tissue itself and mesothelioma, a cancer of the thin membrane that surrounds the lung and other internal organs. Lung cancer is usually fatal, whereas mesothelioma is invariably fatal within a few months of diagnosis. These diseases do not develop immediately, but appear years after exposure. Studies of workers provide some evidence that breathing asbestos can increase the chances of getting cancer in other locations (for example, stomach, intestines, esophagus, pancreas, kidneys), but this is less certain.

The levels of asbestos in air that lead to lung disease depend on a number of factors. The most important of these are (a) how long a worker was exposed, (b) how long it has been since exposure began, and (c) whether a worker smoked cigarettes. Interactions between cigarette smoke and asbestos increase the chance of getting lung cancer. Also, scientific debate is occurring concerning the differences in the extent of the disease caused by different fiber types and sizes. Some of the differences might be due to physical and chemical properties of the
different fiber types. For example, several studies suggest that the amphiboles (tremolite, amosite, and especially crocidolite) might be more harmful than chrysotile. However, most data indicate that fiber size (length and diameter) is the most important factor for cancer-causing potential, particularly for mesothelioma. Most studies indicate that long fibers (greater than about 1/5,000th of an inch) are more likely to cause injury than short fibers (less than about 1/10,000th of an inch). Generally, smaller fiber diameters or widths are associated with mesothelioma and larger widths are associated with lung cancer.

5.8.3. Arsenic

ATSDR found that approximately 43 personal or area samples were taken for arsenic between 1975 and 1978 at Stauffer. No data are available before 1975 for arsenic exposure. The maximum concentration of arsenic reported, in a personal sample from the furnace department, was below the level of detection (0.0005 mg/m³). This concentration did not exceed an occupational standard, but it did exceed the ATSDR CV of 0.0000002 mg/m³. Arsenic is classified as a known human carcinogen by EPA (ATSDR 2000b).

Based on ATSDR’s evaluation it appears unlikely that adverse health effects, including cancer, would occur as a result of any arsenic exposures related to Stauffer.
5.8.4. Carbon Monoxide

ATSDR found approximately 96 samples taken for carbon monoxide between 1974 and 1980 at Stauffer. No data were available before 1974 for carbon monoxide exposure. The maximum concentration of carbon monoxide, in a grab sample collected in the furnace department, was approximately 700 ppm. According to Stauffer Management Company records, this sample was taken in a confined space and may not be representative of actual worker exposure. This concentration exceeds the threshold-limit value (TLV) of 25 ppm (ACGIH 2002). ATSDR has no toxicological profile or CV for carbon monoxide.

Repeated exposures to carbon monoxide at levels above the TLV, without respiratory protection, might cause adverse health effects in workers.

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas that is about 3% lighter than air. When inhaled, carbon monoxide combines with hemoglobin in the blood, preventing absorption of oxygen and resulting in asphyxiation. Carbon monoxide is formed whenever carbon or substances containing carbon are burned with an insufficient air supply. Even when the amount of air is theoretically sufficient, the reaction is not always complete, so that the combustion gases contain some free oxygen and some carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide produces headache, nausea, or fatigue, followed by unconsciousness.

Acute cases of poisoning resulting from brief exposures to high concentrations seldom result in any permanent disability, if recovery occurs. Chronic effects as the result of repeated exposure to lower concentrations can occur. Cardiac damage, auditory disturbances, and contraction of the visual fields have been seen. Studies of workers have found that where poisoning has been long and severe, cerebral congestion and edema (swelling of tissue) might occur, resulting in long-lasting mental or nervous system damage.

5.8.5. Hydrogen Sulfide

ATSDR found that three samples were taken for hydrogen sulfide in 1978 at Stauffer. No data are available before 1978 for hydrogen sulfide exposure. The maximum concentration of hydrogen sulfide, in a grab sample from the phosphorus handling department, was approximately 60 ppm. According to Stauffer Management Company records, this sample was taken in a confined space and may not be representative of actual worker exposure. This concentration exceeds the TWA of 10 ppm for an 8-hour workday and the 15 ppm STEL (NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991).

Repeated exposures to hydrogen sulfide at levels above the TWA or STEL, without respiratory protection, would likely cause adverse health effects in exposed workers. The maximum concentration of hydrogen sulfide also exceeded ATSDR’s CV, so ATSDR compared the maximum concentration to intermediate inhalation studies in its Toxicological Profile for Hydrogen Sulfide (ATSDR 1999c). The maximum concentration exceeded the LOAEL for animals of 20 ppm. This LOAEL is based on a study of rat dams (female rats) exposed to 20, 50,
or 75 ppm hydrogen sulfide for 7 hours per day for 21 days. Repeated exposures to hydrogen sulfide at the levels found at Stauffer might cause adverse health effects if respiratory protection was not used (ATSDR 1999c).

Breathing hydrogen sulfide at concentrations greater than 500 ppm can be fatal within just a few minutes. Death is usually preceded by a loss of consciousness after one or more breaths, although a loss of consciousness does not necessarily mean that death will follow. Hydrogen sulfide is considered a “broad spectrum” poison. This means that it can poison several different systems in the body. The variety of activity might be the reason that no single antidote, or treatment, has been found for hydrogen sulfide poisoning. Hydrogen sulfide can be especially dangerous because at concentrations over 100 ppm it is difficult to smell. Deaths due to breathing large amounts of hydrogen sulfide were reported in a variety of different work settings, including sewers, animal processing plants, waste dumps, sludge plants, oil and gas well drilling sites, and tanks and cesspools. Lower concentrations of hydrogen sulfide exposure might cause eye irritation, a sore throat and cough, shortness of breath, and fluid in the lungs. Breathing of hydrogen sulfide on a long-term basis might result in fatigue, loss of appetite, headaches, irritability, poor memory, and dizziness.

5.8.6. Lead

ATSDR found that four samples were taken at Stauffer for lead in 1981. No data are available before 1981 for lead exposure. The maximum concentration of lead, in a personal sample from the mechanical department, was 0.423 mg/m³. This concentration exceeds the TWA of 0.05 mg/m³ (NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). ATSDR has no CV for inhalation of lead.

ATSDR compared the maximum concentration of lead found in air to intermediate inhalation exposure information in its Toxicological Profile for Lead (ATSDR 1999f). The maximum concentration was above the LOAEL of 0.01 mg/m³ for less serious effects in humans (ATSDR 1999f). This LOAEL is based on a study of adult male volunteers exposed to particulate lead in air at 0.003 or 0.01 mg/m³ for 23 hours a day for 3–4 months that caused hematologic23 changes (ATSDR 1999f). Repeated exposures without respiratory protection to lead at the levels found at Stauffer might cause adverse health effects in exposed workers.

Lead can affect almost every organ system in the body. The most sensitive is the central nervous system, particularly in children. Lead might also damage the kidneys, the male reproductive system (the organs responsible for sperm production), and cause spontaneous abortion. The effects are the same whether lead is inhaled or swallowed. At high levels, exposure to lead might decrease reaction time; cause weakness in fingers, wrists, and ankles; and possibly affect memory. Lead can also cause anemia, a disorder of the blood.

23Changes in the formation of blood or blood cells.
Inadequate evidence exists to clearly determine lead’s carcinogenicity in people. Kidney tumors have developed in rats and mice given large doses of lead, but these studies were criticized for using very high doses and should not be used to predict what might happen in humans. The Department of Health and Human Services determined on the basis of animal studies that lead acetate and lead phosphate might be anticipated to be carcinogens, but again inadequate evidence exists for the carcinogenicity of these lead compounds in humans.

5.8.7. Nickel

ATSDR found that eight samples were taken for nickel in 1981 at Stauffer. No data are available before 1981 for nickel exposure. The maximum concentration of nickel, in a personal sample collected in the mechanical department, was 0.26 mg/m³. This concentration exceeded the TWA of 0.10 mg/m³ and the ATSDR chronic MRL of 0.0002 mg/m³ (ATSDR 1997b; NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). Nickel is considered possibly carcinogenic to humans by the International Agency for Research on Cancer and the Department of Health and Human Services.

ATSDR compared the maximum concentration of nickel found in air to chronic inhalation exposure information in its Toxicological Profile for Nickel (ATSDR 1997b). The maximum concentration was below the Cancer Effect Level of 10 mg/m³ established for an occupationally exposed population, but exceeded the lowest Cancer Effect Level of 0.11 mg/m³ established in a 2-year rat study. The CEL is based on an epidemiological study of refinery workers exposed to nickel compounds at concentrations greater than 1 mg/m³ that found an increased incidence of lung and nasal cancer (ATSDR 1997b).

The maximum level of nickel detected at Stauffer also exceeded the chronic LOAEL of 0.06 mg/m³ for less serious (non-cancerous) effects in animals (ATSDR 1997b). The LOAEL is based on a study of rats exposed to 0.06 mg/m³ of nickel oxide 23 hours per day, 7 days per week for life that caused increased lung weight, congestion, and alveolar proteinosis (ATSDR 1997b). Repeated exposures without respiratory protection to nickel at the levels found at Stauffer could potentially cause adverse health effects in exposed workers.

The most common adverse effect of nickel in humans is an allergic reaction. People can become sensitive to nickel when jewelry or other things containing nickel are in direct contact with the skin. Once a person is sensitized to nickel, further contact with the metal will produce a reaction. The most common reaction is a skin rash at the site of contact. People who are sensitive to nickel have reactions when nickel comes into contact with the skin. Some sensitive persons might have a reaction when they eat nickel in food or water, or breathe dust containing nickel. More women are sensitive to nickel than are men. The difference between men and women is thought to be a result of greater exposure to women to nickel through jewelry and other metal items. The most serious effects of nickel, such as cancer of the lung and nasal sinus, occurred in people who breathed

---

24The MRL is an estimate of daily human exposure to a dose of a chemical that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of adverse noncancerous health effects over a specified duration of exposure.
nickel dust while working in nickel refineries or in nickel processing plants. EPA determined that nickel refinery dust and nickel subsulfide are human carcinogens.

5.8.8. Phosphorus and Related Compounds

ATSDR found that 62 samples were taken at Stauffer for phosphorus (including data listed as phosphorus or yellow-phosphorus) between 1976 and 1981. No data exist before 1976 on phosphorus. The maximum concentration of phosphorus, in a personal sample from the phosphorus handling department, was 255.67 µg/m³ or 0.255 mg/m³. This concentration exceeded the TLV of 0.10 mg/m³ for occupational exposure, but it was below the ATSDR CV of 20 mg/m³ (ATSDR 1997a; NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991).

Repeated exposures without respiratory protection to phosphorus at levels above the TLV might cause adverse health effects in workers. However, ATSDR compared the maximum concentration of phosphorus found in air to intermediate inhalation exposure information in its Toxicological Profile for White Phosphorus (ATSDR 1997a). The maximum concentration was thousands of times lower than the LOAEL (884 mg/m³), indicating that adverse health effects are not likely from exposure at this level (ATSDR 1997a).

Breathing in white phosphorus can cause the development of a cough or a condition known as phossy jaw that involves poor wound healing in the mouth and breakdown of the jawbone. Phossy jaw generally occurs following long term exposure to airborne white phosphorus. Damage to the blood vessels of the mouth has been seen in rats breathing air containing white phosphorus. Breathing white phosphorus smoke can damage the lungs and throat. Most of what is known about the health effects of breathing this compound is from studies of workers. Eating or drinking white phosphorus can cause vomiting; stomach cramps; or liver, heart, or kidney damage. Ingestion can also cause extreme drowsiness or death. Skin contact with white phosphorus can result in severe burns (ATSDR 1997a).

Phosphine and phosphoric acid are two other phosphorus-related compounds evaluated using data available from Stauffer.
5.8.8.1. Phosphine

ATSDR found that 10 samples were taken for phosphine between 1975 and 1978 at Stauffer. No data are available before 1975 for phosphine exposure. The maximum concentration of phosphine, in a grab sample collected in the phosphorus handling department, was approximately 7 ppm or 9,893 µg/m³. According to Stauffer Management Company records, this sample was taken in a confined space and may not be representative of actual worker exposure. This concentration exceeds the TLV of 0.30 ppm for occupational exposure and exceeds the ATSDR CV of 0.30 µg/m³ (ATSDR 1997a, NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). ATSDR does not have a toxicological profile for phosphine, but information can be found in the Toxicological Profile for White Phosphorus (ATSDR 1997a).

Repeated exposures without respiratory protection to phosphine at levels above the TLV might cause adverse health effects in workers.

Phosphine is a highly toxic gas generated from phosphide. When phosphine is inhaled, it can react with moisture in the lungs to form phosphoric acid, which can cause blistering and edema (fluid in the lungs). These effects can be serious or even fatal. Exposure to phosphine has also been linked with other health effects such as chest tightness, headache, dizziness, and nausea. Intermittent, low concentrations of phosphine gas (probably 0.08 to 0.03 ppm) have been associated with mild headaches. Higher intermittent concentrations (0.40 to 35 ppm) have been linked to diarrhea, nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting, tightness of chest, headache, dizziness, staggering and skin irritation (NIOSH 1999).

5.8.8.2. Phosphoric Acid

ATSDR found that approximately 15 samples were taken for phosphoric acid between 1977 and 1979 at Stauffer. No data are available before 1977 for phosphoric acid exposure. The maximum concentration of phosphoric acid, in a grab sample from the phosphorus handling department, was 4.06 mg/m³. This concentration exceeded the TLV of 1 mg/m³ and exceeded the ATSDR CV of 0.01 mg/m³ (ATSDR 1997a, NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). ATSDR does not have a toxicological profile for phosphoric acid, but information can be found in the Toxicological Profile for White Phosphorus (ATSDR 1997a).

Repeated exposures without respiratory protection to phosphoric acid at levels above the TLV might cause adverse health effects in workers.

Phosphoric acid is formed when phosphorus reacts with oxygen and water. Inhalation effects are similar to those of phosphorus and phosphine.
5.8.9. Sulfur Dioxide

ATSDR found that 59 samples were taken for sulfur dioxide between 1979 and 1981 at Stauffer. No data were available before 1979 for sulfur dioxide exposure. The maximum concentration of sulfur dioxide, in a personal sample collected in the mechanical department, was 1.39 ppm or 1,390 ppb. This concentration did not exceed an occupational standard, but it did exceed the ATSDR CV of 10 ppb.

ATSDR compared the maximum concentration of sulfur dioxide found in air to chronic inhalation exposure information in its *Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide* (ATSDR 1998). The LOAEL for animal studies was 5.7 ppm (ATSDR 1998). This LOAEL is based on a study of guinea pigs that were exposed by inhalation to 5.7 ppm sulfur dioxide for 22 hours per day, 7 days per week, for 52 weeks. These guinea pigs experienced cardiovascular, hematological, and hepatic effects (ATSDR 1998). Former Stauffer workers are not likely to have experienced these same effects because they were not exposed to sulfur dioxide at the levels or frequencies experienced by the animals in this study, however long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide can cause adverse health effects, i.e., lung function changes have been observed in some workers exposed to 0.30–0.40 ppm sulfur dioxide for 20 years or more. However, these workers were exposed to other chemicals, making it difficult to attribute their health effects to sulfur dioxide exposure alone (ATSDR, 1998).

Additionally, exercising asthmatics are sensitive to the respiratory effects of low concentrations (0.25 ppm) of sulfur dioxide. Inhalation of sulfur dioxide at high levels can be life-threatening. Exposure to 100 ppm of sulfur dioxide in air is considered immediately dangerous to life and health.

5.8.10. Total Dust, Quartz, and Silica

ATSDR found that approximately 66 samples were taken for nuisance dust, respirable dust, or total dust between 1972 and 1975 at Stauffer. Approximately 63 samples were also taken for quartz between 1979 and 1980 and approximately 63 samples taken for silica between 1975 and 1980. These samples were a mix of both personal and area samples collected from the furnace, yard, phosphorus handling, and kiln departments. No data are available before 1972 for dust, quartz, or silica.

Maximum values for dust, quartz, and silica all exceeded either a current or former occupational standard (NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). ATSDR has no CVs for dust, quartz, or silica.

On the basis of this information, it is likely that former workers at Stauffer were periodically exposed to levels of dust, quartz, and silica above occupational standards. Repeated exposures, without respiratory protection, might cause adverse health effects in former workers.
Inhalation of dust, quartz, and silica may all cause irritation of the respiratory tract. In occupational settings most samples for total dust contain some quartz or silica. Quartz is one of the three most common types of silica. To cause respiratory effects the particles of dust, quartz and silica must be small enough to be inhaled and deposited in the respiratory tract.

Occupational exposures to respirable crystalline silica\(^{25}\) (or silica) are associated with the development of silicosis, lung cancer, pulmonary tuberculosis, and airway diseases (i.e. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, such as, bronchitis or emphysema). These exposures may also be related to the development of autoimmune disorders, chronic renal disease, and other adverse health effects. Recent epidemiologic studies demonstrate that workers have a significant risk of developing chronic silicosis when they are exposed to silica over a working lifetime at the current OSHA permissible exposure limit (NIOSH 2002).

Silicosis is the disease most commonly associated with crystalline silica exposure. Silicosis is a fibrosis of the lungs resulting in shortness of breath caused by inhalation of silica dusts. There are two types of silicosis: acute and chronic. Acute silicosis may develop shortly after exposure to high concentrations of respirable crystalline silica, while chronic silicosis usually develops years after exposure to relatively low concentrations. Some studies have found that chronic silicosis can develop even after occupational exposure has ceased. Probably the most important factor in development of silicosis is the “dose” of respirable silica-containing dust in the workplace setting. The dose is the product of the concentration of dust containing respirable silica in the workplace air and the percentage of respirable silica in the total dust. Other important factors are the particle size, the nature of the silica (crystalline or noncrystalline), the duration of the dust exposure, and the varying time period from first exposure to diagnosis (NIOSH 2002).

Silicosis may sometimes be complicated by severe mycobacterial or fungal infections. About half of these infections are caused by *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and result in TB. Epidemiologic studies have firmly established that silicosis is a risk factor for developing TB. The carcinogenicity of silica in humans has been strongly debated in the scientific community. Several studies suggest that crystalline silica be considered a potential occupational carcinogen, but further research is needed to determine the relationship between silica dust exposure and increased lung cancer risk (NIOSH 2002).

### 5.8.11. Total Chromium

ATSDR found that eight samples were taken in 1981 at Stauffer for total chromium. No data are available before 1981 for chromium exposure. The maximum concentration of total chromium, in a personal sample from the mechanical department, was 0.46 mg/m\(^3\) or 460 µg/m\(^3\). This concentration did not exceed the occupational standard for total chromium (0.5 mg/m\(^3\)), however

\(^{25}\)Respirable crystalline silica is that portion of airborne crystalline silica that is capable of entering the gas-exchange regions of the lungs, if inhaled.
it did exceed the occupational standard for chromium(VI)\textsuperscript{26} of 0.01 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} and the ATSDR CV of 0.10 µg/m\textsuperscript{3} (ATSDR 2000c, NIOSH 2001, OSHA 1991). Chromium (VI) is considered a human carcinogen by EPA.

ATSDR used conservative assumptions to calculate increased cancer risk based on the maximum concentration of chromium. Using these assumptions, ATSDR considers a significant increased risk for cancer as a result of exposure to chromium (Table 58 in Appendix B). However, it is unlikely that a worker would have been exposed to chromium in the workplace as frequently as ATSDR assumed in its calculations; also, ATSDR assumed that the exposure was to chromium(VI) (the more toxic form). ATSDR also compared the maximum concentration of total chromium found in air at Stauffer to chronic inhalation exposure information in its Toxicological Profile for Chromium (ATSDR 2000c). The maximum concentration was above the LOAEL of 0.004 mg/m\textsuperscript{3}. This LOAEL was based on a study of chrome platers exposed to 0.004 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} of chromium (VI) compound, via inhalation, for an average of 5.3 years that affected renal function (ATSDR 2000c). Repeated exposures to chromium [especially chromium (VI)] at the levels found at Stauffer, without respiratory protection, would likely cause adverse health effects in exposed workers.

Health effects resulting from exposure to chromium(III) and chromium(VI) are fairly well described in literature. Breathing high levels (greater than 2 µg/m\textsuperscript{3}) of chromium(VI) can cause irritation to the nose, such as runny nose, sneezing, itching, nosebleeds, ulcers, and holes in the nasal septum. These effects have primarily occurred in factory workers who make chromium(VI) for several months to many years. Long-term exposure to chromium has been associated with lung cancer in workers exposed to levels in air that were 100 to 1,000 times higher than those found in the natural environment. Lung cancer can occur long after exposure to chromium has ended. It is not clear which forms of chromium are capable of causing lung cancer in workers. Chromium(VI) is believed to be primarily responsible for the increased lung cancer rates observed in workers who were exposed to high levels of chromium in workroom air. Breathing in small amounts of chromium(VI) for short or long periods does not cause a problem in most people. However, high levels of chromium in the workplace have caused asthma attacks in people who are allergic to chromium. Ingesting small amounts of chromium(VI) will generally not cause harm, but ingestion of larger amounts might cause stomach upsets, ulcers, convulsions, kidney and liver damage, or death. Workers handling liquids or solids that have chromium(VI) in them have developed skin ulcers.

Breathing in chromium(III) does not generally cause irritation to the nose or mouth in most people. Chromium(III) in small amounts is an important nutrient needed by the body but, as with chromium(VI), ingesting large amounts of chromium(III) might cause health problems.

\textsuperscript{26}The most common forms of chromium are chromium(III) and chromium(VI). Generally, chromium(VI) is considered the more toxic form and therefore has a lower occupational exposure limit. Because the samples for chromium were not speciated, ATSDR used the most conservative standard [chromium(VI)] for comparisons.
Some people have been found to be extremely sensitive to chromium(VI) or chromium(III). Allergic reactions consisting of severe redness and swelling of the skin have been noted.

5.8.12. Determination of Vital Status and Cause of Death for Former Workers

In 2003, the University of South Florida School of Public Health conducted a tracing project of former Stauffer workers. The project was done using a list constructed of Stauffer company records. Cause of death was determined using multiple official records.

The former worker database contains the names of approximately 2420 individuals of which 2318 (95%) were male. Vital status and mailing address were determined by a variety of methods. Cause of death information for former workers was identified by use of a National Death Index (NDI) Plus Search. Results show that 933 (38%) alive former workers were located by either full or partial address. A total of 864 (35%) were identified as deceased. This totals 1797 (74%) individuals as either located or identified as deceased.

The efforts made to locate former workers were extensive and included using such things as telephone directories, real estate records, Social Security Death Index (SSDI), and the NDI. Many of the workers were at the facility more than 30 years ago making it very difficult to locate them with such old information. In addition, some of the databases do not cover the entire time period or persons of interest. For example, the NDI started in 1979 and the SSDI only includes those deaths for which a claim was filed.

Cause of death was identified for 551 (63%) of the 864 deceased former workers. Age of the decedents was found in the Stauffer Chemical Company Plant former worker database. For all decedents, mean age of death was 59 years and the median age was 64 years. Malignant neoplasms (various cancers) were the cause of 28% (157) of the deaths. There were no reported cases of mesothelioma or bone cancer. For non-cancer causes of death, ischemic heart disease was the leading cause of death (19%), followed by respiratory disease (9%), other forms of heart disease (7%), and cerebrovascular disease (5%). In comparison, leading cause of death for Florida males age 65 and older (1999-2000) was heart disease, followed by malignant neoplasm (various cancers), chronic lower respiratory diseases, cerebrovascular diseases, and diabetes mellitus. There was some similarity for the order of ranking for cause of death between the worker cohort and Florida older males.
5.8.13. Uncertainty and Limitations

Uncertainty exists for several reasons in ATSDR’s evaluation of exposure and the possibility of harmful effects in workers from Stauffer in Tarpon Springs, Florida. Following are the some of the uncertainties or limitations in estimating exposure for former workers:

1. Arguably, the biggest limitation is the lack of exposure information for the period 1947 through 1971 — the first 25 years of Stauffer’s operations.

2. ATSDR based its evaluation of estimated exposure on the maximum level detected for each contaminant and assumed that some workers were exposed to these levels for up to 20 years. Workers are likely to have been intermittently exposed to levels above and below the maximum level detected over the course of their employment at Stauffer. ATSDR used the maximum concentration rather than average concentration in its calculations because (1) there was limited data from Stauffer for worker exposures and no practical way to generate or model past exposures, (2) it is a protective, conservative approach; and (3) qualitative information regarding plant operation suggests that levels were likely higher in the past, so there is reason to be conservative.

A vast majority (79%) of workers were employed at Stauffer for less than one year. Many workers had a work tenure lasting only one to three months and, therefore, their potential exposure was limited. Approximately 13% of the workforce was employed for five years or longer including some workers employed beyond 20 years.

3. ATSDR has no specific information to determine the length of worker exposures in certain departments or duties. To determine non-carcinogenic risk, ATSDR assumed a worst-case scenario: that workers were exposed to the maximum concentration of a contaminant for eight hours per day, 40 hours per week. In evaluating carcinogenic risk, ATSDR assumed that workers were exposed to the maximum concentration 8 hours per week for 50 weeks per year over a period of 20 years. However, in most occupational settings, workers are not exposed to a maximum contaminant concentration for eight hours per day, 40 hours per week. A more reasonable assumption is that a worker might perform a particular task (i.e., cutting asbestos gaskets) once or twice per week for 20–30 minutes at a time. Accurate information on the length of actual exposure to contaminants at Stauffer would probably lower the length of exposure used in ATSDR’s calculations, thereby reducing the possibility of adverse health effects associated with some contaminants.

4. ATSDR has very little information on the use of respiratory protection or other personal protective equipment (PPE) at Stauffer. As a worst-case scenario, ATSDR assumed that no respiratory protection or PPE was worn by workers. However, it is likely that, beginning in the 1970s, workers began wearing respiratory protection and PPE per company and OSHA guidelines. The use of respiratory protection and PPE beginning in the mid 1970s would most likely have lowered worker exposures from that time until the plant was closed in 1981.
5. ATSDR assumed that all of the data provided for its review was accurate, even though there was no quality assurance or quality control information provided to support this assumption.

6. ATSDR used its CVs to determine whether adverse health effects in former workers at Stauffer might have resulted from exposures to contaminants. ATSDR’s CVs are based on 24-hour-per-day exposures and were not meant to be used in assessing occupational exposures, which are generally 8-hour-per-day exposures. Therefore, any conclusions reached from using the CVs to estimate worker exposures must be interpreted with caution.

7. The only pathway evaluated by ATSDR was inhalation exposure for former workers at Stauffer, because only air monitoring data were available. It is likely that former workers at Stauffer might also have been exposed to some contaminants by dermal contact, but ATSDR has no data to evaluate this potential pathway. Any additional exposure to contaminants via dermal contact (absorption) would increase the possibility of adverse health effects in former workers at Stauffer.

8. Approximately 26% of former workers could not be successfully traced or found to determine vital status.

5.8.14. Summary of Exposure Findings

ATSDR reviewed and evaluated available worker exposure data for the Stauffer Tarpon Springs plant, which operated from 1947 through 1981. The data available for evaluating occupational exposures are limited and covers only the last 10 years that the facility was in operation (1972–1981).

The data and interoffice correspondence reviewed support the fact that workers were exposed to many contaminants during the process of extracting phosphorus from phosphate ore and during maintenance activities. However, it is difficult to assess, on the basis of the limited data, whether these exposures might have been at sufficient levels and of sufficient duration to cause possible adverse health effects. The data reviewed indicate exposures to some contaminants at Stauffer between 1972 and 1981 were in excess of current OSHA standards (Table 57). Because worker exposures occurred during this time in excess of OSHA regulations, we can probably assume these exposures would extend back through the years for which no data exists.

It is apparent, through interoffice correspondence, that Stauffer began evaluating worker exposures in the 1970s to comply with regulations from the Occupational Safety and Health Act, which became effective in April 1971. Correspondence indicates that Stauffer began recommending respiratory protection for handling ACM around 1974 or 1975 and then began implementing a respiratory protection program for other contaminants in the mid to late 1970s, as need was identified. It is unlikely that respiratory protection was used before the mid 1970s for working with ACM or chemicals at Stauffer. Therefore, workers using ACM or handling
chemicals in the facility before the mid 1970s had a much higher probability of being overexposed, especially in job classifications in which documented exposures at levels above occupational standards occurred in later years.

On the basis of the review of data and information provided, ATSDR concludes the following:

1. Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to asbestos or ACM at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk for lung cancer, but it is unlikely (based on air monitoring data) that workers are at risk for asbestosis.

2. Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of lung or nasal cancer.

3. Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.

5.8.15. Discussion

Various studies of worker groups and populations in the vicinity of Florida phosphate mining area have been reported in the scientific literature. Three relevant studies are discussed below. Although these three studies are not comparable methodologically, they do provide insight as to possible excess risks.

Checkoway et al. (1996) conducted a mortality follow up study of a previously studied cohort of 18,440 white and 4,546 nonwhite male workers in the Florida phosphate industry. The cohort consisted of workers identified in the 16 Florida Phosphate Council companies including some former Stauffer Tarpon Springs plant workers. Roughly, a two-part eligibility requirement was minimum 12 months employment for the period 1949-1987, including at least 3 months continuous service during the years 1949-1978. Person-years were determined for 1949 to 1992. Exposure levels were assigned using a job exposure matrix for 8 selected agents including alpha & gamma radiation, total dust, and crystalline silica. For most of the study, industrial hygiene measurements were nonexistent. Regarding study results, no healthy worker effect was found for white males, total number of deaths was nearly identical to what was expected based on U.S. mortality rates. Lung cancers standardized mortality ratios (SMRs), relative to national rates, were computed for workers in the highest joint exposure category. Excesses of skin cancer and lung cancer in white males, using national rates, diminished to not elevated when compared to county level rates. There were two observed cases of pleural mesothelioma, and none for peritoneal mesothelioma. Perhaps the most notable finding for lung cancer was the elevation among white males (17 observed cases, SMR=1.94, 95% CI 1.13-3.11) with 30 or more years of employment, based on a comparison against national rates. The small elevations (roughly 20%) of lung cancer mortality compared to national rates found in the original study during the period
1949-1978 persisted on extended follow-up through 1992. There was no information for workers’ indoor radon levels or cigarette smoking to examine associations with either factor.

Block et al. (1998) studied 3,451 male workers employed for at least 6 months between 1950 and 1979 at a phosphate company. Dust exposure by job was measured and used as a proxy measure of radiation exposure. In white workers, cancer of the respiratory system and emphysema showed significant increase based on U.S. (SMR of 1.62 and 2.19, respectively), and state rate (SMR of 1.5). There was no evidence of excess head or neck cancer, which, in theory, might be increased due to exposure to radioactive dust. For workers with 20 year latency, there was a trend to increasing lung cancer risk with increasing employment duration (SMR of 2.48). Among white workers, smoking might have contributed to the increase in lung cancer risk but could not fully explain it.

Stockwell et al. (1988) researched lung cancer in Florida and for risks associated for residence in the central Florida phosphate mining region. The study design could be characterized as a population based case-control study in areas with phosphate deposits containing natural radioactivity. The cohort consisted of all cases of lung cancer 1981-1983 first diagnosed among Florida residents living near phosphate mining areas (Hardee, Hillsborough, Polk counties). Comparison to lung cancer in the other counties for the same period. In total, nearly 25,000 primary lung cancer cases were studied. For results, males living in the 3-counties area of interest who were nonsmokers had a significant two-fold risk of developing lung cancer relative to the comparison area (squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, small cell carcinoma). Current smokers had slight nonsignificant elevated risks for cancer compared to the rest of the state (squamous cell and small cell carcinomas). No clear pattern of excess risk occurred among females. Contrary to these positive morbidity study findings, Dutton and investigators studied serial lung function, via cross-sectional annual spirometry/lung function testing over 3 to 7 years, for 131 workers refining elemental phosphorous and found no residual significant effect of industrial exposure after adjusting for age and smoking.

Because ATSDR’s evaluations indicate that some former Stauffer workers were occupationally exposed to asbestos or other contaminants at levels that might cause adverse health effects, including certain cancers, ATSDR set out to identify appropriate health conditions or diseases to study. This task proved difficult because (1) former workers were exposed to a number of different chemicals and substances, (2) no exposure data is available for a majority of years of the plant’s operations (i.e., late 1940s to early 1970s), (3) no specific information regarding job duties or assignments, (4) the available exposure data are limited and contain uncertainties, and (5) about 62% of former workers are either deceased or their vital status or whereabouts is unknown. (Note: ATSDR acknowledges that some former Stauffer workers were likely overexposed to various chemicals prior to the time workplace monitoring began, that is, before the early 1970s.)

Based on several factors including limited industrial hygiene data and time elapsed since last exposure, ATSDR does not believe that a scientifically rigorous morbidity study of living former Stauffer workers is feasible, i.e., provides definitive results. ATSDR will re-evaluate this decision
if new exposure data become available. However, ATSDR is conducting a mortality study of deceased former Stauffer workers. In addition, as a medical service to living former workers, ATSDR is offering a lung evaluation to some former ore processing and phosphorus production workers. The purpose of this follow-up activity is to provide (1) a meaningful service for former workers that may improve workers' preventive health practices and choices, e.g., annual vaccinations to prevent certain respiratory diseases; and (2) results of lung function testing to inform the individual worker and his/her personal physicians in support of future medical decision making.
6. **Child Health Considerations**

To ensure that the health of the nation’s children is protected, ATSDR implemented an initiative requiring that public health assessments specifically evaluate the potential for children being exposed to site-related hazardous waste and whether the health of children might be affected.

This public health assessment reflects ATSDR’s concern about protecting children’s health from toxic chemicals in the environment. Specifically, ATSDR evaluated the potential for harmful effects occurring in children in the following scenarios:

- children being exposed to contaminants in air, especially particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, and the possibility of harmful effects;
- children with asthma as a sensitive subpopulation;
- children exposed to contaminants in drinking water;
- children’s exposure to contaminants in soil;
- children who attended Gulfside Elementary School; and
- children who eat large amounts of dirt (children with soil-pica behavior) and the possibility of harmful effects.

These six topics are described in more detail in the Public Health Implications section.
7. DISCUSSION OF COMMUNITY CONCERNS

ATSDR established a community group called the Neighbor-2-Neighbor (N-2-N) Forum to help ATSDR solicit community concerns and inform and educate residents living near the Stauffer site. The N-2-N Forum consists of community representatives (and their technical advisers) who have volunteered to serve as champions for their community. ATSDR staff members met several times with the N-2-N Forum and other interested stakeholders to discuss health and environmental concerns about the Stauffer site. Additional concerns about the site were received from the ATSDR Ombudsman report (ATSDR 2000a), community-wide meetings, and telephone calls received via the ATSDR toll-free line. These concerns and ATSDR’s responses are listed below.

7.1. Health Concerns

1. ATSDR should provide medical treatment to former Stauffer workers.

   ATSDR Response: ATSDR does not have the legal authority to provide medical care or treatment to people who were exposed to hazardous substances, even if their exposure has made them ill.

2. ATSDR needs to consider children’s exposures and health effects separately from adults.

   ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees. As mentioned previously in the Child Health Considerations section, ATSDR evaluated children’s exposure for numerous scenarios involving exposure to contaminants in air, water, and soil. These areas are discussed in more detail in the Public Health Implications section.

3. Can ATSDR evaluate arsenic exposure, especially to children?

   ATSDR Response: Yes. ATSDR reviewed environmental data specifically for arsenic, estimating how much arsenic children might be exposed to should they come in contact with arsenic in soil or drinking water. Using these estimates, ATSDR determined whether harmful effects might be possible. Children and the potential for arsenic exposure and harmful effects are described in more detail in the Public Health Implications section.

4. Can ATSDR address the risk of multiple exposures to the same or different chemicals?

   ATSDR Response: Yes, to a limited extent. When evaluating air emissions from the Stauffer facility while it was operating, ATSDR evaluated the combination of exposures that occur in air contaminated with particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and other pollutants. Some information shows that particulate matter and sulfur dioxide are both involved somehow in heart and lung disease. What is uncertain is whether the chemicals actually cause heart and lung disease or increase the severity of preexisting heart and lung disease.
5. Can exposure to chemicals coming from the Stauffer site cause Hodgkin disease, Parkinson disease, tumors, migraines, cancers (colon, bone), thyroid disease, neurologic problems, nosebleeds, joint pains, strokes, asthma, diabetes, lung disease, headaches, ulcers, problems breathing, skin lesions, pulmonary lung disease, upper respiratory problems, high blood pressure, severe allergies, and shortness of breath?

**ATSDR Response:** Exposure to these chemicals emitted while Stauffer was operating are associated with some of these health problems. More specifically, exposure to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide are associated with the following:

- cancer,
- asthma,
- lung disease,
- headaches,
- problems breathing,
- pulmonary lung disease,
- upper respiratory problems, and
- shortness of breath.

A description of the possible harmful effects that might occur from past or future exposures to hazardous chemicals associated with the Stauffer facility can be found in the Public Health Implications section.

6. I have a friend who lived at Holiday Estates and wants to know if her miscarriage could have been caused by exposure to chemicals from Stauffer?

**ATSDR Response:** The most likely way residents of Holiday Estates could have been exposed to contaminants from Stauffer is by breathing polluted air coming from the facility. Available information indicates that the following contaminants were released into the air by the facility: particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and fluoride. None of these contaminants are known to cause miscarriages. Whether other chemicals that could cause miscarriages were released by Stauffer is unknown.

7. Can residents eat fish from the Anclote Pier? Could past releases of fluoride contaminate fish today?

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR has reviewed the environmental data from the Stauffer facility and none of the chemicals present at the site are at levels that might contaminate fish for human consumption, including fluoride.

However, FDOH issued a health advisory related to eating fish from the Anclote River in Pasco and Pinellas County because of mercury contamination. The advisory is not related to the Stauffer site. FDOH advises that adults should limit fish consumption to one meal per week. It also advises that children under 15 years of age and nursing or pregnant women...
should limit consumption to one meal per month. Fish included in this advisory are largemouth bass, bowfin, and gar. Therefore, ATSDR suggests that people who fish from the Anclote Pier should follow FDOH recommendations in its fish advisory.

FDOH has information about all Florida fish consumption advisories (FDOH no date), and includes more information on the work of FDOH, FFWC, and the FDEP with regard to mercury in freshwater fish around the state. More information can be found at this website: http://floridafisheries.com/health.html.

8. Are there any medical problems with residents who lived near Stauffer during the years of operations and what are those problems?

*ATSDR Response:* The ATSDR Ombudsman report about the Stauffer facility (ATSDR 2000a) recounts several incidents by local residents who reported health problems (for example, coughing and sneezing) because of airborne plumes from the facility. Although medical problems have been reported by people who lived around the former Stauffer facility, it is not possible to determine whether those problems resulted from the Stauffer facility. It is possible to evaluate past exposure and determine if medical problems could have resulted from past exposure to those airborne contaminants migrating from the Stauffer facility. Exposure to sulfur dioxide and particulate matter could have caused harmful effects to the heart and lung (that is, cardiovascular disease) in some residents who lived close to the facility. These effects are discussed in more detail in the Public Health Implications and Conclusions sections of this report.

9. What is the solubility of arsenic and how does its solubility affect toxicity levels with regard to drinking water wells and ground water supplies?

*ATSDR Response:* The solubility of arsenic depends on its chemical form. Arsenic in water tends to have high solubility, which means that when people drink water with arsenic, much of it will get into their system. Arsenic in soil, on the other hand, tends to be less soluble compared with arsenic in drinking water, and tends to be less well-absorbed compared with arsenic in drinking water.

10. What is the health hazard of arsenic in the soil?

*ATSDR Response:* If arsenic levels in soil are high enough, ingestion of arsenic from hand-to-mouth activity might increase the risk of cancer should that exposure continue for several decades. The Stauffer facility contains arsenic in pond soil that is a concern for an increased risk of cancer should that portion of the site be developed as residences. The cancers of concern are skin cancer and certain internal cancers, including cancer of the lung, bladder, kidney, and liver. It is unlikely that levels are high enough in soil to cause other harmful effects. The hazards of arsenic in soil are discussed in more detail in the Public Health Implications section.
11. Is fluoride in the slag bioavailable and how could it affect a child with pica behavior?

**ATSDR Response:** At this time, it is not known whether fluoride in slag can be absorbed across the gut into the human body (that is, whether it is bioavailable). This can only be determined by feeding slag to animals, for instance, young pigs, and measuring its absorption. Because these studies are expensive, ATSDR usually assumes that chemicals are bioavailable. It seems reasonable to assume that some of the fluoride would be available to cross the human gut should a person swallow slag.

For those who might not know, pica behavior is the consumption of non food items. ATSDR is particularly interested in children who eat large amounts of soil and refers to these children as having soil-pica behavior: this term distinguishes them from other types of pica behavior, for instance, eating paint chips. Probably somewhere between 4 and 20 of every 100 children (or 4% to 20%) will experience soil-pica behavior sometime during their preschool years. Soil-pica behavior occurs mostly frequently in 1- and 2-year-old children, and gradually decreases in older preschool children. Soil-pica behavior can occur just one time or it might occur several times a week. Children with soil-pica behavior can eat up to a teaspoon or more of soil, so it is possible to estimate how much of chemical a child might ingest should he or she eat soil from a contaminated area. Whether children would be tempted to eat slag is uncertain. Slag has the consistency of rock, not soil, so it might be unappealing to children with pica behavior. On the other hand, some children with pica behavior might be tempted to put slag in their mouth but not actually eat it.

Analytical measurements of fluoride content in slag showed that fluoride levels ranged from 30 to 1,920 ppm. Because of the uncertainty in how much fluoride is bioavailable (that is, will cross the gut if someone swallows slag), it is difficult to estimate a dose that can be used to decide if harmful effects might occur in children with soil-pica behavior. If one assumes that all the fluoride in slag crosses the gut, then for slag with 30 ppm fluorides, the dose for a 1-year-old child with soil-pica behavior is estimated as 0.01 mg/kg/day, whereas slag with 1,920 ppm fluorides will have an estimated dose of 1 mg/kg/day. These estimates are for a child eating soil one time. If a child has habitual soil-pica behavior, he or she could eat slag three times a week. The estimated dose in this case is 0.004 mg/kg/day for slag with 30 ppm fluorides and 0.4 mg/kg/day for slag with 1,920 ppm fluorides.

At 30 ppm fluorides in slag, a preschool child with soil-pica behavior is not likely to get sick from fluorides. At 1,920 ppm fluorides in slag, the estimated one-time dose of 1 mg/kg/day is too close to doses that caused harmful effects in animals to be safe. The lethal dose in children is 16 mg/kg/day from a one-time exposure. The estimated dose of 0.4 mg/kg/day for a child with habitual soil-pica behavior is also too close to doses in animal studies that cause harmful effects. A dose of 0.5 mg/kg/day in rats for 2 months affects their endocrine system by decreasing levels of the hormone thyroxine. A dose of 0.8 mg/kg/day in mice for 4 weeks has
shown damage to the bone in the form of increased bone formation and a small decrease in bone calcium levels.

It is important to remember, however, that some uncertainty exists in actually deciding whether children with soil-pica behavior might actually get sick from fluorides should they eat slag because it is not known how much of the slag will be digested to release fluorides. It also seems unlikely that children would actually eat slag.

12. Why is water from shallow water wells unfit to drink, water plants, or use for filling pools for children?

*ATSDR Response*: Table 7 in Appendix B shows contaminant levels in the shallow aquifer from which some wells draw their water. Groundwater from the shallow aquifer has elevated levels of several metals (arsenic, cadmium, lead, and thallium), which make it unfit to drink. Because children swallow small amounts of water while swimming, this water should also not be used to fill pools. The water is, however, safe for watering plants.

### 7.2. Environmental Concerns

1. Will air dispersion modeling be done as part of the past air emissions evaluation?

*ATSDR Response*: Yes (see the Air Contamination section).

2. Will the public health assessment conduct a thorough evaluation of asbestos? What data are available for asbestos in the Stauffer plant?

*ATSDR Response*: Asbestos sampling data are discussed and evaluated in the public health assessment.

3. Will ATSDR evaluate the original 32 contaminants of concern?

*ATSDR Response*: ATSDR evaluated all contaminants found at levels exceeding ATSDR health-based CVs.

4. How can people avoid current exposure to site contaminants?

*ATSDR Response*: People are not likely to be exposed to contaminants from the site at levels of health concern.

5. Could residents have their well water tested for safety?
ATSDR Response: Yes. Pinellas County residents who may have concerns about their well water should contact Ms. Bonnie Bergen at the Pinellas County Health Department, while Pasco County residents should contact the Pasco County Health Department.

6. During Stauffer’s operations thick, clouds of ground-level dust were emitted from the plant. What might have been contained in the dust?

ATSDR Response: Available sampling data are not adequate to allow ATSDR to determine all of the contaminants in Stauffer’s air releases. However, ATSDR’s review of available data shows the emissions likely contained a number of contaminants including phosphorus pentoxide, fluorides, sulfur dioxide, metals, and radionuclides.

7. Can ATSDR evaluate likely exposures to families who lived close to the Stauffer facility while it was in operation?

ATSDR Response: Yes. ATSDR’s public health assessment includes evaluation of exposure of residents who lived near the Stauffer plant to airborne releases from the Stauffer facility.

8. Has ATSDR evaluated runoff water from ditches and culverts from the site into the Anclote River?

ATSDR Response: Yes. Contaminants in surface water runoff are evaluated in the sections of the public health assessment dealing with Anclote River surface water and sediment.

7.3. Radiation Concerns

1. What are the health effects of multiple radiation exposures and potential cumulative effects?

ATSDR Response: The potential for multiple radiation exposures posing an increased risk for adverse health effects depends on four things:

- the exposure level or dose,
- the type of radiation,
- the exposure pathway (external or internal), and
- the time between exposures.

When a person is repeatedly exposed to radiation, it can cause cumulative effects (also known as additive effects) to his or her body. These are effects that build up over time. The main adverse effect of radiation to the human body is damage to the DNA, the genetic recipe for a cell. Minor damage to DNA can be repaired. However, the damage also can be serious enough to cause cell death. Between these two extremes, a mutation, or permanent change in the DNA, can occur. The change is the result of a DNA repair that has gone wrong. This is called incorrect repair. Mutations can be passed on to offspring. These changes in the DNA might not kill someone, but mutations might build up in cells. This buildup can increase the chance
the person might become ill. Cell mutations in the human body have been linked to an increased risk for cancer. Mutations in reproductive cells might also occur; this type of mutation has been linked to heritable disease, which can be passed on from parents to offspring. The chance for this type of mutation increases with each exposure to radiation.

Because cancer cells divide more rapidly and are more sensitive to radiation than are healthy cells, radiation is used to treat cancer. Other rapidly growing cells that are likely to react to radiation are the cells that make blood and skin. Cells in the stomach, intestines, eyes, ovaries, and testes are also more likely to be affected by radiation than are other cells.

Cells can repair damage caused by radiation. However, being exposed to radiation time and time again before the body can repair itself might result in more damage. Effects can build up and can increase the chance for illness. Doses necessary to overwhelm repair are orders of magnitude higher than those found at the Stauffer site.

2. What are the health effects of radon?

_ATSDR Response:_ Radon is a colorless and odorless radioactive gas that is and always has been a natural component of the air we breathe. Radon is produced by the radioactive decay of radium, a naturally occurring radioactive element found in trace amounts in all soils as well as in building materials, plants, animals, and the human body. Although scientists have been aware of radon for many years, it was not until recently that it was realized that the largest radiation exposures received by most persons comes from natural sources of radiation, primarily radon and its radioactive decay products. Radon decay products increase the risk of lung cancer, primarily among active tobacco smokers. Limited data exist to suggest that radon might increase the risk of lung cancer among nonsmokers.

3. Has ATSDR evaluated radium-226 in the private wells in the Tarpon Springs area?

_ATSDR Response:_ The Pinellas and Pasco County Health Departments have done some limited sampling of selected drinking water wells within about a 1/4-mile radius of the site. The analysis included three radionuclides: gross alpha, radium-226, and radium-228. Sampling of these wells is ongoing on a quarterly basis, data analysis is being compiled, and trends are being evaluated.

4. Why is off-site slag not considered a public health concern while on-site slag is considered a concern?

_ATSDR Response:_ In regards to the relative health hazards from on-site vs. off-site slag, the main issue is the gamma radiation dose rate that a person would receive from the slag. This dose rate is related to the amount of radiation emitted from the slag which is a function of the concentration of radium in the slag (pCi/kg) and the amount of slag present in a given area (kg/m²). Since there is much more slag on-site than off-site, and the on-site slag is confined to
a relatively small area, the total amount of radioactivity emitted is much higher on-site than off-site. The result is that on-site gamma dose rates are orders of magnitude higher than off-site.

5. Can ATSDR ask EPA to identify the off-site slag?

*ATSDR Response:* Without testing every home and piece of land in the community, it cannot be said that no one is being exposed to radiation from the slag at levels above the guidelines. However, the FDOH’s Bureau of Radiation Control performed many surveys and tests on the slag throughout the Tarpon Springs/Holiday area. The results assured ATSDR that the outdoor areas of slag (in roads and driveways) are not a health hazard. The slag varies little from place to place. Also, slag found in building materials of homes showed only a few areas that are near levels of any concern. The bureau will survey homes for radiation on request. Please call the Environmental Laboratory in Orlando at 407-297-2095. Private consultants can also be contacted to do surveys.

6. How much radium is on site?

*ATSDR Response:* Nearly 100 times the concentration found off site.

7. Can ATSDR use whole-body testing to measure the total radiation body burden of former workers and area residents?

*ATSDR Response:* Yes, but ATSDR believes that it would not be appropriate. A total body burden test measures levels of radioactive material inside the body. The levels of radioactivity are measured using external detectors or by analyzing biological samples, such as urine or blood.

It is rare that a person will be exposed to radioactive materials at levels that require a total body burden test. This test can be used when radioactive material has entered someone's body by inhalation, ingestion, or when it enters the body through the skin or by other means. A body burden test is not a way to measure radiation exposure from sources outside the body. The test is not appropriate after external exposure to x-ray or gamma radiation. After such exposures, no radiation remains in the body. However, although radiation does not remain in the body after an exposure, effects from the radiation exposure might remain.

This test might not be one a general practice physician would know about. However, if someone has been exposed to excessive amounts of radioactive materials from occupational exposure, a doctor can refer a patient to a specialist for such a test.

8. Previous radiation evaluations did not include information about exposure to radionuclides by inhalation and ingestion and their possible health effects. Will inhalation and ingestion be considered in future evaluations?
**7.4. Community Involvement Concerns**

1. **Can ATSDR provide a time line of ATSDR’s site activities?**

   *ATSDR Response:* After consulting with the N-2-N Committee, ATSDR has been including updated projected time lines in the ATSDR Community Update/Newsletter to keep residents informed.

2. **Can ATSDR provide information on its products and services in Greek?**

   *ATSDR Response:* The majority of ATSDR's products and services (i.e., documents, fact sheets, etc.) are produced in English and some in Spanish. However, based on community needs, documents can be translated into other languages. At the Tarpon Springs site, ATSDR raised this issue with the Neighbor to Neighbor (N-2-N) group. The N-2-N members indicated that the majority of residents in Tarpon Springs and surrounding areas use English as their primary language and that it was not necessary for ATSDR to translate its documents for the Stauffer site into Greek. Nevertheless, ATSDR will make available a Greek-version of the PHA summary fact sheet to area residents whose primary language is Greek. In addition, ATSDR will consider, on a case-by-case basis, requests to provide other site documents in Greek.

**7.5. Health Education Concerns**

1. **Can ATSDR provide environmental health education to the medical community treating people with environmental/industrial exposure?**

   *ATSDR Response:* Yes. ATSDR staff will develop environmental education packets for local health care providers.

2. **Can ATSDR provide education in schools with distribution of fact sheet specifically for children and a presentation at schools for parents/PTO meeting, or both?**

   *ATSDR Response:* ATSDR has provided and will continue to provide environmental health education materials to local schools and library repositories. We will continue to provide updated information on site-related activities through the Neighbor-2-Neighbor newsletter, fact sheets, and community meetings.
3. Can ATSDR provide health education to former Stauffer workers?

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR, in consultation with partnering occupational health agencies, will provide health education to former Stauffer workers.

4. Will ATSDR consider doing a “health day” at Gulfside Elementary, in conjunction with the local health department, to educate students and their parents about Stauffer?

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR will accept invitations from community-sponsored health events including local schools. We will provide environmental health education materials to address site-specific health concerns, including those that involve children.

### 7.6. Health Studies Concerns

1. Will ATSDR release the names of the former Stauffer Chemical Company workers and cause of death for the 700 deceased workers?

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR does not release individual information because of confidentiality agreements and to protect the privacy of families. Information about the former workers, including cause of death, will be released in ATSDR reports as aggregate data only.

2. Why is ATSDR not conducting a health study of former Stauffer workers?

*ATSDR Response:* In response to community concern and in consideration of advice from the ATSDR-convened Expert Panel meeting held on July 31, 2003, ATSDR’s Division of Health Studies is conducting follow-up activities for former Stauffer workers, including (1) a mortality cause of death analysis for deceased former workers, and (2) a medical pulmonary evaluation for some former ore processing and phosphorus production workers. ATSDR will provide further information about these activities as they develop.

3. Will ATSDR release the names of former Gulfside Elementary students who attended the school during the time of the plant operations?

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR does not release information on individuals because of privacy and confidentiality issues. Information about the former Gulfside Elementary students will be released in ATSDR reports only as aggregate data.

4. How do we get NIOSH involved?

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR consulted with NIOSH’s Hazard Evaluations and Technical Assistance Branch in 2003 regarding the conclusions reached in the PHA. Dr. D. Trout of NIOSH participated in the ATSDR-convened Expert Panel meeting that was held on July 31,
2003 (after release of the PHA report for public comment.) ATSDR is also consulting with NIOSH in regard to follow-up activities for former Stauffer workers (i.e., the medical screening project and the mortality study).
8. HEALTH OUTCOME DATA EVALUATION

8.1. Health Statistics Review of Populations Living Near Stauffer

8.1.1. Background

At the request of ATSDR, the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) conducted a cancer incidence analysis of populations living near the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site. ATSDR made the request on behalf of concerned citizens who perceived there to be an excess of cancer and other illnesses among citizens who live(d) near the Stauffer facility. Therefore, based on the substances and radioactive matter that were utilized at the site during the years of operation, ATSDR and the University of South Florida staff selected specific cancer types for analysis. These cancers were chosen because they represent groupings that are associated with substances used at the site and because some cancers may be more sensitive to the effects of radiation. The cancers analyzed included: bone, brain, leukemia, lung and bronchus, lymphomas, melanoma, mesothelioma, and thyroid cancers.

8.1.2. Methods

The target area consisted of four combined census tracts: the census tract where the Stauffer facility was located (103027308) and three surrounding, adjacent census tracts (101030400, 103027501, and 103027401). The period analyzed consisted of three five-year time periods: 1985-1989, 1990-1994, and 1995-1999. These were chosen because they represent all of the years of data available from the Florida Cancer Data System (FCDS). The population analyzed consisted of those residents who lived within the combined census tracts during 1985-1999. Standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) were calculated for the eight site-specific cancers mentioned above by sex and time period. SIRs are the observed number of specified cancer cases for the residents of the target area divided by the expected number of cancer cases for the population of the target area, assuming the rate was the same as elsewhere in Florida. An SIR of exactly one indicates that the target area’s incidence is equal to what is expected. An SIR less than one indicates that the target area’s incidence is lower than what is expected. An SIR greater than one indicates that the target area’s incidence is higher than what is expected. Expected numbers were calculated using average state incidence rates for whites from 1985 to 1999. The rates of whites in Florida were used because there were fewer than one percent of blacks living in the target area during the time period analyzed. For the state of Florida and county populations, official intercensal estimates were generated by the governor’s office, while the intercensal target area population was estimated by linear extrapolation from the U.S. census data for Florida. Significance tests—p-values and 95% confidence intervals—were also used to determine whether the generated SIRs were statistically significant.
8.1.3. Results

For the time period 1985-1989, all of the SIRs were less than what would be expected for the target area, many of which were statistically significantly lower. The most likely explanation for this was that the FCDS was just getting established in the early 1980s, possibly resulting in an under reporting of cases to the registry for the time period 1985-1989. For this reason, it was decided by ATSDR and FDOH to focus on the cancer incidence for the combined years 1990-1999, and also separately for 1990-1994 and 1995-1999. For the combined years of 1990-1999, the SIRs for all cancers examined were less than or equal to what one would have expected to see for the target area. However, when examining the time periods of 1990-1994 and 1995-1999 separately, mesothelioma in women was found to be significantly elevated during 1990-1994 (3 cases observed, 0.6 cases expected; SIR=5.0; p<0.02). In comparison, mesothelioma in men was not significantly elevated for these same time periods (4 cases observed, 3.1 cases expected, SIR=1.3, p<0.28; and 1 case observed, 3 cases expected, SIR=0.3; respectively).

8.1.4. Discussion

Mesothelioma, a rare form of cancer, is a disease in which cancer cells are found in the sac lining the chest or abdomen. Mesothelioma has a long latency period—usually 30 to 40 years—yet is almost always fatal by the time it is diagnosed. Mesothelioma occurs predominately in men and is usually acquired through an occupational exposure to asbestos (e.g., ship-building). Researchers have found associations of environment asbestos exposure and pleural malignant mesothelioma and non-malignant conditions based on case series and population based case-control study designs (Magnani et al 2001, Garner and Saracci 1989). However, the scientific literature is inconsistent with regard to environmental asbestos exposure and malignant mesothelioma (McDonald and McDonald 1996). What is unusual about the significant elevation found in the census tracts is that the excess occurred in women. This finding could be the result of an occupational or other exposure that occurred decades ago from a nearby facility(s) that used asbestos. Another possibility for this excess could be due to take-home exposure from asbestos-contaminated clothing from a spouse or household member who worked in a facility(s) that used asbestos. It is also possible that this excess could be due to a community exposure via ambient air from a nearby facility(s) that used asbestos; however, given that the Stauffer-vicinity disease appears to be limited to females only, this possibility is not likely.

In response to this excess of disease, further exploration of these three mesothelioma cases was conducted by ATSDR and the FDOH to determine how these individuals might have possibly been exposed. ATSDR requested—and received—select information on these three individuals from the FCDS for verification. The information requested included name, sex, date of birth, diagnosis date, age at diagnosis, occupational industry, and address at diagnosis in order to determine if these individuals were Stauffer workers or spouses of workers. ATSDR cross-referenced these three individuals with a worker list that was provided by Stauffer Management Company to identify a possible exposure relationship. ATSDR was not able to identify these names on the list of former workers. Therefore, we do not think that these women or their spouses
were Stauffer workers. ATSDR reviewed the death certificates for these three women. The occupational status listed on these death certificates was either blank or coded simply as “retired.” Given that Florida is a frequent retirement destination, it is possible that these three women were exposed to asbestos elsewhere. To investigate the time frame that these three women lived in the site area, ATSDR retrieved information from public deed records. The deed records indicated that the three women moved into the site area between 1968 and 1979; two of the women were 60 years old and the other was 55 years old when they bought their homes in the vicinity of Stauffer Chemical Company. The three women lived at their residences for a total of 15 to 26 years prior to their deaths, and more significantly, 3 to 13 years while the Stauffer facility was in operation. As such, ATSDR believes that the three women were likely exposed to asbestos prior to moving to the vicinity of Stauffer Chemical Company, and, therefore, the three asbestos cases are not related to the Stauffer site.
9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1. Past Site Conditions and Exposures


Levels of air pollution in the immediate area of the Stauffer facility while it was operating (i.e., 1947-1981) were likely to be a public health hazard because of the combined emissions from the Stauffer facility and from other sources in the area. The components of air pollution causing the health hazard are sulfur dioxide and particulate matter. These components reached levels that in the scientific literature were associated with an increased incidence of adverse lung and heart conditions. Populations at greatest risk for suffering adverse health effects include children, the elderly, persons with preexisting heart or lung disease, and persons with asthma who lived or worked near the Stauffer facility. In making this hazard determination, some uncertainty exists in the health conclusions for long- and short-term exposures to particulate matter and long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide. However, both sulfur dioxide, as well as particulate matter, are likely to affect the lungs; therefore, any added particulate matter exposures in combination with sulfur dioxide exposures may have increased the risk of an adverse effect to the lungs. Specific perspective on the public health implications of exposure and uncertainty of exposures to sulfur dioxide and particulate matter follow.

9.1.1.1. Short-term and long-term exposure to particulate matter

Particulate matter is ubiquitous both in outdoor and indoor environments. Besides the multiple outdoor sources of PM exposures to the community (including the Stauffer facility, the Florida Power Anclote Plant, automobiles, and others), there are numerous other indoor sources of PM exposures from cooking, cleaning, and other indoor activities. The sampling data quite clearly demonstrate that air emissions when the Stauffer facility was active caused increases in particulate matter concentrations near the facility. However, the particulate matter levels measured near Stauffer between 1977–1981, though greater than Florida’s previous air quality standards, were not above the U.S. EPA standards for PM in place at that time and were similar to particulate matter levels routinely measured in many suburban and urban settings throughout the state. When ATSDR evaluates exposure to environmental contamination, our primary role is to examine whether exposures are at levels associated with adverse health effects. Whether other populations experienced greater or lesser exposures does not factor into our public health evaluations for a given site.

ATSDR relied on the vast epidemiological evidence that strongly suggests that short- and long-term exposure to particulate matter is associated with lung and heart diseases. Specifically, the scientific literature has shown associations with very serious health effects (death) to less serious health effects (e.g., slight lung function changes). Using our best estimates, particulate matter exposures from all sources and those attributable to Stauffer could have resulted in one of the adverse health effects shown in the scientific literature. Moreover, the population exposed to particulate matter attributable to Stauffer are more likely to have experienced the less serious
health effects of lung and heart diseases and reductions in lung function than other, more serious health effects reported in the literature. Although ATSDR provides this perspective for the community to better understand their risk of the most serious adverse health effects, we do so with some uncertainty. Given that the exposed population may have had a higher percentage of elderly (a likely sensitive population), ATSDR cannot completely rule out any of the adverse health effects that have been associated with PM exposures. In any case, the risk of an adverse cardiopulmonary health outcome was likely reduced once the Stauffer facility ceased operation in 1981 because the levels of exposure to particulate matter, especially the smaller, fine particles, were lowered.

Persons residing in or working in the following areas might have experienced adverse health effects similar to those reported in the literature from their exposures to particulate matter:

- The Flaherty Marina (before 1982),
- Residential homes built before 1982 southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln.

9.1.1.2 Short-term exposure to sulfur dioxide

Air monitoring data are available for 1977 to 1979 and most of the time sulfur dioxide levels were below ATSDR’s health guideline of 10 parts per billion (ppb). Periodically, however, hourly sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station near the Flaherty Marina showed significantly elevated levels of sulfur dioxide. The highest average sulfur dioxide level detected in a 1-hour monitoring period was 840 parts per billion (ppb). Because valid human studies are available concerning the harmful effects of sulfur dioxide, ATSDR is concerned about the times when sulfur dioxide levels were above 100 ppb, the lowest known level to cause a response in humans. The concern becomes greater at levels above 500 ppb.

People who lived in, worked in, or visited the following areas before 1981, when Stauffer was operating were at risk for harmful effects from exposure to sulfur dioxide based on hourly measurements. These areas include:

- The Flaherty Marina,
- Residential homes southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road.

Persons who lived in, worked in, or visited these areas might have experienced the following harmful effects:

- changes in lung function (such as, an increase in airway resistance and a narrowing of lung’s airways,
wheezing and shortness of breath,
- increase in heart rate and breathing rate,
- cough, and
- irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat.

It is important to remember that people who are most sensitive to the effects of sulfur dioxide are those with asthma who were exercising while being exposed to sulfur dioxide. Only at the higher hourly levels detected (600 to 800 ppb) will healthy (non-asthmatic) people experience some of the symptoms of sulfur dioxide exposure.

ATSDR used an air dispersion model to predict sulfur dioxide levels in the surrounding community for times when Stauffer had a major release of sulfur dioxide. This model predicted that significant sulfur dioxide levels moved into the surrounding community. The modeling analysis offers a reasonable account of Stauffer’s past air quality impacts, based on the best available information. Like all modeling analyses, ATSDR’s modeling work for the Stauffer site has some uncertainties. Nevertheless, ATSDR believes that its analysis more likely underestimated Stauffer’s air quality impacts rather than overestimated them.

It is important to remember that exposure to relatively low levels of sulfur dioxide (for example, 100 ppb sulfur dioxide) is not likely to cause noticeable symptoms, such as wheezing or shortness of breath. At 100 ppb sulfur dioxide, only exercising asthmatics have shown responses, and these responses were mild changes in the lung’s airways (specifically, an increase in airway resistance). It should also be pointed out that the human studies conducted at 100 ppb had asthmatics breathe through a mouthpiece, thus increasing their exposure to sulfur dioxide. It is uncertain if exercising asthmatics would experience these mild effects on the lungs if they were exercising and breathing through their mouth and nose. It is also important to know that this increase in airway resistance is temporary and will return to normal shortly after exposure ends. However, as sulfur dioxide levels exceed 500 ppb, some asthmatics will require medication to treat the symptoms of wheezing and shortness of breath.

9.1.1.3 Long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide

Results of air monitoring at the Anclote Road monitoring station and the air dispersion model showed that residents who lived in portions of Tarpon Springs, Holiday Estates, and surrounding areas were likely exposed for many years to elevated yearly sulfur dioxide levels. The sulfur dioxide levels are similar to levels shown in human studies to be associated with a small increase in mortality, particularly in persons with pre-existing lung and heart disease. The increased risk of mortality existed while people were being exposed. Because of the low levels of exposure from 1977 to 1981, it is unlikely that people who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects. The areas most impacted by Stauffer emissions are shown in Figure 27 and include the areas covered by the 10 ppb and 5 ppb contours. Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions because (1) the sulfur dioxide exposure levels are estimates based on modeling information rather than actual measurements, and (2) there is considerable uncertainty in our knowledge of health effects associated with long-term human exposure to sulfur dioxide.
9.1.1.4. Exposure to fluoride

The limited number of air samples that measured for fluoride did not show fluoride to be a health concern. However, one of the historical air samples showed fluoride levels at Stauffer’s fence line to be slightly above ATSDR’s acute Minimal Risk Level (MRL). Irritant effects from brief exposures to the fluoride level detected seem unlikely because the detected fluoride level was far below the level that caused harmful effects. Firm conclusions, however, cannot be drawn because the sample averaged fluoride levels over 24 hours, which might have masked higher levels of fluoride in a migrating plume. In addition, too few air samples were taken for fluorides when the Stauffer facility was operating to determine what levels of fluorides were being released. ATSDR’s modeling analysis, which was based on the best available emissions data, suggests that ambient air concentrations of fluorides did not exceed levels of health concern. Although this modeling analysis has limitations (most notably that emissions data were not available for every source at the facility), ATSDR is reassured by its previous evaluations of air quality issues at much larger elemental phosphorus production facilities—with very extensive air sampling data for fluorides—which showed no evidence of fluoride exposures at levels of health concern.

9.1.1.5. Exposure to Other Air Pollutants

Residents who lived near the Stauffer facility while it was operating were likely exposed to a number of additional contaminants in air (e.g., metals, phosphorus compounds, inorganic acids); however, the magnitude and impact of these exposures could not be evaluated from available site data and information.

9.1.1.6. Uncertainty in Health Conclusions About Air Pollutants

Some uncertainty exists in ATSDR’s health conclusions, such as

- The accuracy of the estimated levels of PM$_{2.5}$ for the 1970s and 1980s. Using the limited TSP data from 1977–1981, ATSDR developed our best estimate of what exposures to fine particulates may have been. The methods used and justifications for developing these estimates are provided by ATSDR in the public health assessment.

- Some scientists believe that the associations found in epidemiological studies do not provide conclusive evidence that exposure to ambient levels of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide actually cause adverse cardiopulmonary health effects because a clear biological mechanism, among other things, has yet to be clearly established. While ATSDR acknowledges this uncertainty, using the strong epidemiological evidence, we feel that a number of health effects were possible because of past exposures to Stauffer particulate matter and sulfur dioxide emissions.

- Some studies suggest that certain types of particulate matter may be more or less toxic depending on the size of the particles and the composition. ATSDR has no information
to conclude that the particulate matter emitted from Stauffer was any more or less toxic than particulate matter that has been associated with adverse cardiopulmonary health effects in the scientific literature.

- The overall interpretation of the scientific inquiry into the health effects of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide. For example, some suggest that particulate matter and sulfur dioxide can be viewed as a surrogate indicator for the overall mixture of air contaminants, as a specific cause of health effects, or both. **Whatever the case, in general, ATSDR believes that reducing particulate matter and sulfur dioxide exposure would be expected to lead to reducing the frequency and severity of the health effects associated with exposure to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide.**

- The levels of particulate matter that are considered protective for all segments of the population. ATSDR’s evaluation of the public health implications of exposures to particulate matter incorporates the understanding that no currently established “safe” levels of particulate matter exposure exist.

- The effects on the lungs caused by exposure to 100 ppb sulfur dioxide occurred in subjects who breathed through a mouthpiece while exercising. Whether the same effects would occur in subjects who breathed through their mouth and nose while exercising is uncertain. However, this and other effects were seen in subjects exposed in a chamber to higher levels of sulfur dioxide.

### 9.1.1.7. Review of Community Health Concerns about Past Stauffer Air Emissions

Some of the health concerns expressed by community members in relation to past air exposures related to the Stauffer facility (e.g., asthma, breathing problems, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD], and other nonspecific lung diseases) are reasonably consistent, with adverse health outcomes reported in the epidemiologic literature for both acute and chronic exposures to particulate matter (or sulfur dioxide). For asthma, it is important to note that the scientific literature does not currently suggest that PM causes asthma, but that it may exacerbate it. Moreover, there are other known and suspected factors that may trigger asthma. A list of these triggers can be found at [http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/astatrigs.html](http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/astatrigs.html) and [http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/asctriggers.html](http://www.lungusa.org/asthma/asctriggers.html). The consistency between the community’s health concerns and the epidemiologic studies does not suggest that a specific person’s disease was caused by inhalation exposures to particulate matter. Rather, the cause of any disease is usually a result of multiple factors. For example, smoking is a strong risk factor for many lung and heart diseases. Therefore, smokers make up another population group likely at increased risk for particulate matter-related health effects (EPA 1996). ATSDR has not determined that any of these reported illnesses are elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer, but only that they are consistent with the findings from the scientific literature.

### 9.1.2. Contaminants in Private Drinking Water Supplies
Two commercial wells and one private well near the Stauffer facility contained arsenic at levels that exceeded EPA’s drinking water standard of 10 ppb. The elevated arsenic levels are not believed to be related to groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site.

It is unlikely that children or adults would experience noncancerous harmful effects from drinking water from these wells. A small theoretical increase in the risk of cancer can be calculated should someone drink 8 glasses (2 liters) of water from these wells on a daily basis over a lifetime; however, the risk might also be zero. Uncertainty exists in deciding the risk of cancer because only one well sample is available; therefore, the concentration of arsenic in the well throughout someone’s lifetime may vary. ATSDR’s estimate of a small theoretical increase in the risk of cancer assumes a lifetime of exposure at the arsenic concentration in that one sample.

Four private wells near the Stauffer facility contained lead at levels that exceeded EPA’s action level of 15 ppb. The elevated lead levels are not believed to be related to groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site. The highest lead level detected was 270 ppb. This level was detected only one time, which means that those who used this well were probably only exposed to lead for a few months. Lead levels 3 months before and 3 months after the high level were below EPA’s action level. Brief exposures to 270-ppb lead in drinking water for a preschool child might cause changes in blood chemistry, mild effects to the liver, and, for boys, mild effects to the prostate. These effects are also likely for preschool children who used the well that contained 160-ppb lead. For the other two wells that contained 18 and 24-ppb lead, harmful effects are unlikely.

9.1.3. Former Gulfsdie Elementary Students

ATSDR determined that two primary exposure pathways could have had an impact on children who attended Gulfsdie Elementary school from 1978–1981. The two exposure pathways are (1) contact with soil and (2) breathing outdoor air.

Soil sampling at the school showed elevated levels of radionuclides; however, the concentrations of radionuclides did not pose a health hazard at the levels measured. The elevated radionuclide levels may have been associated with wind-blown dust from the Stauffer slag processing and loading operation, which was located directly across the street from the school. Arsenic was also detected in soils at the school but not at levels of health concern. In addition, the amount of soil and dust that children in elementary school ingest incidentally during their daily activities is small. Therefore, adverse health effects from exposure of Gulfsdie Elementary students to contaminants in school soils would not be expected.

Air monitoring data showed that children could have been exposed for brief periods to high levels of sulfur dioxide on some days. However, on most days the wind came from a direction that would have blown the pollution away from the school. These intermittent exposure to high levels of sulfur dioxide might have caused the following symptoms in some children at the time of the exposure in 1978 to 1981: throat irritation, cough, wheezing, and shortness of breath.
In addition to brief periods of exposure to high levels of sulfur dioxide, children who attended Gulfside Elementary School might have been exposed to sulfur dioxide for long periods. Results of air monitoring at the Anclote Road monitoring station and the air dispersion model showed that children and adults at Gulfside Elementary School were likely exposed for many years to slightly elevated yearly sulfur dioxide levels. The yearly sulfur dioxide levels are similar to levels shown in human studies to be associated with a small increase in mortality, particularly in people with pre-existing lung and heart disease. The increased risk of mortality existed while people were being exposed. Because of the low levels of exposure from 1977 to 1981, it is unlikely that people who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects. The areas most impacted by Stauffer emissions are shown in Figure 27 and include the areas covered by the 10 ppb and 5 ppb contours. Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions because the results are based on modeling information, and some uncertainty exists in the human studies.

The students at Gulfside Elementary School were probably exposed to increased levels of particulate matter (PM) while Stauffer was operating. However, the lack of good information regarding their PM exposures does not allow ATSDR to determine with any certainty if these exposures constituted a hazard. No quality air monitoring data or reliable estimates from computer modeling are available for the school. Because this information is lacking, it was not possible to estimate accurately exposure to PM for children who attended the school. Therefore, it was not possible to determine if particulate matter in air was a hazard to students at the Gulfside school.

It should be noted that the risk of adverse health effects from long-term exposure to sulfur dioxide and particulate matter existed while the students and adults were being exposed. There is uncertainty in estimating health risks for former Gulfside students. The human studies measured sulfur dioxide and particulate matter in the same year that mortality was measured, whereas exposures at Gulfside Elementary School stopped over 20 years ago. Because of the relatively low levels of exposure from 1978 to 1981, it is unlikely that former students and adults who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects. Because of the above limitations, ATSDR believes that a scientific study of former Gulfside students would not provide definitive results and, therefore, is not appropriate at this time.

In 2003, ATSDR, in collaboration with the University of South Florida, traced former Gulfside Elementary students who attended the school from 1978 to 1981 (i.e., while the Stauffer plant was in operation). Nearly 91% of the 615 former students or their family were located by an address. This information will be useful for future dissemination of health information and health education to former students. Note: ATSDR mailed information regarding the findings of the PHA to these former students in February 2004.

9.1.4. Former Stauffer Workers

With regard to exposures of former workers at the Stauffer facility, ATSDR concludes the following:
- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to asbestos or ACM at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of cancer, but it is unlikely (based on air monitoring data) that workers are at risk of asbestosis.

- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of cancer.

- Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.

- A majority (78%) of former Stauffer workers were employed for a relatively short period of time. About 22% of the Stauffer workforce was employed for more than 1 year; of these, about 13% worked 5 years or longer.

- ATSDR enumerated the worker cohort as follows: 39% of workers were traced with a full or partial mailing address, 36% of workers were determined to be deceased, and a large percentage of former workers live in the greater Tarpon Springs-New Port Richey area. ATSDR does not have vital status information for about 240 former workers.

- Cause of death was available for 65% of the 864 deceased former workers.

- The leading cause of death was cancer (28%), followed by ischemic heart disease (19%), and then respiratory diseases (9%). Because many death records were not available, this information should be interpreted with caution.

### 9.1.5. Health Statistics Review

At ATSDR’s request, FDOH conducted a cancer incidence analysis of populations living near Stauffer. ATSDR made the request on behalf of concerned citizens who perceived there to be an excess of cancer and other illnesses among residents who live or lived near the Stauffer facility. The cancers analyzed included bone, brain, leukemia, lung and bronchus, lymphomas, melanoma, mesothelioma, and thyroid cancers.

For the combined years of 1990–1999, SIRs for all cancers examined were less than or equal to what would be expected for the geographic area of interest. However, when examining five year time periods of 1990–1994 and 1995–1999 separately, the rate of mesothelioma in women was significantly elevated during 1990–1994 (3 cases observed, 0.6 cases expected; SIR=5.0; p<0.02). Upon further review, there was no apparent relationship with the Stauffer site for these female cases (and for a spouse with the same last name). In addition, cause of death information for deceased former workers did not show an unusual number of deaths due to lung diseases plausible for Stauffer site contaminants, (e.g., asbestosis).

### 9.2. Current Site Conditions and Exposures
Currently, the Stauffer Chemical Company site is not a public health hazard because people are not being exposed to site contaminants at harmful levels. Since the Stauffer plant ceased operations in 1981, access to the site has been restricted. In addition, most buildings, equipment, and chemicals—which could pose a health and safety hazard—have been removed from the site.

9.2.1. Current Air Exposures

- The levels of TSP, PM$_{10}$, and PM$_{2.5}$ were reduced after 1981 when the Stauffer plant stopped operating. Since 1981, the estimated and measured levels of particulate matter in the general vicinity of the former Stauffer plant, and subsequent risk of an adverse heart and lung health outcome, were similar to those in many areas of Florida and the United States.

- Current levels of sulfur dioxide in air are not likely to cause harmful effects in people, including those with asthma.

- Results of air sampling conducted by EPA in the 1990s for fluorides show it is unlikely that fluoride is being released to the air at harmful levels.

9.2.2. Recreational Use of the Anclote River

While a few sediment and surface water samples had levels that exceeded ATSDR comparison values, the levels detected in surface water and sediment are not likely to cause harmful effects because (1) the levels are too low, (2) the frequency of samples with elevated levels are low, (3) people are not likely to drink water from the river consistently, and (4) contact with sediment is limited. Therefore, ATSDR believes that it is safe for people to use the Anclote River for recreational purposes.

9.2.3. Other Current Exposures

The concentrations of radionuclides measured at Gulfside Elementary School do not pose a health hazard to students or staff.
9.3. Future Site Conditions and Exposures

9.3.1. Radioactivity in On-Site Slag

Long-term exposure to gamma radiation from radium-226 in on-site slag could pose a public health hazard in the future if the Stauffer site were developed into a residential neighborhood.

9.3.2. Contaminants in On-Site Soil

Long-term exposure to arsenic in on-site soil could pose a future public health hazard if the Stauffer site were developed into a residential neighborhood. This is because accidental ingestion of arsenic-contaminated pond soil over many decades could result in an increased risk of certain cancers.
10. RECOMMENDATIONS

ATSDR’s recommendations for the Stauffer site are as follows:

1. Continue to restrict access to the site to prevent exposure to site contaminants, including radiation in on-site slag and arsenic in on-site soil. Also, establish institutional controls (e.g., deed restrictions) to prevent development of the site for residential use. (Note: In their comments on the initial release public health assessment, Stauffer Management Company indicated that they already agreed to deed-restrict the site so that it is never considered for residential development.)

2. Provide health education to former Stauffer workers.

3. Provide health education to local health care providers.

4. Provide health education to area residents and persons who attended Gulfside Elementary from 1978 through 1981.

5. Provide a summary fact sheet about the public health assessment in Greek to meet the needs of the Tarpon Springs community.

6. Develop and implement follow-up health activities for former Stauffer workers, including a mortality study and a respiratory health evaluation program.

7. For public health surveillance and health information purposes, evaluate the incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer in areas surrounding the Stauffer site.

Note: Some of the above recommendations may have already been implemented, as discussed under Actions Completed in the Public Health Action Plan that follows.
11. PUBLIC HEALTH ACTION PLAN

The public health action plan (PHAP) contains a description of public health actions that have been, are being, or will be taken by ATSDR and others at the Stauffer site. The purpose of the PHAP is to ensure that this public health assessment not only identifies public health hazards associated with the site, but also provides a plan of action to prevent or minimize the potential for adverse human health effects from exposure to site-related hazardous substances.

11.1 Actions Completed

1. In June 2001, ATSDR staff visited the Stauffer Chemical site and Tarpon Springs area, discussed the agency’s proposed public health response plan for the site at a town hall meeting sponsored by Congressman Michael Bilirakis, and met with community members one-on-one to listen to their health concerns.

2. In August 2001, ATSDR met with community representatives to introduce the overall Neighbor-2-Neighbor (N-2-N) plan and to discuss specific ATSDR activities to deal with radiation/slag concerns.

3. In fall 2001, ATSDR contracted with the University of South Florida, Department of Epidemiology, to identify and locate former employees of Stauffer plant and persons who attended Gulfside Elementary School from 1978–1981 for possible followup health study or health education activities.

4. In January 2002, ATSDR developed and distributed the first site newsletter (“ATSDR Community Update: Stauffer Chemical Co. Site, Tarpon Springs, FL, Winter 2002”). The purpose of the newsletter was to provide area residents with up-to-date information regarding ATSDR’s activities for the Stauffer site.

5. In January 2002, ATSDR released a draft public health consultation that evaluated exposure of area residents to radiation from phosphorus slag in their communities. The health consultation concluded that radiation exposures of area residents to off-site slag is not a public health hazard.

6. In January 2002, ATSDR staff and a radiation expert from outside the government met with community members in Tarpon Springs to discuss ATSDR’s radiation consult and issues related to radiation and off-site slag.

7. In April 2002, ATSDR staff met with community representatives to provide an update on our public health assessment and health consultation activities.

8. In August 2002, ATSDR developed and distributed the second site newsletter (summer 2002).

9. In November 2002, ATSDR submitted the draft Stauffer public health assessment to five external peer reviewers and to appropriate government agencies (e.g., EPA, FDOH) for review and comment.
10. In late 2002 and early 2003, ATSDR, in conjunction with the Florida Department of Health, reviewed information from the Florida cancer registry and death certificates for the three cases of mesothelioma that were identified in the site area.

11. In late 2002 and early 2003, ATSDR, with the assistance of the University of South Florida, identified and located former employees of the Stauffer plant and persons who attended Gulfside Elementary School from 1978–1981 for possible followup health study or health education activities.

12. In early 2003, ATSDR reviewed the peer reviewers’ comments on the PHA and revised the PHA, where necessary, in response to those comments.

13. On April 2, 2003, ATSDR released the PHA for public comment and sent copies of the document via overnight mail to elected officials and to federal, state, and county agencies, community representatives, and the Tarpon Springs Library.

14. On April 7 and 8, 2003, ATSDR held meetings and poster sessions with community representatives, SMC officials, the community-at-large, and local news media to explain the findings of the PHA and to answer related questions.

15. On July 31, 2003, ATSDR held a 1-day scientific panel meeting in Atlanta, GA, to identify possible follow-up health activities for former Stauffer workers. Selected community representatives and news reporters attended the meeting as observers. The expert panel provided two suggestions for ATSDR to consider regarding possible follow-up activities for former Stauffer production workers: (1) conduct a mortality study, and (2) conduct medical screening for those who were employed at Stauffer for several years.

16. In October 2003, ATSDR staff (1) visited the Stauffer Chemical site and Tarpon Springs area, and (2) participated in a town hall meeting sponsored by Congressman Michael Bilirakis. At the town hall meeting, ATSDR staff discussed the agency’s current and future activities for the site and distributed the agency’s third site newsletter (fall 2003).

17. In early 2004, ATSDR mailed a letter to students who attended Gulfside Elementary School from 1978 through 1981 (the years that students were at the school while the Stauffer plant was in operation.) The purpose of the letter was to inform these students of the findings of ATSDR’s public health assessment related to Gulfside Elementary. Included with the letter were several site-related fact sheets, including a fact sheet regarding exposures at Gulfside Elementary.

18. ATSDR reviewed information provided by the Pinellas County Department of Health regarding residential and commercial wells that contained elevated levels of arsenic and lead. This information, which was received subsequent to release of the public health assessment for public comment, was used to determine which wells were still in use and to ensure that the users of these wells were aware of the sampling results for their wells.

19. ATSDR reviewed the Final Groundwater Studies Report (Parsons, July 2004) and the Final Geophysical Studies Report (O’Brien & Gere, July 2004) and incorporated information from
these two reports into the final public health assessment, where appropriate. These two reports were not available when the public health assessment was released for public comment.

20. ATSDR provided health information to area residents and former Gulfside students through (1) distribution of community newsletters (in January 2002, July 2002, October 2003, and December 2004); (2) distribution of chemical-specific and exposure-related fact sheets and booklets; and (3) discussions at community meetings, public availability/poster sessions, and town-hall meetings (in August 2001, January 2002, May 2002, April 2003, and October 2003). As previously noted, in February 2004, ATSDR mailed a letter and several exposure-related fact sheets to former Gulfside students who attended the school while the Stauffer plant was in operation (i.e., from 1978 through 1981).

11.2 Actions In Progress

1. ATSDR is conducting a mortality study of deceased former Stauffer workers. The study will look at the cause of death for each former worker who died before January 1, 2003. Currently, ATSDR is in the data collection phase of the study. The study report should be available in late 2005.

2. ATSDR is conducting respiratory health evaluations for select former Stauffer workers who were employed 5 years or longer in phosphate ore processing or phosphorus production activities. Medical evaluations are being conducted from October 2004 through April 2005 at a clinic in Holiday, Florida. A community report is planned for release in early summer 2005.

3. ATSDR is working with the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) to evaluate the incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer in the four Census Tracts surrounding the Stauffer site for years 2000–2002. This follow-up activity is being conducted for public health surveillance reasons and is not necessarily focused on a particular site or contaminant source. Data analysis is in progress and results should be available by spring 2005.

11.3. Actions Planned

1. ATSDR will provide health education, including information about preventing respiratory diseases, to former Stauffer workers by summer 2005.

2. ATSDR, by summer 2005, will provide to local health care providers health education, including guidance for taking patients’ environmental exposure histories and contaminant-specific case studies and fact sheets.

3. ATSDR will translate the fact sheet entitled “ATSDR Final Public Health Assessment for the Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Tarpon Springs, Florida (March 2005)” into Greek and make it available to members of the Tarpon Springs community whose primary language is Greek.

4. ATSDR will continue to provide periodic updates regarding its health activities for the Stauffer site, including activities for former Stauffer workers, to federal, state, and local authorities and area residents. These updates will be provided through established
communication mechanisms for the Stauffer site, such as, the periodic ATSDR Community Update newsletter.
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Demographic Statistics
Within Area of Concern*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Population</td>
<td>9234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White alone</td>
<td>8621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black alone</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am. Indian and Alaska Native alone</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian alone</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some other race alone</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More races</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children Aged 6 and Younger</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults Aged 65 and Older</td>
<td>2538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females Aged 15 - 44</td>
<td>1503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Housing Units</td>
<td>4677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated using an area-proportion spatial analysis technique
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Figure 3. Private and public supply wells in the Stauffer vicinity
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Figure 6. Private well sample locations
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Figure 6: Private well sample locations in Tarpon Springs, Florida. The map illustrates the locations of private wells and other relevant features within the area.
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Figure 7. Surface water sampling locations
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Figure 8. Sediment sampling locations
Tarpon Springs, Florida
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Figure 8 shows the sediment sampling locations in Tarpon Springs, Florida, with a focus on Meyers Cove and Vicinity. The map highlights various locations across the town, water bodies, and sediment sample sites.
Figure 9
Wind Rose for PCDEM’s Anclote Road Meteorological Station: 1979–1996

Pinellas County, FL - 1979-1996

Notes: Data source: PCDEM 2002.
Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
m/s - meters per second
Figure 10
Wind Rose for PCDEM’s Anclote Road Meteorological Station:
January 1979–May 1981, 8:00 AM–3:00 PM

Notes: Data source: PCDEM 2002.
Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
Wind rose depicts prevailing wind patterns for the time frame when all three of the following conditions were met: (a) this meteorological station was reporting valid data, (b) Gulfside Elementary School was open, and (c) SCC production processes were still operating.
m/s - meters per second
Figure 11
Wind Rose for Tampa International Airport: 1979–1996

Notes: Data source: NCDC 2002.
Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
m/s - meters per second
Notes: Data source: NCDC 2002.
Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
Wind rose depicts prevailing wind patterns for the time frame when all three of the following conditions were met: (a) this meteorological station was reporting valid data, (b) Gulfside Elementary School was open, and (c) SCC production processes were still operating.
m/s - meters per second
Figure 13
Wind Rose for St. Petersburg–Clearwater International Airport: 1979–1996

Notes: Data source: NCDC 2002.
Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
m/s - meters per second
Figure 14
Wind Rose for St. Petersburg–Clearwater International Airport: January 1978–May 1981, 8:00 AM–3:00 PM

Clearwater, FL - 1/78-5/81 (8AM - 3PM only)

Notes:
- Data source: NCDC 2002.
- Bars in the figure indicate the direction from which wind was blowing.
- Wind rose depicts prevailing wind patterns for the time frame when all three of the following conditions were met: (a) this meteorological station was reporting valid data, (b) Gulfside Elementary School was open, and (c) SCC production processes were still operating.
- m/s - meters per second
Figure 15
Average Sulfur Dioxide Concentrations at the Anclote Road Monitoring Stations, by Wind Direction:
1979–1981

The time frame 1979 to 1981 was selected because it is the only period during which hourly wind direction and sulfur dioxide concentrations were simultaneously measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station while SCC operated. Valid, simultaneous measurements of these parameters were available for 21,848 hours between 1979 and 1981.
Between 1979 and 1981, PCDEM reported wind direction to the nearest 15° interval, with some exceptions. Out of the 21,848 hours of data available, 23 observations (or 0.1%) were reported to the nearest 5° interval. These observations were assigned to the nearest 15° interval for the analysis shown above.
Wind directions between 300° and 360° (or 0°) blew from the SCC facility to the monitoring station. A wind direction of 315° blew from the rotary kiln stack to the monitoring station.
ppb - parts per billion
The time frame 1982 to 1984 was selected to evaluate air quality in the years immediately following SCC’s closure. Valid, simultaneous measurements of these parameters were available for 23,484 hours between 1982 and 1984.
Between 1982 and 1984, PCDEM reported wind direction to the nearest 15° interval, with some exceptions. Out of the 23,484 hours of data available, 11 observations (or 0.05%) were reported to the nearest 5° interval. These observations were assigned to the nearest 15° interval for the analysis shown above.

ppb - parts per billion
Figure 17
Average TSP Concentrations at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station, by Wind Direction: 1979–1981

An hour “downwind from SCC” was defined as any hour when the wind direction at the Anclote Road station was between 300° and 360° (or 0°).
PCDEM collected 170 valid TSP samples between 1979 and 1981; 23 of these samples were not considered in this analysis because more than 4 hours of wind direction data on those days were invalid. The number of remaining samples were distributed among the five categories shown above as follows: 48 samples collected on days with 0 hours downwind from SCC, 55 samples with 1–6 hours downwind from SCC, 26 samples with 7–12 hours downwind from SCC, 11 samples with 13–18 hours downwind from SCC, and 7 samples with at least 19 hours downwind from SCC.
TSP - total suspended particulates
ug/m³ - micrograms per cubic meter
SCC - Stauffer Chemical Company
An hour “downwind from SCC” was defined as any hour when the wind direction at the Anclote Road station was between 300° and 360° (or 0°). PCDEM collected 168 valid TSP samples between 1982 and 1984; 14 of these samples were not considered in this analysis because more than 4 hours of wind direction data on those days were invalid. The number of remaining samples were distributed among the five categories shown above as follows: 39 samples collected on days with 0 hours downwind from SCC, 58 samples with 1–6 hours downwind from SCC, 32 samples with 7–12 hours downwind from SCC, 16 samples with 13–18 hours downwind from SCC, and 9 samples with at least 19 hours downwind from SCC.
TSP - total suspended particulates
µg/m³ - micrograms per cubic meter
SCC - Stauffer Chemical Company
Figure 19. Air modeling receptor locations

Tarpon Springs, Florida
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Figure 20. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels From July 1977 to August 1981

Figure 21. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels on December 18, 1977
Figure 22. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels Over 3 Days
In January 1978

Figure 23. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels on
December 26, 1977
Figure 24. Anclote Road monitoring station showing 1,540 feet radius from kiln
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

Figure 25. One mile radius 1980 demographic information

Demographic Statistics Within one Mile of Site*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Population</td>
<td>5774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>5736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Race</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Origin</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 6 and younger</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 17 and younger</td>
<td>804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 18 - 64</td>
<td>2678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 65 and greater</td>
<td>2292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Housing Units</td>
<td>3109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographics Statistics Source: 1980 US Census Bureau
*Calculated using an area-proportion spatial analysis technique
Figure 26. Predicted maximum hourly sulfur dioxide levels 1977 to 1981
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Figure 27. Predicted average annual sulfur dioxide levels 1977 to 1981
APPENDIX B – TABLES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pond/Pile</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sample Point</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Northeast property</td>
<td>SB-02SZ</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Subsurface: saturated zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L7-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L7-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L7-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Western portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SB-12SZ</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Subsurface: saturated zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L5-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L5-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L5-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SS68</td>
<td>September 1990</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44A</td>
<td>Main production area; near power house and slag pits</td>
<td>44A-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44B</td>
<td>Main production area; near power house and slag pits</td>
<td>44B-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Main production area; near power house and slag pits</td>
<td>45-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46A</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>46A-2-5C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46B</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>46B-3-3C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>47-3-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Former Ponds/Dredged Material Piles Designations (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pond/Pile</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sample Point</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>48-6-9C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PM93-2</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SS-04</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L1-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L1-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L1-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49A</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-L3-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L3-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L3-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49A-6-23C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PM93-1 (two samples)</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49B</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-L2-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L2-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L2-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49B-9-21C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49C</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-SS-03</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49C-9-13C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond/Pile</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Sample Point</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49D</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>49D-7-11C (two samples)</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SS69</td>
<td>September 1990</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49E</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-L4-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L4-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L4-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49E-8-10C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>This area was covered over by growth at the time of sampling (December 1989). Elemental phosphorus was found in borings during a preliminary investigation. No other samples were collected from this area.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-L6-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L6-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-L6-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 3 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51-4-5C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PM93-3</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Northeast portion of the slag storage area</td>
<td>52-1C</td>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Composite depths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile 1</td>
<td>Dredged material from pond 39; northeast property</td>
<td>SC-SS-02</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Surface composite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Former Ponds/Dredged Material Piles Designations (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pond/Pile</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sample Point</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pile 2</td>
<td>Dredged pond materials from ponds 49A, 49B, 49C, and 51 in the southern portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SB-08A</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Subsurface: 4 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SB-08B</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Subsurface: 10 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SB-08C</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Subsurface: 15 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P2-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P2-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P2-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 8 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile 3</td>
<td>Dredged material from pond 42; western portion of the main production area</td>
<td>SC-P3-01</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P3-02</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P3-03</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Subsurface: 5 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile 4</td>
<td>Area of a former pile of dredged pond material in southeast property; nearest to pond 49C</td>
<td>SS93-17</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Surface soil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 2. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Pond Soils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Butanone</td>
<td>0.007 J</td>
<td>0.007 J</td>
<td>SS69 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>0.009 J,B</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene chloride</td>
<td>0.005 J</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>SS68 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>SS69 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracene</td>
<td>0.66 J</td>
<td>0.66 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]anthracene</td>
<td>0.073 J</td>
<td>2.8 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/8</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]pyrene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.15 J</td>
<td>SC-SS-03 surface and SS69 surface</td>
<td>Jan-88 and Sept-90</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[b]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.15 J</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Minimum Detected (ppm)</td>
<td>Maximum Detected (ppm)</td>
<td>Location of Maximum</td>
<td>Date of Maximum</td>
<td>Frequency of Detection</td>
<td>Comparison Value (CV) Number</td>
<td>Value (ppm)</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[g,h,i]perylene</td>
<td>0.09 J</td>
<td>1.5 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, anthracene</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[k]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.052 J</td>
<td>1.1 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate</td>
<td>0.3 J,B</td>
<td>2.2 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>0.061 J</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di-n-Butyl phthalate</td>
<td>0.078 J,B</td>
<td>0.67 J,B</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.036 J</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeno[1,2,3-cd] pyrene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>1.8 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenanthrene</td>
<td>0.036 J</td>
<td>2 J</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, fluoranthene</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrene</td>
<td>0.1 J</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/7</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arochlor 1248</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>SS69 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>child-EMEG, arochlor 1254</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Pond Soils (continued)**
Table 2. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Pond Soils (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value (ppm)</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>SC-SS-03 surface composite</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>42/42</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>PM93-3 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>10/15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>340 J,N</td>
<td>SB12-SZ saturated zone</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>48/59</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>SB12-SZ saturated zone</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>40/42</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium (Be)</td>
<td>0.71 X</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>PM93-1 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>66 J</td>
<td>SB-02SZ saturated zone</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>54/59</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>440,000 J</td>
<td>SC-SS-03 surface composite</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>42/42</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>58/59</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG Cr⁺⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>1.3 X</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>SS68 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>5/15</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>26/42</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Pond Soils (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>SC-SS-02 surface composite</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>42/42</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>59/59</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>SB-08C 15 feet/ dredge</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>40/42</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>SB-08B 10 feet/ dredge</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>40/42</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>35/42</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG, HgCl₂</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>SC-SS-02 surface composite</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>27/42</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>4,820</td>
<td>PM93-3 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>32/42</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>39 J, N</td>
<td>SC-SS-03 surface composite</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>30/42</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>PM93-2 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>31/42</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>14,100</td>
<td>PM93-3 surface</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>30/42</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>2.9 J</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>SC-P2-03 surface</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>32/42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Pond Soils (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number Above CV Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>composite/dredge</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>39/42</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1,200 J</td>
<td>SC-SS-02, SC-SS-03, SC-SS-04 surface composites</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>41/42</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inorganics-Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number Above CV Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>51-4-5C composite depths</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>10/19</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>45-1C composite depths</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>9/44</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>410,000 J</td>
<td>SB-02SZ saturated zone</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>32/32</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, FNa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>121,000</td>
<td>SS69 surface</td>
<td>Sept-90</td>
<td>27/27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCRP screening limit (residential)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Slag**

Sources:
NUS 1989 (one sampling point analyzed for VOCs and SVOCs, eight sampling points analyzed for metals and other inorganics).
NUS 1991 (27 sampling points analyzed for metals, 12 sampling points analyzed for other inorganics).
PBS&J 1990 (three samples analyzed for radium-226).
Weston 1990a (17 samples analyzed for metals and other inorganics, 29 samples analyzed for radium-226).
Weston 1990c (two sampling points analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, metals and other inorganics).
Weston 1993 (five samples analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, metals, and other inorganics).

Key:

**B** detected in the associated laboratory blank and in the sample

**Bq/kg** Becquerel per kilogram

**CRDL** contract-required detection limit

**CREG** cancer risk evaluation guide

**C-EMEG** chronic environmental media evaluation guide (ATSDR)

**EPA AL** U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level

**I-EMEG** intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (ATSDR)

**J** estimated quantity below the quantitation limit

**N** presumptive evidence of presence of material

**NCRP** National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

**NA** not available

**ppm** parts per million

**RBC-C** risk-based concentration, for cancer effects

**RBC-N** risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects

**RMEG** reference dose media evaluation guide

**X** result is less than the CRDL, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
Table 3. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Slag (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]anthracene</td>
<td>0.12 J</td>
<td>0.12 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]pyrene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[b]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.17 J</td>
<td>0.17 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[g,h,i]perylene</td>
<td>0.16 J</td>
<td>0.16 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, anthracene</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[k]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.042 J</td>
<td>0.042 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>0.1 J</td>
<td>0.1 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di-n-Butyl phthalate</td>
<td>0.19 J, B</td>
<td>0.19 J, B</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenanthrene</td>
<td>0.067 J</td>
<td>0.067 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, fluoranthene</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrene</td>
<td>0.12 J</td>
<td>0.12 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha-Chlordane</td>
<td>0.0015 J</td>
<td>0.0015 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieldrin</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma-Chlordane</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

No VOCs were detected in the on-site slag sample.

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha-Chlordane</td>
<td>0.0015 J</td>
<td>0.0015 J</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieldrin</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma-Chlordane</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Slag (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p,p-DDT</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,p-DDT</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.00463</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/11</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium (Be)</td>
<td>0.25 X</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>SS7</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>6/11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>49,500</td>
<td>49,500</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>SS6</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG, Cr⁶⁺</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>2.7 X</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>3,130</td>
<td>10,600</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>8/11</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>394 X</td>
<td>394 X</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Slag (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Slag/7-7”</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>278 X</td>
<td>278 X</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.33 X</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>0.00141</td>
<td>0.00141</td>
<td>“Stauffer slag pile”</td>
<td>Jul-98</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>582 X</td>
<td>582 X</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.57 X</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>SS93-14</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>SS54</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>7/10</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>SS54</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>1,610</td>
<td>48,500</td>
<td>SS6</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Slag (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross alpha</td>
<td>9,990</td>
<td>±655</td>
<td>9,990</td>
<td>±655</td>
<td>Slag/2–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross beta</td>
<td>4,590</td>
<td>±264</td>
<td>4,590</td>
<td>±264</td>
<td>Slag/2–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>±74</td>
<td>2,730</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SS48</td>
<td>Mar-90</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources:
PBS&J 1990 (one sampling point analyzed for radium-226).
Parsons 1997 (three sampling points analyzed for metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides).
EPA 1999a (one sampling point analyzed for metals, other inorganics, and radium-226).
Weston 1990a (six sampling points analyzed for metals and other inorganics; seven samples analyzed for radium-226).
Weston 1993 (one sampling point analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, PCBs, metals, and other inorganics).

Key:
B detected in the associated laboratory blank and in the sample
Bq/kg Becquerel per kilogram
CRDL contract-required detection limit
CREG cancer risk evaluation guide
C-EMEG chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
EPA AL U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
I-EMEG intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
J estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
NA not available
ppm parts per million
RBC-C risk-based concentration, for cancer effects
RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
X result is less than the CRDL, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
Table 4. On-Site Soil Sampling Data, Surface Soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value (ppm)</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,1,1-Trichloroethane</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>SS64</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>1/21</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>0.005 J,B</td>
<td>0.66 E,B</td>
<td>SS66</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>11/21</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromoform</td>
<td>0.002 J</td>
<td>0.002 J</td>
<td>SS37C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/21</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon disulfide</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>SS64 &amp; SS66</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>7/22</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>0.001 J</td>
<td>0.002 J</td>
<td>SS63 &amp; SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>3/22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloromethane</td>
<td>0.001 J</td>
<td>0.003 J</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>2/21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylbenzene</td>
<td>0.001 J</td>
<td>0.001 J</td>
<td>SS38C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/21</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene chloride</td>
<td>0.005 B</td>
<td>0.48 E,B</td>
<td>SS64</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>17/21</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrachloroethylene</td>
<td>0.001 J</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>SS64 &amp; SS66</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>9/21</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>0.002 J</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>SS66</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>9/22</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dichlorobenzene</td>
<td>0.012 T,C</td>
<td>0.012 T,C</td>
<td>SS37C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3-Dichlorobenzene</td>
<td>0.0056 T,C</td>
<td>0.0056 T,C</td>
<td>SS37C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-Dichlorobenzene</td>
<td>0.0069 T,C</td>
<td>0.0069 T,C</td>
<td>SS37C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Methylnaphthalene</td>
<td>0.045 J</td>
<td>0.077 J</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/23</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4-Dichlorophenol</td>
<td>0.057 J</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>SS34C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>3/23</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,5-Trichlorophenol</td>
<td>0.17 J</td>
<td>0.17 J</td>
<td>SS34C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6-Trichlorophenol</td>
<td>0.29 J</td>
<td>0.29 J</td>
<td>SS34C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acenaphthylene</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/23</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B-16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthracene</td>
<td>0.008 J, J</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/23</td>
<td>20,000 child-RMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]anthracene</td>
<td>0.056 J, J</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>10/24</td>
<td>0.87 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[a]pyrene</td>
<td>0.025 J, J</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>0.1 CREG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[b]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.051 J, J</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>13/24</td>
<td>0.87 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[g,h,i]perylene</td>
<td>0.045 J, J</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>10/23</td>
<td>20,000 child-RMEG, anthracene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo[k]fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.034 J, J</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>11/24</td>
<td>8.7 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzoic acid</td>
<td>0.14 J, B, J</td>
<td>0.51 J, B, J</td>
<td>SS36C</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>8/16</td>
<td>200,000 child-RMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate</td>
<td>0.043 J, J, J</td>
<td>1.0 J, B, J</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>50 CREG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbazole</td>
<td>0.084 J, J</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>32 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>0.042 J, J</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>13/24</td>
<td>87 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di-n-Butyl phthalate</td>
<td>0.054 J, J, J</td>
<td>0.24 J, B, J</td>
<td>SS93-13</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>13/23</td>
<td>5,000 child-RMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene</td>
<td>0.1 J, J</td>
<td>0.34 J, J</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/23</td>
<td>0.087 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibenzofuran</td>
<td>0.038 J, J</td>
<td>0.067 J, J</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>310 RBC-N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>0.055 J, J</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/24</td>
<td>2,000 child-RMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorene</td>
<td>0.066 J, J</td>
<td>0.075 J, J</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>2,000 child-RMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene</td>
<td>0.060 J, J</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>10/23</td>
<td>0.87 RBC-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isophorone</td>
<td>0.24 J, J</td>
<td>0.33 J, J</td>
<td>SS66</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>700 CREG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>0.048 J, J</td>
<td>0.049 J, J</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>1,000 child-I-EMEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4. On-Site Soil Sampling Data, Surface Soil (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phenanthrene</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.036 J</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG, fluoranthene</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phenol</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.006 T, J</td>
<td>0.01 T, J</td>
<td>SS64</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>2/23</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pyrene</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.040 J</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>SS93-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>13/23</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arochlor-1254</strong></td>
<td>0.21 J</td>
<td>0.21 J</td>
<td>SS65</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>1/28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arochlor-1260</strong></td>
<td>0.076 J</td>
<td>0.076 J</td>
<td>SS64</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>1/28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>RBC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dieldrin</strong></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>SS93-9A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pp-DDE</strong></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>SS93-9A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pp-DDT</strong></td>
<td>0.0038 J, B</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>SS51C</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>6/28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aluminum (Al)</strong></td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>6,810</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>23/23</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antimony (Sb)</strong></td>
<td>0.91 B</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>SS93-6</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>10/21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arsenic (As)</strong></td>
<td>0.39 J</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>32/91</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barium (Ba)</strong></td>
<td>2.4 X</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>SS93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>14/15</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beryllium (Be)</strong></td>
<td>0.05 B</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>30/39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cadmium (Cd)</strong></td>
<td>0.82 X</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>45/73</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcium (Ca)</strong></td>
<td>36 X</td>
<td>377,000</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>16/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. On-Site Soil Sampling Data, Surface Soil (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>0.58 B</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>SS93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>64/75</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>SS93-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>10/15</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>0.34 B</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>SS93-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>19/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>44,800</td>
<td>SS93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>75/75</td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3,910</td>
<td>SS93-21</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>0.59 X</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>SS93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>5/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG, HgCl₂</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>0.91 B</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>SS93-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>19/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>161 X</td>
<td>1,740</td>
<td>SS93-6</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/15</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>13/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>1.2 X</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>19.6 X</td>
<td>15,500</td>
<td>SS93-21</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>14/15</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>0.37 X</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>9/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>1.4 X</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>SS93-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>0.9 B</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>SS93-8</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>20/21</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>SS16</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>3/52</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4. On-Site Soil Sampling Data, Surface Soil (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Above CV Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>SS1</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>4/73</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4,230</td>
<td>SS17</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>75/77</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG, FNa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (total)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84,800</td>
<td>SS10</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>76/76</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Above CV Value (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross alpha</td>
<td>77.0 J</td>
<td>±21.4</td>
<td>29,800</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross beta</td>
<td>67.0 J</td>
<td>±26.2</td>
<td>17,800</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>NE-1–6&quot;</td>
<td>Sept-97</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>7,522</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7,522</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SS93-21</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>NCRP screening limit (residential)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>12.6 J</td>
<td>±3.62</td>
<td>1,813</td>
<td>±185</td>
<td>SS29</td>
<td>Dec-89</td>
<td>39/39</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>NCRP screening limit (residential)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SS93-21</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Weston 1990a (16 samples analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, and pesticides/PCBs; 52 samples analyzed for metals and other inorganics; 23 samples analyzed for radium-226). |
| Weston 1990c (three samples analyzed for radionuclides). |
| Weston 1993 (7 samples analyzed for VOCs and SVOCs; 12 samples analyzed for pesticides/PCBs; 14 samples analyzed for metals; 18 samples analyzed for other inorganics; 1 sampling point analyzed for radionuclides). |

On-site surface soil samples are those samples not taken from former ponds, dredge pond material, slag (from slag pits and storage area), or roads.

### Key:
- **B** detected in the associated laboratory blank and in the sample
- **Bq/kg** Becquerel per kilogram
- **C** response factor from daily standard
- **CRDL** contract-required detection limit
- **CREG** cancer risk evaluation guide
- **C-EMEG** chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- **E** compound was detected beyond the calibration range and was subsequently analyzed at dilution
- **J-EMEG** intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- **J** estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- **NA** not available
- **NCRP** National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
- **ppm** parts per million
- **RBC-C** risk-based concentration, for cancer effects
- **RBC-N** risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
- **RMEG** reference dose media evaluation guide
- **T** compound tentatively identified by laboratory during analysis
- **X** result is less than the CRDL, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
Table 5. On-Site Soil Sampling Summary Data, Surface Soil Contaminants of Potential Concern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Mean Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Median Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.39 J</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>32/91</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.82 X</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>45/73</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>0.37 X</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9/21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4,230</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>75/77</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG, FNa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84,800</td>
<td>24,600</td>
<td>16,900</td>
<td>76/76</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: NUS 1989 (one sampling point analyzed for metals and other inorganics).  
NUS 1991 (two sampling points analyzed for metals).  
Parsons 1997 (six sampling points analyzed for metals and other inorganics).  
Parsons 1999 (18 samples analyzed for metals).  
Weston 1990a (52 samples analyzed for metals and other inorganics).  
Weston 1993 (14 samples analyzed for metals and 18 samples analyzed for other inorganics).

On-site surface soil samples are those samples *not* taken from former ponds, dredge pond material, slag (from slag pits and storage area), or roads.

Key:  
ppm parts per million  
CRDL contract-required detection limit  
CREG cancer risk evaluation guide  
C-EMEG chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)  
J estimated quantity below the quantitation limit  
NA not available  
RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide  
X result is less than the CRDL, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>January 1987 through February 2002</strong></td>
<td><strong>January 1988</strong></td>
<td><strong>April 1989</strong></td>
<td><strong>March/April 1993</strong></td>
<td><strong>July 1993</strong></td>
<td><strong>1998 and 1999</strong></td>
<td><strong>2002 and 2003</strong></td>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td><strong>Approximate Depth (feet)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1</td>
<td>SC-MW-04ES</td>
<td>SC-MW-04ES</td>
<td>MW-4ES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient of slag disposal area</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-2</td>
<td>SC-MW-08ES</td>
<td>SC-MW-08ES</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient of lagoons/calcium fluoride storage areas</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-3</td>
<td>SC-MW-06ES</td>
<td>SC-MW-06ES</td>
<td>MW-6ES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-5ES</td>
<td>Downgradient of lagoons/calcium fluoride storage areas</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-4</td>
<td>SC-MW-05ES</td>
<td>SC-MW-05ES</td>
<td>MW-5ES</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-5ES</td>
<td>Downgradient of lagoon no. 1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-7</td>
<td>SC-MW-07ES</td>
<td>SC-MW-07ES</td>
<td>MW-7ES</td>
<td>MW-7ES</td>
<td>MW-7ES</td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>MW-7ES</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-01S</td>
<td>SC-MW-01S</td>
<td>MW-1S</td>
<td>MW-1S</td>
<td>MW-1S</td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>MW-1S</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-01F</td>
<td>SC-MW-01F</td>
<td>MW-1F</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>MW-1F</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-02F</td>
<td>SC-MW-02F</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient of lagoons/drum burial areas</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-03F</td>
<td>SC-MW-03F</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Along east property line</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-04F</td>
<td>SC-MW-04F</td>
<td>MW-4F</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>South of Ancloite River 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-07S</td>
<td>SC-MW-07S</td>
<td>MW-7S</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient of lagoons/calcium fluoride storage areas 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-09S</td>
<td>SC-MW-09S</td>
<td>MW-9S</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-9S</td>
<td>Downgradient of buried drum area (no. 3) 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-MW-10S</td>
<td>SC-MW-10S</td>
<td>MW-10S</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Along east property line 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Background; northeast corner of the site IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-03</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>South of Ancloite Road and slag disposal area IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-06</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Old disposal pond near lagoon system IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-07</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Immediately southwest of buried drum area no. 1 IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-08</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient of calcium fluoride storage area no. 3 IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-09</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Southwest of drum disposal area no. 3 IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-11</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient/west of facility complex IBWT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Monitoring Well Identifications (1985 to 2003) (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Along east property</td>
<td>IBWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Along east property</td>
<td>IBWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>SC-TW-16</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Anclote River dredge</td>
<td>IBWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW93-1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Downgradient from</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW93-2</td>
<td>MW93-2</td>
<td>MW93-2</td>
<td>MW93-2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-02-10F</td>
<td>MW-02-10F</td>
<td>Just west of Anclote Road</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>South of pond 42</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW93-4</td>
<td>MW93-4</td>
<td>MW93-4</td>
<td>MW93-4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>Central portion of site</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW93-5</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>North of pond 42</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP93-1</td>
<td>WP93-1</td>
<td>WP93-1</td>
<td>WP93-1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Temporary well point installed radially around MW-93-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Temporary well point installed radially around MW-93-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Temporary well point installed radially around MW-93-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Temporary well point installed radially around MW-93-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Temporary well point installed radially around MW-93-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Piezometer installed to evaluate water table elevation near MW93-1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Piezometer installed to evaluate water table elevation near MW93-1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>WP93-8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Piezometer installed to evaluate water table elevation near MW93-1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-98-1</td>
<td>North of site and north of Anclote Road at Sweetbriar Drive</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MW-98-2</td>
<td>Downgradient along western boundary of site</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Monitoring Well Identifications (1985 to 2003) (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-98-3</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>MW-98-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-02-3F</td>
<td>UF (MW-02-3F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downgradient along western boundary of site</td>
<td>MW-02-3F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-02-4F</td>
<td>MW-02-6F</td>
<td>S UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downgradient along western boundary of site</td>
<td>MW-02-12S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-02-7S</td>
<td>MW-02-8S</td>
<td>S UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 feet southwest of pumping wells</td>
<td>MW-02-12S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-02-9S</td>
<td>MW-02-10S</td>
<td>S UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent to Pond 49A</td>
<td>MW-02-12S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-02-9S</td>
<td>MW-02-10S</td>
<td>S UF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B-27
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Approximate Depth (feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-1S</td>
<td>Eastern portion of South Parcel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-1F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-2S</td>
<td>Southeast portion of South Parcel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-2F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-3F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-4S</td>
<td>Along southern slag boundary in northwest and southwest corners of the North Parcel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-5S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-6S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-7S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-7F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MW-03-8F</td>
<td>Southern corner of North Parcel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key
- IBWT immediately below water table
- MW monitoring well
- S shallow
- SI site inspection
- TW temporary well
- UF Upper Floridan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Disulfide</td>
<td>4 J</td>
<td>4 J</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>MW-9S</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,1-Dichloroethane</td>
<td>2 J</td>
<td>2 J</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di-n-Octyl Phthalate</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Methylphenol</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>MW93-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxychlorlor</td>
<td>0.009 J, P</td>
<td>0.009 J, P</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>LTHA, MCL, MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>19.8 B</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>SC-TW-16</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>287/367</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Oct-88</td>
<td>77/361</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>209/370</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>152/361</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium (Be)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SC-TW-01</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>43/142</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron (B)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Oct-88</td>
<td>155/211</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.1 B</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>34/116</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>child-RMEG, LTHA</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>2,300,000</td>
<td>SC-MW-3ES</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>116/116</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Minimum Detected (ppb)</td>
<td>Maximum Detected (ppb)</td>
<td>Location of Maximum</td>
<td>Date of Maximum</td>
<td>Frequency of Detection</td>
<td>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Number Above CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>0.72 B</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Jul-89</td>
<td>66/367</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>0.85 B</td>
<td>21 X</td>
<td>MW-9S</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/107</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>0.87 B</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>44/116</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>SC-TW-01</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>336/370</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>2.1 B</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>23/107</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium (Li)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>MW-5ES</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>45/246</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>511 B</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Dec-98</td>
<td>113/116</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>SC-MW-3ES</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>290/370</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.075 J</td>
<td>0.7 JN</td>
<td>SC-TW-01</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>14/84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA (Inorganic Hg)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>63/361</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>302 B</td>
<td>480,000</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Jun-99</td>
<td>110/116</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>1.7 X</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>23/107</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child RMEG, LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>4.1 J</td>
<td>9.6 J</td>
<td>MW-02-6S</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>3/75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>690,000</td>
<td>MW-7S</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>116/116</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>MW-96</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>21/107</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>1 B</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>SC-MW-3ES</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>56/107</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>1.3 B</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>MW-02-10S</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>47/107</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. On-Site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Surficial Aquifer (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>2.2 B</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>MW-93-4</td>
<td>Jan-95</td>
<td>14/92</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG, LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>MW-02-10S</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>338/350</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho-P</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Jul-96</td>
<td>219/237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Elemental)</td>
<td>0.00003 J</td>
<td>0.880 D</td>
<td>MW-02-8S</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>8/68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>42 B</td>
<td>380,000</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Sep-98</td>
<td>88/92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (SO₄)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,400,000</td>
<td>MW-8ES</td>
<td>Oct-88</td>
<td>255/271</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>-22.0000</td>
<td>±12.0</td>
<td>366.3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>276/353</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.4000</td>
<td>±0.9</td>
<td>689.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>329/353</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>±6</td>
<td>314.9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>MW93-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>127/328</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>-0.4000</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>MW-7S</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>234/328</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>±108</td>
<td>11,600.0</td>
<td>±300</td>
<td>SC-MW-03ES</td>
<td>Jan-90</td>
<td>334/338</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. On-Site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Surficial Aquifer (continued)

Key:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Detected in the associated laboratory blank and in the sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Sample diluted due to abundance of analyte in sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>cancer risk evaluation guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>estimated quantity below the quantitation limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>presumptive evidence of presence of material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>the percent difference between the results from the two gas chromatograph columns is &gt; 25%; the lower of the two is reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCi/L</td>
<td>picocuries per liter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppb</td>
<td>parts per billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMEG</td>
<td>reference dose media evaluation guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>result in less than the contract required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
* Negative radiological readings represent samples in which the amount of radioactivity in the sample blank was larger than that in the sample.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibromochloromethane</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,1-Dichloroethane</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>1 J</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxychlor</td>
<td>0.003 J,P</td>
<td>0.003 J,P</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6,900</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>17/20</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>4 J,N</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>MW-02-11F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>12/22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37 B</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>15/20</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>4/20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>292,000</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>22/22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>0.87 B</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>12/20</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>MW-02-7F</td>
<td>Sep-02</td>
<td>19/22</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.6 X</td>
<td>1.6 X</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>22/22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>17/22</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Minimum Detected (ppb)</td>
<td>Maximum Detected (ppb)</td>
<td>Location of Maximum</td>
<td>Date of Maximum</td>
<td>Frequency of Detection</td>
<td>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>0.11 J</td>
<td>MW-02-1F</td>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>1.6 B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>3/20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>83,000</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>21/22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>690,000</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>22/22</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>2 J,N</td>
<td>2 J,N</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>2.3 B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>6/20</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>2.8 B</td>
<td>13 X</td>
<td>MW-3F</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>1.4 B</td>
<td>2.5 B</td>
<td>MW-02-11F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>5/18</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG, LTHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>MW-03-2F MW-03-3F</td>
<td>Feb-03</td>
<td>16/20</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Elemental)</td>
<td>0.14 J</td>
<td>0.14 J</td>
<td>MW-02-4F</td>
<td>Sep-02</td>
<td>1/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>MW-02-12F MW-03-3F</td>
<td>Sep-02 Feb-03</td>
<td>14/19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (SO₄)</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>650,000</td>
<td>MW-02-2F</td>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>15/16</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. On-Site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Floridan Aquifer (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV Value (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>±6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>±20</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>±5.4</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>-0.0439</td>
<td>±.249</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>±0.744</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>11/18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>±0.07</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>MW-2F</td>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>92.10</td>
<td>±33.7</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>±68.4</td>
<td>MW-03-5F</td>
<td>Feb-03</td>
<td>19/20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Key:
- CREG: cancer risk evaluation guide
- EPA AL: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- J: estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- LTHA: lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCL: maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCLG: maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- N: presumptive evidence of presence of material
- NSDWRs: National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- P: the percent difference between the results from the two gas chromatograph columns is > 25%; the lower of the two is reported
- ppb: parts per billion
- RBC-C: risk-based concentration, for cancer effects
- RBC-N: risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
- RMEG: reference dose media evaluation guide
- X: result in less than the contract required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit

Notes:
- * Negative radiological readings represent samples in which the amount of radioactivity in the sample blank was larger than that in the sample.
### Table 9. Maximum Contaminant Levels Detected in Potable Water Wells (Wells 5, 12, 13, and 15) at Stauffer Chemical Company, Tarpon Springs, Florida, Before 1979 (When Use of These Wells Ceased)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Minimum Detected</th>
<th>Maximum Detected</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>50 ppb</td>
<td>350 ppb</td>
<td>Well 5</td>
<td>6/11/74</td>
<td>4,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>2,240 ppb</td>
<td>Well 15</td>
<td>10/30/78</td>
<td>0.1 ppb*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>&lt;5,000 ppb</td>
<td>80,000 ppb</td>
<td>Well 15</td>
<td>8/31/77</td>
<td>250,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>600 ppb</td>
<td>Well 15</td>
<td>10/30/78</td>
<td>11,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10. Maximum Contaminant Levels Detected in Backup Potable Water Wells (Wells 7, 10, and 14) at Stauffer Chemical Company, Tarpon Springs, Florida, Before 1979 (When Use of Potable Wells Ceased)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Minimum Detected</th>
<th>Maximum Detected</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>100 ppb</td>
<td>1,340 ppb</td>
<td>Well 10</td>
<td>5/20/74</td>
<td>4,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>60 ppb</td>
<td>2,020 ppb</td>
<td>Well 10</td>
<td>10/30/78</td>
<td>0.1 ppb*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>10,000 ppb</td>
<td>307,000 ppb</td>
<td>Well 10</td>
<td>3/30/77</td>
<td>250,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>&lt;50 ppb</td>
<td>4,000 ppb</td>
<td>Well 14</td>
<td>3/30/77</td>
<td>11,000 ppb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
- LTHA lifetime health advisory for drinking water (EPA)
- MCL maximum contaminant level (EPA)
- ND not detected
- NSDWR National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (EPA)
- ppb parts per billion
- RBC risk-based concentration

**Note:**
*CV is for elemental (white) phosphorus.
Table 11. Off-Site Soil Monitoring Summary Data, Gulfside Elementary School Surface Soils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GES samples were analyzed for VOCs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GES samples were analyzed for SVOCs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GES samples were analyzed for pesticides/PCBs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>5,760</td>
<td>SC96-9</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>3/14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>9/14</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium (Be)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>2/14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>16,400</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/16</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>SC96-9</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>3/14</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>SC96-9</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>10/14</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Minimum Detected (ppm)</td>
<td>Maximum Detected (ppm)</td>
<td>Location of Maximum</td>
<td>Date of Maximum</td>
<td>Frequency of Detection</td>
<td>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppm)</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>SC93-3</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/16</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>SC96-3</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>SC93-3</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>13/14</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>7/14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>SC93-3</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>7/14</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child-I-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>SC96-8</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>SC96-2</td>
<td>Feb-96</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child-RMEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>4/14</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child-C-EMEG, FNa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho-Phosphorus</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>S-2</td>
<td>Aug-97</td>
<td>2/14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (Total)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>27/28</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11. Off-Site Soil Monitoring Summary Data, Gulfside Elementary School Surface Soils (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (Bq/kg)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV)</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>± 201</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>7.03 ± 246</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>10 ± 7.0</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>NCRP screening limit (residential)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>15.5 NA</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SC93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>NCRP screening limit (residential)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SS93-1</td>
<td>Jul-93</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: One additional radiologic sampling was performed on roadways bordering GES on the east and northeast, as well as on the roofing material (EE&G 1997a). All parameters were below or within the ranges of the surface soil samples listed above. The concentrations of radium-266 found in both samples were above the comparison value.

Sources: EE&G 1997a (14 sampling points analyzed for other inorganics); NUS 1991 (two sampling points analyzed for metals); Weston 1993 (four sampling points analyzed for radionuclides, metals, and other inorganics); Weston 1996 (10 sampling points analyzed for metals and other inorganics, 12 sampling points analyzed for radionuclides.)

Key: Bq/kg Becquerel per kilogram  
CREG cancer risk evaluation guide  
C-EMEG chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)  
EPA AL U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level  
GES Gulfside Elementary School  
I-EMEG intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)  
NA not available  
NCRP National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements  
ppm parts per million  
RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects  
RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
Table 12. Private well sample locations and dates sampled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map No.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Well Type</th>
<th>Sampling Events (No.)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1151 Savannah Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1999, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1503 Savannah Avenue</td>
<td>Commercial-potable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1999, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1456 Savannah Avenue</td>
<td>Commercial-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1525 Rainville Road</td>
<td>Commercial-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1232 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1222 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1218 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1210 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1234 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>905 Riverside Drive</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1328 Calvary Road</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1421 Calvary Road</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1132 Hickory Lane</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1681 Wilmar Drive</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1124 Hickory Lane</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>252 Jeru Boulevard</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>204 Jeru Boulevard</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 12. Private well sample locations and dates sampled (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map No.</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Well Type</th>
<th>Sampling Events (No.)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1771 Meyers Cove Drive</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1749 Meyers Cove Drive</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1727 Meyers Cove Drive</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>800 Anclote Road</td>
<td>Commercial-potable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1990, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1140 Anclote Road</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>701 Anclote Road</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1253 N. Florida Avenue</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1202 Hickory Lane</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>2105 Wallace Boulevard</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>507 Anclote Road</td>
<td>Community public</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>764 Chesapeake Drive</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1389 Rainville Road</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>374 Jeru Boulevard</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1138 Hickory Lane</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>2113 Cemetery Road</td>
<td>Residential-potable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 13. Private Well Summary Data—Contaminants Detected at Levels Above Comparison Values, Residential Wells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Number Above CV Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>3/12</td>
<td>3 CREG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>36/37</td>
<td>0.02 CREG</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Jun-00</td>
<td>32/37</td>
<td>30 child RMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Mar-01</td>
<td>24/38</td>
<td>15 EPA AL</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>18/36</td>
<td>100 LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>9,100</td>
<td>510,000</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Jun-00</td>
<td>40/40</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Mar-01</td>
<td>4/36</td>
<td>0.5 LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganic-Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (Cl)</td>
<td>25,400</td>
<td>420,000</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>250,000 NSDWR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radiologic Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Number Above CV Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>±0.40</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>±5.00</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>27/36</td>
<td>15 MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>±1.00</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Apr-99</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Flow 2001; Pinellas County Health Department 1990, 2002; FDOH 1997.

Key:
- CREG: cancer risk evaluation guide
- E: east of site
- EPA AL: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- LTHA: lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCL: maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- NSDWR: National Secondary Drinking Water Regulation
- RMEG: reference dose media evaluation guide
- S: south of Anclote River
- NA: not available
- pCi/L: picocuries per liter
- ppb: parts per billion
### Table 14. Private Well Summary Data—Contaminants Detected at Levels Above Comparison Values, Commercial Wells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>30/33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>357,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>28/35</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>17/30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>33/33</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>4/30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3,700</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-01</td>
<td>23/33</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (Cl)</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>760,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWR</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (SO₄)</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>650,000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWR</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic Parameters</th>
<th>Minimum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Maximum (pCi/L)</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Number</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>±0.70</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>±6.00</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>19/22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>±1.00</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Apr-99</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>±0.10</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>21/21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Flow 2001; Pinellas County Health Department 1990, 2002; FDOH 1997.

Note: *At this location, radium-226 plus radium-228 was 10.20±0.50 pCi/L.

Key:
- CREG: cancer risk evaluation guide
- E: east of site
- I: approximate value between the detection level and quantitation level
- LTHA: lifetime health advisory (U.S. EPA)
- MCL: maximum contaminant level (U.S.)
- RBC-N: risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
- ppb: parts per billion
- pCi/L: picocuries per liter

B-43
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (CV) Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>95,000</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>44,000</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>34,000</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (Cl)</td>
<td>265,000</td>
<td>580,000</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Feb-97</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWR</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Flow 2001; Pinellas County Health Department 1990, 2002; FDOH 1997.

Key:
- E: east of site
- CREG: cancer risk evaluation guide
- LTHA: lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- NA: not available
- NSDWR: National Secondary Drinking Water Regulation (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- ppb: parts per billion
- NW: northwest of site
- S: south of Anclote River
Table 16. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Upstream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>3/50</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jan-89</td>
<td>5/50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1.3 X</td>
<td>5.3 X</td>
<td>SW-2</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>7 X</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>May-91</td>
<td>20/50</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron (B)</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>5,800</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>38/38</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>80,700</td>
<td>290,000</td>
<td>SW-06</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>6.5 X</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jan-87</td>
<td>3/50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>2.5 X</td>
<td>18.3 X</td>
<td>SW-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>10/12</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Aug-01</td>
<td>41/49</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.2 X</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SW-1</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium (Li)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>34/38</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>184,000</td>
<td>1,110,000</td>
<td>SW-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Oct-88</td>
<td>11/50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.17 X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SW-4A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA, Inorganic Hg</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>8/50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>73,200</td>
<td>398,000</td>
<td>SW-5</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>7.2 X</td>
<td>23.2 X</td>
<td>SW-2</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child RMEG, LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>1,590,000</td>
<td>8,910,000</td>
<td>SW-3</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 16. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Upstream (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>81,000</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>May-91</td>
<td>40/49</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>SW-2</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho-P (O-P)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Oct-88</td>
<td>17/38</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (SO₄)</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>5,200,000</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jan-89</td>
<td>38/38</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic Parameters (pCi/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>-100±200</td>
<td>199±122</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jul-94</td>
<td>22/40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>3.5±0.3</td>
<td>583±114</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jul-94</td>
<td>38/40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>0.00±0.4</td>
<td>5.4±0.5</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jul-97</td>
<td>34/38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>-80±40</td>
<td>120±70</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jan-89</td>
<td>21/38</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>0.1±0.9</td>
<td>14.1±3</td>
<td>upstream</td>
<td>Jun-93</td>
<td>14/37</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: NUS 1989; SMC 1987-present; Weston 1993.

Key:
- **CREG**: cancer risk evaluation guide
- **EPA AL**: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- **LTHA**: lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **MCL**: maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **MCLG**: maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **NA**: not available
- **NSDWRs**: National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **pCi/L**: picocuries per liter
- **ppb**: parts per billion
- **RBC-N**: risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **RMEG**: reference dose media evaluation guide
- **SMC**: Stauffer Management Company
- **X**: result in less than the contract-required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit
Table 16. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Upstream (continued)

Notes:
• Upstream sample was taken as part of the ongoing SMC Groundwater Monitoring Program. SMC’s upstream samples are collected immediately upstream of the Stauffer site in the Anclote River directly in line with the eastern property boundary.
• Duplicate samples, collected primarily by SMC as part of its groundwater monitoring program, are counted as individual samples in these summary statistics.
• Negative radiologic readings represent samples in which the amount of radioactivity in the sample blank was larger than that in the sample.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>39.7 X</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1.1 X</td>
<td>48 J,N</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>8 X</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>2.8 X</td>
<td>10.7 X</td>
<td>SW-6C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>60.6 X</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.2 X</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>996,000</td>
<td>SW-6B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.22 X</td>
<td>0.22 X</td>
<td>SW-6A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>68,000</td>
<td>335,000</td>
<td>SW-6B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>8,540,000</td>
<td>SW-6C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>470 J</td>
<td>470 J</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>17,000 J</td>
<td>SW-07</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>SW-6C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>40,000 J</td>
<td>40,000 J</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 17. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Adjacent (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic parameters (pCi/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>1±1</td>
<td>30±30</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>15±2</td>
<td>110±30</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Key:
- CREG cancer risk evaluation guide
- EPA AL U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- J estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- LTHA lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCL maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCLG maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- N presumptive evidence of presence of material
- NA not available
- pCi/L picocuries per liter
- ppb parts per billion
- RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (EPA)
- RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
- X result in less than the contract-required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit

Note: Duplicate samples are counted as individual samples in these summary statistics.
Table 18. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Meyers Cove

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jul-88</td>
<td>38/60</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony (Sb)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-89</td>
<td>8/60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1 X</td>
<td>6 X</td>
<td>SW-7B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>12/60</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>7 X</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jul-92</td>
<td>14/60</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron (B)</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Aug-01</td>
<td>55/55</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>228,000</td>
<td>318,000</td>
<td>SW-7C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-89</td>
<td>1/59</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>2.1 X</td>
<td>10.4 X</td>
<td>SW-7A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>49/60</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.4 X</td>
<td>1.5 X</td>
<td>SW-7B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium (Li)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-92</td>
<td>51/55</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>830,000</td>
<td>1,300,000</td>
<td>SW-7C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>26/60</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.15 X</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>SW-7A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA, Inorganic</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jul-90</td>
<td>12/60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>240,000</td>
<td>588,000</td>
<td>SW-7C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>6,700,000</td>
<td>10,900,000</td>
<td>SW-7C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>May-91</td>
<td>48/60</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 18. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Meyers Cove (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>SW-7B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho-P (O-P)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-93</td>
<td>31/55</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (SO4)</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>2,980,000</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Aug-00</td>
<td>55/55</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radiologic parameters (pCi/L)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>-120±90</td>
<td>400±200</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>May-87</td>
<td>32/55</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>3.6±0.3</td>
<td>500±200</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-87</td>
<td>51/57</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>-0.03±0.08</td>
<td>26±0.7</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Apr-90</td>
<td>53/56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>-80±40</td>
<td>240±0</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-92</td>
<td>33/53</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>-3±2</td>
<td>62±13</td>
<td>downstream</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>14/54</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NSDWRs</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: NUS 1989; SMC 1987-present; Weston 1993.

Key:

- CREG cancer risk evaluation guide
- EPA AL U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- LTHA lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCL maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- MCLG maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- NA not available
- NSDWRs National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- ppb parts per billion
- pCi/L picocuries per liter
- RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
- X result in less than the contract-required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit

Notes:

- Downstream samples were taken as part of the SMC ongoing groundwater sampling program. Each semiannual sampling event takes one sample upstream and one downstream in Meyers Cove. Downstream samples are generally taken downstream of the calcium fluoride sludge ponds, 75 to 150 feet off the north shoreline. This sampling site fits into Meyers Cove designation.
- Negative radiologic readings represent samples in which the amount of radioactivity in the sample blank was larger than that in the sample.
- Duplicate samples, collected primarily by SMC as part of its groundwater monitoring program, are counted as individual samples in these summary statistics.
Table 19. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Downstream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>22.9 X</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>SW-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>500 J,N</td>
<td>500 J,N</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>6.2 X</td>
<td>7 X</td>
<td>SW-9</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>237,000</td>
<td>310,000</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>9.7 X</td>
<td>12 X</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/9</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>MCLG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>17 X</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>SW-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.1 X</td>
<td>2.8 X</td>
<td>SW-9</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>810,000</td>
<td>1,210,000</td>
<td>SW-9</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.13 X</td>
<td>0.25 X</td>
<td>SW-11</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LTHA, Inorganic</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>442,000</td>
<td>SW-12</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>1.8 X</td>
<td>1.8 X</td>
<td>SW-9</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>6,400,000</td>
<td>9,950,000</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>16.8 X</td>
<td>300 J,N</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>10.1 X</td>
<td>30 J</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>LTHA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3,000 J</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>SW-11</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>210 J</td>
<td>210 J</td>
<td>SW-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>½</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 19. Surface Water Summary Data, Anclote River, Downstream (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppb)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppb)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic Parameters (pCi/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>-$30±60$</td>
<td>$50±100$</td>
<td>SW-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>$190±96$</td>
<td>$280±60$</td>
<td>SW-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: NUS 1989; SMC 1987-present; Weston 1993.

Key:
- **CREG**: cancer risk evaluation guide
- **EPA AL**: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- **J**: estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- **LTHA**: lifetime health advisory (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **MCL**: maximum contaminant level (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **MCLG**: maximum contaminant level goal (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency)
- **N**: presumptive evidence of presence of material
- **NA**: not available
- **ppb**: parts per billion
- **pCi/L**: picocuries per liter
- **RBC-N**: risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects
- **RMEG**: reference dose media evaluation guide
- **X**: result in less than the contract-required detection limit, but greater than or equal to the instrument detection limit

Notes:
- Negative radiologic readings represent samples in which the amount of radioactivity in the sample blank was larger than that in the sample.
- Duplicate samples are counted as individual samples in these summary statistics.
Table 20. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Upstream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2,160</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>SED5</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>5/7</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>13,300</td>
<td>SED3</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SED5</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/12</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>SED5</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>SED3</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/12</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SED5</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>2/7</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>SED3</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>8,940</td>
<td>SED3</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>SD-09</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>17/18</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>SD-4C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 20. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Upstream (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>72 J</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>SED1</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>34,800</td>
<td>SD-4C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic parameters (pCi/g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>0.3±0.1</td>
<td>0.6±0.2</td>
<td>SD-09</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.1±0.1</td>
<td>0.3±0.2</td>
<td>SD-09</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Key:
- CREG cancer risk evaluation guide
- EPA AL U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- c-EMEG chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- i-EMEG Intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- J estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- NA not available
- ppm parts per million
- pCi/g picocuries per gram
- RBC-N risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (EPA)
- RMEG reference dose media evaluation guide
- TOC total organic carbon

Note: Duplicate samples are counted as individual samples in these summary statistics.
### Table 21. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Adjacent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>11/14</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>12/14</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>SD-15C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>23,200</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>SED9</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>15/17</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>3,850</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>1.4J</td>
<td>8.4J</td>
<td>SD-07</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>16/17</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>3,330</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>17/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>SED9</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>16/17</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>SD-16B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child RMEG,</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>3/14</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1,630</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>12/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>1,740</td>
<td>14,900</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>16/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>14/14</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>SED8</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>12/17</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Adjacent (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>9,100J</td>
<td>SD-07</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>SD-15C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>1,700J</td>
<td>SD-07</td>
<td>Jan-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>4,610</td>
<td>14,100</td>
<td>SD-6A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological parameters (pCi/g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>0.7±0.3</td>
<td>13.5±1</td>
<td>SD-15B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.2±0.2</td>
<td>29.8±0.4</td>
<td>SD-16B</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>0.79*</td>
<td>SD-15A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>NCRP</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>0.2*</td>
<td>0.72*</td>
<td>SD-15A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>0.49*</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>SD-15A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>NCRP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Key: ppm parts per million  
pCi/g picoCuries per gram  
CREG Cancer Risk Evaluation Guide  
EPA AL EPA Action Level  
c-EMEG chronic Environmental Media Evaluation Guide (ATSDR)  
i-EMEG Intermediate Environmental Media Evaluation Guide (ATSDR)  
J estimated quantity below the quantitation limit  
NA Not available  
NCRP National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements  
RBC-N Risk-Based Concentration, for non-cancer effects (EPA)  
RMEG Reference Dose Media Evaluation Guide  
* Uncertainty/confidence terms not available
Table 22. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Meyers Cove

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Metals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>2,130</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>8.5 J,N</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium (Be)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>SD-14C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>SD-14C</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>11,600</td>
<td>60,000 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>SC-SD-09</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>2,280</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>6,300</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>2/8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.2 J,N</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Ag)</td>
<td>2.4 J</td>
<td>2.4 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>21,000 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>62 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 22. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Meyers Cove (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>6,900 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>3,750</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>4,600 J</td>
<td>4,600 J</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>14,200</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>SD-7A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radiologic Parameters (pCi/g)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>14±3</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>8±1</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium-226</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>2.4*</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>NCRP residential</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon-222</td>
<td>0.99*</td>
<td>2.2*</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polonium-210</td>
<td>2.3*</td>
<td>7.7*</td>
<td>SD-13A</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>NCRP residential</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Key:**
- **CREG** cancer risk evaluation guide
- **EPA AL** U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- **c-EMEG** chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- **i-EMEG** Intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- **J** estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- **N** presumptive evidence of presence of material
- **NA** not available
- **NCRP** National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
- **ppm** parts per million
- **pCi/g** picocuries per gram
- **RBC-N** risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (EPA)
- **RMEG** reference dose media evaluation guide
- **TOC** total organic carbon
- *** Uncertainty/confidence terms were not available.**
Table 23. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Downstream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volatile Organic Compounds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylethyl ketone</td>
<td>99,000 J</td>
<td>99,000 J</td>
<td>SD-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>SD-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganics-Metals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum (Al)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic (As)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CREG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium (Ba)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>10,200</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>8/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/11</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (Co)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>4/11</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2,420</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>RBC-N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>16 J</td>
<td>SD-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>6/11</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>EPA AL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (Mg)</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>8/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium (K)</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (Se)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (Na)</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>10,200</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thallium (Tl)</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>SC-SD-14</td>
<td>Apr-89</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>child RMEG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>child i-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>SED11</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>4/11</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 23. Sediment Summary Data, Anclote River, Downstream (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Description</th>
<th>Minimum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Maximum Detected (ppm)</th>
<th>Location of Maximum</th>
<th>Date of Maximum</th>
<th>Frequency of Detection</th>
<th>Comparison Value (ppm)</th>
<th>Comparison Value Source</th>
<th>Number Above CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganics-Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (F)</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>360 J</td>
<td>SD-08</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>12/13</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>child c-EMEG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate-phosphorus</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>SD-11</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphorus</td>
<td>31 J</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>SED10</td>
<td>Apr-91</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>1,160</td>
<td>17,900</td>
<td>SD-11</td>
<td>Mar-93</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic Parameters (pCi/g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Alpha</td>
<td>0.2±0.1</td>
<td>10±1</td>
<td>SD-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Beta</td>
<td>0.1±0.1</td>
<td>4±0.4</td>
<td>SD-10</td>
<td>Jan-88</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Key:
- CREG: cancer risk evaluation guide
- EPA AL: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency action level
- c-EMEG: chronic environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- i-EMEG: Intermediate environmental media evaluation guide (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry)
- J: estimated quantity below the quantitation limit
- NA: not available
- ppm: parts per million
- pCi/g: picocuries per gram
- RBC-N: risk-based concentration, for noncancer effects (EPA)
- RMEG: reference dose media evaluation guide
- TOC: total organic carbon
Table 24. Surface Water Sampling Location Designations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location Designation</th>
<th>Sample ID/Location&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expanded site investigation (NUS 1989)</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SW-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>SW-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>SW-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SW-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial investigation (Weston 1993)</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SW-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-4A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>SW-6A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-6B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-6C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>SW-7A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-7C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SW-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SW-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stauffer Management Company ongoing groundwater monitoring program</td>
<td>1987–present</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
<sup>a</sup>Sample IDs were changed slightly in some cases to distinguish samples from different studies taken from different locations, but given the same identifier in the original studies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>ERG Designation</th>
<th>Sample ID/Location¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expanded site investigation (NUS 1989)</td>
<td>January 1988</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SD-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>SD-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>SD-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SD-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment sampling program (Weston 1991)</td>
<td>April 1991</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SED 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>SED 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SED 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SED 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listing site inspection (NUS 1991)</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SC-SD-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>SC-SD-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>SC-SD-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SC-SD-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC-SD-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 25. Sediment Sampling Location Designations (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>ERG Designation</th>
<th>Sample ID/Location&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remedial investigation (Weston 1993)</td>
<td>March 1993</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>SD-1, SD-2, SD-3, SD-4A, SD-4B, SD-4C, SD-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD-6A, SD-6B, SD-6C, SD-15A, SD-15B, SD-15C, SD-16A, SD-16B, SD-16C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>SD-7A, SD-7B, SD-7C, SD-13A, SD-13B, SD-13C, SD-14A, SD-14B, SD-14C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>SD-8, SD-9, SD-10, SD-11, SD-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
<sup>a</sup>Sample IDs were changed slightly in some cases to distinguish samples from different studies taken from different location, but given the same identifier in the original studies.
### Table 26. Meteorologic Data for the Stauffer Chemical Company Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Location of Meteorologic Station</th>
<th>PCDEM’s Anclote Road Station</th>
<th>St. Petersburg/Clearwater Airport</th>
<th>Tampa International Airport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of data</td>
<td>PCDEM 2002</td>
<td>NCDC 2002</td>
<td>NCDC 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Summary for the Common Period of Record (1979–1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total possible hours</th>
<th>Calm hours</th>
<th>Missing hours</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157,800</td>
<td>8,276</td>
<td>17,213</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157,800</td>
<td>9,108</td>
<td>4,265</td>
<td>97.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157,800</td>
<td>12,184</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Summary for the Period of Interest (January 1978–May 1981, School Hours Only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total possible hours</th>
<th>Calm hours</th>
<th>Missing hours</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7,056</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9,976</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9,976</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- PCDEM Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management

**Note:**
- A “missing hour” was defined as an hour that did not have a valid observation of wind speed or wind direction.
- For the period of interest, the PCDEM has a lower number of “total possible hours” because the station did not start operating until January 1979.
Table 27. Contaminant Emission Rates for Air Dispersion Model Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Emission Rate</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grams/Second</td>
<td>Tons/Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>Rotary kiln</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>1,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boilers</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particulate matter (size fraction not specified)</td>
<td>Rotary kiln</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boilers</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nodule cooler</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coke dryer</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furnace</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Materials handling</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 27. Contaminant Emission Rates for Air Dispersion Model Inputs (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Emission Rate</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Grams/Second</td>
<td>Tons/Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorides</td>
<td>Rotary kiln</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nodule cooler</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furnace</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: SCC Stauffer Chemical Company
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Stack Height (feet)</th>
<th>Stack Diameter (feet)</th>
<th>Exit Temperature (°F)</th>
<th>Flow Rate or Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boilers</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>5,430 ACFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary kiln (before May 1979)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0.2 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary kiln (after May 1979)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>4.2 m³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodule cooler scrubber</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>56,400 ACFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coke dryer</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>12,600 ACFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials handling “burden bin”</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>8,120 ACFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus condenser</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1,500 ACFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace tap hole scrubber</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20,800 ACFM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- ACFM  actual cubic feet per minute
- m/s   meters per second
- m³/s  cubic meters per second
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Number*</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North-northwest of SCC, in Pasco County</td>
<td>28.175558 -82.780278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gulfside Elementary School</td>
<td>28.173058 -82.774167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood in southern Pasco County, northeast of SCC</td>
<td>28.173058 -82.763889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood west of SCC</td>
<td>28.168336 -82.781111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Industrial complex east of SCC</td>
<td>28.166669 -82.771944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Piney Point, on shore of Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>28.161947 -82.797500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southwest of SCC, and in prevailing downwind direction</td>
<td>28.163891 -82.783056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Area near Anclote Road monitoring station and Flaherty Marina</td>
<td>28.163058 -82.773889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south of SCC</td>
<td>26.160280 -82.778056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south-southwest and further downwind of SCC</td>
<td>28.155836 -82.784167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Howard Park, on shore of Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>28.153891 -82.793333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southeast of SCC</td>
<td>28.158613 -82.771944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

- SCC  Stauffer Chemical Company

*See Figure 19 for a map of these 12 locations.
Table 30. Predicted and Observed Sulfur Dioxide Concentrations: Anclote Road Monitoring Station

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Averaging Time</th>
<th>Before or After Stack Reconfiguration</th>
<th>Sulfur Dioxide Concentration (parts per billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual average</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 24-hour average</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 1-hour average</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>1,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual average</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 24-hour average</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest 1-hour average</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- The Stauffer Chemical Company (SCC) reconfigured the rotary kiln stack in May 1979. The emission rate for this source was not changed, but the increase in stack height and decrease in stack diameter facilitated the atmospheric dispersion in the emissions, thus resulting in a notable decrease in sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station after May 1979.
- The predicted concentration estimates the incremental effect that SCC’s air emissions have on actual ambient air concentrations. The observed concentration reflects the contributions from all sulfur dioxide emissions sources in the Tarpon Springs area.
- For the predicted concentrations, the “annual average” value is the average concentration observed over 5 years of meteorologic conditions; the “highest 24-hour average” and “highest 1-hour average” concentrations are the peak levels observed over this same time frame.
- The observed concentrations for the time before the stack reconfiguration are computed from all measurements made between July 1977 and May 1979; the observed concentrations for the time after the stack reconfiguration are computed from all measurements made between June 1979 and November 1981, when SCC reportedly shut down its furnace permanently. The “annual average” concentration shown is the average of all observations collected during the two time frames. The average sulfur dioxide concentration at the Anclote Road monitoring station after SCC shut down was 1.42 ppb.
Table 31. Predicted Percent Decrease in Sulfur Dioxide Concentrations after the 1979 Rotary Kiln Stack Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Number (see Table 29)</th>
<th>Percent Decrease in Predicted Sulfur Dioxide Levels, by Averaging Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
- The table presents the predicted percent decrease in SCC’s contribution to the measured concentrations. The actual percent decreases observed will differ slightly because of relatively small contributions from other sulfur dioxide emissions sources in the area.
Table 32. Predicted Annual Average Concentrations of “Total Particulates” Resulting from Stauffer Chemical Company’s Air Emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Number</th>
<th>Estimated Concentrations (µg/m³) Before 1979</th>
<th></th>
<th>Estimated Concentrations (µg/m³) After May 1979</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Kiln Emissions</td>
<td>Higher Kiln Emissions</td>
<td>Lower Kiln Emissions</td>
<td>Higher Kiln Emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- µg/m³ micrograms per cubic meter
- SCC Stauffer Chemical Company

Note:
- Predictions were made for two different time frames (before May 1979 and after May 1979) to evaluate air quality impacts from SCC’s reconfiguring the rotary kiln stack.
- The representativeness of the “total particulate” emissions data for the rotary kiln stack has been questioned. SCC site documents suggest that sulfur dioxide gases collected by the sampling impingers used in the stack tests converted to sulfate and were measured as particulate, rather than gaseous, emissions. In short, SCC suspected the rotary kiln emissions data have a positive measurement bias. The “lower kiln emissions” reflect air quality impacts if the measurement bias is assumed to be double the emission rate, as SCC estimates.
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Table 33. Predicted Highest 24-Hour Average Concentrations of “Total Particulates” Resulting from Stauffer Chemical Company’s Air Emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Number</th>
<th>Estimated Concentrations (µg/m³) Before May 1979</th>
<th>Estimated Concentrations (µg/m³) After May 1979</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Kiln Emissions</td>
<td>Higher Kiln Emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>121.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- µg/m³ micrograms per cubic meter
- SCC Stauffer Chemical Company

Note:
- Predictions were made for two different time frames (before May 1979 and after May 1979) to evaluate air quality impacts from SCC’s reconfiguring the rotary kiln stack.
- The representativeness of the “total particulate” emissions data for the rotary kiln stack has been questioned. SCC site documents suggest that sulfur dioxide gases collected by the sampling impingers used in the stack tests converted to sulfate and were measured as particulate, rather than gaseous, emissions. In short, SCC suspected the rotary kiln emissions data have a positive measurement bias. The “lower kiln emissions” reflect air quality impacts if the measurement bias is assumed to be double the emission rate, as SCC has estimated.
Table 34. Index of Air Sampling Studies Conducted While the Stauffer Chemical Company Facility Operated (1948–1981)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party That Initiated Sampling</th>
<th>Purpose of Sampling</th>
<th>Sampling Dates</th>
<th>Sampling Locations</th>
<th>Contaminants Measured</th>
<th>Overview of Sampling Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCDEM</td>
<td>Evaluate attainment status with EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards.</td>
<td>1977–2002</td>
<td>Two locations: one immediately southeast of SCC on Anclote Road, the other roughly 7 miles southeast of SCC (“East Lake Tarpon”).</td>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>Ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide at the Anclote Road monitoring station exceeded EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards in 1977, 1978, and 1979. The elevated concentrations have been attributed to emissions from SCC’s rotary kiln stack. Annual average concentrations before a stack modification in 1979 were more than ten times higher than those measured after SCC shut down. One-hour average concentrations at the Anclote Road station exceeded 100 ppb several hundred times per year before the stack modification. Annual average sulfur dioxide concentrations at the East Lake Tarpon station in 1980–1981 were not considerably different from those measured since SCC shut down, suggesting that SCC’s emissions had minimal air quality impacts at locations 7 miles from the facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCDEM</td>
<td>Evaluate attainment status with EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards.</td>
<td>1976–1990</td>
<td>Two locations: one immediately southeast of SCC on Anclote Road, the other roughly 7 miles southeast of SCC (“East Lake Tarpon”).</td>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>At the Anclote Road monitoring station, annual geometric mean TSP concentrations ranged from 60.2 to 73.2 µg/m³ during years when SCC operated, and ranged from 40.7 to 51.2 µg/m³ after the facility shut down. On average (based on arithmetic means), TSP levels decreased by 24 µg/m³ after SCC shut down. Several measurements exceeded Florida’s air quality standards, but none exceeded EPA’s former TSP standards. At the East Lake Tarpon monitoring station, annual geometric mean TSP concentrations in 1979 and 1980 were 37.4 and 38.4 µg/m³, respectively.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 34. Index of Air Sampling Studies Conducted While the Stauffer Chemical Company Facility Operated (1948–1981) (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party That Initiated Sampling</th>
<th>Purpose of Sampling</th>
<th>Sampling Dates</th>
<th>Sampling Locations</th>
<th>Contaminants Measured</th>
<th>Overview of Sampling Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCDEM</td>
<td>Analyze characteristics of particles collected on TSP filters.</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>PCDEM’s Anclote Road station, located immediately southeast of SCC</td>
<td>Filters were inspected for contributions from different source categories.</td>
<td>PCDEM hired an EPA contractor to examine the characteristics (e.g., particle types) of airborne particulate matter collected on at least 14 TSP filters from the Anclote Road monitoring station. In most of the samples considered, Stauffer’s emissions were identified as the &quot;cause&quot; of the elevated TSP levels; in some samples, however, Stauffer’s emissions were reportedly &quot;a relatively minor source&quot; of the measured TSP levels. Emissions sources other than SCC (e.g., mobile sources, the Anclote Power Plant) contributed, in varying amounts, to the airborne particles detected on the TSP filters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>The reasons for sampling were not always specified. One reason was to detect air quality impacts before they reached off-site locations.</td>
<td>1975–1982</td>
<td>The number and locations of sampling stations changed from year to year. In general, SCC measured sulfur dioxide levels at various locations along the perimeter of the facility property.</td>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>Limited inferences can be drawn from SCC’s sulfur dioxide monitoring results, because the data are of questionable quality and because the data provided to date are incomplete. Several site documents acknowledge that SCC field personnel experienced problems operating the Philips Instruments sulfur dioxide monitors—problems that persisted for more than 2 years. Most site documents provide limited insights on quality control and quality assurance. The data quality concerns notwithstanding, SCC’s monitoring results are reasonably consistent with PCDEM’s. For instance, a monitoring summary indicated that 1-hour average sulfur dioxide concentrations in 1977 exceeded 100 ppb roughly one out of every 4 days along the facility boundary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 34. Index of Air Sampling Studies Conducted While the Stauffer Chemical Company Facility Operated (1948–1981) (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party That Initiated Sampling</th>
<th>Purpose of Sampling</th>
<th>Sampling Dates</th>
<th>Sampling Locations</th>
<th>Contaminants Measured</th>
<th>Overview of Sampling Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Sampling was conducted for many reasons, but generally to characterize air quality impacts from SCC.</td>
<td>Periodically between 1964 and 1981.</td>
<td>Sampling locations varied from one survey to the next; in each survey, up to 10 sampling locations were employed.</td>
<td>Fluorides</td>
<td>SCC measured ambient air concentrations of fluorides in hundreds of samples collected before the facility shut down. Out of all SCC’s field surveys, only a single 24-hour average fluoride concentration (32.2 µg/m³) exceeded Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s minimal risk level for acute inhalation exposures (20 µg/m³). The quality of the fluoride measurements is not known and cannot be assessed from the available information, because the site documents reviewed provide no insights on accuracy, precision, or quality assurance measures. As a result, drawing firm conclusions based solely on SCC’s measurements is not advised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Sampling was conducted for many reasons, but generally to characterize air quality impacts from SCC and from other local sources.</td>
<td>Periodically between 1964 and 1976; routinely in 1981; and possibly during other time frames not identified in the site documents.</td>
<td>Sampling locations varied from one survey to the next; in each survey, up to 10 sampling locations were employed.</td>
<td>Particulate matter. Most air quality surveys reported concentrations of “total particulates,” without indicating the particle size fraction of this metric.</td>
<td>Since 1964, SCC has collected hundreds of particulate air samples. In the majority of samples, concentrations were reported as “total particulates,” without specifying any information on particle size distribution. One sampling station was located in immediate proximity of PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station, but the “total particulate” concentrations reported for SCC’s stations were consistently lower than the TSP concentrations reported by PCDEM. Almost every air quality survey that measured particulate matter concentrations lacks important details on study design and quality assurance measures, which greatly limit the inferences (if any) that can be drawn from these sampling results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 34. Index of Air Sampling Studies Conducted While the Stauffer Chemical Company Facility Operated (1948–1981) (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party That Initiated Sampling</th>
<th>Purpose of Sampling</th>
<th>Sampling Dates</th>
<th>Sampling Locations</th>
<th>Contaminants Measured</th>
<th>Overview of Sampling Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Sampling was conducted for many reasons, but generally to characterize air quality impacts from SCC.</td>
<td>1964 and 1975</td>
<td>Ten off-site sampling locations at varying distance from the SCC facility.</td>
<td>Phosphorus pentoxide</td>
<td>The two air quality surveys measured phosphorus pentoxide concentrations at 10 offsite sampling locations. Average concentrations during the surveys ranged from 0.45 to 3.30 µg/m³, and the highest concentration measured was 18.03 µg/m³. Results are based on a particulate sampling method, which likely did not capture gaseous phosphorus pentoxide. It is not clear whether the methods used characterize particle-bound phosphoric acid or phosphorus pentoxide. Neither field survey provides data quality observations and it is unclear whether the surveys followed air sampling plans or quality assurance plans. For these and other reasons, drawing firm conclusions based solely on SCC’s measurements is not advised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Power Corp.</td>
<td>To characterize air quality in the vicinity of the Anclote Plant.</td>
<td>1980. Monitoring was done in other years, but the results have not been located.</td>
<td>Four stations in northern Pinellas and southern Pasco Counties. One station was adjacent to PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station.</td>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>Florida Power Corporation operated an ambient air monitoring network as early as 1977. That network operated routinely, with some periods of inactivity, through 1998. However, the only results available for review are from 1980. Geometric mean TSP concentrations during this year ranged from 36 to 62 µg/m³, with the highest levels detected adjacent to PCDEM’s Anclote Road monitoring station. The highest 24-hour average concentration at this station was 185 µg/m³. Although this ambient air monitoring network followed extensive quality control procedures in future years (1994–1998), it is unclear from the site documents whether these measures were in place in 1980. Therefore, the 1980 monitoring results from this network are of unknown quality.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
µg/m³ micrograms per cubic meter  
ppb parts per billion  
PCDEM Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management  
SCC Stauffer Chemical Company  
TSP total suspended particulates
Table 35. Sulfur Dioxide Levels Measured at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1-Hour Average Concentrations</th>
<th>3-Hour Average Concentrations</th>
<th>24-Hour Average Concentrations</th>
<th>Annual Average Concentration (ppb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of Observations</td>
<td>No. of Hours with Levels &gt;100 ppb</td>
<td>No. of Days with 1-Hour Average Levels &gt;100 ppb</td>
<td>No. of Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>3,341</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7,384</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>8,300</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>7,878</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>7,879</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>8,030</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>8,384</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>8,514</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>8,417</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>8,538</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>8,466</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>8,579</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>8,596</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>8,502</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>8,614</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>8,582</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>8,624</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>8,637</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>8,610</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>6,801</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6,671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 35. Sulfur Dioxide Levels Measured at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station (continued)

Key:

ppb parts per billion

Notes:

• Data source: EPA 2002a. All observations accessed were for continuous sulfur dioxide monitoring devices.

• The Anclote Road monitoring station began operating in July 1977 and stopped operating in October 1996. Therefore, the data presented for 1977 and 1996 are based on a partial year of ambient air monitoring data.

• Data for 1-hour average, 3-hour average, and 24-hour average are based on the raw figures for these averaging times reported to the Aerometric Information Retrieval System database (AIRS). Data for annual average concentrations were calculated from the set of 1-hour average observations. The raw data for 3-hour and 24-hour concentrations are running averages, meaning that each day sampling occurred can have as many as 24 observations for 3-hour average and 24-hour average concentrations.

• EPA’s primary (or health-based) National Ambient Air Quality Standard for sulfur dioxide is 140 ppb for 24-hour average concentrations and 30 ppb for annual average concentrations (EPA 1995). EPA’s secondary National Ambient Air Quality Standard for sulfur dioxide is 500 ppb for 3-hour average concentrations. This secondary air quality standard is not health-based, but rather protects against damage to property, impaired visibility, and other valued resources. A 1-hour average concentration of 100 ppb is the lowest acute exposure concentration that has been associated with adverse health effects in humans (persons with asthma), as documented in the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide (ATSDR 1998).
Table 36. Index of Air Sampling Studies Conducted After Stauffer Chemical Company Production Operations Ceased (1982–2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party That Initiated Sampling</th>
<th>Purpose of Sampling</th>
<th>Sampling Dates</th>
<th>Sampling Locations</th>
<th>Contaminants Measured</th>
<th>Overview of Sampling Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>To determine whether the inactive site releases arsenic, fluorides, or radon to the air</td>
<td>November 1987</td>
<td>Five locations on SCC property; one off-site location</td>
<td>Arsenic, Fluorides, Radon, TSP</td>
<td>TSP concentrations ranged from 22 to 30 µg/m³; arsenic and fluorides were not detected; radon levels ranged from 0.1 to 2.2 pCi/L, and a control sample contained radon at 1.2 pCi/L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasco County District School Board</td>
<td>To determine whether site demolition activities cause elevated levels of asbestos or phosphorus compounds in the air at Gulfside Elementary School</td>
<td>July and August 1987</td>
<td>Two outdoor and three indoor locations at the Gulfside Elementary School</td>
<td>Asbestos, Elemental phosphorus, Phosphoric acid, Phosphoric pentoxide</td>
<td>Asbestos structures, phosphoric acid, and phosphorus pentoxide were not detected in any of the samples. Detection limits were reported as follows: asbestos, 0.005 structures per cubic centimeter; phosphoric acid, between 1 and 2 µg/m³; and phosphorus pentoxide, between 1 and 2 µg/m³. Elemental phosphorus was detected in only one of ten samples, and at a concentration of 11 µg/m³.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCDEM</td>
<td>Evaluate attainment status with EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards</td>
<td>1982–1989, 1992–2002</td>
<td>Two locations: one immediately southeast of SCC, the other roughly 7 miles southeast of SCC</td>
<td>PM₁₀, Sulfur dioxide, TSP</td>
<td>Since 1981, all annual average and 24-hour average PM₁₀, sulfur dioxide, and TSP concentrations have been in attainment with EPA’s primary air quality standards. The 3-hour average sulfur dioxide concentrations are in attainment with EPA’s secondary air quality standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party That Initiated Sampling</td>
<td>Purpose of Sampling</td>
<td>Sampling Dates</td>
<td>Sampling Locations</td>
<td>Contaminants Measured</td>
<td>Overview of Sampling Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>To determine whether site excavation activities release phosphorus compounds and asbestos into the air</td>
<td>May 28–29, 1997</td>
<td>One location upwind from the excavation, and one location downwind from the excavation</td>
<td>Asbestos, Elemental phosphorus, Phosphoric acid</td>
<td>On May 29, 1997, a single amosite asbestos structure was detected in an upwind sample (0.0033 structures per cubic centimeter), and a single chrysotile structure was detected in a downwind sample (0.0051 structures per cubic centimeter). Phosphoric acid was not detected in any sample, with detection limits ranging from 1 to 34 µg/m³. Elemental phosphorus was detected in an upwind sample (2 µg/m³) and in a downwind sample (3 µg/m³).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>To assess whether site remediation activities, mainly soil sampling, cause releases of asbestos into the air</td>
<td>March and April 1998</td>
<td>24 on-site locations around the perimeters of six former process areas, plus personal exposure samples</td>
<td>Asbestos</td>
<td>The highest time-weighted average asbestos level in the personal exposure sampling (determined by PCM) was 0.0073 fibers per cubic centimeter, which is less than NIOSH’s recommended exposure level. No asbestos structures were identified in the personal exposure samples that were reanalyzed using TEM. The average asbestos concentration in the 24 ambient air samples was 0.00024 structures per cubic centimeter, as measured by TEM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party That Initiated Sampling</td>
<td>Purpose of Sampling</td>
<td>Sampling Dates</td>
<td>Sampling Locations</td>
<td>Contaminants Measured</td>
<td>Overview of Sampling Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>To ensure that the phosphorus drumming project did not cause unhealthy levels of air contamination</td>
<td>April to September 1997</td>
<td>At various on-site locations both upwind and downwind from the source areas</td>
<td>Dust, Elemental phosphorus, Phosphoric acid</td>
<td>Levels of “dust” (particle size fraction not specified) varied throughout the day, and 24-hour average concentrations ranged from 16 to 65 µg/m³—lower than EPA’s health-based standard for 24-hour average PM₁₀ levels. Elemental phosphorus was detected in one sample, at 3 µg/m³. Phosphoric acid was detected in roughly 40% of the samples—the highest detection was 4.62 µg/m³.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Power Corp.</td>
<td>To characterize air quality in the vicinity of the Anclote Plant</td>
<td>1994–1998</td>
<td>Three locations: one immediately southeast of SCC, another roughly 1 mile northeast of SCC, and another roughly 2 miles north of SCC</td>
<td>PM₁₀, Sulfur dioxide, TSP</td>
<td>From 1994 to 1998, all annual average and 24-hour average PMA₁₀, sulfur dioxide, and TSP concentrations have been in attainment with EPA’s primary air quality standards. The 3-hour average sulfur dioxide concentrations are in attainment with EPA’s secondary air quality standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

- **EPA**: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
- **µg/m³**: micrograms per cubic meter
- **NIOSH**: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
- **PCDEM**: Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management
- **pCi/L**: picocuries per liter
- **PCM**: phase contrast microscopy
- **PM₁₀**: particulate matter less than 10 µg in diameter
- **SCC**: Stauffer Chemical Company
- **TEM**: transmission electron microscopy
- **TSP**: total suspended particulates
Table 37. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Completed Exposure Pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air (off-site)</td>
<td>Emissions from the roaster and furnace gas condensers, electric arc furnace tap holes, and nodulizing kiln</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Meteorologic records show that winds predominantly blew from the northeast to the southwest, although winds blowing in all directions at varying speeds were observed throughout the period of record. The least prevalent wind directions were from the south to the north, or the wind directions that would most likely blow emissions from site to the Gulfside Elementary School. During the years of plant operations, outdoor air monitoring detected primarily elevated concentrations of sulfur dioxide and particulates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air (on-site)</td>
<td>See above</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Workers might have been exposed to emissions during routine work activities. Some worker monitoring data, conducted by Stauffer, are available (work area or personal monitors were examined for dusts, metals, fluorides, sulfur dioxide, and phosphorus).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 37. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Completed Exposure Pathways (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| On-site groundwater | **Source**: Disposal ponds  
Slag processing area  
**Environmental Media**: Groundwater  
**Point of Exposure**: On-site supply wells  
**Route of Exposure**: Ingestion  
**Exposed Population**: Workers | Past  
Future | On-site supply wells (from the Floridan Aquifer) were used to provide potable water during the years of Stauffer’s operations. Since approximately 1979, the site has been served by public water, which is unaffected by Stauffer activities. Historic sampling data from supply wells did not reveal elevated levels of contaminants. On-site groundwater within the shallow aquifer has been affected by past site activities. Monitoring data reveal elevated concentrations of metals, fluoride, phosphorus, and radionuclides. Available data indicate that the deeper Floridan aquifer has not generally been affected by site activities, though elevated fluoride and phosphorus levels were detected in the deeper wells near the karst feature identified in the southeastern portion of the site. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-site surface soil and slag</td>
<td>Wastes generated site operations (e.g., calcium silicate slag, metals, furnace off-gas solids, phosphorous-containing sludge)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Possible exposure to site soils is expected to be limited to on-site workers and occasional trespassers. Planned remedial actions should prevent future exposures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-site surface soil</td>
<td>Plant furnace emissions Residual slag</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 37. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Completed Exposure Pathways (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Off-site slag</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waste slag was used in the community in constructing roads and building materials. The waste slag was first shipped to off-site storage locations before distributing it for community use. In general, testing of slag materials revealed low levels of chemical and radiologic activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastes generated from elemental phosphorus production</td>
<td>Wastes generated from elemental phosphorus production</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Slag”</td>
<td>Roadways</td>
<td>Incidental (accidental) ingestion</td>
<td>Skin contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surface water (Anclote River and Meyers Cove)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site drainage flows to the Anclote River, west to the Gulf of Mexico (~1.6 miles from the site). The river is not currently used for drinking water, however, a Pasco County Park is located 0.9 miles west on the Anclote River (NUS 1989). The river is used extensively for recreational and commercial activities including swimming, boating, and fishing. The site lagoon system is situated approximately 40 feet from the Anclote River and less than 0.5 miles from a shellfish harvesting area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater discharge and site drainage</td>
<td>Groundwater discharge and site drainage</td>
<td>Surface water</td>
<td>Surface water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Along the banks of the Anclote River</td>
<td>Incidental (accidental) ingestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sediment (Anclote River and Meyers Cove)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>As mentioned above, the Anclote River has a variety of recreational and industrial uses. Sediments were found to have the highest concentration of many contaminants in Meyers Cove, the area directly adjacent to the site. Meyers Cove is not used for recreational purposes; further, few contaminants exceed CVs. People would not come in contact with river sediments except perhaps infrequently along the immediate shore and possibly during the collection of shellfish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater discharge and site drainage</td>
<td>Groundwater discharge and site drainage</td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>Sediment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Along the banks of the Anclote River</td>
<td>Incidental (accidental) ingestion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Italicized text* indicate aspects of the pathway for which data are uncertain, incomplete, or unavailable.

**Key:** CV comparison value  
SMC Stauffer Management Company
Table 38. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Potential Exposure Pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-site groundwater (Floridan aquifer)</td>
<td>Source: Not verified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater in the area of the site (in Holiday and Tarpon Springs) is used for drinking water. All drinking water wells are believed to be in the deeper Floridan aquifer. Current data suggest that discharge of contaminated groundwater to the Anclote River (in the direction of groundwater flow) prevents any impact on downgradient private wells. The nearest private potable well is believed to be 2,500 feet northwest (upgradient) of the site. Commercial potable wells exist east (cross-gradient) of the site. Arsenic, chromium, lead, nickel, thallium, zinc, chlorides, sulfate, gross alpha radiation, and radium-226 were detected above Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry CVs, but at relatively low frequencies. ATSDR considers this a potential exposure pathway because people are drinking water from areas wells. Though area wells are generally not believed to be in the path of groundwater contaminant flow from the site, ATSDR evaluated this pathway to understand the potential for exposure to harmful levels of contaminants and to address specific community concerns about the safety of drinking private well water in the vicinity of the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Media: Deep groundwater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Point of Exposure: Residential and commercial potable wells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of Exposure: Ingestion, Skin Contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exposed Population: Residents, Visitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B-87
Table 38. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Potential Exposure Pathways (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-site groundwater (Shallow aquifer)</td>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Media</td>
<td>Point of Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not verified</td>
<td>Shallow groundwater</td>
<td>Irrigation wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site subsurface soil</td>
<td>Wastes generated from elemental phosphorus production</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>Disposal areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biota (Anclote River/Gulf of Mexico)</td>
<td>Contaminants in surface water and sediment</td>
<td>Fish/Shellfish</td>
<td>Fish/shellfish harvested from the river/gulf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 38. Stauffer Chemical Company Site, Potential Exposure Pathways (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHWAY NAME</th>
<th>EXPOSURE PATHWAY ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Environmental Media</td>
<td>Point of Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External gamma radiation</td>
<td>Process waste and slag</td>
<td></td>
<td>On-site and off-site areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Building and roadway materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Italicized text indicate aspects of the pathway for which data are uncertain, incomplete, or unavailable.

Key:
- CV comparison value
- SMC Stauffer Management Company

Community exposure to gamma radiation was the subject of a recent Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry health consultation (ATSDR 2002), which concluded that doses from homes and pavement with slag are not elevated and do not pose a health threat. No conclusion can be made about the extent to which Stauffer site slag material is contained in surrounding community roads and buildings.
Table 39. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station When Stauffer Chemical Company Was Operating, Number of Samples Greater Than ATSDR’s Acute Inhalation MRL of 10 ppb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of 1-hour Samples</th>
<th>Number of 1-hour Samples Greater Than 10 ppb</th>
<th>Number of Days With Concentrations Greater Than 10 ppb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>3,341</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7,384</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>8,300</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>7,878</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>7,879</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34,782</td>
<td>3,467</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

ppb parts per billion
Table 40. Summary of Studies Showing Effects to the Lung From Sulfur Dioxide Exposure in Persons With and Without Asthma. Pertinent Animal Studies Are Also Reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sulfur Dioxide, ppb</th>
<th>Duration of Exposure, Minutes</th>
<th>Exposure Conditions</th>
<th>Effect End Point</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Redness of airways (trachea, bronchi), Increased inflammatory cells in fluids from lung</td>
<td>Sandstrom et al. 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma, quiet mouth breathing</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Lawther et al. 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10 to 30</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Cough, sense of irritation</td>
<td>Frank et al. 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Increased number macrophages in fluid from lungs</td>
<td>Sandstrom et al. 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Lawther et al. 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Increased heart rate and breathing rate</td>
<td>Amdur et al. 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mouthpiece, exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>Significantly increased airway resistance, Wheezing and shortness of breath (symptoms of bronchoconstrictions)</td>
<td>Sheppard et al. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mouthpiece, exercise, healthy adolescents without asthma</td>
<td>Small changes in pulmonary function tests</td>
<td>Koenig et al. 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mouthpiece, exercise, adolescents with asthma</td>
<td>Changes in pulmonary function tests consistent with bronchoconstriction, shortness of breath and wheezing</td>
<td>Koenig et al. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>Intermittent periods</td>
<td>Coughing</td>
<td>Dodge 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>immediate 10 20</td>
<td>Mouthpiece, hyperventilation, healthy persons without asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance and significant bronchoconstriction in 13 of 26 persons</td>
<td>Islam et al. 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, heavy exercise, persons with asthma</td>
<td>Significantly increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Linn et al. 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 40. Summary of Studies Showing Effects to the Lung From Sulfur Dioxide Exposure in Persons With and Without Asthma. Pertinent Animal Studies Are Also Reported. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sulfur Dioxide, ppb</th>
<th>Duration of Exposure, Minutes</th>
<th>Exposure Conditions</th>
<th>Effect End Point</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, exercise, persons mild with asthma</td>
<td>Significantly increased airway resistance and bronchoconstriction in seven of seven subjects. Wheezing and shortness of breath in three of seven subjects</td>
<td>Sheppard et al. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>10 to 75</td>
<td>Chamber, exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance, increase less significant with time, except in two subjects. One subject withdrew because of pronounced wheezing and tightness of chest</td>
<td>Roger et al., 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>3 to 5</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, hyperventilation, persons with asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Balmes et al. 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, hyperventilation, persons with asthma, cold dry air</td>
<td>Bronchoconstriction causing wheezing and shortness of breath in 6 of 7 people, 2 people requested bronchodilators after exposure</td>
<td>Bethel et al 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, exercising asthmatics</td>
<td>Bronchoconstriction at moderate and high but not low work rate</td>
<td>Bethel et al, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Facemask (oronasal breathing), exercising asthmatic</td>
<td>Bronchoconstriction at high work rate</td>
<td>Bethel et al 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, heavy exercise, persons with asthma</td>
<td>Moderately increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Linn et al. 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (lowest exposure tested)</td>
<td>40 with 10 minutes as exercise</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, exercise, persons with asthma</td>
<td>Slight, but statistically significant, decrease in air flow rate</td>
<td>Schachter et al. 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (only exposure tested)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, moderate exercise, persons with asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Bethel et al. 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 40. Summary of Studies Showing Effects to the Lung From Sulfur Dioxide Exposure in Persons With and Without Asthma. Pertinent Animal Studies Are Also Reported. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sulfur Dioxide, ppb</th>
<th>Duration of Exposure, Minutes</th>
<th>Exposure Conditions</th>
<th>Effect End Point</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Myers, 1986a, 1986b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>Significantly increased airway resistance in three of seven subjects; No wheezing or shortness of breath</td>
<td>Sheppard et al. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (lowest exposure tested)</td>
<td>10 to 75</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>No increase in airway resistance</td>
<td>Roger et al. 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (lowest exposure tested)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>Reanalysis of Roger et al. 1985 data indicates airway effects in some subjects</td>
<td>Hortsman et al. 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 (lowest exposure tested)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chamber exposure, heavy exercise, persons with asthma</td>
<td>No increase in airway resistance</td>
<td>Linn et al. 1983, 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 (only exposure tested)</td>
<td>40 with 10 minutes as exercise</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, moderate exercise, allergic adolescents (some with asthma)</td>
<td>No increase in airway resistance from SO2 alone; increase observed in combination with 68 µg/m³ sulfuric acid</td>
<td>Koenig et al. 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus, moderate exercise, persons with mild asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance in two of seven subjects</td>
<td>Sheppard et al. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mouthpiece apparatus; hyperventilation; cold, dry air; persons with asthma</td>
<td>Increased airway resistance</td>
<td>Sheppard et al. 1984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 41. Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station When Stauffer Chemical Company Was Operating, Number of Samples Greater Than 100 ppb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hourly Average Concentrations</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of 1-hour</td>
<td>Number of 1-hour</td>
<td>Number of Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>Samples Greater</td>
<td>With Concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Than 100 ppb</td>
<td>Greater Than 100 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July to December</td>
<td>3,341</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all 1977(^2)</td>
<td>6,682(^3)</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7,384</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>8,300</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>7,878</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>7,879</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total from actual</td>
<td>34,782</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Air monitoring began at the Anclote Road monitoring station in July 1977; therefore, the data presented in this row are actual measurements.

\(^2\)The data presented for all of 1977 is estimated based on actual measurements from July to December 1977.

\(^3\)Estimated.
Table 42. Frequency of Significantly Elevated Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station in Relation to Wind Direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. Hours Downwind at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station</th>
<th>No. Hours Above 100 ppb Sulfur Dioxide and Known Wind to the Southeast</th>
<th>Frequency in Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January to May 1979</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1,577</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1,687</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1,558</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 43. Estimated Number of Hours That Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels Might Have Exceeded 100 ppb in Four Areas from January to May 1979.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction from Kiln</th>
<th>Geographic Area</th>
<th>January to May 1979</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. Hours Wind Blows to Each Location</td>
<td>Estimated Percent of Time That Levels Exceed 100 ppb</td>
<td>Estimated No. Hours Sulfur Dioxide Is Above 100 ppb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>Residences southwest of Stauffer who live along the shore of the Anclote River</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Residences west of Stauffer</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Businesses east of Stauffer</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>The slag processing area north of the kiln but still part of Stauffer(^1)</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Gulfside Elementary School is another 1,000 feet north of the former slag processing area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sulfur Dioxide Level* (parts per billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sulfur dioxide levels are rounded to the nearest whole number. The exact level can be found in Table 35.
Table 45. Predicted Maximum Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels, 1977 to 1981, at Various Locations Around Tarpon Springs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location*</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Predicted Maximum Hourly Sulfur Dioxide Levels (ppb)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North-northwest of Stauffer facility, in Pasco County</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gulfside Elementary School</td>
<td>1,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood in southern Pasco County, northeast of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood west of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>1,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Industrial complex east of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>1,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Piney Point, on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southwest of Stauffer facility, and in prevailing downwind direction</td>
<td>824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>Anclote Road monitoring station near the Flaherty Marina</strong></td>
<td>1,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south-southwest and further downwind of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Howard Park, on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southeast of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Figure 19, Appendix A

** parts per billion
Table 46. Predicted Annual Average Sulfur Dioxide Levels, 1977 to 1981, at Various Locations Around Tarpon Springs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location*</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Predicated Annual Average Sulfur Dioxide Levels (ppb)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North-northwest of Stauffer facility, in Pasco County</td>
<td>4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gulfside Elementary School</td>
<td>7 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood in southern Pasco County, northeast of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood west of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>13 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Industrial complex east of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>23 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Piney Point, on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southwest of Stauffer facility, and in prevailing downwind direction</td>
<td>14 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>Anclote Road monitoring station near the Flaherty Marina</strong></td>
<td>9 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>8 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood south-southwest and further downwind of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>8 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Howard Park, on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Residential neighborhood southeast of Stauffer facility</td>
<td>5 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Figure 19, Appendix A
** parts per billion, levels are rounded to the nearest whole number
Table 47. Summary of Recent Important Epidemiologic/Controlled Human Particulate Matter Exposure Studies of Specific Physiologic End Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiologic End Point</th>
<th>Observed Association With Particulate Matter Exposure</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung function</td>
<td>Small declines in lung function; large risk of substantial decrements. Growth of lung function in children reduced.</td>
<td>Pope 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gauderman et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoxemia</td>
<td>No clear associations with blood oxygen saturation.</td>
<td>Pope et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>Increased mean heart rate and odds of substantially elevated heart rate.</td>
<td>Pope et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peters et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate variability</td>
<td>Changes in cardiac rhythm. Decrease in overall heart rate variability.</td>
<td>Liao et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pope et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gold et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary inflammation</td>
<td>Elevated white blood cell counts, band cells expressed as percent of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, neutrophils, platelets, lymphocytes, and/or eosinophils.</td>
<td>Tan et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salvi et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghio et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC sequestration</td>
<td>Changes in hemoglobin adjusted for albumin suggest that inhalation of some component of particulate matter may cause sequestration of red cells in the circulation by changes in RBC adhesiveness.</td>
<td>Seaton et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart arrhythmia</td>
<td>Increased risk of implanted cardioverter-defibrillator discharges.</td>
<td>Peters et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Partially adapted from Pope (2000).
Table 48. Estimated Annual Average PM$_{10}$ Levels Based on TSP Levels Measured at the Anclote Road Monitoring Station From 1977 to 1989

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>TSP (µg/m³)</th>
<th>Estimated PM$_{10}$ (µg/m³)</th>
<th>Estimated Overall Average PM$_{10}$ (µg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCC Facility Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCC Facility Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- µg/m³ micrograms per cubic meter
- TSP total suspended particulates
- PM$_{10}$ particulate matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Estimated PM$_{10}$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Estimated PM$_{2.5}$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Overall Estimated Average PM$_{2.5}$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCC Facility Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC Facility Closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The estimated PM$_{2.5}$ levels reported in this table were calculated based on assumed particle size distributions. Though these calculations were made using the best information available to ATSDR, the assumed distributions might not represent conditions while Stauffer operated. Therefore, the estimated PM$_{2.5}$ levels contain some uncertainty. Appendix G describes the nature of this uncertainty, and Section 5.3.2 describes how the uncertainty factored into ATSDR’s overall evaluation of particulate matter exposures.

Key:
- µg/m$^3$ micrograms per cubic meter
- PM$_{10}$ particulate matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter
- PM$_{2.5}$ particulate matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter
Table 50. Summary of Epidemiologic Evidence of Health Effects of Acute Exposure to Particulate Matter Air Pollutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health End Points</th>
<th>Observed Association with Particulate Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Episodes of death and hospitalizations</td>
<td>Elevated respiratory and cardiovascular mortality and hospitalizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization and other health-care visits</td>
<td>Elevated hospitalizations, emergency room visits, and clinic/outpatient visits for respiratory and cardiovascular disease. Effects generally persisted with various approaches to control for time trends, seasonality, and weather.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms/lung function</td>
<td>Increased occurrence of lower respiratory symptoms, cough, and exacerbation of asthma. Only relatively weak associations with respiratory symptoms. Small, often significant declines in lung function.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Pope (2000).
Table 51. Summary of Arsenic and Lead Levels in Private Wells Near the Stauffer Chemical Company Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Maximum Level in ppb</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>26 and 23 (commercial)</td>
<td>March 2000</td>
<td>Levels in the remaining commercial and residential wells were less than the federal drinking water standard of 10 ppb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 (residential, Pasco County)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>270 (residential)</td>
<td>March 2001</td>
<td>Other private wells contained 160, 24, and 18 ppb lead. The remaining residential and all commercial wells were below the lead drinking water standard of 15 ppb.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

ppb parts per billion
Table 52. Summary of Arsenic Levels in On-Site Surface Soils, Pond Soils, and Slag

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>No. Samples</th>
<th>Arsenic Levels, ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above ATSDR CV</td>
<td>With Detectable Arsenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Soils</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond Soils</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slag</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- ATSDR: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
- CV: comparison value
- ppm: parts per million

*estimated concentration
Table 53. Estimated Dose of Arsenic in Children From Exposure to On-Site Surface Soils, Pond Soils, and Slag

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Surface Soils, µg/kg/day</th>
<th>Pond Soils, µg/kg/day</th>
<th>Slag, µg/kg/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-year-old child</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool children</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school children</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenagers</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult men</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult women</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal risk level</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level not harmful</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest harmful level</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- µg/kg/day: milligrams per kilogram per day
- MRL: minimal risk level

Note:
Average arsenic levels, in parts per million, are as follows:
- 20 ppm in surface soil
- 122 ppm in pond soil
- 2 ppm in slag.
Table 54. Theoretical Risk of Cancer from Arsenic in Soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Average Arsenic Level, Parts per Million</th>
<th>Estimated Number of Cancers*</th>
<th>Theoretically Exposed Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background for Florida</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 to 3</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background for eastern United States</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0 to 20</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Site Surface soils</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0 to 50</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Site Pond soils</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0 to 300</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Numbers are rounded
Table 55. List of Area/Job Classification Categories for Stauffer Chemical Company, Tarpon Springs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Name</th>
<th>Job Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yard Department</td>
<td>Yard Labor, Diesel Equipment Operator, Switcher, Truck Driver, Janitor, Foreman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiln Department</td>
<td>Kiln Operator, Kiln Helper, Raw Materials Operator, Kiln Utility Person, Kiln Relief Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace Department</td>
<td>Furnace Operator, Tapper, Utility Person, Furnace Relief Operator, Shift Foreman, Mudmill Operator (historic classification, not current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; Handling Department</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; A Operator, P&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; B Operator, Pond Clarifier, Drum Loader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Department</td>
<td>Analyst, Sampler, Chemist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Department</td>
<td>Lubrication Mechanic, Mechanic Leadmen, Mechanics, Painters, Electrical Leadmen, Electricians, Storeroom Clerk, Mechanical Foreman, Electrical Foreman, Storeroom Foreman, Pollution Mechanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant (General)</td>
<td>Supervision, All Personnel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

P<sub>4</sub> Phosphorus
Table 56. Worker Exposure Concentrations and Limits From Stauffer Chemical Company, Tarpon Springs, Monitoring Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Area/Job Classification or Area and Specific Location</th>
<th>Protect Equip. Used</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Number of Samples</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 µg/m³</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Furnace Operator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1975–1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsine</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, Condenser Deck</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Storeroom, Asbestos Room</td>
<td>N/S¹</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1975–1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide</td>
<td>0 ppm</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Rotoclone Collection</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1974–1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>0.00583 mg/m³</td>
<td>Kiln Department, Kiln Operator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>EXC</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1975–1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Sulfide</td>
<td>26 ppm</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, P₄ Tank Car</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Fluoride</td>
<td>0 ppm</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Furnace Building Roof</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Oxide</td>
<td>0.01 mg/m³</td>
<td>Mechanical Department, Mechanics</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>50 µg/m³</td>
<td>Mechanical Department, Painters</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni (Sol/Metal)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 mg/m³</td>
<td>Mechanical Department, Mechanics - welding</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuisance dust: silica²</td>
<td>&lt;0.052 mg/m³</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Burden Bins</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, P₄ Tank Car</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1974–1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂O₅/H₃PO₄</td>
<td>0.05 mg/m³</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, P₄ A Operator</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWAN</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphine</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, P₄ Tank Car</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1975–1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoric Acid: “filter (leach)”</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, Condenser Deck</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Grab</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1977–1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (P₄)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, Pond Clarifier</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1975–1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus-Yellow</td>
<td>3.04 µg/m³</td>
<td>P₄ Handling Department, P₄ B Operator</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1976–1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>&lt;6.2 µg/m³</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Utility Person</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz-T</td>
<td>220.3 µg/m³</td>
<td>Yard Department, Yard Labor</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1979–1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 56. Worker Exposure Concentrations and Limits From Stauffer Chemical Company, Tarpon Springs, Monitoring Data (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Area/Job Classification or Area and Specific Location</th>
<th>Protect Equip. Used</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Number of Samples</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respirable Dust</td>
<td>0.03 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>15.6 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>P$_4$ Handling Department, P$_4$ Operator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Mixt-T</td>
<td>103%</td>
<td>604%</td>
<td>Yard Department, Yard Labor</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Mixture</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>148%</td>
<td>Furnace Department, Utility Person</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur Dioxide</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.39 ppm</td>
<td>Mechanical Department, Pollution Mechanic</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dust</td>
<td>3.05 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>590 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>Kiln Department, Feed End</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Chromium</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>0.46 mg/m$^3$</td>
<td>Mechanical Department, Mechanics - welding</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TWA</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concentration is expressed as a percentage of the PEL. OSHA’s PEL when the facility operated was 100%. According to site documents, silica mixture is a combination of quartz and respirable dust exposures.

Document does not give protective equipment code, but refers to the use of “OSHA-Approved Respirator.”

Calculated value, based on level of nuisance dust (mg/m$^3$) and percent silica content.

Key:

- Protect Equip. (Protective Equipment) Code
  - N - None
  - C - half-face air-purifying respirator
  - N/S - Not Specified

- Type
  - The type of sample for the value given under the column Maximum Concentration. Definitions for types of sampling are provided in Appendix D.

- Other Abbreviations
  - EXC - excursion sample, short-term breathing zone sample of 10–60 minutes
  - N/A - not available
  - ND - not detected
  - OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
  - PAR - partial shift breathing zone sample of 60–360 minutes duration

Concentration Units
- µg/m$^3$ - micrograms per cubic meter
- mg/m$^3$ - milligrams per cubic meter
- ppm - parts per million
- f/cc - fiber per cubic centimeter
- % - percent

< or > signifies that the value was greater than or less than the limit of detection.

Typical plant operations.
Table 57. Contaminants Exceeding an Occupational Standard or Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Comparison Value at Stauffer Chemical Company in Tarpon Springs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Maximum Concentration</th>
<th>Threshold Limit Value</th>
<th>Comparison Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>&lt; 0.5 µg/m³ or 0.0005 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.01mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>0.0002 µg/m³ CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos</td>
<td>0.33 f/cc or 10 µg/m³</td>
<td>0.1 f/cc TWA</td>
<td>0.000004 µg/m³ CREG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide</td>
<td>&gt; 700 ppm</td>
<td>25 ppm TWA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Sulfide (H₂S)</td>
<td>&gt;60 ppm or 60,000 ppb</td>
<td>10 ppm TWA</td>
<td>30 ppb EMEG I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70 ppb EMEG A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>423 µg/m³ or 0.423 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.05 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Sol/Metal)</td>
<td>0.26 mg/m³ or 260 µg/m³</td>
<td>0.1 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>0.2 µg/m³ MRL C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphine</td>
<td>&gt;7 ppm or 0.0009 µg/m³</td>
<td>0.3 ppm TWA</td>
<td>0.3 µg/m³ RFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoric Acid: “filter (leach)”</td>
<td>4.06 mg/m³ or 4,060 µg/m³</td>
<td>1 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>10 µg/m³ RFC I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (P₄)</td>
<td>54.12 µg/m³ or 0.054 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.1 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>20 mg/m³ MRL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus-Yellow</td>
<td>255.67 µg/m³ or 0.255 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.1 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>20 mg/m³ MRL A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>74.7 µg/m³ or 0.0747 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.05 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz-T</td>
<td>355.3 µg/m³ or 0.3553 mg/m³</td>
<td>0.05 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respirable Dust</td>
<td>15.6 mg/m³</td>
<td>5 mg/m³ TWA Resp</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Mixt-T</td>
<td>604%†</td>
<td>100%†</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Mixture</td>
<td>148%†</td>
<td>100%†</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur Dioxide (SO₂)</td>
<td>1.39 ppm or 1,390 ppb</td>
<td>2 ppm TWA Resp</td>
<td>10 ppb EMEG A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 57. Contaminants Exceeding an Occupational Standard or Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Comparison Value at Stauffer Chemical Company in Tarpon Springs (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Maximum Concentration</th>
<th>Threshold Limit Value</th>
<th>Comparison Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Dust</td>
<td>590 mg/m³</td>
<td>10 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Chromium</td>
<td>0.46 mg/m³ or 460 µg/m³</td>
<td>0.5 mg/m³ TWA</td>
<td>0.01 µg/m³ RfC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
Concentration Units
- µg/m³ - micrograms per cubic meter
- mg/m³ - milligrams per cubic meter
- ppm - parts per million
- ppb - parts per billion
- f/cc - fiber per cubic centimeter
- % - percent

< or > signifies that the value was greater than or less than the limit of detection

†The concentration is expressed as a percentage of the PEL. OSHA’s PEL when the facility operated was 100%. According to site documents, silica mixture is a combination of quartz and respirable dust exposures.
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Table 58. Theoretical Cancer Risks from Stauffer Occupational Exposures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Increased Risk (Quantitative)</th>
<th>Increased Risk (Qualitative)</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos</td>
<td>9.9E-04</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>7.2E-02</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample Equation: \[ C \times EF \times ED \times CSF \]

Assumptions for calculations:
- Exposure frequency was 50 days per year (1 day per week, 50 weeks per year) and 8 hours per day
- Exposure duration was 20 years

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{air} & = \text{Concentration of chemical in air (ug/m}^3) \\
ET\text{ adjusted} & = \text{Adjustment for exposure time (hours/day)} \\
EF\text{ adjusted} & = \text{Adjustment for exposure frequency (days/year)} \\
ED\text{ adjusted} & = \text{Adjustment for exposure duration (years)} \\
UR_{inhalation} & = \text{Inhalation Unit Risk (ug/m}^3)^{-1}: \\
& = 2.3E-1 \text{ per f/ml for asbestos} \\
& = 1.2E-2 \text{ per ug/m}^3 \text{ for chromium} \\
C_{air} & = 0.33 \text{ f/ml for asbestos} \\
& = 0.46 \text{ mg/m}^3 = 460 \text{ ug/m}^3 \text{ for chromium} \\
\end{align*}
\]

This equation yields a cancer risk of 9.9E-04 for asbestos and 7.2E-02 for chromium (total).

**Cancer Risk Discussion**

There is insufficient knowledge of cancer mechanisms to decide whether a level of exposure to a cancer-causing agent exists below which there is no risk for cancer (namely, a threshold level). Therefore, exposure to a cancer-causing compound, even at low concentrations, is assumed to be associated with some increased risk for evaluation purposes. It is assumed that as the dose of a carcinogen decreases, the chance of cancer also decreases.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) classifies chemicals as Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, or Class E. This classification defines a specific chemical’s ability to cause cancer in humans and animals. This classification system been adapted from the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). These EPA classifications are defined as follows:

- **Group A** Chemicals that are known human carcinogens.
- **Group B** Chemicals that are probable human carcinogens. Class B is further subdivided into two groups:
  - **Group B1** Chemicals for which there is limited evidence of carcinogenicity from epidemiologic studies in humans
  - **Group B2** Chemicals for which there is sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in animals, but inadequate evidence or no data
Table 58. Theoretical Cancer Risks from Stauffer Occupational Exposures (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Chemicals that are possible human carcinogens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Chemicals that are not classifiable as to human carcinogenicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Chemicals for which there is evidence that they are not carcinogenic to humans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATSDR used EPA’s Inhalation Unit Risk in its exposure evaluation (IRIS). The unit risks apply to residential exposure, which is assumed to occur 24 hours/day, 365 days/year, for a lifetime of 70 years. To adjust these factors for workers, who are assumed to be exposed 8 hours/day, 50 days/year, for 20 years, ATSDR used the following adjustment factors: 8/24 hours, 50/365 days, and 20/70 years. The National Toxicology Program, in its Biennial Report on Carcinogens classifies a chemical as a “known human carcinogen” based on sufficient human data. Its classification of a chemical as being “reasonably anticipated to be a carcinogen” is based on limited human or sufficient animal data. The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry considers the above physical and biological characteristics when developing health guidelines for cancer-causing substances.

Increased cancer risk was estimated by using information about exposure levels for the contaminant of concern and multiplying by the chemical-specific unit risks to calculate a theoretical excess cancer risk estimate. An increased excess lifetime cancer risk is not a specific estimate of expected cancers. Rather, it is an estimate of the increase in the probability that a person might get cancer sometime in his or her lifetime after exposure to that contaminant.

Because of the uncertainties regarding the mechanism of cancer, varying suggestions exist among those in the scientific community about an acceptable excess lifetime cancer risk. The recommendations of many scientists have been in the risk range of one in one million to one in ten thousand (as referred to as $1 \times 10^{-6}$ to $1 \times 10^{-4}$) excess cancer cases. An increased lifetime cancer risk of one in one million or less is generally considered an insignificant increase in cancer risk. An important consideration when determining cancer risk estimates is that the risk calculations incorporate a number of very conservative assumptions that are expected to overestimate actual exposure scenarios.
APPENDIX C – DETAILED DISCUSSION OF SITE SAMPLING INVESTIGATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION DATA
APPENDIX C
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF SITE SAMPLING INVESTIGATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION DATA

This appendix contains detailed information on the sampling studies, environmental contaminant data, and data trends that ATSDR evaluated for the public health assessment. The information presented here supplements that discussed in the Environmental Contamination and Other Hazards section of the public health assessment.

C.1. On-Site Contamination

C.1.1. Soil

Surface and subsurface soil data were collected at and near the Stauffer Chemical Company (SCC) site during a number of site investigations including

- **Expanded site investigation (ESI) (1988):** to collect soil and water samples from on- and off-site locations to support EPA’s completion of hazard ranking system (HRS) documentation (NUS 1989).

- **Listing site inspection (1989):** to augment existing data to provide the necessary data for a scoring of the site using the revised HRS (NUS 1991).

- **Site soil characterization study (1990):** to conduct extensive characterization of site soils, including radiologic evaluations (PBS&J 1990; Weston 1990a, 1990b).

- **Environmental sampling program (1990):** follow-up sampling activities to sampling reported by Weston (1990a, 1990b) to further characterize soils for radium-226 and various organic and inorganic constituents (Weston 1990c).


- **RI (1993):** to confirm the results of past investigations and address identified data gaps to more completely delineate the nature and extent of site contamination (Weston 1993).

- **Gulfside Elementary School environmental monitoring program (1996–1997):** to evaluate conditions of the surface soils at Gulfside Elementary School, which is directly north of the SCC site (Weston 1996; EE&G 1997a, 1997b).

- **Soil/slag leachability study (1997):** to determine the extent of contaminant leaching from soil and slag in the slag processing area (Parsons 1997).

• Sitewide asbestos sampling (1998): as a follow up to the sampling conducted as part of the Parsons 1997 study. A comprehensive survey of the site soils for the presence of asbestos (Parsons 1998).

• Slag sampling (1998) to identify radiologic and nonradiologic contaminants in specified households, schools, driveways, yards, and area roadways (EPA 1999a).

• Background levels of arsenic and beryllium (1999): to sample soils from undisturbed on-site areas to better characterize on-site background arsenic and beryllium levels (Parsons 1999).

Six categories of “soils” were sampled during one or more of these investigations:

• surface and subsurface soils from the former ponds and an on-site drainage ditch,
• on-site slag material (e.g., surface soils from the slag pits and storage area, as well as roadway materials),
• surface and subsurface soils from other areas of the site,
• on-site asbestos sampling of surface and subsurface soils,
• off-site soils (including data from the Gulfside Elementary School), and
• off-site building materials containing slag.

C.1.1.1. Former Pond Soils and Dredged Soils

The following soil sampling programs were conducted as part of site investigations and include analyses of soils or dredge material taken from the former ponds. Not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

Because several sampling events were conducted by different investigators, the designation of the sampling locations has changed over the years. Table 2 in Appendix B describes the pond designations used in the various studies. Both Table 1 and Figure 4 (in Appendix B) use the pond designations from the Site Soil Characterization Study (PBS&J 1990, Weston 1990a, 1990b).

• In January 1988, NUS Corporation collected eight samples from former ponds and dredge piles as part of an ESI. These eight samples were as follows: two composited surface soil samples from two former ponds; two subsurface samples (from the “saturated zone”) from two ponds; one composited surface soil sample from one dredge pile; and three samples from a second dredge pile, each taken at a different subsurface depth (4, 10, and 15 feet). Three samples were also obtained from a drainage ditch running along the northwest border of the site down into Meyers Cove. Samples were analyzed for EPA Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) organics and inorganics (NUS 1989).

• In April 1989, NUS Corporation collected additional surface and subsurface soil samples from six of the ponds, as well as from the two piles of dredged pond material. Three
samples were taken from each pond/pile. Samples were analyzed for target analyte list (TAL) inorganics (NUS 1991).

- In November 1989, Post, Buckley, Schuh, Jernigan, Inc. (PBS&J) conducted a radiologic evaluation of the site. PBS&J performed an EGR survey of several areas of the site, including the former settling ponds in the southeast property and the dredged material piles. The surface and subsurface pond and dredged material soils were also analyzed for the presence of radium-226 (PBS&J 1990). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- Between December 1989 and April 1990, Weston was contracted to perform soil sampling activities at the site. Composite depth samples were collected from 16 of the ponds and analyzed for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, cyanide, fluoride, chloride, total phosphorus, and radium-226. Six of these ponds were also analyzed by the environmental pollutants (EP) toxicity and toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) tests for the RCRA metals. Soils from four of these ponds were analyzed for radium-226 at the surface, midpoint, and bottom of their respective borings. Each of the 17 former pond areas were examined to determine the presence of elemental phosphorus (Weston 1990a). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- In September 1990, Weston performed additional sampling of the surface soils from two of the ponds. These samples were analyzed for hazardous substance list (HSL) organics and inorganics (Weston 1990c).

- In June 1991, Weston performed additional borings in and around the areas of the former ponds to determine the presence of elemental phosphorus (Weston 1991).

- In March 1993, Weston analyzed four surface soil samples taken from three ponds, as well as one surface soil sample taken from a previous location of dredged pond material on the southeast property. This sampling was performed as part of the RI. The samples were analyzed for TAL metals, cyanide, fluoride, phosphorus, and total compound list (TCL) VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides and PCBs (Weston 1993).

Table 2 in Appendix B summarizes the findings of these pond and dredged material soil studies. The pond data summarized here include both surface soil and subsurface soil samples.

Highlights of the Table 2 data summary are presented here, including observed trends and details of sample locations:

- Five VOCs were detected in at least one of the eight samples. All detected VOCs were well below the ATSDR CVs. Acetone and methylene chloride were detected in more than half of the samples. The remaining VOCs were each detected in only one or two samples.
• Thirteen SVOCs were detected in at least one sample of the eight that were analyzed. Benzo[a]pyrene was detected slightly above the CV (0.1 ppm) in three samples with concentrations between 0.11 and 0.15 ppm. These samples were surface soils taken from ponds 49a, 49c, and 49D. Surface soil collected from pond 48 in March 1993 contained concentrations of three SVOCs at concentrations above their respective CVs: benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, and indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene.

The remaining SVOC concentrations were below ATSDR CVs. Five SVOCs were detected in at least 50% of the samples: benzo[g,h,i]perylene, benzo[k]fluoranthene, chrysene, di-n-butyl phthalate, and fluoranthene.

• Seven samples were analyzed for pesticides and PCBs. Arochlor-1248 was the only PCB detected in any of these samples (one sample). The sample concentration exceeded the CV. No pesticides were detected in the samples.

• Fifty-nine samples were analyzed for various metals. Antimony was detected at concentrations above the ATSDR CV in 10 of 15 samples analyzed for this contaminant. The maximum value was 52 ppm in a surface soil sample from pond 51. The other samples with antimony concentrations above the CV were taken from the saturated zone depths of ponds 39 and 42; surface soils of ponds 49A, 49C, and 48; and subsurface soils taken from pile 2. Pile 2 contains dredged soils from several of the ponds located in the southern portion of the main production area.

• Arsenic was detected at concentrations above the CV in 48 of the 59 samples. The maximum concentration detected was 340 ppm arsenic in soil from the saturated zone of pond 42. Arsenic was detected at concentrations above the CV in all but the following pond/pile locations: dredged soil from pond 39 (pile 1); ponds 44A, 44B, 45, 48, and 52; and soil from the former dredged material pile location (pile 4).

• Cadmium was detected in 54 of the 59 samples; 47 of these samples showed concentrations above the CV (10 ppm). The maximum concentration was 66 ppm in a subsurface sample taken from pond 39 (from the saturated zone). Concentrations of cadmium were below the CV or not detected in the following locations: piles 1 and 4 and ponds 44a, 44b, 48, and 52.

• Chromium was detected in all but one of the 59 samples. Only one sample, however, slightly exceeded the CV for chromium (200 ppm) and came from the surface soils of pond 48. This sample contained 226 ppm chromium.

• Lead was detected in all 59 pond/pile samples; however, only two samples had concentrations exceeding the ATSDR CV. Surface soils from ponds 48 and 49C had 900 and 440 ppm lead, respectively. Previous composite depth samples from these ponds taken in December 1989 showed lower concentrations of lead (i.e., 14.5 ppm in pond 48 and 70.5 ppm in pond 49C).
Thallium was detected in 32 of 42 samples analyzed for this metal; 31 of these samples had concentrations exceeding the ATSDR CV (4 ppm). The maximum concentration was 37 ppm, and was found in a subsurface soil sample from pile 2 in April 1989 (depth: 8 feet). Surface soils taken from this pile during the same sampling effort showed similar concentrations of thallium (28 and 32 ppm). A previous subsurface soil sample taken from this pile in January 1988 also tentatively showed a concentration of 31 ppm at a depth of 15 feet.

Fluoride was detected in all 32 samples analyzed for this contaminant. Four of these samples had concentrations that exceeded the ATSDR CV for sodium fluoride (3,000 ppm). The maximum concentration (410,000 ppm) was found at the saturated zone of pond 39. The remaining three fluoride concentrations that exceeded the CV were significantly less than the maximum. One sample measured 5,280 ppm and was a composite sample from several depths of pond 45. The CV was also exceeded in composite samples from ponds 49A and 49C (3,170 and 3,120 ppm, respectively).

Chloride was detected in more than half of the samples analyzed for this contaminant. Cyanide was detected in few samples, and all measured concentrations were less than the CV. Twenty-seven samples were analyzed for total phosphorus.

In December 1989 and in June 1991, borings were obtained from several pond locations to determine the presence of elemental phosphorus. Elemental phosphorus was found in borings from ponds 44A, 44B, 47, 48, 49D, and 50 in December 1989 at depths ranging from 3.5 to 14.8 feet below ground surface (bgs). The maximum concentration of total phosphorus was 121,000 ppm in surface soils taken from pond 49D. In June 1991, elemental phosphorus was found in three areas next to ponds 46B and 47 at depths ranging from 10 to 24 feet bgs. This area is where waste drums containing roaster fines (i.e., calcined phosphate sand, elemental phosphorus, and sandy clay/water) were formerly buried (NUS 1989).

Thirty-two samples were analyzed for radium-226. The ATSDR CV (5.4 Bq/kg) was exceeded in 30 of these samples. The maximum concentration of radium-226 was 1,258 Bq/kg in two composite samples taken from several depths of ponds 44A and 45. Only two samples from the lower depths of ponds 39 and 47 contained radium-226 below the detection limit.

Most of the maximum concentrations of contaminants detected in the pond soils were found in surface samples. The contaminants most frequently at levels detected above available ATSDR CVs were several SVOCs (benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, and fluoranthene), several metals (antimony, arsenic, cadmium, lead, and thallium), fluoride, and radium-226. The following metals were detected in at least 50% of the samples, but were all below the respective ATSDR CV: aluminum, barium, beryllium, copper, iron, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, vanadium, and zinc. Few VOCs/SVOCs and pesticides/PCBs were detected; of those detected, most were at levels below their respective CVs.
Overall, soils sampled in the ditch indicated little contamination (NUS 1989). No VOCs or SVOCs were detected in the one sample analyzed for these contaminants. One sample (taken closest to the cove) had a sodium concentration (20,000 ppm) that was slightly higher than the maximum found in the pond soils or other on-site surface soils (on-site surface soil results are discussed later in this section). The remaining metals and other inorganics analyzed in the samples were either not detected or detected at concentrations below the respective CVs and below the maximum concentrations found in the pond soils and other on-site surface soils. The three ditch soils were also analyzed for gross alpha and beta radiation; in all three, levels of radiation measured were within the readings found for other on-site surface soils.

C.1.1.2. Slag (On-Site)

The following soil sampling programs were conducted as part of site investigations and include analyses of slag material taken from the slag pits and slag storage area. The soil sampling locations are shown in Figure 4. Not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

- In November 1989, PBS&J conducted a radiologic evaluation of the site. PBS&J performed an EGR survey of several areas of the site, including the slag storage area in the North property. The surface and subsurface soils were also analyzed for the presence of radium-226 (PBS&J 1990). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- Between December 1989 and April 1990, Weston was contracted to perform soil sampling activities at the site. Two surface soil samples from the slag pits and four surface soil samples from the slag storage area were analyzed for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, cyanide, fluoride, chloride, and total phosphorus. One of the slag pit samples and six additional surface soil samples from the storage area were analyzed for radium-226 (Weston 1990a). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- In March 1993, Weston analyzed one surface soil sample taken from the slag pit area. This sampling was performed as part of the RI. The sample was analyzed for TAL metals, cyanide, fluoride, phosphorus, and TCL VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs (Weston 1993).

- In September 1997 Parsons conducted a study to determine the extent of contaminant leaching from soil and slag in the slag storage area. A field radiation survey was conducted over the entire slag storage area. Three slag samples were then taken from areas with the highest radiation readings and analyzed for TAL metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides. These samples were also analyzed by the synthetic precipitation leaching potential (SALP) protocol (Parsons 1997).

- In July 1998, EPA Region 4 conducted a survey of several off-site materials containing slag. As part of this study, one sample from the on-site slag pile was taken for the purposes of microscopically fingerprinting the community slag materials to the Stauffer
slag. This on-site sample was analyzed for the following metals and other inorganics: aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, vanadium, zinc, fluoride, and radium-226 (EPA 1999a).

Table 3 in Appendix B summarizes the findings of the on-site slag studies. This table excludes data obtained from the slag-containing road materials. The on-site road material data are discussed at the end of this section.

Highlights of the Table 3 data summary are presented below:

• Only one sample (from the slag pit) was analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs. No VOCs were detected in the sample. Benzo[a]pyrene was detected at 0.11 ppm, which is slightly above the ATSDR CV. An additional ten SVOCs and four pesticides/PCBs were detected in the sample at concentrations below the CV.

• Arsenic was detected in only 2 of the 11 samples analyzed for this contaminant. One of these samples (collected from the slag pit) contained arsenic at a concentration (4.2 ppm) that exceeded the CV.

• Cyanide was detected in 7 of 10 samples at a maximum concentration of 6.5 ppm. Fluoride and total phosphorus were detected in all 11 samples analyzed; the maximum concentrations were 1,920 and 48,500 ppm, respectively. The maximum concentrations for all three contaminants were found in samples taken from the slag storage area.

• Only one sample (from the slag storage area) was analyzed for gross alpha and beta radiation. This sample showed concentrations of 9,990 and 4,590 Bq/kg, respectively. All 12 samples analyzed for radium-226 had concentrations exceeding the CV. The maximum radium-226 concentration was 2,730 Bq/kg in a sample taken from the slag storage area.

Thirteen metals were detected in at least 50% of samples analyzed: aluminum, barium, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, lead, manganese, nickel, vanadium, and zinc. These were all detected below the respective CVs.

One study examined on-site road materials that were constructed from the slag. This study collected two samples of roadbed material at a depth of 1 foot and another at a depth of 4 feet (Weston 1993). All of these samples were obtained from the roadway along the western border of the site. These samples were analyzed for metals, cyanide, fluoride, total phosphorus, and radionuclides. The findings are summarized below:

• The road samples contained arsenic at concentrations ranging from 0.54 to 4.1 ppm, which are above ATSDR’s CV.

• Several other metals were detected at higher concentrations in some or all of the road samples when compared with the slag samples discussed previously. All three road
samples contained elevated concentrations of calcium (113,000–128,000 ppm), magnesium (1,670–1,870 ppm), potassium (862–2,340 ppm), selenium (0.98–2.8 ppm), and sodium (1,610–1,990 ppm). In addition, the 4-foot sample contained higher concentrations of mercury (0.14 ppm), thallium (1.3 ppm), and zinc (281 ppm). Finally, one of the 1-foot samples and the 4-foot sample contained between 1.5 and 1.6 ppm silver. The remaining metals, as well as the cyanide, fluoride, and total phosphorus concentrations were within the ranges detected for the slag.

- The gross beta radiation levels detected in the road materials were above those detected in the slag sample discussed previously. These levels ranged from 7,220 to 7,896 becquerels/kilogram (Bq/kg). The gross alpha radiation and radium-226 levels were below those of the slag samples.

- The road materials were also sampled for radon-222 (1,140–1,200 Bq/kg) and polonium-210 (818–1,820 Bq/kg). The polonium-210 concentrations exceeded ATSDR’s CV (210 Bq/kg).

C.1.1.3. Surface Soil

The following soil sampling programs were conducted as part of site investigations and include analyses of on-site surface soils material taken from locations around the site. These data exclude soils previously discussed (those taken from the former ponds, from dredged pond material, and samples obtained from the slag pits and slag storage area). Figure 1 in Appendix A shows the layout of the Stauffer site. Not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

- In January 1988, NUS Corporation collected one surface soil sample from a wooded area on the northeast property. This sample was used to establish background surface soil conditions and analyzed for EPA CLP organics and inorganics (NUS 1989).

- In April 1989, NUS Corporation collected an additional two surface soil samples from the wooded area on the northeast property. These samples were used to establish background surface soil conditions and were analyzed for aluminum, calcium, chromium, iron, lead, and manganese (NUS 1991).

- In November 1989, PBS&J conducted a radiologic evaluation of the site. PBS&J performed an EGR survey of several areas of the site. In addition, six surface soils were analyzed for the presence of radium-226 (PBS&J 1990). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- Between December 1989 and April 1990, Weston was contracted to perform soil sampling activities at the site. Fifty-two surface soil samples from various locations on the site were analyzed for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, cyanide, fluoride, chloride, and total phosphorus. Twenty-three surface soils were analyzed for radium-226 and 16 were analyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs (Weston 1990a). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).
In September 1990, Weston performed additional sampling of three surface soils from one location previously sampled in December 1989. These samples were analyzed for radium-226 (Weston 1990c).

In March 1993, Weston analyzed seven surface soil samples for TCL VOCs and SVOCs; 12 samples for TCL pesticides and PCBs; 14 samples for TAL metals; 18 samples for cyanide, fluoride, total phosphorus; and one sample for radionuclides. This sampling was performed as part of the RI (Weston 1993).

In September 1997, Parsons conducted a study to determine the extent of contaminant leaching from soil and slag in the slag storage area. Six surface soil samples were obtained from three areas of the site and analyzed for the TAL metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides. Three of these samples were also analyzed by the SALP protocol (Parsons 1997).

In May 1999, Parsons conducted sampling of 18 surface soils from various undisturbed locations on the site to establish background concentrations of arsenic and beryllium (Parsons 1999).

Table 4 in Appendix B presents a summary of the on-site surface soil data. Thirteen contaminants exceeded their respective CVs in the surface soils: benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, dibenzo[a,h]anthracene, indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene, antimony, arsenic, cadmium, iron, thallium, vanadium, fluoride, and radium-226. One sample from the southeast property was also analyzed for polonium-210, which exceeded the CV. The maximum concentrations found in the other on-site surface soils were primarily from parts of the main production area and the northeast property. Interestingly, two of the samples with maximum contaminant concentrations were from undisturbed portions of the site and were intended to establish background concentrations of contaminants in the on-site surface soils.

The main contaminants of concern were arsenic, cadmium, thallium, fluoride, and total phosphorus. These include contaminants that were detected most frequently above ATSDR CVs and/or by the greatest margin (e.g., arsenic, cadmium, and thallium), as well as those associated with site operations (e.g., fluoride, total phosphorus) in the on-site surface soils.

Highlights of the Table 4 data summary follow:

- Ten VOCs were detected in at least one of the 22 samples analyzed; none of these concentrations exceeded the ATSDR CV. Methylene chloride was the only VOC detected in more than 50% of the samples.
- Twenty-nine SVOCs were detected in at least 1 of the 24 samples analyzed for various SVOCs. Two locations within the main production area and one location in the northeast property consistently showed concentrations exceeding the CV for the following contaminants: benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, dibenzo[a,h]anthracene, and indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene.
Benzo[a]anthracene was detected at concentrations above the CV (0.87 ppm) in four of the samples. The maximum concentration was 2.9 ppm in a sample collected from the eastern portion of the main production area of the site (near the railroad track). Another sample from the same location also slightly exceeded the CV (0.88 ppm). The remaining two surface soil samples that contained elevated concentrations of this contaminant were collected from the main production area (between the water tower and railroad track) and northeast property (near pond 39).

Benzo[a]pyrene was detected at concentrations exceeding the CV in six surface soil samples and indeno[1,2,3-cd]anthracene exceeded the CV in four samples. The maximum concentrations were 2.7 ppm benzo[a]pyrene and 3.1 ppm indeno[1,2,3-cd]anthracene. Both of these maximum concentrations were in one sample from the main production area (between the water tower and railroad track).

The CV was exceeded for benzo[b]fluoranthene in four samples. The maximum concentration was 4.3 ppm. Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene was detected in only 3 of the 23 samples that were analyzed; however, all three of these samples contained concentrations that exceeded the CV. The maximum concentration was 0.34 ppm. Both of these maximum concentrations were found in a sample from the northeast property (near pond 39).

Five pesticides/PCBs were detected in the 28 samples analyzed; however, each of these contaminants was found in less than 25% of these samples. The most frequently detected contaminant was a pesticide (p,p-DDT), detected in six of the samples. The maximum concentration was 0.013 ppm obtained in a composite surface soil sample taken from the eastern portion of the northeast property. The maximum concentration of p,p-DDT is well below the CV (2 ppm).

Ninety-one samples were analyzed for various metals. Antimony was detected above the ATSDR CV in four of 21 samples analyzed for this contaminant. The maximum value was 48.9 ppm in a surface soil sample from the main production area of the site (near the railroad track between the clarifier and the road along the western border). Another sample from this same location also had an elevated concentration of 32.3 ppm. The remaining two samples with antimony concentrations above the CV were taken from the main production area (between K.V.A. substation and pond 42) and the northeast property (near pond 39).

Arsenic was detected above the CV in 30 of 91 samples. The maximum concentration detected was 140 ppm in soil from an area near pond 39 in the northeast property. This sample also showed the maximum concentration found for cadmium (59 ppm), which also exceeded the CV. Cadmium was detected in 45 of the 73 samples; seven of these samples showed concentrations above the CV. The mean detected concentration for cadmium was 8.0 ppm.

Only two samples were obtained in which arsenic was detected at concentrations below the CV (arsenic was not detected in 59 samples). These two samples were both taken
from a relatively unused location in the northeastern portion of the main production area. Both of these samples were analyzed to determine background concentrations of arsenic in the surface soils on site. The mean detected concentration for arsenic was 20 ppm.

- Iron was detected in all 17 samples analyzed for iron. Concentrations in two of these samples exceeded the CV for iron (23,000 ppm) and came from the surface soils in the main production area (one between K.V.A. substation and pond 42 and one between the clarifier and the road along the western border). Both of these samples showed similar concentrations that were the highest detected (between 42,900 and 44,800 ppm).

- Thallium was detected in 9 of 21 samples analyzed for this metal; four of those samples had concentrations exceeding the ATSDR CV (4 ppm). The maximum detected concentration was 15 ppm; this concentration was found in the northeast property near pond 39. The remaining three samples containing elevated concentrations of thallium were obtained from the main production area (near the railroad tracks between the clarifier and the road along the western border) and the northeast property. The mean detected concentration of thallium was 6.4 ppm.

- Vanadium was detected in all 15 samples analyzed. The maximum concentration was found in a surface soil sample from the main production area (between the clarifier and the road along the western border); this concentration slightly exceeded the CV (200 ppm). The maximum concentration of vanadium was 252 ppm.

- Fluoride was detected in 75 of 77 samples analyzed for this contaminant. Only one of these had a concentration that exceeded the ATSDR CV. The maximum concentration (4,230 ppm) was found in a surface soil sample from a central location in the main production area of the site. The mean detected concentration of fluoride was 474 ppm.

- Seventy-six samples were analyzed and contained phosphorus (as total phosphorus). The maximum concentration of total phosphorus was 84,800 ppm in surface soils taken from the eastern portion of the main production area of the site (near railroad track). The mean detected concentration of total phosphorus was 24,600 ppm.

- Seven samples were analyzed for gross alpha and beta radiation. These samples showed concentrations of between 77 and 29,800 Bq/kg gross alpha radiation and between 67 and 17,800 Bq/kg gross beta radiation.

- All 39 samples analyzed for radium-226 had concentrations exceeding the CV. The maximum radium-226 concentration was 1,813 Bq/kg in a sample taken in December 1989 from an area in the northwestern portion of the main production area. A subsequent sampling effort obtained three more samples from this location less than a year later (Weston 1990c). The radium-226 concentrations in the 1990 sampling were significantly less, ranging from 67 to 100 Bq/kg.

- One sample from along the southwestern corner of the site (in the southeast property) was also analyzed for polonium-210 and radon-222 (this was the only on site surface soil
analyzed for these radionuclides). The polonium-210 concentration (7,522 Bq/kg) greatly exceeded the CV (200 ppm).

The following SVOCs and metals were detected in at least 50% of the samples, although the concentrations did not exceed the CV: benzoic acid, chrysene, di-n-butyl phthalate, fluoranthene, pyrene, aluminum, barium, beryllium, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead, manganese, nickel, selenium, and zinc.

C.1.1.4. Subsurface Soil

The following soil sampling programs were conducted as part of site investigations and include analyses of on-site subsurface soils taken from several locations around the site. These data exclude soils previously discussed (those taken from the former ponds, dredged pond material, and surface soils obtained from the slag pits and slag storage area). Figure 1 in Appendix A shows the layout of the SCC site. Not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

- In January 1988, NUS Corporation collected 18 subsurface soil samples from several locations on the site. These samples were analyzed for EPA CLP organics and inorganics (NUS 1989).

- In November 1989, PBS&J conducted a radiologic evaluation of the site. PBS&J performed an EGR survey of several areas of the site. In addition, 12 subsurface soil samples were analyzed for radium-226 (PBS&J 1990). Samples were collected from two depths at six areas of the site. This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- Between December 1989 and April 1990, Weston was contracted to perform soil sampling activities at the site. Fifty-one subsurface soil samples from various locations on site were analyzed for radium-226 (Weston 1990a). This study is documented as part of the Site Soil Characterization Study (Weston 1990b).

- In September 1990, Weston performed additional sampling of 35 subsurface soils from various locations previously sampled in December 1989. These samples were analyzed for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, cyanide, fluoride, chloride, and total phosphorus. Thirteen samples were analyzed for radium-226 (Weston 1990c).

- In March 1993, Weston analyzed two subsurface soil samples for TCL VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs; eight samples for TAL metals, as well as cyanide, fluoride, and total phosphorus; and one sample for radionuclides. This sampling was performed as part of the RI (Weston 1993).

- In September 1997, Parsons conducted a study to determine the extent of contaminant leaching from soil and slag in the slag storage area. Eighteen subsurface soil samples were obtained from several areas of the site, including the slag storage area. These were
analyzed for the TAL metals, other inorganics, and radionuclides. Three of these samples were also analyzed by the SALP protocol (Parsons 1997).

Five contaminants exceeded their respective CVs in the subsurface soils: antimony, arsenic, cadmium, thallium, and fluoride. More specific findings of the subsurface soil sampling are presented below:

• One subsurface soil sample taken from the saturated zone of a wooded area in the northeast property showed a slightly higher concentration of toluene (0.066 ppm, based on presumptive evidence) than the maximum measured in any of the surface soils; however, it is significantly less than the ATSDR CV for toluene (1,000 ppm).

• Two locations showed antimony concentrations that slightly exceeded the CV (20 ppm) at depths of 1.5 and 8 feet. The concentrations ranged from 22.6 to 29.3 ppm and were located near ponds 42 and 39, respectively.

• Nineteen subsurface soil samples of the 79 analyzed contained arsenic at a concentration exceeding the CV. The highest measured subsurface concentrations slightly exceeded the maximum surface soil concentration and ranged from 146 to 160 ppm. These were obtained from depths of 1.5 and 4 feet in areas near pond 39, as well as between the clarifier and the road along the western border of the property.

• Four subsurface soils contained concentrations of cadmium that exceeded the CV. These concentrations ranged from 18.6 to 78 ppm. Two of these samples contained concentrations that exceed the maximum surface soil concentration. The samples were obtained from the northeast property, near pond 39.

• One subsurface soil sample contained a concentration of magnesium that was slightly higher than the maximum surface soil concentration. This sample measured 4,500 ppm at a depth of 4 feet and was from an area between the clarifier and the road along the western border of the property. This same sample also contained a higher concentration of mercury (1.1 ppm, based on presumptive evidence); however, this concentration is well below the CV for mercury (20 ppm).

• The CV for thallium was exceeded in five subsurface soil samples taken from the main production area between the K.V.A. substation (depth: 6 feet), south of pond 42 (depth: 8 feet), and in the northeast property near pond 39 (depth: 1.5 feet). The northeast property samples contained thallium concentrations (between 15.9 and 18 ppm) that slightly exceeded the maximum surface soil concentration.

• Two subsurface samples contained fluoride concentrations that exceeded the CV and the maximum concentration measured for surface soils. These samples were both taken at a depth of 4 feet. One sample was obtained from an area between the clarifier and the road along the western border and measured 260,000 ppm fluoride. The other sample was from the wooded area in the northeast property and measured 19,000 ppm (this sample was obtained to establish background concentrations in the subsurface soils).
Other metals tested were either not detected or detected at concentrations within the ranges generally found in site surface soils. Virtually all of the subsurface soils showed low concentrations (less than their CVs) of VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs.

**C.1.2. Groundwater**

Many groundwater investigations have been conducted at the Stauffer site over the years. Evaluating the findings of these groundwater investigations provides a better understanding of the nature and extent of groundwater contamination associated with the site, including the vertical and lateral extent of contamination. Although groundwater in the shallow aquifer beneath the site is contaminated with site-related substances (e.g., various metals, fluoride, phosphorus, sulfate, and radiologic contamination), migration off site and to the deeper aquifer that serves as a drinking water source for some area residents does not appear to be extensive.

Studies in which groundwater was evaluated included:

- *Hydrogeologic investigation (1987)*: to conduct water level and hydraulic conductivity testing to characterize the surficial and Floridan aquifers beneath the site (Seaburn and Robertson 1988).
- *ESI (1989)*: to collect soil and water samples from on-site and off-site locations to support EPA’s completion of HRS documentation. Installed groundwater monitoring wells; performed a land survey and geophysical investigation (NUS 1989).
- *NPL listing site inspection (1991)*: to augment existing data to provide the necessary data for a scoring of the site using the revised HRS (NUS 1991).
- *RI (1993)*: to confirm the results of past investigations and address identified data gaps to delineate the nature and extent of site contamination (Weston 1993).
- *SMC groundwater monitoring program (1987–present)*. To monitor seven surficial wells on a semiannual basis.
- *Baseline groundwater evaluation*: to characterize groundwater conditions up gradient (background) and down gradient (toward the river) of source areas (Parsons 1999).
- *Private well sampling (1990, 1997, 1999, and 2001)*: conducted by FDOH in support of its underground storage tank program and/or in response to requests from area residents. Thirty-six nearby wells sampled.
Final data evaluation report: conducted by Black & Veatch Special Projects Corporation (Black & Veatch 2000) to independently assess groundwater contamination migration and impacts.

Summary of on-site and off-site groundwater investigations (2001): conducted by Flow Science, Inc. to capture key findings of all site-related groundwater studies (Flow 2001).

2002 and 2003 groundwater studies: conducted by Parsons Engineering Science, Inc. (Parsons) to perform site-wide groundwater characterization studies to further evaluate groundwater flow, connectivity between the aquifers, and overall groundwater quality in the shallow and deeper aquifers (Parsons 2004).

Geophysical studies (2003): conducted by O’Brien & Gere to evaluate whether sinkholes or karst features are present or may form in the future (O’Brien & Gere 2004).

The scope and findings of these studies are detailed in the remainder of this section.

C.1.2.1. Monitoring Wells

The following groundwater sampling programs were conducted as part of site investigations or routine monitoring by SMC. In general, the objective of each of these programs was to measure the nature and extent of site groundwater contamination, including the potential for off-site migration. Because several sampling events were conducted by different investigators, the designation of the sampling locations has changed over the years. Table 6 in Appendix B describes the well designations used in the various studies. The data summary tables and Figure 5 in Appendix A (monitoring well locations) use the well designations from the RI.

SMC has had a groundwater monitoring program in place since 1987. As part of this program, SMC has been testing seven surficial monitoring wells (M-1 through M-7). From 1987 through 1990, SMC sampled these wells quarterly; subsequent sampling has been on a semiannual basis. Samples collected as part of this program are analyzed for the following chemical parameters: aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium, boron, chromium, fluoride, iron, lithium, manganese, nickel, ortho-phosphate, and sulfate. In addition, the following radiologic analyses are conducted: gross alpha and beta, radium-226, radon-222, and polonium-210. SMC submits semiannual reports with monitoring results to the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (FDER), which oversees this monitoring program. Only samples collected for ortho-phosphate analysis are filtered as is required by the method.

In January 1988, NUS Corporation collected 26 on-site groundwater samples as part of an ESI. Ten samples were from temporary monitor well boreholes, 4 from newly installed Floridan aquifer wells, 5 from newly installed surficial wells, and 7 from existing wells initially installed by Stauffer as part of the FDER quarterly monitoring requirements. Samples were analyzed for EPA CLP organics and inorganics, as well as radon. In addition to the monitoring wells, one on-site “industrial well” (no. 14) was
sampled for metals, cyanide, and fluoride. Samples were also collected from three public wells and three private wells (see below) (NUS 1989).

- In April 1989, NUS Corporation collected an additional 20 groundwater samples, including 16 from existing monitoring wells and 4 from nearby private wells. Samples were analyzed for TCL organics and TAL inorganics (NUS 1991).

- Between March 17 and April 22, 1993, Weston conducted the following groundwater investigation activities as part of the site RI (Weston 1993):
  - Four additional monitoring wells and five temporary well points were constructed in the surficial aquifer.
  - Groundwater samples were collected from the four new monitoring wells, the 11 existing surficial aquifer monitoring wells, and 3 existing Floridan aquifer monitoring wells (April 1993). Groundwater samples collected from the four new wells (MW93-1 through MW93-4) and existing wells (MW-1S, MW-01F, MW-9S, and MW-02F) were analyzed for TCL and TAL parameters. Newly installed well MW93-5 and the remaining monitoring wells (MW-2ES, -4ES, -5ES, -6ES, -7ES, -8ES, -7S, -10S, -3F, and -4F) were analyzed for TAL and radiologic parameters (gross alpha and beta, radon 222, polonium 210, and radium 226). All groundwater samples were analyzed for fluoride, cyanide, and total phosphorus.

On the basis of findings from the March/April 1993 investigations, the following supplemental groundwater investigation activities occurred:

- One additional monitoring well and three piezometers were constructed in the surficial aquifer.

- Groundwater samples were collected from the two background wells, the new monitoring well, and the Floridan aquifer monitoring well across the Anclote River from the site (July 1993).

- In 1998 and 1999, Parsons implemented a sampling program to establish conditions in the surficial aquifer both up gradient and down gradient (at the shoreline) from the contaminant source areas on site. Four new surficial aquifer monitoring wells (MW-98-1 through MW-98-4) were installed to expand the existing network of on-site monitoring wells (Parsons 1999). MW-98-2 was installed as a replacement well for MW-93-3. Groundwater samples were analyzed for TAL metals, cyanide, fluoride, total phosphorus, elemental phosphorus, and radiologic parameters (gross alpha and beta, polonium-210, radium-226, and radon-222). The 1998 and 1999 samples were the first samples to be analyzed for “elemental phosphorus” (using gas chromatography).

- In 2002 and 2003, Parsons expanded the monitoring well network on site to further characterize groundwater quality conditions. This involved installation of
14 new monitoring wells to each aquifer\textsuperscript{1}. These wells were tested between August 2002 and February 2003 and analyzed for metals, cyanide, fluoride, sulfate, total phosphorus, elemental phosphorus, and radiologic parameters (gross alpha, gross beta, radium-226, radon-222, and polonium-210).

Table 7 (surficial aquifer) and Table 8 (Floridan aquifer) in Appendix B summarize groundwater data sampled from on-site monitoring wells. Two additional monitoring wells, located southwest of the site on the other side of the Anclote River (MW-11S and MW-04F), are not included in these summaries, but are discussed below as appropriate. No potable water supplies currently exist on site; therefore, no one is ingesting or otherwise coming in contact with groundwater beneath the site. Tables 7 and 8 present the range of contaminant concentrations detected in each aquifer during the various sampling rounds. Unless otherwise noted, the number of samples represent a unique sampling event, which includes multiple samples from individual monitoring wells. The tables also compare the maximum detected concentrations to health-based CVs.

Highlights of the groundwater monitoring well data analyses are presented below:

\textbf{C.1.2.1.1. Shallow Aquifer}

- The contaminants most frequently exceeding ATSDR CVS (in greater than 40\%-50\% of the samples) include arsenic, fluoride, and radon-222. Other contaminants exceeding ATSDR CVs in one or more samples include aluminum, antimony, boron, cadmium, chromium, iron, lead, lithium, manganese, nickel, selenium, thallium, vanadium, zinc, sulfate, gross alpha, and radium-226.

- MW93-3 (south of lagoon 5) and MW-8ES were the locations of many of the maximum detected concentrations. MW93-3 appears to be within disposal materials associated with pond 42 and was replaced by MW-98-2 in 1998 (Flow 2001). MW-8ES is located downgradient of the lagoons and calcium fluoride storage areas. Note that the one off-site monitoring well (MW-11S), located south of the site on the opposite side of the Anclote River, reported some elevated hits during the 1988 NUS study; however, the results from this study are considered “suspect.” Sample results from subsequent samples of arsenic, fluoride, and phosphorus in this off-site monitoring well were 10–100 times lower. Flow (2001) points out that measured concentrations of several contaminants during the 1988 NUS study exceed the highest concentrations recorded in on-site wells during the more than 10 years of groundwater sampling that have followed.

- Arsenic was elevated (above ATSDR CVs) in the highest percentage of samples tested, but no distinct plume was identified. The highest detection of arsenic (980 ppb) was detected in MW93-3 in 1993. In the past 5 years (1998 to 2003), arsenic detections have ranged from 2 ppb to 180 ppb (MW-02-10S).

\textsuperscript{1}In October 2003, three additional monitoring wells were installed in the Upper Floridan aquifer and four additional monitoring wells were installed in the surficial aquifer for use in measuring groundwater elevations.
The highest detected concentrations of fluoride (71,000 ppb and 75,000 ppb) were detected in MW-3ES (down gradient of the calcium fluoride deposit) and MW-02-10S (adjacent to Pond 49A), respectively. Not surprisingly, calcium concentrations (up to 2,300,000 ppb) were also highest in MW-3ES. Elevated fluoride levels have remained fairly localized at and near the pond areas on the site.

Radon-222 was detected at concentrations above its CV (EPA’s MCL of 300 pCi/L) in 47% of the samples, with up to 11,600 pCi/L detected in MW-3ES. “Background” concentrations reported in the surficial aquifer were on the order of 1,000 pCi/L.

Total phosphorus concentrations were detected as high as 380,000 ppb down gradient of the lagoons and the calcium fluoride storage areas and 280,000 ppb adjacent to Pond 49A (MW-02-10S). “Background” phosphorus concentrations ranged from 25 ppb (MW-7ES) to 1,900 ppb (also in MW-7ES).

Sulfate, analyzed only as part of the SMC monitoring program and the more recent (2002/2003) groundwater studies, was detected at concentrations above NSDWR in approximately 30% of tested samples. The maximum concentration (2,400,000 ppb) was detected in the MW-8ES. The only other location where sulfate detections exceeded NSDWR was MW2-ES, downgradient of the calcium fluoride deposit (near Pond 39), on the northern parcel.

C.1.2.1.2. Floridan Aquifer

Up until 2002, only two Floridan aquifer wells had been installed at or near source areas (MW-2F and MW-3F) and these wells were sampled only three times (1988–1993). Two other Floridan aquifer monitoring wells were installed in the site area—MW-1F and MW-4F. However, MW-1F is designated as background and MW-4F is south of the Anclote River. Interestingly, the highest concentration of many of the metals (including arsenic) and gross alpha were detected in MW-4F (1988). However, as mentioned previously, the 1988 NUS data are considered suspect. Therefore, these samples offered minimal insights regarding the quality of the Floridan aquifer at and near the site.

Monitoring wells installed in 2002 provide wider site coverage and enabled a more comprehensive review of the groundwater quality in the deeper Floridan aquifer.

Few detected concentrations of contaminants exceeded ATSDR CVs in tested wells in the Floridan aquifer. Arsenic and radon-222 were the only two substances detected consistently (in more than 50% of available samples) at concentrations above ATSDR CVs.
Site-related contaminant concentrations were generally not elevated in the Floridan aquifer compared with the surficial aquifer. However, elevated concentrations of fluoride were reported in nested wells in the eastern portion of the south parcel. In recent sampling rounds, fluoride was detected up to 75,000 ppb (MW-02-10S) in the shallow aquifer and up to 12,000 ppb in the Floridan aquifer (MW-03-2F and MW-03-3F). This is the area of the site where no semi-confining unit exists between the shallow and upper Floridan aquifer (Parsons 2004).

The highest concentration of radon-222 (2,536 pCi/L) was detected in MW-1F (designated “background”). The highest detected radon-222 concentration in, at, or near source areas was 1,220 pCi/L (MW-03-5F), downgradient of the calcium fluoride deposit near Pond 39.

One additional Floridan well not included in any of the summary samples is IW-01 (a Stauffer industrial well) was sampled in 1988 for metals, cyanide, and fluoride. All detections were below ATSDR CVs.

To more closely study the possible relationship between site-related contaminants in the surficial and Floridan aquifers, ATSDR examined the sampling results of the “nested” wells (i.e., wells in the same location, screened in both the surficial and Floridan aquifers). Studying the potential connectivity between the aquifers was a primary focus of recent groundwater studies (Parsons 2004). ATSDR also studied the lateral extent of contamination in both aquifers by evaluating groundwater quality in perimeter wells (east, west, and south of source areas) and in the wells designated “background” (i.e., to the north/northeast of source areas); this analysis helped ATSDR to more fully understand the significance of substance concentrations detected in nearby private wells. The contaminants that were selected for further analysis were arsenic, lead, fluoride, and phosphorus. Arsenic and lead were selected because these were the two of the few constituents elevated in off-site private wells. Fluoride and phosphorus were selected because they are site-related contaminants.

As mentioned above, the only portion of the site in which site-related contaminants appear to be found in both the shallow and Floridan aquifer is in the eastern portion of the south parcel, where both fluoride and total phosphorus concentrations were elevated in shallow and deep wells. Fluoride was detected as high as 75,000 in the shallow aquifer (MW-02-10S) and 12,000 ppb in the Floridan aquifer (MW-03-2F and MW-03-3F). Phosphorus was also reported at elevated levels in MW-03-2F and MW-03-3F. However, fluoride levels were not shown to be elevated in the private wells tested east of the site. This observation is likely explained by the southwesterly direction of groundwater flow. Private wells were not tested for total phosphorus.

Results from the monitoring wells in the eastern portion of the south parcel outside of the source areas (e.g., ponds) generally indicate lower arsenic and lead concentrations than those detected at or down gradient of source areas. The highest concentration of arsenic and lead detected in non source areas at the site perimeter (MW-93-2 and MW-10S) were 3.8 ppb and 57 ppb, respectively. Lead was detected as high as 680 ppb at or near source areas. Total phosphorus concentrations in source areas in the eastern portion of the site ranged from 3,000 to 280,000.
Wells outside of source areas on the eastern perimeter of the site (MW-93-2 and MW-10S) reported phosphorus concentrations ranging from 42 to 1,600 ppb. Again, total phosphorus was detected as high as 380,000 ppb in the plant production areas (MW-8ES); total phosphorus concentrations ranged between 37 and 1,900 ppb in background wells.

**C.1.2.2. Plant Water Supply Wells**

Sampling of the SCC facility’s water supply wells was conducted periodically from 1948 to 1982 by SCC. The contaminant data for these wells are discussed in the Environmental Contamination and Other Hazards section of this document.

**C.2. Off-Site Contamination**

**C.2.1. Soil**

Several studies investigated soils, as well as road and building materials, off of the SCC site. All of the areas are accessible to the public and include public roads, private residences, schools, a recreation complex, a government building, and commercial facilities. Not all of the samples obtained for each study were analyzed for the same contaminants.

- In April 1989, NUS Corporation collected two surface soil samples from areas in front of and behind Gulfside Elementary School. These samples were analyzed for aluminum, calcium, chromium, iron, lead, and manganese (NUS 1991).

- In November 1989, PBS&J conducted a radiologic evaluation of the site. As part of this evaluation, PBS&J performed an EGR survey of a commercial property across the southeastern fence line. In addition, one surface soil sample and two subsurface samples from this location were analyzed for the presence of radium-226 (PBS&J 1990). This study is documented as part of the *Site Soil Characterization Study* (Weston 1990b).

- In July 1993, Weston analyzed four surface soil samples obtained from the Gulfside Elementary School for TAL metals, cyanide, fluoride, total phosphorus, and radionuclides. This sampling was performed as part of the RI (Weston 1993).

- In February 1996, Weston conducted additional surface soil sampling of soils around Gulfside Elementary School as part of the RI. Ten surface soil samples were analyzed for TAL metals, cyanide, fluoride, and total phosphorus. Twelve samples were analyzed for radionuclides (Weston 1996).

- Between July and August 1997, Evans Environmental & Geological Science and Management, Inc. (EE&G) conducted surface soil sampling at Gulfside Elementary School to determine baseline phosphorus concentrations and pH levels at the school. Fourteen surface soil samples from six locations around the school were analyzed for ortho-phosphorus and total phosphorus. Twenty surface soil samples (coinciding with the
Weston 1996 sampling locations) were analyzed for the presence of asbestos (EE&G 1997a).

- In September 1997, EE&G conducted additional sampling of construction materials used at Gulfside Elementary School that were believed to contain slag from the Stauffer site. In this study, four soil samples from beneath roadways around the school property were analyzed for radionuclides. In addition to these, samples of the roofing material and asphalt were also analyzed for radionuclides (EE&G 1997b).

- Between July 1997 and March 1998, the FDOH Bureau of Radiation Control conducted investigations at 25 off-site locations in the surrounding community in response to citizen concerns about the existence of slag material in their buildings and/or driveways. These locations consisted of residences, commercial properties, a recreational complex, and a school (not Gulfside Elementary School). Most of these investigations involved examination of EGR emitted from the materials. Soil, driveway, and roadway materials from two locations were also sampled for radium-226 (FDOH 2002).

- In July 1998, EPA Region 4 conducted a survey of several materials containing slag located off site. As part of this study, one sample from the on-site slag pile was taken for the purposes of microscopically fingerprinting the community slag materials to the SCC slag. Twenty-five off-site samples were analyzed for the following metals and other inorganics: aluminum, antimony, arsenic, barium, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, vanadium, zinc, and radium-226 (EPA 1999a).

- In May 1999, Parsons conducted sampling of five surface soils from off-site fill material suppliers. These samples were analyzed for arsenic and beryllium to determine the feasibility of using these soils for future remediation activities on the site. (Parsons 1999).

**C.2.1.1. Gulfside Elementary School**

Table 11 in Appendix B presents a summary of the surface soils analyzed from Gulfside Elementary School. Samples were analyzed for metals, other inorganics, radionuclides, and asbestos. Highlights of the Gulfside Elementary School data summary are presented below:

- Arsenic slightly exceeded the CV (0.5 ppm) in 1 sample of the 14 analyzed. This sample was obtained from the front yard of the school and measured 0.6 ppm arsenic. Another eight samples showed concentrations of arsenic below the CV, ranging from 0.13 to 0.43 ppm.

- Ortho-phosphorus was detected in only 2 samples of 14 analyzed. These samples were obtained from the side of the school building/patio and the back fields, measuring 6.9 and 7.3 ppm ortho-phosphorus, respectively.
Radium-226 was measured above the CV (5.4 Bq/kg) in all 15 samples analyzed. The maximum concentration was detected in the front yard sample and measured 59.2 Bq/kg. The asphalt on the roads around the school, as well as the roofing material, also contained radium-226 above the CV, as did the soils beneath the roads. The concentrations in the asphalt, roofing material, and soils were 6.7, 12, and between 45.5 and 73.6 Bq/kg, respectively.

The soils beneath the roads also showed higher concentrations of radon-222 when compared with the maximum SCC surface soil concentration. These concentrations ranged from 73.3 to 77.0 Bq/kg.

The Gulfside Elementary School building materials sampled (e.g., asphalt, roofing material) contained far lower concentrations of the contaminants found in the on-site slag material.

C.2.1.2. Other Off-Site Soils

Several other locations in the community surrounding the SCC site were examined, mostly in response to citizen concerns that slag material was used in the construction of their homes, driveways, and roadways. Highlights of the off-site data summary are presented below:

The surface soil from six locations in July 1998 contained concentrations of arsenic that were higher than the CV, ranging from 0.612 to 4.85 ppm. Arsenic was detected in 26 of the 31 samples analyzed. The highest concentrations were in the pavement and road base materials of Bluff Boulevard. The Bluff Boulevard arsenic concentrations were similar to the maximum concentrations in the on-site slag material. The remaining metals analyzed in this study all were below the respective CVS (EPA 1999a).

In May 1999, five off-site locations that store fill material used by several surrounding communities were sampled for arsenic and beryllium. Arsenic was not detected in any of the samples. Beryllium was detected in four of the samples, with concentrations ranging from 0.08 to 0.14 ppm (Parsons 1999). The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of using these resources in future site remediation activities.

All 29 samples analyzed for radium-226 showed concentrations above the CV, ranging from 8.29 to 2,600 Bq/kg. These concentrations were all below the maximum in the on-site slag material. The maximum concentrations were found in road material obtained from Bluff Boulevard and Gulfview Road. No other radionuclide was analyzed for off-site soils or building materials.

Several other contaminants exceeded the maximum concentrations found in the slag material at the Stauffer site. These contaminants include aluminum, antimony, barium, cobalt, copper, mercury, selenium, silver, thallium, and vanadium. All of the off-site samples contained concentrations of these contaminants below their respective CVS. Several of the maximum concentrations were from the pavement and/or roadbed.
C.2.2. Groundwater

C.2.2.1. Private Wells (Off-Site)

Thirty-eight private wells (residential, commercial, and irrigation) have been sampled in the Stauffer site area since 1988. These sampling events consisted of the following:

- NUS Corporation collected six off-site groundwater samples as part of EPA’s ESI in 1988. These samples were from private and public wells within a 4-mile radius of SCC (NUS 1989). Samples were analyzed for metals, cyanide, fluoride, gross alpha and beta radiation, and radon-222.

- The FDOH/Pinellas County Health Department collected and analyzed samples from private wells near the site in 1990, 1997, 1999, 2000, and 2001. Sampling was triggered in combination by Florida’s SuperAct Underground Storage Tank Program and individual resident requests for follow-up sampling. Most samples were analyzed for selected VOCs/SVOCs (methyl tertiary-butyl ether, naphthalene, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, and chloroform), metals, fluoride, chloride, sulfate, nitrate/nitrite, and radiologic parameters (gross alpha and beta radiation, radium-226, and radium-228).

The sampling data for the residential, commercial, and irrigation wells is summarized at Tables 13, 14, and 15 (Appendix B), respectively. Specific findings from the private well sampling events are highlighted below.

C.2.2.1.1. Residential Wells

- Trace concentrations of VOCs and SVOCs were detected in residential wells, with only bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (detected up to 7.6 ppb) exceeding its ATSDR CV (3 ppb).

- Of the metals detected above ATSDR CVS, arsenic and lead were the most frequently detected. The remaining metals were detected at concentrations below or within the same order of magnitude of CVS.

- Arsenic was detected below its enforceable drinking water standard (10 ppb) in all but one sample with a concentration of 24 ppb (well 16, northwest of the site). All reported concentrations exceeded ATSDR’s CREG for arsenic (0.02 ppb). Background concentrations of arsenic have not been well defined in the Floridan aquifer. The only upgradient monitoring well in the deeper aquifer (MW-1F) showed arsenic as “not detected” (less than 1.2 ppb) during the RI. Earlier samples from that well (1988 and 1989) also indicate no detection of arsenic, but detection limits are not reported.
Lead was detected in 24 of the 38 samples, but only 4 samples had concentrations exceeding the CV for lead. The highest detected concentration (270 ppb) was detected in a well south of the river (well 14). The same well was tested four other times within a year’s time, with lead reported at concentrations between 1.2 and 4.6 ppb. The next highest concentration (160 ppb) was detected in another well south of the river (well 10), but the well was sampled only once. Other wells tested on the same street, however, had lead concentrations ranging from 0.12 to 4.6 ppb. The remaining two samples only slightly exceeded the CV for lead.

Only 1 of the 36 samples tested detected radiologic contamination exceeding an ATSDR CV. Gross alpha radiation was detected in 2000 sampling at 26.2 ± 5 pCi/L in well 11 south of the Anclote River.

C.2.2.1.2. Commercial Wells

Trace concentrations of VOCs and SVOCs were detected in potable wells; only bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (detected up to 4.4 ppb) exceeded its ATSDR CV (3 ppb) in one commercial well east of the site (well 3).

Arsenic was the only metal detected at concentrations that consistently exceeded its CV. However, arsenic was only detected in two samples at concentrations exceeding its drinking water standard—both from wells east of the site (wells 2 and 8). In one of these wells, arsenic was reported at 8.9 and 9 ppb during two other sampling events in the same well. The other well was sampled just once.

Other inorganics exceeded CVS in only one or two samples (iron, nickel, thallium, zinc, chloride, and sulfate) and at concentrations less than 3 times the CV.

Gross alpha radiation and radium-226 were detected in two samples (wells 7 and 2, respectively) at concentrations slightly exceeding their respective CVS.

Sulfate was detected at concentrations above its CV (250,000 ppb) in two samples. Detected concentrations of 270,000 and 650,000 ppb were found in wells 3 and 27, respectively. Only 1990 and 1997 samples were analyzed for sulfate.

C.2.2.1.3. Irrigation Wells

No VOCs or SVOCs were detected in irrigation wells.

Of the eight irrigation wells sampled, arsenic concentrations in six samples (maximum detected concentration reported at 4.4 ppb) exceeded the ATSDR CV.

Only two other inorganics exceeded their respective CVS (zinc and chloride) by less than two times.
No radiologic parameters exceeded CVS in the irrigation wells tested. Natural uranium was analyzed for in two irrigation wells and detected at a maximum concentration of 0.3 ± 0.5 pCi/L, which is substantially below the CV.²

C.2.3. Surface Water (Anclote River)

For the past 15 years, the surface water around the SCC site has been monitored and tested to establish whether the site has adversely affected the quality of the water in the Anclote River. Two discrete studies were conducted as a part of site investigations in addition to ongoing semiannual monitoring conducted by SMC. Although most of the surface water was sampled from the Anclote River upstream, adjacent to, or downstream of the site, one sample was taken from a tidal lagoon adjacent to the site on the southeast shoreline (SW-05; NUS 1989). Because sampling events were conducted by different investigators, multiple sampling location designations were used over the years. Table 24 in Appendix B describes the location designations used in compiling data from the different studies. Figure 7, Appendix A shows approximate surface water sampling locations from the various studies.

Final ESI (NUS 1989). The purpose of the ESI was to collect soil and water samples from both on-site and off-site locations to obtain the data necessary to support EPA’s completion of HRS documentation.

NUS Corporation collected and analyzed seven surface water samples from the Anclote River. Two samples were taken upstream of the site, two adjacent to the site (including one from a tidal pond connected to the Anclote River by a culvert), one in Meyers Cove, and two downstream of the site. The far upstream and downstream samples were taken to evaluate the background concentrations in the river and the Gulf of Mexico. Each sample was tested for metals, fluoride, and phosphorus concentrations.

According to investigators, the only contamination attributable to the site discovered from any of the samples was in the tidal pond (sampling location SW-05). The pond is adjacent to the site at the dredge disposal area. The location showed elevated concentrations of barium, chromium, lead, fluoride, and phosphorus (NUS 1989).

RI (Weston 1993). The RI was undertaken by Weston in 1993 to confirm the results of past investigations and address specific data gaps to more fully determine the nature and extent of site contamination. From March 29 to April 4, 1993, 18 samples were collected at 12 locations (“transects” were taken at 3 of the locations) to further evaluate surface water conditions. The samples were taken from two depths (0.3 meters below the surface and 1 meter above the bottom) and pooled to avoid the surface microlayer, depths prone to contamination by sediment resuspension, and freshwater lenses. Of the 12 sample

²Reported as “natural uranium.” ATSDR used the CV for uranium, as reported in the Final Rule for National Primary Drinking Water Regulations: Radionuclides (December 2000). MCL is 30 ppb, which “typically” corresponds to 27 pCi/L.
locations, 5 were upstream of the site, 2 adjacent to the site, and 5 downstream of the site. The transect samples were collected upstream of the site, adjacent to the site, and in Meyers Cove. Each transect was made up of three samples taken from the shore outward; the samples were designated A, B, and C, with A being closest to the shore.

All samples were taken at low tide and analyzed for TAL metals, fluoride, and phosphate-phosphorus. Three samples (SW-1, 7B, and 11) were also analyzed for TCL analytes including VOCs, SVOCs, and pesticides. In addition, a profile of conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) was taken to evaluate vertical mixing.

Weston (1993) concluded that surface water contaminant concentrations measured during the RI were consistently lower than those measured during the ESI or in the SMC monitoring discussed below; Weston attributes these differences to differences in sampling procedures. Both the ESI (NUS 1989) and SMC semiannual investigations test water on the surface, whereas the RI intended to avoid the surface and freshwater lenses by averaging samples from two depths to achieve a more representative sample and avoid concentrations of contaminants on the surface.

Ongoing Surficial Groundwater Monitoring Program (SMC 1987 to present). Since 1987, SMC has sampled two locations in the Anclote River—one just upstream of the site and one in Meyers Cove. From 1987 to 1990 SMC sampled quarterly; subsequent sampling has been semiannually. This sampling is conducted in conjunction with SMC’s on-site groundwater monitoring program.

The river samples are taken at low tide upstream of the site (roughly in line with the southeastern property line approximately 75 to 100 feet from shore) and downstream (in Meyers Cove, generally taken downstream of the calcium fluoride sludge ponds, 75 to 150 feet off the north shoreline). This sample has been included with “Meyers Cove” samples in ERG’s analysis. Field measurements of temperature, water level, pH, and conductivity are taken in addition to laboratory analysis of metals, fluoride, sulfate, phosphorus, and radiologic parameters. SMC collected samples in conformance with FDEP-approved Comprehensive Quality Assurance Plan. Samples are taken biannually, once in January or February and again in July or August.

Tables 16, 17, 18, and 19 in Appendix B contain the combined surface water data for the Anclote River system (upstream of the site, adjacent to the site, Meyers Cove, and downstream of the site, respectively) from all of the above-mentioned studies. These tables list the results for substances (chemical and radiologic) that were detected at least once. ATSDR compared all measured values of contaminants in surface water with available CVS for drinking water. The use of drinking water CVS serves as a very conservative approach to screening surface water contaminants. As noted before, the Anclote River is not used as a source of drinking water, although it contains popular fishing, boating, and swimming areas.

The sampling results revealed the following:
Of the chemical and radiologic parameters tested, only antimony, arsenic, boron, chromium, iron, lead, thallium, vanadium, fluoride, sulfate, gross alpha, and gross beta, and radium-226 were detected at concentrations that exceeded available CVS (each to varying degrees). Phosphorus/phosphate and polonium-210 (tested in upstream and Meyers Cove only) were also detected, but no CVS are available.

Calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium detected throughout the areas of the river tested at generally consistent concentrations. These are naturally occurring elements and essential nutrients and their presence at detected concentrations in an estuarine system would be expected. Therefore, no further discussion of these substances is provided in this section.

Organic compounds do not appear to be an issue in the river, although only three samples were tested for organics (during the RI). Only trace concentrations of acetone and toluene, which are common laboratory contaminants, were detected.

No distinct contamination patterns were observed across upstream, adjacent, Meyers Cove, and downstream areas. The following trends are notable:

- **Upstream areas.** As shown in Table 16, most substances were detected at concentrations well below CVS, with the exception of antimony, arsenic, boron, fluoride, sulfate, gross alpha and beta radiation, and radium-226—where maximum detected concentrations exceeded CVS by approximately 10 to 300 times.

- Because one of the SMC data points was directly upstream of the site, many of the upstream samples and maximum detected concentrations are from the SMC data set. It is possible that the site had a greater influence on this location than on other upstream locations.

- **Areas adjacent to Stauffer.** Table 17 summarizes the concentrations of the various contaminants detected adjacent to the Stauffer site. Data represent surface water conditions in 1988 and 1993 only. No samples were taken directly adjacent to the site by the SMC during its semiannual surface water monitoring. As a result, only six sampling locations are considered in this grouping. CVS were exceeded for arsenic, chromium, iron, lead, vanadium, fluoride, and gross alpha and beta radiation. With the exception of fluoride, the maximum concentration for each of these contaminants was detected in the tidal lagoon adjacent to the site.

- **Meyers Cove.** Table 18 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of the contaminants detected in Meyers Cove. The SMC semiannual monitoring program took a sample just downstream of the site in Meyers Cove on a semiannual basis and, as a result, much of the Meyers Cove data are SMC data. Water collected in Meyers Cove exceed CVS for antimony, arsenic, boron, iron, fluoride, sulfate, and gross alpha and beta radiation. Detected concentrations in Meyers Cove appear to be generally consistent with those reported upstream.
Note that this comparison becomes largely a comparison of SMC’s “upstream” and “downstream” samples.

*Downstream areas.* Table 19 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of the contaminants detected downstream of Meyers Cove. A total of nine samples, collected in 1988 and 1993, comprise the downstream grouping. The only CV exceedances were for arsenic and thallium, both detected in 1988 samples. The available data suggest that the site has not affected the water quality further down river. No sampling of downstream areas are available, however, after the RI sampling in 1993.

An elaboration of substance-specific trends in the aforementioned areas is presented below:

- **Antimony** exceeded its CV (4 ppb) in 5 of 46 samples upstream (up to 850 ppb) and 8 of 52 samples in Meyers Cove, at concentrations up to 860 ppb.

- **Arsenic** was detected at concentrations exceeding its CV in a portion of samples collected throughout the river. The maximum detected concentration was an “estimated” measurement of 500 ppb from a downstream sample analyzed in 1988; however, this was the only detection in the nine samples tested downstream. Arsenic was detected more frequently in Meyers Cove (10 of 52 times), adjacent to the site (5 of 6 times), and upstream (8 of 46 times). The next-highest concentration of 48 ppb (detected in the tidal lagoon adjacent to the site) also represents an estimated value from the 1988 NUS sampling; all other detected arsenic concentrations were below 6 ppb. Many of the SMC measurements for arsenic were “non-detects” (with reported detection limits ranging from 1 to 30 ppb).

- **Boron** exceeded its CV of 600 ppb in all 34 samples taken upstream and all 47 taken in Meyers Cove, with maximum detected concentrations of 5,800 and 4,500 ppb, respectively. Only the SMC sampling included boron analysis; therefore, boron was not analyzed for in any of the samples taken further upstream, adjacent to, or downstream of the site. Boron is found widely in nature, with levels in seawater approximately 4,500 ppb, generally comparable to detected levels in samples from the brackish Anclote River (ATSDR 1992/Tox Profile).

- **Chromium** was detected infrequently throughout the river. It only exceeded its CV (30 ppb) in two samples, one upstream (46 ppb) and one adjacent to the site (80 ppb).

- **Iron** was detected frequently in all stretches of the river. Although detected concentrations in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site were up to 10 times higher than those detected in upstream or downstream samples, the CV for iron (11,000 ppb) was exceeded just one time in each of these areas (14,000 and 28,000 ppb, respectively).
• **Lead**, detected in approximately half of the 32 samples tested for it in the river, was only detected in one sample (adjacent to the site) at a concentration (150 ppb) exceeding its CV (15 ppb).

• **Thallium** exceeded its CV (0.5 ppb) downstream of the site in the only two samples in which it was detected. The highest detected concentration was an estimated value of 300 ppb from a sample collected in the 1988 NUS ESI. Thallium was sampled in each section of the river, but not measured above the detection limit in any other samples.

• **Vanadium** was detected in only one location adjacent to and one location downstream of the site. The concentration adjacent to the site (370 ppb) only slightly exceeded its CV (260 ppb).

• **Fluoride** was detected throughout the river areas tested and exceeded its CV (4,000 ppb) in approximately half the samples in which it was detected. Detected concentrations did not vary greatly in different portions of the river, although no CV exceedences occurred in downstream samples.

• **Sulfate** was consistently detected at concentrations above its CV (250,000 ppb) in Meyers Cove (45 of 47 samples) and upstream of the site (34 of 34 samples), at maximum detected concentrations of 2,980,000 and 5,200,000 ppb, respectively. Only the SMC sampling included sulfate analysis; therefore, it was not analyzed for in any of the samples taken further upstream, adjacent to, or downstream of the site.

• Of the **radiologic parameters** tested, gross alpha and beta radiation were consistently detected at concentrations above CVS in samples collected throughout the river. Radium-226, analyzed for only in SMC samples collected in Meyers Cove and upstream, exceeded the CV in nearly all samples collected in upstream areas but only once in Meyers Cove. Polonium-210 was also detected in most samples for which it was tested, just upstream of the site and in Meyers Cove.
C.2.4. Sediment (Anclote River)

C.2.4.1. Sediment Data

Four site-related studies included sampling and analysis of sediments from the Anclote River. This section includes a summary of the four major sediment studies conducted to date and their major findings. Because sediment is so closely linked with the surface water, many of the studies sampled surface water and sediment at the same time and from the same locations. As with surface water, because sampling events were conducted by different investigators, multiple sampling location designations were used across studies. Table 25 in Appendix B describes the sample designations used in compiling data from the different studies. Figure 8 in Appendix A shows sediment sample locations.

- **Final ESI (NUS 1989).** The ESI was conducted to provide necessary data for scoring using revised HRS. As part of the ESI, NUS collected 10 sediment samples from the Anclote River and a local drainage ditch. These samples were analyzed for metals, cyanide, fluoride, phosphorus, and gross alpha and beta radiation.

- **Listing Site Inspection (NUS 1991).** The NPL listing site inspection was conducted to obtain additional information to support scoring of the site using the revised HRS. NUS collected 14 sediment samples along the Anclote River on April 17–18, 1989. These samples were analyzed for TCL organics and metals.

- **Sediment Sampling Program (Weston 1991).** Thirteen sediment samples were taken in the Anclote River on April 4–5, 1991, to characterize sediments upstream, adjacent to, and downstream of the site. Five of these samples were collected upstream along the same bank as the site; four adjacent to the site, and four downstream; sample SED 14 was 200 yards downstream of the boat dock adjacent to Pasco County Park. Each sample was analyzed for TAL metals, fluoride, and phosphate-phosphorus.

- **RI (1993).** This study was conducted to confirm the nature and extent of site-related contamination and to fill data gaps. Sediments were collected during two sampling events (March/April 1993 and July 1993) by Spaulding Environmental Associates of Wakefield, Rhode Island. The first sampling event was similar to the previous studies in that it sampled surface sediments. From March 29 to April 4, 1993, 18 samples were taken in the river, at the same location as the surface water samples. Each sample was taken at an interval of 0–2 centimeters and analyzed for fluoride, phosphate-phosphorus, TOC, and grain size. Three samples (SD-1, -7B, and -11) were also analyzed for TAL organic components. The second sampling event occurred from July 26 to 29, 1993, and included twelve 12-inch sediment cores collected in Meyers Cove and other areas adjacent to the site. Samples were taken from four transects 25 to 200 feet from shore. The core samples were analyzed for metals, fluoride, phosphorus, radiologic parameters, and grain size.

---

3The “sediment” samples from the local drainage ditch are not included in this section. Rather, these samples were compiled and described in the soil contaminants section.
Investigators indicated that most elevated metals concentrations were generally associated with higher TOC concentrations and fine-grained sediment—higher concentrations of contaminants were found in finer sediments (“ooze,” mud, sandy mud) with high organic content. Fine sediments increased with proximity to Meyers Cove. Fine sediments are generally indicative of a depositional area. If sediments are being deposited, it is likely, but not certain, that contaminants are bound to sediments and are less likely to be resuspended or transported in the tidal cycle. Such an assessment is consistent with the fact that Meyers Cove is protected, shallow, and has low tidal current speeds. Sand dominated all other locations. The bottom sediments were all at least 77% sandy material except at station SD-07A, where the grain size was clay (46%) and silt (44%) (Weston 1993).

Tables 20, 21, 22, and 23 in Appendix B summarize available sediment data from the Anclote River (upstream of the site, adjacent to the site, Meyers Cove, and downstream of the site, respectively). ATSDR examined data from the four separate studies mentioned above and compared measured concentrations of contaminants in sediment with available CVS. As noted previously, because listed CVS are those used for soil and people contact soil more frequently than sediment, CVS serve as a protective screen.

Key findings are highlighted below beginning with trends found across the river and also addressing chemical specific trends where possible:

- Of the chemical and radiologic parameters tested, only arsenic, fluoride, thallium, methylethyl ketone, toluene, radium-226, and polonium-210 were detected at concentrations above their CVS, each to varying degrees. Phosphate-phosphorus, total phosphorus, gross alpha and beta radiation, radon-222, and TOC were also detected in parts of the river but do not have available CVS.

- The following trends are notable in each specific area of the river:
  - **Upstream sediment.** Table 20 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of the various substances detected in the sediment upstream of the Stauffer site. In the four investigations, 18 samples were collected, although not all locations were measured for every contaminant. CVS were exceeded only for arsenic and for one fluoride sample.
  - **Adjacent sediment.** Table 21 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of the contaminants detected in the 18 sediment samples collected adjacent to the Stauffer site. As with the upstream samples, CVS were only exceeded for arsenic and fluoride (in a single sample).
  - **Meyers Cove sediment.** Table 22 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of the various contaminants detected in the sediment from Meyers Cove. Although only arsenic, fluoride, radium-226, and polonium-210 exceeded their CVS, Meyers Cove tended to have higher concentrations than any other location on the
river for the majority of the contaminants including aluminum, arsenic, barium, chromium, silver, vanadium, zinc, phosphate-phosphorus, and total phosphorus. Of the samples collected in Meyers Cove, sample SC-SD-04, collected in 1988 approximately 15 feet from shore, showed the highest concentrations of multiple metals, fluoride, and total phosphorus.

- **Downstream sediment.** Table 23 in Appendix B summarizes the concentrations of contaminants detected in the sediment downstream of the site. Thallium was detected in a single sample at a concentration 1,000 times its CV. This was the only sample of sediment in which thallium was detected in the river and appears to be an anomaly. Arsenic was detected at concentrations above its CV, as it was in all other locations of the river. Downgradient sample locations near the mouth of the river indicated no elevated contaminant concentrations.

- An elaboration of substance-specific trends is presented below:

  - **Arsenic** was consistently detected at concentrations above its CV. Although arsenic was detected above CV in all sections of the river, samples taken both adjacent to the site and in Meyers Cove seem to have consistently higher detected concentrations and occur more frequently than either up or down stream.

  - **Fluoride** exceeded its CV in one sample at each of the upstream, adjacent, and Meyers Cove regions. The highest fluoride concentration was an estimated value from a sample upstream of the site 6 times greater than its CV. All three of the concentrations over the CV were part of the same study (NUS 1989) and were laboratory estimated quantities. With those three exceptions, fluoride concentrations in Meyers Cove are generally higher than concentrations elsewhere in the river. The 1991 sediment sampling program and 1993 RI measurements for fluoride were significantly and consistently lower than those measured by NUS for the ESI in 1989. According to investigators, if values measured away from the site area during the RI are considered background values, then those found in close proximity to the site are elevated (Weston 1993).

  - Concentrations of **phosphate-phosphorus, total phosphorus, and TOC** are highest at Meyers Cove. Although phosphorus is measured the highest and is elevated near or in Meyers Cove according to all studies, it is otherwise variable throughout the rest of the river and does not indicate a consistent pattern.

  - **Gross alpha and beta radiation** are higher in Meyers Cove than other portions of the river. Radium-226 and polonium-210 were also highest in Meyers Cove. According to Weston (1993), gross alpha and beta radiation might be expected to have a large background concentration in a high phosphorous area such as southwestern Florida. The phosphorus-bearing formations in west central Florida (Bone Valley and Hawthorn formations) could cause not only elevated phosphorus concentrations but also unusually high numbers of uranium series
isotopes in surface waters all the way out to the continental shelf (Weston 1993). Concentrations of uranium series isotopes generally increase with proximity to the SCC site but are reportedly low for such a high phosphorus area (Weston 1993).
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APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTION OF COMPARISON VALUES AND OTHER
HEALTH-BASED GUIDELINES

As noted in the text of this public health assessment, ATSDR’s comparison values are media-specific concentrations that are considered to be “safe” under default conditions of exposure. They are used as screening values in the preliminary identification of “contaminants of concern” at a site. The latter is, perhaps, an unfortunate term since the word “concern” might be misinterpreted as an implication of “hazard.” As ATSDR uses the phrase, however, a “contaminant of concern” is merely a site-specific chemical substance that has been selected for further evaluation of potential health effects.

Generally, a chemical is selected as a contaminant of concern because its maximum concentration in air, water, or soil at the site exceeds one of ATSDR’s comparison values. However, it cannot be emphasized strongly enough that comparison values are not thresholds of toxicity. While concentrations at or below the relevant comparison value might reasonably be considered safe, it does not automatically follow that any environmental concentration that exceeds a comparison value would be expected to produce adverse health effects. Indeed, the whole purpose behind highly conservative, health-based standards and guidelines is to enable health professionals to recognize and resolve potential public health problems before they become actual health hazards. The probability that adverse health outcomes will actually occur as a result of exposure to environmental contaminants depends on site-specific conditions and individual lifestyle and genetic factors that affect the route, magnitude, and duration of actual exposure, and not on environmental concentrations alone.

Screening values based on non-cancer effects are obtained by dividing the lowest concentrations associated with health effects found in animal or (less often) human studies by cumulative safety margins (variously called safety factors, uncertainty factors, and modifying factors) that typically range from 10 to 1,000 or more. By contrast, cancer-based screening values are usually derived by linear extrapolation from animal data obtained at high doses, because human cancer incidence data for very low levels of exposure simply do not exist, and probably never will. In neither case can the resulting screening values (i.e., EMEGs or CREGs) be used to make realistic predictions of health risk associated with low-level exposures in humans.

A description or definition of the various comparison values and terms that ATSDR used in this public health assessment are provided below.

**Area Sampling** is the collection or airborne chemicals at a fixed position in the work area.

**Cancer Risk Evaluation Guides (CREGs)** are estimated concentrations of contaminants that are expected to cause no more than one excess cancer case for every million (1 x 10^-6) persons who are continuously exposed to the concentration for an entire lifetime. These concentrations are calculated from EPA’s cancer slope factors, which indicate the relative potency of carcinogenic chemicals. Only chemicals that are known or suspected of being carcinogenic have CREG comparison values. It should be noted that exposures equivalent to CREGs are not
actually expected to cause one excess cancer in a million persons exposed over a lifetime. Nor does it mean that every person in an exposed population of one million has a 1-in-a-million chance of developing cancer from the specified exposure. Although commonly interpreted in precisely these ways, the CREGs reflect only a rough estimate of population risks, which should not be applied directly to any individual.

**Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH)** is the maximum concentration from which one could escape within 30 minutes without any escape-impairing symptoms or irreversible health effects. Commonly used to determine selection of a respirator.

**Environmental Media Evaluation Guide (EMEGs)** are estimates of chemical concentrations that are not likely to cause an appreciable risk of deleterious, noncancerous health effects for fixed durations of exposure. These concentrations factor in estimates of receptor body weights and rates of ingestion. EMEGs might reflect several different types of exposure: acute (<14 days), intermediate (15–364 days), and chronic (>365 days). These concentrations are ultimately based on data published in ATSDR Toxicological Profiles for specific chemicals.

**Grab Sampling** is the direct collection of an air contaminant mixture into a device such as a sampling bag, syringe, or evacuated flask over a few second or minutes.

**Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect-Level (LOAEL)** is defined as the lowest dose of chemical in a study, or group of studies, that produces statistically or biologically significant increases in the frequency or severity of adverse effects between the exposed population and its appropriate control.

**Minimal Risk Level (MRL)** is defined as an estimate of daily human exposure to a substance that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of adverse effects (non-carcinogenic) over a specified duration of exposure. MRLs are derived when reliable and sufficient data exist to identify the target organ(s) of effect or the most sensitive health effect(s) for a specified duration within a given route of exposure. MRLs are based only on noncancerous health effects, and do not consider carcinogenic effects. MRLs can be derived for acute, intermediate, and chronic durations of exposure for the inhalation route.

**National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)** are developed by EPA to protect people and the environment from unhealthy and undesirable levels of air pollution. As of the writing of this report, EPA has promulgated NAAQS for seven pollutants (known as “criteria pollutants”). These standards have been developed specifically to protect the health and welfare of humans. To be conservative, these standards were designed to be protective of exposed persons, including most “sensitive” populations (e.g., persons with asthma).

**No-Observed-Adverse-Effect-Level (NOAEL)** is defined as the dose of chemical at which there were no statistically or biologically significant increases in the frequency or severity of adverse effects seen between the exposed population and its appropriate control. Effects may be produced at this dose, but they are not considered to be adverse.
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) is a value established by OSHA, generally expressed as a time weighted average (TWA) limit or as a ceiling exposure limit, that legally must never be exceeded instantaneously even if the TWA exposure limit is not violated. OSHA PELs have the force of law. Note that ACGIH TLVs and NIOSH RELs are recommended exposure limits that may or may not be enacted into law by OSHA.

Personal Sampling is the collection of airborne chemicals in the worker’s breathing zone done by having the worker wear the sampling equipment throughout the workday.

Recommended Exposure Limit (REL) is the highest allowable airborne concentration that is not expected to injure a worker established by NIOSH. It may be expressed as a ceiling limit or as a time-weighted-average, usually for 10-hour work shifts.

Reference Concentration (RfC) is an estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of magnitude) of a continuous inhalation exposure to the human population (including sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of deleterious noncancer health effects during a lifetime. The inhalation reference concentration is for continuous inhalation exposures and is appropriately expressed in units of mg/m³ or ppm.

Risk-Based Concentrations (RBCs) are derived by Region 3 of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and represent concentrations of contaminants in tap water, ambient air, fish or soil (industrial or residential) that are considered unlikely to cause adverse health effects. They are derived using conservative exposure assumptions and EPA’s Reference Doses, Reference Concentrations, or slope factors. RBCs are based either on cancer or non-cancer effects.

Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL) is the short-term exposure limit or maximum concentration for a continuous exposure period of 15 minutes (with a maximum of four such periods per day, with at least 60 minutes between exposure periods, and provided that the daily TLV-TWA is not exceeded).

Time-weighted-average is the (1) average exposure for an individual over a given working period, as determined by sampling at given times during the period. (2) Also, defined as the most frequently used exposure guideline term; the average concentration over a workday (8 hours for OSHA PELs and ACGIH TLVs, up to 10 hours in a 40-hour workweek for NIOSH RELs.

Threshold Limit Value (TLV) is a term used by the ACGIH to express the airborne concentration of a material to which nearly all workers can be exposed day after day without adverse effects. “Workers” means healthy individuals. The young, old, ill or naturally susceptible will have lower tolerances and need to take additional precautions.
APPENDIX E – REVIEW OF PERTINENT HUMAN AND ANIMAL STUDIES FOLLOWING BRIEF EXPOSURES TO SULFUR DIOXIDE
This is a brief review of the most important human studies about the effects of sulfur dioxide from acute exposures. In conducting this review, ATSDR used not only its Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide but also conducted extensive searches of a national toxicological database (TOXLINE).

The most sensitive people to sulfur dioxide exposure are persons with asthma. Children with asthma might be particularly sensitive because of an inherent sensitivity or because children exercise more frequently than do adults, which increases the breathing rate resulting in more exposure to sulfur dioxide in air (ATSDR 1998). It should be noted also that exercise alone can trigger asthma attacks. If sulfur dioxide levels are high enough, children and adults who do not have asthma could also experience harmful effects. The effects of sulfur dioxide on the lungs of persons with asthma are summarized in Table 40 in Appendix B.

Sheppard et al. reported that persons with mild asthma who were exposed to 100 ppb sulfur dioxide for 10 minutes experienced an increase in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction in the lungs during moderate exercise (ATSDR 1998; Sheppard et al. 1981). An increase in airway resistance means that air traveling through the airway passages in the lungs is meeting more resistance; bronchoconstriction is the narrowing of the air passages in the lung. The increases in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction do not produce noticeable symptoms at this level of sulfur dioxide exposure and can only be measured in a clinical setting. Increases in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction are more pronounced in persons exposed to 250 and 500 ppb, and at 500 ppb, the increased airway resistance and bronchoconstriction are associated with wheezing and shortness of breath in some persons with asthma.

Similarly, Balmes et al. reported an increase in airway resistance in persons with asthma exposed to 500 ppb sulfur dioxide for 3 minutes (ATSDR 1998; Balmes et al. 1987). The resulting bronchoconstriction also resulted in wheezing, chest tightness, and shortness of breath. It is important to know that some persons with asthma had to take a bronchodilator after exposure to 500 ppb, whereas others were not able to complete the experiment because of breathing problems. Some authors report that these persons experienced pronounced wheezing and tightness of the chest, with some requesting bronchodilators to relieve the symptoms of bronchoconstriction (ATSDR 1998; Bethel et al. 1984; Koenig et al. 1985, 1993; Balmes et al. 1987; Horstman et al. 1986, 1988; Linn et al. 1984a, 1984b, 1984c; Roger et al. 1985).

Numerous other human studies support the findings of these studies in causing an increase in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction in persons with asthma who are exposed to several hundred parts per billion sulfur dioxide (ATSDR 1998). In addition to persons with asthma, another sensitive group is elderly adults with preexisting respiratory or cardiovascular disease or chronic lung disease, such as bronchitis or emphysema (WHO 1979).

Persons without asthma can also experience pulmonary effects when exposed to sulfur dioxide; however, a higher level of exposure is required. Islam et al. report that persons without asthma
who were exposed to 600 to 800 ppb sulfur dioxide for 5 minutes, using a mouthpiece apparatus, can experience an increase in airway resistance (Islam et al. 1992). It should be noted that the 600-ppb exposure group in the Islam study is an effect level; the authors did not identify a no-effect level in their study. Uncertainty exists in applying this study to the members of the public who do not have asthma because the authors used a mouthpiece to measure the delivered dose of sulfur dioxide. Using a mouthpiece might increase the amount of sulfur dioxide that enters the lungs because trapping of sulfur dioxide in the nasal passages is avoided. The levels used in this study might be more applicable to exercising persons who do not have asthma, because exercise increases breathing through the mouth rather than the nose. That levels of 600 to 800 ppb sulfur dioxide can cause an effect in persons without asthma, however, is supported by other research. Lawther et al. showed that a similar response occurred at 1,000 ppb sulfur dioxide (Lawther et al. 1975). Also at 1,000 ppb, people can experience an increase in heart rate and breathing rate (Amdur et al. 1953; ATSDR 1998). Therefore, somewhere between 600 and 1,000 ppb sulfur dioxide, persons without asthma might begin to experience lung effects.

Several human studies show additional harmful effects occurring for exposures above 1,000 ppb. The adverse effects observed included increased heart rate and breathing rate, increased number of macrophages in lung fluid, cough, irritation, redness of the airways, and increased inflammatory cells in lung fluid (Sandstrom et al. 1989; Lawther et al. 1975; Amdur et al. 1953).

Activity level and weather conditions are also a factor in whether or not sulfur dioxide can cause harmful effects. When people are at rest and breathing normally, sulfur dioxide is absorbed in the moist environment of the nasal passages and less sulfur dioxide reaches the air passages in the lung. Therefore, people at rest can be exposed to higher levels of sulfur dioxide before experiencing effects on the lung than people who are exercising. During exercise or increased activity, however, people breathe faster and are more likely to breathe through their mouth; therefore, more sulfur dioxide is likely to reach the lower air passages in the lung. These factors result in more sulfur dioxide reaching the lungs, thus causing an increase in airway resistance and bronchoconstriction. Weather also becomes a factor, because more sulfur dioxide will reach the air passages in cold, dry (low humidity) atmospheres, thus increasing the likelihood of increased airway resistance and bronchoconstriction (ATSDR 1998; Bethel et al. 1984; Linn et al. 1985; Sheppard et al. 1984).

From the information presented in Table 40 (Appendix B), 100 ppb sulfur dioxide might cause mild effects in the lungs of exercising persons with asthma from exposures as short as 3 minutes. About 10% (or 10 of every 100) children have asthma. At 100 ppb sulfur dioxide, the responses do not produce any signs or symptoms but can be measured in a clinical setting. The effects on airway resistance become more pronounced with increasing sulfur dioxide concentration to point that wheezing and shortness of breath can occur when sulfur dioxide levels reach about 500 ppb. When sulfur dioxide levels reach about 5,000 ppb, throat irritation and cough can occur along with effects that can only be detected in a clinical setting.
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APPENDIX F
DEFINITIONS FOR TSP, PM\(_{10}\), AND PM\(_{2.5}\)

Introduction

For nearly 20 years, EPA has closely monitored the levels of solid particles and liquid droplets or aerosols, or “particulate matter,” in the air that people breathe. Many health studies have shown that the size of airborne particles is closely related to potential health effects among exposed populations (see Public Health Implications section for more details). As a result, EPA and public health agencies focus on the size of airborne particles when evaluating levels of air pollution. Over the years, particulate matter has been generally classified into three categories: TSP, PM\(_{10}\), and PM\(_{2.5}\); therefore, it is first important to understand the definition for these terms before describing the ability of particulates to cause harmful effects.

Total suspended particulates (TSP)

TSP refers to a wide range of solid particles and liquid droplets found in ambient air, and typically is measured as particles having aerodynamic diameters of 25 to 40 microns or less (EPA 1996). EPA’s health-based National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) regulated ambient air concentrations of TSP until 1987; these standards required annual average concentrations of TSP to be less than 75 µg/m\(^3\) and 24-hour average concentrations to be less than 260 µg/m\(^3\) (EPA 1996). Many industrial, commercial, mobile, and natural sources emit TSP to the air.

Particulate matter smaller than 10 microns (PM\(_{10}\))

PM\(_{10}\) refers to the subset of TSP composed of particles smaller than 10 microns in diameter. With research showing that PM\(_{10}\) can penetrate into sensitive regions of the respiratory tract, EPA stopped regulating airborne levels of TSP in 1987, and began regulating ambient air concentrations of PM\(_{10}\). EPA continues to regulate levels of PM\(_{10}\) today, and requires annual average concentrations to be less than 50 µg/m\(^3\) and 24-hour average concentrations to be less than 150 µg/m\(^3\) (EPA 1996). Typical sources of PM\(_{10}\) include, but are not limited to, wind-blown dust, grinding operations, and dusts generated by motor vehicles driving on roadways.

Particulate matter smaller than 2.5 microns (PM\(_{2.5}\))

PM\(_{2.5}\) or “fine particulates” refers to the subset of TSP composed of particles with aerodynamic diameters of 2.5 microns or less. By definition, PM\(_{2.5}\) is also a subset of PM\(_{10}\). With recent studies linking inhalation of fine particles to adverse health effects in children and other sensitive populations, EPA proposed regulating ambient air concentrations of PM\(_{2.5}\) in 1997. These health-based regulations require annual average concentrations of PM\(_{2.5}\) to be less than 15 µg/m\(^3\) and 24-hour average concentrations to be less than 65 µg/m\(^3\) (EPA 1997). Although many sources emit PM\(_{2.5}\), the pollutant is primarily emitted by combustion sources (e.g., motor vehicles, power generation, boilers and industrial furnaces, residential heating). Fine particles are also formed in the air from other pollutants. Although EPA’s promulgation of the PM\(_{2.5}\) standard is still under
legal review, ATSDR uses the proposed standard and other scientific evidence to evaluate inhalation exposures to PM$_{2.5}$. 
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APPENDIX G

ESTIMATION OF PM$_{10}$ AND PM$_{2.5}$ CONCENTRATIONS FROM MEASURED TSP CONCENTRATIONS

The only ambient air monitoring data available for the years Stauffer was operating is for TSP, and no sampling data characterized the size distribution of these particles. ATSDR prefers to base conclusions regarding exposures to particulate matter on measurements of PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations, which are more predictive of adverse health effects. Because no sampling studies measured air concentrations of these particle size fractions, ATSDR investigated options for estimating the PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ exposure levels.

This appendix describes how we estimated PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ exposure levels from the TSP monitoring data, based on our knowledge of particle size distributions in the vicinity of elemental phosphorus production facilities. Important information on the uncertainty and limitations associated with this estimation is also presented.

Estimating Long-Term PM$_{10}$ Levels from TSP Levels

PM$_{10}$ is a subset of TSP. The relative amount of PM$_{10}$ within TSP depends on many factors, such as the local sources of air pollution. ATSDR investigated multiple options to estimate the amount of PM$_{10}$ within the TSP that was measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station. One option was to use PM$_{10}$:TSP ratios, based on sampling data collected in northern Pinellas County and southern Pasco County in the 1990s. Comments from peer reviewers suggested that such an approach involves considerable uncertainty, because we would be using ratios derived from a time period when Stauffer was not operating.

As an improved approach, ATSDR estimates PM$_{10}$ levels during the time Stauffer operated using a PM$_{10}$:TSP ratio derived from extensive ambient air monitoring data collected near the fence-line of an active elemental phosphorus production facility in southeastern Idaho—a sampling arrangement similar to the Anclote Road monitoring station being adjacent to the Stauffer facility. At the Idaho facility, the average PM$_{10}$:TSP ratio, based on nearly 2 whole years of concurrent sampling, was 0.50, with a standard deviation of 0.14. ATSDR applied this average ratio to estimate annual average PM$_{10}$ concentrations in the years for which only TSP data are available. Table 48 in Appendix B documents these results. The end of this section describes the uncertainties inherent in this approach.

Estimating Long-Term PM$_{2.5}$ Levels from PM$_{10}$ Levels

To estimate the exposure concentrations for PM$_{2.5}$, ATSDR similarly applied PM$_{2.5}$:PM$_{10}$ ratios to the estimated PM$_{10}$ levels. We had considered using PM$_{2.5}$:PM$_{10}$ ratios measured in St. Petersburg and other parts of the southeastern United States for this analysis, but comments from peer reviewers questioned whether such data would be representative of ambient conditions in the vicinity of an elemental phosphorus plant. Based on these comments, we decided that particle size ratios observed near the elemental phosphorus production facility a more representative of the airborne particle size distribution that occurred near Stauffer. Thus, we used the same data
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set identified in the previous section, which indicates that the average PM$_{2.5}$:PM$_{10}$ ratio near the elemental phosphorus plant was 0.6. Table 49 shows we used this factor to estimate PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations in the vicinity of Stauffer based on this particle size ratio.

Uncertainty and Limitations

Since ambient air concentrations of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ were never measured near Stauffer while the facility operated, ATSDR could only estimate the airborne levels of these pollutants, and our estimates—no matter what approach we took—would involve some uncertainty. The extent of uncertainty in our PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ estimates depends on the validity of the assumptions made in applying the ratios. The key question for this calculation is to what extent particle size ratios observed at the fence-line of one elemental phosphorus production facility are representative of ratios at the fence-line of another. While we expect the magnitude of particulate matter levels to differ considerably between the Idaho and Florida facilities (due to the differences in production levels), there is less reason to believe that the composition of various particle sizes would differ dramatically, especially considering the similarity in the production processes.

Nonetheless, ATSDR emphasizes that the PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ exposure concentrations are estimates of actual air pollution levels, and they might understate or overstate actual exposures. The fact that our estimated PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations are consistent with those predicted by our dispersion modeling analysis (see Section 5.3.2) reassures us that the concentrations estimated using the ratio approach are reasonable, though some uncertainties undoubtedly remain.
APPENDIX H – ATSDR GLOSSARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH TERMS
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) is a federal public health agency with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, and 10 regional offices in the United States. ATSDR’s mission is to serve the public by using the best science, taking responsive public health actions, and providing trusted health information to prevent harmful exposures and diseases related to toxic substances. ATSDR is not a regulatory agency, unlike the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which is the federal agency that develops and enforces environmental laws to protect the environment and human health.

This glossary defines words used by ATSDR in communications with the public. It is not a complete dictionary of environmental health terms. If you have questions or comments, call ATSDR’s toll-free telephone number, 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737).

**Absorption**
The process of taking in. For a person or animal, absorption is the process of a substance getting into the body through the eyes, skin, stomach, intestines, or lungs.

**Acute**
Occurring over a short time [compare with chronic].

**Acute exposure**
Contact with a substance that occurs once or for only a short time (up to 14 days) [compare with intermediate duration exposure and chronic exposure].

**Additive effect**
A biologic response to exposure to multiple substances that equals the sum of responses of all the individual substances added together [compare with antagonistic effect and synergistic effect].

**Adverse health effect**
A change in body function or cell structure that might lead to disease or health problems.

**Aerobic**
Requiring oxygen [compare with anaerobic].

**Ambient**
Surrounding (for example, ambient air).

**Anaerobic**
Requiring the absence of oxygen [compare with aerobic].

**Analyte**
A substance measured in the laboratory. A chemical for which a sample (such as water, air, or blood) is tested in a laboratory. For example, if the analyte is mercury, the laboratory test will determine the amount of mercury in the sample.

**Analytic epidemiologic study**
A study that evaluates the association between exposure to hazardous substances and disease by testing scientific hypotheses.

**Antagonistic effect**
A biologic response to exposure to multiple substances that is less than would be expected if the known effects of the individual substances were added together [compare with additive effect and synergistic effect].

**Background level**
An average or expected amount of a substance or radioactive material in a specific environment, or typical amounts of substances that occur naturally in an environment.

**Biodegradation**
Decomposition or breakdown of a substance through the action of microorganisms (such as bacteria or fungi) or other natural physical processes (such as sunlight).

**Biologic indicators of exposure study**
A study that uses (a) biomedical testing or (b) the measurement of a substance [an analyte], its metabolite, or another marker of exposure in human body fluids or tissues to confirm human exposure to a hazardous substance [also see exposure investigation].

**Biologic monitoring**
Measuring hazardous substances in biologic materials (such as blood, hair, urine, or breath) to determine whether exposure has occurred. A blood test for lead is an example of biologic monitoring.

**Biologic uptake**
The transfer of substances from the environment to plants, animals, and humans.

**Biomedical testing**
Testing of persons to find out whether a change in a body function might have occurred because of exposure to a hazardous substance.

**Biota**
Plants and animals in an environment. Some of these plants and animals might be sources of food, clothing, or medicines for people.

**Body burden**
The total amount of a substance in the body. Some substances build up in the body because they are stored in fat or bone or because they leave the body very slowly.

**CAP**
See Community Assistance Panel.

Cancer
Any one of a group of diseases that occurs when cells in the body become abnormal and grow or multiply out of control.

Cancer risk
A theoretical risk of for getting cancer if exposed to a substance every day for 70 years (a lifetime exposure). The true risk might be lower.

Carcinogen
A substance that causes cancer.

Case study
A medical or epidemiologic evaluation of one person or a small group of people to gather information about specific health conditions and past exposures.

Case-control study
A study that compares exposures of people who have a disease or condition (cases) with people who do not have the disease or condition (controls). Exposures that are more common among the cases may be considered as possible risk factors for the disease.

CAS registry number
A unique number assigned to a substance or mixture by the American Chemical Society Abstracts Service.

Central nervous system
The part of the nervous system that consists of the brain and the spinal cord.

CERCLA [see Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980]

Chronic
Occurring over a long time (more than 1 year) [compare with acute].

Chronic exposure
Contact with a substance that occurs over a long time (more than 1 year) [compare with acute exposure and intermediate duration exposure].

Cluster investigation
A review of an unusual number, real or perceived, of health events (for example, reports of cancer) grouped together in time and location. Cluster investigations are designed to confirm case reports; determine whether they represent an unusual disease occurrence; and, if possible, explore possible causes and contributing environmental factors.

Community Assistance Panel (CAP)
A group of people, from a community and from health and environmental agencies, who work with ATSDR to resolve issues and problems related to hazardous substances in the community. CAP members work with ATSDR to gather and review community health concerns, provide information on how people might have been or might now be exposed to hazardous substances, and inform ATSDR on ways to involve the community in its activities.

**Comparison value (CV)**
Calculated concentration of a substance in air, water, food, or soil that is unlikely to cause harmful (adverse) health effects in exposed people. The CV is used as a screening level during the public health assessment process. Substances found in amounts greater than their CVs might be selected for further evaluation in the public health assessment process.

**Completed exposure pathway** [see exposure pathway].

**Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)**
CERCLA, also known as *Superfund*, is the federal law that concerns the removal or cleanup of hazardous substances in the environment and at hazardous waste sites. ATSDR, which was created by CERCLA, is responsible for assessing health issues and supporting public health activities related to hazardous waste sites or other environmental releases of hazardous substances.

**Concentration**
The amount of a substance present in a certain amount of soil, water, air, food, blood, hair, urine, breath, or any other media.

**Contaminant**
A substance that is either present in an environment where it does not belong or is present at levels that might cause harmful (adverse) health effects.

**Delayed health effect**
A disease or injury that happens as a result of exposures that might have occurred in the past.

**Dermal**
Referring to the skin. For example, dermal absorption means passing through the skin.

**Dermal contact**
Contact with (touching) the skin [see route of exposure].

**Descriptive epidemiology**
The study of the amount and distribution of a disease in a specified population by person, place, and time.

**Detection limit**
The lowest concentration of a chemical that can reliably be distinguished from a zero concentration.
Disease prevention
Measures used to prevent a disease or reduce its severity.

Disease registry
A system of ongoing registration of all cases of a particular disease or health condition in a defined population.

DOD
United States Department of Defense.

DOE
United States Department of Energy.

Dose (for chemicals that are not radioactive)
The amount of a substance to which a person is exposed over some time period. Dose is a measurement of exposure. Dose is often expressed as milligram (amount) per kilogram (a measure of body weight) per day (a measure of time) when people eat or drink contaminated water, food, or soil. In general, the greater the dose, the greater the likelihood of an effect. An “exposure dose” is how much of a substance is encountered in the environment. An “absorbed dose” is the amount of a substance that actually got into the body through the eyes, skin, stomach, intestines, or lungs.

Dose (for radioactive chemicals)
The radiation dose is the amount of energy from radiation that is actually absorbed by the body. This is not the same as measurements of the amount of radiation in the environment.

Dose-response relationship
The relationship between the amount of exposure [dose] to a substance and the resulting changes in body function or health (response).

Environmental media
Soil, water, air, biota (plants and animals), or any other parts of the environment that can contain contaminants.

Environmental media and transport mechanism
Environmental media include water, air, soil, and biota (plants and animals). Transport mechanisms move contaminants from the source to points where human exposure can occur. The environmental media and transport mechanism is the second part of an exposure pathway.

EPA
United States Environmental Protection Agency.

Epidemiologic surveillance
The ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of health data. This activity also involves timely dissemination of the data and use for public health programs.
Epidemiology
The study of the distribution and determinants of disease or health status in a population; the study of the occurrence and causes of health effects in humans.

Exposure
Contact with a substance by swallowing, breathing, or touching the skin or eyes. Exposure may be short-term [acute exposure], of intermediate duration, or long-term [chronic exposure].

Exposure assessment
The process of finding out how people come into contact with a hazardous substance, how often and for how long they are in contact with the substance, and how much of the substance they are in contact with.

Exposure-dose reconstruction
A method of estimating the amount of people’s past exposure to hazardous substances. Computer and approximation methods are used when past information is limited, not available, or missing.

Exposure investigation
The collection and analysis of site-specific information and biologic tests (when appropriate) to determine whether people have been exposed to hazardous substances.

Exposure pathway
The route a substance takes from its source (where it began) to its end point (where it ends), and how people can come into contact with (or get exposed to) it. An exposure pathway has five parts: a source of contamination (such as an abandoned business); an environmental media and transport mechanism (such as movement through groundwater); a point of exposure (such as a private well); a route of exposure (eating, drinking, breathing, or touching), and a receptor population (people potentially or actually exposed). When all five parts are present, the exposure pathway is termed a completed exposure pathway.

Exposure registry
A system of ongoing followup of people who have had documented environmental exposures.

Feasibility study
A study by EPA to determine the best way to clean up environmental contamination. A number of factors are considered, including health risk, costs, and what methods will work well.

Geographic information system (GIS)
A mapping system that uses computers to collect, store, manipulate, analyze, and display data. For example, GIS can show the concentration of a contaminant within a community in relation to points of reference such as streets and homes.

Grand rounds
Training sessions for physicians and other health care providers about health topics.

Groundwater
Water beneath the earth’s surface in the spaces between soil particles and between rock surfaces [compare with surface water].

**Half-life (t½)**
The time it takes for half the original amount of a substance to disappear. In the environment, the half-life is the time it takes for half the original amount of a substance to disappear when it is changed to another chemical by bacteria, fungi, sunlight, or other chemical processes. In the human body, the half-life is the time it takes for half the original amount of the substance to disappear, either by being changed to another substance or by leaving the body. In the case of radioactive material, the half life is the amount of time necessary for one half the initial number of radioactive atoms to change or transform into another atom (that is normally not radioactive). After two half lives, 25% of the original number of radioactive atoms remain.

**Hazard**
A source of potential harm from past, current, or future exposures.

**Hazardous Substance Release and Health Effects Database (HazDat)**
The scientific and administrative database system developed by ATSDR to manage data collection, retrieval, and analysis of site-specific information on hazardous substances, community health concerns, and public health activities.

**Hazardous waste**
Potentially harmful substances that have been released or discarded into the environment.

**Health consultation**
A review of available information or collection of new data to respond to a specific health question or request for information about a potential environmental hazard. Health consultations are focused on a specific exposure issue. Health consultations are therefore more limited than a public health assessment, which reviews the exposure potential of each pathway and chemical [compare with public health assessment].

**Health education**
Programs designed with a community to help it know about health risks and how to reduce these risks.

**Health investigation**
The collection and evaluation of information about the health of community residents. This information is used to describe or count the occurrence of a disease, symptom, or clinical measure and to estimate the possible association between the occurrence and exposure to hazardous substances.

**Health promotion**
The process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health.

**Health statistics review**
The analysis of existing health information (i.e., from death certificates, birth defects registries, and cancer registries) to determine if there is excess disease in a specific population, geographic area, and time period. A health statistics review is a descriptive epidemiologic study.

**Indeterminate public health hazard**
The category used in ATSDR’s public health assessment documents when a professional judgment about the level of health hazard cannot be made because information critical to such a decision is lacking.

**Incidence**
The number of new cases of disease in a defined population over a specific time period [contrast with *prevalence*].

**Ingestion**
The act of swallowing something through eating, drinking, or mouthing objects. A hazardous substance can enter the body this way [see *route of exposure*].

**Inhalation**
The act of breathing. A hazardous substance can enter the body this way [see *route of exposure*].

**Intermediate duration exposure**
Contact with a substance that occurs for more than 14 days and less than a year [compare with *acute exposure* and *chronic exposure*].

**In vitro**
In an artificial environment outside a living organism or body. For example, some toxicity testing is done on cell cultures or slices of tissue grown in the laboratory, rather than on a living animal [compare with *in vivo*].

**In vivo**
Within a living organism or body. For example, some toxicity testing is done on whole animals, such as rats or mice [compare with *in vitro*].

**Lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL)**
The lowest tested dose of a substance that has been reported to cause harmful (adverse) health effects in people or animals.

**Medical monitoring**
A set of medical tests and physical exams specifically designed to evaluate whether an individual’s exposure could negatively affect that person’s health.

**Metabolism**
The conversion or breakdown of a substance from one form to another by a living organism.

**Metabolite**
Any product of *metabolism*. 

---

H-9
mg/kg
Milligram per kilogram.

mg/cm²
Milligram per square centimeter (of a surface).

mg/m³
Milligram per cubic meter; a measure of the concentration of a chemical in a known volume (a cubic meter) of air, soil, or water.

Migration
Moving from one location to another.

Minimal risk level (MRL)
An ATSDR estimate of daily human exposure to a hazardous substance at or below which that substance is unlikely to pose a measurable risk of harmful (adverse), noncancerous effects. MRLs are calculated for a route of exposure (inhalation or oral) over a specified time period (acute, intermediate, or chronic). MRLs should not be used as predictors of harmful (adverse) health effects [see reference dose].

Morbidity
State of being ill or diseased. Morbidity is the occurrence of a disease or condition that alters health and quality of life.

Mortality
Death. Usually the cause (a specific disease, condition, or injury) is stated.

Mutagen
A substance that causes mutations (genetic damage).

Mutation
A change (damage) to the DNA, genes, or chromosomes of living organisms.

National Priorities List for Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste Sites (National Priorities List or NPL)
EPA’s list of the most serious uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites in the United States. The NPL is updated on a regular basis.

No apparent public health hazard
A category used in ATSDR’s public health assessments for sites where human exposure to contaminated media might be occurring, might have occurred in the past, or might occur in the future, but where the exposure is not expected to cause any harmful health effects.

No-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL)
The highest tested dose of a substance that has been reported to have no harmful (adverse) health effects on people or animals.
No public health hazard
A category used in ATSDR’s public health assessment documents for sites where people have never and will never come into contact with harmful amounts of site-related substances.

NPL [see National Priorities List for Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste Sites]

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK model)
A computer model that describes what happens to a chemical in the body. This model describes how the chemical gets into the body, where it goes in the body, how it is changed by the body, and how it leaves the body.

Pica
A craving to eat nonfood items, such as dirt, paint chips, and clay. Some children exhibit pica-related behavior.

Plume
A volume of a substance that moves from its source to places farther away from the source. Plumes can be described by the volume of air or water they occupy and the direction they move. For example, a plume can be a column of smoke from a chimney or a substance moving with groundwater.

Point of exposure
The place where someone can come into contact with a substance present in the environment [see exposure pathway].

Population
A group or number of people living within a specified area or sharing similar characteristics (such as occupation or age).

Potentially responsible party (PRP)
A company, government, or person legally responsible for cleaning up the pollution at a hazardous waste site under Superfund. There may be more than one PRP for a particular site.

ppb
Parts per billion.

ppm
Parts per million.

Prevalence
The number of existing disease cases in a defined population during a specific time period [contrast with incidence].

Prevalence survey
The measure of the current level of disease(s) or symptoms and exposures through a questionnaire that collects self-reported information from a defined population.
Prevention
Actions that reduce exposure or other risks, keep people from getting sick, or keep disease from getting worse.

Public comment period
An opportunity for the public to comment on agency findings or proposed activities contained in draft reports or documents. The public comment period is a limited time period during which comments will be accepted.

Public availability session
An informal, drop-by meeting at which community members can meet one-on-one with ATSDR staff members to discuss health and site-related concerns.

Public health action
A list of steps to protect public health.

Public health advisory
A statement made by ATSDR to EPA or a state regulatory agency that a release of hazardous substances poses an immediate threat to human health. The advisory includes recommended measures to reduce exposure and reduce the threat to human health.

Public health assessment (PHA)
An ATSDR document that examines hazardous substances, health outcomes, and community concerns at a hazardous waste site to determine whether people could be harmed from coming into contact with those substances. The PHA also lists actions that need to be taken to protect public health [compare with health consultation].

Public health hazard
A category used in ATSDR’s public health assessments for sites that pose a public health hazard because of long-term exposures (greater than 1 year) to sufficiently high levels of hazardous substances or radionuclides that could result in harmful health effects.

Public health hazard categories
Public health hazard categories are statements about whether people could be harmed by conditions present at the site in the past, present, or future. One or more hazard categories might be appropriate for each site. The five public health hazard categories are no public health hazard, no apparent public health hazard, indeterminate public health hazard, public health hazard, and urgent public health hazard.

Public health statement
The first chapter of an ATSDR toxicological profile. The public health statement is a summary written in words that are easy to understand. The public health statement explains how people might be exposed to a specific substance and describes the known health effects of that substance.

Public meeting
A public forum with community members for communication about a site.
Radioisotope
An unstable or radioactive isotope (form) of an element that can change into another element by giving off radiation.

Radionuclide
Any radioactive isotope (form) of any element.

RCRA [See Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (1976, 1984)]

Receptor population
People who could come into contact with hazardous substances [see exposure pathway].

Reference dose (RfD)
An EPA estimate, with uncertainty or safety factors built in, of the daily lifetime dose of a substance that is unlikely to cause harm in humans.

Registry
A systematic collection of information on persons exposed to a specific substance or having specific diseases [see exposure registry and disease registry].

Remedial Investigation
The CERCLA process of determining the type and extent of hazardous material contamination at a site.

This Act regulates management and disposal of hazardous wastes currently generated, treated, stored, disposed of, or distributed.

RFA
RCRA Facility Assessment. An assessment required by RCRA to identify potential and actual releases of hazardous chemicals.

RfD
See reference dose.

Risk
The probability that something will cause injury or harm.

Risk reduction
Actions that can decrease the likelihood that individuals, groups, or communities will experience disease or other health conditions.

Risk communication
The exchange of information to increase understanding of health risks.
Route of exposure
The way people come into contact with a hazardous substance. Three routes of exposure are breathing [inhalation], eating or drinking [ingestion], or contact with the skin [dermal contact].

Safety factor [see uncertainty factor]

SARA [see Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act]

Sample
A portion or piece of a whole. A selected subset of a population or subset of whatever is being studied. For example, in a study of people the sample is a number of people chosen from a larger population [see population]. An environmental sample (for example, a small amount of soil or water) might be collected to measure contamination in the environment at a specific location.

Sample size
The number of units chosen from a population or environment.

Solvent
A liquid capable of dissolving or dispersing another substance (for example, acetone or mineral spirits).

Source of contamination
The place where a hazardous substance comes from, such as a landfill, waste pond, incinerator, storage tank, or drum. A source of contamination is the first part of an exposure pathway.

Special populations
People who might be more sensitive or susceptible to exposure to hazardous substances because of factors such as age, occupation, sex, or behaviors (for example, cigarette smoking). Children, pregnant women, and older people are often considered special populations.

Stakeholder
A person, group, or community who has an interest in activities at a hazardous waste site.

Statistics
A branch of mathematics that deals with collecting, reviewing, summarizing, and interpreting data or information. Statistics are used to determine whether differences between study groups are meaningful.

Substance
A chemical.

Substance-specific applied research
A program of research designed to fill important data needs for specific hazardous substances identified in ATSDR's toxicological profiles. Filling these data needs would allow more accurate assessment of human risks from specific substances contaminating the environment.
This research might include human studies or laboratory experiments to determine health effects resulting from exposure to a given hazardous substance.

**Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA)**
In 1986, SARA amended CERCLA and expanded the health-related responsibilities of ATSDR. CERCLA and SARA direct ATSDR to look into the health effects from substance exposures at hazardous waste sites and to perform activities including health education, health studies, surveillance, health consultations, and toxicological profiles.

**Surface water**
Water on the surface of the earth, such as in lakes, rivers, streams, ponds, and springs [compare with groundwater].

**Surveillance** [see epidemiologic surveillance]

**Survey**
A systematic collection of information or data. A survey can be conducted to collect information from a group of people or from the environment. Surveys of a group of people can be conducted by telephone, by mail, or in person. Some surveys are done by interviewing a group of people [see prevalence survey].

**Synergistic effect**
A biologic response to multiple substances where one substance worsens the effect of another substance. The combined effect of the substances acting together is greater than the sum of the effects of the substances acting by themselves [see additive effect and antagonistic effect].

**Teratogen**
A substance that causes defects in development between conception and birth. A teratogen is a substance that causes a structural or functional birth defect.

**Toxic agent**
Chemical or physical (for example, radiation, heat, cold, microwaves) agents which, under certain circumstances of exposure, can cause harmful effects to living organisms.

**Toxicological profile**
An ATSDR document that examines, summarizes, and interprets information about a hazardous substance to determine harmful levels of exposure and associated health effects. A toxicological profile also identifies significant gaps in knowledge on the substance and describes areas where further research is needed.

**Toxicology**
The study of the harmful effects of substances on humans or animals.

**Tumor**
An abnormal mass of tissue that results from excessive cell division that is uncontrolled and progressive. Tumors perform no useful body function. Tumors can be either benign (not cancer) or malignant (cancer).
Uncertainty factor
Mathematical adjustments for reasons of safety when knowledge is incomplete. For example, factors used in the calculation of doses that are not harmful (adverse) to people. These factors are applied to the lowest-observed-adverse-effect-level (LOAEL) or the no-observed-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) to derive a minimal risk level (MRL). Uncertainty factors are used to account for variations in people’s sensitivity, for differences between animals and humans, and for differences between a LOAEL and a NOAEL. Scientists use uncertainty factors when they have some, but not all, the information from animal or human studies to decide whether an exposure will cause harm to people [also sometimes called a safety factor].

Urgent public health hazard
A category used in ATSDR’s public health assessments for sites where short-term exposures (less than 1 year) to hazardous substances or conditions could result in harmful health effects that require rapid intervention.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
Organic compounds that evaporate readily into the air. VOCs include substances such as benzene, toluene, methylene chloride, and methyl chloroform.

Other glossaries and dictionaries:
Environmental Protection Agency http://www.epa.gov/OCEPAterms/
CDC National Center for Environmental Health http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/dls/report/glossary.htm
APPENDIX I – ATSDR FACT SHEETS
This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry's (ATSDR) public health assessment for the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida.

The public health assessment was prepared in response to community health concerns and recommendations found in the January 2001 ATSDR Ombudsman Report of Findings and Recommendations.

ATSDR released this public health assessment in April 2003 for comment by community members and other interested parties.

About the Public Health Assessment

A public health assessment is (1) a thorough review of available historical and current environmental sampling data, (2) a review of other information regarding the levels of exposure to contaminants at and near the Stauffer site, and (3) an assessment of the potential health impact of these exposures on the surrounding community.

While preparing this public health assessment, ATSDR worked closely with community members and leaders, local and state health and environmental officials, citizen's groups, and stakeholders interested in sharing pertinent site information and concerns.

This public health assessment also addresses community concerns regarding past, present, and future exposures.

A number of area residents were particularly interested in the potential impact of Stauffer's past air emissions on the following groups:

- Members of the surrounding community,
- Persons who attended Gulfside Elementary School while the Stauffer plant was operating (1978-1981)*, and
- Former Stauffer workers*.

*see separate ATSDR fact sheet for further information

Sampling Data Review

In the public health assessment, ATSDR evaluated environmental data from:

- on-site and off-site soil/slag samples,
- groundwater samples from the shallow on-site aquifer,
- groundwater samples from the on-site Floridan aquifer,
- residential, commercial, and irrigation water supply wells,
- surface water and sediment samples from the Anclote River, and
- ambient air monitoring, and
- occupational air samples (for Stauffer workers).
ATSDR also evaluated state cancer registry data to determine if cancer rates were higher than normal for the area surrounding the Stauffer site.

Principal Findings of the Public Health Assessment

Based on its evaluation of available site information and sampling data, ATSDR reached the following conclusions:

Past Exposures

- In the past, because of harmful levels of air pollution emissions from the Stauffer site and other sources, the Stauffer site was a public health hazard. Of particular concern were past exposures to sulfur dioxide* and particulate matter*.

- Former Stauffer workers were intermittently exposed to asbestos-containing materials and other contaminants, such as carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, silica, and sulfur dioxide at levels that could cause an increased risk of cancer or other adverse health effects. These conclusions are, however, based on limited (1972-1981) data. No worker exposure data are available for the first 25 years of Stauffer operations (1947-1971).

- A few private water supply wells in the site area contained arsenic, lead, or both at levels that might cause adverse health effects. But the elevated levels were not believed to be related to groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site.

Current Exposures

- Currently, the Stauffer site is not a public health hazard; no one is being exposed to harmful levels of chemicals from the site.

Future Exposures

- Because of harmful levels of arsenic in on-site soil and radium in on-site slag, the Stauffer site could be a future public health hazard if the property is developed for residential purposes.

Community Health Statistics

- Most cancer rates for areas surrounding the Stauffer site were less than or equal to what would be expected. The exception was rates of mesothelioma in women, which were elevated during the early to mid-1990s. But further investigation indicated these mesothelioma cases were not related to the Stauffer site.

Where Can I Review the Public Health Assessment Document?

The public health assessment will be available on the ATSDR Web site at www.atsdr.cdc.gov. You can also find copies of the document on file for review at the Tarpon Springs Library, located at 138 Lemon Street, Tarpon Springs.

How Can I Get More Information About This Report or ATSDR’s Work in Tarpon Springs?

If you would like additional information or have questions, please phone LaFreta Dalton, toll-free, at 1-888-42ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday-Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM Eastern time. Also, if you would like this information available in Greek or Spanish please call; translation services could be provided.

ATSDR’s Public Health Assessment Recommendations and Planned Follow-Up Actions

Provide health education to residents, former Gulfside students, former Stauffer workers, and health care providers:

ATSDR will provide health education to area residents and former (1978-1981) Gulfside Elementary students through distribution of (1) community newsletters, (2) chemical-specific and exposure-related fact sheets, and (3) public health fact sheets.

- ATSDR will provide health education to former Stauffer workers, focusing on healthy habits for respiratory illness care and prevention.

- ATSDR will provide health education to local health care providers, including health information related to (1) taking patients’ environmental exposure histories, and (2) available contaminant-specific case studies and fact sheets.

If necessary, based on the needs of the Tarpon Springs community, ATSDR will provide health education materials in Greek.

Conduct follow-up activities for private well users:

ATSDR will follow-up with users of those water supply wells that contained elevated levels of arsenic and lead. ATSDR will determine the status of the wells and ensure that users are informed of potential risks from past well use.

Determine appropriate health activities for former Stauffer workers:

ATSDR will conduct a one-day workshop of medical and health scientist experts for the purpose of identifying appropriate follow-up health activities or screening for former Stauffer workers. ATSDR also plans to invite a former worker, who lives in the community, a community representative, and an area physician to attend this workshop.

Review new site data:

As they become available, ATSDR will review new site data for potential public health implications, including the results of the recent geophysical and hydrogeologic site investigations.

Conduct public health surveillance:

ATSDR will work with the Florida Department of Health to monitor the annual incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer in the site area.
Environmental Health Concerns at Gulfside Elementary School

This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry's (ATSDR) findings related to exposure of students and staff at Gulfside Elementary School to chemicals from the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida. The complete findings are contained in the revised public health assessment which has recently been released to community members and other interested parties for public comment.

Children can safely attend and adults can safely work at Gulfside Elementary School. Currently, children and adults at the school are not exposed to chemicals from the Stauffer Superfund site at levels that could harm their health.

Soil at Gulfside Elementary School
Soil at the school has been tested and found to be safe. The metals in the school's soil are found there naturally. The amounts of these metals are at naturally occurring levels.

Radiation levels in the school's soil are also safe and will not harm children or workers at the school.

Current Air Conditions at the School
No evidence was found that the Stauffer Superfund site is currently polluting air at the school.

Past Air Conditions at the School Since 1981
From 1982 to the present, no evidence was found that students were being exposed to pollutants from the Stauffer Site.

Short-term (Brief) Exposure to Pollutants in Air Before 1982
Computer modeling showed that students occasionally might have been exposed to sulfur dioxide in air from the Stauffer facility. Because, however, wind usually blew pollutants away from the school, these exposures were very infrequent.

On the occasional days when the wind blew pollutants toward the school, sulfur dioxide levels in outdoor air might have caused the following health effects in some children and school personnel:

- cough and throat irritation,
- wheezing and shortness of breath, and
- an increase in heart rate and breathing rate.

Children and adults with asthma who were exercising outdoors while being exposed were at the greatest risk of these effects.

Uncertainty Issues for Brief Exposures
Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions. First, air samples were not taken at the school during this time, and second, the sulfur dioxide levels were estimated based on a computer model.

Uncertainty about possible health effects from brief exposures also comes from using human studies. Because of variations in the ways humans react to such exposures, it is difficult to
pinpoint what harmful effects might occur at different levels of sulfur dioxide in air.

**Long-term Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide in Air Before 1982**

A computer model predicted that from 1978 to 1981, long-term air levels of sulfur dioxide at the school and in some residential areas near the Stauffer facility were elevated.

Therefore, some children and adults who attended the school during those years might also have had additional exposure at their homes. The estimated yearly sulfur dioxide levels in these areas are similar to those associated with a small increase in lung- and heart-related mortality in adults, particularly in adults with pre-existing lung and heart disease.

The risk of these effects existed while people were being exposed. Because of the relatively low levels of exposure from 1978 to 1981, it is unlikely that former students and adults who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects.

Some uncertainty exists in deciding if people are currently at risk. This uncertainty arises because the available human studies determine the health risk for adults while they were being exposed to sulfur dioxide.

Since the exposures for the former students and adults at the school stopped more than 20 years ago, it is uncertain if they would experience adverse effects now. Also, the human studies only evaluated adults—not school-age children.

**Particulate Matter**

No quality air monitoring data or reliable estimates from computer modeling are available for the school.

Because this information is lacking, it was not possible to estimate accurately exposure to particulate matter for children who attended the school. Therefore, it was not possible to determine if particulate matter in air was a hazard to students at the Gulfside school.

**How can I get more information about sulfur dioxide?**

If you would like additional information or have questions, please phone LaFreta Dalton, toll-free, at 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday - Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM Eastern time.

Also, if you would like this information available in Greek or Spanish please call; translation services could be provided.

For more information about ATSDR, please visit our Web site: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov.
Exposure to Sulfur Dioxide at the Stauffer Chemical Company Site

This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s (ATSDR) findings for sulfur dioxide. The complete findings are in the Tarpon Springs, Florida, Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) revised public health assessment, which ATSDR has released to community members and other interested parties for public comment.

Current Air Levels of Sulfur Dioxide
Current air levels of sulfur dioxide in Tarpon Springs and surrounding areas are safe and should not cause harmful effects.

Past Sulfur Dioxide Levels in Air
Since 1982 sulfur dioxide levels in air have been at safe levels. Exposure to these levels of sulfur dioxide is unlikely to cause harmful effects.

Short-term (Brief) Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide in Air Before 1982
Air samples taken from 1977 to 1981 at the Anclote Road monitoring station showed that nearby residents were periodically exposed to high levels of sulfur dioxide. The highest hourly sulfur dioxide detected was 840 parts per billion (ppb) on April 15, 1979. Typical hourly levels during this time were between 1 and 10 ppb.

Based on measured levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station, the areas of concern include
- the Flaherty marina,
- residential homes southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- residential homes west of the Stauffer facility, and
- commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road.

The people living in these areas might have experienced the following health effects:
- cough and throat irritation,
- wheezing and shortness of breath, and
- an increase in heart rate and breathing rate.

During 1977-1981, children and adults with asthma who exercised outdoors while exposed were at the greatest risk of these effects.

Air modeling of sulfur dioxide emissions from the Stauffer facility shows that people (especially those with asthma) who lived farther away in, for example, Tarpon Springs and Holiday Estates, were also at risk for some harmful health effects. These effects include coughing and wheezing, increased heart and breathing rate, and a narrowing of the airways leading into the lungs’ airways.

Uncertainty Issues
Some uncertainty exists in these conclusions because (1) environmental sampling was only conducted at the Anclote Road monitoring station, and (2) sulfur dioxide levels at other locations were estimated based on a computer model.

There is also some uncertainty about the possible health effects from brief exposures. Our data...
comes from human studies. With such studies it is often difficult to pinpoint what harmful effects might occur at different levels of sulfur dioxide in air.

**Long-Term Exposures to Sulfur Dioxide in Air Before 1982**

When the Stauffer facility was operating, long-term (yearly) average sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station were elevated.

Based on modeled sulfur dioxide levels, residents in Tarpon Springs, Holiday Estates, and the surrounding areas were likely to have been exposed for many years to elevated yearly sulfur dioxide levels.

These sulfur dioxide levels are similar to those associated with a small increase in lung- and heart-related mortality in adults, particularly in those with pre-existing lung and heart disease.

But the risk of these effects only existed while people were being exposed. And because of the relatively low levels of exposure, it is unlikely that people who were exposed in 1977-1981 are currently at risk of harmful effects.

As stated, some uncertainty exists in deciding whether people are currently at risk. This uncertainty comes from using human studies that determined health risk from current, ongoing exposures. But also as stated, the exposures for nearby residents stopped more than 20 years ago.

**How Can I Get More Information About Sulfur Dioxide?**

If you would like additional information or have questions, please phone LaFreta Dalton, toll-free, at 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday-Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM Eastern time.

Also, if you would like this information available in Greek or Spanish, please call; translation services could be provided.

---

For more information about ATSDR, please visit our Web site: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov.
This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry’s (ATSDR) findings on particulate matter (PM) at the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida. The complete findings are included in a public health assessment recently released for review and comment to community members and other interested parties.

What is PM?
PM consists of solid particles and liquid droplets in the air that people breathe. PM can contain many different types of chemicals, including acids and metals. Numerous natural and man-made sources of PM are found in both outdoor and indoor environments.

How Can PM Affect My Health?
Human population studies have shown that PM is linked to lung and heart conditions and that these effects are most often experienced by sensitive individuals; examples include children, the elderly, and persons with pre-existing illnesses.

Science has not established a safe level of PM.

How Could Past Exposure to PM in the Vicinity of Stauffer Affect My Health?
Human population studies, available monitoring data from the Anclote Road monitoring station between 1977 and 1981, and the estimates of historic levels of PM during this time frame show that persons residing or working in the following areas might have experienced an adverse health effect:

- The Flaherty Marina (before 1982),
- Residential homes built before 1982 southwest of the Stauffer facility along the shore of the Anclote River,
- Residential homes west of the Stauffer facility built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln, and
- Commercial and industrial businesses east of the Stauffer facility along Anclote Road, built before 1982 and within 1,540 feet of the kiln.
According to these human population health studies, short- and long-term PM exposures, similar to those around the Stauffer Plant during 1977–1981, can be linked to a variety of adverse health effects on the lung and heart. Some of these effects can be serious.

Based on our best estimates and professional judgement, persons exposed to PM attributable to Stauffer were more likely to have experienced symptoms of lung and heart diseases and reductions in lung function than the other, more serious health effects reported in the scientific literature.

Sensitive populations (such as children, the elderly, and persons with pre-existing illnesses) were at greatest risk for these effects. Other exposed persons had a much lower chance of experiencing any of these health effects.

**How do the Community's Concerns Relate to ATSDR's Evaluation of PM?**

Community members have expressed concerns about certain lung diseases.

These concerns are consistent with the effects of PM exposures found in health studies of other communities.

ATSDR has not determined that these reported illnesses are elevated in the community or that PM exposures from Stauffer or other sources caused them.

**How Certain is ATSDR About the Health Conclusions Relating to PM Exposures?**

ATSDR recognizes the uncertainty in our health conclusions regarding PM exposures from Stauffer Chemical and from other sources. Some of that uncertainty comes from estimating the amount of PM that people breathed while Stauffer was operating. Also, some scientists believe that the PM-disease links found in human population studies do not provide conclusive evidence that low-level exposure to PM actually causes lung and heart effects. Other uncertainties in our health conclusions are discussed in the public health assessment.

**Where Can I Get More Information About This Report or ATSDR's Work in Tarpon Springs?**

If you would like additional information, have questions or wish to express concerns, please phone LaFreta Dalton, toll-free, at 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday–Friday from 9 am to 5 pm EDT.

For more information about ATSDR, please visit our Web site: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov.
This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry's (ATSDR) findings on former worker exposures at the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida. The complete findings are contained in a public health assessment which has recently been released for public comment to community members and other interested parties.

How did ATSDR evaluate former worker exposures?

For the years 1972 through 1981 ATSDR reviewed and evaluated worker exposure data from several sources. For the first 25 years of the facility's operation, no occupational exposure data are available.

What did ATSDR conclude from its evaluation of former worker exposures?

ATSDR concluded that

- former workers were intermittently exposed to asbestos or materials containing asbestos at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk for lung cancer,
- former worker exposures to asbestos are not likely to cause non-cancerous health effects such as asbestosis,
- former workers were intermittently exposed to nickel and chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of lung cancer, nasal cancer, or both, and
- former workers were intermittently exposed to levels of carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorous compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.

What did ATSDR conclude about the current vital status of former workers?

ATSDR obtained a list containing the names of 2417 former Stauffer workers. Approximately 30% of these former workers could not be traced to determine vital status or place of residence. Of the 864 deceased former workers, the causes of death were identified for 64% of them. The leading causes of death were various types of cancers (28%), heart disease (19%), respiratory disease (9%), other forms of heart disease (7%), and cerebrovascular disease (5%). No cases of mesothelioma or bone cancer were identified.

What follow-up health activities are being considered by ATSDR for Stauffer Chemical Co. former workers?

As a result of its assessment, ATSDR’s preliminary conclusion is that a scientific research study of former workers is not appropriate. ATSDR made this determination based on 1) its interpretation of worker exposure data, 2) cause of death information for deceased former workers, 3) Florida Department of Health cancer registry data, and 4) evaluation comments provided by scientists through ATSDR's external peer review process.
ATSDR will hold a workshop in Atlanta, Georgia, for scientific discussion and input for planning the health/medical screening for former Stauffer workers. ATSDR will seek input from medical and scientific experts for the identification and risks of appropriate screening tests. ATSDR believes the screening service will provide valuable information to former workers and their physicians and families.

After the workshop, ATSDR will inform the community and stakeholders of its recommendation for the type of health intervention to be implemented and the planning steps to be taken.

How can I get more information about this report or about ATSDR’s work in Tarpon Springs?

If you would like additional information, have questions, or wish to express concerns, please phone PerStephanie Thompson, toll-free, at 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday - Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT.

For more information about ATSDR, please visit our Web site: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov.
This fact sheet summarizes the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry's (ATSDR's) air modeling analysis at the Stauffer Chemical Company (Stauffer) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida. The complete findings are included in a public health assessment recently released for review and comment by community members and other interested parties.

Why was air modeling necessary?
- When conducting public health assessments, ATSDR prefers to base conclusions on sampling data—that is, on direct measurements of contaminant levels that people could actually be exposed to. When that is not possible, ATSDR uses computer models to estimate the contaminant levels. While the Stauffer facility was active, air samples were collected at only certain locations and only at certain times. Therefore, ATSDR used an air model to estimate levels of air pollutants for places where and times when sampling did not occur.

What model did ATSDR use?
- ATSDR used the ISCST model to evaluate past air emissions from the Stauffer facility. The ISCST, or "Industrial Source Complex - Short Term," model is routinely used to evaluate air emissions from industrial facilities such as Stauffer.

How does the air model work?
- ISCST is a computer program that predicts how pollutants move through the air. Model predictions are based on emissions data and local weather conditions.

What emissions data were used in the modeling analysis?
- ATSDR extensively reviewed information and data from available site reports to determine the types and amounts of pollutants the Stauffer facility released (or emitted) into the air.

- Stauffer representatives and environmental regulators measured the amount of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter (or airborne particles and droplets), and fluorides emitted from Stauffer's stacks. Measurements are available for many former emissions sources, including the nodulizing kiln and the electric arc furnace. ATSDR entered data from these stack tests into the computer model.

- Emissions data were not available for some pollutants, such as metals, that the Stauffer facility released into the air. Therefore, ATSDR could not use the air model to estimate the airborne levels of those pollutants.
Was information on local wind patterns considered?

- Yes. ATSDR reviewed more than 30 years of meteorologic data collected at three stations within 20 miles of the Stauffer facility. This data, along with the air emissions data, was entered into the model.

What did the model find?

- The model estimated air pollutant levels resulting from Stauffer’s air emissions at more than 4,000 locations up to 5 miles from the Stauffer facility. The model predicted that the highest pollution levels were nearest the facility and that these levels decreased with downwind distance.

- Findings for sulfur dioxide: The model predicted that emissions from Stauffer’s former kiln contributed most to sulfur dioxide levels near the facility. The predicted levels were highest prior to May 1979, the month when Stauffer increased the height of the kiln stack. The next large decrease in sulfur dioxide levels was predicted for 1981, the year when the Stauffer facility’s major production operations ceased.

- Findings for particulate matter: The model results showed that Stauffer’s emissions increased the airborne levels of particulate matter near the facility. But, emissions from other local sources also contributed to the particulate levels. These other sources included cars, wind-blown dust, and industrial emissions.

- Findings for fluorides: ATSDR’s modeling analysis, and evaluations for other elemental phosphorus facilities, suggest that Stauffer’s emissions did not result in fluorides at levels of health concern.

Are the model predictions consistent with sampling results?

- For sulfur dioxide, yes. For example, the annual average air concentrations predicted by the model are within 35% of the measured levels. Further, the model accurately predicted the decline in sulfur dioxide levels that was observed in May 1979, when Stauffer increased the height of the kiln stack, and again in 1981, when the Stauffer facility shut down.

- For particulate matter, it is difficult to determine because other emission sources contributed to the particulate levels measured in the Stauffer vicinity. In addition, because emission rates were not available for all of Stauffer’s operations, the levels of particulate matter predicted by the model were likely lower than the levels that actually resulted from Stauffer’s emissions.

- For fluorides, it is difficult to determine because reliable sampling data are not available for fluoride levels in the Stauffer vicinity when the facility was active.

Where can I get more information about this report or ATSDR’s work in Tarpon Springs?

If you have questions or would like additional information, please call PerStephanie Thompson, toll-free, at 1-888-42-ATSDR (1-888-422-8737) Monday–Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM EDT. To learn more about ATSDR, please visit our Web site: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov.
APPENDIX J – PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY PUBLIC HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND ATSDR'S RESPONSES
APPENDIX J

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY PUBLIC HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND ATSDR’S RESPONSES

ATSDR received comments on the Stauffer Chemical Company Public Health Assessment, Public Comment Release (April 2, 2003), from a total of six private individuals, companies, organizations, and agencies during the public comment period which ended on June 3, 2003. These comments and ATSDR’s responses are presented below.

The comments are generally included verbatim; however, names of individual commentors and associated personal identifiers have been deleted. Some comments contain page numbers that refer to the public health assessment document that was released for public comment, not this final release document.

COMMENTOR 1

Comment #1: Stauffer Management Company LLC (“SMC”) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the April 2, 2003 Public Health Assessment (“PHA”) prepared by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (“ATSDR”) regarding the former Stauffer Chemical Company (“SCC” or “Stauffer”) site in Tarpon Springs, Florida (the “Site”). The Site has received considerable public attention, both during its operation and especially recently in connection with proposed remediation plans that were approved by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) in 1998. The PHA received media attention when it was released and is likely to attract additional public interest in the future. It is therefore very important that any and all health risk communications contained in the PHA are clear, understandable, accurate, and substantially supported by facts and science.

Although the PHA includes a number of positive conclusions that are clear, well supported and consistent with what SMC -- and many state and federal agencies -- have been saying for many years, the PHA fails, in a number of respects, to deliver relevant, understandable and supportable public health messages. This failure is particularly evident in the PHA’s discussion of historic air quality in the region and former workers.

SMC has therefore prepared extensive comments on the PHA. Because of the length of the PHA itself and the extent of SMC comments, it was not possible to respond to or comment on every item in the PHA with which we disagree. SMC’s silence on any particular point thus should not be construed as assent. For similar reasons, we have not redlined our comments against the PHA. Rather, we have organized our comments in such a way that ATSDR should not have difficulty in making necessary revisions.
In order to facilitate ATSDR’s and the public’s understanding of SMC’s comments on the PHA, we summarize our comments here. Detailed comments are provided in the sections that follow and in Appendix A, which contains a number of more specific comments.

Although the PHA includes a number of important public health messages that are factually and scientifically well supported and should reassure concerned members of the public. For example, the PHA:

- concludes that the Site is currently not a public health threat;
- confirms that soils at Gulfside Elementary School do not pose a health hazard to students or staff and that the students who attended the school from 1978-1981 would not likely be at any risk today from historic air emissions;
- concludes, albeit somewhat indirectly and without sufficient clarity, that alleged air emissions of sulfur dioxide (\(\text{SO}_2\)) and particulate matter (\(\text{PM}\)) from the Site prior to 1982 are unlikely to present health risks to the public today; and
- reconfirms that private and public drinking water supplies are not affected by conditions at the Site.

Ultimately, the PHA does not raise any new health concerns. Moreover, ATSDR has not given credence to some of the more alarmist and unfounded allegations and theories that were raised in ATSDR Ombudsman Ronnie Wilson's December 2000 Report and Recommendation, either by contradicting them directly or by simply refusing to give them any additional attention. This is a positive outcome that should facilitate the process of moving the Site toward actual remediation after too many years of delay. ATSDR has more than fulfilled its statutory obligations and authority.

**ATSDR Response:** Comment noted.

**Comment #2:** In other respects, however, the PHA fails to achieve the goal of conveying a clear and understandable message. For example, the largely positive messages summarized above are sometimes buried in lengthy, largely academic, discussions rather than highlighted in a concise summary, resulting in unnecessary ambiguity and misunderstandings, as reflected in the media reports that accompanied the release of the PHA. The ambiguity is also partly due to the fact that the PHA contains many statements that are repeated in various locations without consistent application of the qualifiers and limitations that are necessary to place the statements in proper context. The result is that specific statements can too easily be taken out of context and used in a misleading and unintended way.

Moreover, in other instances, ATSDR conveys a mixed message where an unambiguously positive one is appropriate. For example, it is apparent that ATSDR concluded no health risks were presented by exposures to off-site slag, sediments, biota, or river water, as the
PHA contains no recommendations with respect to them and they are not discussed in Section 5 (“Public Health Implications”). Yet, no such conclusion is stated in the PHA. The absence of such a clearly stated conclusion is problematic in light of the PHA’s conclusion that off-site slag, sediments, biota, and river water present completed or potential exposure pathways.

If, as we believe, the intent of ATSDR was to communicate that persons working or living beyond the Site’s boundaries are not at risk today, then we submit ATSDR must do a better job of stating that position, which should be reflected in a revised PHA. Part of the problem in this respect lies in the fact that the PHA devotes so much attention to theoretical past health risks from estimated past exposures, which is contrary to the primary purpose of a public health assessment such as this. As noted in the PHA’s “Foreword”, the aim of public health assessments at NPL sites “is to find out if people are being exposed to hazardous substances and, if so, whether that exposure is harmful and should be stopped or reduced”. The primary focus (indeed, according to ATSDR’s Public Health Assessment Guidance Manual, “the critical question”) should be the potential for current and future exposures from current conditions and how to mitigate those potential exposures (for example, by implementing an appropriate remedy). In this case, after concluding quickly – and responsibly – that the Site does not pose a current health risk, ATSDR spends an inordinate amount of time and effort speculating about past health risks to the community from estimated (rather than documented) exposures, based on arcane and inconclusive studies reported in the scientific literature. We submit that this lengthy, and ultimately unproductive, exercise has contributed substantially to the PHA’s lack of clarity. We see little rationale for its inclusion in a public health assessment of this nature.

ATSDR Response: When ATSDR conducts a public health evaluation of a hazardous waste site, ATSDR evaluates the public health significance of past, present, and future exposures. ATSDR clearly states in the public health assessment and in fact sheets distributed at public meetings that the site is currently not a public health threat. ATSDR also met with reporters during its public meetings so that they were aware of the agency’s findings for past, present, and future exposures.

ATSDR’s evaluation of past exposures is described in detail in the body of the public health assessment (1) because ATSDR concluded that past exposures to sulfur dioxide and particulate were likely to be a public health threat, and (2) because of the controversy surrounding this site. Such controversy requires a detailed review of the scientific literature be conducted and presented to support ATSDR’s conclusions. Presenting the findings of the public health assessment took several forms:

1. a detailed review of the environmental and scientific basis of the findings, (i.e., the body of the public health assessment),
2. a summary of those findings and the scientific basis for the findings (i.e., the Executive Summary), and
3. fact sheets on specific public health issues for the site written specifically for the public.

Therefore, ATSDR presented its findings for the Stauffer site at various levels of detail and readability so that the public and the scientist could read and review its findings.
Comment #3: The PHA contains a number of substantive flaws as well, which we summarize here and discuss at more length in the sections that follow.

Regarding the discussion of alleged past health risks from estimated past exposures to SO2 and PM, ATSDR's attempt to estimate historic SO2 and PM levels by way of a model is likely to have overstated the actual levels. The result is a series of speculative, and we submit inappropriate, statements regarding theoretical past health risks. The PHA does not give sufficient weight to the fact that the area around the Site in the late 1970s and 1980s was substantially in compliance with then-applicable national ambient air quality standards, which are intended to protect the public against adverse health effects with an adequate margin of safety. The area was in substantial compliance even though known sources of SO2 and (especially in ATSDR's view) PM, other than the Stauffer facility, were in operation at the time. Nor does the PHA give appropriate weight to the fact that the stated health concerns in the Tarpon Springs community (asthma, lung disease, etc.) are common ailments and that there is no evidence that they are elevated above expected levels. In addition, the PHA fails to highlight consistently, fully and understandably the significant limitations of the scientific literature upon which ATSDR relies, while other relevant literature is not discussed at all. ATSDR also fails to adequately place the theoretical discussion of the scientific literature and the estimated exposure levels into the context of any current risk to people today. And while it discusses the risks of transient, past health effects, the PHA does not provide a meaningful discussion regarding how many people may actually have worked or resided prior to 1982 in the very narrow vicinity of the Site described by the ATSDR.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR’s assessment of the possibility of harmful effects occurring in some residents is supported by the following facts and points:

1. Environmental monitoring data for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter are available from the Anclote Road monitoring station for several years towards the end of Stauffer’s operations.

2. This station was located very close to a marina indicating that residents who worked at or visited the marina were exposed to elevated levels of sulfur dioxide and particulate matter.

3. It is reasonable to assume that contaminant levels found at the Anclote Road monitoring station reflect levels that are found at the same distance in other directions on days when wind blew in those other directions.

4. Many residents commented on the irritating effects of air plumes coming from the Stauffer facility while it was operating. These complaints are supported by a toxicity evaluation of the sulfur dioxide.

5. When preparing the PHA, ATSDR took great care to ensure that the modeling analysis was scientifically sound and incorporated the best available information. As an added quality assurance step for this PHA (and our modeling analysis), ATSDR had a preliminary draft of the PHA peer reviewed by scientists outside our agency before the document was released for public
comment. The peer reviewers had consistently favorable feedback on the evaluation, including the modeling analysis. Consultants to Stauffer, for instance, commented: "In general, the air modeling was properly performed using the EPA-recommended default parameters for the ISCST3 air modeling runs." Our responses to other comments (e.g., see responses to Comments 7, 9, and 10) address more specific questions that this commentor raised about the modeling analysis.

6. One of ATSDR’s peer reviewers commented that ATSDR was likely underestimating the effects that Stauffer emissions might have had on the community.

7. The air model that ATSDR used is widely accepted in the scientific community.

8. ATSDR clearly states that some uncertainty exists in its conclusions about possible health effects in residents who live farther away from Stauffer because the conclusions are based on an air model.

9. ATSDR thoroughly reviewed and presented the scientific literature on sulfur dioxide and particulate matter to support its conclusions. It should be emphasized that ATSDR’s conclusion about the possibility of harmful effects is based on a review of the current scientific literature.

10. None of the annual geometric mean concentrations or 24-hour average concentrations were higher than EPA’s former health-based air quality standards for TSP (75 µg/m³ and 260 µg/m³, respectively). However, many states implemented more stringent air quality standards for TSP. Florida’s air quality standards for TSP, for example, were 60 µg/m³ for annual geometric mean concentrations and 150 µg/m³ for 24-hour average concentrations. As Table C-6 indicates, the annual geometric mean concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station were higher than the state of Florida’s standard from 1977 to 1981. Further, 24-hour average concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station exceeded the state of Florida’s air quality standard on 8 days between 1977 and 1981.

11. For some PM sources that consist of primarily larger particles (e.g., dust storms), the previous TSP standard was probably protective of public health. However, since this standard was in place, much has been learned about how particle size is related to adverse lung and heart effects; that is, the smaller or finer particles are more likely to be associated with these adverse health effects. Because of this knowledge, the EPA has moved towards making the PM standard a measure of the smaller-sized particles (by first implementing a PM10 and then a PM2.5 standard). Therefore, since ATSDR believes that it is likely that Stauffer and other sources in the area contributed appreciable amounts of fine particles to overall PM loading and exposures, then it is possible that the previous EPA TSP standard in the area of Stauffer Chemical was not as protective of public health as the Florida standard.

12. ATSDR discusses the EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards on page 59 of the public release version of the health assessment. ATSDR will review the public health assessment to ensure that proper reference is given to national ambient air quality standards. As discussed in the public health assessment, it should be pointed out that the Tarpon Springs area was the only non-attainment area in the state of Florida for sulfur dioxide.
**Comment #4:** The ATSDR's entire discussion of the former workers suffers from numerous flaws that fundamentally undermine the PHA's conclusions and recommendations. ATSDR ignores altogether available and highly relevant information, including a 111-page opinion by a Florida state court regarding claims for medical monitoring for the former workers, the extensive factual and expert record developed in that case, and an extensive epidemiological study of Florida phosphate workers – including former Stauffer workers – conducted in the 1980s and extended into the 1990s by a world renowned epidemiologist. Even more troubling is that many of the flaws in the worker analysis were pointed out in the peer review process. Although ATSDR responded to some comments, most comments regarding the former workers were ignored, even though many other comments by the peer reviewers on other topics were adopted. With all due respect, SMC submits that ATSDR's decision to ignore this relevant information regarding the former workers runs directly contrary both to ATSDR's assertion in the “Note of Explanation” that the PHA represents “the agency's best efforts, based on currently available information, to fulfill the statutory criteria set out in CERCLA" and to its statement that the PHA “presents a comprehensive review of available sampling data and other site information” (PHA at page 16). Most egregiously, ATSDR's statement that it had no information regarding worker employment tenure (PHA at page 125), which ATSDR admits is central to the issue of determining a worker's theoretical exposure (and dose) to the substances discussed in the PHA, is simply untrue. This information was presented and/or available to ATSDR.

All of this renders the PHA's discussion of the former workers misleading and largely irrelevant, and SMC strongly disagrees with ATSDR's recommendation that a workshop be held to discuss follow-up health activities or screening for former workers. There is no factual, medical, legal or policy basis to conduct such a workshop, especially in view of ATSDR's concomitant conclusion that it is not feasible to conduct a health study of the former workers. Indeed, ATSDR’s own guidelines dictate against health screening in circumstances such as this; a workshop toward that end thus can serve no useful purpose.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR’s assessment of possible health risks posed to former workers was based on the available data and information provided to ATSDR prior to April 2003 for the new PHA’s public comment version. Since that time, ATSDR has received additional information about former employees’ length of employment. This new information will be considered for the final PHA. While true that a majority of former workers had a very short length of employment, it is also correct to state that some former workers were employed for many years. Other relevant information is presented below.

1. Studies of the Florida phosphate industry were compiled and reviewed in 2003, and provided to the ATSDR-hosted Expert Panel meeting held on July 31, 2003. These studies were a mix of various phosphate industry processes; some were relevant to the process used at the Stauffer Chemical plant. An unknown number of Stauffer workers were included in the studies completed by investigators—Checkoway, Heyers, and Demers. The Checkoway et al. follow-up study was referenced in the PHA. Additional studies suggest that the Florida phosphate industry worker is at risk for elevated morbidity outcomes, including malignant and nonmalignant respiratory
endpoints; the relevant study manuscripts were provided in the Briefing Materials for the Expert Panel meeting.

2. Please understand that ATSDR bases public health decisions preferably on quantitative exposure measurements and environmental sampling results.

3. In mid 2003, ATSDR received information for Stauffer length of employment; the names of workers were not identified. This information was received after completion of the PHA public comment version. The worker tenure information will be considered for toxicological evaluation purposes. The employment information is consistent with SMC LLC statements indicating a very small percentage of workers were employed for more than 20 years, and a majority of workers were employed less than 1 year.

4. Because of scientific uncertainties (known and suspected exposures) for the assessment of possible health risks posed to former Stauffer workers and for taking action on a PHA recommendation, ATSDR convened an Expert Panel meeting on July 31, 2003. The purpose of this meeting was to seek advice from experts regarding the possible need or types of health follow-up activities appropriate for this worker cohort. The meeting was attended by various stakeholders, including a representative of the SMC. A transcript, along with audio tapes of the meeting, was made available to stakeholders in October 2003.

5. The input of external peer reviewers was considered and incorporated in the PHA report, as appropriate.

6. SMC asserts that the PHA concludes (Section 9.2.4) it is not feasible to conduct a health study of the former workers. This statement does not exist in the PHA’s conclusions section.

Comment #5: The PHA also contains several statements and messages that are inappropriate and unfair to SMC. Particularly inappropriate is the PHA's discussion of health issues that ATSDR itself agrees are not related to the Site at all, such as non-Stauffer sources of PM and SO₂, groundwater wells that are not affected by the Site, mesothelioma for persons having no connection to the Site, and off-site slag that could have originated from any number of sources. If ATSDR chooses to focus on such non-Stauffer issues, it should not do so in a document with “Stauffer” in its title, nor should ATSDR refer to the potentially affected community as the “Stauffer community”. “Stauffer” has already been incorrectly blamed for any number of ailments over the years. ATSDR should avoid falling into the same trap in the PHA.

ATSDR Response: It is a common practice for ATSDR to address non-site-related public health issues in a public health assessment that arise during ATSDR’s investigations. In many instances, these are health concerns conveyed to ATSDR by the public. As is the case with the Stauffer public health assessment, ATSDR states when these public health issues are not site-related.

ATSDR agrees that the phrase “Stauffer community” should not be used in the public health assessment. ATSDR reviewed the public health assessment and found one reference to the
“Stauffer community,” (page 15 of the public release version). The phrase was replaced with a more appropriate reference.

ATSDR does not agree, however, that the messages in the public health assessment (PHA) are inappropriate or unfair. For example, ATSDR's evaluation of off-site drinking water exposures evolved from a consideration of both site contamination issues and community concerns.

ATSDR agrees that site groundwater contamination has not affected area supply wells, given the location of the source areas in relation to the off-site wells. The results of fairly extensive study of local geology and hydrology and groundwater sampling illustrate this point. ATSDR reviewed the findings of the multiple groundwater investigations conducted at the site. In examining the findings of these studies, ATSDR agrees that the predominant groundwater flow in the area of the SMC site is to the south/southwest, away from most of the deeper private wells and public water supplies. Recognizing this, the PHA includes appropriate language in various sections of the PHA (Section A [executive summary], Section 2.3.3.1.2, Section 3.2.2.1) to make this point clear and to explain why ATSDR still reviewed available data from off-site water supplies, in both upgradient and cross-gradient directions.

ATSDR reviewed off-site well data in response to community concerns about the quality of private drinking water supplies, and to ensure that we were thorough in our evaluation of any possible migration of contamination off site. ATSDR evaluated the public health implications of the few elevated detections in tested off-site wells, regardless of source. Examining exposure point data (in addition to site monitoring data) is a key element of ATSDR's public health assessment process. In doing so, ATSDR makes every effort to provide a balanced perspective regarding site contamination and how it may or may not affect public health.

ATSDR evaluated the quality of area groundwater by studying available hydrologic data, on-site groundwater monitoring data, and off-site private well data available prior to the public comment release PHA. As stated, this evaluation strongly suggested that site contaminants were not migrating toward drinking water supplies, but revealed that some uncertainties still existed at that time regarding the full lateral and vertical extent of contamination, mostly in terms of the connectivity between the surficial and the Floridan aquifer (Black and Veatch 2000; Flow 2001; Parsons 2002). ATSDR therefore closely examined metals and other site-related contaminants (e.g., arsenic, fluoride) to identify any notable trends. Because few perimeter or nested wells exist or have been extensively sampled, this analysis was somewhat limited. Appendix C of the PHA detailed ATSDR observations in this regard.

ATSDR also reviewed data released subsequent to the public comment release PHA (Parsons 2004 and O'Brien & Gere 2004). These studies confirmed earlier conclusions and helped to fill some information gaps. These studies showed that groundwater contamination (primarily arsenic, fluoride, phosphorus) beneath the sites was generally limited to areas at or near source areas (e.g., the ponds) and that no “plumes” existed showing any type of off-site migration. Geophysical studies conducted did show some connectivity between the shallow aquifer and the upper Floridan aquifer, particularly in the eastern portion of the site. Elevated concentrations of some metals and fluoride were detected in samples from these eastern perimeter wells in both the
shallow and Floridan aquifers, but flow in both aquifers is to the southwest and away from off-site areas (toward the river).

While the conclusions of the PHA remain unchanged regarding groundwater, we modified some text to make a clear distinction between groundwater contamination detected beneath the site and elevated concentrations of some substances detected in area private wells. We also included the findings of the Parsons (2004) Groundwater Studies Report and the O'Brien & Gere (2004) Geophysical Studies Report.

Comment #6: In addition, ATSDR frequently gives the appearance of blaming Stauffer for the lack of actual monitoring data while the plant was in operation, regardless of whether Stauffer was required at the time to collect and maintain such data or even whether anyone at the time viewed such data as important. With regard to PM, for example, Stauffer gathered TSP data that were required at the time. PM10 and PM2.5 data were not collected while the plant was operating because regulations did not even begin to focus on particles of that size until the late 1980s and 1990s. Similarly, Stauffer was not under any obligation to measure and maintain fugitive emissions data while the plant was operating. SMC also takes issue with ATSDR's general disparagement of some of the sampling studies conducted by Stauffer and others prior to 1982. Those studies were appropriate for the time, in some cases present the only analysis of then-available data, and cannot fairly be judged against present-day expectations. Likewise, ATSDR's comments regarding the lack of worker exposure data prior to the mid-1970s fails to mention that such monitoring data were not required or commonly collected at the time. Some acknowledgment by ATSDR regarding the evolution of monitoring requirements over the years would therefore be appropriate.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR strives to have its PHAs present fair, unbiased accounts of environmental health conditions, and we take seriously any suggestion that a PHA fails in this regard. The comment suggests that our PHA unfairly criticizes Stauffer's past environmental sampling efforts, but it does not specify which sections of the PHA raised such concerns. None of our internal reviewers or external peer reviewers (including a consultant to Stauffer) had previously raised similar concerns, and we regret the fact that a reader had these negative impressions of our document. To be sensitive to this feedback, ATSDR scientists carefully reviewed the entire PHA to determine whether revisions are necessary to address this comment. Our response follows for the two issues identified:

- “Appearance of blaming Stauffer” for not collecting monitoring data. ATSDR carefully reviewed the PHA for any appearance of blaming Stauffer for not collecting additional monitoring data. At the beginning of Section 3.3.2, ATSDR indicates that the lack of extensive emissions monitoring data resulted primarily from the fact that environmental regulations at the time did not require such monitoring; the section was never intended to imply that Stauffer should have collected additional emissions data. In cases where the section states that certain types of emissions data are not available, ATSDR has added text to clarify that Stauffer was not required to monitor the specific contaminant or emissions source. ATSDR made similar minor clarifications in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
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“General disparagement” of Stauffer's sampling studies. In every PHA that ATSDR conducts, our health assessors review environmental sampling results for data quality, because environmental health conclusions should be based on measurements of a known and high quality. When preparing this PHA, ATSDR learned of several air sampling studies that Stauffer conducted, but the documentation we received for these studies was often incomplete and contained limited or no information on data quality. In the early stages of the PHA process, ATSDR asked Stauffer to provide insights on data quality or additional documentation for its sampling programs, but no such information was provided. As a result, our public comment release PHA correctly (in our opinion) states that Stauffer's sampling data are of unknown quality, which we note is different from stating that the data are of poor quality. We believe our account of the information that Stauffer provided is fair. None of the public comments that ATSDR received included documents, specific information, or other additional insights that would cause us to have a different opinion of Stauffer's sampling data.

Overall, ATSDR revised several sentences in Section 3.3 in response to this comment. It is our hope that these revisions will avoid any future appearance of ATSDR “blaming Stauffer” for not collecting certain types of environmental samples.

Comment #7: The PHA states that, “[a]ctual individual exposure to air pollutants is determined by a complex interplay among human activity, including the locations where time is spent, housing characteristics (as they influence penetration of outdoor pollutants) and other factors.” (PHA at page 75.) The PHA ultimately discounts these limitations, however, when it concludes that “[l]evels of air pollution in the immediate area of the Stauffer facility while it was operating were likely to be a public health hazard because of the combined emissions from the Stauffer facility and from other sources in the area.”[6] (PHA at page 142.) The PHA makes no attempt to relate SO2 or PM emissions from the Stauffer plant to actual human exposures. There is no discussion of whether outdoor air modeling results are an acceptable scientific surrogate for actual exposure. The ATSDR's PHA and model fail to adequately acknowledge that the model results do not and cannot reflect actual historic exposures. For example, studies show that outdoor PM is less likely to enter air-conditioned homes (see Suh, H.H. and Spengler, J.D., 1994). Further, those most at risk of adverse health effects from outdoor air exposures are also the most likely to spend time indoors (i.e., the sick and elderly). Contrary to the PHA’s assertion, the area residents did not have potential for “round-the-clock exposures” to SO2 and PM, because they invariably would have spent a significant amount of time in other locales, (i.e., at work and indoors). As a general matter, for PM in particular, the relationship between exposure at ambient levels and health effects related to those exposures remains unproven and is the focus of ongoing scientific research and debate. The PHA's failure to connect ambient air measurements to individual dose is a major limitation in its analysis, and ATSDR's modeling does not take into account this significant factor. Nor does it account for the very limited group of people who were theoretically at risk, i.e., in the case of SO2, asthmatics engaged in moderate to heavy exercise within 1540 feet of the kiln and in the path of an actual SO2 plume. With specific regard to PM, the PHA fails to discuss the fact
that ambient pollutants such as PM can be present at substantially reduced levels indoors, especially in tight, air-conditioned buildings. The PHA should acknowledge that the lack of consideration of exposure factors is a substantial uncertainty in the analysis, as actual exposures were likely lower than ambient levels.

**ATSDR Response:** The comment indicates that the PHA should distinguish the concepts of ambient air concentrations and actual exposure. Ambient air concentrations indicate the levels of contaminants found in the outdoor air at a given location. Section 3.3 of the PHA focuses entirely on summarizing measured and estimated levels of air contamination. Exposure refers to the amount of chemicals that enter people's bodies; inhalation exposure is a function of the air concentrations where people spend their time and inhalation rates. These terms are not equivalent. Over the course of a day, people are typically exposed to both indoor and outdoor levels of air contamination at many different locations, and the concentrations of contaminants tend to vary both with location and with time. Inhalation exposures are therefore a function of the amount of time people spend at a given location, their inhalation rate while at that location, and the air contamination levels found at that location. Sections 5.2 through 5.4 of the PHA focus on exposure.

ATSDR’s main conclusions in those sections do account for the differences between ambient air concentrations and exposures, and we have included additional text in the PHA to emphasize this point. Specific considerations when responding to this comment follow:

- **Sulfur dioxide exposures (Section 5.2).** The nuances for sulfur dioxide exposures vary with the exposure duration. For acute exposures, it is conceivable that individuals near Stauffer spent 1 hour outdoors consistently breathing the air at a given location. Thus, the PHA need not account for some of the finer details of inhalation exposure assessment (e.g., microenvironments and activity patterns) that are clearly relevant when evaluating lifetime average exposures. ATSDR revised text in the PHA to clarify that the public health hazard for short-term exposure to sulfur dioxide occurred only for those people who were outdoors during times when ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide were elevated.

For the chronic exposure scenario, ATSDR notes that the epidemiological studies used for our conclusions (Dockery et al. 1993; Pope et al. 1995, 2002) relate adverse health effects to ambient air concentrations, not to exposures. Therefore, it is appropriate in this case to base our conclusions on the measured and estimated ambient air concentrations of sulfur dioxide. The main assumption in doing so is that residents of Tarpon Springs have similar microenvironments and activity patterns as do the populations that the epidemiological studies evaluated. We believe this is a reasonable assumption to a first approximation.

For acute exposures to sulfur dioxide, the public health assessment identifies people (and particularly people with asthma) who exercise outdoors as the most vulnerable group. The air model used to predict their exposures was used appropriately. It is unclear what the commentor means by the phrase, “Nor does [the PHA] account for the very limited group of people who were theoretically at risk.....” The health
assessments clearly explains that actual air measurements from the Anclote Road monitoring station are the basis for determining that a public health hazard existed for residents who lived, worked, or played within 1,540 feet of the kiln and shows this distance on the map. The PHA explains that this public health hazard existed for all persons who worked, visited, or played within this distance from the kiln and that exercising asthmatics were at greatest risk because of their increased sensitivity to the pulmonary effects of sulfur dioxide.

- Particulate matter exposures (Section 5.3). One of the major issues brought up by the commentor relates to what is called exposure misclassification; that is, whether increases in ambient concentrations of PM from community monitoring stations, such as at Anclote Road, actually result in increases in personal exposures which may then lead to an increased risk of an adverse health effect. Moreover, whether personal exposures due to indoor sources (non site-related PM exposures) may have biased the findings of many of the epidemiological studies that ATSDR based its conclusion on regarding PM exposures. Exposure misclassification has been discussed extensively in the air pollution epidemiology literature. Statistical analyses of exposure error have indicated that the non-ambient component of personal exposure is independent of ambient concentrations. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that community-based health studies describe statistical associations between health effects and exposure to ambient-generated PM, but does not provide any information on possible health effects resulting from non-ambient PM (e.g., indoor-generated PM) (USEPA 2002). Moreover, a few studies have conducted simulation analyses of effects of measurement errors on the estimated PM effects. These studies suggest that ambient PM excess risk effects are more likely underestimated than overestimated (USEPA, 2002). In addition, the studies did not quantify every individual’s inhalation exposure (e.g., by considering the amount of time they spend indoors and outdoors at different activity levels).

ATSDR agrees that personal exposures to elevated levels of ambient and non-ambient sources of PM vary with many individual factors. However, as stated above, it is generally believed that there is an association between elevated levels of PM, as measured by community monitors such as the one at Anclote Road, and adverse cardiopulmonary health effects, and that it is likely that this association is underestimated rather than overestimated. ATSDR has obtained and reviewed the Riley, et al., 2002 and the Suh, et al., 1994 papers mentioned by the commentor here and in another comment. In addition, ATSDR also reviewed, prior to release of the PHA for public comment, the Janssen, et al. 2002 (a paper that one of our peer reviewers suggested that we consider). These studies are interesting and suggest that increasing air conditioning (AC) use may reduce PM10 and PM2.5 exposures and health effects (as measured by hospital admissions in the Janssen, et al., paper). However, as pointed out by Janssen, et al., their results must be further investigated because of the ecological nature of the study and because of the limited sample size. Moreover, as also pointed out by Janssen, et al., this study is the first study that
evaluated AC as an effect modifier of the relationship between PM10 and hospital admissions. Certainly, there is likely a higher prevalence of AC use in Florida as compared to other, cold-weather areas. However, certain site-specific exposure issues may ameliorate the conclusions of Janssen, et al., and the other authors as they apply to the evaluation of exposures to SCC emissions. For example, ATSDR calculated that during 1977–1981 the seasonal average TSP levels ranged from 63 ug/m3 to 90 ug/m3, with the highest average levels found in the winter and the lowest found in the summer. Because the prevalence of AC use in Florida is much less in the winter months than in the summer, we could conclude that persons in the vicinity of the SCC facility had a greater opportunity for exposure to the highest levels of PM during the winter months. Moreover, the study by Janssen, et al. did not include a coastal warm-weather city like Tarpon Springs; the most similar cities relative to AC use and climate were Nashville, TN and Birmingham, AL. It is likely the frequency of year-round outdoor activities is greater in a community like Tarpon Springs than in these cities, thus increasing the potential for exposures to ambient levels of PM.

In the final analysis, sufficient evidence does not exist to conclude that the results of the numerous epidemiological studies in the literature do not apply to the Tarpon Springs area, and the conditions related to the exposures to SCC PM emissions.

Overall, ATSDR believes that the comment raises an important point: exposure and ambient air concentrations are not equivalent terms. Nevertheless, we do not believe this issue affects our public health conclusions, for the reasons stated above. However, we have added text to Section 5 of the PHA to clarify the difference between exposure and air concentrations.

Comment #8: The PHA fails to acknowledge a number of uncertainties in the ATSDR modeling approach, several of which likely result in over-prediction of potential exposure levels. In particular, stack emissions data are used without any consideration of the production rate at the time of stack testing. ATSDR appears to have used measurements taken during periods of maximum production and extrapolated them to represent emissions 24 hours-per-day, 7 days-per-week, and 365 days-per-year. This technique is factually incorrect -- plant records show that the plant did not operate constantly, and when it was operating it was not always at maximum output. By ignoring these factors alone, ATSDR overestimates annual emissions by as much as 25%. ATSDR should state the conditions under which stack testing occurred and adjust the modeled emission rates in light of the production output records available for the plant to make them more reflective of long-term emission rates.

ATSDR Response: The comment addresses several aspects of ATSDR's dispersion modeling analysis. Regarding the general suggestion that the PHA does not acknowledge modeling uncertainties, ATSDR notes that Section 3.3 of the PHA includes extensive discussion of uncertainties inherent in air dispersion modeling applications and specific uncertainties that pertain to the analyses we performed on the Stauffer site.

The comment further discusses uncertainties associated with the emission rates for the site. The comment questions the emission rates used in our modeling analysis, yet provides no insight on
what the actual emission rates might have been from the facility. When conducting its modeling analysis, ATSDR derived emission rates entirely from documentation that Stauffer provided. The sulfur dioxide emission rate we used for the rotary kiln—the dominant sulfur dioxide emissions source—was 41.4 grams per second (g/s). We calculated this as an average of several stack tests that Stauffer conducted. Some of the stack tests had lower emission rates, and some were higher. Thus, the suggestion that we used the highest emission rate recorded is not correct.

ATSDR agrees that consideration of the operating conditions is important when estimating emission rates. However, that information was not included in the documents that Stauffer provided. Nonetheless, ATSDR carefully reviewed the existing information to ensure that the emission rates we used in the modeling analysis are reasonable and based on the best available information. As part of this review, we took comfort in the fact that the sulfur dioxide emission rate we used for the rotary kiln (41.4 g/s) was almost identical to the emission rate the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation used (41.2 g/s) in its State Implementation Plan for sulfur dioxide. Although we identified some permit records prepared by Stauffer that indicated the rotary kiln had an “actual discharge” of 52.1 g/s (an emission rate 25% greater than the rate we used in our modeling analysis), we chose to base our modeling entirely on the average of the stack test results that Stauffer provided to us.

ATSDR notes that the comment correctly indicates that our modeling analysis likely over predicts ambient air concentrations during times when the rotary kiln was not operating. In fact, some permit records we reviewed suggest that the kiln operated approximately 80% of the time. The comment fails to acknowledge, however, that our modeling analysis likely under predicts air concentrations during times when sulfur dioxide emission rates were unusually high (e.g., during process upsets and when air pollution control devices were not functioning properly).

Taking all of the site records together, ATSDR still believes that the emission rates we used are reasonable and based on the best available information. We state throughout the PHA that the modeling analysis has uncertainties: the analysis likely over predicts air quality impacts for some time periods and under predicts air quality impacts for others. However, the general agreement between the estimated and observed sulfur dioxide concentrations for the different time frames provides an added level of comfort that our modeling analysis provides a realistic account of past air quality conditions near the Stauffer site. To address this comment, we made minor changes to more prominently acknowledge inherent uncertainties in the modeling analysis, but these uncertainties do not affect our main conclusions for the site.

Comment #9: In addition, the large uncertainties associated with the method of subtraction that is used to quantify the contribution of the Stauffer plant to measured ambient air pollutant levels are not clearly communicated in the PHA. For SO2, this method of subtraction of pre- and post-closure concentrations is used to estimate the annual average SO2 concentration of 4.9 ppb that ATSDR uses to represent 1979-81 (i.e., after the 1979 stack modification) SO2 air quality impacts of the Stauffer facility in Table 30. This method of subtraction implicitly assumes that contributions from all other sources with measurable impacts on the Anclote Road monitoring station also did not change in the time period when the facility closed. Additional supporting information is thus needed to justify the use of this method of subtraction, which may overestimate the impacts of the
Stauffer facility, as other sources also reduced emissions around the time the plant closed. As noted by ATSDR, SO2 levels went down generally over time, so it is not appropriate to assume that other sources stayed static.

ATSDR Response: This comment correctly states that emissions sources of sulfur dioxide other than Stauffer might have accounted for part of the difference between the observed and measured concentrations of sulfur dioxide (see Table 30). ATSDR has revised text in Section 3.3.3.3.2 to account for this possibility. However, ATSDR has also revised this section to indicate that past modeling analyses conducted by multiple parties concluded that emissions from Stauffer accounted for the overwhelming majority of sulfur dioxide detected in the late 1970s at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Specific conclusions reached by these parties are summarized below:

- In 1978, consultants to Stauffer performed a modeling analysis and concluded that “the high concentrations of SO2 that have been observed in the vicinity of the Stauffer Chemical plant were due almost entirely to the emissions of SO2 from the phosphate kiln stack located within the plant boundaries,” and that “the contribution by the [Anclote Power] plant [to sulfur dioxide levels] was generally insignificant and typically less than 5% of each best predicted concentration” (Dames and Moore 1978).

- Documents prepared by the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation also comment on the suspected causes of the elevated sulfur dioxide levels observed in the late 1970s near Stauffer. An internal agency memo, for example, concludes: “it is clear that emissions from the Stauffer Chemical Company kiln stack are responsible for the SO2 ambient violations in northern Pinellas County” (George 1978). Similarly, the Florida State Implementation Plan notes that modeling analyses “revealed that the [sulfur dioxide] violations were a direct result of emissions from the Stauffer nodulizing kiln” (SIP, no date).

- Consultants to Florida Power Corporation also conducted a modeling analysis, and their main conclusion was that “the measured violations of ambient air quality standards at the Pinellas County station are not of Anclote Plant origin” (Sholtes & Kolger 1978).

These observations, combined with the findings of our modeling analysis and trends among the ambient air monitoring data, strongly suggest that air emissions from Stauffer accounted for the overwhelming majority of airborne sulfur dioxide detected near the facility, contrary to what the comment suggests. The text we added to Section 3.3.3.3.2 briefly summarizes the content in this response.

Comment #10: There are two primary (i.e., health-based) NAAQS for SO2: 140 ppb for 24-hour average concentrations, and 30 ppb for the annual arithmetic average. It is useful to recall that the NAAQS are based on a critical review and synthesis of all the available scientific information by the EPA and critical review by an independent committee, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC). The NAAQS are set at levels intended
to protect the public, including sensitive populations, against adverse health effects with an adequate margin of safety. The same SO2 primary standards in place today were also in place when the Stauffer facility was in operation. Importantly, the 1977-1982 annual average sulfur dioxide levels shown in Table 44 of the PHA are all well below the annual average NAAQS of 30 ppb, but this comparison is never discussed in the assessment of long-term exposures to sulfur dioxide.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR has added a discussion of EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standard for sulfur dioxide.

On January 9, 2001, EPA published a notice in the Federal Register about information available for acute exposures to sulfur dioxide. These quotes are taken from the Federal Register:

“The EPA is announcing today the following actions: the availability of new information on 5-minute average sulfur dioxide concentrations in the ambient air; the status of EPA’s ongoing activities to characterize and address 5-minute peak sulfur dioxide levels that may pose risk to sensitive individuals with asthma, including plans to consider taking final action on the proposed intervention levels program (ILP) for the reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions published on January 2, 1997 . . .” (Federal Register Vol 66, No. 6, page 1665–1668)

The Federal Register goes on to state, “The sensitive population for the effects of 5-minute peaks of sulfur dioxide consists of children, adolescents and adults with mild or moderate asthma who are physically active outdoors.” EPA decided not to develop a national 5-minute standard because the agency believed that 5-minute peak exposure was not a ubiquitous public health problem. EPA decided that short-term peak sulfur dioxide levels were most appropriately addressed as a localized problem by states. Instead of a national 5-minute standard, EPA proposed an intervention program to assist states in determining if they had a local health problem from short-term peak levels of sulfur dioxide. The Federal Register goes on to state that EPA considers 0.6 ppm as a level of concern and 2 ppm as an endangerment level. The Federal Register mentions the following criteria should be considered when evaluating 5-minute exposures to sulfur dioxide:

- magnitude and frequency of peak sulfur dioxide levels,
- the history and nature of citizen complaints,
- available information about potential exposure of sensitive individuals with asthma, and
- information about the sources causing the peak sulfur dioxide levels.

Therefore, it is incorrect to conclude that the annual and 24-hour NAAQS are set to protect all sensitive individuals. It is clear from the scientific literature and from EPA’s own statements in the Federal Register that the annual and 24-hour NAAQS standards do not protect from short-term exposures people with asthma who exercise outdoors. ATSDR’s evaluation of the risk of harmful effects from acute exposures to sulfur dioxide evaluated all of these factors previously mentioned. It should also be pointed out that EPA’s last critical review of the health effects from long-term (i.e., chronic) exposure to sulfur dioxide was published in the Federal Register in 1996 (Federal Register, Volume 61, No. 100, pages 25566 to 25580, May 22, 1996). Subsequent EPA publications in the Federal Register concerning sulfur dioxide have focused on acute 5-minute sulfur dioxide levels.
ATSDR’s evaluation of possible health effects from chronic exposure to sulfur dioxide are based on more recently published results from two major scientific studies than those EPA had available for its 1996 Federal Register notice. In a 2002 scientific publication, the American Cancer Society updated the results of their study concerning sulfur dioxide. Furthermore, in 2000, the Health Effects Institute published a review of the American Cancer Society Study and another major study, the Harvard Six Cities Study.

Comment #11: In assessing SO2 risks, the ATSDR used data from research by Sheppard et al (1981, 1984) in which exercising asthmatic human subjects were exposed to 100 or 250 ppb of sulfur dioxide via a mouthpiece. Subtle transient changes in pulmonary function and symptoms were observed in that study to be associated with exposure to sulfur dioxide. These changes are not unlike those observed when asthmatic individuals are exposed to a number of non-immunological provocative stimuli such as dry air or cold air. There is actually a large body of data available on the acute effects of human subjects exposed to sulfur dioxide. In fact, the EPA, in its 1994 publication on air quality for particulates and sulfur oxides, (“EPA (1994)” has reviewed and synthesized all of the available literature (including 36 reports on human clinical studies) on the acute effects of exposure to sulfur dioxide. Significantly, the report was reviewed by an independent panel, the EPA CASAC, on two occasions, and the final report took account of the panel comments.

Most studies do not show any effects until SO2 concentrations are 200 ppb or greater, even in individuals with asthma. Even at SO2 concentrations of 200 ppb or greater, any potential respiratory effects would be minimal and not of clinical significance. Furthermore, the effects observed are all readily reversible, and would not result in any persistent adverse health effects. The EPA (1994) estimates that only 10-20% of individuals with mild or moderate asthma would likely exhibit decreased lung function at 200-500 ppb SO2 during moderate exercise that would be greater than that experienced due to other commonly encountered stimuli, such as exercise alone or cold/dry air. Only a very small percentage might experience noticeable asthma-like symptoms at these concentrations, but again the symptoms experienced at these low concentrations are mild in nature, are not considered to be of medical concern, and are expected to be short-lived and readily reversible.

In its 1986 “Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Matter and Sulfur Oxides (Second Addendum)”, EPA reviewed several studies in individuals without asthma. The majority of these studies indicate that there are no serious respiratory effects in individuals without asthma (or other serious respiratory problems) at SO2 concentrations up to 1,000 ppb. There were only two studies that reported effects in individuals without asthma at SO2 concentrations greater than 1,000 ppb. These studies reported effects at 2,000 and 5,000 ppb, but even those effects would not be considered clinically significant. The literature thus supports the scientific conclusion that health effects from exposures up to 1,000 ppb are short-lived and reversible. In its discussion of the Sheppard study, the ATSDR focuses all of its discussion toward subtle effects on exercising asthmatics breathing through mouthpieces in a laboratory, which overestimate actual effects from normal breathing. This focus not only exaggerates the level of concern for asthmatics – it also diverts the
public's attention from the fact that non-asthmatics would not likely have suffered any ill health effects at the highest levels referenced by the PHA. The PHA extensively focuses on 100 ppb as an important health response level for measurable but imperceptible responses in exercising asthmatics based on the Sheppard study, and then only briefly mentions that higher effect levels are of more relevance for mild and reversible, noticeable responses in exercising asthmatics (e.g., 500 ppb) and in the general population (e.g., 1,000 ppb). Moreover, it should be noted that even for exercising asthmatics, effects from SO2 exposures up to 1000 ppb are reversible. This is reflected in the fact that exposures of this magnitude have been permitted by Institutional Review Boards in clinical exposure studies; such exposures would not be permitted if there were a possibility of irreversible effects. This gradation of response levels, both between different groups of individuals (e.g., exercising asthmatics, non-exercising asthmatics, the general population) and for different types of responses (e.g., imperceptible vs. noticeable, minor vs. serious, reversible vs. non-reversible), is a key concept and should be more clearly made in the evaluation.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR’s Toxicological Profile for sulfur dioxides classifies adverse effects into two categories: less serious adverse effects levels (“less serious LOAELs”) and serious adverse effect levels (“serious LOAELs”). In general, ATSDR classifies as a less serious LOAEL increased airway resistance. However, the agency classifies increased airway resistance when it leads to wheezing and chest tightness as a serious LOAEL. In its discussion of various responses to sulfur dioxide from brief exposures, the agency points out that brief exposure to 100 ppb sulfur dioxide causes transient increases in airway resistance, and points out that airway resistance will return to normal once exposure ceases. ATSDR wishes to point out to the commentor that the increased airway resistance is an indicator of bronchoconstriction, which if severe enough causes the more serious wheezing and shortness of breath. Wheezing and shortness of breath are two important signs and symptoms indicating an asthmatic attack. While the commentor believes that wheezing and shortness of breath are mild symptoms, a review of the studies cited in Table 40 shows this not to be the case in some people. For example, after exposing seven exercising persons with asthma to 500 ppb sulfur dioxide for 3 minutes, two persons required the use of bronchodilators to relieve the symptoms of wheezing and shortness of breath (Bethel et al. 1984). In another experiment where exercising asthmatics were exposed to 500 ppb sulfur dioxide for 10 to 75 minutes, one subject had to withdraw from the experiment because of pronounced wheezing (Roger et al. 1985). While the signs and symptoms are reversed, they are not minor in some people with asthma.

It is also important to realize that some of these low-level exposures to sulfur dioxide have occurred in breathing chambers. Several researchers used a chamber to expose exercising asthmatics to 250 ppb and detected an increase in airway resistance or a decrease in air flow rate (Bethel et al 1985; Schachter et al. 1984; Hortsman et al. 1986). During exercise, people change from breathing through their nose to breathing more through their mouth; therefore, exposures at 100 ppb via a mouthpiece comes close to mimicking environmental exposures while exercising.

Several other factors are also important when deciding a level of concern for short-term exposures to sulfur dioxide. Many of the researchers used subjects with mild asthma; therefore, the effects of sulfur dioxide on people with moderate to severe asthma are not well-studied.
Also, only a limited number of persons with asthma have been studied; therefore, it is likely that the various exposure levels and responses only partially characterize the range of possible reactions in exposed subjects.

It is unclear why the commenter believes that ATSDR is overemphasizing 100-ppb sulfur dioxide. In its discussion of the harmful effects from brief exposure to sulfur dioxide, the text mentions 100 ppb in only a few sentences and then explains that the effects are “temporary and go away after exposure stops.” The discussion then proceeds to describe the effects that occur from brief exposure to 500-ppb sulfur dioxide. This level is toxicologically significant because it will cause some exercising asthmatic people to use medication to treat their signs and symptoms of wheezing and tightness of the chest. Because these effects are documented in the scientific literature, they should not be ignored in ATSDR’s assessment of possible harmful effects. It should be pointed out that sulfur dioxide levels were likely much higher than the 1-hour average levels for which data are available at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

Comment #12: ATSDR does not issue any specific recommendations regarding SO2. In view of the foregoing discussion, this is not surprising since all of the health effects that the PHA discusses were in the past and focus on an area within a 1540-foot radius of the kiln in which a limited number of people would have been present at all, let alone in the path of an actual SO2 plume. Further, at the measured levels, at worst, the only people who were at a theoretical risk of past harmful effects would have been asthmatics, and those effects would have been reversible. In short, the weight of the scientific evidence does not support a conclusion of increased health impacts in or around the Site, and the very minor nature of the physiological effects at levels measured near the plant should have been emphasized.

ATSDR Response: It is important that people understand the degree of risk they might have experienced depending on what is known about past exposure to sulfur dioxide and other air pollutants coming from the Stauffer facility. These past exposures to sulfur dioxide may be relevant for other reasons to people who lived near the Stauffer facility when it was operating.

As pointed out on page 82 of the public release version of the public health assessment, sulfur dioxide levels for brief periods (e.g., 10 minutes or 30 minutes) might have been as high as 2,600 ppb. In its recent Federal Register notice, the EPA has identified sulfur dioxide levels above 2,000 ppb as an endangerment level.

Comment #13: The PHA states that deposition was not handled in the air dispersion modeling analysis due in part to the lack of particle size distribution information for the stack emissions (PHA at page 55). ATSDR's omission is hard to understand, since they used and assumed particle size distributions for other purposes in their analysis. The PHA goes on to say that, "omitting deposition is expected to have only marginal effects on the concentrations predicted for receptors nearest the facility." (PHA at page 55.) In fact, by failing to account for deposition, the ATSDR model overestimates PM levels 1540 feet from the kiln by as much as 25% — and this only accounts for dry deposition. Ignoring wet deposition also causes overestimation in the ATSDR model.
ATSDR Response: This comment questions ATSDR’s decision to perform its dispersion modeling analysis without considering particle deposition. ATSDR did not explicitly account for deposition due to the lack of information on particle size distributions in stack emissions and the belief that omitting deposition would have only marginal effects on the ambient air concentrations estimated for receptors located nearest to Stauffer. The comment takes exception to our decision and adds that omitting deposition caused the model to overestimate particulate matter levels for receptors located close to Stauffer “by as much as 25%.” However, the comment provides no specific information on exactly how this factor of 25% was derived.

ATSDR notes that the air concentrations predicted by ISCST3 are not affected by whether particle deposition is selected. This means that for a given set of emissions sources and meteorological data, ISCST3 will predict the exact same ambient air concentrations in simulations that consider deposition as those in simulations that do not consider deposition. ATSDR verified this with supplemental air dispersion modeling analyses.

The comment appears to refer to considering plume depletion mechanisms in ISCST3. The plume depletion algorithms in ISCST3 are theoretical calculations that estimate the amount of particles deposited on the ground from air emissions. The estimated mass of deposited particles is then subtracted from the amount of particles that remain airborne. Use of this model option at Tarpon Springs does cause predicted concentrations of particulate matter to be lower. If one assumes that all of the particles emitted are PM10, for instance, predicted concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station would be 57% lower. While selecting certain combinations of input parameters can generate lower results for this site, ATSDR believes rigorous modeling analyses should be based on a scientific understanding of the transport mechanisms incorporated into the model. ATSDR questions the validity of using the plume depletion modeling option at Stauffer for several reasons:

- The air dispersion parameters in ISCST3 were originally fit to field observations and mathematical equations that do not account for depletion. Therefore, application of plume depletion algorithms is essentially asking ISCST3 to make calculations for scenarios beyond which the model was originally designed and parameterized to do.

- ATSDR is not aware of any model performance evaluation studies in the scientific literature that demonstrate how reasonably ISCST3 predicts ambient air concentrations when plume depletion algorithms are activated.

- EPA’s regulatory default options for ISCST3 modeling do not consider use of plume depletion.

- Even if the current plume depletion algorithms are found to be scientifically sound, the utility of the algorithms in this application is questionable without detailed information on particle size distribution of emissions. The extent of particle deposition is highly dependent on particle size. Our test simulations of the plume depletion algorithm were based on 100% of emissions being coarse particles (PM10).
ATSDR has identified many sources, however, suggesting that emissions from the high temperature sources at Stauffer were likely dominated by fine particulate. These sources include documents prepared for other elemental phosphorus production facilities that ATSDR has evaluated, statements in EPA’s emission estimate guidance document (AP-42) pertaining to phosphate rock processing facilities, entries in EPA’s “SPECIATE” database for elemental phosphorus plants, the relative amounts of soluble and insoluble particulate detected in Stauffer’s emissions, and a Stauffer site inspection report prepared by EPA contractors.

Perhaps most telling is the fact that Stauffer itself has indicated that “in general, most of the particulate [from the furnace scrubber emissions] is less than 0.5 micron” (Hebel 1974). This statement was based on a stack test at Stauffer using an Andersen Particle Sizing Sampler, but the raw data on the particle size distribution were not provided to ATSDR for review. Taken together, these observations strongly suggest that particulate matter emissions from the sources we modeled were likely dominated by fine particles, for which any amount of deposition would be minimal. Conclusions from past EPA inspections are consistent with our judgment. Specifically, site inspectors previously concluded that emissions from Stauffer’s furnace were of “submicron nature,” and this “particle size does not allow material deposition” (PEDCO 1979). Therefore, even if the plume depletion algorithms in ISCST3 are later shown to generate reasonable results, the particulate matter emitted by Stauffer’s high temperature operations would be comprised mostly of fine particles, which do not deposit readily.

For the reasons stated above, ATSDR continues to believe that the input options selected for the dispersion modeling analysis are appropriate, consistent with typical regulatory default simulations, and based on the best available information for this site.

On a more general note, ATSDR disagrees with the suggestion in the comment that our dispersion modeling analysis systematically overstates ambient air concentrations of particulate matter. As stated numerous times in the PHA, we have reason to believe that our modeling analysis understates actual air quality impacts from Stauffer because the information on all past particulate emissions from the facility is not complete. For instance, no data are available on fugitive emissions of particulate matter from Stauffer, though site documents do identify specific sources (e.g., the furnace) as being fugitive emissions sources. At another elemental phosphorus production facility we recently evaluated, fugitive emissions accounted for 31% of the total emissions of PM10. Further, our modeling analysis does not evaluate emissions from Stauffer’s slag processing operations, which reportedly caused considerable particulate releases. Thus, we continue to believe that our modeling analysis offers a reasonable account of the particulate emissions sources that were characterized, but likely understates Stauffer’s overall contribution to off-site air quality due to the fact that regulators did not require Stauffer to characterize several potentially important emissions sources. Our response to Comment #15 includes additional reasons why we believe that our modeling analysis likely understates Stauffer’s air quality impacts of particulate matter.

Comment #14: The PHA states that Stauffer’s contribution to PM levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station was likely understated, because it did not account for PM from fugitive emissions (PHA at page 56). In fact, the fugitive emissions accounted for a very
small percentage of Stauffer's emissions, and the limited fugitive emissions were most impacted by deposition due to the larger size of the particles.

ATSDR Response: The comment makes two claims about Stauffer's fugitive emissions of particulate matter: that these emissions accounted for a relatively small portion of the total emissions, and that these emissions were primarily coarse particles. The comment provides no detailed information to support these claims. ATSDR's responses to these two general comments are as follows:

1. Magnitude of Stauffer's fugitive emissions of particulate matter. The comment states that “fugitive emissions accounted for a very small percentage of Stauffer’s emissions” of particulate matter. Our response to Comment #13 lists several reasons why we disagree with this statement, based on our experience with other elemental phosphorus production facilities and our knowledge of many sources (e.g., the furnace, slag processing operations) for which data on fugitive emissions of particulate matter are not available but emissions are believed to be considerable. As an example of our concern, an inspection report prepared by an EPA contractor indicates that the air pollution controls at Stauffer's furnace were “generally unable to capture the major portion of generated fumes” (PEDCO 1979). Such fumes that escaped from the furnace, without being vented through a pollution control device, were fugitive emissions and were not accounted for in ATSDR's dispersion modeling analysis.

2. Particle size distribution of Stauffer's fugitive emissions. The comment asserts that the “limited fugitive emissions” of particulate matter from Stauffer would have limited air quality impacts because most particles would settle to the ground “due to the larger size of their particles." However, the comment does not substantiate why fugitive emissions would be dominated by larger particle size fractions. Although ATSDR agrees that fugitive emissions from wind-blown dust and from crushing and grinding operations typically contain larger particles, a site document suggests that the furnace— one of the more significant emissions sources at Stauffer— primarily released fine particles. Specifically, a 1979 site inspection report prepared for EPA indicates that air emissions from the furnace were of “submicron nature" and this “particle size does not allow material deposition" (PEDCO 1979). Therefore, the available site information, though limited, does not support the assertion that fugitive emissions of particulate matter from Stauffer were primarily larger particles.

Overall, the comment suggests that Stauffer's fugitive emissions of particulate matter had limited air quality impacts due to the magnitude and size distribution of the particles released. For the reasons stated in our response, ATSDR continues to maintain that its modeling analysis likely understated actual ambient air concentrations of particulate matter due to the lack of information on fugitive emissions. The extent to which we have underestimated the particulate air quality impacts is not known.

Comment #15: Significantly, ATSDR’s modeling inputs estimate emissions from each source at the highest measured rate. This technique causes the modeling of aggregate
emissions to report PM levels that were never actually emitted. This mixing and matching of data to create the highest possible result is not a scientifically valid modeling technique, because it is highly unlikely that all seven stacks were emitting at maximum rates at the same time, let alone continuously throughout every year.

**ATSDR Response:** The comment questions how we characterized particulate matter emissions in our air dispersion modeling analysis, but several of the statements in the comment are incorrect. For instance, the comment suggests that we selected specific emission rates in an effort to generate the “highest possible result.” To the contrary, the emission rates used in our modeling analysis are based entirely on emissions data that Stauffer provided. In particular, for five of the seven emissions sources we considered, ATSDR used emission rates documented in annual emissions disclosure statements that Stauffer submitted to Florida regulatory agencies. These disclosure statements are supposed to reflect actual emissions, not the “highest measured emission rate,” as the comment suggests. In fact, Stauffer’s cover letter for the 1974 disclosure states “the information [in the disclosure] was compiled from our yearly operating data reports and is the most accurate information obtainable” (Stark 1975). Cover letters for other annual disclosures make similar claims regarding the accuracy of the emissions data.

Further, our modeling analysis did not consider particulate emissions from many sources that Stauffer and environmental regulators had not studied at the time, such as the slag processing operations, uncontrolled releases from the furnace, slag pits, storage piles, wind-blown dust, and other fugitive emissions sources. For these reasons, we strongly disagree with any suggestion that we constructed a dispersion model to intentionally overstate air quality impacts. Rather, ATSDR continues to maintain that our modeling analysis presents a reasonable account of particulate matter air quality impacts, based on the best available information. Our modeling analysis likely understated actual particulate matter air quality impacts because we did not consider emissions from sources that had not been characterized.

Finally, as further evidence that our modeling analysis likely underestates actual air quality impacts, ATSDR notes that a 1980 Stauffer analysis of particulate matter levels near its facility reaches conclusions similar to our modeling results (Davis 1980). In Stauffer’s study, modelers attempted to identify the sources that most likely contributed to TSP levels observed at the Anclote Road monitoring station on 28 days with some of the highest concentrations. From all days combined, the study concluded that emissions from Stauffer accounted for 36.3% of the airborne TSP that was measured (Davis 1980). In contrast, our modeling analysis found that Stauffer’s emissions accounted for a smaller percentage of observed levels, most likely because the emission rates we used and sources we considered did not provide a comprehensive account of Stauffer’s past particulate matter emission rates.

In summary, for the reasons listed above, ATSDR disagrees with several points raised in this comment. We have added text in the Executive Summary and Conclusions of the PHA to clarify our position on the air dispersion modeling analysis.

**Comment #16:** In addition, the large uncertainties associated with the method of subtraction that is used to quantify the contribution of the Stauffer plant to measured ambient air pollutant levels are not clearly communicated in the PHA. Specifically, for
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PM, ATSDR concludes on page 92 that it is their "best estimate" that Stauffer emissions contributed 7 ug/m³ to annual average PM2.5 levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station based on the difference in estimated PM2.5 levels for the years 1977 to 1981 prior to plant closure and estimated PM2.5 levels for the years 1982 to 1989 after plant closure. This method of subtraction implicitly assumes that contributions from all other sources with measurable impacts on the Anclote Road monitoring station also did not change in the time period when the plant closed. Additional supporting information is thus needed to justify the use of this method of subtraction, which likely overestimates the impacts of the Stauffer plant as other PM sources (which were significant) also likely reduced emissions around the time the plant closed. Indeed, at page 98, ATSDR notes that decreased air pollutant emissions was the trend in many areas throughout the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s; thus, it would not be appropriate without further information to connect the Stauffer plant's closure to all of the decrease in PM levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station.

ATSDR Response: The comment addresses how ATSDR estimated exposure point concentrations for particulate matter, but primarily for PM₂.₅. ATSDR used two different approaches to make its estimates. One was our modeling analysis, which found that Stauffer's air emissions likely contributed 4 µg/m³ to the annual average PM₂.₅ levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. The other approach estimated Stauffer's contribution to PM₂.₅ levels, based on assumptions regarding the ambient particle size distribution and Stauffer's contribution to observed TSP levels. That approach found an estimated PM₂.₅ level to be 7 µg/m³. In the public comment release PHA, ATSDR used 7 µg/m³ as an estimated annual average exposure level concentration for PM₂.₅ at the Anclote Road monitoring station due to concerns that our modeling analysis might have understated Stauffer's actual contribution to PM₂.₅ levels. Given the content of this comment and upon further evaluation of the total information available, ATSDR is now expressing the estimated exposure concentration as a range. Specifically, we have revised text on page 92 to state "ATSDR believes that Stauffer's air emissions likely contributed between 4 and 7 µg/m³ to annual average PM₂.₅ levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. This estimated range does involve some uncertainty, and the actual contribution to PM₂.₅ levels at this location might be lower or higher than the range stated above."  

Comment #17: Like SO₂, PM is among the six criteria pollutants for which the Clean Air Act directs EPA to develop NAAQS that “accurately reflect the latest scientific knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on public health or welfare which may be expected from the presence of [a] pollutant in the ambient air.” EPA is required to establish primary standards at the level that "in the judgment of the Administrator, based on the criteria and allowing an adequate margin of safety, [is] requisite to protect the public health." The legislative history for the Clean Air Act specifically identifies asthmatics as a sensitive subpopulation that is to be protected by primary standards. The "margin of safety" requirement is intended to address uncertainties in the available scientific and technical information, and to provide a reasonable degree of protection against harms that may be identified in the future. As health-based protective standards, the primary NAAQS are highly relevant to a public health evaluation of PM, and they should be utilized in the PHA as a key line of evidence in
the assessment of public health risks. During the time of operation at the Stauffer plant, the PM standards in place were for TSP. Importantly, the 1977-1989 annual average TSP levels shown in Table 48 of the PHA are all below the annual average NAAQS of 75 ppb. These comparisons indicate that the EPA would not have considered long-term TSP exposures to be of public health concern. The PHA conclusions regarding short-term and long-term exposures to TSP cannot be reconciled with the lack of exceedances of the health-based PM NAAQS.

As noted earlier, the NAAQS are set at levels that will protect the public, including sensitive populations, from adverse health effects with an adequate margin of safety. This was done first for the TSP indicator, then the PM10 indicator, and more recently for the PM2.5 metric. From 1971-1987, TSP measurements were used to determine compliance with the NAAQS for PM. This corresponds with the last years of the Stauffer plant operation and its closure, the time period evaluated in the PHA. The primary NAAQS for TSP was set in 1971 at 260 µg/m³, 24 hour averaging time, and 75 µg/m³, annual average. Because the NAAQS was based on TSP measurements, this indicator was used in sampling to ensure compliance with the applicable regulations. This included measurements made at the Stauffer facility and nearby monitoring stations. In 1987, the EPA replaced the TSP standard with a PM10 standard. The new PM10 NAAQS was set at 150 µg/m³, 24-hour averaging time, and 50 µg/m³, annual average. A PM2.5 NAAQS was promulgated by the EPA in 1997. The new PM2.5 NAAQS was set at 65 µg/m³, 24 hour averaging time, and 15 µg/m³, annual average.

The PHA acknowledges that the measured concentrations of TSP never exceeded the NAAQS for TSP applicable at the time the plant was operating (PHA at page B-72). However, the PHA fails to explicitly acknowledge that compliance with the standard indicates that regulatory agencies such as the EPA would not have considered Stauffer PM emissions to constitute a public health concern at that time. Compliance with air quality standards such as the NAAQS should be considered in an evaluation of potential air quality health impacts since they are developed to be protective of human health, including that of sensitive subpopulations.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR addresses these issues in our responses to several other comments. Those responses are repeated below to specifically address these comments.

None of the annual geometric mean concentrations or 24-hour average concentrations were higher than EPA's former health-based air quality standards for TSP (75 ug/m³ and 260 ug/m³, respectively). However, many states implemented more stringent air quality standards for TSP. Florida's air quality standards for TSP, for example, were 60 ug/m³ for annual geometric mean concentrations and 150 ug/m³ for 24-hour average concentrations. As Table C-6 indicates, the annual geometric mean concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station were higher than the state of Florida's standard from 1977 to 1981. Further, 24-hour average concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station exceeded the state of Florida's air quality standard on 8 days between 1977 and 1981.
For some PM sources that consist of primarily of larger particles (like dust storms), the previous TSP standard was probably protective of public health. However, since this standard was in place, much has been learned about how particle size is related to adverse lung and heart effects; that is, the smaller or finer particles are more likely to be associated with these adverse health effects. Because of this knowledge, the EPA has moved towards making the PM standard a measure of the smaller-sized particles (by first implementing a PM10 and then a PM2.5 standard). Therefore, since ATSDR believes that it is likely that Stauffer and other sources in the area contributed appreciable amounts of fine particles to overall PM loading and exposures, it is possible that the previous EPA TSP standard in the area of Stauffer Chemical was not as protective of public health as the Florida standard.

ATSDR discusses the EPA's National Ambient Air Quality Standards on page 59 of the public release version of the health assessment. ATSDR will review the public health assessment to ensure that proper reference is given to national ambient air quality standards.

Comment #18: The PHA acknowledges that PM is “ubiquitous and comes from multiple outdoor and indoor sources” (PHA at page 86). However, the PHA provides little detail regarding common sources of ambient PM. This is extremely important information to convey to the public, as PM exposure is an inescapable reality in any outdoor or indoor environment.

As was pointed out in the peer review comments, an individual's exposure to PM derives from many sources, of which ambient PM is just one. The PHA provides an estimate that 32 percent of the TSP measured at the Anclote Road monitoring station originated from the Stauffer plant. This does not directly correlate to any individual's personal exposure to PM. An individual's personal PM exposure can be dominated by sources in the indoor environment (e.g., cooking, cleaning, activity, cigarette smoke, resuspended soil) and the local outdoor environment (e.g., charcoal smoke, wood smoke, garden equipment engines, fugitive dust) rather than by the ambient PM collected at central monitors. In the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater area, such localized PM sources as residential open-waste burning and wood-burning have been shown to contribute approximately 5 percent of the total primary PM10 emissions in the region. On an individual basis, these residential sources could dominate personal exposures to ambient particles, not only for the properties where the burning is occurring, but also within the local area.

Given that on average people spend about 90% of their time indoors, it should not be surprising that studies have shown that most PM exposure occurs indoors where people can be exposed to a number of local indoor PM sources. For example, indoor appliances such as natural gas stoves and heaters, kerosene heaters and wood-burning fireplaces can produce PM. In addition, indoor activities such as cooking and cleaning produce particulate matter. Due to the low air turnover rates typically found in many homes as well as their close proximity to the emissions source, people can experience high levels of exposure to indoor PM.

Although the PHA notes that the Stauffer plant was not the primary source of PM in the surrounding area during its years of operation (see PHA at page 45, “other local emissions
sources... accounted for a large portion of the measured TSP levels*), the PHA should explicitly acknowledge the contributions of not only outdoor air sources, but also indoor and personal sources to total PM exposures.

**ATSDR Response:** The comment correctly notes that various indoor and personal sources of particulate matter emissions contribute to inhalation exposures, and ATSDR agrees with this comment. The following sections of the public comment release PHA already noted that indoor sources contribute to overall exposure: the Executive Summary (see page 6), Section 5.3 (see page 86), and the Conclusions (see page 143). Similarly, we acknowledged the impacts of smoking (a personal source of particulate exposure) in the same sections of the public comment release PHA. We did not insert additional text in the PHA on indoor and personal sources of particulate matter emissions, because these other sections of the document already address the topic.

**Comment #19:** As was mentioned in the peer review comments, the PHA heavily relies on epidemiological studies without clear acknowledgment of the strengths and weaknesses of these types of studies, including the role of confounders, ambient co-pollutants, and exposure misclassification/measurement error. Most people will not be familiar with epidemiology and should be informed that epidemiology provides statistical associations and not causal information. This is especially true for PM, where epidemiological studies have reported only relatively small effects. Due to the inherent limitations of the epidemiological studies, toxicological evidence of a biologic mechanism is necessary to establish a cause-and-effect relationship between PM and various health effects. Currently, mechanistic evidence is preliminary and incomplete for PM health effects, reflecting the hypothesis generation stage rather than hypothesis testing.

The PHA acknowledges the limited number of available studies on PM toxicology (briefly summarizing them in the appendix), which have developed over the “past 20 years” – in other words, since the plant shut down (PHA at page 87). However, the PHA fails to give adequate consideration to the existing data. In particular, the PHA relates urban combustion particles to a variety of biologic responses, but it does not note that the studies reporting those findings were typically conducted at very high particle levels (e.g., hundreds to thousands of ug/m3) with unrealistic exposure conditions (e.g., intratracheal instillation, mouthpiece exposures, tracheostomy). Although study results such as these provide evidence of the biological plausibility of PM toxicity at high concentrations and extreme exposure conditions, their relevance to human inhalation exposures at lower ambient concentrations is uncertain at best.

The PHA attempts to offer a rationalization of its extensive discussion of PM10 and PM2.5 associated health hazards with the following statement:

> It is important to note that some scientific debate is occurring about levels of PM2.5 and PM10 considered protective of all segments of the population. Threshold concentrations for PM2.5 and PM10 (i.e., levels below which no adverse health effects are likely) have not been established from the scientific literature. Therefore, the following evaluation of the public health
implications of exposures to particulate matter incorporates the understanding that no established levels exist below which particulate matter will not cause harmful effects. (PHA at page 87.) (emphasis in original.)

In fact, the EPA has used the available scientific literature to set NAAQS for particulate matter that are intended to protect the public, including sensitive populations, with an adequate margin of safety. The assumption of the lack of a threshold for PM health effects remains the subject of scientific debate, as epidemiological studies are a crude tool that can provide only limited insight on the dose-response relationship at low doses and the presence of a threshold. There is a general lack of biological models of PM effects, let alone models at low doses that can provide insight on the presence of a threshold. The assumption of a linear dose-response model with no threshold that is based on epidemiological evidence with little biological confirmation is a large source of uncertainty, limiting what kinds of sound public health conclusions can be made. The speculative nature of this assumption should be made adequately clear in the PHA, as should the fact that most noncarcinogenic substances have thresholds below which no adverse health effects are likely.

ATSDR Response: The text of the public health implications evaluation of PM exposures (Section 5.3.1) clearly discusses the uncertainty in the PM scientific literature. As stated in the final summary of Section 5.3.1, ATSDR's conclusions are based on an evaluation of the epidemiological literature that strongly suggests ambient PM exposures have affected and may continue to affect the health of U.S. populations. The PHA does not rely solely on the available toxicological evidence to determine the public health implications of exposures to PM from the SCC. Similar comments were received during the peer review of the PHA. ATSDR did add language to the Conclusions and the Executive Summary sections to better clarify some of the limitations and uncertainties on which we based our public health conclusions. Moreover, ATSDR provided additional perspective for the general public to better understand the differences between an association and causality.

Public health assessments typically do not provide a thesis on the merits of epidemiological studies versus toxicological studies. Both disciplines have their inherent limitations when trying to evaluate the potential for adverse human health effects from a particular exposure. For example, although epidemiological studies cannot control potential confounders as rigorously as toxicological studies of animals can, epidemiological studies are of human, not animal populations. Ideally, in any public health evaluation, ATSDR would prefer to have strong support from both the toxicological as well as the epidemiological literature. However, this type of support in the realm of evaluating human exposures to ambient levels of various chemicals is seldom found, and often ATSDR relies on strong support from the evidence from one discipline to make a health conclusion while the evidence from the other(s) may be lacking. Therefore, as stated in the PHA, ATSDR relied mostly on the strong epidemiological evidence that suggests that ambient PM exposures are associated with adverse health outcomes in humans. As stated previously, ATSDR did attempt to provide more perspective in the Conclusions and Executive Summary regarding the limitations and uncertainties in our health call on exposures to PM.
After reviewing comments received from peer review of the PHA, ATSDR did add language to the PM health effects section that discusses the uncertainties with controlled laboratory (animal) studies. Specifically, on page 89 of the public release PHA, it clearly states that the PM effect levels found in laboratory studies were much higher than the levels that have shown effects in epidemiologic studies.

**Comment #20:** The PHA contains no specific recommendations regarding PM, which is not surprising given the appropriately low level of concern associated with the levels of PM measured in the area surrounding the Stauffer plant, and in view of the fact that the total levels “were not unusually higher than particulate matter levels routinely measured in many suburban and urban settings throughout the state.” (PHA at page 92.) It is notable that in its discussion of potential exposures to PM, ATSDR limits the persons who may have experienced adverse health effects to those within 1540 feet of the plant's kiln prior to 1982. The PHA contains no analysis of how many persons were present within that distance, and it is doubtful that many persons, if any at all were present with the opportunity for receiving exposures for acute or long-term effects.

**ATSDR Response:** The commentor is incorrect in stating that ATSDR is not concerned with past exposures to PM, especially in relation to concurrent SO2 exposures. The primary recommendation or response to a past exposure of concern from ATSDR would be to perform a study or to provide education to the exposed persons or their physicians. Regarding health studies, in this case, given that 20 years or more has past since the exposure from Stauffer ceased, it would be difficult to identify the exposed population; moreover, members of the exposed population have probably had quite diverse exposure experiences over the last 20 years to ambient air pollutants and to other agents. These factors would be difficult to account for in a health study and would mask the ability of a health study to produce definitive results for PM and SO2 exposures from Stauffer Chemical. Regarding informing and educating the public and their physicians, ATSDR’s intent is that through the release of this PHA and our outreach activities, our health messages will reach many of the persons who were exposed while Stauffer was operating as well as their physicians.

**Comment #21:** The PHA reports on several occasions that air emissions from the Stauffer plant did not create adverse health effects for members of the surrounding community. “[I]t is unlikely [because of the low levels of SO2 exposure] that people who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects” (PHA at page 145); “it is unlikely that exposure to Stauffer emissions alone resulted in an excess death” (PHA at page 95); “it is unlikely that the most severe health outcome (death) would occur in the population exposed to levels of PM associated with Stauffer emissions” (PHA at page 97); and “ATSDR has not determined that any of the reported illnesses are elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer” (PHA at page 145). These statements constitute ATSDR’s real scientific conclusions and should be prominently displayed in the Executive Summary.

**ATSDR Response:** The quotes from the PHA provided by the commentor provide only part of the health messages that ATSDR conveyed in the PHA. The complete quotes (messages) from the PHA for the three messages cited above can be found on pages 95, 97, and 147 of the public
release version of the Stauffer Public Health Assessment. The full messages from the PHA are as follows:

From page 95:
“Given that the population exposed to PM$_{2.5}$ attributable to Stauffer may have been lower than 2,000 persons, it is unlikely that exposure to Stauffer emissions alone resulted in an excess death. However, it is important to note that for every death attributable to a long-term increase in PM$_{2.5}$ exposure levels from the HSCS and the two ACS studies, there are likely many more cases of individual symptoms of lung and heart diseases and reductions in lung function. Although ATSDR offers the above perspective for the community to better understand their risk of the most serious adverse health effect, we do so with some uncertainty. Given that the exposed population may have had a higher percentage of elderly (a likely sensitive population), ATSDR cannot completely rule-out any of the adverse health effects that have been associated with PM exposures. In any case, the risk of an adverse cardiopulmonary health outcome was likely reduced once the Stauffer facility ceased operation in 1981 because the levels of exposure to fine particulate matter were lowered.”

From page 97:
“The greatest concern for adverse health effects for short-term exposures to the higher levels of TSP would be the elderly and those persons with preexisting heart and lung illnesses. Moreover, as indicated above in the evaluation of PM$_{2.5}$ exposures, the population exposed to Stauffer emissions was relatively small; therefore, it is unlikely that the most severe health outcome (death) would occur in the population exposed to levels of PM associated with Stauffer emissions. It is far more likely that persons exposed in the susceptible populations would experience lung and heart symptoms and reduced lung function that may lead to a doctor's visit, emergency room visit, or hospitalization.”

From page 147:
“The consistency between the community's health concerns and the epidemiological studies does not suggest that a specific person's disease was caused by inhalation exposures to particulate matter. Rather, the cause of any disease is usually a result of multiple factors. For example, smoking is a strong risk factor for many lung and heart diseases. Therefore, smokers make up another population group likely at increased risk for particulate matter-related health effects (EPA, 1996). ATSDR has not determined that any of these reported illnesses are elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer, but only that they are consistent with the findings from the scientific literature.”

The quotes provided by the commentor should not be considered “ATSDR's real scientific conclusions”. The complete messages above were developed based on comments received during peer review suggesting that ATSDR provide additional perspective on these health messages. These comments, in their entirety, should be considered ATSDR's health messages. A good summary of these and other health and environmental messages can be found in the fact sheets that ATSDR developed and distributed when holding it's public meetings. These fact sheets, which are listed below, can be found in Appendix I:
Comment #22: The PHA concludes that the faculty and students at Gulfside currently face no health risks as a result of the Site, and that the Site "is currently not a public health threat because people are not being exposed to contaminants from the site at unsafe levels." (PHA at pages 5, 142.) In addition, with respect to past conditions, the PHA concludes, "because of the relatively low levels of exposure from 1978 to 1981, it is unlikely that former students and adults who were exposed in the past are currently at risk of harmful effects." (PHA at pages 11, 58.) Therefore, the ATSDR concludes, "... a scientific study of Gulfside former students is not appropriate at this time." (PHA at page 11.) The PHA also concludes that the concentrations of radionuclides measured at Gulfside Elementary School do not pose a health hazard to students or staff. (PHA at page 5.)

ATSDR Response: Comment acknowledged.

Comment #23: There is an unfortunate lack of clarity in some of the ATSDR's findings. For example, the PHA states that arsenic was detected at levels above ATSDR's CV (PHA at page 32). In point of fact, however, arsenic was detected at concentrations below background concentrations.

ATSDR Response: Screening detected concentrations against CVs is a key step in ATSDR's evaluation process. It enables us to identify contaminants that may require further examination. We also consider the possible sources and natural occurrence of detected substances to provide the necessary perspective. ATSDR clearly indicates on page 32 that the detected arsenic concentrations are below background levels and goes on to explain how marginal the CV exceedance was. Such explanations are carried throughout the PHA.

Comment #24: As referenced in Section II of these comments, the PHA's conclusion that the Gulfside students "were probably exposed to increased levels of particulate matter (PM) while Stauffer was operating" and "could have" been exposed for brief periods to high levels of sulfur dioxide (PHA at pages 11, 58) is speculative. In fact, the modeling overestimates PM and SO2 levels for the reasons stated in Section II. In addition, the impact of time of exposure is not fully considered in the ATSDR's analysis*.

*The two highest actual SO2 measurements were recorded on Sundays, when school would not have been in session. The highest measurement was also taken at night. Of course, modeling data cannot be used to predict exposures at any given time. However, it appears that in general, the modeled data shows that it was at least as likely that SO2 concentrations would occur at night, rather than in the daytime when the school was occupied.
ATSDR Response: The comment suggests that ATSDR should have related information on time of exposure to hours when students would most likely have been at Gulfside Elementary School. One observation raised in the comment is that “the two highest actual SO₂ measurements were recorded on Sundays, when school would not have been in session.” Although this statement is true, ATSDR does not believe these limited observations provide meaningful insight on exposures at the school, for the following reasons:

- ATSDR believes that focusing on results from just two measurements does not provide a meaningful summary of the monitoring data, especially considering that the Anclote Road monitoring station recorded more than 30,000 sulfur dioxide concentrations while Stauffer operated. As a more representative account of how elevated sulfur dioxide concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station varied with day of week, ATSDR examined the days of week on which measured sulfur dioxide concentrations exceeded 500 ppb for at least 1 hour (see page 81 of the public comment release PHA). Of the 20 days when this occurred, 6 (or 30%) fell on weekends and 14 (or 70%) fell on weekdays. This breakdown is almost exactly what one would expect for a site that had emission rates that did not vary considerably with day of week. Therefore, the suggestion that sulfur dioxide near Stauffer consistently reached higher levels on weekends appears to be false.

- The comment implies that the days with highest sulfur dioxide levels observed at the Anclote Road monitoring station would correspond with the days with the highest sulfur dioxide levels at Gulfside Elementary School. ATSDR disagrees with this assumption, given that these two receptors are located in different directions from the Stauffer facility. In fact, one would expect that the days with highest sulfur dioxide levels at Gulfside to be different from the days with the highest levels at Anclote Road (unless the peak concentrations were limited to times with calm winds).

For these reasons, ATSDR does not believe that elevated sulfur dioxide levels at Gulfside Elementary School were somehow limited to weekends. Similarly, we have no reason to believe that elevated sulfur dioxide levels were limited to the daytime or nighttime hours. The data collected at Anclote Road monitoring station indicate that elevated sulfur dioxide levels were observed during all months of the year, during all days of the week and during all hours of the day—a trend that is generally consistent with a somewhat continuous operation being the main influence on air quality. We have added text to Section 5.2.2 to emphasize this point.

Comment #25: For TSP, there would be a significant indoor-outdoor attenuation through air conditioning filters, even for very fine particles (i.e., PM2.5). A recent paper by Riley et al. showed an indoor-outdoor PM2.5 ratio of about 0.4 in residences with central air (i.e., indoor concentrations were about 40% of outdoor concentrations). Thus, the statement of a “2-3 ug/m3 increase in PM2.5 levels at the school” (PHA at page 57) may instead be an overestimate of actual human exposures rather than an underestimate as noted in the PHA, due to lack of consideration of the indoor-outdoor attenuation of fine particles.
ATSDR Response: This comment raises several points, but it mostly addresses the fact that ambient air concentrations of a pollutant are often not equivalent to exposure concentrations. There are many reasons why these terms are not comparable, but the comment here focuses on the fact that people move between indoor and outdoor locations throughout the day and contamination levels vary between these microenvironments. ATSDR does not disagree with these general issues.

ATSDR believes the more important issue is how to interpret properly the estimated exposure concentrations. As our response to Comment #7 indicates, the basis for our health interpretations is epidemiological studies that examined associations between selected health outcomes and ambient air concentrations of particulate matter. Thus, use of ambient air concentrations to evaluate the public health implications of exposure is appropriate in this case, so long as the Tarpon Springs population has activity patterns and microenvironments similar to those for the populations considered in the epidemiological studies. To a first approximation, we believe this is the case. Therefore, we have not changed our conclusions in response to this comment, but we have included additional text in Section 5 that explains the distinction between ambient air concentrations and exposure.

Comment #26: Similarly, the statement on page 57 that the estimated PM2.5 levels at the school may be similar to those predicted at the Anclote Road monitor of “between 2 and 7 ug/m3” is unfounded. The Anclote Road monitor would be expected to have much higher PM levels than the school, because it is much closer to the kiln stack (1540 feet vs. approximately 2500 feet for the school), and the frequency of wind direction from the kiln to the Anclote Road monitor is at least twice the frequency of wind direction from the kiln to the school. It makes no sense to equate air concentrations at two locations that are at different distances from the same suspected source and have very different wind direction frequencies.

ATSDR Response: The comment addresses statements on page 57 of the public comment release PHA regarding estimated particulate matter concentrations at Gulfside Elementary School. The comment suggests that the particulate matter levels at the school and at the Anclote Road monitoring station were likely considerably different, given the prevailing wind directions and the positions of the receptors with respect to the Stauffer facility. While these statements are true, ATSDR notes that the air quality impacts from an emissions source depend on many factors in addition to wind direction and receptor location. These other factors include percentage of calm winds, building downwash considerations, and many other meteorological parameters (e.g., mixing heights, wind speeds). It is the combination of all these factors that governs how emissions disperse for a given source-receptor combination. Our dispersion modeling analysis, which integrates these various factors into a single evaluation, found that estimated particulate matter levels at Gulfside Elementary School resulting from Stauffer's emissions were only 20% lower than the estimated levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station. Therefore, to a first approximation and in the absence of monitoring data collected at the school, we believe that our statements regarding particulate matter levels at the school are appropriate.

For clarity, ATSDR is concerned about site-related past exposures resulting in adverse health effects during 1979–1981, e.g., exacerbation of asthma or cardiopulmonary condition. Potential
adverse effects may have impacted some children and some staff during the period of exposure—that is, from 1979 through 1981. These effects may or may not have been measurable given contemporary epidemiological methods and tools.

Because exposures at the school ceased or were greatly reduced in 1981 and beyond, ATSDR believes that the Stauffer site is not currently having an adverse impact on the school’s students or staff.

Comment #27: Although it appears from a review of the peer review comments on the initial draft of the PHA that the ATSDR gave careful consideration to the views of the peer reviewers and made considerable changes to the document in many areas as a result, the same is not true of the portions of the PHA addressing potential exposures and possible health risks for former Stauffer workers. Most portions of this part of the PHA remain substantially the same as in the initial comment draft, despite peer review comments that pointed out significant flaws in the analysis. As a result, those flaws remain.

More troubling is the fact that ATSDR apparently ignored significant available sources of information on worker exposure and worker health in conducting its analysis. Chief among these is the trial record and opinion in Hoyte v. Stauffer Chemical Company, Case No. 98-3024-C1-7 (Pinellas County Cir. Ct. November 6, 2002), a suit brought by several former workers seeking medical monitoring relief on behalf of former non-management employees at the plant. In that case, a four-day evidentiary hearing that took place less than a year ago focused on precisely the issues ATSDR is now concerned with. In that hearing, testimony was taken from five former workers, the former plant manager and multiple experts in industrial hygiene, occupational health, environmental medicine, medical toxicology and medical monitoring. Following consideration of that testimony and 232 exhibits, chiefly consisting of plant records relating to environmental health and safety, personal sampling, and related plant operations, the court issued a 111-page opinion containing 70 pages of detailed findings of fact, many of which address areas where ATSDR concluded it lacked critical information. The Court's opinion was provided to ATSDR, and both the transcript of the hearing and all of the documentary exhibits were both publicly available and could have been obtained from SMC upon request. Yet, the PHA contains no mention of the court's opinion, any of the exhibits or even the existence of the proceeding.

Likewise, ATSDR ignored probably the most pointed source of information concerning plant worker health from the published, peer-reviewed scientific literature—the two epidemiological studies of the Florida phosphate industry performed by Dr. Harvey Checkoway. In the first of those cohort mortality studies, Dr. Checkoway studied 23,000 workers who had been employed at the Florida phosphate industry for more than a year during the period from 1949 until 1978, stratified by industry segment, job category and potential compounds of exposure, to determine whether any pattern of excess disease risk existed. In the second study, published in 1996, Dr. Checkoway extended follow-up of these workers for an additional fourteen years through 1992. Importantly, the Stauffer plant employees and all of the plant sampling data were included in Dr. Checkoway's studies. Yet, apart from an oblique reference in the chapter discussing community concerns (PHA
at page 138) and a listing of the second study in the reference section (PHA at page 158),
the PHA contains no mention of the Checkoway studies at all.

For these reasons and numerous others detailed below, we believe the PHA's discussion of
Stauffer employee health risks is so flawed as to require wholesale revision. In their
present form, the PHA's conclusions and the recommendations that flow from them
perform an affirmative disservice to the population of former Stauffer workers. Among
the more significant flaws are these:

In evaluating health risks, ATSDR assumed constant exposure to maximum detected levels,
8 hours per day, 40 hours per week, for 20 years and justified that assumption on the basis
that it had “no information to determine the length of worker exposures at Stauffer.” (PHA
at page 123.) Had ATSDR examined the Hoyte opinion, it would have known that precise
information exists as to how long each of the Stauffer workers was employed and that the
Stauffer plant workforce was a highly transient one: fully 76% of the Stauffer workers
were employed at the plant for less than a year; nearly 60% worked there for less than
three months.

**ATSDR Response:** In evaluating non-cancer health risks, ATSDR did assume that workers were
exposed to maximum detected levels, 8 hours per day, 40 hours per week, for 20 years, because
there was no information in the data provided to ATSDR on how long workers may have been
exposed to a particular contaminant during a particular work day or work week at SCC.
However, all of the contaminants that ATSDR evaluated in the Exposures to Former Stauffer
Workers section of the PHA, except for arsenic and sulfur dioxide, exceeded either the current or
former OSHA time-weighted average (TWA). The TWA is the allowable time-weighted
average concentration for a normal 8-hour workday or 40-hour work week. While exposures
above the TWA might not necessarily indicate adverse health effects would occur, continual or
repeated exposures above the TWA definitely increase a worker's risk for adverse health effects.
In evaluating theoretical cancer risk ATSDR assumed that workers were exposed to maximum
detected levels, 8 hours per week, 50 weeks per year, for 20 years. (When insufficient
environmental data exist to estimate an average concentration, as is the case with Stauffer’s
environmental data on worker exposure, it is prudent public health practice to use the maximum
concentration). ATSDR has received and reviewed the information that was provided on the
length of employment for Stauffer workers. It is true based on this information that 76% of SCC
workers were employed at the plant for less than 1 year; however, that same data indicates that
25–26% worked longer than 1 year. This data also indicates that 2–3% of the SCC work force
worked 20 years or more. Even though only a small percentage of workers worked at SCC long
term, it is generally ATSDR’s policy to be conservative by looking at both the “worst case” and
“most likely” exposure scenarios. Given this new information, ATSDR could have used 30 years
instead of 20 years for its most conservative length of exposure estimate because it appears that
some workers did stay at the plant for 30 years or more. However, in light of this additional
information, ATSDR does agree that the majority of SCC workers were employed at the plant
for less than 1 year, and that these workers would not be as likely as those who worked at the
plant for many years to have or develop adverse health effects.
Comment #28: ATSDR agrees that respirator use is an important determinant of exposure but assumed none were used at the plant based on a claimed absence of information concerning the use of such equipment. (PHA at page 124.) In fact, the Hoyte opinion and underlying record contain substantial information about the use of personal protective equipment: respirators were in use at the plant from the early 1950s, and a formal written respiratory protection program was in place no later than 1964.

ATSDR Response: Even though SCC states that they had a written respiratory protection program beginning in 1964, other documents suggest that the program was not well established until much later. SCC inter-office correspondence from as late as the early 1970s indicates that employees were not actually wearing respiratory protection while performing tasks where they were being exposed to dust and other contaminants in excess of OSHA standards. Inter-office correspondence dated June 13, 1972, indicates “In no case was any Stauffer employee seen to be using a respirator, although dust levels were extremely high even for momentary exposure.” This information along with testimony of former employees leads ATSDR to conclude that the use of respiratory protection by SCC employees was intermittent at best prior to the early or mid-1970s.

Comment #29: ATSDR uses maximum detected levels as the uniform exposure level for all workers. The detailed sampling information, however, makes it clear that maximum concentrations were not representative of exposure conditions. To the contrary, the overwhelming majority of the personal sampling results were below all health-based regulatory standards.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR used the maximum detected level for each of the contaminants in its evaluation rather than the average level because of the limited data available. ATSDR believes that the maximum sample concentrations are more representative of actual worker exposures than average levels, based on the data and information reviewed for this PHA.

Comment #30: The worker discussion contains a number of internal inconsistencies. Arsenic exposures, for example, are said in the Executive Summary (PHA at page 12) to present an increased cancer risk to workers. The Conclusions chapter, on the other hand, lists no such conclusion (PHA at page 149), and the discussion of public health implications in Chapter 5 of the PHA affirmatively states that arsenic exposures are “unlikely” to have caused any adverse health effects, “including cancer,” for Stauffer workers (PHA at page 114). Similarly, the Executive Summary section and the Conclusions chapter both report nickel exposures as presenting an increased risk of cancer; the discussion of public health implications in Chapter 5, however, sets forth no such conclusion and instead notes that the maximum detected level is below the cancer effect level for occupationally exposed populations. Other similar inconsistencies exist.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR has corrected these inconsistencies in the PHA.

Comment #31: The PHA contains a near-encyclopedic listing of health effects potentially associated with each compound, whether acute or chronic and involving exposure scenarios not plausibly relevant (e.g., asphyxiation with hydrogen sulfide). The Stauffer plant ceased
operations in 1981, and so any worker exposures occurred between 22 and 56 years ago. Under the circumstances, the only health risks of any potential current relevance are those associated with chronic or latent health effects. It makes no sense to discuss acute health effects or risks of compounds (such as phosphorus) that present no risk of latent disease or for which any latency period has long since passed. Similarly, detailed discussion of health effects that are judged unlikely (such as asbestosis) is counterproductive and confusing in a risk communication document.

ATSDR Response: It is true that current potential health risks are those associated with chronic or latent effects; however, ATSDR included some discussion of acute effects in the appropriate sections of the document, based on an interest in both acute and chronic effects by former SCC employees.

Comment #32: The PHA fails to take any account of the Checkoway studies, which evaluated mortality in a massive cohort of workers in the Florida phosphate industry (including the Stauffer plant) for 43 years and found no pattern of significant disease risk for the workers or any subset of the cohort. These findings are consistent with the results of the “cause of death” project undertaken by the University of South Florida and FDOH (PHA at pages 122-23, 149). The results of these three studies are important to assessing worker health risk. ATSDR's announced intention of conducting a workshop to discuss the health screening/medical evaluation of former Stauffer workers is inconsistent with both the results of these studies and ATSDR's conclusion that a health study of this population is not feasible.

ATSDR Response:
1. ATSDR considered the research findings of Dr. Checkoway et al. in its health risk evaluation, and referenced this paper in the PHA. For finalizing the PHA, additional recently acquired, relevant mortality and morbidity studies will be considered and referenced.

2. SMC refers to the USF/ FL DOH cause of death information package as a study. It is not a study, but rather a frequency table of cause of death for select former workers. We agree that these data are important to consider and will do so for the purpose of finalizing the PHA report; however, the data are not complete, and ATSDR is attempting to collect additional cause of death data.

3. The SMC comments regarding the inconsistency of conducting an expert workshop were addressed previously (see ATSDR Response to Comment #4).

Comment #33: In its section on exposures to former workers, the PHA considers the use of asbestos, arsenic, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus (including phosphine and phosphoric acid), sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica, and total chromium. It concludes that former workers are at an increased “theoretical risk” of lung cancer from intermittent exposure to asbestos and that former workers are at an increased “theoretical risk” of lung and/or nasal cancer from intermittent exposure to nickel and chromium (PHA at page 125). It also concludes that workers were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds,
sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects (PHA at page 125). As a result of these conclusions, the PHA states that the ATSDR will explore the “appropriateness and feasibility of conducting health screening/medical evaluation of former workers” by convening a meeting of “medical and epidemiological experts” to provide guidance and recommendations for potential health screening (PHA at page 126).

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR convened an Expert Panel on July 31, 2003, to discuss many topics, including the uncertainties regarding possible adverse health effects posed by these past exposures and the types of public health follow-up activities that might be appropriate for former workers.

**Comment #34:** Notably absent from the discussion of potential health effects to plant workers, however, is any mention of the cohort mortality study of 23,000 workers in the Florida phosphate industry conducted by Dr. Harvey Checkoway, a world-renowned epidemiologist and professor, now at the University of Washington. His study was initially reported in 1986 in the Journal of Occupational Medicine, and in 1996 he published a second study adding fourteen years of follow-up data on the cohort in the American Journal of Industrial Medicine. One of the facilities included in Dr. Checkoway's study was the Stauffer elemental phosphorous plant.

Dr. Checkoway's cohort mortality studies of the Florida phosphate workers included all of the sampling data from the Stauffer plant as well as other industry sampling data obtained from OSHA, NIOSH, and the Florida Department of Health. Dr. Checkoway looked at the workers based upon their different potential exposures and job categories and specifically examined whether potential exposures to various substances common in the industry could result in any significant disease risk in any job category.

Dr. Checkoway concluded: (1) there was no excess disease risk to workers in any job category from exposure while working in the Florida phosphate industry; (2) there was no excess disease risk to workers in any job category from exposure to silica while working in the Florida phosphate industry; (3) mortality rates from lung cancer and other diseases were not remarkably excessive in workers employed in the Florida phosphate industry; and (4) important associations between exposures and excess disease risk were not likely missed or underestimated due to the size of the cohort in the studies. In short, Dr. Checkoway found no pattern of significant disease risk in the Florida phosphate workers.

Dr. Checkoway's conclusions are consistent with the findings from the “cause of death” study of former Stauffer workers done by the University of South Florida and FDOH, and both are inconsistent with the extremely conservative and highly theoretical risks calculated by ATSDR. Indeed the Conclusions chapter reports that “[c]ause of death data . . . did not indicate an elevated number of deaths due [to] lung disease consistent with Stauffer site contaminants.” (PHA at page 149.) The ATSDR should reevaluate its conclusions in light of both that observation and Dr. Checkoway's cohort mortality studies and adjust its recommendations accordingly. At the very least, the Checkoway study
should be prominently discussed and its conclusions, along with the cause of death findings, set forth in the Executive Summary.

**ATSDR Response:** The Checkoway study was considered in assessing health risks for former workers. The results of the Checkoway study, along with other recently acquired relevant research information, will be used in finalizing the PHA. Some of this research will be elaborated in the final PHA’s Discussion section. However, ATSDR does not feel that it would be appropriate to include the Checkoway study results or the cause of death frequency counts for former Stauffer workers in the PHA’s Executive Summary.

**Comment #35:** The PHA Uses Assumptions Not Supported by the Data or the Manner in which the Plant Operated and Ignores Available Information Regarding Plant Operations.

In evaluating worker exposures and the possibility of associated harmful health effects, the ATSDR used the single highest measured level for any substance (without regard for the frequency of the measurement), assumed “a worst case scenario” that workers were constantly exposed to that level 8 hours per day, 40 hours per week, for up to 20 years, and then compared that level to comparison values based on 24 hour-per-day exposures (PHA at pages 123-4). This methodology is extremely conservative and cannot be justified, as ATSDR attempts to do by reference to various items of information it lacks. The fact is far more information is available than ATSDR admits, and the assumptions it has made where the data is imperfect unjustifiably overstate the exposure risks. We address the “uncertainties and limitations” identified by ATSDR (PHA at page 123) to justify its methodology in more detail below.

1. Lack of Data from 1947-1970 -- The PHA states, “Arguably, the biggest limitation is the lack of exposure information for the period 1947 to 1970 -- almost 25 years of Stauffer operations." (PHA at page 123.) While it is true that exposure data does not exist for that period, it is difficult to discern why that should limit ATSDR's ability to make use of data that does exist and make reasonable assumptions. Moreover, any exposures occurring prior to 1971 are at least 32 years old and are likely to have much less potential for current health impact than the 22 to 32 year old exposures from the 1971-1981 period, for which industrial hygiene data is available.

2. Evaluation Based on Maximum Level Detected -- The PHA states, “ATSDR based its evaluation of estimated exposure on the maximum level detected . . . ATSDR used the maximum concentration rather than average concentration in its calculations because of limited data from Stauffer.” (PHA at page 123.) In fact, there is a great deal of industrial hygiene data available, including hundreds of samples described in more detail below. A review of this mass of data reveals not only that the overwhelming majority of exposures were in compliance with the occupational exposure standards in place at the time the samples were taken, but also that they would have been in compliance with the standards in effect today. In this regard it bears note, as the Hoyte court found, that in its entire operating history, Stauffer received only one OSHA citation for exceedance of any occupational exposure limit – and that single citation has been recognized as unrepresentative because the exceedance resulted from the fact that a newly installed piece
of air quality equipment was in the process of being installed and not yet fully functional when the sample was taken. Instead of blindly selecting the sample with the highest recorded measurement (and ignoring pertinent contextual information about the reliability and relevance of these samples), ATSDR should have evaluated the dataset for each compound as a whole. Such an evaluation would lead one to conclude that most samples document that exposures were well within relevant occupational levels, both now and at the time samples were taken.

3. Assumption of 20-Year Exposures -- The PHA “assumed that some workers were exposed to these levels for up to 20 years.” (PHA at page 123.) ATSDR had access to the actual plant employee tenure records, but apparently chose not to make use of them. Had the ATSDR decided to use the available data, it would have discovered that the number of workers exposed for a period of 20 or more years is very limited. The court in Hoyte found that approximately 76% of the workers were employed at the Plant less than one year and almost 60% were there less than three months.” According to employment records available in the Hoyte record, only 59 of 2511 employees (2.3%) worked at the plant for more than twenty years, and as discussed below, it is unlikely that exposure to such individuals would have been constant in that period. The ATSDR’s assumption that all workers were employed for 20 years, when in reality only 59 were and the overwhelming majority of employed only for a matter of months, dramatically skews any assessment of increased risk to the point where ATSDR's assessment is meaningless.

4. Assumption of 40-Hour/Week Exposures -- The PHA states “ATSDR has no information to determine the length of worker exposures at Stauffer. ATSDR assumed a worst case scenario: that workers were exposed to the maximum contaminant for 8 hours per day, 40 hours per week.” (PHA at 123.) However, even ATSDR acknowledges that a “more reasonable assumption is that a worker might perform a particular task (i.e., cutting asbestos gaskets) once or twice per week for 20-30 minutes at a time.” (PHA at 123-4.) In fact, information is available that documents that ATSDR’s assumption is wildly unrealistic. First, we have actual personal sampling data that shows there were no constant exposures at these levels; indeed, the overwhelming majority of measured levels were below applicable occupational health standards. Second, evidence from the Hoyte case showed exposures to many compounds were limited and sporadic. It is unreasonable for the ATSDR to use a worst-case scenario when information is available regarding actual exposure durations.

5. Assumption of No Respiratory Protection -- The PHA states that “ATSDR has very little information on the use of respiratory protection or other personal protective equipment at Stauffer. As a worst case scenario, ATSDR assumed that no respiratory protection ... was worn by workers.” (PHA at page 124.) The assumption that no respiratory equipment was used is belied by the available evidence that some forms of respiratory protection were used early in the plant's history, and that beginning by the early 1960s, formalized plant and company respiratory protection plans were in place. Use of respiratory protection is also noted in many of the industrial hygiene reports that discussed testing of employees for exposure. Under the circumstances, ATSDR's
assumption that no respiratory protection was in use at the plant is unrealistic and overstates any potential health risks from plant operations.

6. Use of ATSDR CVs -- ATSDR used its CVs, which are based on 24 hour per day exposures and were not meant to be used in assessing occupational exposures, to determine whether adverse health effects in former workers at Stauffer might have resulted from exposure to contaminants. Although the PHA notes that fact and suggests therefore that the results should be treated with caution (PHA at page 124), such qualifying language is not nearly strong enough. The CVs are patently inapplicable to this circumstance. ATSDR should refer instead to occupational exposure limits that are designed specifically for the express purpose of minimizing risk in the work setting.

ATSDR Response:
1. Lack of Data from 1947–1970 – ATSDR acknowledges in the Uncertainties and Limitations section of the document that the data provided was limited. ATSDR has used the data, correspondence, and transcripts provided to make the best quantitative and qualitative assessment possible.

2. Evaluation Based on Maximum Level Detected – As stated previously, ATSDR used the maximum detected level for each of the contaminants in its evaluation rather than the average level because of the limited data available. ATSDR believes that the maximum sample concentrations are more representative of actual worker exposures than average levels, based on the qualitative and quantitative data and information reviewed for this PHA.

3. Assumption of 20 year Exposure – In the discussion about risk to workers, ATSDR pointed out that some workers were exposed for 20 years and this statement is true for a limited number of workers. In evaluating theoretical cancer risk ATSDR assumed that some workers were exposed to maximum detected levels, 8 hours per week, 50 weeks per year, for 20 years. As mentioned previously, when data are limited, it is prudent public health practice to use the maximum level to estimate risk. ATSDR has received and reviewed the information that was provided on the length of employment for Stauffer workers. It is true that based on this information 76% of SCC workers were employed at the plant for less than 1 year; however that same data indicates that 25–26% worked longer than 1 year. ATSDR believes that its 20-year exposure assumption is applicable to some former employees.

4. Assumption of 40-Hour/Week Exposures – ATSDR addressed this issue in response to a previous SMC comment (see ATSDR Response to Comment #27).

5. Assumption of No Respiratory Protection – ATSDR addressed this issue in response to a previous SMC comment (see ATSDR Response to Comment #28).

6. Use of ATSDR CVs – ATSDR used both occupational standards and its comparison values (CVs) in assessing occupational exposures to former SCC workers. ATSDR CVs are generally used as a screening tool during the public health assessment process. Substances found in amounts greater than their CVs are generally evaluated further in the PHA. ATSDR selected 18 substances for further evaluation from the data provided (Table 57). All of these substances had
an occupational standard, while only 10 had an ATSDR CV. In evaluating exposure of former SCC workers to workplace substances, ATSDR used the occupational standards as its primary decision-making tool and used CVs as a secondary tool. ATSDR clearly states the limitations of using the CVs in its evaluation in the PHA and feels the language is sufficient. In addition, there were only three substances (out of the 18) where the occupational standard was not exceeded, but the ATSDR CV was exceeded. One of those substances (arsenic) was determined unlikely to cause adverse health effects in former workers. The maximum concentrations of the other two substances, sulfur dioxide and chromium, were just below their occupational standards (sulfur dioxide - 0.61ppm and chromium - 0.04 mg/m³ below their respective occupational standards).

The Increased Health Risks Identified in the PHA Lack Credible Scientific Support.

Comment #36: The available evidence does not support the PHA's conclusion that former workers at Stauffer were exposed to asbestos at levels indicating an increased risk of lung cancer.

The PHA concluded that: "Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to asbestos or ACM at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of lung cancer, but it is unlikely (based on air monitoring data) that workers are at risk for asbestosis." (PHA at page 12.) A review of sampling data does not provide a sufficient scientific basis for concluding that workers were intermittently exposed to asbestos at levels that indicate an increased risk of contracting lung cancer. Of thirteen asbestos samples taken, only one -- an area sample -- measured above 0.1 f/cc, which is the current PEL for worker exposure. The six personal samples are the only samples that are representative of worker exposure, and all of these personal samples had concentrations below the current PEL (0.035, 0.01, 0.037, ND, ND, and ND f/cc). Indeed, if the plant were currently in operation, OSHA would not mandate health screening for workers based on these samples.

None of the seven area samples taken at the plant are representative of worker exposures. If ATSDR insists on considering them, it should begin by noting that five of the area samples detected no asbestos fibers. One measured only 0.04 f/cc. The other area sample -- the one that the PHA cites as exceeding the current PEL (PHA at page 113) -- was a six-minute area sample taken in the storeroom while asbestos was being removed from storage. Importantly, the sampling reports indicate that the maximum area sample was taken simultaneously with a personal sample, which recorded an exposure level of 0.01 f/cc, and which is a more representative measurement of worker exposure during those six minutes than the area sample. The area sample should be completely discounted when evaluating worker exposure in favor of the more representative personal sample.

In its reliance on one area sample to demonstrate asbestos exposure risks, the PHA also fails to note that only a limited number of plant workers would have had potential exposures to the levels of asbestos measured in the highest area sample it cites. The only sample that exceeded the current PEL was measured in the storage room where asbestos containing materials were kept. This room was isolated from the remainder of the plant storeroom. The workers entering that room were furnace department employees who wore respirators while the asbestos containing materials were being removed, as was the case
when the area sample was taken. Employees who did not work in the furnace department would not have come into contact with asbestos at any levels of potential concern.

The available measurements provide no basis for the conclusion that workers were exposed to asbestos at levels that increased their risk of lung cancer. ATSDR should, therefore, withdraw its conclusion, based on those measurements, that the Stauffer workers were exposed to asbestos at levels indicating an increased risk of lung cancer.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges the additional information provided by SMC regarding asbestos sampling results and the limitations of the sampling data (mainly only 13 personal or area samples for asbestos taken between 1975 and 1976). However, ATSDR was asked to evaluate worker exposures to asbestos for the 34 years of SCC operations based on samples taken near the end of the time that SCC was in operation. ATSDR based its assessment on both quantitative and qualitative input (documentation and statements from SMC and former workers) and believes that the maximum sample value is more representative of former worker asbestos exposures at SCC than the average values or frequency. ATSDR agrees that if there is sufficient data it is better to use personal sampling results rather than area sampling results, but in this case the data are so limited that, to be conservative, ATSDR chose to use the maximum concentration from the area sample. ATSDR also agrees that not all employees were at risk for asbestos exposure. The highest risk of exposure was for workers who worked in the storeroom, furnace department, or kiln department. As indicated earlier in this response, ATSDR also considered some qualitative information in its decision to use the maximum concentration in evaluating former worker exposure to asbestos, which included correspondence indicating the lack of use of respirators at SCC several times during the early 1970s, and the fact that the facility was cited for improper handling and storage of asbestos in 1975. In addition, ATSDR also considered testimony from former workers describing conditions at the facility prior to 1975 and 1976 (i.e., before the asbestos samples were taken).

Comment #37: The evidence does not support the PHA's conclusion that former workers at Stauffer were exposed to arsenic, nickel and chromium at levels indicating an increased risk of lung and/or nasal cancer.

The PHA concluded that: “Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to arsenic, nickel and chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of lung and/or nasal cancer.” (PHA at page 12.) Each of the specific substances identified by ATSDR is discussed below.

Arsenic — In the Executive Summary, the PHA states that former workers were intermittently exposed to arsenic at levels that indicate a theoretical risk of cancer. (PHA at page 12.) However, later in the text of the PHA, the ATSDR concludes that “Based on ATSDR's evaluation it appears unlikely that adverse health effects, including cancer, would occur as a result of any arsenic exposures related to Stauffer.” (PHA at page 114.) In light of this conclusion, the Executive Summary should be changed to reflect ATSDR's conclusion that former workers are not at increased risk of cancer (or any other health effect) due to exposure to arsenic.
Nickel -- A review of plant records and sampling data likewise provides no basis for concluding that workers were intermittently exposed to nickel or chromium at levels that indicate an increased theoretical risk of lung cancer and/or nasal cancer. The nickel sampling done in 1981 consisted of personal samples of mechanics engaged in stainless steel welding operations. Very few employees ever engaged in welding at the plant. Those who did only welded occasionally, as they were also assigned numerous other duties. Nickel exposure was never a concern for non-welders.

Only two of eight samples for nickel exceeded the current ACGIH TLV of 0.10 mg/m³. They had concentrations 0.26 and 0.16 mg/m³ respectively, and these exceedances do not take into account the fact that welding was not done for 8 hours a day and that the welders wore respiratory protection where the samples were taken. The highest sample was taken when the portable fan, typically used to enhance ventilation during welding, was unavailable. Further, the OSHA PEL for nickel is 1 mg/m³, so all of the sample results are less than this limit. The other samples, measuring 0.01, 0.02, 0.01, ND <0.01, 0.08, and ND <0.01 mg/m³ respectively, show that under normal welding conditions exposure to nickel was below both the TLV and the PEL. Selective use of the maximum measured exposure thus provides an inflated assessment of the workers’ true level of exposure. In fact, the PHA itself states notes that none of the samples exceed the Cancer Effects Level of 10 mg/m³ established for an occupationally exposed population (in fact, the maximum sample measured only 2.6% of the Cancer Effects Level) (PHA at page 117). Based on this information, the ATSDR should withdraw its conclusion that workers were exposed to nickel at levels indicating an increased risk of lung and/or nasal cancer.

Chromium -- Chromium was likewise only a potential concern for mechanics engaged in welding. As with nickel, this was an intermittent exposure that occurred during infrequent welding operations by some mechanics and is not representative of daily exposures. The measured exposures ranged from 0.01 to 0.46 mg/m³. Again, the highest sample was one taken when the normally used ventilation was not available. The ATSDR used a TLV of 0.01 mg/m³, which likely is a reference to the TLV for insoluble chromium VI compounds. The samples referenced were of total chromium, not chromium VI, and ATSDR had suggested no basis to presume that the entirety of the chromium measurement was made up of chromium VI. In these circumstances, ATSDR's comparison of total chromium concentrations to standards for chromium VI is totally inappropriate. Total chromium sample results should be compared to the standards for total chromium: the TLV is 0.5 mg/m³ and the PEL is 1 mg/m³. All samples were below both of these exposure limits, and most were significantly below. This evidence does not support an assertion of serious health hazards for mechanics, much less other employees. Based on this information, the ATSDR should withdraw its conclusion that workers were exposed to chromium at levels indicating even a theoretical increased risk of lung and/or nasal cancer.

ATSDR Response:

Arsenic - ATSDR removed arsenic from the text of the Executive Summary on page 12. It was inadvertently left in the text after previous changes to the document. To reiterate, ATSDR found it unlikely that adverse health effects would occur as a result of arsenic exposure at SCC.
Nickel – ATSDR acknowledges the limitations of the sampling data for nickel (mainly eight samples taken in 1981 with no previous sampling data). As previously stated, ATSDR used conservative assumptions in evaluating past exposure at SCC. ATSDR acknowledges that welders would have been the most likely SCC employees to have nickel exposure. ATSDR has no way of determining how often ventilation was unavailable or whether employees were wearing respiratory protection during welding operations as the SMC claims. ATSDR stands behind its conclusion that repeated exposures—without respiratory protection—to nickel at the levels found at SCC could potentially cause adverse health effects in exposed workers (welders).

Chromium – ATSDR acknowledges the limitations of the sampling data (mainly eight samples for chromium taken in 1981 with no previous data). In addition, ATSDR acknowledges that because the chromium samples were not speciated, it is difficult to estimate the concentration of chromium VI versus chromium III. As requested by SMC, ATSDR will compare the sample results to the standard for total chromium and make the appropriate changes in the text and tables of the PHA. However, to be conservative, ATSDR will continue to consider that all of the chromium in the sample was chromium VI. This will not change ATSDR’s conclusion regarding chromium in the PHA—the level of total chromium from the sampling data is more than 100 times higher than the LOAEL in ATSDR’s Toxicological Profile for chromium VI. As indicated in the PHA, this LOAEL was based on a study of chrome-platers exposed to chromium VI compound, via inhalation, for an average of 5.3 years that affected renal function. If former SCC workers were exposed, without proper ventilation or respiratory protection, to chromium levels similar to the chromium levels in the study, they might have experienced adverse health effects similar to those that were experienced by workers in the study.

**Comment #38:** The evidence does not support the PHA's conclusion that former workers at Stauffer were exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.

The PHA concluded that: “Former workers at Stauffer were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects.” (PHA at page 12.) A review of plant records and sampling data provides no basis for concluding that workers were intermittently exposed to carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorus compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica at levels that can cause adverse health effects. Indeed, most of the samples taken were in compliance with OSHA standards, as they existed then and today. Each of the specific substances identified by the ATSDR is discussed below.

Carbon Monoxide -- The PHA identifies a maximum grab sample of 700 ppm and concludes that because that sample exceeds the current TLV, former workers are at an increased risk of adverse health effects (PHA at pages 113-14). What the PHA does not mention is that the carbon monoxide samples were taken for the purpose of confined space entry on the furnace rotoclone collector. Before a worker was allowed into the space to perform maintenance on the equipment, a sample was taken to determine whether it was safe to enter. The sample cited by the ATSDR resulted in a denial of entry for the worker,
and thus there was no exposure at that level. Moreover, exposure to carbon monoxide was
not generally a health concern for workers at the plant; the only sampling data showing
any potential for carbon monoxide levels to exceed the current TLV was in this
seldom-accessed, confined space.

Finally, carbon monoxide does not present any latent health issues. Concern for health
effects from acute exposure to carbon monoxide is no longer present 22 years after the
closure of the plant. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have identified
carbon monoxide as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Chromium -- As discussed above, only mechanics who welded stainless steel were
potentially exposed to chromium, and they were exposed at levels below the exposure limit
for total chromium. The measured exposures ranged from 0.01 to 0.46 mg/m3. The
ATSDR's use of a TLV of 0.01 mg/m3 for chromium VI is inappropriate as the samples
referenced were of total chromium, not chromium VI. The appropriate TLV would be 0.5
mg/m3. No sample exceeded that limit. The evidence does not support an assertion that
health hazards exist for mechanics, much less other employees who would not have been
exposed to chromium.

There is no evidence to indicate that any workers ingested chromium, so the health effects
described in the PHA related to ingestion (PHA at page 122) would not be expected in the
worker population. Nor were workers handling products containing chromium, as the
only chromium exposure was during the welding of stainless steel; as such, the risk of skin
ulcers identified by the PHA would not be an expected health concern for the Tarpon
Springs workers. Moreover, none of the non-cancerous effects of chromium are latent
health concerns. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have identified
chromium as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Hydrogen Sulfide -- The PHA identifies one grab sample out of three total samples taken in
1978 and, because it exceeded the 8 hour TWA TLV and the ACGIH STEL, concludes that
former workers are at an increased risk of adverse health effects (PHA at 115-16). In fact,
the grab samples referenced by the ATSDR were all from the inside of a P4 tank car. The
testing was done to determine whether the tank car was safe for worker entry. Following
each of the three grab samples referenced by the ATSDR, the worker was denied entry.
Thus, there is no evidence that any worker was ever exposed at the levels referenced by
ATSDR.

It should be obvious that asphyxiation is not a current risk for former workers, so
discussion of that effect does not serve any useful purpose. In fact, hydrogen sulfide does
not present any latent health issues, which are the only issues of concern now, 22 years
after the closure of the plant. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have
identified hydrogen sulfide as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Lead -- The ATSDR references four lead samples taken during a survey of spray painting
operations in 1981. (PHA at 116.) Contemporaneous plant records document that this
survey was not intended to be representative of workplace conditions; to the contrary, it
was designed to evaluate a worst-case scenario lead exposure – in fact, it took nine months
before the conditions presented themselves to allow a full-shift survey. The plant employed
two full-time painters. The lead measurements were not representative of worker exposure
since they occurred during spray painting operations that were infrequent. The painters
were provided with respirators while spray painting, and spray painting was mainly done
outdoors. More commonly, painting was done by brush, which did not raise the same
potential concerns regarding exposure to lead.

The sampling referenced in this survey thus does not provide evidence for a pattern of
overexposure for this group of workers or any other group at the plant. The evidence
suggests that the combination of administrative controls (most paint was applied by
brushes), job rotation (painters did not paint all the time), and personal protective
equipment (painters had respirators available during spraying) almost certainly kept
exposure levels below any occupational exposure standards. And in any case, as the Hoyte
Court found former painters are not at present risk for any latent disease caused by
exposure to lead, no matter what the level, because the latency period for any conceivable
lead-related health effects has passed. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not
have identified lead as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Nickel -- As discussed above, only welding mechanics were exposed to nickel, and the
measured levels of exposure during welding operations do not indicate that workers were
at any risk of adverse health effects. None of the samples exceeded the PEL of 1 mg/m3,
and only two of eight personal samples exceeded the current TWA of 0.10 mg/m3. They
measured 0.26 and 0.16 mg/m3 respectively, and these exceedances do not take into
account the facts that welding was done on average for only 5 hours per shift, individual
mechanics did not weld on a daily basis and had many other job responsibilities, the
welders wore respiratory protection when the samples were taken, and the highest sample
was measured on an atypical occasion when the portable fan was not being used. The other
samples, ranging from ND to 0.08 mg/m3, show that under normal welding conditions,
exposure to nickel was below the TWA. Moreover, the most common adverse health effect
identified by the ATSDR is allergic reaction. Based on this information, the ATSDR
should not have identified nickel as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Phosphorus Compounds -- Plant records show that only 5 of 102 personal samples for
yellow phosphorous measured at levels above the TLV for occupational exposure of 0.1
mg/m3. Measurements for phosphorus pentoxide and phosphoric acid (P2O5/H3PO4)
showed that 20 of 53 samples exceeded the TLV of 1 mg/m3. The TLV documentation does
not discuss chronic or latent diseases associated with prior exposure to concentrations at or
above the TLV. The basis for the TLV is to limit exposures to concentrations below that
cause “throat irritation among unacclimated workers and well below that which is well
tolerated by acclimated workers.” The Documentation notes that concentrations up to 11.3
mg/m3 caused coughing among the inexperienced but could be tolerated. The maximum
observed concentration, 4.06 mg/m3, is less than half the 11.3 mg/m3 recognized as
tolerable for acclimated workers. These measurements do not support the assertion that a
health hazard exists.
The sampling for phosphine, like sampling for hydrogen sulfide discussed above, was testing done prior to worker entry into the P4 tank car. The workers were not allowed to enter the car at the phosphine concentrations cited by ATSDR.

ATSDR's use of maximum sample results (PHA at page 123) distorts the true level of exposure to phosphorus and related compounds at the plant. Phosphorus, phosphine, or phosphoric acid exposure do not present latent health concerns. Since the plant closed 22 years ago, health effects from acute exposures to phosphorus gases are no longer a concern. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have identified phosphorus compounds as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Sulfur Dioxide -- The PHA acknowledges that the maximum measured concentration of sulfur dioxide did not exceed the occupational standard – in other words, not one of 59 personal samples for sulfur dioxide exceeded any occupational standard. (PHA at Table 57.) Instead, the PHA references the ATSDR CV of 10 ppb and finds a health risk based on the fact that the highest measured level was 1.39 ppm. This analysis is flawed for at least two fundamental reasons. First, there is no basis to conclude that level was representative of worker exposures; in fact of 47 personal samples taken, all but three were non-detects. Second, and most importantly, exposure to 1.39 ppm (1,390 ppb) should not result in any long-term health effects. The health impacts of exposure to SO2 are reviewed in detail in Section II of these comments. As the PHA observes, chronic health effects have been observed in guinea pigs exposed to 5.7 ppm SO2 for 22 hours a day, 7 days a week for 52 weeks. However, as noted by ATSDR, the "former Stauffer workers are not likely to have experienced these same effects because they were not exposed to sulfur dioxide at the levels or frequencies experienced by the animals in this study" (PHA at page 119). Thus ATSDR's conclusion that former Stauffer workers were intermittently exposed to SO2 at levels that can cause adverse health effects, is not supported by their own analysis. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have identified sulfur dioxide as presenting a health risk for former workers.

Total Dust, Quartz, and Silica -- The PHA's conclusion that dust levels presented a health risk cannot be reconciled with the fact that the overwhelming majority of dust exposures were well below even present day occupational standards. All of the 55 samples for respirable quartz and silica were within the present PEL even assuming that the samples were 100% SiO2 (and using the formula PEL = 10 mg/m3 /(%SiO2 + 2)). Moreover, testing for respirable dust showed that 55 of 56 respirable dust samples were within the current PEL of 5 mg/m3. Overall, only about eight percent of the samples actually exceeded the current PELs for the substances tested. These results demonstrate that ATSDR's reference to the maximum sample results drastically distorts the interpretation of the data.

The scientific consensus is that silica-related diseases are a function of cumulative exposures. The typically short tenure of the workforce at the Stauffer plant coupled with the generally low sampling results, indicates that there is no credible risk of silica-related disease for this population. Based on this information, the ATSDR should not have identified total dust, quartz, and silica as presenting a health risk for former workers.
ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges the additional information provided by SMC regarding the maximum concentrations in the data for carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorous compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica. ATSDR has noted in the discussion that the maximum concentrations for carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, and phosphine may not be representative of actual worker exposure because the sample was taken in a confined space. As discussed in responses to previous SMC comments, ATSDR chose to include information regarding both acute and chronic health effects for some contaminants based on concerns from former workers at the SCC facility. ATSDR would like to reiterate that its conclusion for these contaminants (carbon monoxide, chromium, hydrogen sulfide, lead, nickel, phosphorous compounds, sulfur dioxide, total dust, quartz, and silica) was that they were found in the sampling data at levels that can (not did) cause adverse health effects, and ATSDR stands behind this conclusion. As previously indicated, ATSDR believes that the maximum sample values are more representative of former worker exposures at SCC than the average values based on both quantitative and qualitative input from SMC and former workers. Sixteen (16) out of the eighteen (18) contaminants selected by ATSDR for review exceeded a current or former occupational standard.

Comment #39: ATSDR's Recommendation of an Expert Workshop to Plan Medical Screening for Former Workers is Confusing, Contrary to ATSDR Guidelines and Good Science, and is Ill-formed.

The PHA's ultimate conclusion, following its assessment of potential worker exposures, is to schedule a workshop of experts to receive “input for planning health/medical screening for Stauffer former workers.” (PHA at page 149.) Candidly, the description of this intended workshop is so short that its purpose is obscure, but it appears to rest on at least a preliminary conclusion that some form of medical screening activity is warranted based on the exposure assessment set forth in the PHA. To begin with, of course, SMC strongly disagrees with the exposure assessment, which is scientifically and factually indefensible for reasons detailed above. As importantly, though, the recommendation – which follows immediately on the PHA's conclusion that it is not feasible to conduct a health study to determine whether any increased incidence of disease exists in the former worker population – is contrary to ATSDR's guidelines for medical monitoring and scientifically unsound. Under the circumstances, the recommendation can serve no legitimate, science-based public health interest.

ATSDR has promulgated the Final Criteria for Determining the Appropriateness of Medical Monitoring Under CERCLA, which should govern its efforts here. These regulations set forth seven criteria that must be met for a medical monitoring program to proceed. The criteria are:

1. There should be evidence of contaminant levels in the environmental media that would suggest the high likelihood of environmental exposures to a hazardous substance and subsequent adverse health outcomes.
2. There should be a well-defined, identifiable target population of concern in which exposure to a hazardous substance at a sufficient level has occurred.
There should be documented human health research that demonstrates a scientific basis for a reasonable association between an exposure to a hazardous substance and a specific adverse health effect (such as an illness or change in a biological marker of effect).

The monitoring should be directed at detecting adverse health effects that are consistent with the existing body of knowledge and amenable to prevention or intervention measures.

General requirements for a medical screening program should be satisfied.

An accepted treatment, intervention, or both, for the condition (outcome or marker of exposure) must exist and a referral system should be in place prior to the initiation of medical monitoring program.

The logistics of the system must be resolved before the program can be initiated.

There is no evidence of contaminant levels in the environmental media that would suggest the high likelihood of environmental exposures to a hazardous substance and subsequent adverse health outcomes. As an initial matter, the ATSDR must demonstrate evidence of contamination that suggest the high likelihood of adverse health outcomes. The PHA talks only about “theoretical risk” for cancer outcomes, and the possibility of occurrence of non-cancerous outcomes. There is no suggestion that any former worker or the group at large has a high likelihood of suffering adverse health outcomes, nor could there be given the objective, available data. In fact, the Checkoway study and the “cause of death” analysis clearly indicate otherwise. Satisfaction of this criteria requires “documented evidence of exposure of a population to a hazardous substance in the environment,” based on exceedance of health based comparison values or levels shown to have adverse health effects in the peer review literature. No such documented evidence is provided in the PHA.

There is no well-defined, identifiable target population of concern in which exposure to a hazardous substance at a sufficient level has occurred. "The target population of concern is the population in which there is documented exposure at a sufficient level to place the individuals in that population at significant increased risk for developing some specific adverse health effect." The PHA has not identified any group of former workers that is at a significantly increased risk of any specific adverse health effect.

There is no documented human health research that demonstrates a scientific basis for a reasonable association between an exposure to a hazardous substance and a specific adverse health effect (such as an illness or change in a biological marker of effect). No study of the population of former workers at the Stauffer plant has demonstrated a "reasonable association between a particular exposure and an adverse health effect." The regulations also require that “[t]he period of exposure (including the time and duration of the exposure) and its relationship to the latency period for the disease or illness should also be examined if information is available.” The limited worker exposure to the substances at issue, due either to limited length of employment at the plant or the limited percentage of
time actually spent with the substances of concern, favor the conclusion that there is no association between worker exposures and adverse health effects in this case. Certainly, none has been demonstrated. “Consideration should [also] be given to whether the association has demonstrated a dose-response relationship and whether the association is consistent with the existing body of knowledge.” No dose-response relationship has been demonstrated at the levels of measured exposures at the Tarpon Springs plant; the body of scientific knowledge available further demonstrates this lack of association. A review of the current OSHA medical monitoring guidelines for the contaminants identified in the PHA reveals that if the plant were currently in operation, OSHA would not require monitoring for any of these compounds; therefore it would be absurd for the ATSDR to impose monitoring 22 years after the fact.

4. The monitoring would not be directed at detecting adverse health effects that are consistent with the existing body of knowledge and amenable to prevention or intervention measures. -- According to the regulations, monitoring should be established for specific adverse health effects, and should be a result of the possible exposure to the identified substance consistent with the existing body of knowledge. Moreover, “the adverse health effects (disease process, illness, or biomarkers of effect) should be such that early detection and treatment or intervention interrupts the progress to symptomatic disease, improves the prognosis of the disease, improves the quality of life of the individual, or is amenable to primary prevention.” The health effects discussed in the PHA do not fit this description. Indeed, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force's Guide to Clinical Preventive Services does not advocate testing for the health effects described in the PHA, and such was the finding of the Hoyte Court.

5. General requirements for a medical screening program would not be satisfied. -- For medical monitoring, the ATSDR criteria requires that “In order for a screening program to be of public health benefit, the population being screened should be at a significantly high risk for the undiagnosed disease (i.e., the disease should have a sufficiently high prevalence in the population).” “The early detection through screening should be known to have an impact on the natural history of that disease process.” In addition, “There should be an accepted screening test that meets the requirements for validity, reliability, estimates of yield, sensitivity, specificity, and acceptable cost... The medical monitoring program will use tests that have been recommended and used for screening in other settings.” In this case, the literature on medical monitoring does not support medical monitoring for lung cancer, nasal cancer, or any generic classification of health effects.

6. An accepted treatment, intervention, or both, for the condition (outcome or marker of exposure) does not exist. -- There is no precedent for a medical monitoring program where there is not only no evidence of exposure at levels that could cause increased risk, but also no treatment or intervention for the adverse health effects that the PHA identifies.

The CERCLA statute provides for ATSDR to conduct a pilot study or full health study for the purpose of determining the health effects on a population exposed to hazardous
substances. Moreover, ATSDR does not have the statutory authority to do workplace assessments, which is the exclusive province of NIOSH. In rare cases, ATSDR has the authority to skip that step and proceed directly with a medical monitoring program, but to do so, it would have to determine based on the PHA that “there is a significant increased risk of adverse health effects in humans from exposure to hazardous substances.” 42 U.S.C. 9604(i)(9). No such conclusion can be drawn from the PHA. This case deals with exposures that were of short duration, at levels that were overwhelmingly in compliance with OSHA limits, and with the last exposure occurring 22 years ago. There is not only no available, objective evidence of adverse health effects; in this case, the available, objective evidence affirmatively indicates the contrary -- that the former workers have not suffered any adverse health effects. Under the circumstances, medical monitoring for former workers simply cannot be justified. The recommendation of a workshop toward that end is, therefore ill-conceived and should be deleted from the PHA.

ATSDR Response:
1. ATSDR will consider any and all new data and information regarding former Stauffer worker-related exposures, including worker tenure. Toxicological evaluations will be done using this updated information along with mortality and morbidity epidemiological research results. Because there is no available worker exposure data for the first 25 years of operation, worker exposures were likely as great, if not greater, to those indicated by the industrial hygiene data from the early 1970s.

2. ATSDR did not make as a major conclusion in the PHA that a study of former worker would be inappropriate; this was addressed earlier (see ATSDR Response to Comment #4).

3. The goal of the Expert Panel meeting is not synonymous with the ATSDR publication “Final Criteria for Determining the Appropriateness of Medical Monitoring Under CERCLA.” The Expert Panel meeting was conducted to seek independent advice from each of the panelists, (not to build consensus of ideas or recommendations), as well as to explore possible options, both scientific and service-oriented, for the benefit of former workers for ATSDR to take under consideration.

4. Because of the relatively small geographic area for former Stauffer ore processing and phosphorus production, along with evidence from historical photos, ATSDR believes that the likelihood of outdoor exposures was significant. Those workers who handled carcinogenic substances (e.g., asbestos) were at increased risk of adverse health effects compared with non-production workers (e.g., administrative/clerical staff).

5. We agree that there is a need to examine dose-response relationships; however, very limited personal sampling does not allow this to be done in a scientifically meaningful manner.

6. ATSDR has not proposed to conduct a workplace assessment; furthermore, this is not possible because the former Stauffer Chemical Company facility has been dismantled.

7. ATSDR has not proposed medical monitoring, as cited above, for former Stauffer workers.
Comment #40: With regard to off-site slag, ATSDR has confirmed, once again, that there are no health concerns with respect to off-site slag, as FDOH's Bureau of Radiation Control's investigation, echoing the results of numerous other governmental investigations of the issue, "assured ATSDR that the outdoor areas of slag (in roads and driveways) are not a health hazard." (PHA at page 135.) That conclusion, however, does not appear in the Executive Summary or in the discussion of miscellaneous health risks in Section 5. It should be explicitly stated there. In addition, the PHA repeatedly states without any basis that any phosphorous slag used in building materials in the region originated from the Site (PHA at pages 4, 13, and 68). In fact, as the ATSDR notes elsewhere and as the EPA concluded in its assessment of the issue, the Stauffer plant was not the only generator of slag in the area, and there is no proof that slag samples taken from nearby roadways and buildings originated from the Site. (PHA at page 33, "No conclusions could be made about the extent to which the Stauffer site slag material is contained in the surrounding community roads and buildings"). This point should be clarified as well.

With respect to on-site slag, ATSDR recommends that steps be taken to “[p]revent exposure to radiation in the on-site slag should the site be considered for residential development.” (PHA at page 151.) However, this comment completely ignores the remediation that is expected to commence shortly, with cleanup standards set for radium-226. More importantly, SMC already has agreed to deed restrict the Site so that the Site will never be considered for residential development. The PHA’s recommendation in that regard is thus misplaced and should be deleted.

ATSDR Response:
1. ATSDR has revised the Executive Summary and Section 5 of the final public health assessment to indicate that off-site slag in roads and driveways does not pose a public health hazard.

2. ATSDR acknowledges that the referenced text does not fully reflect the other potential sources of the slag materials used in off-site areas. Therefore, we have modified the text of the public health assessment to reflect the unknown source of the slag materials.

3. ATSDR has revised the recommendations of the final public health assessment to reflect SMC’s intention to prevent development of the site for residential use.

Comment #41: The PHA describes river water and sediments as completed pathways and river biota as a potential pathway for exposure to Site contaminants. (PHA at pages 4, 69-70, 71-73.) Two points should be made with respect to this analysis.

First, the data does not establish that the Site is a contributor of contaminants to the river. Indeed, upstream and downstream river water samples exhibit almost identical concentrations. For example, fluoride concentrations of 80 mg/l and 81 mg/l (upstream and downstream of the Site, respectively) were measured in samples collected from the Anclote River in May 1991. Moreover, concentrations of radium-226 are often higher in river water samples collected upstream of the Site than in samples collected downstream.
Similarly, when Spaulding Environmental Associates (SEA) collected samples from the Anclote River between March 29 and April 4, 1993, it noted that the highest level of phosphate-phosphorus were observed at the sampling locations farthest upstream, while concentrations adjacent to the Site were less than or equal to 0.06 mg/l.

Second, the PHA does not find unusually elevated contaminant levels in river water or sediment, and concludes that Site contaminants are unlikely to accumulate in biota. (PHA at pages 4, 69, 72, and 103.) Presumably, for that reason, the PHA does not find a public health risk associated with these pathways, as Section 5 contains no discussion of any such risk and no recommendation is made concerning them. The PHA should, however, be explicit about that fact and place clear conclusions in the Executive Summary and Section 5.

ATSDR Response: Surface water and sediment meet the criteria for inclusion as a completed exposure pathway, that is, surface water has received past and current releases from site sources and people use the Anclote River for recreational purposes. As such, ATSDR evaluated the public health implications associated with possible exposures to the levels of chemical and radioactive substances detected in the river. The term “completed pathway” simply means that site contaminants could have reached people in the past, present, or potentially in the future. ATSDR’s public health evaluation then determines whether harmful exposure occurred by looking at the detected levels, exposure conditions, and the toxicologic properties of detected substances. Based on available sampling data, ATSDR concluded that no harmful exposures have occurred. We agree that this conclusion could be more explicitly stated and have added or modified text in the PHA (see the Executive Summary and Section 4.1.4).

Without sampling data, we do not know definitively the extent to which river or Stauffer contamination may have affected the fish, particularly in the past. We tried to provide some perspective based on our understanding of the types and levels of substances detected in river water and sediment. We asked, given water and sediment quality documented in the river, how likely might be uptake by aquatic biota? As indicated in the PHA, ATSDR concluded that detected substances are not expected to accumulate to harmful levels in area fish. ATSDR agrees that its conclusion regarding biota could be more explicitly stated in the PHA and has added language to the Executive Summary and Section 4.2.3 to make this point more clearly.

Comment #42: The data supports many of the conclusions, recommendations and findings set forth by ATSDR in its PHA. For instance, the data supports ATSDR's findings that:

- Off-site contamination found in some area private wells “has not been linked with the Stauffer site” (PHA at page 4);

- “Identified private wells are not in the direct path of flow of site groundwater contamination” and that “therefore, the source of the few detected elevated levels is not known.” (PHA at page 2);

- “Public water supplies are not in the path of known contaminant migration and, as such, have not been affected by the Stauffer site.” (PHA at page 2) (See also, PHA
at page 3, “Nearby public water supplies have not been affected by the Stauffer site”); and

- “Groundwater flow direction in both aquifers appears to be south to southwest, with discharge from both aquifers to the Anclote River.” (PHA at page 21).

Likewise, with respect to past on-site consumption of groundwater, the data supports ATSDR’s finding that “measured contamination levels did not exceed health-based CVs in the wells known to have been used for drinking purposes.” (PHA at page 3.)

However, notwithstanding the above, there are several inconsistencies in ATSDR’s interpretation of the data. For instance, there is a strong tendency in the report to associate many off-site measurements of contaminants with the Site, despite a number of statements throughout the report that explicitly say otherwise. For some reason, measurements made on behalf of Stauffer off the Site are interpreted as on-site data. The most egregious example of this relates to the sample wells MW-11S and MW-04F. ATSDR acknowledges that these wells are located south of the Anclote River (See PHA at Table 6), and further acknowledges “the conclusion that no groundwater from the Stauffer site is occurring beneath and across the Anclote River” (PHA at page 21). ATSDR also states (as pointed out in the July 24, 2001 report of Flowscience Incorporated) that the January 1988 sample measurements in these wells are "suspect". Nevertheless, these data are included in Table 7 of the PHA (“On-site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Surficial Aquifer”) and Table 8 (“On-site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Floridan Aquifer”). Furthermore, the discussion of these data is included in Appendix C, Section C.1. (“On-Site Contamination”). By comparison, discussion of water samples from several private and public water wells located very near to MW-11S and MW-04F on the south side of the Anclote River refers to these wells as off-site (see Appendix C Section C.2. (“Off-site contamination”), and Subsection C.2.2.1. (“Private Wells Off-site”).

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR’s intent was to separate out monitoring data from drinking water well data. ATSDR understands that MW-11S and MW-04F are located south of the Anclote River and are not “on site.” Note that Section 3.1.2.1 and Table 6 clearly stated this fact. We see, however, why the inclusion of MW-11S and MW-04F in Tables 7 and 8 (“on-site” groundwater monitoring summary data) and related discussions within the text and Appendix C might be confusing. The PHA has been revised, therefore, and now separates out the two off-site monitoring points. We have also added the results of more recent groundwater monitoring to PHA groundwater discussions and to Tables 7 and 8 (Parsons 2004).

**Comment #43:** A second example occurs in Sections 5.6.1., and 5.6.2., which focus on the risks from arsenic in groundwater. Section 5.6.1. refers to "Estimated dose to Stauffer residents. . . .” However, when one reviews the locations of the water supply wells where the arsenic in question was apparently measured, these wells could not be influenced in any way by Stauffer, as the report acknowledges on page 4 (first paragraph under Item C, “The source of these contaminants, however, has not been linked with the Stauffer site.”). Thus the entire analysis of risk associated with arsenic has no bearing on Stauffer, but nevertheless the report describes “Stauffer residents” as the population at risk.
ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that referring to Stauffer residents is inappropriate. The text has been changed to read Tarpon Springs residents. However, it is appropriate for ATSDR to review and comment on the public health significance of arsenic in drinking water, regardless of where the arsenic came from.

Comment #44: A similar misstatement occurs in Section 5.6.3., which discusses the risks from lead in groundwater. The analysis of health risk focuses on one measurement of 270 ppb measured in a water sample at the Zervos residence at 905 Riverside Drive. This location is more than a mile south of the Site and across the Anclote River. Another high lead sample (160 ppb) is that from the Gibson residence at 1222 North Florida Avenue, which is also located south of the Site and across Anclote River. It is evident that the lead in these wells is in no way associated with the Site, but the analysis and discussion specifically address the risk of ingesting the groundwater with these high lead concentrations.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that the lead in these wells is probably not coming from the Stauffer site. However, it is ATSDR’s responsibility to evaluate the public health significance of lead in drinking water if this issue arises during the course of the agency’s assessment. ATSDR will revise text of the public health assessment to make it clear to the reader that the Stauffer site probably is not the source of the lead in these private wells.

Comment #45: In addition, in numerous places throughout the PHA, lead in drinking water is linked with liver and prostate effects, despite the fact that these are not generally accepted health concerns for lead.

ATSDR Response: Table 2-4 on pages 127 to 153 in ATSDR’s 1999 Toxicological Profile for Lead provides a summary of peer-reviewed studies in lead toxicity that serve as the basis for deciding whether harmful effects might occur in people exposed to lead for varying periods of time. The studies are reported according to the time frame each study covers. For instance, those studies with exposure periods up to 2 weeks are studies 1 through 11 and are considered acute studies. Those studies that cover exposure periods of 2 weeks to 1 year are studies 12 through 107 and are considered intermediate exposures. Those studies that cover exposure periods greater than 1 year are studies 108 to 132 and are considered chronic exposures. As pointed out in the PHA, lead levels were low in December 2000, elevated in March 2001, and low again in May 2001. Therefore, exposure to high levels of lead could have occurred for only a few months. To evaluate exposure during this period, it is necessary to determine if health effects might occur from acute (up to 2 weeks) or intermediate (2 weeks to 1 year) exposure periods. Using the studies reported in Table 2-4, ATSDR identified 6 studies as pertinent to the specific exposure scenario at the Stauffer site. Specifically, studies 1, 2, 13, 14, 35, and 73 were used as guides to possible health effects. In these studies, exposures lasted from 5 days to 7 days and harmful effects were reported to blood, liver, and prostate. The range of doses in these studies was 0.01 mg/kg/day to 0.05 mg/kg/day. The LOAELs (lowest observed adverse effects levels) identified in these studies can be compared to a range of estimated doses for preschool children. The 90th percentile for tap water intake in preschool children is about 1 liter day or about four
8-ounce glasses. At this consumption rate of water, the estimated dose of lead for a preschool child weighing 16 kg is 0.017 mg/kg/day. The 90th percentile tap water intake for a 1-year-old child is 0.644 L/day, which results in an estimated dose of 0.017 mg/kg/day, assuming the child’s weight is 10 kg. The estimated dose for a preschool child and a 1-year-old child drinking tap water with 160-ppb lead is 0.01 mg/kg/day. The estimated doses in children approach or exceed LOAELs reported from human and animal studies that showed harmful effects, and, therefore, it is appropriate to describe those harmful effects in the public health assessment. Specifically, studies 35 and 73 identify the liver and prostate as possible target organs.

Comment #46: On August 25, 2000, SMC and the EPA entered into an Agreement to conduct certain additional studies at the Site. One major portion of the Additional Studies Program was to complete a comprehensive site-wide groundwater characterization study, as well as a geophysical study across the Site and a solidification/stabilization treatability study on pond materials and soils. The objectives of the groundwater studies were to supplement existing data and to conduct a detailed, comprehensive analysis with respect to groundwater constituents, groundwater flow, Site conditions, and potential off-site impacts. The groundwater studies were conducted in conformance with the Groundwater Studies Work Plan and the Sampling and Analysis Plan developed for the Additional Studies Program, both of which had been reviewed and approved by the EPA and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection. The United States Geological Survey and the Corps of Engineers, as well as the Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management, also provided review and comment on the plans for the studies and provided additional project oversight. The field investigation was thorough and employed state of the art technology.

The results of the field investigation have recently been compiled, and the results confirm the conclusions drawn from earlier studies. Specifically the new data sustain the following conclusions:

- The semi-confining layer (SCL) found in all deep monitoring wells in this study (except within the two geophysical anomalies in the eastern portion of the South Parcel) minimizes the cross-connection between the surficial and Upper Floridan aquifers.

- Confirmation, once again, based on both the sampling data and the Site hydrogeology, that the Site does not impact off-site drinking water wells.

- The primary constituents of concern (antimony, thallium, arsenic) are mainly found in the surficial aquifer, and are in or adjacent to localized source areas. Large areal plumes of primary constituents of concern do not exist at the Site.

- There is not a strong hydraulic connection between the surficial and Upper Floridan aquifers.

- Tides should have little or no effect on the proposed remedy in the unsaturated zone and the surficial aquifer.
The Site hydrogeology is a relatively flat, low flow system with ultimate discharge to the Anclote River by both the surficial and Upper Floridan aquifers.

There are no groundwater factors at the Site that should affect the implementation and long-term effectiveness of the remedy presented in the Record of Decision.

The recently obtained data also indicates:

- Groundwater contamination in the surficial aquifer appears to be localized in the pond areas in the North and South Parcels. These localized areas are closely associated with “Source Areas” and large area plumes of those Source Area constituents do not exist at the Site.

- Only one Upper Floridan well contained any of these Source Area constituents of concern (antimony and thallium as well as gross alpha). This well is located next to a source area and was originally installed with the screen compromising the SCL and allowing connection between the aquifers. A new adjacent Upper Floridan well contained none of these constituents. Downward migration of metals of concern from the surficial aquifer to the Upper Floridan aquifer was not found.

- The horizontal gradients in both aquifers are relatively flat and the vertical gradient between the aquifers is slightly downward. The flat gradients, in combination with the relatively low hydraulic conductivities of both aquifers, are indicative of a low flow velocity groundwater system.

We will soon provide to ATSDR a copy of the Parsons “Groundwater Report”, which includes all supporting data. We will also provide to ATSDR in the near future a copy of the soon to be completed “Geophysical Studies Report,” prepared by SMC's contractor, Technos. The Geophysical Studies, like the Groundwater Studies, was conducted in conformance with work plans reviewed and approved by the EPA and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection. The United States Geological Survey, the Corps of Engineers, the Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management, and the local Technical Assistance Grant group also provided review and comment on the plans for the studies, and some of these agencies provided additional project oversight. These reports confirm that groundwater presents no risks and should be included in the PHA.

ATSDR Response: As written, ATSDR's PHA does not infer that site groundwater poses a health risk. The public comment draft discussed health implications of detected levels of contaminants in nearby private wells, but clearly indicates that the contaminants on which the discussions focused (arsenic and lead) have not been linked with the Stauffer site. See also response to Comments #5 and #42.
ATSDR has reviewed the Groundwater Studies Report (Parsons 2004) and the Geophysical Studies Report (O'Brien & Gere 2004) and agrees that contamination beneath the site appears in “spots” associated with source areas (e.g., the ponds) and does not exhibit any distinguishable plumes. These studies did reveal some connectivity between the surficial and Upper Floridan aquifer in discrete locations, primarily in the eastern portion of the site. Still, no site contaminants appear to have migrated in the direction of water supplies. ATSDR has added text to the PHA to present the findings of these more recent studies.

Comment #47:
The PHA recommends preventing, “exposure to radiation in on-site slag should the site be considered for residential development.” (PHA at page 151.) As discussed in Section V.B. of these comments, SMC has already agreed to deed restrict the Site so that it will never be considered for residential development.

ATSDR Response: See ATSDR Response to Comment #40.

Comment #48:
The PHA recommends conducting, “follow-up activities for users of residential and commercial wells that contained elevated levels of arsenic and lead to determine whether the wells are still in use and to ensure that the users are aware of potential risks from past use of the wells.” (PHA at page 151.) As acknowledged by the PHA and discussed in detail in Section VII of these comments, there is no association between the Site and elevated arsenic and lead in residential or commercial wells.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that arsenic and lead detected in several residential and commercial wells in the site area are probably not associated with groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site.

Comment #49:
The PHA recommends reviewing, “new site data, as they become available, for potential public health implications, including the results of the recent geophysical and hydrogeological site investigations.” (PHA at page 151.) As discussed in Section VII of these comments, SMC encourages ATSDR to review the recent data which has become available, supporting the conclusion that the Site is not associated with any off-site groundwater contamination.

ATSDR Response: See response to Comment #46.

Comment #50:
The PHA recommends providing, “health education to former Stauffer workers focused on healthy habits for respiratory illness care and prevention through (1) local meetings, (2) established repositories, and/or (3) mailing using available mailing lists of former workers.” (PHA at page 151.) While there is nothing wrong with providing health education generally, there is no evidence presented in the PHA that suggests a special need for Stauffer workers.
ATSDR Response: According to the findings of the public health assessment, there were documented exposures to several hazardous substances at levels of health concern during the operation of the plant between 1971 and 1981. This timeframe is the focus of the PHA. Through an extensive health education needs assessment completed by the ATSDR Division of Health Education and Promotion (DHEP), the former worker population was identified as a key target audience for health education activities. Additional details about the needs assessment can be obtained from ATSDR. Additionally, findings of the PHA and other related public health activities support the likelihood of adverse respiratory health impact of past exposures to the airborne contaminants present during site operations. Finally, health promotion information could be a benefit to this population specifically.

Comment #51:
The PHA recommends providing, “health education to local health care providers including health information related to (1) taking patients' environmental exposure histories and (2) available contaminant-specific case studies and fact sheets.” (PHA at page 151.) Again, while there is nothing wrong with providing health education generally, there is no evidence presented in the PHA that suggests a special need for local health care providers in relation to Stauffer or the Site.

ATSDR Response: The extensive health education needs assessment conducted by the ATSDR DHEP also identified area health care providers as a key target audience for health education activities. DHEP is planning a number of activities to assist area health care providers to become more knowledgeable and proficient in preventing, diagnosing, or treating adverse health effects potentially associated with exposure to hazardous chemicals. Trained health care providers will also be able to better answer their patients’ questions about health risks from the site.

Comment #52:
The PHA recommends continuing, “to provide health education to area residents and people who attended Gulfside Elementary from 1978 to 1981 through distribution of (1) Neighbor-2-Neighbor community newsletters for the Stauffer Site, (2) chemical-specific and exposure-related fact sheets, and (3) public health fact sheets.” (PHA at page 151.) Once again, while there is nothing wrong with providing health education generally, there is no evidence presented in the PHA that suggests a special need for residents or people who attended Gulfside Elementary from 1978 to 1981 in relation to Stauffer or the Site.

ATSDR Response: The extensive health education needs assessment conducted by the ATSDR DHEP also identified individuals who attended Gulfside Elementary from 1978 to 1981 as a key target audience for health education activities. Therefore, DHEP will provide health education on chemicals identified in the findings of the PHA, such as sulfur dioxide and particulate matter, to the individuals who attended school during this period and were possibly exposed to these chemicals. In addition, DHEP will provide health education to area residents as appropriate.

Comment #53:
The PHA recommends providing, “health education materials in Greek if necessary based on the needs of the Tarpon Springs community.” (PHA at page 151.) SMC does not believe
there is a demonstrated need to provide further health education material to the community, but if such materials are provided it is sensible to supply them in the languages that best fit the needs of the community.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR is committed to reaching the target populations in their preferred language. To this end, the ATSDR DHEP identified a Greek-speaking population in the area in the data collected in the needs assessment. Additionally, at recent public meetings hosted by ATSDR in the Tarpon Springs community, there were public requests for the availability of documents in Greek associated with the PHA describing environmental exposure at Stauffer Chemical Company. The 2000 U.S. Census data also supports the presence of a small Greek-speaking population.

Comment #54:
The PHA recommends conducting, “a special workshop of medical experts for the discussion, input, and guidance for possible future health activities (e.g., focused health/medical screening) for former Stauffer workers.” As discussed in more detail in Section IV of these comments, this recommendation is ill-conceived and based on a complete lack of support for instituting a medical monitoring program for former workers.

ATSDR Response:
1. ATSDR has not proposed medical monitoring for former Stauffer workers.

2. The ATSDR-hosted Expert Panel meeting was held on July 31, 2003 in response to a recommendation made in the Stauffer PHA report.

Comment #55:
The PHA recommends, “[f]or public health surveillance and health information purposes, continu[ing] to monitor the area for the annual incidence of mesothelioma and lung cancer.” As discussed in the PHA, there is no current evidence of an increase in mesothelioma and lung cancer associated with the Site.

ATSDR Response: The multi-year cancer health statistic review indicates the possibility of an unusual pattern of mesothelioma for the four Census Tracts surrounding the Stauffer site. Mesothelioma in women was found to be significantly elevated during 1990–1994 (3 cases observed, 0.6 cases expected; SIR=5.0; p<0.02). At this time, ATSDR cannot prove or disprove any association with the Stauffer site. ATSDR, in cooperation with the FL DOH, will examine rates or cases of mesothelioma in these four tracts for the next 3 years.

Comment #56: Page 8-9: The uncertainty associated with estimating PM2.5 levels cannot be overstated. Wherever PM2.5 or PM10 values are presented, reference should be made to these being highly uncertain extrapolated values.

ATSDR Response: The comment suggests that the Executive Summary of the PHA should more prominently acknowledge the uncertainties associated with the estimated ambient air concentrations of PM\(_{2.5}\) (and, to a lesser extent, PM\(_{10}\)). ATSDR’s views on this issue, which were raised previously by the commenter, are discussed in ATSDR Response to Comment #16.
In short, we used two different approaches that derive from entirely different data sets to estimate PM$_{2.5}$ ambient air concentrations. Though both approaches have inherent uncertainties, the fact that the two approaches had reasonably consistent findings provides some confidence that estimated air concentrations do not grossly misrepresent Stauffer's past impacts on air quality. Nonetheless, the approaches we used have inherent uncertainties, and our estimated air quality impacts might be lower or higher than what actually occurred in the past. The Executive Summary of the PHA has been modified to reflect our overall assessment of estimated PM$_{2.5}$ concentration levels.

**Comment #57: Page 9-10:** The section labeled “Review of Community Health Concerns About Past Stauffer Air Emissions” concludes with the statement -- “ATSDR has not determined that any of these reported illnesses were elevated in the community in relation to exposures from Stauffer.” This is a correct statement that should end with a period after Stauffer. It is meaningless to continue --“but only that they are consistent with findings from the scientific literature.” It is well recognized that the health effects observed with high levels of exposure to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide are very common and not uniquely related to factors such as air pollution.

**ATSDR Response:** The fact that these health effects are also associated with other factors is discussed in the same section that is referred to in the comment. ATSDR believes it is equally important for the public to understand that ATSDR has not determined that any of these diseases are elevated in the community but to also know that they are consistent with the reported health effects of PM and SO2 exposures from the literature.

**Comment #58: Page 17, Section 2.1.:** At the end of the second paragraph describing land use in the area, it would be appropriate to add new sentences --“A major nearby industrial facility, currently and during the period of plant operations, was the Anclote Power Plant, a major source of particulate and gaseous emissions, including sulfur dioxide.”

**ATSDR Response:** The comment suggests that text be added to Page 17 regarding the Anclote Power Plant. However, on Page 19 of the public comment release PHA the text reads: “. . . the Anclote Plant is a very large emissions source of several pollutants, including sulfur dioxide and particulate matter.” We made no changes to Page 17 in response to this comment, but we did add text to Page 19 indicating that the Anclote Power Plant not only emitted sulfur dioxide and particulate matter while Stauffer operated, but also continues to emit these contaminants today.

**Comment #59: Page 77 and Tables 41, 42 and 43:** The use of a 100 ppb (1 hour average) level in these tables as representing an “adverse health effect” level is misleading.

**ATSDR Response:** As mentioned previously, ATSDR’s Toxicological Profile for Sulfur Dioxide identifies 100 ppb as a less serious LOAEL.

**Comment #60: Pages 77, 78 and 80:** The repeated use of a 100 ppb level on these pages is inappropriate.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR disagrees.
Comment #61: Table 47: In addition to burying discussion of the specific studies in Table 47 of the appendix, the PHA gives the impression that there is greater certainty in the understanding of PM health effects than there actually is by typically referring to only one study and ignoring others with contrary results. For many of the physiologic end points listed in Table 47, a number of recent studies have been published, many with variable and inconsistent findings. As the peer review comments detailed, for example, for plasma viscosity, Table 47 cites only to the Peters et al. (1997) study, which observed a weak, non-significant association between elevated plasma viscosity and TSP during a large air pollution episode in Augsburg, West Germany. The effects of PM on blood viscosity/coagulability have been the subject of at least 8 recent studies. For example, Nadziejko et al. (2002) reports that there is some concern that the Peters et al. findings may be confounded by the effects of temperature, because sharp drops in temperature preceded the 1985 air pollution episode. With respect to other studies, Table 47 cites the Seaton et al. (1999) study as support for a biological mechanism involving red blood cell (RBC) sequestration, because this study reports an association between PM10 and reductions in hemoglobin levels. Yet Table 47 omits any mention that this study also found a statistically significant negative association between blood fibrinogen, a marker of blood viscosity/coagulability and ambient PM10 levels. In other words, these investigators found that blood fibrinogen levels were lower on days with higher PM10, indicating an anticoagulant effect of PM. In a 2-year cross-sectional study of over 7,000 London office workers, Pekannen et al. (2000) reported stronger and more consistent relationships between NO2 and CO and blood fibrinogen than with PM. In addition, Godleski et al. (2000) showed no effects on fibrinogen in PM2.5 CAPs experiments of dogs. These mixed study results for one high-profile hypothesis – the relationship between PM and blood viscosity/coagulability – illustrate the large uncertainty regarding the biological mechanism for PM-induced cardiovascular effects. Failure to include a full reporting of the literature is a significant deficiency in the ATSDR's analysis of PM health effects. In addition, this table of specific physiologic endpoints associated with particulate matter exposure is misleading in that it does not include information on the exposure levels associated with these changes.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR clearly indicates in the several sections of the PHA that a biological mechanism has not yet been established and that this is a source of uncertainty in our overall findings. Moreover, because we relied on the many population-based epidemiological studies to support our conclusions, we do not believe that an exhaustive reporting of all of these studies is needed. Furthermore, ATSDR believes that a reporting of the levels from the studies that we did summarize is not useful because, again, we did not rely on these studies to support our conclusions.

Comment #62: Table 48: All of the TSP (annual) values shown are below the NAAQS for annual average concentrations of 75 µg/m3 that was operative up until 1987. All of the estimated annual PM10 values are below the NAAQS for PM10 for annual average concentrations of 50 µg/m3, promulgated in 1987.
ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees with the conclusions of the comment regarding Table 48. However, as can be seen from Table 49, the estimated PM2.5 annual average levels were above the current EPA standard of 15 µg/m³. It is true that none of the annual geometric mean concentrations or 24-hour average concentrations were higher than EPA’s former health-based air quality standards for TSP (75 µg/m³ and 260 µg/m³, respectively). However, many states have implemented more stringent air quality standards for TSP. Florida’s air quality standards for TSP, for example, were 60 µg/m³ for annual geometric mean concentrations and 150 µg/m³ for 24-hour average concentrations. As Table C-6 indicates, the annual geometric mean concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station were higher than the state of Florida’s standard from 1977 to 1981. Further, 24-hour average concentrations at the Anclote Road monitoring station exceeded the state of Florida’s air quality standard on 8 days between 1977 and 1981.

For some PM sources that consist primarily of larger particles (like dust storms), the previous TSP standard was probably protective of public health. However, since this standard was established, much has been learned about how particle size is related to adverse lung and heart effects; that is, the smaller or finer particles are more likely to be associated with such effects. Because of this knowledge, the EPA has moved towards making the PM standard a measure of the smaller-sized particles by first implementing a PM10 and then a PM2.5 standard. Therefore, because ATSDR believes that it is likely that Stauffer and other sources in the area contributed appreciable amounts of fine particles to overall PM loading and exposures, then it is possible that the previous EPA TSP standard in the area of Stauffer Chemical was not as protective of public health as the Florida standard.

ATSDR discusses the EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards on page 59 of the public release version of the health assessment. ATSDR will review the public health assessment to ensure that proper reference is given to national ambient air quality standards.

Comment #63: Table 49: The estimated PM2.5 values in this table are highly uncertain because of the complexity of the extrapolation from measured total suspended particulates measurements to estimated PM10 and then to estimated PM2.5. Such highly uncertain values should not be used as a basis for discussing potential health impacts.

ATSDR Response: The comment correctly notes that our approach of estimating PM2.5 levels from measured TSP levels involves considerable uncertainty. ATSDR acknowledged this uncertainty throughout the public comment release PHA, and this uncertainty continues to be noted in the final document.

ATSDR emphasizes, however, that we estimated Stauffer’s potential air quality impacts using two approaches that rely on two entirely different data sets. One approach was a “top-down” approach, in which we took measured levels of particulate matter and used the best available information on particle size distribution to back-calculate what amount could be attributed to Stauffer’s emissions. The other approach was a “bottom-up” approach, in which we took data on emission rates and meteorological conditions and used a dispersion model to estimate the air quality impacts from Stauffer’s emissions. Despite the fact that both approaches have inherent uncertainties (of different origin), the two approaches reached very similar conclusions, which
gives ATSDR comfort that the estimated PM2.5 levels do not grossly misrepresent Stauffer’s past air quality impacts.

To respond to this comment, ATSDR added a footnote to Table 49 that acknowledges the uncertainty in the calculations and refers the reader to other text in the PHA that addresses this topic further.

**Comment #64: Page 83, Line 20:** The term “ambient concentration” should be used instead of “exposure level” here and elsewhere in the report when discussing ambient measurements. Ambient measurements do not equate to actual exposures.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR agrees that the term “ambient concentration” (or “ambient level”) is more appropriate in the sentence on line 20, page 83. ATSDR will review other sections of the public health assessment to determine whether “exposure” or “ambient concentration” is more appropriate and will revise these sections as necessary.

**Comment #65: Page 85:** The PHA lists redness (i.e., inflammation) of the trachea and bronchi and increased numbers of inflammatory cells in lung fluid as serious effects that can occur with relatively short exposures (e.g., 10-20 minutes) to SO2 concentrations between 1,000 and 8,000 ppb. However, as indicated in Table 42, redness has only been observed in one human study at 8,000 ppb SO2, while increased inflammatory cells have only been observed in one study, at 4,000 and 8,000 ppb SO2. Based on the monitoring data presented in the PHA, it is unlikely that SO2 concentrations in the vicinity of the Stauffer plant were ever as high as 4,000 ppb. Consequently, it is misleading to suggest that individuals may have experienced more severe health effects that occur only at SO2 concentrations substantially higher than those that likely occurred in the vicinity of the Stauffer plant. References to these potential health effects should thus be removed.

**ATSDR Response:** As described in the public health assessment, hourly measurements of sulfur dioxide levels at the Anclote Road monitoring station show that the highest hourly sulfur dioxide level was 840 ppb. According to information from EPA, the maximum sulfur dioxide levels during this hour might have been 2 to 3 times this amount, or 1,600 to 2,500 ppb. Because these potential sulfur dioxide levels approach the levels of 4,000 ppb to 8,000 ppb that have been shown to cause redness of airways and increased inflammatory cells, it is reasonable to assume that these effects might be possible in some people. It should be pointed out that the limited human studies available do not show what a safe level for these more serious effects is. Therefore, it is prudent public health practice to point out the possibility of these more serious effects when exposure levels approach these higher sulfur dioxide levels.

**Comment #66: Page 87:** Section 5.3.1 begins with a laundry list of health effects that have been associated with PM exposures, but it is not clearly stated that these are epidemiological associations and not doctor-diagnosed cases with a causal conclusion. The PHA should discuss what it is meant by the term "associated" so that a clear distinction is made between actual proven and estimated statistical health effects.
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ATSDR Response: ATSDR is not sure what is meant by “doctor-diagnosed cases with a causal conclusion.” A diagnosis by a medical doctor does not prove causality to a particular exposure. Moreover, many of the overall health effects associated with PM exposures listed at the beginning of this section are from health studies that have used doctor-diagnosed cases from hospital admissions and death certificate records. ATSDR has attempted, in several sections of the PHA, to provide the reader with some perspective on the differences between an association and causality.

Comment #67: Page 89, Last Paragraph: “Schwarz” should be “Schwartz”.

ATSDR Response: Thank you. ATSDR will correct the spelling of Dr. Schwartz’s name in the PHA text.

Comment #68: Page 91: Analysis of ambient air monitoring data: The report should more clearly describe the very large uncertainty associated with estimation of PM2.5 concentrations from extrapolation from TSP to PM10 and then PM10 to PM2.5. The overall extrapolation that PM2.5 represents 30 percent of the TSP is highly uncertain.

ATSDR Response: In general, our response to Comment #63 applies to this comment as well. This comment suggests that analyses documented on Page 91 of the public comment release PHA should describe the uncertainty associated with our calculations. The paragraphs that immediately followed this passage (i.e., on page 92 of the public comment release PHA) do acknowledge the uncertainties in this evaluation. More importantly, the subsequent paragraphs indicate that ATSDR used two different approaches to estimate air quality impacts from particulate matter, noting that the results from these approaches are quite similar. ATSDR continues to maintain that our estimated particulate matter exposure concentrations are based on the best available information for the site.

Comment #69: Page 91, Line 25: Secondary formation of aerosols is unlikely to be very significant near the source, as acknowledged elsewhere in the report.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that secondary formation of aerosols is likely insignificant for near-field receptors. We have removed the sentence of concern from the PHA and revised the paragraph in which that sentence appeared.

Comment #70: Page 94, Second Complete Paragraph: Krewski et al. [2002] should be changed to Krewski et al. [2000].

ATSDR Response: Thank you. ATSDR will correct the date of the article in the PHA text.

Comment #71: Page 111, First Complete Paragraph: Table 53 should refer to Table 54.

ATSDR Response: Thank you. ATSR will correct the table number in the PHA text.

Comment #72: Table 56: The PHA summarizes the occupational data in Table 56. Unfortunately, if one wants to understand the data, one has to read all the sampling data,
which is not feasible (especially since they are not included in the document, nor are they all collected in one place; they are only available in a collection of memoranda, reports, and a spreadsheet). Thus, we recommend that all of the data be presented in an appendix in tabular form. We also recommend specific changes to Table 56. The column heading “frequency” actually contains the total number of samples collected. Thus, this column should instead be labeled “N” to signify the total number of samples. “Frequency” implies a detection frequency and has the format of x/y where x is the number of samples that had a detected concentration and y is the total number of samples collected for that particular analyte. “Type” (TWA, partial, or grab) seems to refer to the sample with the maximum concentration, but this is not explained anywhere; it could and should be added as a footnote to the table. The distinction between grab, partial, and TWA samples should also be explained. Samples that are area samples and not personal samples should be designated. Also a footnote should be added indicating that a value with < in front of it signifies a limit of detection. Table 56 should contain the following data in addition to the maximum and minimum concentrations: whether the sample was an area, personal, or grab sample (this is mentioned for most samples but not for the asbestos samples, for example), the mean and UCLM values, if known, and other pertinent information. For example, the nickel and chromium results are both for mechanics who were welding, a task they perform only sporadically. This should be noted. See Table 1 for an example of such a table compiling the data for chromium.

**ATSDR Response:** Thank you for your comments. ATSDR has modified Table 56 to incorporate many of the suggested changes.

**Comment #73:** Table 57: The designation of a 5 ppm TWA STEL for SO2 is incorrect; it should simply be STEL; it is not possible to have a limit that is both a TWA and a STEL. Also, this table contains the threshold limit values (TLVs) recommended by the ACGIH, yet the text discusses only the OSHA permissible exposure limits (PELs), so there is a disconnect between this table and the analysis conducted, as reflected in the text.

**ATSDR Response:** The STEL designation for sulfur dioxide has been corrected in the table. For its review of worker exposures at SCC ATSDR reviewed not only OSHA standards, but also recommendations from NIOSH and ACGIH. The value listed in the Threshold Limit Value column of Table 57 is the most conservative value. There is no disconnect between the table and the analysis conducted. ATSDR’s focus in evaluating former worker exposures at SCC was to determine, based on the very limited data made available to the agency, whether former workers could have been exposed to levels of contaminants that might cause adverse health effects, regardless of whether an OSHA occupational standard was exceeded.

**Comment #74:** The PHA says at page 112 that the maximum concentration of contaminants was compared to: OSHA PELs, which are regulatory values that apply specifically and only to the workplace; ACGIH TLVs, non-regulatory occupational guideline values; EPA toxicity criteria, non-regulatory values for the general public; and ATSDR guidance values (e.g., CREG, MRL), and the reader is referred to Table 57 in Appendix B. Table 57, however, seems to reference only TLVs or STELs, terminology that is only applicable to ACGIH recommended levels. We reviewed the numbers, and they all
seem to come from ACGIH, although some numbers are the same for both ACGIH and OSHA. However, the OSHA PELs are not listed (unless by chance they are the same number as the ACGIH number) nor are NIOSH RELs or IDLHs listed. Further, EPA RfCs (properly written RfCs not RFCs) are listed, though not mentioned in the text. This dichotomy between the tables and the text should be rectified. If only ACGIH values were used for comparison in the column labeled TLV, then the text should either not list the OSHA PELs or it should say that PELs were considered only insofar as they were identical to the ACGIH TLVs. It would be helpful to explain why this is so—in other words, the rationale for the approach should be provided. Also, the PHA compares some samples to current standards and others to standards in force at the time of sample collection; the basis and reasoning behind this should be explained or the standards should be from a consistent time period (and the basis for such a selection clarified).

ATSDR Response: Thank you. RFC was changed to RfC in the table. As indicated in the response above, ATSDR reviewed not only the OSHA regulatory standards, but also other guidelines and recommendations (i.e., ATSDR, EPA, ACGIH, NIOSH) in its evaluation of contaminants for former SCC workers. ATSDR used the most conservative values in its evaluation process—the agency’s focus was on whether exposure to former SCC workers occurred at levels that might cause adverse health effects, not whether an occupational standard was exceeded.

**Comment #75:** Few of the acronyms here are included in Appendix D (Description of Comparison Values and Other Health-Based Guidelines). This would be an appropriate place to explain terms such as TLV, PEL, REL, STEL, IDLH, RfC, TWA, etc. At present, they do not appear to be explained anywhere in the document.

ATSDR Response: Thank you. The requested acronyms have been added to Appendix D.

**Comment #76:** Table 58: Table 58 does not list the cancer toxicity criteria used or the risk calculations. The cancer criteria are: 2.3E-1 per f/ml for asbestos and 1.2E-2 per µg/cubic meter for chromium. Both come from EPA's IRIS database, available online, and both are unit risk factors, which are used for cancer assessment via inhalation, not cancer slope factors, which are used exclusively for the oral route. (The current text under Table 58 states that cancer slope factors were used, when in fact unit risks were used.) The notes under Table 58 could easily be modified to be accurate and complete as shown below. The IRIS unit risks apply to residential exposure, which is assumed to occur 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for a lifetime of 70 years. To adjust these factors for workers, who are exposed 8 hours a day, 50 days a year, for 20 years, ATSDR used the following adjustment factors: 8/24 hours, 50/365 days/year, and 20/70 years, yielding the following equation:

\[
\text{Cair} = \frac{\text{Concentration of chemical in air (ug/m3)}}{\text{ET adj} \times \text{EF adj} \times \text{ED adj}}
\]

where:

- \( \text{Cair} \): Concentration of chemical in air (ug/m3)
- \( \text{ET adj} \): Adjustment for exposure time (hours/day)
- \( \text{EF adj} \): Adjustment for exposure frequency (days/year)
- \( \text{ED adj} \): Adjustment for exposure duration (years)
URinhal = Inhalation Unit Risk (µg/m3)-1:
  = 2.3E-1 per f/ml for asbestos
  = 1.2E-2 per µg/m3 for chromium
Cair = 0.33 f/ml for asbestos
  = 0.46 mg/m3 = 460 mg/m3 for chromium

This equation yields a cancer risk of 9.9E-04 for asbestos and 7.2E-02 for chromium (total).

ATSDR Response: Thank you for your input. ATSDR has modified Table 58 to incorporate the above comments for clarity; however, these modifications do not change the overall conclusion.

Comment #77: Page 4, First Bullet: ATSDR's statement that "Slag generated by Stauffer processes was stored on-site and used as roadway and building material throughout nearby communities" has not been established by the data. In point of fact, the Site was not the only elemental phosphorus processor in the area and as ATSDR elsewhere recognizes (PHA at page 33), EPA has found that "No conclusions could be made about the extent to which the Stauffer site slag material is contained in the surrounding community roads and buildings".

ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges that the bulleted item does not fully reflect the other potential sources of the slag materials used in off-site areas. We have therefore modified the text of this bullet in the Executive Summary to reflect the unknown source of the slag materials.

Comment #78: Page 68: ATSDR's statement that "Slag material generated from Stauffer operations was routinely used in the construction of homes, driveways, and roadways in nearby communities" is not established by the data. In point of fact, the Site was not the only elemental phosphorus processor in the area and as ATSDR elsewhere recognizes (PHA at page 33), EPA has found that "No conclusions could be made about the extent to which the Stauffer site slag material is contained in the surrounding community roads and buildings".

ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges that the statement on Page 68 does not fully reflect the other potential sources of the slag materials used in off-site areas. We have therefore modified the text of this bullet in the public health assessment to reflect the unknown source of the slag materials.

Comment #79: Page 110: ATSDR's chronic MRL for arsenic is the dose below which harmful effects are not likely. For arsenic, the chronic MRL is 0.3 µg/kg/day arsenic; therefore, whenever someone's estimated dose is below 0.3 µg/kg/day, harmful effects are not likely. As can be seen in Table 53 in Appendix B of the PHA, all of the estimated doses from surface soil and slag for children and adults are below the chronic MRL. This should be clearly stated in the PHA.

ATSDR Response: On page 110, the PHA clearly states that the estimated doses from surface soil and slag for children and adults are below the chronic MRL. Here is the actual text in the
PHA: “As can be seen in Table 53 in Appendix B, all of the estimated doses from surface soil and slag for children and adults are below the chronic MRL.”

ATSDR has added to the following statement to ensure that readers understand what it means to be “below the MRL”: “…therefore, arsenic in surface soil and slag are not likely to cause harmful effects in children and adults.”

Comment #80: Page 2, Second Arrow: ATSDR states: “Surface water samples (from the Anclote River) contained the following contaminants at levels above drinking water CVs at least once: antimony, arsenic, boron, chromium, iron, lead, thallium, vanadium, fluoride, sulfate, gross alpha and beta radiation, and radium-226. Contaminants detected and for which no CVs are available include calcium, magnesium, sodium, phosphorus, and polonium-210.” This is a very misleading and wholly unscientific statement. One would expect a number of the drinking water CVs to be exceeded when river estuary water is being sampled very close to the ocean. Much of the time the water sampled will in fact be seawater. It is not surprising that sulfate and boron and fluoride exceed their drinking water CVs and that the contaminants calcium, magnesium, sodium, phosphorus and polonium-210 are detected. Most of these elements would be significant components in any analysis of seawater. Furthermore, because of the estuarine location, there is a tendency for particulate matter to accumulate as the surface charge on the river-borne particles is suppressed by the ionic strength of the seawater. It is therefore not surprising to find an accumulation of some of these elements in water samples from this location.

ATSDR states: “Arsenic, boron and sulfates were consistently detected at levels above CVs throughout the river.” Of course arsenic, boron and sulfate would be above a drinking water CVs for samples taken in the estuary. Standard sea water has about 4 ppb of arsenic, 4,400 ppb of boron and about 2,700,000 ppb of sulfate. The CV values quoted for each of these three entities are arsenic 0.02 ppb, boron 600 ppb, and sulfate 250,000 ppb (see Tables 16, 17, and 18). It is simply impossible for any seawater sample to meet the quoted CVs, which simply emphasizes the inappropriate choice of drinking water CV for the river water samples.

ATSDR Response: Screening environmental contaminant concentrations against CVs is a key step in ATSDR's health assessment process. While drinking water CVs are not an ideal comparison, they are used as a conservative screen to identify chemicals requiring further evaluation, the premise being that if detected contaminant levels are below levels considered safe to drink, absolutely no health concerns exist under existing surface water exposure scenarios (i.e., incidental ingestion during recreational activities). This is stated on page 35 of the PHA. Exceeding a CV does not mean or imply that adverse health effects are expected. ATSDR considers a number of factors, including comparison to background concentrations, when evaluating exposures and providing public health perspective. Page C-27 clearly states that several elements are naturally occurring in this type of environment; a similar statement has been added to the Executive Summary and to Section 3.2.3.
Comment #81: ATSDR states: “Gross alpha and beta radiation levels are similar both upstream and in Meyers Cove, but radium-226, radon, and polonium-210 are at least three times higher in Meyers Cove than in areas immediately upstream.”

The maximum measured gross alpha and gross beta values at the four sample locations given in Tables 16, 17, 18, and 19 are given in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>gross alpha</th>
<th>gross beta</th>
<th>radium-226</th>
<th>Radon</th>
<th>polonium-210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the limited data samples available and a statement of the maximum values measured it is not statistically valid to conclude anything about the difference in the statistical distributions of these data. The implication of the ATSDR statement is that Meyers Cove is somehow impacted by the Site. This conclusion may not be drawn. It is simply poor science to make this value judgment, which is based upon the maximum value of a limited number of samples.

ATSDR Response: The language in the bullet states that detected concentrations in Meyers Cover are higher than in other parts of the river but does not suggest that Meyers Cove was influenced by the site. ATSDR’s goal is to report observed concentrations and trends. The sentence could be clearer in stating that maximum concentrations were compared, and that a statistically rigorous analysis was not conducted. Therefore, a phrase will be added to clarify this point both in the Executive Summary and in Section 3.2.3.

Comment #82: Page 35, Last Paragraph: The inappropriateness of using drinking water CVs to evaluate a river estuary located so close to the ocean is discussed above. It simply makes no sense when natural seawater concentrations of elements far exceed the drinking water CVs. The use of soil CVs to evaluate sediment concentrations likewise makes little sense given the underlying assumptions regarding the ingestion of soils that define the soil CVs. It is unlikely that any child would eat soil soaked in seawater, which is a relatively strong emetic.

ATSDR states: “Arsenic, boron, and sulfates were consistently detected at concentrations above CVs throughout the river.” The self-evident nature of this statement was discussed above. Natural sea water concentrations of arsenic, boron, and sulfates guarantee that the CVs for drinking water will be exceeded. The problem is the inappropriate use of the drinking water CVs.
ATSDR states: “Although gross alpha and beta radiation are similar both upstream and in Meyers Cove, radium-226, radon, and polonium-210 are at least three times higher in Meyers Cove than in areas immediately upstream.” This is not correct, as discussed above.

ATSDR Response: See response to Comment #81. Also note that the first paragraph on page 35 clearly describes how and why drinking water and soil CVs were used to screen surface water and sediment, respectively.

Comment #83: Page 2, Third Arrow: ATSDR states: “Sediment samples (from the Anclote River) contained arsenic, thallium, fluoride, radium-226, polonium-210 at levels that exceeded CVs at least once. The highest concentrations of these contaminants were detected (a) in Meyers Cove and (b) during the 1988 and 1989 sampling events.”

The highest concentrations in the referenced samples are presented in the following table, with data taken from Tables 20, 21, 22, and 23.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Arsenic</th>
<th>thallium</th>
<th>fluoride</th>
<th>radium-226</th>
<th>polonium-210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18,000J</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9,000J</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyers Cove</td>
<td>8.5J</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6,900J</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>360J</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is evident from the table, the quoted statement above is simply not correct. Furthermore, the J qualifier on the data implies that the measurements were below the quantitation limit and are simply estimates; thallium was not analyzed for at Meyers Cove, and because upstream and downstream measurements of radium-226 and polonium-210 were not made, we do not know if Meyers Cove is the location of maximum sediment concentrations.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that, as written, this point could be misinterpreted and has revised the text to reflect the following: Three of the five contaminants detected above CV (i.e., arsenic, thallium, and fluoride) were measured at each of the four stream sections. Three of the five contaminants (i.e., arsenic, radium-226, and polonium-210) were highest in Meyers Cove.

Comment #84: Page 2, Last Paragraph: ATSDR states: “The highest concentrations of aluminum, arsenic, barium, chromium, silver, and vanadium were detected at Meyers Cove.”

The following table summarizes the relevant data from Tables 20, 21, 22, and 23:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>aluminum</th>
<th>arsenic</th>
<th>barium</th>
<th>chromium</th>
<th>silver</th>
<th>vanadium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Table 22: Maximum Sediment Concentrations of Contaminants Measured in Meyers Cove

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc. (ppm)</th>
<th>9,500</th>
<th>8.5J</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>2.4J</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the exception of arsenic all of the metals discussed are so far below the CV concentration that the relevance of the point made is not apparent. With respect to arsenic, the concentration is an estimate because the measured value was below the quantitation limit of the test procedure. It is not really known what the sediment concentration of arsenic was at Meyers Cove, except that it is known that the maximum in ten years of measurement was probably below the figure given. In any case, the appropriateness of soil CVs for sediment is dubious and unsupported.

ATSDR Response: The paragraph clearly states that concentrations were below CVs. As mentioned previously, CVs are used only for screening purposes and soil CVs are therefore appropriate to use as a screen for sediment. ATSDR realizes that J qualified data are estimated values, but considers them valid data and suitable for use in our public health assessments. Before ever drawing any public health conclusions, agency health assessors review complete data sets to evaluate trends in detected concentrations (e.g., outliers, spatial distribution). This information, along with our exposure evaluation, enables us to draw our public health conclusions.

Comment #85: Page 4, Second Arrow and Page 69, Bulleted Paragraph: ATSDR states: “The highest detected contaminant concentrations in sediment were found in Meyers Cove.” The maximum sediment concentrations of contaminants measured in Meyers Cove are listed in Table 22. With the exception of arsenic and fluoride, in every case the concentrations are far below CV values, so that the concentrations are not a public health issue. The maximum arsenic and fluoride concentrations are only estimates since the measured concentrations were below quantitation limits and these estimates are based upon measurements made 15 years ago.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges and states on pages 4 and 69 of the PHA that these levels are not unusually elevated. As stated above, ATSDR realizes that J qualified data are estimated values, but considers them valid data and suitable for use in our public health assessments. Before drawing any public health conclusions, agency health assessors review complete data sets to evaluate trends in detected concentrations (e.g., outliers, spatial distribution). This information, along with our exposure evaluation, enables us to draw our public health conclusions.

Comment #86: Page 35, First Paragraph: As is the case with respect to analysis of the Anclote River, soil CVs are not directly applicable when evaluating sediment exposures as well. Soil CVs are developed based on the assumptions that quantifiable amounts of soil and associated dust can be incidentally ingested on a daily basis. Sediments, on the other hand, tend to have greater water content, are typically submerged, and are relatively inaccessible, likely making contaminants less directly bioavailable.
ATSDR Response: As stated previously, CVs are used only for screening purposes and no health conclusions are drawn from them. The text of this paragraph clearly recognizes the limited applicability of soil CVs, and explains how and why they were used.

Comment #87: Page 36, Third Paragraph: ATSDR states: “With these three exceptions, however, fluoride concentrations are generally higher in Meyers Cove than elsewhere in the river, though below its CV.” Tables 15, 16, 17, 18, show a CV for fluoride of 4.000 ppb, while the peak concentrations of fluoride range up to 80,000 ppm upstream of Meyers Cove but not downstream, indicating a very strong source of fluoride above Meyers Cove.

ATSDR Response: The noted paragraph discusses the maximum concentration as being detected upstream of Meyers Cove and suggests with that exception, fluoride concentrations in Meyers Cove are generally higher than those measured on other portions of the river. The purpose of discussion in this and other parts of Section 3 is to describe environmental conditions based on available sampling data. ATSDR notes observed trends in efforts to understand possible exposure conditions. ATSDR’s ultimate goal is to identify and evaluate conditions at the point of exposure, then evaluate whether exposures are of health concern. It is not our intent or charge to evaluate source attribution specifically.

Comment #88: Page 69, Bulleted Paragraph: ATSDR states: “The highest detected contaminant concentrations in sediment were detected in Meyers Cove.” This comment is addressed above.

ATSDR Response: See response to Comment #83.

Comment #89: Page 72, Fourth Full Paragraph: ATSDR states: “No widespread contamination of the river is indicated, but some higher concentrations of Stauffer-related contaminants were reported in Meyers Cove.” This comment is addressed above. The concentrations are irrelevant given their magnitude in relation to the soil CVs.

ATSDR states: “No widespread contamination of the river is indicated, but some higher concentrations of Stauffer-related contaminants were reported in Meyers Cove.” This comment is addressed above. The concentrations are irrelevant given their magnitude in relation to the soil CVs.

ATSDR Response: As mentioned in previous responses, ATSDR’s public health assessment process includes a comprehensive exposure evaluation, which involves studying environmental contaminant data and how people might come in contact with site-related contaminants. As described on page 34 (Section 3.2.3), we studied four distinct regions within the river to enable a critical assessment of site impact on river quality and to characterize conditions at various exposure points near the site. The statement of page 72 regarding observed conditions in Meyers Cove was intended to identify any areas, in the absence of fish/shellfish data, of possible concern. In doing so, we were able to demonstrate that even where the most elevated contaminant levels have been reported, the likelihood of contaminant accumulation in fish is low. We, therefore, do not feel this statement is irrelevant.
Comment #90: Page 2, Last Paragraph: The PHA now recognizes background as a potential source of metals in soils, but background is not discussed as a potential source of groundwater contaminants, although the data indicate this to be so. In addition, a comparison with background would be better made through the use of tables.

ATSDR Response: On page 2, ATSDR acknowledges that the source of groundwater contaminants (e.g. arsenic) is unknown and could be due to natural background. We have also added text in Section 4.2.1 noting this point.

Comment #91: Page 21, Third Paragraph: ATSDR states: “Because of the tidal influence, conditions in the aquifer are considered 'dynamic' with short term fluctuations in flow rate and directions . . . .” This statement ignores the processes associated with tidal flows in porous media. The tidal influence travels back through the aquifer, as a wave of water surface elevation and the associated water particle movement is quite small. There are certainly changes in the flow rate on a time scale of the tides and there may be some brief period of upstream flow (for a very limited distance from the Anclote River), but any fluid particle in the ground will have, in the course of a day, a net movement from the northeast to the southwest.

ATSDR Response: Using available studies, the PHA clearly presents the understanding of area groundwater flow. ATSDR notes in the first sentence of the paragraph that groundwater flow direction is south to southwest, with discharge to the Anclote River. The fifth sentence notes that despite tidal fluctuations, the flow direction is still to the southwest, toward the river. The conclusion regarding groundwater flow is further supported by the more recent groundwater studies conducted by Parsons (2004). As in Parsons 2004, we have added text noting that groundwater flows in a southeasterly direction in some portions of the north parcel, with ultimate flow turning southwest towards the Anclote River. Some other minor text revisions have been made to reflect the more recent studies; in addition, the Parsons 2004 findings and citation have been added to the appropriate sections of the PHA.

Comment #92: Page 29, Last Paragraph: ATSDR states: “Table 7 (surficial aquifer) and Table 8 (Floridan Aquifer) in Appendix B summarize groundwater sampling data from on-site monitoring wells and two monitoring wells (MW-11S and MW-04F) southwest of the site on the other side of the Anclote River”. As discussed above, Table 7 is labeled “On-site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Surficial Aquifer”, and Table 8 is labeled “On-site Groundwater Monitoring Summary Data, Floridan Aquifer”, which are not correct. Furthermore, as noted above the highest concentrations listed in these tables are related to the January 1988 NUS Report and are most probably inaccurate, for the reasons discussed in the Flow Science report, dated July 24, 2001, and acknowledged in the PHA Report.

ATSDR Response: As discussed in previous responses, ATSDR understands and clearly acknowledges in Section 3.1.2.1 that MW-11S and MW-04F are located south of the Anclote River. ATSDR included these wells to separate monitoring well data from drinking water well data. Recognizing the confusion this might have caused, we have revised the PHA to present the results of on-site and off-site monitoring well sampling separately.
ATSDR also acknowledges the questionable nature of NUS 1988 results; this is clearly stated on pages C-18 and C-19, when addressing these sampling results.

**Comment #93: Page 34, Second Paragraph:** There should be a paragraph here that summarizes the basic scientific conclusion of all of the off-site well analyses, which is there is essentially a complete absence of the two primary indicators in the private and public wells that are indicative of the Site, namely fluoride and phosphorus. Given the high mobility of fluoride and the pervasive presence of fluoride in the groundwater on the Site, its absence in the offsite wells is essentially conclusive proof that the Site is having no impact on offsite wells. The PHA should so state.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR concurs with SMC's argument regarding the scientific evidence that the site contaminants do not appear to be impacting off-site wells. As stated previously, our evaluation of off-site private wells was triggered by our desire to understand thoroughly area groundwater conditions and to respond to specific community health concerns. We believe Section 3.2.2 (pages 33 and 34) make it clear that detected levels of substances in private/potable wells were not greatly elevated, and further, were not site related.

The third sentence of the first paragraph on page 34 states “Note that fluoride (a known contaminant beneath the Stauffer site) was detected in only 3 of the 30 potable wells—at concentrations well below the ATSDR CV (less than 270 ppb).” The next sentence goes on to state that the levels are below background. Because Section 3 addresses environmental contamination and other hazards—not public health implications—it is not necessary to draw further conclusions from these data. It should be noted, however, that ATSDR has no evidence to indicate that phosphorus was analyzed for in private wells sampled in the area; phosphate was analysed for in a single private well, but not detected.

**Comment #94: Page 103-108:** Unlike the Executive Summary and Conclusions sections, there are no statements discussing how lead and arsenic in private and commercial well water are not site-related in Section 5.6, Exposures to Contaminants in Private Well Water.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR has acknowledged in other sections of the PHA that metals in the groundwater are not necessarily site-related. Nevertheless, because the concentrations of these metals were above CVs, we evaluated their potential health implications. To make it clear that they were evaluated because of public health concern and not because they were site-related, we have added text to the beginning of Section 5.6.

**Comment #95:** Page 147, Section 9.2.2., First Paragraph: ATSDR states: “Two commercial wells and one private well near the Stauffer facility contained arsenic that exceeded EPA's drinking water standard of 10 ppb. The elevated arsenic levels are not believed to be related to groundwater contamination beneath the Stauffer site.” This is true. If the arsenic were related to the Stauffer site, there would be elevated levels of fluoride and phosphorus in the groundwater for these wells, and there are not.
ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges this comment, but does not feel that any modification to the PHA is appropriate. ATSDR based its conclusion about the arsenic on (1) our understanding of the general pattern of arsenic contamination beneath the site, and (2) the hydrogeology and groundwater flow patterns at and near the site, NOT on the absence of other site-related contaminants in these wells. We agree that no elevated levels of fluoride were detected in the referenced wells (based on one analysis per well), but ATSDR has no record of any phosphorus testing in these wells.
The Board of Directors of Pi-Pa-Tag, Inc. compliments ATSDR on the thoroughness of their Public Health Assessment for the greater Tarpon Springs Community. We are attaching a copy of our Technical Advisors, Dr. Kevin Pegg & Mary Saunders, review of the subject PHA. Our Board, in their responsibility to this community, accepts the findings of ATSDR’s PHA as well as the recommendations of Pegg & Saunders on the same PHA. We urge you to respond positively & act on their recommendations as follows:

1. “That all potentially exposed & affected residents be included in follow-up studies to insure their safety & to establish a baseline for the long term effectiveness of the remedy.”

2. “Since no one in the community has seen the recent ground water studies conducted by EPA & SMC, it is not practical to agree with or reject ATSDR’s conclusions regarding the safety of the aquifer. Pegg & Saunders further recommend an “addendum to the groundwater PHA, using the most recent data.”

3. “We recommend that Pi-Pa-Tag request an inclusion of a model study on references clarifying the changes to the slag that impacted it’s toxicity in the course of distributing slag off site.”

4. “We recommend the community decline to accept conclusions on the safety of area waters until adequate studies are conducted and an addendum to the PHA is provided.”

Comment #1:
Overview:
The “Public Health Assessment for Stauffer Chemical Company Tarpon Springs Pinellas County, Florida” dated April 2, 2003 is a comprehensive treatment of the existing data for this site. In contrast to previous Public Health Assessments (PHAs) for this site, which often used only a subset of data, or lacked a thorough discussion of alternative explanations, this PHA covers all known studies, provides new modeling studies, and uses data from other similar sites to form conclusions.

ATSDR Response: Thank you.

Comment #2:
Air route exposure studies:
A major concern of residents is the potential for persistent adverse health effects from toxins released during plant operations. Throughout most of the working life of the phosphate plant there were no air monitoring studies of any kind. In the last few years of production at SMC there were a handful of on-site studies using air samplers or particulate monitoring equipment. By itself the existing data does not allow conclusions on trends within the plant for many pollutants, or provide information on off-site exposure.
Using the available past information, plus historical prevailing wind meteorological data for the area, and more comprehensive studies performed at operating phosphate plants, the ATSDR performed computer modeling for potential adverse effects as part of this PHA. In essence they divided the potentially exposed groups into workers within the factory boundary, former Gulfside Elementary School children and workers at the school between 1978 and 1981 when the plant was still operating, and local residents within a few hundred feet of the plant. The PHA reached four conclusions:

On-site workers were exposed to potentially toxic levels through an air pathway;

Off-site Gulfside Elementary school workers and school children were likely exposed to significant, though infrequent, particulates and toxins through air exposure during the years the plant was operating;

Some local residents were exposed routinely to toxins at high levels; and,

At present there are should be no adverse airborne effects from particulates or chemicals emanating from the SMC site.

Recommendations in the PHA are that a toxicological commission study exposed workers (PHA page 151, section 10.8). However, the PHA also recommends against examining Gulfside Elementary students or workers for potential long-term effects (PHA page 11, third paragraph, last line “Therefore, ATSDR concludes that a scientific study of Gulfside former students is not appropriate at this time”). No mention is made of studies for exposed residents. This seems to be short-sighted. The commission should be free to examine effects for all affected groups, and if the potential for injuries is found then a health-effects survey should be expanded to include all groups.

The finding by the ATSDR that local residents had a history of past exposure to toxic levels of chemicals and particulates has implications for the cleanup. After the remediation there will likely be a minimal security barrier between the public and the cleaned site. The clean up levels proposed in the Record of Decision for this site are based on minimal residential levels—actually a commercial exposure scenario—presuming no prior exposure history, which is not the case for local residents. For the group of affected local residents it may not be possible to differentiate between exposure effects from after the cleanup, and exposure from site chemicals and particulates during site operations. Since the ATSDR has found that off-site exposure did occur these exposed subpopulations should be surveyed to establish a baseline for future exposure. Individuals should be considered and eliminated based on survey results, not arbitrarily dismissed in groups based on the property line.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR used all available information in assessing for potential exposures, possible adverse health effects, and feasibility for conducting follow-up public health activities. ATSDR does not believe that a scientific study of the community is warranted. However, former workers who are long-time community members could be eligible for a medical evaluation under consideration by ATSDR. As for a survey of the community, ATSDR has learned much in the past in conducting these types of surveys, including the inability to link adverse health conditions and disease to specific exposures. Because of the inherent scientific limitations in conducting these surveys, oftentimes communities were displeased with the surveys. ATSDR is not planning to convene a commission to discuss the feasibility of studying the exposed
community. However, much health information is contained in the PHA for an individual to discuss with his/her doctor.

**Comment #3:**

**Off-site slag:**

The PHA reviews several past health-effects studies on slag used in roads, road beds, foundations, concrete buildings, driveways and as fill. These studies sampled slag for chemical and radiological toxic exposure. The PHA affirms ATSDR’s earlier assertions that off-site slag is not a threat to residents (PHA section 3.2.1).

Slag, a byproduct of the phosphorus refining process, was widely used locally. Loose slag used on gravel driveways or roads is a potential threat from chemical toxins and from radiological emissions. Slag used as fill or as roadbeds, or in concrete where the material is no longer available for direct contact, is still a potential radiological source. However, several studies in the neighborhoods found no levels of either toxic chemicals or radiological counts consistent with potential adverse health effects. Missing from the discussion is an adequate explanation as to why off-site slag is different than on-site slag in terms of a threat to the public.

It seems illogical that off-site slag is different than on-site slag when both came from the same source. However, it should be noted that slag is not uniformly toxic. On-site, highly toxic “hot spot” areas are dispersed throughout larger slag areas that are non-toxic solid waste. On-site the slag areas are feet-thick whereas off-site the slag is spread thinner, usually only inches deep, so that any toxic areas are further dispersed. On-site the slag has lain undisturbed since the site closed. Off-site slag was dug up, placed in trucks, dumped and graded—a process that helps disperse and dilute toxins below the levels that are considered harmful. The off-site slag is also subject to greater erosion and weathering than the large piles on-site. All of this may have served to mitigate current toxicity for off-site slag. The PHA provides only a brief and inadequate discussion of off-site slag on page 135 in response to residents’ questions.

If the public is to accept the PHA’s findings that off-site slag is only solid waste, and not a toxic threat, then the ATSDR should adequately explain in the PHA why this difference between off-site slag and on-site slag occurs.

**ATSDR Response:** With regard to the relative health hazards from on-site vs. off-site slag, the main issue is the gamma radiation dose rate that a person would receive from the slag. This dose rate is related to the amount of radiation emitted from the slag which is a function of the concentration of radium in the slag (pCi/kg) and the amount of slag present in a given area (kg/m²). Although the concentration of radium in on-site and off-site slag could be similar, the amount of slag in a given area of the site, particularly in the northern portion of the site, is much greater than the amount of slag found in any similarly sized off-site areas, as noted in the above comment. Because there is much more slag on site than off site, and the on-site slag is confined to a relatively small area, the total amount of radioactivity emitted is much higher on site than off site. The result is that gamma dose rates on site (in the northern portion of the site) are orders of
magnitude higher than off-site gamma dose rates. Also, as pointed out by the commentor, the results from previous radiation surveys conducted in off-site areas where slag is present—such as driveways and roadways—indicated that gamma radiation levels in those areas were not a public health hazard.

**Comment #4:**

**On-site soils:**
The SMC site remains highly toxic. At this time the site is fenced and guarded, therefore, although the site is heavily contaminated it poses minimal risk to the community. The site description in the PHA is uniquely candid. Of particular interest was the ATSDR's shoreline survey indicating slag extending on the surface to the wetted portions of the shoreline along Meyers cove (PHA page 18, 2.2, third paragraph “It was observed that the riverbank was made of slag; erosion of the slag into the river was evident.”). Additional surface soil samples from this area may be needed, and the area will have to be discussed in any Record of Decision.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR evaluated Meyers Cove using sediment sampling data collected during several site investigations. As shown in Tables 21 and 22 and Figure 8, and described in Section 3.2, and Appendix C (C.2.4), a number of sediment samples were collected adjacent to the site and within Meyers Cove. These samples were analysed for metals, fluoride, phosphorus, and radiological parameters. ATSDR considers these data sufficient for evaluating possible public health hazards associated with river sediments. ATSDR agrees that only a few samples (e.g., sc-sd-10, sed10, and sed7) were taken on or near the shoreline. Existing data do not suggest harmful level of contaminants in the Meyers Cove area.

**Comment #5:**

**Groundwater:**
According to the PHA the upper surficial aquifer is contaminated, although the lower Floridan aquifer is not. The PHA also states that the contaminated surficial aquifer may be used locally for irrigation at several off-site well points, however the net flow of the surficial aquifer is expected to be away from these wells. The PHA was completed before the most recent groundwater and geophysical studies. The community should request an addendum to the PHA using the final data, as it becomes available.

**ATSDR Response:** ATSDR has reviewed and incorporated newer groundwater study data into the PHA. Study data reviewed include


**Comment #6:**

**Surface water/Anclote River:**
Studies on potential exposure through ingestion of seafood caught near the site remain deficient. Accordingly, no conclusions can be drawn. Regrettably the PHA makes the claim that seafood from surrounding water is likely to be safe, without basing the conclusions on any actual sampling data (PHA page 3, first paragraph “No fish or shellfish sampling data were identified in the site area”; which contradicts, PHA page 129, 7.1.7 “ATSDR has reviewed the environmental data from the Stuffer facility and none of the chemicals present at the site are at levels that might contaminate fish for human consumption.”). This is the weakest part of the PHA. Any and all conclusions regarding safety of local fin and shellfish stocks should be withdrawn by the ATSDR until proper scientific studies are conducted.

**ATSDR Response:** Environmental studies conducted to date have been sufficiently extensive to characterize the water quality in the Anclote River. Pages C-25 to C-33 summarize the two discreet sampling events and long term semi-annual monitoring that has occurred in the Anclote River over the past 15 years. ATSDR recognizes that past conditions (pre-1987) are not well documented. Additional sampling at this point in time would not fill this data gap. As such, ATSDR does not believe that further characterization of the Anclote River is necessary.

While no fish sampling data are available, ATSDR did review contaminants present in surface water and sediment within the river. ATSDR based its conclusion of the likely safety of local fish on the relatively low concentration and frequency of contaminants present in sampled surface water and sediment. From what is known about accumulation of contaminants in aquatic biota, it is not likely that contaminants present in the surface water and sediment have contaminated fish to unsafe levels.

In addition, when ATSDR evaluates sites where a food pathway might exist, the agency evaluates whether site-related chemicals are known to accumulate in edible portions of fish. Much information is available about chemical uptake into fish. Thus, so it is relatively easy to look at the list of chemicals found at a site to determine whether a food pathway might be a concern. Examples of chemicals that accumulate in fish include chlorinated pesticides, PCBs, and mercury. In reviewing the list of contaminants found at the Stauffer site and in the Anclote River near the site, no chemicals were found that are known to accumulate in the edible portion of fish. For this reason, ATSDR determined that sampling fish was not necessary.

Though not related to site releases, FDOH has issued a general fish advisory for the Anclote River to protect consumers from mercury hazards (Note: As noted in the public health assessment, this mercury advisory is not related to contaminants from the Stauffer site.) In the absence of fish data in this stretch of the river, prudent public health practice calls for following FDOH's fish advisory, limiting fish intake to one meal per week (adults), and one meal per month (children and pregnant/nursing women).

**Conclusions:**
The ATSDR performed a thorough Public Health Assessment for the Tarpon Springs community. The modeling studies and use of data from operating phosphorus refining
plants are the best approach possible for estimating effects after-the-fact. ATSDR site descriptions in this PHA were more candid than in previous documents. With four exceptions, discussed below, we recommend that Pi-Pa-Tag accept the findings of the ATSDR's PHA.

**Comment #7:**
Exception 1: We recommend the community request that all potentially exposed and affected residents be included in follow-up studies. According to the PHA only past workers are to be discussed in a conference related to potential long-term effects. However, elementary school children and retiree-aged local residents were also exposed. These sensitive subpopulations may well show a different pattern of injury than site workers that were primarily healthy males between ages 20 - 40, a group that is generally hardy. The proposed conference seems highly biased, even inequitable, since the clouds of toxins and particulates did not stop at the fence boundary. Individuals, not groups, should be surveyed both to ensure their safety and to establish a baseline for the long-term effectiveness of the remedy.

*ATSDR Response:* ATSDR designed the Expert Panel meeting according to the findings of the new PHA report, and because of exposure/scientific uncertainties associated with former workers who in all likelihood were the most heavily exposed to Stauffer related contaminants. The group’s concern for other exposed populations is acknowledged by ATSDR.

**Comment #8:**
Exception 2: We recommend the Pi-Pa-Tag board request an addendum to the groundwater PHA using the most recent data, prior to accepting or challenging the groundwater findings in the PHA. Since no one in the community has seen the recent studies conducted by EPA and SMC it is not practical to agree with or reject the ATSDR's conclusions regarding safety of the aquifer.

*ATSDR Response:* See response to Comment #5.

**Comment #9:**
Exception 3: As presently written the PHA asserts that slag off-site is not a threat while slag on-site is toxic. The public should be provided an explanation for the differences between slag toxicity off-site and on-site. A considerable amount of slag is distributed throughout neighborhoods and the PHA does not make it clear why no threat is posed by this material. We recommend that Pi-Pa-Tag request inclusion of a model study or references clarifying the changes to the slag that impacted its toxicity in the course of distributing slag off-site.

*ATSDR Response:* See response to Comment #3.

**Comment #10:**
Exception 4: Any conclusions regarding the safety of the Anclote River near the former plant, and Myers cove, should be based on toxicological profiles of the area waters. Findings on seafood safety should be based on sampling of fin and shellfish tissues. Short-
and long-term ecological health should use real numbers. Studies cited in this PHA are based on very limited analysis, none of it recent, and many of the samples taken far from the site. We recommend the community decline to accept conclusions on the safety of area waters until adequate scientific studies are conducted and an addendum to the PHA is provided.

ATSDR Response: See response to Comment #6.
Comment #1:
Page 1, paragraph 7 (groundwater samples) RE: "gross alpha, radium 226, and radon 222."

"Gross alpha"? We know that of the 12 contaminants of primary concern identified by the EPA and put into written form and distributed to the general public on May 31, 1996 at Gulfside Elementary School, many are alpha emitters. ATSDR mention of "gross alpha" in the shallow aquifer is not specific enough. Why hasn't analysis been done of those water samples to determine the CAUSE of the gross alpha problem in order to determine whether or not the percentages of different alpha emitters follow the same percentages as the Stauffer superfund site? There may be a secondary causative agent at work here and if there is we have need to identify it. "Gross alpha" as a description is inadequate -- the testing here is obviously not finished.

ATSDR Response: Consideration of contaminant sources is one of many considerations when evaluating exposure pathways. However, if ATSDR's review of environmental data reveals elevated levels of a particular contaminant, ATSDR focuses more on whether people are or could have be exposed to detected levels. While gross alpha radiation exceeded its CV in on-site groundwater, this water is not used as a drinking water source, and is therefore an incomplete exposure pathway. Identifying the levels and properties of contaminants detected in monitoring wells helped ATSDR to understand what contaminants, if any, could conceivably reach exposure points (e.g., nearby private wells). As discussed in earlier responses and in the PHA, site-related groundwater contamination has not affected off-site drinking water wells. It is beyond the scope of ATSDR public health assessments to attribute contamination to specific sources. Regulatory agencies (e.g., U.S. EPA) and others consider such factors when evaluating cleanup requirements.

Comment #2:
Page 1, paragraph 8, (Groundwater Samples Floridan Aquifer)
"...similar concentrations of arsenic and fluoride were reported in nested wells MW-9S and MW-3F, which are on the river shore down gradient of the main production area"

The above implies serious leaching into the Anclote River. Question is, what is the rate and amount of leachage both daily and yearly? Again, your work is not finished.

ATSDR Response: As discussed in Section 2.3.3.1.1 (Hydrogeology), groundwater in the vicinity does discharge to the Anclote River. Groundwater contaminants that were measured in the aquifers are not likely to have a significant impact on the Anclote River, particularly after
dilution once the groundwater enters the river. Further, the quality of the Anclote River was assessed in the PHA through the analysis of surface water samples. As discussed on pages 4 and 69, surface water samples from the river, especially those collected away from the site, did not show unusually elevated levels of contaminants.

**Comment #3:**
*Page 2, paragraph 2, Gross Alpha and Radium 226 in private water supply wells.*

Again, we need to know the CAUSATIVE AGENTS of the gross alpha being in the water. Given that the level is elevated and those who drink the water may be at serious risk. Further, even if that well-water was used to irrigate a vegetable garden the question begs as to whether or not the plant parts which are grown for human food will have absorbed any of the above radionuclides, thus passing body-burden on to those who ingest those vegetables for food? Without answering this question, local folks may be continuing to add to their body-burdens, thus further endangering health. What is ATSDR going to do about this?

**ATSDR Response:** Gross alpha radiation was measured slightly above its CV in only 1 of 36 samples collected from private wells, as indicated in Table 13, and in 1 of 22 samples collected from commercial wells, as indicated in Table 14. Alpha radiation at the detected concentrations and frequencies is not expected to cause adverse health effects and as such was not investigated further. As noted on page C-25, no radiological parameters exceeded CVs in the irrigation wells tested. Though the number of irrigation well samples is small, detected levels in other private wells were not at levels of concern. The maximum concentration of alpha radiation detected in any private wells (26.2 pCi/L) is not expected to accumulate in plants in sufficient quantities to cause adverse health effects. Consequently, ATSDR sees no need for further evaluation of the source of the alpha radiation.

**Comment #4:**
*Page 2, paragraph 5, surface river water samples*

The mention of Polonium 210 is very interesting. Polonium 210 is one of the contaminants found in elemental phosphorous slag used as aggregate in roads throughout this area of Florida. However, Polonium 210 has never been mentioned by EPA as a contaminant at this particular superfund site. However, given the prevalence of polonium 210 in the roads, this suggests that this element may indeed be a problem that has not been adequately identified. Again, neither EPA nor ATSDR seems to have followed through on something that might endanger human life and/or health.

**ATSDR Response:** As discussed in Appendix C, radium-226 and polonium-210 were only sampled for in Meyers Cove and at upstream locations. Radium-226 exceeded CV in nearly all surface water samples collected upstream, but only once in Meyers Cove. Polonium-210 was detected in most surface water samples for which it was tested [no CV]. Radium-226 was detected above CV in sediments in Meyers Cove and adjacent to the site. These contaminants were not sampled for elsewhere in the river. As discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 4.1.4, the levels of contaminants detected in river surface water and sediment are not unusually elevated.
has added text to Section 4.1.4 to more explicitly state its conclusion for this exposure pathway, that is, exposure to detected contaminant levels is not expected to result in adverse health effects.

**Comment #5:**
The Anclote River is utilized extensively by the general public for aquatic recreational purposes, for example fishing, swimming, boating, water skiing, and personal watercraft. Given that on warm weather weekends the Anclote River is almost gridlock from recreational overuse, and that extreme use extends from the Sponge Docks all the way out to and including Anclote Key, the question begs as to whether or not the folks who are out there recreating are being exposed to health hazards because of the Stauffer site contaminant leachate? This question must not be ignored because of the extreme usage of the Anclote River for recreational purposes. If there is even the suspicion of public health endangerment, the public deserves to be given notice via the news media ASAP.

**ATSDR Response:** As mentioned above, ATSDR evaluated concentrations of radioactive contaminants in sediment and surface water located in Meyers Cove and the rest of the Anclote River from available sampling data. Both surface water and sediment were tested for radium-226 and polonium-210 but only at two regions of the river for each medium (Meyers Cove and Upstream for surface water; Meyers Cove and Adjacent for sediment). Sampling data indicate that radium-226 was detected above its drinking water CV 33 out of 38 times upstream and only 1 out of 56 times in Meyers Cove and above soil CVs in nearly all sediment samples. Drinking water and soil CVs are used only for conservative screening methods, however, and these contaminants are not likely to cause adverse health effects based on the type of exposure expected during recreational use of the river. A more explicit statement has been added to Section 4.1.4 of the PHA communicating this conclusion.

ATSDR's public health assessment process does not evaluate or recommend specific remedial measures, per se. The public health assessment process is an exposure-driven evaluation that studies possible harmful exposures to people who might contact contaminated media and answers specific community health concerns. If health hazards are identified, ATSDR recommends measures to reduce or eliminate exposures. The Superfund process (independent of an ATSDR public health assessment), which involves a comprehensive review of health and environmental data, specifically evaluates the need for remedial action.


Note: Several human health issues are covered by this comment. They include contact with sediment during recreational activities, ingestion of river water during recreational activities, and eating fish and shellfish from the Anclote River. ATSDR evaluated these issues in the PHA.
Comment #6:
Page 2, paragraph 6. Meyers Cove, Radium 226 and polonium 210

The information in this paragraph begs to know the rate of leaching. We have proven that
half of Meyers Cove was filled-in with Stauffer slag, so it comes as no surprise that you
have found these radioactive contaminants. Locals have told you all about the
"glow-in-the-dark" mullet which are bottom feeders and probably ingested the radium
226, and we also have told you about the mutant oysters (of huge size) occasionally found in
Meyers Cove and nowhere else in this area of Florida. The elemental phosphorous
by-product which is the "slag" is not just leaching into Meyers Cove, comprises about half
of Meyers Cove. It is obviously a health hazard in and of itself. But how much of a health
hazard is it making the Anclote River from that point westward to Anclote key and
eastward with incoming tidal flow? Any WHY hasn't either ATSDR or EPA made effort to
demand of SMC that Meyers Cove be remediated to its original, natural
water-configuration, and get the dangerous slag out of there? If it isn't removed, it will
continue to leach into the Anclote River forever.

ATSDR Response: Because ATSDR is not a regulatory agency, we have no authority to
“demand” that Meyers Cove be remediated. Nevertheless, ATSDR understands that Stauffer
Management Company does plan to remove the slag along the Meyers Cove shoreline when the
site is remediated.

Comment #7:

No wonder, the little upscale development called "Meyers Cove" enjoys its current land
elevation due to years of wastefill being dumped there by Stauffer employees. There is
some question as to whether or not Stauffer Chemical Co. knew that the employees were
doing this, and there is question as to whether or not this was done by order of Stauffer
Chemical Company, but the fact remains that it was done, and that is part of why the
land part of Meyers Cove not only has a base of slag to worry about, but dangerous
industrial waste directly from the plant. It would seem that there is a high probability that
the folks living out there may be in harms way from the above. The degree of their
health danger needs addressing by ATSDR.

ATSDR Response: Slag samples were not collected from areas within the Meyers Cove housing
development. Still, slag data available for other off-site areas did not indicate the presence of
contaminants at levels of concern.

Comment #8:
Page 3 paragraph 2, Fish and Shellfish

Given the number of trips ATSDR personnel have made to this area concerning the
Stauffer Superfund site, the question begs as to why ATSDR did not collect and analyze
samples of the fish and shellfish since the data ATSDR needs is not available through the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission? Are ATSDR personnel so afraid of
the contaminants in Meyers Cove that they are afraid to do the skin diving for shellfish, and the wading necessary to catch fish in order to obtain the needed tissue samples? That is the public appearance and if that appearance sends a false message, ATSDR needs to say so and give an explanation as to WHY!

ATSDR Response: ATSDR does not generally conduct environmental sampling; rather, we usually rely on environmental samples collected by other groups and agencies in its evaluations. ATSDR can recommend additional studies to fill data gaps when data gaps are considered critical to evaluating public health concerns. While no fish data were available for ATSDR to review, ATSDR studied surface water and sediment conditions extensively to determine the potential for fish contamination.

Overall, the available data offer no compelling evidence that fish could be accumulating harmful levels of contaminants. In the absence of actual fish tissue data, knowledge about the concentration and characteristics of surface water and sediment contaminants can help predict whether harmful levels of substances might be expected to accumulate in fish. As discussed, few contaminants were detected at elevated levels in surface water and sediment. Many are naturally occurring and expected in marine environments (e.g., boron, sodium, and other elements) and are therefore not a public health concern. ATSDR did, however, examine other detected substances more closely. As described in Section 4.2.3 of the PHA, arsenic and fluoride, two of the more prevalent substances detected in surface water would not be expected to accumulate to harmful levels.

In summary, no one should be afraid to use the Anclote River for recreational purposes. The levels of metals and other chemicals that might have come from the Stauffer facility are not harmful; therefore, swimming or wading in the river is safe. ATSDR has added text to the public health assessment so that readers and the public will know that the river is safe for recreational purposes. As noted in the public health assessment, the Florida Department of Public Health has issued a health advisory recommending that residents limit the number of fish meals they have from fish caught in the Anclote River. This health advisory resulted from mercury contamination that is found in many Florida surface waters and is not related to contaminants from the Stauffer site. More information about Florida's fish advisory for the Anclote River can be found at http://floridafisheries.com/health.html.

Comment #9:
Page 3 paragraph 3 "breathing outdoor air"

"People working at or living near the Stauffer site during those times were exposed to airborne contaminants emitted from various plant operations and site activities"

Exactly and specifically what were those emitted contaminants and what plant operations created them? Specifically the airborne contaminants.

ATSDR Response: Section 3.3 of the PHA provides a detailed analysis of airborne contaminants released during plant processes as well as a model analysis of the likely transport route and concentrations of those chemicals. Contaminants known to be released based on reported
emissions data required by environmental regulations include fluorides, phosphorus pentoxide, and sulfur dioxide. Other contaminants including metals, radionuclides, and inorganic phosphorus compounds were also likely released to the air; however, no estimated or measured data are available.

**Comment #10:**
Page 3 paragraph 6, soil - Gulfside Elementary School

RADIUM-226. It is not a surprise that the school soil is contaminated with a dangerous radionuclide. The dust from the slag-crushing operation directly across the road from the school, spewed such heavy dust that if driving a car one was forced to slow to between ten and fifteen mph because the thick dust thoroughly obliterated one's vision of the road. It was like driving in very dense fog. It is not surprising that some of that dust landed in the schoolyard. What is frightening is that those children who attended Gulfside are now marrying and having children of their own, some of which have severe birth defects. This suggests that the parents’ inhalation of the radioactive dust may have been the cause. Only genetic testing can identify the culprit. Why isn't ATSDR doing it?

**ATSDR Response:** Ingestion was looked at as a potential pathway, but concentrations of radium were too low to cause adverse health effects. ATSDR is saddened and concerned to learn of reports of severe birth defects among the offspring of former students of Gulfside Elementary. A birth defect is the result of something that happens during gestation. For many birth defects, we do not know the specific causative agent (or combination of agents working together). For some birth defects, there has been identified causative agents called teratogens, these include certain medications, chemicals, alcohol use, and select infectious organisms. Studies suggest that age of the mother (over 35 years of age) and heredity (genetic susceptibility) along with some medications could play an important role for certain birth defects. For general information regarding Florida birth defects, please visit [http://pewenvirohealth.jhsph.edu/html/reports/statefactsheets.pdf](http://pewenvirohealth.jhsph.edu/html/reports/statefactsheets.pdf) or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website at [www.cdc.gov](http://www.cdc.gov).

**Comment #11:**
Page 4 paragraph 1 Contacting off-site Slag

There is a problem here ATSDR does not even mention! When off-site slag is used in roads, it is crushed first at the plant and then used as aggregate in the materials which cap the road. As long as those other materials completely encase the slag particles there is no harm. However, when the road begins to breakdown over the years from wear, the slag dust containing radium 226 is released into the environment.

In this area, Stauffer Chemical Co. gave away slag to be used as paving material to anyone who wanted it. It often was used pristine as housepads and paving for driveways. In some instances, such as Bailey's Bluff, Stauffer Slag was used pristine as paving for entire housing developments. After about 20 years that slag begins to break down due to both natural use and the elements. (remember it is ferro-phos and the bacterium which speeds up the rusting process may be a heavy factor in that breakdown). Bottom line is that the
dust from the Stauffer slag can be dangerous if inhaled, and the dust created by the slag breakdown is growing in our community. The child that plays beside the driveway of his/her home may be at serious risk if that drive has been made of slag. What is ATSDR doing about that health hazard?

ATSDR Response: This community use of Stauffer slag was addressed in the PHA report with the information made available to ATSDR including the community investigation conducted in the vicinity of the Stauffer site. Generally, slag radionuclide levels were not at levels of health concern, and no adverse health effects from exposure to radionuclides in slag would be expected.

Comment #12:
Page 4 paragraph 2

Because of differences in tidal flow, the data you get from one sampling may be entirely different from that two weeks ago. Spring tides here are radical, and the effects are seen as much as five miles upstream. You would have to sample at all the tides for a full six months in order to reach a conclusion. I assume from this paragraph that ATSDR did not do so, nor has anyone else. Therefore, your data and the conclusions therefrom can be in question.

ATSDR Response: While conditions in the Anclote River do change as a result of the tides, extensive sampling of surface water has occurred, which has enabled a relatively comprehensive characterization of contaminants in the river. As detailed on pages 34 and 36 and Appendix C, samples have been collected in different seasons and over the course of approximately 15 years, thus providing an adequate amount of surface water data for a public health evaluation.

Comment #13:
Page 4 paragraph 3 Off-site groundwater.

People pretty much know enough now not to drink it. Question is, are they watering their vegetable gardens with it, and what is the vegetable uptake that humans might get by eating the vegetables thus watered? Remember the cesium at Bikini after Operation Crossroads and how the genetic pool of the Bikini natives was damaged because they ate the coconuts when they were allowed back after the Crossroads Atomic Bomb blasts. Some died, some got very sick, and there were overwhelming birth defects. That was from Cesium. My question is, “Does the water in those wells contain radionuclides that plants uptake?”

ATSDR Response: The only plant that bioaccumulates radium is the brazil nut. There are no garden vegetables that bioaccumulate radium.

Comment #14:
Page 5 last paragraph Air Pollution from Stauffer and Page 6 paragraph 1 Exposure to particulate matter
It is unclear here whether you are referring to all particulates together as being a health danger due to ongoing severe irritation, or if you are referring to "particulates" as a group of site contaminants which are poisonous. Or both? The words "particulate-matter" appear to have three possible meanings throughout this document. Thus, the public is not certain what is meant in each instance the phrase "particulate-matter" is used. Please clarify.

ATSDR Response: The group of solid and liquid particles (called aerosols) in the air are grouped together to make up what we generally call particulate matter. The actual constituents of particulate matter and their sizes depend upon the source(s), weather, and other factors. Particulates in the air can be measured as a group depending on their size, or they can be analyzed further to determine the constituents of the particulate matter and their levels. Because we do not have reliable data to determine the actual levels of the constituents of the particulate matter in the vicinity of the Stauffer Chemical plant while it was operating, we have had to rely on the data that was collected for a group of particulate matter called “total suspended particles”. This measurement provides an estimate of the levels of all particulates in the air. Using these measurements and estimates of the levels in air of other groups of particulate matter (such as PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$), ATSDR was able to compare the levels of particulate matter measured at the Anclote monitoring station to the levels that have been associated with adverse lung and heart health effects in the scientific literature.

Comment #15:
Page 10 last two paragraphs Gulfside elementary students

At elementary school age, most children still put inappropriate things into their mouths including their own dirty hands. That hand-to-mouth pathway pretty much ensured that the Gulfside Elementary students not only inhaled the radioactive dust, but ingested it also. Thus, we are saddened but not surprised by the birth defect problem. The Gulfside students who attended that school while the plant was running need desperately to be tested for all of the contaminants of primary concern that are radioactive which have been identified by EPA by May 31, 1996. There are twelve of them, an even dozen!

"The elevated radionuclide levels may have been associated with wind-blown dust from the Stauffer slag processing and loading operation which was directly across the street from the school".

ATSDR Response: Ingestion was looked at as a potential pathway, but concentrations of radium were too low to cause adverse health effects. ATSDR is saddened and concerned to learn of reports of severe birth defects among the offspring of former students of Gulfside Elementary. A birth defect is the result of something that happens during gestation. For many birth defects, we do not know the specific causative agent (or combination of agents working together). For some birth defects, causative agents called teratogens have been identified. These include certain medications, chemicals, alcohol use, and select infectious organisms. Studies suggest that age of the mother (over 35 years of age) and heredity (genetic susceptibility) along with some medications could play an important role for certain birth defects. For general information

Comment #16:
That radioactive dust was back then and is now the most prevalent and severe of the Stauffer health culprits. The alpha-emitters which the body mistakes for calcium and which lodge in the soft bone, usually in the sternum and soft bone. The emissions from the alpha radionuclides thus lodged assault the tissue of the lungs and it is that constant irritation over years which causes cancer of the lung. This process can take 25 years or more to mature, but usually it is accomplished in less time. Once those alpha radionuclides are thus lodged, unless they are found and surgically removed, cancer is certain. Unfortunately, the alpha disbursement in soft bone tissue is usually so broad that surgery is not possible: However, in some few cases the surgical option is possible and the individual's life can be saved. This is why the lack of timely and fully proper testing needed to be done as soon as ATSDR (and the local community) became aware that there was inhaled alpha contamination. The delay of years, which was deliberate, may indeed have caused lives to be lost. Shame on ATSDR.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR evaluated site-related information. ATSDR does not recommend body scanning for radionuclides for former workers; the specificity and usefulness of this medical evaluation is not well understood. Radionuclides are common in the environment and in our bodies—the sources of these radionuclides are many and typically at doses to humans well below levels of health concern. It is likely that former workers were excessively exposed to higher-than-background levels of radionuclides due to workplace-related dust exposures; however, ATSDR does not have adequate data to assess these past occupational exposures. A vast majority of these employees worked at Stauffer for less than 1 year which would have limited the amount of time that they were exposed to any radionuclide hazards. ATSDR advises former workers who may have concerns about their health to discuss them with their private physician.

Comment #17:
Page 12 paragraph 6 Screening of former Stauffer workers

This paragraph suggests that government responsibility ends with the screening process. Governments, county, state, and federal, when the plant was built, concentrated on ignoring the safety features which were law at that time. In 1954 Col. Stafford Warren's report at Berkeley notified the world of the health dangers of radioactivity and radioactive elements. He made public all that had been learned from the experiences of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and also details of the atomic experimental blasts which were Operation Crossroads at Bikini in 1946. Col. Warren's report made headlines worldwide. From that point onward, Stauffer Chemical Co. and all agencies of the United States Government were responsible for knowing the dangers of radioactive materials to human health. Stauffer Chemical Company and all non-military/non-intelligence agencies and departments of the United States Govt. chose to ignore that information and continued to ignore these safety hazards, especially concerning situations which were labeled "defense
industry". Because of the above, there is little, if any, question that the United States Government does indeed bare moral responsibility far and beyond the health-screening process. The community is well aware that this is so, and it is cowardly of our government not to shoulder this their obvious responsibility. They helped Stauffer to break the law by "looking the other way" which means that they contributed heavily to the health problems of the former workers. The former workers as a group are not wealthy folks, most because of site related health problems have been kept from fulfilling their full potential financially, and they and their families have suffered. It is preposterous to believe that they will be able to afford state-of-the-art medical treatment without outside help once they are screened and diagnosed. ATSDR and Uncle Sam need to be honorable in this matter and step up to their responsibility by granting state-of-the-art medical help to those diagnosed who cannot afford the appropriate-to-their-diagnosis medical attention. Not to do this is dishonorable.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR evaluated available site-related data and considered the advice of external biomedical experts (Expert Panel meeting July 31, 2003). Follow-up activities or investigations for former Stauffer workers are being pursued by ATSDR as previously discussed. ATSDR will keep stakeholders informed about these feasibility assessments through the agency's practice of community involvement and outreach.

Comment #18:
Page 13 paragraph 7 mailings to former workers

Stauffer Management Company was told they would be taken into court if they did not give FDOH the full list of former workers and the social security numbers of those former workers. It was the secretary of FDOH who wrote that letter to SMC. In the end FDOH Office of Environmental Toxicology did do a mailing through Social Security, but without the direct intervention of our Congressman, Michael Bilirakis, that mailing would have been delayed by Social Security for nearly a year! It is now obvious that ATSDR has not interfaced with Social Security to trace the whereabouts of ALL of the former Stauffer workers. Further, it seems obvious that the IRS would also have valuable input. If ATSDR truly wanted to find all the former Stauffer workers, ATSDR could, but the appearance is that they did not want to go to the bother: Or worse yet, might it be that the workers ATSDR "could not find" are those who have suffered and are suffering the worst medically, and this is a partial cover-up?

ATSDR Response: ATSDR conducted a tracing of former workers in conjunction with the new public health assessment. Multiple data sources were used including the Social Security database for this tracing. The results of this tracing were shared with some stakeholders in July 2003 who attended the Expert Panel meeting. Following the advice of these experts, ATSDR is conducting a follow-up determination of vital status for former workers in support of the mortality study.

Comment #19:
Page 14, paragraph 2 education in the Greek language

Suggestion: There is an organization at St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Cathedral in Tarpon Springs which has a philanthropic service organization called THE WOMEN
PHILOPTOCHOS. This organization reaches out to the entire Tarpon Springs community and does not limit its good deeds to the Greek community alone. They are the ones with the contacts. ATSDR would do well to interface with them on an ongoing basis concerning this matter. If ATSDR tells them what the goals are, they more than likely can help ATSDR find the best ways and people to get it done. Not to bring them on board is to do this the hard way.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR is committed to reaching the target populations in their preferred language. Data collected in our needs assessment process identified a Greek-speaking population. Additionally, at public meetings regarding public health activities related to Stauffer Chemical hosted by ATSDR in the Tarpon springs community, public requests for the availability of documents associated with the PHA describing environmental exposure at Stauffer Chemical Company in Greek was documented. ATSDR has an internal mechanism responsible for language translation, and can provide translated copies to interested stakeholders. We will add the Women Philoptochos organization to our mailing list to ensure that they receive the community updates and other related documents and encourage participation based on their interest and availability.

Comment #20:
Page 14 paragraph 8 "healthy habits for respiratory illness care…"

In this instance, ATSDR needs to interface with HOSPICE OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST headquartered in the Largo/Clearwater area. The direction of this organization can streamline ATSDR's path to this goal. These are the nurses, physicians and caregivers that have seen the worst that Stauffer has done, and who have hands-on experience as to how to cope. Their knowledge and expertise in this area should not be ignored by ATSDR.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR appreciates this information and will take this information under advisement for possible health follow-up activities.

Comment #21:
Page 14 last paragraph Education of Local Healthcare Providers

ATSDR needs to give an in-depth course concerning the care of patients who have lung disease (including cancer) and who have had prolonged and immediate exposure to the Stauffer radioactive slag dust. (ATSDR will find that in such cases the blood profiles will form a pattern of difference as opposed to those who do not have that radioactive dust as a causative agent.)

ATSDR Response: This thoughtful suggestion would aid the affected person and his/her family; however, this type of so-called assisted care is outside the scope of ATSDR. ATSDR does not know the magnitude of this problem in the affected population, and there is little information for ascertaining this possible lung condition. ATSDR will check for local resources which might be able to address this concern. Furthermore, ATSDR is developing health education materials that might address aspects of this person's concern.
Currently, our health education effort is focused on former workers and local health care providers. Our next steps include health education and promotion activities for former workers who could have been exposed on-the-job to airborne chemicals during plant operations. We will provide environmental science and health resources such as case studies in environmental health, toxicological profiles, and ToxFaqs. We will provide information on taking patient exposure histories to increase efficacy in identifying respiratory conditions associated with environmental exposure via inhalation. Our goal is to increase the awareness of the local medical community about the current status of the site, contaminants of concern, and potential health impact to those who lived in surrounding communities while the Stauffer plant was in operation.

**Comment #22:**
Page 15, paragraph 1 Gulfside Elementary School - continuing health education

Numbers of birth abnormalities and defects are present locally in children of students who attended Gulfside Elementary School during the time that the Stauffer elemental phosphorous plant operated directly across the road was up and running. This is broad enough so that the community concludes that genetic testing needs to be done. Not only that, but those persons who are found to have a genetic condition which suggests the possibility of abnormal and/or malformed babies need to known, and they need ongoing genetic and psychological counseling. These folks are victims of both Stauffer and the lack of oversight and enforcement by State and Federal governments. Those who cannot afford such counseling should have it provided for by the Federal government. Why the FEDERAL government? Because Stauffer Chemical Company had sister elemental phosphorous plants all over the USA and the federal government turned a blind-eye in favor of those plants just as it did here. Thus, the matter crosses state lines.

**ATSDR Response:** This issue of birth defects was addressed above. For psychological counseling needs, ATSDR outreach activities have not shown this to be a concern among potentially exposed former students. If the commentor has additional information about this need, we encourage them to share it with the ATSDR site team who might be able to provide referral information for local counseling services.

**Comment #23:**
Page 122 5.8.12 Death Information for Former Workers (epi-stats)

What has not been said is that no matter what the cause of death, the inhalation of radionuclides in the slag dust, if retained in the body's soft-bones (or elsewhere in the body) does indeed in and of itself weaken the immune system in many ways. Thus, such a body would be much more prone than the average person to host pathogens, and that the result of such hosting would be more severe than that of the average non-exposed person. Not only is the body weakened, but the onset of genetically disposed illnesses will be sooner by years than they would have been, thus robbing the individual of part of his/her elder years. Thus, the cause of death may be pneumonia, for example, but in such individuals death may occur where in normal folks that death would not have occurred. Pneumonia may be the actual pathogenic cause of death, but the secondary (and more important) cause would
be inhalation of radioactive slag dust resulting in the permanent bodily retention of radionuclides.

ATSDR, in the light of the above, your epi-stats are not complete, and to present them to the general public as being complete is deliberate deception. You have presented a half-truth while implying that it is the whole truth. Is this an attempt by ATSDR to protect Stauffer? That's the way it looks to this community.

ATSDR Response: Cancer data was provided by the State of Florida. This data was current and complete according to national cancer surveillance accreditation guidelines. ATSDR used commonly accepted methods for analysis. ATSDR further investigated the incidence of mesothelioma. Outside experts reviewed these cancer risk estimates for postulating underlying causes or risk factors. Their comments were taken into consideration in finalizing the PHA report. For some diseases or health conditions expressed by the commentor (i.e., pneumonia), there is no state or regional surveillance program that would allow ATSDR to obtain data to make valid comparisons and interpretations.

Comment #24:
Page 137 7.6 Health Studies Concerns.

At death the individually legally loses certain rights. One of those rights involves that the individual has died. This community has pled with ATSDR for the ongoing list of former Stauffer workers who have died. Our request has been consistently denied. That denial is a barbarism against this community because there is no legal impediment to ATSDR's releasing of those names. Again, the appearance is that ATSDR is in collusion/protecting the Novartis megaconglomerate which is the great-granddaddy parent of SMC which is the PRP as identified by EPA. And because of the consistency with which EPA has publicly lied to this community, in public ATSDR meetings, we conclude (erroneously or not) that the whole United States Government is hell-bent on protecting the above megaconglomerate at our detriment. If ATSDR wants to turn around that community perception, it can start by showing some humanity by giving us a list of our dead.

ATSDR Response: In accordance with agency policy, ATSDR does not release the names of private individuals in ATSDR reports.

Comment #25:
Page 138 4. How do we get NIOSH involved?

As of 1996 the International Chemical Workers Union (ICWU) headquartered in Akron Ohio was nationally represented by one Rich Uhlar. Mr. Uhlar was/is a personal friend of David Sundin who held a very high position until recently in NIOSH. The ICWU (now defunct as a stand-alone union) was a "sweetheart" union. The ICWU worked just as hard to protect the chemical companies as it did to protect the workers, a situation in which the workers routinely got short-shrift. The close friendship between Uhlar and Sundin ensured
that NIOSH would do nothing that might put evidence of the wrong-doings of the chemical companies into the hands of the workers, including medical evidence. That is why NIOSH has refused to get involved, NIOSH is actively protecting the chemical companies, and in this instance we have the close personal friendship and constant contact between Rich Uhlar and David Sundin to prove it. Hear this C.D.C.; clean out and clean up NIOSH before you involve NIOSH with us. If you don't do that housecleaning, then we here will be used very badly by NIOSH for the benefit of Stauffer, the PRP and the PRP's parent, the Novartis megaconglomerate headquartered, last we knew, out of France!

ATSDR Response: A representative of NIOSH reviewed the draft PHA report and participated in the ATSDR-convened Expert Panel meeting (July 31, 2003). ATSDR appreciates the input of NIOSH and will continue to consult with NIOSH as appropriate.

Comment #26:
Page 153 11.3 proposed May 2003 meeting in Atlanta (workshop)

The character of those who are chosen by ATSDR to participate in this workshop is of profound interest to this community.

4 to 5 Environmental Experts

Neither any of those experts nor any of their family should ever have worked for any chemical company in any capacity whatsoever. Nor should there have been any family connection whatsoever with any of those chemical companies or parent companies, affiliates and subsidiaries included. Nor should any of these experts have any financial holdings in the chemical industry, related pharmaceutical industry, pesticide industry, or the genetic engineering industry. (All the above industries are inter-related through The American Chemistry Council, formally known as The Chemical Manufacturers Association - the old CMA). The ACC functions somewhat as a cartel - usually what one member knows, all the members know.

ATSDR Response: Experts were sought and invited based on credentials, experience, and distinguished careers. Some were nominated by nationally recognized experts in pulmonary medicine. ATSDR was pleased with the participation of these eight experts.

Comment #27:
Former Worker

The most articulate and knowledgeable of the former workers are those who brought suit. Of those seven, four or five are still alive. It is to them that ATSDR should turn for testimony.

ATSDR Response: Although the Expert Panel meeting was a scientific forum, two former workers were invited to attend this meeting, but both declined the invitation. ATSDR was pleased that the families of two former workers were able to participate in the meeting (either in
person or via telephone). These family members provided comment for the meeting’s administrative record (meeting transcript).

**Comment #28:**
Community Representative

Mary Mosley has been working on the Stauffer project here for over 25 years! Her ability to speak extemporaneously will serve the workshop well. She knows more about Stauffer and its history than anyone else in Tarpon Springs. Without her, there would probably have been silence. This community is heavily in her debt. She has earned the right to be the community representative.

**ATSDR Response:** Thank you for this suggestion. Note: ATSDR did invite Ms. Mosley to attend the Expert Panel meeting that was held on July 31, 2003.

**Comment #29:**
Area Physician

Dr. Leonard Dunn of Dunedin, Florida has handled a number of terminal lung cases that were Stauffer related. He can give good testimony. Dr. Frederick Roever of Tarpon Springs has been vocal about the Stauffer health-related problems, and he has been in practice here for decades, and he has earned great respect from his brother physicians at our local Helen Ellis Memorial Hospital. It would be advantageous if both these physicians attended.

**ATSDR Response:** Thank you for this suggestion. ATSDR invited Dr. Dunn to the Expert Panel meeting; unfortunately, he was not able to attend.
COMMENTOR 4

Comment #1: I would like to thank the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) for the greatly improved Public Health Assessment (PHA) and the information regarding Victor Chemical Works and Stauffer Chemical Company. The new PHA was obviously produced by caring and knowledgeable parties.

ATSDR Response: Thank you.

Comment #2: Much of my comments were provided in last month's extended submittal, but I welcome the opportunity to add the following.

Although monitoring was conducted and noted to have attained hazardous to your health levels, not once were the elderly, children or residents alerted by Pinellas County to remain indoors during dangerous levels of sulfur dioxide (p 77).

ATSDR Response: Comment noted.

Comment #3: Children attending Gulfside should be included as “people who lived or worked within 1,540 feet from the kiln” since the conflicting measurement was exceeded: (a) children are far more susceptible than adults and, (b) the elementary school was often described by the media and others as, “sitting in a cloud of smoke.” The schoolchildren exercised and played under the great belching stacks of Stauffer and the ground emissions. Windborne dusts had to be on their hands, their desks, and on their food. Gases, as well as dusts were inhaled into young lungs.

ATSDR Response: Even though Gulfside Elementary School was across the street from the Stauffer fence line, it was still more than 2500 feet from the kiln—the major source of sulfur dioxide and fine particulate emissions from the Stauffer facility. Unfortunately, no air monitoring data were collected at the school itself; therefore, ATSDR had to use a computer model to estimate contaminant levels at the school. The computer model was able to estimate air levels at the school for sulfur dioxide from all sources, but not for particulate matter. These discrepancies make it difficult to determine the exact health hazards that the students might have experienced from 1978 to 1981. It is reasonable to assume that the students were exposed to sulfur dioxide at levels that might have caused some adverse effects to their lungs as described in the public health assessment. It is more likely that these possible heart or lung effects were of short-term nature, meaning while exposure was occurring; long-term health effects were unlikely. ATSDR is unable to make any other conclusions about potential adverse health effects that Gulfside students may have experienced as a result of their exposure to airborne contaminants from the Stauffer plant.
Comment #4: Pinellas County failed to place a monitor near or on the school grounds to ensure young children were not being exposed to contaminant levels exceeding safe levels. The “safe” levels of today are being reduced as science's understanding increases. The most prevalent reason given by ATSDR for not conducting a study has been “lack of data.” Assuming this statement to be true, Pinellas County must totally accept the burden of failing to monitor and protect the most vulnerable members of our society.

ATSDR Response: Comment noted.

Comment #5: Hazardous solvents which were used in great quantities at the chemical plant may not have been sufficiently considered.

ATSDR Response: While ATSDR did not perform a transport evaluation of each solvent used in past chemical processes, most soil and groundwater samples were tested for a full suite of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. The intent of such sampling was to identify any releases of solvents from past operations to these media. ATSDR, therefore, considers available data sufficient to evaluate potential releases from past site operations.

Comment #6: The PHA is most impressive. The only conclusion which I take issue with is the “prevailing wind” blowing Stauffer's contaminants away theory. Florida's climate has many “dog days” of summer where at times, winds may exist at four thousand feet, but not a breath of air may be detected at ground zero which resulted in much of the chemical plant's emissions remaining at ground level or to plume downwards. It can be clearly seen in the color photos taken by Gayle Boone and provided to ATSDR, the production of Victor Chemical Works and Stauffer Chemical Company for thirty five years produced great clouds of fugitive ground emissions that were not elevated by stacks nor could this huge amount of the plant's emissions sent through the poorly efficient scrubbers. The haze produced by the plant exposed employees to dusts and gases, engulfed the school, and hung over much of the community. A large mist was also released into the air at the end of every processing cycle when phossy water entered the disposal ponds. Phosphorescence may have been a part of production increasing exposure to radiation.

ATSDR Response: This comment primarily addresses ATSDR’s interpretation of the meteorological data for the Stauffer site. When preparing the PHA, ATSDR obtained three very large sets of meteorological data collected in the vicinity of the Stauffer site. As Section 3.3.3 of the PHA indicates, we obtained 18 years of meteorological data from PCDEM’s Anclote Road Station, 54 years of data from Tampa International Airport, and 30 years of data from St. Petersburg–Clearwater International Airport. All three stations observed meteorological conditions with devices placed 10 meters above ground surface—not at elevations thousands of feet above ground level. Combined, the three data sets provided ATSDR with more than 500,000 observations of hourly meteorological conditions.
As Figures 9, 11, and 13 in the PHA show, the prevailing winds observed at all three monitoring stations is clearly from the northeast to the southwest, and winds blew from south to north (i.e., from the Stauffer plant toward Gulfside Elementary School) less than 5% of the time. Thus, an extremely large volume of data supports ATSDR’s conclusion that winds consistently blew Stauffer’s air emissions away from Gulfside Elementary School. Not shown in the wind roses is the fact that the meteorological data sets we obtained indicate that calm winds occurred at the three stations approximately 6% of the time. During these times, air emissions likely did not disperse effectively and tended to remain near the source.

To address this comment, ATSDR revised the PHA Summary to acknowledge that air emissions from Stauffer could have affected air quality at Gulfside Elementary School, but these impacts would be limited to the relatively infrequent times of southerly winds and calm winds. ATSDR did not change the PHA conclusions as a result of this comment; the conclusions were based largely on an air modeling analysis that explicitly considers the impacts of southerly winds and calm winds on air quality at Gulfside Elementary School.

Comment #7: Proper education of the area's physicians to industrial diseases resulting from exposure to the Superfund Site should become a top priority and conducted by unbiased and qualified parties. The former education presentation was very poor and very lacking.

No one can know what adverse health affects may have occurred to susceptible children who were exposed to the harmful contaminants released by the former chemical plant(s) for so many years without conducting a health study. Until recently, the ATSDR appeared to be in agreement that a study was warranted - that sufficient evidence did exist. I can only hope that ATSDR will reconsider their most recent conclusion and that a study will be conducted of the children who attended Gulfside Elementary School from January 1978 - November 1982.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR acknowledges the importance of this concern of child health. The scientific literature provides clues as to the types of possible adverse health impacts some of these children might have experienced; namely, respiratory related signs, symptoms, or exacerbation of airway disease (e.g., asthma). As noted above and in the PHA, computer modeling was done for sulfur dioxide and for all sources. These computer-estimated exposures do have uncertainty associated with them. Because adequate exposure data does not exist for the school population, a health investigation cannot be designed and conducted by ATSDR that would yield definitive or valid findings. Moreover, the environmental data for the school indicate that students were likely exposed, on average, to levels of contaminants that would not produce long-term health effects, nor health effects that could be accurately assessed today using the state-of-the-art epidemiological methods. For this and other reasons stated in the PHA, ATSDR believes it would be inappropriate to conduct a health study of former Gulfside students. ATSDR is cognizant of the precautionary principle of “do no harm”; a health study based on poor or insufficient personal exposure data could produce misleading results.
COMMENTOR 5

Comment: As an employee of Gulfside Elementary for 16 years, I am most concerned for the students who were exposed on a daily basis to all these chemicals. I was diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and never smoked or lived in an area where I could have been exposed to chemicals leaving only my work area at Gulfside. These children should have been tested, at least the ones that could be found.

Activists in the area have been fighting for the people for years to no avail. I am very old and know that I had no knowledge of what I was breathing nor did teachers, students, or families in the area. Now that we know, it seems the only concerns are not for people but the expenses to Stauffer to clean up the site. Human life should come first.

I would also like all the information regarding the chemicals I was exposed to so that I may give them to my lung specialist to review and possibly help in my treatment. He has been following all the newspaper articles written recently in the St. Pete Times. Any further information I can have I would appreciate.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR is sending a copy of the public health assessment to the commentor so that he/she can give it to his/her doctor. It lists the chemicals found at the site, describes those that might have been released from the Stauffer facility, and provides ATSDR’s conclusions about the public health significance of past exposure to them. ATSDR hopes that the report is helpful to the commentor’s doctor.
Attached please find comments from the University of Florida Center for Environmental & Human Toxicology. The Florida Department of Environmental Protection concurs with the comments.

I have read the draft Public Health Assessment for Stauffer Chemical Company (Tarpon Springs), Tarpon Springs, Pinellas County, Florida, EPA Facility ID: FLD010596013, April 2, 2003. This Public Health Assessment was prepared by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, and discusses possible historic, current, and future risks posed by chemicals on, or from, the Stauffer Chemical Company Tarpon Springs Site.

The report appears to be very thorough, presenting and evaluating information from a variety of sources. However, it contains some statements that are misleading, in my opinion.

Comment #1: The statements that were most striking to me involved a discussion of the toxicity of arsenic. A discussion of the potential non-cancer effects of arsenic begins on page 105, focusing almost exclusively on dermal effects. No mention is made of cardiovascular disease or other important potential non-cancer effects associated with arsenic exposure. At the bottom of the page, with regard to arsenic effects on the skin, the report states, "It is important to realize that exposure has to occur for 10 to 40 years before damage to the skin occurs." This is inaccurate. Dermal effects from arsenic have been observed in children as young as two years of age in both the Antofagasta region of Chile and in West Bengal (see Arsenic in Drinking Water, NRC, 1999; and Arsenicosis in West Bengal, Sadananda Prakashani, 2002). Obviously, from these observations, 10 to 40 years of arsenic exposure is not required for dermal effects. The time to appearance of dermal symptoms is probably a function of arsenic dose, and it may well take 10 to 40 years in some individuals at certain levels of exposure. However, a blanket statement that 10 to 40 years of arsenic exposure is required for skin effects is clearly incorrect.

ATSDR Response: ATSDR agrees that the amount of time between arsenic exposure and development of skin disease is a function of dose, and that it takes decades of exposure to low levels of arsenic before visible signs of skin disease occur. ATSDR has modified the PHA text to clarify this point.

Comment #2: A second statement that should be revised occurs in the discussion of potential cancer risks from chronic arsenic exposure. On page 107 of the report, it states, "Human studies of people exposed to arsenic in drinking water showed that a minimum of 20 years of exposure is needed before cancer can be detected in people. Most arsenic-induced cancers required 30, 40, and 50 years of exposure to drinking water." These statements appear to confuse latency with some sort of minimum exposure duration to produce cancer. Latency is the time interval between production of a critical effect by a
carcinogen and the appearance of malignancy. Several studies have estimated the latency period for cancer from arsenic (see Arsenic in Drinking Water: 2001 Update, NRC, 2001). Average latency in many studies is around 20 years, with some studies showing latencies up to 40 years or more. This is not the same thing as saying that 20 to 40 years of exposure is required to produce cancer from arsenic. Tsuda and others (Tsuda et al., Amer. J. Epidemiol. 141:198-209, 1995), for example, found markedly elevated rates of bladder and lung cancer in a cohort in Japan with exposure to high concentrations of arsenic in well water for five years (1955 to 1959). There are also examples of cancer associated with arsenic in patients that used Fowler's solution for much less than 20 to 40 years. As with non-cancer effects, the minimum exposure period required to produce cancer from arsenic is probably a function of dose, but the relationship between dosing rate, duration, and cancer has not been well characterized. This uncertainty should be more clearly acknowledged in the report.

ATSDR Response: As discussed in ATSDR’’ response to the previous comment, the risk of cancer from drinking water containing such low levels of arsenic is a function of the length of exposure; as such, someone would have to drink water containing arsenic at the levels reported in the PHA for several decades before their risk of cancer would increase significantly. Conversely, someone who drank water containing arsenic at such levels for only a few years would not have a significantly increased risk of cancer. ATSDR has changed the PHA text to make this point more clear and to correct any confusing remarks about exposure and latency.